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'Under State programs and the Federal employee unemployment insurance program.

Mr. NEUBERGER. Mr. President,
these tables graphically illustrate the
need for extending the period of unemployment coverage if even a small measure of purchasing power is to be restored
to the channels of trade and the jobless
are to have at least a subsistence standard of living. Both the number of jobless and the number whose benefit payments are being exhausted are on the
rise. lrhis foreshadows the possibility
that even a greater number of individuals will lose the security of unemployment coverage unless another 13
weeks is added to the period for which
compensation may be paid.
The need for extension of coverage is
also reflected in public-assistance payments in Oregon. In December of 1957,
these direct payments to needy persons
by the State topped the $3 million mark
for the first time in history of the Oregon State Public Welfare Commission.
There is little doubt that this record
outlay is the result of greater unemployment among persons not covered by
unemployment compensation and also
indicates that those whose unemployment benefit protection has expired are
seeking this source of funds to keep
body and soul together. I hope that
legislative priority can be given to enactment of the proposal for extending unemployment benefit payments to 39
weeks.
Mr. President, this problem has received considerable attention by leading newspapers, and I ask unanimous
consent to have printed in the RECORD
with my remarks an editorial from the
New 'York Times of March 2, 1958, entitled, "Jobless Pay: the Challenge," an
editorial from the Washington Post of
March 10, 1958, entitled, "Let's Get Going," and an article from the New York
Times of March 3, 1958.
There being no objection, the editorials and article were ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
[From the New York Times of March 2, 1958)
JOBLESS PAY; THE CHALLENGE
More people covered by unemployment Insurance are now out of work than at any
time since the Federal-State system went
In to effect In 1938--3.1 million, representing
7.5 percent of the 42 million Insured.
The national figures, released last week as
of February 15 by the Department of Labor,
are deeply disquieting-even though claims
fell off somewhat between January 11 and
February 7 and haven't varied much, up or
down, since then. But only those workers
are Included who are covered by unemployment Insurance. The total number of peo-
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6,400
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Source: U. S. Departmrnt or T,abor, Bureau at Employtl)cnt Security, Office of
Program Review aud Analysis, ~far. 4, 1958.

pie out of work now Is estimated at about conviction in his letter to the Republican
five mllllon-more than In any year since leaders of Congress, when he wrote1941.
"'The proper relation of Government to the
These figures should be of grim concern growth and vigor of our economy must necesto the Government In Its efforts to turn back sarily be to stimulate private production and
the tide of the present recession. So should employment, not to substitute public spendthey be also to both employers and organ- Ing for private spending, nor to extend public
Ized labor, In whose hands are the decisions, domination over private activity."
as to plant and prices and as to wage InThe President added that he Is concerned
creases, which so largely determine the ups over proposals for make-work projects fi·
and downs of the health Index of the nanced by the Government and rightly reeconomy.
jects them as unsound. At the same time,
But most directly challenged is the ade- he disclosed that further steps are being
q-uacy of the e'xistlng unemployment Insur- taken to accelerate spending on useful and
ance system. The present situation calls for normal Federal public-works progrJ>ms. He
Its thorough reappraisal and for bold efforts again urged Congress to act on various meas- ,
to bring It more In line with Its objectives- ures he had previously proposed to encourage
both to aid the unemployed and to keep up housing loans and to aid small business and
purchasing power when the economy needs areas of persistent unemployment. He also
It the most. It Isn't only the Individual asked for special Federal aid to extend the
worker who needs help In times like these. period of State unemployment benefits for
It Is also his butcher, his grocer, and his the growing numbers who have exhausted
landlord.
their eligibility.
The President's Jetter, together with his
The unemployment Insurance system Is
administered at Federal expense by the sev- previous >economic statements and messages,
eral States, which set their own terms as for all practical purposes embrace the very
to benefits paid. The Federal Government kind of program which Senate Majority
levies a tax on employers everywhere, against Leader JOHNSON and his cohorts called for
which offsets allowed proportionate to taxes last week. Even In the matter of what not
they pay to each State. Five years ago Presi- to do there Is seeming agreement. It Is not
dent Eisenhower urged the States to enact time for a tax cut, both sides-with the
minimum adequate standards as "a valuable exception of a few Individuals--believe.
first line defense against economic recesDoubtless this state of affairs wlll quickly
sion." But Senator KENNEDY has said In a change If the March unemployment figuresrecent speech In Congress, that "not one which will come out a month hence-fall to
State has met the standards the President show a more-than-seasonal Improvement.
requested."
The thing to remember then and In that
In the meantime Increases In wages and case, however, will be that most of the recession
remedies now being advanced cannot
In the cost of living have largely outdated
the benefit scales, which were orlglna.lly in- posslbcy take hold In a dollars-and-cents
tended to provide at least half of the work- fashion until late spring or summer at the
ers' regular ftarnlngs. Senator KENNEDY esti- earliest.
The hope now must be that the Governmates that actual benefits today average only
one-third of lost wages. Part of the dilfi- ment's decisions to advance and expand S<?ffi)l
culty has been the failure to lift the ceil- of Its normal spending program will be suffiIngs on benefits as wages and ll vlng costs cient to hold off pressures for abnormal,
have gone up. Then, too, there are other . make-work projects or for drastic tax reserious Inadequacies and divergencies--In duction that might Induce curbs on Indiscoverage, eligibility and the duration of pensable Federal expenditures. The best
chance Congress has to avoid such pitfalls Is
benefits.
The time has come-Is Indeed long past-- to get quickly about the business of authorto meet this nationwide problem with na- izing the various housing, highway, unemtionwide and adequate minimum standards ployment and other economiC measures on
set up and enforced by the Federal Gov- which there Is now clear agreement to
ernment. A group of Senators, Jed by Sena- proceed.
tor KENNEDY, and another group In the
House introduced a bill to do it. The IDLE ExHAUSTING BENEFITS; EXTENSION OF
PAY SOUGHT
Kennedy-MCCarthy measure, now before
both houses, deserves wide attention. Its
(By Richard E. Mooney)
details may be open to question, but Its
WASHlNGTON, March 2.-The administraobjectives are sound-and especially timely tion Is racing growing pressure from a recesat this particular moment.
sion statistic that has received little public
notice-the growing number of persons who
[From the Washington Post and Times
ll.ave exhausted their unemployment benefits. I
Herald of March 10, 1958]
The amount of the payments and the
LET's GET GoiNG
maximum duration vary according to State
law.
The old saying, "You can't spend your way
out of a depression," Is, like most homeLiberalization and standardization of the
remedy advice, too Inexact to be very useful. program are the object of bills Introduced
But Preslden t Eisenhower refiected this basic ln Congress 3 weeks ago by 2 Democrats, .
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est rate o! unemployment in the United on this and the following page are typical
and representative of the total. All of the
States.
Minnesota.
Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator is cor- replies will be forwarded to "Miss Le-My."
Their plan would provide Federal assist- rect. It is a very important distinc- In all, 89 of the 271 who wrote to the editor
and to the girl commended her for writing
ance to States during transition to greater
tion.
the letter, or congratulated the Washington
payments.

Senator JoHN F. KENNEDY, of Massachusetts,
and Representative EuGENE J, McCARTHY, of

Adrrunlstration officials are examining the
Democratic proposal, but so far the adminIstration position has not changed from that
stated in each o! President Eisenhower's five
annual economic reports.
LIBERALIZATION URGED

These have suggested that the States liberalize their programs and have suggested a
maximum of 26 weeks.
The Kennedy;McCarthy proposal calls for
payments o! up to $40 a week for a maximum
of 39 weeks.
Few States have done anything to carry
out the President's suggestion.
About 43 mllllon workers are covered by
the Insurance plan. This Is about fourfifths of the Nation's nonfarm wage and
salary workers, and a llttle more than twothirds o! all workers.
New York: State pays up to $36 a week !or
26 weeks. Florida pays up to $30 for a
maximum o! 16 weeks. Louisiana pays up to
e25 for a ma><.l.mum of 20 weeks. Pennsylvania's maximum ls the longest--SO weeks.
Many o! the workers now reaching the end
of their benefits were laid ol! last fall, when
unemployment started to cllmb.
In January, 147,000 workers exhausted
their benefits, against 111,000 in December
and 107,000 in January of last year.
Even after business starts picking up there
wlll be heavy exhaustions, because the man
who was laid ol! first--that Is, the longest
time ago-is usually the man who is taken
back on the job last.
Insured unemployment at mid-February
was 3,130,200, and still climbing. This was
7.3 percent o! all insured workers--the highest percentage since the system began in
1938.

Unemployment insurance is a FederalState program financed almost entirely by
special Federal and State taxes on employers.
Two States, Alabama and New Jersey, also
impose a small tax on employees.
Essentially, the State taxes provide the
funds that are actually paid out to the unemployed and the smaller Federal tax covers
the cost or running the many State programs.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
'
Mr. NEUBERGER. I yield to the
~ :U·om Moutana.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, If it
will make the Senator !rom Oregon feel
any better, although It does not a!Iect me
1n that way, the State of Montana has the
very important distinction of leading the
States in the number of unemployed
drawing compensation insurance. The
latest figure is 14.4 percent.
I wish to say, as a cosponsor with the
Senator from Oregon of the bill introduced by the Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. KENNEDY], that I think it
is about time the administration is waking up to the economic facts of life In
this country. I hope that from now on
the administration will give as much attention to the domestic economy as it
seems to be giving to the reciprocal trade
and foreign-aid programs.
Mr. NEUBERGER. I thank the Senator from Montana. I1 I am not mistaken, the Senators from the Pacific
Northwest States of Montana, Oregon,
Washington, and Idaho have the unenviable distinction of representing that
region of the Nation which has the high-

REPLIES TO LETTER OF MISS
LE-MY, A VIETNAMESE GIRL
Mr. THYE. Mr. President, in the
Washington Post and Times Herald for
Sunday, March 9, 1958, a number of replies were printed to the letter sent Mr.
Friendly by Miss Le-My, a Vietnamese
girl. On February 27, I had printed the
editorial from the Washington Post of
February 26, 1958, entitled "How We
Look" in the Appendix of the REcORD,
and it is found on page A1832. On
March 3, I had printed Mr. Friendley's
reply to Miss Le-My, and it is found on
pages 2783, 2784, 2785, of the March 3,
1958, CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
I now ask unanimous consent that the
letters found in the Washington Post of
March 9, 1958, be printed at this point in
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD and that the
permanent CONGRESSIONAL RECORD may
be corrected so that all of these insertions may be made a part of the permanent RECORD as of February 27, 1958.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, the letters will be printed in the
RECORD, as requested, and the transposition will be made in the permanent
RECORD, as indicated.
There being no objection, the replies
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
ANSWER THE LETrER OF A
VrETNAMESE Gnu.
(By Alfred Friendly)
(Publication or the question-laden letter
from a Vietnamese girl tn the Washington
Post on Sunday, February 23 along with an
invitation to readers to reply, has resulted
In a flood o! correspopdence. As of last
Friday, a total of 197 replies to '"Miss Le-My"
had been received, with the flow still continuing. In addition there have been 74 letters to the editor rei a ting to the topic. or
the latter group, some 35 expressed the
opinion that the girl's motives were less
than sincere, that she was a Communist
dupe or that the letter was a hoax. Directly
or otherwise, most o! the communications
of this sort attacked the Washington Post
for publishing a letter which, it was charged
or Implied, would have damaging effects
on the United States aid program and on the
conduct o! Its foreign pollcy. 0! the 197
replies to "Miss Le-My," however, only 1
attacked the principle or American foreign
ald. Almost without exception. all of the
rest were expressly or indirectly defenses
READERS

and explanations or the rationale or the

United States overseas aid program and Its
foreign pollcy. In view o! the assertively
critical tone o! the Vietnamese girl"s letter,
It was noteworthy that only two of the replies to her could be considered hostile or
abusive in attitude, and less than a dozen
were e\'en sharply worded. The remainder
were universally gentle, tolerant, infinitely
patient, and overwhelming In expressions of
goOd will. Some o! the most moving and
el!ective were written by non-Americans
now In this country and by "Miss Le-My's"
contemporaries, American teenagers. Almost
without exception, the writers expressed the
hope that their comments and answers would
serve to further understanding between this
country and VIetnam. Many asked the girl
to be their guest if she came to the United
States. The letters and excerpts published

Post for printing It, or both.)
If the Washington Post could arrange your
transportation, I would llke very much to
have you come and visit my family during
your next school hollday. I have an extra
bed In my room and, perhaps by llvlng with
us for a llttle while, you might come tQ know,
understand, and even !Ike us a little.
Our "Man, the Citizen" Class discussed
your letter. When I came home from school,
I decided to answer you. Do you think that
your newspapers In Saigon, Cbolon, Hanoi,
or Haiphong would print my answer to you
as I have written It?
We are now living in Washington, D. c.,
where I am a student in the Immaculata
High School. However, I grew up in Tientsin, China, Singapore, and Taipei, Taiwan.
Because our family stlll has many very good
friends In Asia, and because the aunts and
uncles there are still very dear to my brother,
sister, and mysel!, I wll! answer your questions honestly. I do hope that you were
sincere In asking them.
3. We go overseas because my mother and
father belleve in our Government and what
It Is trying to do. Some people go overseas
because they are ordered to. These people
are possibly the ones who make you feel as
you do about Americans-but 1! you would
only give them a chance.
Mother says that whether a woman Is
Indian, Dutch, Chinese, or American, she has
the same problems of family, children, husband, money, Ulness. She Ukes to drink a
cup of col!ee or tea with a friend and share
her happlnesses, troubles, or a bit of gossip.
When we are overseas, It hurts to see people
living In compounds, visiting among themselves, missing so much of the country In
which they are stationed, and It Is often
because the people of the country will not
meet them halfway .and because Americans.

!Ike anyone else, are sensitive about being
rejected.
5. Can you tell me how you arrived at the
figure 95 percent? For 95 percent of one
country's people to dislike all of another
country's people Is completely frightening.
Can you tell me why you feel that ·your
people dislike Americans so much, and what
you feel It Is necessary to do to change that
dislike to friendship?
It Is true that all people find It easier to
give than to receive. The recipient Is often
resentful o! the donor I! he considers himself unable to return what he has been
given. But, could you cook up 4 cups o!
rico for yourself while your neighbor tried
to make 1 cup do for his entire family, especially 1! you knew that he could have had
enough rice 1! someone had given him a
hand with the planting? This is how Americans !eel about their overseas neighbors. If
we can help our neighbors to provide for
themselves, then we can enjoy the blessings
of our own land more.
8. Our country is still very young and we
have moved so fast that our growing pains
have not yet caught up with us. Consider:
I am an American. Some of my ancestors
were among the early settlers--yet I am the
product o! R1,1mania, Russia, Scotland, Ireland, Switzerlan_d. Can you realize the
amount of absorbing and assimilating that
has gone on in the United States In less
than 200 years? In Asia, where the cultures
and histories are thousands or years old,
there are stlll feel!ngs among Chinese about
Indians and Malays, Asians about Africans,
all peoples about their aborigines or hill
peoples, Asians about Eurasians. Yet we, In
America, in less than 200 years are supposed
to have eliminated all prejudices aga inst
race, color, and religion, which became part
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Department of State, and thereby to
represent our country at Brussels. I
think the $45,000 I am requesting is
little enough for the advertising, the
good will, and the enthusiasm which
they will generate abroad.
I say again, in conclusion, that if the
Flathead County High School A Cappella Choir should be sent to represent this
country at the Brussels Fair, it would,
by its contrast and its freshness, be the
most perfect competition and counterpoise to the Soviet Union and its groups
represented there. Again, Mr. President, I urge the Senate to adopt my
amendment.
Mr. President, if I may address the
Senate on the point of order which has
been raised, let me state that I believe
the amendment is perfectly germane because it would be tied to an appropriation
item allowed by the committee regardilig the use of funds for the Brussels
Fair. If my memory serves me correctly,
$375,000 has been allocated for that
purpose.
I say most respectfully to the chairman
of the committee and to the entire Senate that $45,000 spent to send the Kalispell A Cappella Choir to Brussels, Belgium, to represent thf United States
there, could not be spent in a better
way.
Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. President, I regret
very much that I must make the point
of order. I am in entire sympathy with
what the Senator from Montana has said
with respect to sending Americana to
Brussels.
In my own State, for example-and the
situation in Arizona is illustrated by matters brought before the committee by
other Senators--there is an excellent
high-school band at Scottsdale; and the
band wishes to go to Brussels. But when
the matter was presented to the committee, the committee did not agree to
that, because there are other proposals
of the same kind.
A proposal for a lump-sum provision
of funds to enable groups to attend the
Brussels Fair does not authorize or designate the sending of a particular group.
Therefore, I believe the amendment of
the senator from Montana is subject
to the point of order.
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
CLARK in the chair). Does the Senator
from Arizona make the point of order?
Mr. HAYDEN. I do.
"Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
hould like to have a ruling on the point
f order which has been raised.
Mr. DffiKSEN. Mr. President, one
can concede the accuracy of everything
the Senator from Montana has said.
However, as the Senator from Arizona
has well pointed out, musical organizations all over the United States would
like to attend the Brussels Fair. I believe the Senate would be usurping an
administrative prerogative if it were to
provide that for sending to Brussels a
specific choir or band.
So I believe the point of order is entir~ly valid, on the ground that if we
were to give to the organization which
is administering the fund an affirmative
direction as to how a portion of the fund
shall be expended, that would be a direc-

t

tion, not a limitation and, therefore.
certainly would fall within the rule.
Therefore, Mr. President, I believe the
point of order should be sustained.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, in
xesponse to the point made by the distinguished Senator from Illinois, let me say
that the choir has received from the
State Department an Invitation to attend the Brussels Fair. To the best of
my knowledge, it is the only choir and
the only high-school group in the country that has been so honored.
Let me also point out that the President, with funds made available to him
by the Congress, by way of appropria--tion, has seen fit to send various musical
and choral groups to Europe and elsewhere to represent the United States;
and the groups so sent have had all theit•
expenses paid.
I believe it is about time that-for a
change-a group from a section of the
country west of the Mississippi River
should participate in representing the
United states in Europe. I cannot think
of a finer group than that composed of
the young people from Kalispell, Mont.,
in the Pacific Northwest.
Therefore, Mr. President, I hope the
point of order will be overruled, so the
Senate will be allowed to have an oppor•
tunity to vote on my amendment.
Mr. BRIDGES. Mr. PresidentMr. HAYDEN. I yield. .
Mr. BRIDGES. Mr. President, my
position as the ranking minority member of the Appropriations Committee is
in support of the position taken by the
distinguished Senator from Arizona [Mr.
HAYDEN].
Let me point out to the distinguished
Senator from Montana that I believe
everything he has said about the choir
Is true. It is an outstanding choir, and
it would be an asret to the United States
if it were sent to the Brussels Fair.
Let me also point out that the committee wrote into the second supplemental
appropriation bill a statement in which
we said:
The committee
of choral groups
tists, due regard
the Brussels Fair

urges that In the selection
and other performing arbe gl ven by the official of
to regional representation.
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has in his own State outstanding choirs
or glee clubs or college groups or highschool groups. For instance, in my own
State there are some outstanding ones.
So I believe it would be unwise for us
to include in the bill an amendment
which would particularly specify this
group.
On the other hand, I believe that the
Senator from Montana has made a correct statement in regard to regional representation; in other words, that not all
such groups should come from the east
coast or any other particular section of
the Nation.
I believe the group referred to by the
Senator from Montana is much more deserving than many of the groups, including some of the jazz bands and some of
the theater groups, which in the past
have been sent abroad, which have been
sent abroad to represent the United
States, groups which are completely unlike the real Americans, and have not
represented the real American philosophy which we like to have appreciated
by the Europeans.
So, Mr. President, I hope the point of
order will be sustained. But I believe
this matter has been well developed in
the committee and in the senate, with
the result that attention is bound to be
directed to the invitation which has been
given.
The PRESIDING
OFFICER
(Mr.
CLARK in the chair). The Chair is reluctantly compelled to rule that the point
of order raised by the Senator from Arizona [Mr. HAYDEN] is well taken, because
the amendment offered by the Senator
from Montana [Mr. MANSFIELD] is an
explicit direction for the expenditure of
a particular amount of money carried in
an appropriation bill, and, therefore,
under the precedents provided the Chair
by the Parliamentarian, is legislation on
an appropriation bill, and is subject to
a point of order.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, i!
the Senator from Arizona will yield further to m e Mr•..HAYDEN. I yield.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I desire to ask
unanimous consent to have printed at
this point in the REcORD a copy of the
statement I made before the Appropriations Committee, In behalf of tl;lis choir.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

That was done in the hope that not ail
the groups selected would come from one
section of the country.
If the point of order is sustained, I
hope the proposal the Senator from
Montana has made will be accepted and STATEMENT BY SENATOR MANSFIELD BEFORE
will be carried out by the Department-THE SENATE APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE
IN BEHALF OF FLATHEAD COUNTY A CAPELLA
perhaps as the result of the debate which
CHOIR, FEBRUARY 27, 1958
has occurred here-and that in taking
I appreciate the opportunity to discuss for
such action, particular pains will be
.taken to care for groups which are in a few mltwtes the proposal to ~end the A Capella Choir of the Flathead County High
such circumstances.
School, of Kalispell, Mont., to the InternaMr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, in tional exhibition at Brussels, Belgium.
that connection did the committee have
To begin with, I hope your committee will
in mind the Kalispell Choir?
restore the cut made in our fair funds by
Mr. BRIDGES. Perhaps the commit- the House of Representatives. No money Is
tee did not single it out, but the com· ever saved, it seems to me, If It loses this
mittee included the language to which I Nation the opportunity to keep ahead of the
have referred. That was done in order Soviet Union. We have all been advised of
that jtttention should be given to that the efforts and the excessive expenditures
planned by the Russians for this Brussels
particular choir.
exhibition. I need recall to no one that our
Let me point out that if the amend- dlsp)ay will be presented !n one o! the most
ment of the Senator from Montana were Important cities of the North Atlantic Treaty
to prevail, every Member of this body Alliance. Going to the fair will be thouwould be put on the spot. Every Senator sands of persons !rom our allied NATO na-
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tions. We have a duty to remind these
visitors, our friends, of our ac!l.ievements
and skills. But more than that, we should
not overlook the chance to show ourselves as
we really are, a free and able people, with
pride In our accompllshments, and pride,
also, in our men and women, and especially
in our youth, the hope.- and symbol of our
future in this world.
That is why I particularly would llke to
see this Montana high-school group go to
Europe. To send them there, Mr. Chairman, would be the' finest demonstration I
know of of this country's faith in its young
and its system of free education. We wlll
be sending our goods and our inventions,
I take it. I would suppose our pavlllon wlll
be full of them. But these goods, actually,
are only the byproducts of the people who
made them, of the homes in which they llve,
and the schools where we educate our chlldren with American pride. I repeat we could
do no better at Brussels than to display our
young men and women and their talents.
Our youth are part of our way of ll!e; they
have our faces and the voices of llberty. We
have sent them to Europe before, and on
more somber missions. A tragic number did
not return. But these young people of my
State w!ll be on a different journey than
their brothers before them. They wlll be
a credit to Montana and the Nation and to
its arts, the marvel of everyone of their own
age who sees them on the streets of European cities. I! mountains make enemies,
fairs make friends. I would assert that the
best emissaries we can send to our friends
across the Atlantic are fuose most capable
of making friends.
Of course, I wish I could add that this
high school choir. from Montana was able to
pay Its way. Unfortunately, that Is not the
case. As you may have suspected, the business conditions in my State are not as consistent now as they were when this choir
received its first invitation to appear o.t the
fair. As a matter of fact we have the
shameful distinction of being first In the
number, on a percentage ~is, of those
drawing
unemployment
compensation.
There have been attempts to find private
financing for these young people, and so
send them abroad. These efforts have been
without much success. This discouragement at one time led the choir and its
friends to decline the invitation offered.
Right now, however, I can tell you they are
ready to go, but they need help.
•
I suggest, and ask, Mr. Chairman, that this
Congress provide the necessary funds , Tile
State Department has estimated $45,000 as
the minimum expense for the group. That
figure, I know, Is acceptable to the people of
Flathead County. It is my hope It can be
authorized. I would !Ike to see It Included
In the sum granted by the Senate for United
States participation at the Fair. To go a
step further, I would suggest and hope that
your committee's report wlll state tho.t of
the amount recommended by the committee
for the Brussels Fair there will be included
in It $45,000 for expenses necessary to fino.nce
the appearance of this young choir from the
Rocky Mountain West at the United States
pavilion.
•
Perhaps these young people from my Sto.te
are not box office in the Broadway sense. One
can understand Wh,i we would want to employ our best among our profe981onal entertainers and arUsts, especially I! we are to
compete In a performing arts program with
the Bolshoi Ballet of Moscow or the Old Vic
Company of London. I think we need to
present competition also to a great degree In
our I folkways, our traditions, our nationalIties.
The proposed appearance ot the
Kal!spell group Is a case to that point. The
performances of this young choir will not be
altogether expert by professional standards,
but It wll! h!\jj(! the strain of American and
o! the West In them. Indeed, I! I had any

suggestion to offer I should say that there
ought to be more reglonal!ty In the llneup
of our performing artists at the fair. So
far, It Is my understanding that the Flathead County Choir Is the only group coming
to the fair from a State west of the Mississippi River o.nd the only high school group
in the entire country Invited. This Is no
rellectlon on tllose who will be appearing
from the East o.nd the Midwest. But It does
show, perhaps, that the western part of the
United States will have no representation on
our stage at Brussels unless this fine group
goes.
I repeat, this a cappella choir will bring
great credit to this country and to Its youth
everywhere It goes In Europe. I think the
amount of $45,000 asked Is llttle enough !or
the advertisement, the goodwill, and the enthusiasm which It will generate abroad. I
hope again you will specify that amount In
your report, Mr. Chairman, and so help these
typlca~ly young people of our Nation.
In conclusion, I want to say that, in my
opinion, the Fluthead County High School
A Cappella Choir would, by Its contrast and
Its freshness, be the most perfect competition
to the Soviet Union and Its groups.

Mr. MANSFIELD. I thank. the Sena·
tor from Arizona.
Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. President, I desire to have corrected a clerical or print·
ing error in the bill.
Through a printing error, the Senate
amendment relating to the National Science Foundation is not properly stated
in the bill, as reported to the Senate.
The amount Shown on page 10 in line 8,
$9,900,000, is the amount proposed by
the Senate amendment. Omitted from
this print of the bill is the figW'e $8,750,·
000, as set forth in the bill as pass~d by
the House of Representatives. That fig·
ure was stricken out by the Senate committee's amendment.
Mr. President, I ask that that printing
error be corrected'.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, the cotTection will be made.
Mr. KEFAUVER. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Arizona yield to me?
Mr. HAYDEN. I yield.
Mr. KEFAUVER. As I understand,
the amount provided for the Bl'Ussels
Fair is the amount requested for that
purpose by the administmt!on.
Mr. HAYDEN. The amount provided
for the Brussels Fair is exactly what the
administration requested.
Mr. KEFAUVER. And it is not de·
pendent upon the use of any of the
money previously appropriated for the
Gorki Park Fair, in Moscow, is it?
Mr. HAYDEN. No. The idea of the
committee was that the funds for the
Brussels Fair should stand on their own
merits, and thaffunds heretofore appropriated for the Gorki Park Fair should
remain for that purpose.
Mr. KEFAUVER. Mr. President, I
wish to congratulate the committee for
allowing the full amount, because I think
it is most important for the entire
United states.
I did not understand that the amendment of the Senator from Montana had
to do with the Kalispell Choir. Let me
say that in the general election campaign of last year, I tried to visit Kali·
spell. However, because of the weather
conditions, I was unable to reach Kalispell.
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The men and women on our planewho never got to Kalispell-formed
themselves into an organization called
the Kalispell Choral Society. It is still
in existence. Nobody has suggested in·
viting the Kalispell choral group of
which I speak to any fair, but if the
group the Senator from Montana is
sponsoring is as good as the one the
news men and women formed, naming
it after the Kalispell group, I am sure it
wiJ.l.,laake a fine impression at the Fair.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
might say that the Kalispell group referred to by the Senator from Tennessee,
which was composed of newspaper men
and women, would not be in the same
class with the a capella choir of Flathead County High School. While the
capabilities and abilities of the newspaper men and women are good, they
are not to be compared with those of the
outstanding group which has made such
a great reputation throughout the coun·
try.
-Mr. KEFAUVER. I am quite sure the
group which the Senator from Montana is sponsoring can stand on its own
bottom.
Mr. ELLENDER subsequently said:
Mr. President, a while ago, when we were
discussing the appropriation for the
Gorki Fair and the Brussels Fair, I tried
to obtain the floor, but I was unable to
do so. I ask unanimous consent that
what I shall have to say now with respect to the Brussels Fair, as well as the
Gorki Fair, be placed in the RECORD
just preceding the point at which the
amendment was offered by the distinguished Senator from Wyoming [Mr.
O'MAHONEY).
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? The Chair hears none, and
it is so ordered.
Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, I am
very happy that the Committee on Appropriations decided to mil.ke a direct
appropriation for the Brussels Fair in
the sum of $2,054,000. Some of us objected to transferring money, which had
been previously appropriated by the
Congress, from the Gorki Fair to the
Brussels Fair.
It is my considered judgment that the
little money we would spend on the
Gorki Fair wouid do much more good,
insofar as our peaceful competition with
Russia is concerned than would the fifteen-odd millions of dollars that are to
be spent at Brussels.
While the hearings were being held, I
offered for the record a letter dated February 20, from the Assistant Secretary of
Commerce, Mr. Henry Kearns, to the
Senator from Arizona [Mr. HAYDEN] and
Representative CANNON with regard to
the Gorki Fair in Moscow. I asked for
particulars about that Jetter in a letter I
ad+lressed to Mr. Kearns under date of
February 25. When the hearings were
held, Mr. Kearns had not as yet answered my letter of that date, but I have
since received his response. It is now
too late to have the letter placed in the
printed committee hearings, so, Mr.
President, I ask unanimous consent that
there may be placed in the RECORD at
this point the sequence of letters to
which I have just referred. The first is
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ator from Arizona ls agreed to, amendments then can be offered which might
strike out the amendments proposed by
the committee?
Mr. HAYDEN. Yes. The purpose o!
the request is that the bill with the
committee amendments be considered
as the original text, and that no point
of order shall be considered to have been
waived.
Mr. THYE. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. HAYDEN. I yield.
Mr. THYE. Do I correctly understand that any motion to suspend the
rule would not be foreclosed, and that
nothing embodied in the request would
have the effect of suspending the rule?
Mr. HAYDEN. That is correct.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
(Mr.
CLARK in the chair). Is there objection
to the unanimous consent request of
the Senator from Arizona that the committee amendments be agreed to en
bloc?
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, may
we have an understanding that the
amendments which are referred to as the
Ellender amendment and the Thye
amendment, relating to cotton and to
dairy products, are not included in the
committee amendments?
Mr. HAYDEN. They are not included.
Mr. HOLLAND. They have not been
proposed by the committee.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendments can be offered separately;
they are not a part of the committee
amendments.
The question is on agreeing to the
unanimous consent request of the Senator from Arizona that the committee
amendments be agreed to en bloc. The
Chair hears no abjection, and it is so
ordered.
The committee amendments agreed
to en bloc are as follows:
Under the heading "Chapter ! - Department of Agriculture-Agricultural Research
Service," on page 2, after line 3, to Insert:
"'SALARIES AND EXPENSES
•'RESEARCH

"For an additional amount for 'Salaries
and Expenses', tor 'research', $12,500."
Under the subhead "Soil Bank ProgramsReimbursement to Commodity Credit Corpora tton for Costs Incurred Under Soil Bank
Programs," on page 3, line 19, after " ( 7
U. S. C. 1a01-1a37)" to strike out "$4ll9,500.000" and Insert "$567,500,000, of which
$7a,OOO,OOO shall be derived by transfer from
the appropriation 'Acreage reserve program',
fiscal year 195a."
,
Under the subhead "Acreage Reserve Program," on page 4, line 9, after "Public Law
85-11a." to strike out the colon and "Provided, That no part of this amount shall be
used to authorize compensation to any one
Individual or corporate participant in excess
of $3,000" and Insert a colon and "Provided,
That the same $3,000 Umitatlon which was
applicable tn the original $500,000,000 authorization shall also apply to the additional
6250,000,000 authorized herein."
Under the heading "Chapter II-Department of Commerce-Maritime Activities," on
page 5, after Une 16, to insert:
uSALARIES AND EXPENSES

"The limitation under this heading the Department o! Commerce and Related Agencies Appropriation Act, 1958. on the amount
avaUable for 'Administrative expenses', Is

Increased !rom 'e7,045,000' to '$7,057,aOO'; and
the limitation thereunder on the amount
available tor 'Reserve fieet expenses', ls de·
creased from '$6,a50,000' to '$6,a37 ,200' ."
On page 6, after Une 12, to insert:
"NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
"EXPENSES

"For an additional amount for 'Expenses,•
$112,000, to be derived by trnnsfer from any
other definite annual appropriation available to the Department of Commerce !or the
fiscal year 195a."
Under the heading "Chapter III-Independent Offices-Federal Power Commission--Salaries and Expenses," on page 7, at
the beginning o! line 16. to strike out "$133,000" and insert "$136,000, o! which $3,000
shall be available for payment of compensation to the present incumbent or the position o! Chairman of the Commission for the
period June 23, 1957, to August 15, 1957, not
heretofore paid."
Under the subhead "General Services Administration--Operating Expenses, Public
Buildings Service", on page a. line 12, after
the word "Service", to strike out "$2,000,000"
and Insert "$2,700,000."
Under the subhead "Operating Expenses,
Transportation and Public Ut111ties Service",
on page a, line 23, after the word "exceed",
to strike out "$50" and insert "$100", llllld in
line 24, after the word "Individuals", to
strike out "$75,000" and insert "$37,500."
shall be expended for any activity authorized
On page 9, after line 2, to insert:
"No moneys appropriated under this act
by section 201 of the act of June 30, 1949,
as amended (40 U. S. C. A. 481), or by section 303 of the act of August 3, 1956 (Public
Law 96a) except for the purpose or assuring
that the executive agencies are not discriminated against in terms of quality, kind,
or charges for service as compared to other
customers of the utiUty."
Under the subhead "Housing and Home
Finance Agency-Federal Housing Administration", on page 9, line 16, after the figures
"$3a,OOO,OOO", to strike out the colon and
"Provided, That no part of the funds herein
made available shall be ~sed to process or
approve any applications for mortgage insurance unaccompanied by a building permit showing compliance with applicable local building laws or regulations."
Under the subhead "National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics--Salaries and
Expenses", on page 9, at the beginning of
line 24, to strike out "$3,500,000" and insert
"$3,720,000", and in the same line, Rfter
the amendment just above stated, to strike
out "none of which shnll be for personal
services."
Under the subhead "Construction and
Equipment", on page 10. line 3, after the
word "equipment", to strike out "$6,000,000"
and insert "$6,7aO,OOO."
Under the subhead "National Science
Foundation--salaries and Expenses", on
page 10, at the beginning of line a. to strike
out "$a,750,000" and insert "$9,900,000."
Under the heading "Department of Agriculture", on page 12, after line 11, to insert:
"INDEPENDENT OFFICES
"NATIONAL

CAPITAL

PLANNING

COMMISSION

"Salaries and expenses, Washington regional
mass transportation survey

"For necessary expenses to enable the National Capital Planning Commission and the
National Capital Regional Planning Council
to jointly complete a survey of the present
and !u turc mass transports tion needs or the
National Capital region as defined in the
National Capital Planning Act or 1952 (66
Stat. 781), and to report their findings and
recommendations to the President, including
transportation expenses and not to exceed
$15 per diem In lieu of substance. as authorized by section 5 of the act of August 2,
1946, as amended (5 U. S. C. 73b-2), !or the
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members of the Commission and Council
serving without compensation, $60,000 to
remain available until June 30. 1959: Provided, That the unobligated balance of
e400,000 of appropriations heretofore granted
under th!s head shall remain available untn
said date and shall be merged with this
appropriation."
Under the heading "Chapter V-Department of Health, Education, and WelfareOffice of Education-Assistance for School
Construction," on page 14, line 6, after the
word "construction," to strike out "$56,900.000" and Insert "$57,000,000, of which $100.000 shall be ava!lnble for necessary expenses
of technical services rendered by other
agencies."
On page 15, after Une 13, to insert a new
heading "Senate."
On page 15, after line 14. to Insert:
"For payment to Alberta R. Neely, widow
of Matthew M. Neely, late a Senator from the
State of West Virginia, $22,500."
On page 15, after line 17, to insert:
44

8ALA.RIES, OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES

"Administrative and clerical assistants to
Senators: For an additional amount for administrative and clerical assistants for Senators, to provide additional clerical assistants
for each Senator from the States of Florida
and Pennsy1 vania so that the allowance of
each Senator from the State or Florida. will be
equal to that allowed Senators from States
having a popUlation of over 4 million. the
population o! said State having exceeded 4
million Inhabitants, and so that the allowance of each Senator from the State o!
Pennsylvania will be equal to that allowed
Senators from States having a population
of over 11 million, the population of said
State having exceeded '11 million inhabitants, $8,000."
On page 15, after line 7, to insert:
"Office of Sergeant at Arms and Doorkeeper: For an additional amount tor Office
of Sergeant at Arms and Doorkeeper, $91,235, to include, from March 1, 195a. an assistant superintendent, press photographers•
gallery at $2,a20 basic per annum; 40 additional privates, police force at $2,160 basic
per annum each: and 23 additional mail carriers at $2,100 basic per annum each."
On page 16, after Une 14, to insert:
11

CONTIGENT EXPENSES OF THE SENATE

"Joint Economic Committee : For an additional amount !or salaries and expen•es o!
the Joint Economic Committee, $13,000."
On page 16, after line 1a, to insert :
"Inquiries and Investigations: For an additional amount for expenses of inquiries
and investigations, fiscal year 1957, $2a5,000."
On page 16, after line 21, to insert:
"Inquiries and investigations: For an additional amount !or expenses o! inquiries
and investigations, $510,000."
At the top of page 18, to insert:
"CAPITOL POLICE
''GENERAL EXPENSES

"For an additional amount for expenses of
uniforms and equipment fpr the Capitol
Police Board, for the fiscal yenr ending June
30, 195a, $11,a40."
Under the heading "Chnpter VII-Public
Works-Department of the Interior-Bureau
of Reclamation," on pnge 1a, line 24, after
the word "project", to strike out "not to exceed"; on page 19, line 1, after the word
"Project", to strike out "not to exceed"; in
the same line, after the figures "$10,000,000",
to strike out the colon and "Provided, That
no part of any funds allocated to these two
projects activities shall be used for construction contracts not in effect as of February 20,
1958", and In line 7, after the word "year",
to insert a colon and "Provided, That the
funds appropriated in this paragraph for
the Trinity River Division o! the Central
Valley project shall be transferred to the
appropriation entitled 'Construction and Rehab11itatlon, Bureau of Reclamation.' "
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On page 19, after line 11, to strike out:
''GENERAL INVESTIGATIONS

"For an additional amount tor general Investigations, $62,500."
Under the heading "Chapter Vlii-The
Judiciary-Courts
of Appeals,
District
Courts. and other Judicial Services--Salaries
of Judges," on page 20, line 22, to strike out
"$300,000" and Insert "$275,000."
Under the subhead "Travel and Miscellaneous Expenses," on page 21, line 3, after the
word "expenses", to strike out "$59,000" and
Insert "$70,500; and the limitation under
this bead In the Judiciary Appropriation
Act, 1958, on the amount available for payment of fees to attorneys, Is Increased from
'$1 ,000' to '$12,500.' "
Under the heading "FUnds Appropriated
to the President--President's Special Interntalonal Program," on page 21, after line 18,
to strike out:
"Not to exceed $1 million of the funds
previously appropriated under this head for
the tq•de-falr exhibit In Gorki Park, Moscow,
may be used tor the Universal and International Exhibition of Brussels, 1938, and the
llmltatlon thereon as contained In the Supplemental Appropriation Act, 1958. Is Increased from '$7,045,000' to '$8,045,000': Provided, That said Increase shali be ronde
available to the United States Public Health
S3rvice to place and operate a health exhlbl t
at said fair."
On page 22. after line 2, to ln~ert:
"For an additional amount for the 'President's
special
International
program•,
$2,054.000. to remain available until expended: Provided, That the amount made
available under this head In the Departments
of State and Justice, the Judiciary. the Related A!iencles Appropriation Act, 1958, and
the Sup"plemen tal Appropriation Act, 1958,
for United States participation In the Universal and International Exblblt'on or Brussels. 1958, Is increased from '$7,045,000' to
••9 .099,000 '...
.
On page 22, after line 11. to strike out:
'J>fot to exceed $750,000 or the funds previously appropriated under this head tor
the trade fair exhibit in Gorki Park, Moscow,
may be used for the International trade !air
program."
And, In lieu thereof, to Insert:
"For an additional amount tor the President's special International pro3ram to be
used for necessary expenses of the lnter)latlonal trade fair program, $750,000."
On page 22, after line 18, to Insert a new
tile as follows:
"CHAPTER

IX

11

DISTRtcr OF COLUMBIA

" ( O!t of District o! Columbia funds)
''Operating expenses

"Metropolitan Pollee
"For an additional amount for 'Metropolitan Pollee·. $192,000, to be paid out or
the general fund of the District o! Columbia."
On page 23, line 1, to change the chapter
number from "IX" to "X."
Undet .tile heading "Claims !or Damages,
Aud1ted Claims, and Judgments", on page
23, after line 22, to Insert:
'"For payment of claims !or damages as
settled and determlned by departments and
agencies In accord with law, audited clRims
certified to be due by the General Accounting Office, and Judgments rendered against
the United States by United States district
courts and the United States Court or Claims,
as set forth In Senate Document No.
80, 85th Congress, $1,423,236, together with
such amounts as may be neceEAary to pay Interest (as and when specified In such judgments or In certain or the settlements of the
General Accounting Office or provided by
law) and such additional sums due to Increases In rates or exchange ns mny be necessary to pay claims In forelgn currency:

Provided, That no judgment he,rein appro-

priated for shall be paid until It shall have
become final and- conclusive against the
United States by faUure of the parties to
appeal or otherwise: Provided further, That
unless otherwise specifically required by law
or by judgment, payment or interest wherever appropriated tor herein shall not continue for more than 30 days after the date
of approval of this act."

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Arizona yield?
Mr.HAYDEN. !yield.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
offer an amendm~t to the committee
bill as amended, and I ask that it be
stated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated for the information of the Senate.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 22,
line 4, after the sum of "$2,054,000," it is
proposed to insert the following:
Of which $45,000 will be used !or the expenses of the Flathead County A Cappella
Choir, of Kalispell, Mont.. to attend and to
represent the United States at the Brussels
Fair.

Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. President, I have
great sympathy for what the Senator
from Montana seeks to do; but I am compelled as chairman of the committee, to
make the point of order that the amendment is not authorized by law.
·Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President,W11l,
the Senator withhold his point of orderi
1\y. HAYDEN. I withhold it.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
am offering an amendment to include
$45,000 in the supplemental appropriation bill now being considered by the
Senate for the payment of the expenses
of the Flathead County High School A
Cappella Choir, of Kalispell, Mont., to the
World's Fair in Brussels, Belgium, in
August of this year. I do not know
whether I will be successful in having
this amendment agreed to. but I do want
to make this last effort in behalf of as
fine a group of boys and girls as this
country can produce.
I have personally contacted the Department of State; the Brussels Fair
Commission; Gen. H. I. Hodes. Chief of
the United States Army Ground Forces
in Europe; and Gen. F. F. Everest, Chief
of the United States Air Forces in Europe. I have also contacted in person
and by letter the Honorable JoHN
RooNEY, chairman of the State Department Appropriations Subcommittee in
the House of Representatives. and the
Senator from Arizona lMr. HAYDEN] personally and by letter, and in an appearance before his committee. In all these
contacts I have receive much sympathy,
some small offers of assistance, but no
really tangible results in the achieving
of my main objective-the sending o!
this outstanding Montana choir to Brussels.
I am now down to my last move, and
I urge the Senate-even though it may
create a precedent-to look with favor
upon the amendment so that it can at
least be taken to Conference and there
be given further consideration.
I realize the arguments which have
been made to me personally by members
of the Senate Appropriations Committee, that to allow the amendment for tllis

particular group would set a precedent
and open the floodgates to other groups
to be given the same consideration for
the same purpose. However, I point out
to the Senate that, to the best of my
knowledge, the offer to the Flathead
County A Cappella Choir to participate
in the Brussels Fair was voluntarily
made by the Choir by the Department
of State. To the best of my knowledge,
this was the only high school group in
the entire Nation given such an invitation and the only group of any nature
invited from west of the Mississippi.
I do not think I am asking for too
much consideration for the Flathead
Choir when I consider that the President
of the United States, out of his own
funds, appropriated by Congress, has
invited and paid the way of other musical
groups in this country on overseas assignments, or when we consider that we
have counterpart funds in many coun.
tries which could be used for this pur.
'pose.
I am not asking for any additional
amounts in excess of those requested by
the Administration, but I am asking that
$45,000 of the amount allowed under the
performing arts program be allocated
for the expenses of this group of youngsters to represent our country at the
Brussels Fair. I know they have not had
the publicity or the training of the Bel·
shoi Ballet, and I know they are not so
professional as the Soviet violinists,
pianists, and folk dancers. But I do
know that these fresh-faced youngsters,
descended from the different nationali·
ties which have made this country what
it is, would, in their own way, be the
most effective counterpoise to the talent
and showmanship which the Soviet
Union will be sending to Brussels.
The contrast of fresh-faceo American
youth with professional theatrical ability
and world famous choruses, musicians,
and folk groups will be, in my opinion,
very important in our favor. These
youngsters will be seen with ow· faces;
they will be heard with our voices; they
will be a living exhibition of what
America means and stands for and what
its youth looks like. It will not be a
showing of a group from New York,
Washington or Chicago; it will be a
showing of young people from the Rocky
Mountain heartland of America. It
will be a demonstration of this country's faith in its young and its system of
free education. It will be a demonstration by these youngsters of our way of
life and of the schools which dot this
country from one end to the other.
We have sent our youngsters to
Europe before, during times of great
crises; and a tragic number did not return. These yow1g people. if sent to
Brussels, will be a credit to Montana, to
the United States, and to its arts. They
will be the marvel of everyone of their
own age who sees them on the streets of
European cities, and they \vill be the
best ambassadors we could send to any
part of the world to represent us.
It is impossible for the members o!
this gr\)UP to raise the funds-although
they have endeavored to raise a portion
of them-which must be provided if
they are to accept the invitation of the
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ter. The Senate will vote on the substantive matter only if the existing procedure is set aside.
If the pending motion is rejected-as
is liable to be the ease--l can hear Mr.
Benson say he has won a great victory.
Mr. President, it is regrettable that
we are compelled to vote on a precedural
matter of this nature, although there
are on the calendar two joint resolutions
dealing with this subject. I, too, come
from a dairy State; and I, too, have to
run for election. But I, too, recall that
for 1 year the agricultural commodity
groups of the country have been attempting to get together, so the socalled farm group would not be torn
apart. Our farm legislation bas been
riddled because one commodity after another has been dealt with separately on
the floor of the Senate. One day the
Senate deals with cotton; another day
it deals with wheat; another day it deals
with dairy products; another day it deals
with feed grains; another day it deals
with tobacco; another day it deals with
wool; another day it deals with sugarcommodity by commodity.
If this continues, the Members of the
Senate who represent the predominantly
agricultural States will-by attempting
to_J;ake care of their States, at the expense of others-ruin all the producers
of farm commodities.
Many Members of this body have
asked me, "Why does the Senate vote
for a sugar bill?" Mr. President, sugar
it not one of the principal commodities
produced in Minnesota, although some
sugar beets are grown there.
I have heard some Members ask, "How
can there be 100 percent of parity for
wool at the same time that there is 75
percent of parity for dairy products?"
Mr. President, when the Congress deals
with these commodities one by one, it
will get in trouble.
It seems t"o me that Mr. Benson is one
of the cleverest politicians ever to come
to Washington. He has learned, and has
taught, how to divide and conquer.
I have been told that the Senate will
not have a chance to vote on a dairy
products bill. Mr. President, Senators
will have a chance to vote on such a bill,
and they will also have a chance to vote
to keep the price of wheat from dropping
from $2 to $1 a bushel.
I say to the Members of the Senate
who represent the States in which any
wheat is grown that if they are willing
to have the votes scattered from one end
of this Chamber to the other, just so long
r..s the Senate votes on a wheat bill, the
votes of the Senators who represent the
States in which wheat is produced will
not be sufficient; neither will the votes
of Senators who represent States in
which cotton is produced; neither will
the votes of Senators who represent
States in which dairy products are produced; and so on, down the line.
I have said that it is time for us to
discuss the facts of life. It is perfectly
true that we have a gun pointed at our
heads-not because one Senator or another Senator has spoken; but because
the Secretary of Agriculture, at the order
of the President of the United States, has
said that the prices of dairy products will
come down.

President Eisenhower was asked to dismiss Mr. Benson, the Secretary of Agriculture; but President Eisenhower asked
some of the Members of Congress who
came to him and asked him for Mr.
Benson's dismissal whether they were
among the very Members of the Senate
who supported Mr. Benson's program.
Mr. Eisenhower said that, as President of
the United States, he was in favor of Mr.
Benson; that Mr. Benson was carrying
out the President's program; and that
he, the President, was not going to dismiss Mr. Benson.
Today, I have heard Senators say that
we cannot expect the President of the
United States to sign a bill dealing with
cotton, wheat, and all the other agricultural commodities, because for him to do
so would be to violate all his principles
on the subject of agriculture. Well, Mr.
President, how about having the President sign a bill dealing with only one
agricultural commodity? After all, I
gather that one of the reasons why the
President is insisting on breaking the
backs of the dairy farmers is that he
would do so on principle. I .11ope he
would not do so for any other reason.
I say, candidly, that while we are
speaking here, the President of the
United States can raise the prices on
dairy products; for that purpose he will
not need an additional act of Congress,
for he already has legal authority to
raise those prices.
I believe that the time has come for
the President of the United States to
order Ezra Taft Benson, the Secretary
of Agriculture, to start to take care of
the interests of agriculture and to stop
misleading the American people.
Mr. YOUNG. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Minnesota yield to me?
The PRESIDING OFFI0a (Mr.
MoNRONEY in the chair). Does the Senator from Minnesota yield to the Senator from North Dakota?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I am happy to
yield to the Senator from North Dakota.
Mr. YOUNG. Would it be violating
any principle on the part of the President of the United States if he were to
sign a bill to fix the price supports on
wheat at 82Y2 percent of parity, as they
were in 1957? Two years ago the President vetoed a bill to raise supports to
90 percent of parity and immediately
afterward raised supports for wheat
from 76 to 82% percent. Would it be a
violation of principle by the President of
the United States if he did the same
today?
Mr. HUMPHREY. Not at all; it
would only be to embrace the very principle the President of the United States
established a year or a year and a half
ago.
Mr. YOUNG. Did the President of the
United States or the Republican Party
at any time during the last campaign
advocate price supports of from 60 to 90
percent, as Secretary Benson is now
doing?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I do not recall any
such advocacy. If the President had
listened to the distinguished Senator
from North Dakota and if the Republican Party had done so, there would not
be this impasse this afternoon.
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Mr. YOUNG. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Minnesota yield further
to me?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield.
Mr. YOUNG. I may say that I would
never have supported the reelection of
President Eisenhower if he had advocated the kind of program Secretary
Benson is advocating now, that of lowering support levels of basic farm commodities to 60 percent of parity.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I thank the Senator from North Dakota for his extreme
candor, courage, and forthrightness.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President,
will the Senator from Minnesota yield?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield,
Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President,
when I came to the Senate in 1953,
an address made by the distinguished
senior Senator from Georgia [Mr.
RussELL] impressed me very much. In
the course of that address, he said the
farm population of the United States
had decreased to 13 percent of the total
population, but that the income received
by those on the farms had dropped to 6
percent of the entire income of the
United States.
About 10 days ago I thought it might
be interesting to see what had happened
during the last 5 years; so I obtained the
figures. Whereas 5 years ago 13 percent
of the population of the United States
was in farming, today only 12 percent
are in that business. I also find that
today the income of the farmers has
dropped to but 3.2 percent of the income
of the United States. Five years ago it
was 6 percent. In other words, there
has been a drop of nearly 50 percent in
5 years.
I should like to ask the distinguished
Senator from Minnesota whether he
thinks those who in recent years have
been working to cut against the farmer
should be congratulated for the magnificent job they have done.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I
will not congratulate them; but I will say
they have done their job, e'llen though
the proportions, dimensions, and description of that job in my opinion are
not what I call in the public interest.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Minnesota yield to me?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield to the Senator from Montana.
Mr. MANSFIELD. In the same speech
to which the Senator from Missouri has
referred, I believe the distinguished Senatoll from Georgia (Mr. RussELL] said
that, according to the figures of this ad~
ministration, at that time 1,400,000 farm
families were earning less than $1,000 a
year. Have I correctly stated the fii,U,re?
Mr. RUSSELL. That is my recollection. The number was considerably in
excess of one million.
Mr. MANSFIELD.
Therefore, although I would not agree that Mr. Benson should be "congratulated," I would
say he is doing a very good job to make
it extremely difficult for family-size
farming. In effect, he is driving such
farmers off the farms; and the Secretary of Agriculture is doing nothing to
benefit the group of at least 1,400,000
farm families in the United States that
are earning less than $1,000 a year.
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Mr. AIKEN. The Senator will not
give assurance, will he, that the dairy
price freeze resolution can be considered
l:'y itself, so that we may have a clearcut vote on it?
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I have no
present intention of doing so; it has not
been cleared by the policy committee.
Mr. AIKEN. I think it must be clear
to the majority leader that if we expected the President to sign a general
freeze order, we would have to reflect
that he would have to go back on all
the principles for which he ever stood.
Therefore, to include dairy products in
the general freeze order would give no
assi~Lance to the dairy products at all.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I have no
disposition to delay the other resolution;
I have just agreed to the calling up of
Calendar No. 1377, Senate Joint Resolutior. 162.
Mr. AIKEN. It would make a difference if we had assurance that Calendar
No. 1376, Senate Joint Resolution 103.
would be taken up. The majority leader
ha~ it within his power to do so.
Mr. ELLENDER. I suggest to the majority leader that Senate Joint Resolut;on 163, Calendar No. 1376, as the Senator from Vermont has said, affects dairy
products only. Calendar No. 1377. Senate Joint Resolution 162, affects all
price-supported commodities. So in the
discu<siQn of Senate Joint Re::olution
1G2, we will be di~cussing dairy products also. The dairy products resolution
could be taken up following the consideration of Senate Joint Resolution 162.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. If that is
the desire of the chairman of the committee and it is agreeable to the minority leader, I have no disposition to
delay it.
Mr. SPARK1\1AN and Mr. THYE addre•·sed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Docs the
Senator from New Mexico yield; and if
so, to whom?
Mr. ANDERSON. I ~·ield to the Sena tor from Alabama.
M.r. SPARKMAN. The Senator from
New Mexico referred to Senate Joint
Resolution 162, Calendar No. 1377. Does
that include dairy products as well as
other commodities?
Mr. ANDERSON. It does, I am informed. I am not a member of the
committee, but I am informed that it
includes dairy products.
Mr. SPARKMAN. Does it in.clude
cotton?
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes.
Mr. SPARK1\1AN. Does it include
other ba<ic commodities?
Mr. ANDERSON. It includes all basic
commodities except tobacco.
Mr. SPARKMAN. Tobacco is under
a prog-ram of its own, separate and apart
from t)le other b%ic commodites; is it
not?
])/[r. ANDERSON. Yes.
Mr. SPARKMAN. I am completely in
sympathy with the proposal of the Senator from Minnesota concerning dairy
products; but if a resolution is on the
calendar, and we have the assuranc,e of
the majority leader and the chairman of
the committee that it will be considered
soon, it seems to me that what should

be done is to proceed in an orderly manner to take it up on the calendar.
Mr. ANDERSON. I thank the Senator.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, will the
Sena tor yield?
Mr. ANDERSON. I yield.
Mr. DIRKSEN. If agricultural policy
is to be written into an appropriation
bill so as to modify existing law, I have
an amendment ready to repeal the escalator clause; I have one ready with respect to the corn allotment program; and
there is no reason why they should not
be offered under a suspens;on of the rule,
if that be the will of the Senate. I shall
be prepared to offer them, reluctant as I
should be to do so.
Mr. ANDERSON. Not only should
they be considered, but, so far as I myself am concerned, the repeal of the
escalator clause is the fir~t thing I should
like to see accomplished.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Exactly.
Mr. ANDERSON. But I do not think
this is the p!·oper way to proceed. I want
the proposals to come through the Committee en Agriculture and Forestry in
proper fashion, and I am willing to wait.
Mr. TIIYE. Mr. Pre~ident, we are
confronted with an emergency. We have
from now until midnight of March 31 in
which to enact a freeze of price supports
for dGiry products. On the other commodities, we can legislate htar, b!'cause
they do not face a deadline of a certain
date.
I have intrcducej a bill providing for
a corn allotm~nt acr;>age of 56 million
acres in the commei·cial corn area. The
Senate A"!riculture Committee has recommended a bill providin"' for a commercial corn acrea<>e allotment of 54
million acres. I hope the Senate can act
on it in the next few days. I hope the
Senate lflrl also act on the resolution to
freeze price supports on all commodities
in the next few days. But other commodities do not have a deadline as dairy
products do.
I have seen appropriation bills which,
by unanimous cons<.'nt agreements. have
contained legislation. In this instance,
becau:e of the ob.iectlon. we are confronted with the necessity of moving to
su~p<'nd the rule.
Yrsterday I supported
a motion to suspend the rule in the case
of the cotton amendment, b"causc I recognized the emergency nature of that
situation.
In the case of dairy products, we are
::->l~o faced
with an emergency. On
April 1, if the dairy fanner's income is
not protected, Congress will be respcn~ible for the failure to freeze the price of
dairy products at the pre~ent level.
r-.rr. AIKEN. Mr. Presidf'nt, ordinarily I would not approve J<>gJslation on an
appropriation bill. HO\\ ever, we appear
to be faced with rather unusual circumstances.
On December 18, 1957, the Secretary
of Agriculture announced that as of
April!, 1958, the price support on manufacturing milk would be sharply cut.
That means a great deal to probably 2
million dairy producers. The amendment offered by th senior Senator from
Minnesota is an effort to make certain
that while we are tryincr to help every-
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one else by ra1smg their income, we
will not squeeze the dairymen between
the millstones.
The Secretary of Agriculture made a
grievous mistake in announcing this cut
as of April 1. We ought to correct it
in any way we can. A deadline confronts us.
It is true that last week two resolutions were reported by the Committee on
Agriculture and Forestry, one providing
for a general freeze of all price-supported commodities, the other providing
for a freeze of the price of dairy products
at the level which existed in 1957. I
have tried to obtain assurance from the
majority leader that both resolutions
will come before the Senate for action.
We have not had such assurance. - In
fact, if we can believe the reports we
hear outside the Chamber, we will not
have a chance to vote on maintaining
the support level for dairy products by
itself, but only in connection with other
commodities, some of which do not even
need to be included, and in such a manner that the President could not, in good
conscience and in view of his record, sig,l
the legislation.
I am not certain that the President
would sign a bill fre~zing by itself the
support level of dairy products at th~
1957 level. I have not asked him. I
have done the best I could to have the
Department of AgricultUle reverse its
position and be fair to the dairy industry, but my efforts have been completely
ineffectual. The Department has committed a grievous wrong, and I would
like to have it corrected.
It appears that this is probably the
only chance we shall have to cast an effectiv:; vote to maintain the price support for dairy products at the 1957 level.
During the past 3 years, the dairymen
have conducted a most effective program to help themselves. They do not
deserve the treatment they are getting
now. The Government holdings of dairy
products have been reduced from 10 bil ion pounds of milk to 1% billion pounds
in only 3 years time. That has been
done at a moderate cost. The cost has
been nothing compared with what the
Secretary's press release said it was,
namely the Secretary's claim that it was
$379,500.000 for 1 year. We got a report
on the driry situation yesterday. If we
take the report and flgUl·e out the dairy
products which were bought in calendar
year 1957, it will be found that the
amount comes to considerably Jess than
S3CO million, a great deal of which was
recovered.
There seems to be n determinaho:1
not to let the Senate vote on a simple
measure to freeze the support price for
dairy products at the 1957 levels. The
oniy way that we can show the dairy
interests of the Nation whether we are
for them or against them is tD vote
either for or against the motion of the
Senator from Minnesota LMr. THYE] to
suspend the rule.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, before the vote is taken-and I make this
statement without making any reference
to h'ow any Senator will vote- let me
suggest that the vote will be on a matter
of ptocedure, not on a substantive mat-
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The Senator from Minnesota is cor- turn out. If the vote is not to suspend
rect; in other words, Mr. Bensons' tech- the rule, I want the RECORD clear that it
nique or tactic is to divide and conquer. shall not be interpreted as any vindicaHe will give something to one group.-as tion of Mr. Benson's agricultural policies.
he did a few years ago to the cotton pro- I regret we have to have this kind of
ducers-and the next time he will give demonstration, because ultimately, we
something else to another group. But in ought to be voting on the substantive
the long run, all of them will go down question of the issue itself. Regardless
the drain. and Mr. Benson will get his of how the vote may turn out, we are
zero parity, instead of the 75 percent of g oing to have to accomplish our purpose,
parity on dairy products on April 1, or anyway. We are going to have to say
a reduction from $2 a bushel to $1.78 a whether we approve or do not approve of
the agricultural policies of this adminisbushel on wheat.
I believe it is about time for the dif- tration. I believe the sound procedure
ferent farm groups with divergent inter- for the long pull is to see to it that the
great agricultural community is considests to wake up and get together an
take cognizance of the joint resolutions erfld in a comprehensive program, in a
which on last Friday were reported by total program. In so doing I think we
the Senate Committee on Agriculture shall hold together the power and the
strength which exists in this Chamber to
..alld..FQ.l"estry.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I thank the Sena- protect the interest of the real minority
group in the country today. The farm
tor from Montana.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President, group is a minority, and needs our help
will the Senator from Milmesota yield as it never needed it before.
I think we should have a procedure in
further?
this l1ody whereby we can carry out the
Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield.
Mr. SYMINGTON. When the Secre- desired program. Obviously, some are
tary of Agriculture came before the Sen- going to disagree with us. We do not
ate Agriculture Committee, I asked him impugn their motives. Many persons do
how he felt the farmers could get along, not agree with my position on farm supwhen the first thing the new Secretary ports. Many persons do not agree with
of the Treasury tried to do was raise the my position on feed grains and how I
price of money. I am not saying that think they ought to be treated. There
is on the calendar a resolution which
was wrong. It helped the bankers.
Similarly, the first thing the new Sec- would treat every commodity on the
retary of Commerce tried to do was to same basis it was treated in 1957.
I ask the majority leader again if we
increase the profits made by business.
The first thing the new Secretary of can have his assurance that this resoluLabor tried to do was increase the mini- tion will be acted on as soon as the housmum-wage law. He was successful in ing bill and the tax bill are disposed of.
his effort. The President sent to Con- I regret he has decided to wait until the
gress a recommendation that the mini- tax bill is disposed of, but I understand
there is a deadline involved.
mum wage be increased.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. PresiI asked the Secretary of Agriculture
how he thought the farmers in this coun- dent, I do not think one gains anything
try could live if at the same time when by repeating assurances, but I do repeat,
all the other members of the Cabinet, not that there will be action, but that
representing their respective segments the majority leader will move to consider
of the economy, were working to increase the measures in the order suggested by
the income for their segments, he, the the chairman, namely, that Order No.
Secretary of Agriculture, was attempting 1377, Senate Joint Resolution 162, will
to reduce the prices and the price sup- follow the tax bill, and that Order No.
ports for the commodities produced by 1376, Senate Joint Resolution 163, will
the very people he is supposed to be rep- follow Senate Joint Resolution 162.
I do not give assurance that action
re;senting.
If anybody has any doubt about the will be taken. I will make the motion
mistiness of these policies, I suggest he to prbceed to the consideration of the
read the RECORD of those hearings which bills. Action will be up to Members of
the Senate. I hope we can act. If we
will be printed soon.
The president of the largest farm or- can stop talking on the bill now before
the
Senate, we will be able to make
ganization in Missouri has been saying
that depressions are farm bred and farm progress. We shall stay late tonight. We
led. I am not saying we are in a depres- are to meet early tomorrow morning. If
sion. It is said a recession is when one's we can have a unanimous consent agreefnends lose their jobs, a depression when ment on the Monroney amendment, the
one loses his own job. The logic, justifi- only controversial amendment in the
cation for that statement about farm- housing bill, we could perhaps vote on
bred and farm-led depressions may the farm measures late tomorrow evebe found in the fact that many of the ning.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I thank the Senasmall towns in my State are in trouble.
That troub:e is being reflected in unem- tor. I regret I have had to ask him for
ployment in the larger towns. It looks reassurance. Three or four of my collike we are going through the same old leagues were not in the Chamber at the
time the Senator gave his assurance. I
cycle.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I thank the Sena- understand correctly that both resolutor. There are Members of the Senate tions will be acted on.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I am always
who feel very strongly about the rules of
procedure, and undoubtedly will follow · glad to be fully responsive to my friend.
a strict interpretation of the rules, reMr. KERR. Mr. President, will the
gardless of how this vote may ultimately Senator from Minnesota yield?
No.38--18
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Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield.
Mr. KERR. Will the Senator state
briefly and precisely the question on
which the Senate is about to vote?
Mr. HUMPHREY. The question on
which the Senate is about to vote is the
motion to suspend the rules, in order
that, following that motion, if it is carried, price supports on milk and milk
products can be sustained at 1957 levels.
By the way, I am for sustaining the price
supports. I want my position clear.
There are differences of view on the
question. I am for that.
Mr. KERR. I desire to say that the
Senator from Oklahoma is equally as
strong for it. He is happy to know the
attitude of the distinguished Senator
from Minnesota who is among those who
are most effective and able in advocating that position.
Would the Senator from Minnesota
give the Senator from Oklahoma his
understanding of the percentage of votes
required to adopt the motion to suspend
the rules?
Mr. HUMPHREY. It would require" a
vote of two-thirds of those present and
voting. It was on that basis that I stated
I was afraid we might see some colunmists and editorials interpreting the
action as a vindication of Ezra Taft Benson's policies.
Mr. KERR. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield further?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield.
Mr. KERR. I am aware of the Senator's distinguished and able ability as a
parliamentarian. I ask him if it is not
a fact that a motion to consider the
resolution which generally deals with
this question-that is, of maintaining
throughout 1958 the level of price supports on all farm products which prevailed in 1957--could not be adoptea by
a two-thirds vote of those present and
voting.
Mr. HUMPHREY. It is my understanding that could be done, yes.
Mr. KERR. So if the Senator making
the motion to suspend the rule, with reference to voting on this question as an
amendment to the appropriation bill,
which I understand is now before the
Senate, was really concerned with the
merits of his case rather than with a
procedural operation, he could as easily
get the agricultural resolution before the
Senate for consideration as he could get
the rule suspended, in order that it might
be considered as an amendment to the
bill which is now before the Senate.
Is that correct?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I will say I am not
positive of that. That may be the case,
but there are able parliamentarians
present.
Mr. KERR. Will the Senator join
with me in propounding that parliamentary inquiry of the Chair?
Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes. Will the
Senator propound the parliamentary inquiry?
Mr. KERR. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator will state it.
Mr. KERR. I asked the Senator from
Minnesota if he did not share my understanding that it would require two-thirds
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of those present and voting to sustain
the motion on which the Senate is about
to vote.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair will state. in answer to the inquiry,
that it takes a two-thirds vote to suspend
the rule.
Mr. KERR. That is the question on
which the Senate is about to vote, is it
not?
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
Chair refers to a motion to suspend the
rule. Following such action, an amendment to freeze present price supports
would be subject merely to a majority
vote.
Mr. KERR. Could not the Senator
making the motion to suspend the rule,
to permit an amendment to the bill before the Senate, by an equal vote bring
up for consideration at this time proposed legislation on the calendar, the
pw·pose of which is to hold the present
price support level for farm products
prevailing in 1957 through 1958?
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
Chair inquires if the question is whether
the proposal to broaden the freeze on
price supports would be offered as an
amendment to an amendment?
Mr. KERR. No. The parliamentay
inquiry I propounded was whether we
could not with equal ease lay the pending
question on the table and bring up the
proposed legislation having to do with
the very subject.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
Parliamentarian advises the Chair that
a motion to bring up a matter for consideration of the Senate is in order, and
that therefore a majority vote of the
membership could accomplish that end.
Mr. IVES. Mr. President, w!11 the
Senator yield?
Mr. KERR. A further parliamentary
inquiry, Mr. President.
Mr. IVES. I should like to state a
parliamentary inquiry. The yeas and
nays have been ordered.
Mr. KERR. Mr. President, the Senator from Minnesota yielded to me for the
purpose of propounding a parliamentary
inqUiry.
Mr. IVES. Mr. President, the yeas
and nays have been ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. In answer to the Senator from New York, the
Chair will advise that even though the
yeas and nays have been ordered, the
Senate would not be prevented from taking up for consideration a measure
properly on the calendar of business of
the Senate. After the completion of the
consideration of such a bill on the
calendar, if taken up now for consideration by a majority vote, the yeas and
nays would still be pending on the motion of the Senator from Minnesota i!
the Senate returned to consideration of
the question now before the Senate.
The yeas and nays have been ordered on
the motion of the Senator from Minnesota to suspend paragraph 4 of Rule
XVI.
Mr. KERR. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield for a further question?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield.
Mr. KERR. In the light of the information which the Chair has just given

the Senator from Oklahoma, the Senator
from Minnesota and the other Senators,
to the effect that by a majority vote the
proponents of this motion to suspend the
rule could have a matter in which they
are interested, voted on, in lieu of the
pending matter, is it not amazing that
they insist upon the peculiar procedural
method they are now attempting to
bring about?
Mr. HUMPHREY. It is, indeed. It
seems to me it might be a very good suggestion that we simply proceed to consider that resolution, since we have taken
up this much time with regard to agricultw·al matters, and since a very effective case has been made about the iniquitous action of the Department of Agriculture and the administration relating
to dairy price supports.
I see no reason at all for the Senate
not wanting to proceed to consider Senate Joint Resolution 162, which is Calendar No. 1377, by a simple majority
vote, since it is not necessary to get a
vote of two-thirds of the Senators present. We can then pass that resolution.
The resolution has been reported by the
committee. The resolution has all the
support we could hope for, with the exception of, I believe, 2 or 3 who voted
against it in the committee.
We could also move to proceed to the
consideration of Calendar No. 1376. I
see no reason why we should exclude
these other matters. I say to my friends
from the cotton areas and wheat areas
and other areas that I see no reason why
their areas should be excluded.
Believe me, the head of the Department of Agriculture has been pretty
clever in setting one of us against the
other, in pitting one group against the
other, and in putting one group out in
front and the other in the second position.
I must say, before we proceed to try
to get a two-thirds vote, it might be very
proper to give thoughtful consideration
to obtaining a majority vote, which I
gather would be slightly easier to obtain.
Mr. KERR. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
:Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield to the Senator from Oklahoma.
Mr. KERR. In view of the palpitating
eagerness on the part of some Senators
to protect a limited group of farmers by
this extraordinary procedural effort.
does the Senator from Milmesota not feel
that they would gladly substitute the
other procedure, under which a simple
majority vote would give them the opportunity to gratify the burning desire
in their hearts to tell Mr. Benson what
he must do with reference to a limited
group of farmers without remaining entirely silent as t<J the great mass of farmers equally entitled to this treatment?
Mr. THYE. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield for a question?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I will gladly yield
to my colleague from Minnesota.
Mr. THYE. Mr. President, is the procedure which is now before us as to the
dairy farmers not the same procedure
that Senators endeavored to follow with
regard to cotton farmers yesterday? I
only followed the procedure intelligent
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parliamentarians in the Senate endeavored to follow yesterday with respect to
the cotton-acreage question.
Mr. KERR. I rise to a point of personal privilege, Mr. President.
Mr. THYE. My only schooling is what
occurred yesterday.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President,
will the Senator yield?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator from Minnesota yield; and, if
so, to whom?
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I
yield first to the Senator from Oklahoma.
Mr. KERR. The Senator from Oklahome desires to make a point of personal
privilege.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield to the Senator from Oklahoma.
Mr. KERR. I hope that the Senator
from Minnesota [Mr. THYE] was not leveling his gun at me when he said "intelligent parliamentarians," but if he
was looking at me, Mr. President, I want
to say that the distinguished Senator,
with his great ability and knowledge,
could not have made the statement sincerely, and I ask him to retract it, since
it evidently was made in sarcasm and
derision.
Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield now to the
Senator from Alabama.
Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, if I
may address a statement to the Senator
from Minnesota [Mr. THYE], after hearing his last remarks, let me say that I
was one of the cotton State Senatorsand there were others--who voted
against the so-called cotton amendment
yesterday. One reason I did so was that
a measure directly related to the problem is pending on the calendar. That
measure came from the Committee on
Agriculture in an orderly way. It looks
toward not acreage increases but acreage
allocation.
As I understand Senate Joint Resolution 162, all the basic commodities with
the exception of tobacco are included in
its provisions.
Mr. HUMPHREY. The Senator is
correct.
Mr. SPARKMAN. I learned about this
only from newspaper reports, but a few
months ago I noted in the newspapers
thai the Secretary of Agriculture had
announced that for 1959 he would cut
the cotton acreage by 25 percent. I
know that the cotton farmers cannot
stand a 25 percent cut in the cotton
acreage.
It is roy understanding that Senate
Joint Resolution 162 would provide fot·
allocation of the same acreage in 1959
that is allocated in 1958. May I ask the
Senator if roy understanding is correct?
Mr. HUMPHREY. That is absolutely
correct.
Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, I
desire to make it clear that I believe in a
good program for every single farm commodity. I support a program for dairy
products. Dairying has some importance in my State, but not the same importance it has in the State of the Senators from Minnesota and in the States
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A New World Bank for Backward Areas
Makes Sense
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

!:ON. THEODORE FRANCIS GREEN
OF RHODE ISLAND

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, March 11, 1958

Mr GREEN. Mr. President, I present
for lhe Appendix of the RECORD an editorial entitled "A New World Bank for
Backward Areas Makes Sense," which
Dppeared in the Providence Jow·nal of
Saturday, March 8.
This editorial, commending the Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. MoNRONEYl for
his proposal for an international bank
which could lend at lower rates and with
less security than the present World
Bank, I believe will be of interest to the
Members of the Senate.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

intended purpose. loans made by this new
Institution would bear low Interest rates and
would be offered on less rigid and secure
'terms than the charter of the existing World
Bank permits.
The proposed new bank, therefore, woulcl
not replace the present bank. In some circumstances the new Institution would assume entire responslblllty for financing the
demonstrated needs of an economically backward area. In other circumstances It might
supplement an lnltialloan made by the present World Bank. In such conditions it would
function as a sort of second-mortgage Institution, assuming all the risks that such
financing Implies.
The Monron·ey proposal might relieve this
country of a large part, lf. Indeed, not all, of
Its present wisely assumed responsiblllty to
furnish foreign aid. Further, it could help
In very substantial degree to cover deficits
of foreign countries In their trade with us.
Last year we sold these countries goods In a
total amount that exceeded their combined
sales to us by nearly $9 bllllon.
This Immense deficit must be covered by
.some means. Unless a. foreign nation has
adequate export credits In Its trade with
countries other than the United States, It
must borrow from some source. The rUb
comes when a nation, beset by unfavorable
In tern a! economic conditions, cannot readily
borrow abroad.
The International Institution proposed by
Mr. Monroney Is designed to accommodate
such a needy nation. In so doing It would
not only serve that nation, but its service
would be or inestimable benefit to the rest
of the free world, Including particularly the
United States.

A NEW WORLD BANK FOR BACKWARD AREAS
!•
MAKES SENSE
The proposal of Senator MIKE MoNRONEY or Oklahoma to establish an International bank which could lend at lower
rates and with less security than the present
World Bank deserves serious consideration.
Since World War II, the United States has
borne the heavy responsibility of financing
the needs of both Industrially mature and
economically backward nations. The Marshall plan met the urgent 'fiscal and IndusRecession Remedies
trial needs of war-battered countries, and It
saved vital areas of the free world from
Communist penetration.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
The Marshall plan well achieved Its purOF
pose. But a!ter that objective had been
accomplished. other far-ftung areas of the
world were dependent on American economic
OF MONTANA
ald. Through the years, by outright financial grants, sales of commodities for foreign 1N THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
currencies, and loans made at low lpterest
Tuesday, March 11, 1958
rates on doubtful security, this country has
kept strategic regions of the world In the
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, the
camp of the free nations.
official unemployment figures for FebIf Mr. MoNRoNEY's concept could be transruary have just been released. They
lated Into concrete action by the United total 5,173,000, a 16-year high.
l::ita tes and the other 59 countries that are
It is obvious that the situation calls
members o! the World Bank, It might successfully substl tute concerted aid to needy for action. Fortunately, the congresareas by 60 nations for their present almost sional leadership has already outlined a
sole dependence on various forms of Amer- program which would make a start
ican financial and economic assistance. toward putting people back to work.
Such action might lift a considerable burden
On March 9, the Washington Star,
from the shoulders of American taxpayers one of our most responsible and reand end a situation wherein recipient nations are self-stigmatized as objects of our spected newspapers, editerial!zed on the
charity. They could receive their aid in the program advanced by Senate Majority
I ask
form o! commercial loans from a firmly Leader LYNDON B. JOHNSON.
unanimous consent that this editorial be
established International source.
Some doubt naturally exists as to whether printed in the Appendix of the RECORD.
all the member nations of the present World
There being no objection, the editorBank would be able now to furnish their ial was ordered to be printed in the
share of the capital of the proposed new ln•tltutlon. In some cases, possibly Including RECORD, as follows:
even such principal countries as Great [From the Washington Star of March 9, 1958]
RECESSION REMEDIES
Britain, hard currencies are not readll:V a vallable. They must be conserved for essential
The Government is expected to announce
na tiona! purposes. Presumably this is one on Tuesday that unemployment rose by some
<.>f the more dlmcult problems which Mr. 600,000 In February, bringing the jobless
MoNRONE:Y himself has indicated remain to total to at least 5.1 million. Percentagewise,
be resolved.
this ls far below the depression peak. It Is
Mr. MoNllONET suggests that this second the highest unemployment total In 16 years,
World Bank should start w1th a capitaliza- however, and determinecl counteraction is
tion o! a billion dollars. The United States clearly Indicated.
would furnish 30 percent of this amount.
Presumably, the administration will reveal
The remainder, In varying proportions, would 1ts program,tor dealing with the situation
be supplied by the other 59 member countries within the next few days. MeanwhiLe, Maof the existing Worlcl Bank. To serve its - Jority Leader LYNDON JOHNSON bas macle two

HON. MIKE MANSFIELD

March 11

recommendations which strike us as being
eminently sensible.
One is t)lat every effort be made to accelerate civfi and mll!tary construction programs for which funds have already been
authorized and appropriated. The second Is
that we begin at once to plan a well-considered program or public works-a program
to be brought Into play if the recession, or
depression, or whatever one may wish to call
It, gets worse Instead of better.
Senator JoHNSON has not advanced these
recommendations In any spirit o! panic.
Nor, In our opinion, was he motivated by
considerations of personal or partisan politics.
He was unwilling at this time. for example,
to endorse pleas for a tax cut, although there
Is little doubt that this would be a polltlcally
popular thing to do. His objective, apparently, Is to Initiate a program of action Which
wlll help the economy pull out of the prevailIng slump, lay a sound foundation !or more
vigorous action If the economic situation
continues to slide, and, meanwhile, to discourage extreme remedies whtch do not seem
justified by the facts available today. All
of this strikes us as being a manifestation of
constructive opposition leadership in the
Senate.

The People Must Speak
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN STENNIS
OF MISSISSIPPl

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Tuesday, March 11, 1958

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, in a
recent issue of the New Age there appeared a Constitutional Day message,
entitled "The People Must Speak," by
the Honorable Luther A. Smith, sovereign grand commander, Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry,
Southern Jurisdiction, United States of
America.
I think this statement deserves the
special attention of the Members of the
Congress and the people of the Nation,
and I ask unanimous consent that it be
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD.
There being no objection. the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE GRAND COMMANDER's MESSAGE
'l'HE PEOPLE MUST SPEAK

We are preparing to celebrated on September 17 the !70th birthday of t.he Constitution
of the United States, which is an appropriate \'ccaslon !or "We the People" to give
serious thought to a grave problem which
confronts us, and which we alone can solve
satisfactorily. &trangely enough, the problem is a constitl,itlonal one. Do I hear the
suggestion that such matters are settled
only ln Washington? 'well, that is an erroneous Idea. It is quite true that the
Capital Is full of those who have been selected or elected to look after the Interests
o! the P.eople-the President, thfl Congress,
and the Judiciary and many others-but
they are confused and frustrated whlle the
problem gets bigger and bigger. They have
lost the way. The ancient landmarks of
the Founding Fathers have been removed.
The Constitution was written In the language o! the people and they had no trouble
In understanding its meaning and needed
neither lawyer or judge to explain Its provisions. In fact, they did not require the
Supreme Court judges to be lawyers. The
meaning o! the basic law was so obvious
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Guide Lamp came down from Cleveland. We
are inexpressibly grateful.
Grateful to you, sir. and to your predeces•ors In the policy direction of the GM accessory divisions in Anderson.
By Its continuity of purpose. by its prudent
management, by Its helping hand. General
Motors has sculptured an image of all-round
good citizenship In our community which
has se' Anderson apart from most other
smokestack towns.
Way back there somewhere up where you
live said to somebody down where we live,
"Let's go. Here Is what you ~hould have to
make It better for e\·erybod>'· We'll help you
get it. But. let's go."
There was a man In my •hop the other
day who joined Delco In 1924, In the days
of C. E. Wilson. He was hired with his
stable of 28 mules to raze the old dilapidated orphans' home just south of the railroad tracks on Columbus Avenue and to
help with the dirt and mortar In the construction of plant 4. He was hired In 1924
and retired In 1950. I said to him.
"Jim. what makes these General Motors
divisions here In Anderson cllck?"
"Why, Mr. Beck." he said, "that's easy.
It's the way e,·erybody up above helps everybody down below. It's the way the boss
solicits your Ideas and the way he f'ncourages your lmtlnt!ve. I can see C. E . now,
as though It were yesterday. I'd be out
knockln' my mules and my drivers around
and he'd come up and 88}', 'Jim, what do
you need today?' I'd tell him and he'd •:w,
'I'll see that you get lt.' And he would,
And before he'd take orr, he'd say, 'Got any
)dens. Jim o• If I had any that were worth
a damn he'd use them. Thnt way, betweell
us. we got the job done. That's the way
It was then. That's the "'BY It's been ever
since"
That spirit or accomplishment through
the use oJ. team play. as all of us here U>nlght know, has spilled over aud inundated
our town.
Every enterprise for good In Utls community has felt the Impact of the fme citizens on your payroll, Mr. Sklnuer Their
contribution to our churches, to our Community Chest, the Red Cross the Y fCA, our
Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, our YWCA. our
good gov~rnment organlzntlon, our proposed
airport and uew hospital, our PTA groups,
our college. and our chnmber of commerce
has. believe me, been beyond the call of dutr.
And when I say "contribution,'' I menn
sacrlftce In time and energv with emphasis
on detatls. I mean money. I mean Imagination. enthuslnsm and real devotion
And when I sav "the people on your payroll," I mean all the solid folk of \\hom thrre
are thousauds \\ho work with their hands and
their brains. I mean everybody from ~our
general manager, who sets the pace; to hts
starr, who lmplemeut his tdeas; to the plant
superlnteudents aud their for~men: to the
toolmaker, the dlemaker t.o the lllte. It Is
straight across the bourd that we feel grateful.
OUr people have learnPd a great den! or
good citizenship from the policies of General Motors We ha\e Jenrned that two heads
are better than one We hn\e learned that
there are no freeways to U1e <lestlnntlon of
desire.
The greatest rnglneerlng Is the Nt(!lneerlng
or men, It Is this priceless attribute of General Motors tow·ard their people and or thetr
people to.,.nrd their community that I ha,·e
chO&en for emphnsls. It Is t'>ls «ttrlbute
that we In Andcnon ha\ e found so beneflc1al
over the years.
I would be remiss, however. If I failed to
mention with equal gratitude tile (·conomlc
good that General Motors has brott:;:ht to
Anderson.

We Rll know (It has been reported In the
press) that the payrolls or Delco and Guide
In Anderoon have been ns high as $111 million a year and that. In addition to this
stimulant to our economy, millions of dollars are spent annually by Delco and Guide
In the purchase of supplies and services
from Anderson's smaller Industries a11d business and professional establishments.
It has been snld that business Is the
~~elfish explol ta tlon of society.
There may
be those pre•ent here tonight who do not
subscribe to this cold premise and who prefer to look upon their particular livelihood
as one of Indispensable service to their fellow
men. In either approach. selftoh or altruIstic. the fact remains that there ts one
Impelling motive thnt gets us nil up nnd at
It every morning. That motive is proftt.
For most of us profit stems from volume.
Volume stems from purchasing power. In
our town, purchasing power stems from
General Motors. Let's race 11.
We do race It, Mr Skinner And we take
this occasion to convey our collective gratitude to the Genenll Motors Corp. for keeping
the Guide and Delco divis ions in Anderson,
11nd ror enlargmg them here over the years.
There are but a few minutes left to speak
of the future. But I must speak of the future. It Is part or my assignment. This Is,
after all, an r~.nnive-nmry. not a funeral.
There are trxtbooks In my empirical trade
that tell you that all Industry goes through
the same cycles os mnn · tn!nncy. youth, mntltrlty, and senility Some great corpornllous
In America gl,·e the lie t 1 this theory, Ge era! Motors Is one or them.
General Motors and convenient , economical
transportation are hrre to stay I would
guess that even If technological progre"SS
ronde the motor cnr otfsolete, even If the
scientists made It possible ond preferable for
us to float through the atr. General Motors
would manufacture tbe Wtll"s to get us up to
the noatlng stage and back to the grouml
ngntn.
As we get together here tonight we find
ourllt'lves In the midst or n dlpquletlng economy. We tlud the automobile lndustr~· In n
sticky state. But we ftnd General Motors
just where "''e would expect to find them 111
n ftghtlng mood, out to enr.ourage their segment of the economy b\ higher transportation standards and llctt~r values In the
flght for recovery, their contrlbuUon will
weigh heavily. It might even turn the trick
completely But I! It shouldn't. this gre.~t
corporation will know how to live with ndverolty. 'I heir outstanding performance 1n
IIJ57 when, hv cost control and emcirnt ndmlnlstrntlon.".t hcy were able to earn 2 99 per
share with production or only 45 percent or
the motor vehicle market, as a~:aln st 3 01
per aha re In 1956 with prod uctlon or 50 percent of the motor vehicle market, should
answer that questloll !Or anyone bold enough
to raise lt.
'I'here Is nn ol1! saying In Wnll Stre~t h~t
r,oes !Ike this: "The mnn
knows what
the market Is going to do. s Ill has seven payments to make on his car"
TI1e same, or course. could he sn!d or me
IC I attempted to fnrrcast the future economy
of Anderson or. for thnt matter, the part
that the Geuernl t.foturs divisions here will
piny In thnt e<"onomr. (I <'Ol!ldn't qualify
under the adage ll.tly\\DV, M)' Butck Is paid
for.)
I cnn, howevrr. think or t\\'O approaches
that we m~y take toward our !uturc. The
one Is to do nothing about lt. This approach Is based on the phllooophy thnt thP
future Is hidden even !rom those o.I.o m. ke
Jt.
The other Is to do ~omethlng nhout It
Thl8 npp oach stuns !rom the phi osophy
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that contends that when we look forward to
something we want to come true, we can
often make ourselves make It come true
You may be sure that. of the two, they
will take the do-something-about-it approach at Guide and Delco.
How do I know that? I know It because,
as I have said, It Is the crux of Genera l
Motors policy.
I know It, too, because or the men who
will make It so, Clarence A. Michel (long
known to us as Mike) and Donald A. Boyes
(soon to be known to us as Don J.
Clarence A. Ml~el came to us with Guide
from Cleveland. He Is the brightest name in
lights. His engineering accomplishments are
the very essence of 'future progress. He has
engineered headlnmps since 1919 and each
of his accomplishments has given progress to
General Motors and to An<lerson . He has
been general manager of Guide since 1941
and there Isn't a man In this room who
hasn't felt the Impact of his contribution
to our community. Under his supervision
we find many of our solid cl tlzens like the
one I read of just the other day, who wa.s
retired from Guide on February I This
man had given 46 years to General Motors,
but what Is more significant, 2 of his sons,
1 or hts daughters and his 4 sons-In-law are
employees or General Motors In Ande~son.
The article went on to say that this man 's
family's combined General Motors service
totals more than 125 year•. The place you
hnve to work In ha.s to be good; the people
you ... ork for have to be understanding to
brtng about that kind of continuous loyalty.
Things like that don't just happen-they are
planned. With C. A. Michel around we will
continue doing whn t It took to get started.
From the progress of his past comes the
proml•e of our !u ture.
Last September 6, most of us pas.•ed along
n reception line at the country club to meet
our newest comer. He was introduced to us
as Mr. Boves. It was then like a wedding
party durl;1g the first passing of champagne.
And now, 6 months later. here we are smack
dab In the middle or 2 major community
problems, the construction of much-needed
hospital facilities and a much-needed airport.
And who Is working at our side? Don Boyes.
of course. He Is following In the footsteps of
his predecessors-he Is following the General
Motors' policy or good citizenship. that has
been so 11pparent In Andersott for nearly 40
years. As general manager of the Delco
dn1slon. he shall be our friend and we shall
he his friend and accept hts counsel His accomplishments, !Ike those of Mike's, are a
s~ mpO&lum of successful engineering
engineering or product and men as well . With
Don Boyes around we shall continue d omg
whn tIt took to get started
From the progress of his past will come
Ute promise of our future .
George Btrnn.rd Shaw once snid , "We are
ronde wise not by the recollection of the past,
but by the responsibilities of the future."
\\'e are sure, ~fr. Skinner, thnt no good
future will come out of cownrdicf' . \Ve expect no cowardice from General Mutors . You
n eed expect none !rom us
We promtse to try to keep General Mo t:'!r~ ·
resldence tn Anderson clean and in good repnlr. We promise to keep It well policed and
Wt'll lighted. We know that youth. bashful
or bold. will make us seniors very unnecesMn In the future . To this end we dedicate
our efforts In behalf of good schools and
healthful recreation. We shall try. Mr. <;klnnrr. to make Anderson n place where Gene.rnl Motors cun stay and grow, a place to
v.hlch Detroit may point with pride.
Please <"onvey our sincere fcllcltntlons to
General Motor• on this Its .golden milestone
anniversary. Mny the good Lord bless you,
str, nnd nil of your associates.
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telegrams and letters asking that I do
everything in my power to prevent the
destructive order of Secretary Benson
going into effect.
I may point out, too, that this is not
only the attitude of the business people
of Wisconsin, as evidenced by telegrams
I have received from chambers of commerce, but it is also the attitude of the
working people of Wisconsin. They, too,
have let me know that they strongly oppose cutting dairy price supports. Their
protest is the kind of protest I am sure
people all over the country would register if they could only know the effect
the cut would have on our total economy, at a time when 5,175,000 people
are unemployed. The proposed cut in
dairy price supports will surely increase
the number of unemployed and injure
our economy further.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
-¥1'· PROXMmE. I yiekl.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
was interested in the telegram read by
the Senator from Wisconsin, because,
contrary to Secretary Benson's position,
it indicates that there is unity between
the future welfare and well-being of the
farmer and of businessmen and workers.
As the distinguished Senator from Minnesota [Mr. HUMPHREY] pointed out yesterday, the tactic of Mr. Benson is to divide and conquer, to give preference to
one particular commodity for the time
being, but ill the end to sink them all.
The tactic of Mr. Benson is also to travel
up and down the country to tell the businessmen that the farmers are responsible for the conditfon in which they find
themselves, and to tell the workers that
they are the ones to blame for the difficulty in which the farmers find themselves.
I am delighted that the telegram from
the Chamber of Commerce was read to
the Senate this morning, because it is a.
recognition of the fact that if something
is not done to give a reasonable degree of
security to the farm economy, the businessman on Main Street will also suffer
at the same time. I think the Senator
from Wisconsin has performed a useful
service.
'
Mr. PROXMIRE. I thank the Senator
from Montana for his remarks. I have
talked with many of the farmers of Wisconsin, and most of them recognize that
the farmers of the Nation must stick together, because whatever hurts the cotton farmer in Alabama or the wheat
farmer in Montana will hurt the dairy
farmer in Wisconsin. The farmers understand that the only way to have an
effective farm program, one which will
protect not only the farm economy but
also the entire economy, is to have the
representatives of the farmers from all
the States recognize that they have a
common interest, and to act accordingly.
PLIGHT OF AGRICULTURE IN
ALABAMA
Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, the
farmers in my State of Alabama have
suffered immensely during the last 6 or
7 months from heavy rains, excessive
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Most of the 14 he sold in 1957 had to be
repossessed when farmers couldn't meet
their payments.
Ginners, bankers, crushers, farm laborers,
fertlllzer manufacturers, warehousemen,
and cotton merchants are all alfected.

freeze, and an unsympathetic Secretary
of Agriculture.
Only yesterday, the Senate voted $250
million in order that the Federal Government might keep faith with the farmers
of Alabama and the Nation in the acreCITY JOBS DON~T HELP
age-reserve program, a program which
According to Maynard Layman, farm ediis not limited to cotton, but which ex- tor of the Decatur Dally, the solution is not
tends to all commodities.
in moving farmers olf the land. What AlaIn no sense can this move be consid- bama needs, he says, Is more marginal farmered a remedy for the problems besetting ers, not fewer. He points out that It doesn't
our farmers, especially those in Alabama solve anything for farmers to sell out and
and the South generally. The most that move to the city. There they merely add to
can be said is that yesterday's appropria- unemployment rolls and create all kinds of
problems. Moreover, in many cases
tion was a stopgap move with more com- social
it's just plain impossible for a man who has
prehensive legislation to follow.
been a farmer all his llfe to make the shift
The situation in Alabama is especially to city life at the age of 45 or 50.
grim, as the noted syndicated columnist,
"A pestl!ence has been visited upon the
Drew Pearson, pointed out in the Bir- land of cotton," farmer Mauldin told the
mingham News of s 'a turday, March 8, House committee. He proposed these solu1958. I ask unanimous consent that this tions:
timely article be printed in the RECORD
1. An Increase In cotton-acreage allotments, not across the board by State, but
following my remarks.
There being no objection, the article just enough to guarantee every farmer his
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, historic share of the Nation's production.
2. A Brannan plan for cotton, whereby all
as follows:
GRIM

ALABAMA

GROUP TELLS
PLIGHT

OF

FARMERS'

(By Drew Pearson)
WASHINGTON, March 8.-Ten grim-faced
Alabama State legislators made a pilgrimage
to Washington this week to lay before Congress the life-or-death situation confronting
cotton farmers In the Southeast.
The picture was a solemn one, summed up
In the words of a cotton farmer, E. F. Mauldin, of Leighton, Ala., now serving as a consultant to the State legislators.
"Our farmers are more demoralized than
ever before," Mauldin told the House Agriculture Committee. "They find farm labor
gone, their tenants vanished or barely existing, their plows rusting, their tractors down,
their mules converted to dog meat, their
fields vacated and lying Idle, their rural
communities disappearing, and their country
homes, churches, and schools standing vacant llke corroded monuments to haunt the
memory of what once was a cherished and
respected way of llfe."
The causes are low prices and a gigantic
35-percent slash, since 1953, In the number
of acres allowed to be planted in cotton
under Secretary Benson's fiexlble-support
system. For, as the Nation's cotton surplus
mounts, the acres planted to cotton are cut.
Meanwhile, the Southeast-Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, North and South Carollnahas borne the br1Ult of the decllne, whlle the
acreage of such Western States as California,
Arizona, and New Mexico has fared proportionately better.
INDIVIDUALS DON'T COUNT

This Is because a State's share of the national cotton acreage is based upon Its average acreage in the preceding 5 years. And
wlth poor cotton farmers in the Southeru;t
abandoning the sol! for city jobs, Alabama's
allotment has decreased, which has penallzed
farmers remaining on the sol!. For, when
their neighbor quits cotton farming, other
farmers get their acreage cuts, so that some
Individual allotments have been cut 70 percent since 1953 in contrast to the national
acreage decrease 'of only 35 percent.
The trouble, says Mauldin, is that Benson's plan reckons in terms of States and
counties. The fate of the Individual farmer
is crassly ignored.
Result: In Alabama 125,000 farmers have
signed up w1th the State employment servIce for olf-farm jobs. One tractor dealer reports he sold 60 tractors In 1955, only 32 In
1956, and just 14 In 1957.

American cotton would be sold without
price supports at the normal level. By letting the price seek Its own level, cotton
would better compete with nylon, dacron,
and other syn thetlcs. Instead of price supports, farmers would receive direct production payments to· the extent necessary to
raise their In-come to parity with industrial
workers.
NoTE.-The sol! bank hasn't helped. A
total of 70,000 Alabama farmers were frozen
out of the sol! bank by insuftlclent sol! bank
funds, many of them after they had sold
their implements. Even if Congress appropriates more sol! bank funds, it won't help
the thousands of farm owners and tenant
farmers whose jobs disappear whenever an
acre of land goes into the sol! bank.

WORK ON GREAT LAKES HARBORS
AND CONNECTING CHANNELS
Mr. WILEY. Mr. President, it is essential that vital public works are, indeed,
accelerated in order to pick up the slack
in America's economy.
As we realize, and has been pointed
out on many occasions by our good
friend, the able majority leader [Mr.
JoHNSON of Texas], there is a very considerable shelf of public works. We must
now take off that shelf those essential
projects which previously we had not expected to be able to turn to until a much
later date, because of budgetary problems.
Of course, there Is still a limitation on
the amount of public works which can
now-be speeded up.
None of us enjoys the possibility of a
'huge Federal deficit in the remainder of
the 1950 fiscal year, or in the 1960 fiscal
year.
Nevertheless, the more acute problem
of five and a quarter million Americans
unemployed is one which can hardly fail
to receive anything but our full attention.
In my judgment, one of the most important of all jobs which can be done is
to take action on that mighty artery
which serves the valley of the Great
Lakes and, thereby, literally more than
one-fourth of the Ap1erican people.
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MORE FUNDS NEEDED FOR

TONNAGE UP 10 PERCENT-MORE OVERSEAS

CHANNl:LS

TRAFFIC GOING VIA GREAT LAKES
So I say, specifically, that the Corps
(By Marvin Fast, executive director,
of Engineers should receive sufficient
Great Lakes Commission)
funds to speed action on the Great Lakes
Preliminary tonnage statistics on the overconnecting channels and Great Lakes
seas trade of the Great Lakes ports point to
Harbor improvement.
further growth In this commerce in 1957.
In the spring of 1959, the St. Lawrence Unofficial figures comp!led from reports by
seaway, as far as Lake Erie, will be 11 United States port agenices indicate overopened. But from the spring of 1959 seas traffic at their facilities totaled approxiuntil the year 1962, or 1963, or 1964, the mntely 448,400 short tons. This represents
fact is, unfortunately, that instead of an Increase of about 41,500 tons, or 10.2 per27-foot draft beyond Lake Erie, there cent, over the tonnage exported and imported
will be a continued limitation, by and through their terminals. in 1956.
Only partial data for 1957 has been reported
1a1;ge, of 25 feet on down bound and 21 by Chicago, which In 1956 accounted for 41.7
feet on upbound traffic.
percent of the 574.152 tons shipped to and
Time is of the essence in making fuller from overseas points through the United
use of the Great Lakes artery. If we States lake ports. Preliminary reports Indiuse the artery to the fullest, there will cate faciilties of the Chicago regional port
be more economic health, fuller employ- district on Lake Calumet Increased their tonment, more purchasing power. Allow nage from about 85,600 tons In 1956 to approximately 112,000 tons last year. Not yet
the artery to remain narrow, and the Jeported are the 1957 overseas commerce
reverse will be the case.
fmoved through other Chicago facilities,
The Corps of Engineers has the defi- which in 1956 handled nearly two-thirds of
nite capability of speed action on the the city's overseas tonnage. Indications are,
channels. We must enable it to use that however, that these facilities, too, Increased
their overseas volume and that the total
capability.
We of the upper Middle West must increase for all of the Unlted States lake
not be denied access to the connecting ports In 1957, consequently, may exceed
60,000 tons.
channels for another 5 or more years.
overseas tonnage for 1957 reported by the
We of Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minne- 11 United States ports, along with official
sota are entitled to speed in this respect. 1956 figures , are as follows:
Fortunately, the overall seaway outlook is increasingly promising.

Total o~"""'""

!FOUR HUNDRED AND FORTY-EIGHT THOUSAND
TONS FROM 11 LAKE PORTS

As proof of that fact, I should like to
cite an important statement made by
Marvin Fast, executive director of the
Great Lakes Commission.
This statement was published in the
February 27 issue of the Journal of Commerce. The article proves, for example,
the enormous tonnage-448,000 short
tons which moved overseas from merely
11 Great Lakes ports in 1957.
But it also proves that the ports themselves, through local action and through
Federal and State action, must improve
their own capability.
That is why I urge a speeding up in
Federal assistance for harbor improvement along the Great Lakes. That includes, of course, assistance to the many
Wisconsin cities which are ready, willing.
and eager to carry their share of the
load, if the Federal Government will give
1·easonable assistance to them.
S. 49'7 INADEQUATE 50 FAR AS LAKES CONCERNED

In conclusion, Mr. President, I say in
all frankness that the bill, S. 497, which
passed the House yesterday in amended
form, and which would authorize numerous construction, repair and other public works on rivers and harbors for navigation and flood control is sadly inadequate, so far as the Great Lakes are
concerned.
Supplementary action by
way of additional legislation will in my
judgment be essential in view of the 51,4
million Americans unemployed. Action
must provide increased assistance to the
Great Lakes area.
I send to the desk the text of Mr. Fast's
article, and ask unanimous consent that
it be printed in the body of the REcoRD
at this point.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
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The largest tonnage Increase ln 1957 at

the UJtlted States lake ports reported to date
occurred at Chicago's Lake Calumet !acUIties. Substantial tonn9J5'e Increases also
were scored by Green Bay, Cleveland, and
Toledo. Percentagewlso Toledo made the
biggest increase, followed by Green Bny,
Cleveland, and Chicago.
CANADIAN OVERSEAS TRADE

Preliminary Information a\·allable from
Canadian lake ports suggests Canadian's
overseas trade through the Ontario lake
ports also may have ren.ched a new high In
1957. Tonnage statistics for last year have
been reported only by Toronto and Hamilton but bOth ports surpassed 195,6 totals by
substantial amounts. Toronto's overseas
trade Increased from 158,073 short tons In
1956 to 200,395 tons. Hamilton's 1957 figure
totaled 41 ,697 tons as compared to 32,769
tons In the previous year. The combined
Increase of the two ports-which In 1956
accounted for more than 63 percent or the
overseas commerce of the Canadian lake
ports--was approximately 50,000 tons or
about 26 percent.
PROSPECTS

Prospects for an even more remarkable
expansion or the overseas trade or the Great
Lakes ports are bright. Opening of 27-!oot
navigation at the start of the 1959 shipping
season will open the door to saving In transportation costs even more s!gnlftcant than
those already demonstrated by the volume
or commerce now using the Great Lakes-St.
Lnwrence route. Effects of the seaway's 1m-
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pact also will be felt In 1958 as both shippers and steamship lines explore more serJ.,.
ously than ever the potentials of the Great
Lakes-St. Lawrence route.
Indeed the crucial question appears to be
whether the lake ports as a whole are making adequate preparation to handle a potential tonnage greatly in excess of existing
commerce. Dr. John L. Hazard of Michigan
State University and former consultant to
the St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation has suggested that facilltl"\ available at the Great Lakes ports and their
traffic development programs, rather than
any limitation of the seaway route or any
limit on exports which can utilize the route
with economic advantage, will be decisive in
determining the actual future overseas ton-

nages of the Great Lakes ports. Only the
ports adequately equipped for the commerce
Which wlll seek to use the seaway, he predicts, wlll realize fully their potential importance as ports In overseas trade.
Whether the port cities wm be ready will
depend In part on their recognition of the
Importance of Improved port facUlties and
of strong traffic promotional programs to
their economy. A serious limitation on the
future of the lake ports may he the preva!llng vlew that the port operation and
facilities should be entirely self-sustaining.
On the basis of planning and preparation
now underway, Dr. Hazard estimates that
the overseas general cargo commerce of the
United States lake ports In 1960 wlll almost
triple tbe 1955 volume. By 1965 It may be
almost 8 times greater and by 1970 more
than 10 times the 1955 tonnage. Should
port improvement and traffic promotion programs be stepped up substantially, these estimates may prove too conservative.
His estimates do not include bulk commodities in the overseas commerce., Even
larger proportional increases can be expected
after 1959 In bulk commodity movementsnotably or coal and coke, certain metallic
minerals and chemicals, and graln.
BtJL'K COMMODITY MOVEMENTS

Nineteen hundred and fifty-seven also
proved a banner year for the Great Lakes
bulk fleet, which registered Its second best
year in history. The big !akers, 9.()C()rdlng to
the Lake Carriers' Association, delivered
more than 196 million tons of Iron ore, coal,
limestone, and grain during the year. This
volume has been exceeded only in 1953 when,
due to the demands of the Korean contllct,
tonnage reached almost 200 million. An expanded iron ore movement, a brisk coal
trade, and a near-record limestone tonnage
a.ooounted for the bulk fieet's excellent
showing.
Fleet activity Is expected to continue high
during 1958, although commodity movements will probably not reach 1957 levels.
Final figures will depend largely on how soon
the present downward trend In steel production and In the demand for lake-bOn)() commodities Is reversed.
Long-range prospects are favorable and
suggest further Increases In bulk commodities tonnages. Successful ploneertng of taconite and construction of the seaway, which
will enable Labrador ore to enter the Great
Lakes In large amounts, give assurance that
traffic In Iron ore at the lake ports wili
continue heavy. Shipments of limestone
have increased remarkably and almost continuously ln the postwar years, and the
needs of the steel Industry and expansion
of the chemical and cement Industries in
the Great Lakes region point to further
growth. The pace of industrial development throughout the region also wlll demand vast quantities of coal and petro1e11_m
products. A significant downbOund movement of both products in the completed seaway thus 1s a reasonable expectation.
Finally. the seaway's effect on the cost of
tl-ansportlng grain is sure to boost strongly
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Mr. CHAVEZ. Mr. President, I move
that the Senate disagree to the amendment of the House, ask for a conference
with the House on the disagreeing votes
of the two Houses thereon, and that the
Chair appoint the conferees on the part
of the Senate.
The motion was agreed to; and the
President pro tempore appointed Mr.
CHAVEZ, Mr. KERR, Mr. GORE, Mr. MARTIN
of Pennsylvania, and Mr. CASE of South
Dakota conferees on the part of the
Senate.

propriations would at least have been
accorded the courtesy of being notified
by the administration of what it intended
to do in the wake of the sound proposals
advanced by the majority leader.
Mr. President, according to what information I can gather, the same procedure was followed in the States of New
Mexico and Wyoming; the Republican
governors were notified, but the Democratic members of the congressional
delegations from those States were not
notified.
Mr. President, in this field of recession
IMPORTANCE OF PUBLIC- and depression-and in Montana it is a
depression-we are not seeking to make
WORKS PROGRAMS
politieal capital out of the distress conMr. NrA'NSFl'EUJ. Mr. PrE.'Siaent, ditions of our people. We do not seek
yesterday, after receipt from Montana charity. We are interested in jobs.
Such petty sniping, as typified by the
of the newspapers for Sunday, March
9, I was pleased to learn that on Satur- release last Satw·day, does no one any
day. March 8, GJv. J. Hugo Aronson, of good, but only brings the unpleasant
my State, reported that he had been in- odor of politics into a question which afformed that President Eisenhower would, fects the welfare of the people. It is to
within a few days, ask Congress to vote be hoped that such a small, petty tactic
$918,000 more for two Montana recla- will not be repeated.
It is also to be hoped that this adminmation projects.
According to the article carried in the istration will get away from its pious
Montana newspapers, the Governor said platitudes and its too-little and too-late
"a highly reliable administration pronouncements.
Mr. President, the times call for ecosource" telephoned from Washington
that an appropriation in the amount of nomic statesmanship of a high order.
$538,000 would be requested for the The road has been shown by the proHelena Valley irrigation project, and an posals of the majority leader. Now it is
appropriation in the amount of $380,000 up to all of us--Republicans and Demowould be requested for the Fort Peck- Jrats alike-to travel that road, not in
Dawson County power transmission line. the interest of either party, but in the
The Governor also said that "the high mterest of the people as a whole.
May I say again, Mr. President, that
administration source," whom he did not
identify, also informed him that the Bu- though I am pleased with the governor's
reau of the Budget would release nearly statement I believe the courteous and
$65,000 between now and July 1 for 3 the decent procedure would have been
other Montana projects--on the North- to notify the Montana congressional delern Cheyenne and Crow Reservations egation as well.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous conand the Fort Peck Wildlife Refuge.
·Fifteen thousand dollars of this amount sent to have printed at this point in the
Is to be allocated for the Crow meter RECORD an article which was published in
loops, the article stated. Meter loops the Great Falls Tribune, of Great Falls,
were not explained by the Washington Mont., on March 9, 1958.
There being no objection, the article
source, according to the article.
ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
Mr. President, I desire to express the was
hope that the statesmanlike proposals, as follows:
ARONSON ToLD $918,000 To BE SPENT
made last Thursday by the majority
HELENA.-Gov. J. Hugo Aronson Saturday
leader, the senior Senator from Texas
he had been informed that PresilMr. JOHNSON], to speed up projects reported
Eisenhower next week would ask Conwhich have been authorized, and for dent
gress to vote $918,000 more for two Montana
which the Congress has appropriated reclamation projects.
funds, will not become political footballs.
He said "a highly reliable administration
After all, I must repeat, the Congress has source" telephoned from Washington that
authorized these projects in Montana these appropriations for July 1 would be
and elsewhere, has appropriated the asked:
1. $538,000 for the Helena Valley Irrigation
funds, and has carried out its responsiproject to continue lateral and drainage sysbilities as a coequal branch of the Gov- tem
construction at a somewhat accelerated
ernment of the United States.
rate.
It is my understanding that this highly
2. $380,000 for contract payments on the
reliable administration source has not Fort Peck-Dawson County power transmisbeen the White House, but has been the sion line at the Fort Peck project.
The Republican governor said these recDepartment of the Interior, which very
would probably be part of
likely acted under White House instruc- ommendations
the President's request for reclamation projtion. I would be surprised if it should be ect appropriations throughout the West.
disclosed that Secretary Seaton was a Aronson said this would be In llne with
party to a political propaganda stunt thinking of governors attending the Western
of that kind, because I have a high re- Governors Conference at Colorado Springs
gard for him, and I know my regard for recently.
Aronson said "the high administration
him is shared by Senators on both sides
source" whom he did not identify also inof the aisle.
formed him that the Bureau of the Budget
Mr. President, I would have thought would release nearly $65,000 tor use between
that members of the Montana congres- now and July 1 on 3 other Montana projects.
sional delegation who have fought and
These are $42,000 for the Northern Cheyvoted for these projects and these ap- enne Indian Reservation No. a road; $15,000
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for the Crow meter loops, and ~7.200 !or the
Fort Peck Wildlife Refuge. Meter loops were
not explained by the Washin!lton source.

PRESIDENTIAL INABILITY
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, recent
events have drawn the attention of the
Congress to the question of whether it
is needful or desirable to amend the Constitution of the United States to clarify
the somewhat indefinite provisions of
article II, section 6, in respect to how
the inability of the President to discharge the powers and duties of his office
is to be determined in case a disabling
accident or disease deprives him of the
capacity to make such determination,
and in respect to the ultimate, legal effect of the action of the Vice President
in assuming the powers and duties of
the Presidential office in case the President suffers a temporary inability to discharge them.
No one can gainsay the desirabilit:;t
of clarifying these matters. It may be
argued with much show of reason, however, that Congress itself is empowered
by article I, section 8, clause 18, and even
by article II, section 6, to clarify them
by a simple legislative act; and that for
this reason, resort need not be had to a
constitutional amendment. Be this as
it may, I am convinced that the importance of these matters in our governm ental system demands that the clarification be made by amendment.
I submit that the amendment should
vest in the Congress the power to pass
upon and determine the question of the
inability of the President to discharge
his official powers and duties, In case
there are reasonable grounds for believing that a disabling accident or
disease has depr ived the President of the
capacity to make the determination hims·elf.
This power should be vested in the
Congress because its members are duly
elected constitutional officers who can
be held responsible by the people for
any action they may take. It certainly
ought not to be entrusted to Presidentially appointed cabinet members answerable to the President alone, or to a
newly created commission answerable to
nobody.
In advocating that the power to pass
upon and determine the inability of the
President be vested in the Congress,
rather than in the cabinet or in a commission, I am not unaware of the argument that such a course would offend
the constitutional doctrine of the separation of governmental powers. However, this argument, it seems to me, is
heavily outweighed by the significant
circumstance that committing this
power to the Congress will harmonize in
full measure with our constitutional
system of checks and balances. This is
made crystal clear by amendment XU,
which commits to the House of Representatives the power to choose a President when none of the candidates for the
office secures a majority of the electoral
votes; by article I, section 2, clause 5,
which confers on the House of Representatives the power to impeach the
President; by article I, section 3, clause
6, which entrusts to the Senate the power
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to try the impeachment of the President;
an<t by article II, section 2, clause 2,
which vests in the Senate the power to
ratify or reject treaties made by the
President, and to confirm or reject
Presidential nominations of executive or
judicial officers.
Entertaining these views, as I do, I expect to support the amendment proposed
by one of America's greatest constitutional lawyers, the able and distinguished Senator from Wyoming, JosEPH
c. O'MAHONBY.
In closing, I wish to call the attention
of the Senate to an article entitled "Presidential Inability", written by Dr. Ruth
c. Silva, professor of political science at
Pennsylvania State University. The
article was published in the December,
1957, issue of the University of Detroit
Law Journal. While Dr. Silva and I may
disagree as to the means for declaring
Presidential inability, I have found her
article a most penetrating analysis of
the subject, and I wish all Members
of the Congress to have the benefit of her
brilliant work in this field. For these
reasons, I ask unanimous consent that
Dr. Silva's article be printed at this point
in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
PRESIDENTIAL INABILITY

(By Ruth C. Silva)
Nott.-Pro!eswr Sliva received
her bachelor or arts, master o! arts, and
doctor of phllosophy degrees !rom the University of Michigan. She has taught at
Wheaton College (Massachusetts) as well as
at Cairo University (Egypt) where she was
Fulbright professor or polltlcal fCience. She
1s presently a professor or polltlcal science
at Pennsylvania State University. Author of
Presidential Succession, publlshed by the
University o! Michigan Press. and articles
publlshed In the American Polltlcal Science
Review, Journal of Polltlcs. the Review of
Polltlcs, the Harvard Law Record, Michigan
Law Review, and Law and Contemporary
Problems. Also she Is the author or articles
publlshed In Spanish and Arable abroad as
well as various studies published by congressional committees, and has served as a
consultant !or these committees and various
governmental agencies.)
President Eisenhower's heart attack In 1955
and his subsequent operation !or Ileitis have
focused attention on the problem of providing !or the exercise o! presidential power
during a President's lnablllty. Although the
newspapers and polltlclans have concentrated their attention on procedures for declaring a President disabled, a more important aspect of the problem relates to the
VIce President's constitutional status whlle
the President Is Incapacitated. In the only
serious cases of presidential inability to
date, the VIce President was not asked to
exercise presidential power largely because
or the !ear that he would actually become
President anrt replace the disabled Incumbent for the remainder or the term.
(EDITOR's

THE GARFIELD CASE

When Garfield was shot 1n 1881, three VIce
Presidents had, upon the death of a President, been recognized as having succeeded
to the higher office and aa possessing the
right to exercise presidential power until
the end of the deceased President's term.
As a result of the precedents establlshed
whenever a President had died, It was easy
to argue that a Vice President actually becomes President !or the remainder of the

term whenever he acts In that capacity.
Since Garfield was not dead, had not resigned, had not been removed, but was
merely disabled, the Presidential office was
not vacant. This unavoidably raised questions about Vice President Chester A. Arthur's status and tenure. If he acted as
President during Garfield's lnabillty, would
he actually succeed to the high office?
Would Garfield also remain President?
Would there be two Presidents at the same
time? Could Garfield resume the exercise
of presidential power if his disability ceased?
When Garfield's lllness had already lasted
2 months and was expected to continue for
another 2, all 7 members of his Cabinet
agreed on the deslrablllty of having Arthur
act as President during Garfield's recuperation. Three members of the Cabinet, Secretary of State James G. Blaine, Secretary of
the Navy Wllllam H. Hunt, and Secretary of
War Robert T. Lincoln thought Arthur could
temporarily discharge the Presidential duties
until Garfield recovered. On the other hand,
Attorney General Wayne MacVeagh, Secretary of the Treasury Wllllam Windom, Postmaster General Thomas L. James, and Secretary of the Interior Samuel J. Kirkwood
thought that Arthur's exercise of Presidential power would be equivalent to remov.lng
Garfield from office. Since a majority of the
Cabinet held this latter opinion, it was decided that Arthur should not be asked to act
as President without Garfield's knowledge
and consent. Because the physicians thought
he was too Ill !or such discussions, the whole
matter was dropped.'
During the BO days of Garfield's fatal lllness. his only official act was the signing of
an extradition paper. The reason for Garfield's Inactivity was not the lack of urgent
publlc business. Although Congress was not
ln session and there was no occasion !or him
to exercise his legislative powers, yet important executive matters demanded attention.
There were postal frauds; officers were unable
to perform their duties because the President
was unable to commission them; there was a
serious deterioration in the country's foreign
relations. It was reported that the Central
Pacific Rallway ac~ually considered suing for
a writ of mandamus directing Vice President
Arthur to assume the President's duties and
appoint an Auditor of RaHway Accounts since
Garfield was unable to do so. Yet the department heads transacted onl.y such routine business as could be handled without
Presidential supervision. Important questions or publlc pollcy requiring the President's personal attention were Ignored.' The
Important thing Is that the publlc interest
was jeopardized by having no active
President.
Equally Important, editorial opinion was
sharply divided about the manner In which
public business was being transacted-a division of opinion which only aggravated the
crisis caused by Garfield's prolonged infirmity. The New York Times and New York
Herald objected to having governmental affairs managed by the Cabinet, which is an
extra-legal body. They particularly objected
to Secretary Blaine's position as a sort of
de facto Preslden t. The Herald even went
so !nr as to label Blaine's action as "usurpation" and called !or the immediate succes'New York Times, Sept. 2, 1881, p. 1, col. 3;
ld., Sept. 4, 1881, p. 1, cols. 2-{3; New York
Herald, Sept. 2, 1881, p. 3, col. 1; New York
Tribune, Sept. 2, 1881, p. 5, col. 2; Pittsburgh
Post, Sept. 3, 1881, p. 1, col. 2; ld., Sept. 5,
1881, p. 1, col. 3.
• George F. Howe, Chester A. Arthur, 152153, 181 (1934); New York Herald, Sept. 1,
1881. p. 5, col. 3, and p. 6,~ls. 2-{3; ld.,_Sept.
5, 1881, p. 4, cols. 1- 3, and p. 6, cols. 2-3, New
York Tlmes, Aug. 11, 1881, p. 1, col. B, and p.
4, cola. 2-{3; Boston Evening Transcript, Aug.
25, 1881, p. 4, col. 3.
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sian of Vice President Arthur.' The New
York Tribune and Boston Evening Transcript, however, defended Blaine's activities,
noted that be bad not committed the Government on any matter of pollcy, and asserted that public business was being transacted satisfactorily during the President's
illness.'
The fear that Arthur's exercise of presidential power might oust the disabled Garfield caused Garfield's friends to minimize
the need for an active Preslden t. Similarly,
they refused to recognize the full extent of
his disab!llty because of personal loyalty to
him. Mental dlsab!llty probably did not exist
during the early part of his Illness. Secretary
Kirkwood claimed that Garfield was rational,
his mind clear, and his judgment unimpaired.
The President would be able to make a decision I! absolutely necessary, Kirkwood said,
but his physicians forbade him to discuss
publlc affairs.' Two weeks later, the Boston
Evening Transcript reported that Garfield's
mind was clear and that at no time would he
have been Incapable of making decisions I!
any Important publlc question had been presented to him.• Garfield's mind may have
been clear in July and August; but the dally
bulletins of his physicians clearly indicate
that he was physically unable to discharge
the duties of his office. Even the Boston
Evening Transcript, which had maintained
from the beginning that Arthur could not act
as President because Garfield was not mentally disabled, admitted In September that
the Presldent was suffering from hallucinations.'
Even if there had been no dispute about
Garfield's right to resume the exercise of
presidential power If and when he recovered,
Arthur still would have been in a particularly
embarrassing position. Garfield belonged to
the so-called half-breed wing of the Republlcan Party. It was popularly believed that
Arlhur had been nominated for Vice PTesident only to placate Roscoe Conkllng, leader
of the stalwart wing, and to heal the schism
in the party. Charles J. Gulteau, Garfield's
deranged assassin, had proclaimed his loyalty
to Arthur and to stalwart!sm. This gave rise
to the false rumor that Garfield's assassination had been dellberate~y planned to put
Conkling's puppet in the White House. Because o! this nasty situation, Arthur bad
llttle choice but to be self-effacing during
Garfield's Illness.•
After the President's death, Arthur repeatedly asked Congress to formulate legal
answers to the questions which had so recently alarmed the country.• The 47th, 48th,
and 49th Congresses discussed the meaning
of lnablllty, its effect on the status and
tenure of the VIce President, its effect on the
status and tenure of the disabled President,
and how a disability should be established.
Instead of solving these problems, however,
Congress named a statutory successor to act
as President In case of vacancy or dlsnblllty
In both the Presidency and VIce Presidency.
After the enactment of this law, the subject
1 For example: New York Times, Aug. 1,
1881, p. 4, cols. 2-{3; New York Herald, Sept.
5,1881, p. 6, cols.2-3.
·,For example: Boston Evening Transcript,
Aug. 1, 1881, p. 4, col. 2; New York Tribune,
Sept. 6, 1881, p. 4, cols. 2-{3.
• New York Tribune, July 15, 1881, p. 1,
col. 6.
• Aug. 1. 1881, p. 4, col. 2.
'Sept. 16, 1881, p. 1, col. 5.
1 Howe, op. cit., supra, note 2, 151-152; Peter
R. Levin, Seven by Chance, pp. 154, 157
(1948); Donald B. Chidsey, The Gentleman
From New York: A Life o! Roscoe Conkllng,
pp. 296-356 ( 1935).
• 10 James D. Richardson, Messages and
Papers of the Presidents 4652; 11 !d. 4734,
4840 ( 1897).
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article Senator MANSFIELD discusses the
implications of the recession with remarkable clarity and perception.
Mr. President, I think it is very important that among the most serious
implications of this recession is the extremely serious danger this constitutes
to world peace. I quote two short paragraphs from Senator MANSFIELD's
splendid article to underline the serious
consequences of this recession if it is
allowed to continue:
The United States Is at the center of the
complex free-world trading relations. Any
prolonged slump In this country will hit
others many times harder than It hits us.
It wUI jeopardize their free existence and
propel them into a desperate rivalry for
trade wherever they can find it.
If that happens, what wUJ be the impact
on the defense and polltlcal arrangements
which sustain freedom In the world? With
people abroad, as with people at home, spuds
are likely to become more important than
sputniks. In short, any prolonged slump In
this country Is bound to wreak havoc with
the position of the United States and freedom in the world.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of this article by the
Senator from Montana appear in the
RECORD following my remarks.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
MPLICATlONS OF THE RECESSION-INJURY TO
POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC TIES FOR PEACE

F'Et>RED AS SLUMP SPREADS
(By MIKE MANSFIELD, 'United states Senator
from Montana)
A friend of mine said to me recently, "The
people back home are more concerned with
spuds than they are with sputniks." It was
his way of pointing to the economic recession that has been spreading through the
Nation and to the fact that it is beginning to
take precedence over foreign pollcy questions in people's minds.
The man happened to be talking about
people In Montana. He might just as well
have had In mind people In Michigan, Pennsylvania, Oregon, Maine or a dozen other
States. To date, the recession bas hit hardest at mining, timbering and heavy Industrial areas. Its effe~ts, however, are felt
throughout the Nation.
We shall not gain anything by wringing
our hands In despair over this situation.
Neither shall we gain anything by whistling
In the dark. The Important thing Is for the
administration to take an honest look at
where the Nation's economy stands and to
do something constructive about it.
That Is what bas not yet been done. The
administration is still waiting and hoping for
things to get better Instead of acting to make
them better. It is all very well to hope for an
upturn, but In the meantime the recession
has produced anxiety and suffering In the
Nation. Millions of families have felt Its effects in unemployment, declining take-home
pay and disappearing profits.
It has resulted In the Joss to the Nation of
hundreds of mil).lons of hours of productive
labor that can never be recouped. It has cost
millions of tons of steel, millions or feet of
timber, millions of pounds of copper, refrigerators, automobiles, and washing machines.
All of these and countless other products
coftld have been added to the Nation's supply
in the past few months. With industries
shut down or on short schedules, they were
simply not produced, As a result, prices stay
high or go higher in the face of shrinking
demand.
These effects o! the recession are close at
hand. They are readily seen by anyone who

has not been blinded by his own irresponsible
optimism. What is not so apparent are the
potential international implications of the
recession. People at home cannot be expected to concentrate on long-range international problems when the Installment collector Is knocking at the door. The administration's obvious concern with foreign aid and
reciprocal trade programs is not going to Impress them very deeply when the same administration whistles off domestic economic
problems.
Nor is that the only adverse International
consequence of the recession. The free nations are now knit together in various defense
and political arrangements to safeguard
peace. we need these ties for our national
security, and we need them for the foreign
trade they make possible. In 1957, for example, our exports amounted to almost $20
billion, not an Insignificant part of the national income. Moreover, while this trade is
Important to this country, it is a matter of
desperate necessity to some of the nations
that are closest to us.
The United States is at the center of the
complex free-world trading relations. Any
prolonged slump in this country will hit
others many times harder than it hits us.
It will jeopardize their free existence and
propel them into a desperate rivalry for trade
wherever they can find it.
If that happens, what will be the impact on
the defense and political arrangements which
sustain freedom in the world? With people
abroad as with people at home, spuds are
likely to become more Important than sputniks. In short, any prolonged slump in this
country Is bound to wreak ha,voc with the
position of the United States and freedom
In the world.

CHALLENGE TO SECRETARY OF
AGRICULTURE BENSON BY SENATOR PROXMIRE TO DEBATE FARM
POLICY.
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, I
regret to report that the Secretary of
Agriculture has sent me a flat refusal
in response to my challenge to him to
debate the farm policy question.
It will be recalled that an editorial
in the New York Times last week declared that it was doubtful that any of
Mr. Benson's critics could be found who
would be willing to debate the Secretary
in public.
I accepted this challenge, and invited
Secretary Benson to debate the farm
question with me "any place, any time,
before any group, and under any circumstances" he might choose.
I am very much disappointed that
Secretary Benson has refused to accept
the implicit suggestion of the New York
Times. The country urgently needs a
full, free, well-reported, two-sided debate of the national farm policy with
Secretary Benson himself personally
involved.
Mr. Benson has spent more of the taxpayers' money on travel and printing
costs to publicize his own side of the
argument than any other Secretary of
Agriculture in all history. He has made
more speeches than any other member
of President Eisenhower's Cabinet--perhaps more than any other single Cabinet
officer of all time.
I am positive that if any representative group of Americans--be they farmers, workers, businessmen, or housewives-should hear such a debate they
would agree that the policies of Secre-

tary Benson were extremely damaging
to our whole economy.
I am sure, of course, that Secretary
Benson disagrees. It is too bad that
the refusal of Sec~;etary Benson makes
it impossible for the public to decide.
Secretary Benson's letter to me, dated
March 11, 1958, is as follows:
DEAR SENATOR PROXMIRE: Thank you for
your offer to debate the farm situation, but
as you know. I am discussing the farm situation every day, and my· views are pretty
well known.
Sincerely yours,
E. T. BENSON.

I now wish to discuss another subject.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Wisconsin has the floor.
THE PARADOX OF RISING PRICES
AND INCREASING UNEMPLOYMENT
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, in
my remarks yesterday concluding the arguments in favor of the Monroney
amendment, I pointed out that one .s>f
the greatest puzzles for the American
people is how prices can be rising when
unemployment is increasing and we are
having to take extraordinary measures
to get the economy back on the rails. I
wish to return to that paradox today.
There were two stories in yesterday's
New York Times which ought to be put
togetlfer and considered closely. One
was the lead story on the first page. I
quote the first paragraph only:
Unemployment rose in February to 5,173,000, a postwar record and the largest since
1941, the Labor and Commerce Department
reported today.

The second story was inside the paper,
on the financial page.
Here is the first paragraph:
Investors added one Washington Indication to another yesterday, decided that inflation was just around the corner, and
reached for the stocks best calculated to
serve as hedges.

Mr. President, the gentlemen who operate in the stock market are realists.
They win or Jose on their ability to predict what is going to happen in the economy. What they are predicting now is
inflation. Considering the fact that we
have had inflation steadily in the midst
of recession, it does not seem farfetched
to predict inflation when we regain
prosperity.
It is time, I think, to sound a solemn
warning. Unless we can do something
to head off inflation, all our best efforts,
and the wealth of the American people
which we commit when we make appropriations, can go for nothing. Inflation
is a great blotter that can soak up, almost instantly, any amount of purchasing power that our recovery program
creates. We can find that we are getting
the same amount of employment and
business activity for a larger amount of
money.
That is why I supported the Monroney
amendment yesterday. I did not want
to vote inflation along with an emergency housing appropriation.
So I rise to point the paradox and
raise the alarm. We are in the midst
of a very peculiar recession, in which
men are unemployed, farm prices go
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an up-to-the-minute knowledge of the and such a healthy Industry may best be
conditions as they exist. One of the maintained byJoint action by the admlnistra'tion and
problems discussed at the meeting was the1. Interior
and Insular Affairs Committees
the mining situation, and as a result of ot both Houses and the Congress is adoptthat discussion a resolution was adopted Ing and implementing a national minerals
setting forth their collective views.
poi!cy without delay; and by
2. The Ways and M'eans Committee of the
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have the resolution on metals and House of Representatives and the Senate
mineral mining adopted by the western Finance Committee taking all steps which
THE UNEMPLOYMENT SITUATION
governors appear in the RECORD at this may be needed to assure to the domestic
mining Industry at least one-half of the
Mr. BIBLE. Mr. President, during the point in my remarks.
domestic market or the present proportion
past few weeks many thousand words
There being no objection, the resolu- of the domestic market (whichever is higher)
have been spoken and many more thou- tion was ordered to be printed in the either by adequate tariffs, excise taxes, or
sands of words have been printed rela- RECORD, as follows:
quotas or allocation of import receipts or
tive to the economic crisis our country METAL AND MINERAL--RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY such com,blnatlon as may be most suitable
whenever an !ndlv!dual metal or mining InWESTERN GOVERNORS' BUSINESS SESSiON
is facing today. Let me make myself
clear, here and now, that there is good
Whereas In the last 20 years the United dustry has shown It can reach such levels,
More specifically It Is recommended:
and sufficient reason for these utterances States has changed from almo•t complete
As to lead, zinc, tungsten, and mercury,
and these writings as the economy of our self-sufficiency In nonferrous metals to al- the Tarlll' Commission take early and favormost 50 percent dependence on foreign sup·
country is in serious straits.
able
action.
and
Figures revealed by the administration plies;
As to copper, lead, and zinc, the ·Congress
Whereas In the same 20 years tarlll's have
and printed in Tuesday's issue of the been reduced both by actuRl reduction of approve pending Industry legislation, and
Washington Post show that 5,173,000 rates and by Internal inflation of the cur- that the Tariff Commission approve applicapersons were unemployed in February, rency by from 60 to 80 percent so that they tions for tariff relle! now pending before that
the highest number in 16 years. The are now almost universally below 10 percent Commission.
As to cobalt, tungsten, mercury, fluorspar,
statistics also show that the trend is up- ad valorem; and
Whereas during that period mining costs columbium (and possibly manganese), the
ward, in that the figure had increased
House
Ways and Means Committee approve
risen to 3 to 4' ~ times the 1938 level
679,000 persons over the previous month. have
willie prices have risen only to 2 to 2 ~!. times legislation providing sufficient Import conThis great unemployment is not the 1938 prices: and
troJ to maintain present domestic levels o!
result of layoffs and cul'tailments in cerWhereas the world mining Industry has production.
As to antimony. chrome, asbestos (and
tain industries or in certain geographical supplied all the metals and minerals for
areas. The condition is general through- two wars and the United States Government possibly manganese), the House Ways and
Means Committee to approve legislation
out the entire country. Nearly every stockp!les; nnd
Whereas those stockplies are now filled and allocating import receipts to maintain a
productive industry of our Nation has
minimum nucleus of production in these
the
productive
capacity
which
supplied
metbeen sorely hit.
als and minerals !or those stockpiles Is no metals.
I have only to point to my State, Ne- longer needed; and
As to thorium, the Atomic Energy Comvada, where the situation has become
Whereas while much of this ~apaclty was mission either to provide a purchase promost serious. Every day I receive letters bullt ln foreign countries with United States gram or release It !rom Government control
and calls from companies seeking my aid, Government encouragement most of tbe por- and cease the purchase o! foreign monazite
assistance, and advice. Every day I re- tion which wlll have to close because of high at the expense or closing domestic mines.
As to uranium. the Atomic Energy Comceive letters from individuals asking if costs lies within the United States; and
Whereas foreign metals and minerals now mission refrain from purchasing high-cost
I can help them in some way to get part- enjoy
about one-half of the United States foreign production while J!mltlng productime work so they can feed their children. market and unless adequate steps arc taken tion domestically. We urge and request that
Figures I have received from Nevada they wlll take over much of the remaining action be taken to locate adequate purchasshow that in January 1958, unemploy- one-half now supplied by domestic pro- Ing depots and m!ll!ng facll!t!es sufficiently
ment was up 78 percent over the year ducers: and
close to ore reserves and stockp!Jes In order
Whereas It Is self-evident that domestic to decrease the costs o! transportation to
before, and 30.3 percent over the previous
mining
cannot
long
survive
\mless
It
Is
asproducers and to the Government.
month. Approximately 10 percent of the
Its fair share ot the domestic market
As to gold and sliver, grant to United
wage earners in Nevada are without jobs. sured
a reasonably long-term basis; and
States citizens the same right to own gold
Many others are working on a part-time onWhereas
the internal economic health o! as granted to foreign governments and an
basis. Unemployment payments are the most of the Western States Is heav!Jy de- Increase In the depletion rate from 15 to
highest in the history of the State. The pendent on the dollars brought Into those 23 percent.
trend of unemployment is up.-there States by the export of metals and minerals
and those few Western States not so directly
Mr. BIBLE. Mr. President, it would be
.seems to be no sign of a leveling off.
One of the greatest factors in Nevada dependent on the mineral Industry are di- well for all of us to pay particular heed
unemployment is the almost complete rectly affected by the economic health o! to the resolution of the governors.
the adjoining States who are more depend- Their firsthand knowledge of the situacollapse of the mining industry. Because ent
on the Industries; and
our domestic mines cannot compete with
Whereas much of the tax Income on which tion in the various States is invaluable
cheaply produced foreign ores they have the Western State governments operate Is in helping us chart the course to rebeen forced to curtail their operations or derived directly or Indirectly from the min· covery.
.shut down- completely. These shut- era! Industry; and
Mining, while only one segment of our
Whereas It Is day by day becoming more Nation's economy, is a basic segment.
downs not only affect the mines, but
apparent
·that
in
the
event
o!
another
naThis industry, which provides the raw
mills, equipment dealers, auto dealers,
tional emergency no appreciable amounts
grocerymen, and other merchants in the of
any metal or mineral will be available materials for the Nation's manufacturareas where the mines are located. The from overseas sources and If the Eastern ing, in peace and in war, must remain
closing of a mine acts like the prover- States are to have metals !or the manufac- strong and be ever ready to produce.
bial snowball rolllng downhlll. No mat- ture ot munitions and essential civilian rePositive governmental action to aid
ter how large or how small the mine, the quirements they must come from the West the mining industry is needed to furnish
and
from
Canada
and
Mexico;
and
unemployment results continue to grow
the basis for long-range planning, for it
Whereas, should such an amergency result
and grow.
ln the use of atomic weapons, the amounts is in mining and the other basic indusNevada is not unique In this situa- ot metals and minerals required !or mini- tries that an end to the current recession
tion-it has happened In every State mum reconstruction would be !ar be- must be accomplished.
where mining plays a part in the econ- yond any currently ava!Jable eupply; Now
down, small businesses fold up.-but the
general price level does not go down, it
goes up. Now the gentlemen who know
these things scent more inflation in the
air. When they lift their keen noses it
is wise for all of us to look where they
are pointing.

omy.

On February 26 of this year the governors from the 11 Western States met
in Colorado Springs, Colo., to discuss mutual problems.
These governors !ace every day the
problems we talk about here. They have

therefore, be It
Resolved, That the maintenance o! a
healthy metal and mineral mining Industry
in the Western States Is of the utmost economic Importance to those States both for
themselves and as major markets for eastern
manufacturers, as well as being of the utmost importance to the national security,

DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT
BECAUSE OF AGE
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, on Tuesday evening the great national organization, the Fraternal Order Eagles, held a
reception at the Hotel Statler in Wash-
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United States for the Cowles Publications. I shall quote from a portion o!
the clipping which refers to a speech
made by a Member o! the House, in
which he noted the cost to taxpayers of
such programs as price support for
wheat, and then said, "In addition, it
may cost him about $20 a year more for
the high price of bread."
Another Member of Congress had this
to say:
Because the high support program has
kept the price or bread high, also. youas an average consumer or bread-paid $20,000 more than your bread would have cost
you otherwise.

He refers to 1957.
Then the writer of the article goes on
to point out what the figures really represent, as the Senator from North Dakota has pointed out. All I say is that
we are constantly the victims of open
distortion of fact. It is true that if the
price of wheat went up 50 cents a bushel,
it would not raise the price of a loaf of
bread by as much as three-fow'ths of a
cent.
Mr. YOUNG. I thank the Senator
from Minnesota. It is amazing that
people should throw out figures such as
that. If the wheat producers gave away
their wheat. and did not charge anything for it, the people of America would
not have the price of a loaf of bread
affected by more than 2.6 cents.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. YOUNG. I yield.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I am interested in
what the Senator from Minnesota and
the Senator from North Dakota have
said, especially the remarks of the Senator from North Dakota, who is one o!
the most distinguished agricultural experts in the Senate.
Mr. YOUNG. I thank the Senator.
Mr. MANSFIELD. He has mentioned
othe fact that even though the price
which the farmer receives for his product has been going down over the years,
the cost of the same product to the consumer has been going up.
Let us assume, as is the case at the
present time and will be for some time
to come, and even if Mr. Benson has his
way, that wheat is selling in Montana
and the Dakotas at $2 a bushel, and that
the wheat is sent to Minnesota for milling. What does it cost to mill a bushel
of wheat? Does the Senator from North
Dakota have any idea about that?
Mr. YOUNG. I do not have the information; I am sorry.
Mr. MANSFIELD. It costs somewhere between 50 cents and 75 cents.
Then it goes to the baking concern, and
the bushel of wheat is baked into loaves
of bread. Does the Senator from North
Dakota have any idea how much the
total number of loaves of bread will sell
for?
Mr. YOUNG. I know that it is about
2.6 cents a loaf so far as the farm cost
of wheat is concerned.
r. MANSFIELD. The total cost of
that bushel of wheat comes to somewhere between $14 and $15. The farmer
gets $2. The miller gets about 75 cents,
or six bits. The baker get a little bit also.
Who makes the money? Is it the farm-

er? Of course not. He gets very little.
Someone somewhere along the line, is
raking in the money, and the price of
bread, regardless of the price of wheat,
goes steadily upward.
Therefore, as the Senator has said, the
farmer is being made the goat in the
parity picture, and it is about time that
the picture is laid on the table. If we are
to criticize the farmer because of subsidies alleged to be paid him, then we
should also criticize the railroads and
steamships and airlines. and look into
the tariff, which. after all, is a subsidy for
business--a needed one, I believe--and
then we should also consider the magazines and newspapers which are being
paid subsidies, as was brought out in the
debate a few days ago. All those enterprises receive subsidies from the Government.
Mr. YOUNG. I thank the Senator
for his statement. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the REcORD at this point a table prepared
by the Department of Agriculture showing the cost of wheat in a loaf of bread.
There being no objection, the table
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
TABLE III

Year

Cash
prlco
support
love!

Retail
price of a

!-pound

Ioarot
bread

Farm
value

or the

wheat
inn loaf
or broad

-------1--------1948____ ________ ____ __ _

Cents

2.0

1949. .. -·-- - · -·· - ·
1950·--·--·---· ·-·--·- 195L •••• ···-·---· ·---·
1952. - -··- -··· · - ·-·-··

1. 05
1.90
2.18

1954 . .. _. _______ , . . ... . .
1955.---··-·· --·. ·- --· -·
1956
--·- · · · ---·
1957• •••--··-_. ____________
• •-

2. 24
2.08
2. 0
2.0

1953._. -·-- ··· ·--- -·-··

2.20
2. 21

Cents

13.9
14.0
14. 3
15.7
16.0
16.4
17.2
17.7
17.0
18.8

Cents
2. 6
2.4

2. 5
2. 6
2.6
2.5

2. 7
2. 7
2. 6

2. 6

E s!Imntcd number or families in the United States,

42,548,000.

Source: Murray Thompson, Office or Price.

Mr. YOUNG. Mr. President, for example, in 1948 the price support on
wheat was exactly the same as it is
today, $2 a bushel. The cost of a
1-pound loaf of bread was 13.9 cents in
1948, and the farm value of the wheat
in a loaf of bread was 2.6 cents.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator from North Dakota has expired.
Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, I
yield five more minutes to the Senator
from North Dakota.
l\ifr. YOUNG. Although in 1957 the
price support was exactly the same as
10 years ago, the price of a loaf of
bread had risen, from 13.9 cents to 18.8
cents.
I believe that is a complete contradiction of the unreliable and inaccurate-and purposely inaccurate--statements of
the kind the Senator from Minnesota
has quoted.
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. YOUNG. I yield.
Mr. AIKEN. The charge has been
made that the joint resolution would
freeze rigid price supports into law. Is
that a correct statement?

Mr. YOUNG. No. It would freeze
them at not less than last years level.
Mr. AIKEN. Does it freeze rigid supports?
Mr. YOUNG. It places them exactly
where they are under present law.
Mr. AIKEN. Is it not true that the
only commodities which would benefit
by the joint resolution would be rice,
which would be maintained at 82 percent of parity, instead of 75 percent, as
the Secretary proposes; wheat, which
would be maintained at 79 percent of
parity, instead of 75 percent; manufacturing milk, at 82 percent, instead of
75 percent; and butterfat, at 79 percent, instead of 75 percent?
Is it not true that those are the only
commodities which would be affected at
all, and that the same flexibility which
has existed for most of the commodities
will continue to exist in the future,
namely, from 75 percent to 90 percent?
Mr. YOUNG. That is correct.
Mr. AIKEN. Therefore only rice and
wheat and manufacturing milk are affected, regardless of what anyone may
say. Corn is not affected. The support price for the 1958 corn production
which corresponds to the,14 percent of
corn production which was in compliance last year would be set at 77 percent of parity instead of 75 percent, but
let us not lose sight of the fact that 86
percent of the corn production last year
was produced on noncompliance acreage, and that would not be affected
by the resolution. Any statement that
the joint resolution would restore and
freeze rigid 90 percent price supports is
simply-well, the Senator can use his
own adjective to describe that kind of
statement.
Mr. YOUNG. I appreciate the statement of the Senator from Vermont.
Mr. AIKEN. I was not enthusiastic
over this way of maintaining farm prices.
I realize, however, that in the concerted
attack upon price supports for farm
commodities someone is making a major
contribution to the recession in the
United States. I expect to vote for the
joint resolution, not because it is the
way to set support prices, but because it
may be the only way we can head off
greater effects of the depression in the
farming areas.
Mr. YOUNG. I certainly agree with
the Senator from Vermont. I do not
know of any time in recent years when
it has been more necessary to stabilize
the price of farm commodities than now.
What sense is there to helping other
segments of our economy to prevent a
depression when we are purposely reducing the level of income to farmers?
Much has been said about higher price
supports increasing surpluses. I have
had a table prepared by Mr. Kendall,
of the Senate Committee on Agriculture
and Forestry, showing the number of
acres planted to wheat and the farm
prices for each year since 1927.
For example, in 1932 the price of wheat
was 38 cents a bushel, and the farmers
planted 66,281,000 acres. One would
naturally think that when the price
reached the low level of 1932 that the
farmers would decrease their acreage of
wheat the next year. That is not the
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he is virtually alon~perates in a competitive price economy. It simply does
not make sense. It is unfair and unjust
to the farmer. I believe it is only fair
that we should give the farmer a chance
and a little more time to work out his
problem.
I should like to stress a statement
made very well this morning by the distingui~hed Senator from Louisiana [Mr.
ELLENDER] when he pointed out what has
happened to parity. If Senators, both
Republican and Democratic, will recognize what Secretary Benson has done to
parity, they will vote overwhelmingly in
favor of the joint resolution under consideration.
Let me tell the Senate what has happened. When Secretary of Agriculture
Benson took office, 75 percent of parity ·
for dairy products amounted to $3.31 per
hundredweight. Today, 75 percent of
parity amounts to only $3.03 per hundredweight.
What has happened is that parity has
dropped. At the same time, costs have
increased. Parity is 10 percent lower,
although the farmer must pay much
higher prices. I submit that this is
about as unfair, improper, unjust, and
unethical as it could possibly be. If we
are to have a parity system which means
anything, it should mean that the farmer
should be in SIJ.Ch a position that as his
costs increase, his Income increases.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator from Wisconsin has
expired.
Mr. PROXMIRE. In conclusion, I say
that what is at issue is the survival of
the family farm.
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, I
yield 2 minutes to the Senator from
Maryland [Mr. BEALL].
Mr. BEALL. Mr. President, the great
needs of our agriculture today are bigger
markets for the abundance our farms
produce-more freedom for farm people
to plant, to sell, and to make their own
management decisions-help for the
families living on inadequate farms and
in underdeveloped rural areas.
The legislative changes proposed by
the administration will serve all of these
basic needs.
In spite of the cost-price squeeze, the
ineffective price supports and unworkable acreage controls, the farm level of
living is higher than ever before. Farm
assets are at a peak and productivity per
man-hour is rising year by year What
.we need to do now is to free our farmers
as rapidly as is feasible from the shackles
of controls which have aamped their
operations for many years.
Our farm people want to be more free
to plant, more free to market, more free
to meet their competition, more free from
Government interference.
This program will permit more freedom for farmers. It will give farmers
more freedom to plant by increasing
acreage allotments. Some of these allotments have become so small as to cripple
efficiency. I am told that 7 out of 9 cotton allotments are less than 15 acresand I know that tobacco allotments are
far too small.
This program will make price supports
more realistic. The range of 75 to 90
percent of parity on the basic crops and

dairy products does not allow for sufficient market growth. We are pricing
these commodities out of potential markets. Increased allotments and a wider
range of price support logically go
together.
The program will eliminate the escalator clauses, those formulas which provide that the level of price support goes
up as the surpluses go down. Farm people do not want to live continually under
the shadow of surpluses.
Nor do other taxpayers want it because
taxpayers, including farmers, get the
bill for storage and losses.
Our surplus disposal efforts have been
meeting with increasing success. They
must be continued until the surpluses
are reduced to reasonable proportions.
In this connection, I support the extension of the special school-milk program.
Milk is the most valuable crop Maryland
farmers produce. Last school year more
than 900 Maryland schools took part !n
this special milk program and the children of my State consumed more than
30 million half-pints of milk under this
program. This is a wise use of our
abundance. It serves farm and city people alike.
I endorse the provisions on extension
and expansion of Public Law 480, increased emphasis on utilization research.
We are on the right road in agricultural policy, Progress is being made.
Sound programs will result in a sound
agriculture.
Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, I
yield 10 minutes to the distinguished
Senator from North Dakota (Mr.
YOUNG].

Mr. YOUNG. Mr. President, the resolution we are considering today does not
seek to increase price-support levels or
cash prices on farm commodities. It
would only freeze price supports at last
year's level. It would prevent the drop
in price supports Secretary of Agriculture Benson has already scheduled for
the 1958 crop.
Even the level of support last year1957-is not high enough to lift the prices
of many farm commodities up to a level
necessary to maintain some semblance of
equality of income as between farmers
and other segments of our economy.
For example, Secretary Benson lowered
price supports for wheat from $2 to $1.78
a bushel or from 82 1 ':, percent to 75
percent of parity. Dairy price supports
are scheduled to be dropped on April 1
from approximately 83 percent to 75
percent of parity.
The pending joint resolution would restore these price supports to the present
level or the one President Eisenhower
himself established 2 years ago when
he vetoed the major farm bill which
would have set price supports for these
commodities at 90 percent of parity.
The effect on feed grains would be as
follows: The price of barley would be
increased from 93 cents to 95 cents per
bushel; grain sorghums would be increased from $1.83 per hundredweight to
$1.86 per hundredweight-that is, over
the prices of last year; rye would be increased from $1.10 per bushel to $1.18
per bushel; flaxseed would be increased
from $2.78 per bushel to $2.92 per
bushel-again, only a very few cents.
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· Farm net income has been decreasing
year after year since the Korean war.
These figures are as follows:

1953 ______________________ $13, 880,000, 000
1954______________________ 12, 190, 000, 000
1955 ______________________ 11,581,000,000
1956 ______________________ 12,070,000,000
1957 ______________________ 11,532,000,000

Our Nation's economy is in trouble.
The number of unemployed is the highest
in 16 years. Our national economic
situation could become far more serious
than it is now-that is, if we do not correct the basic reasons for its cause.
Every depression in the past has
started with depressed farm prices. It
does not mal!:e sense for this administration purposely to plan lower farm
prices-and that is exactly what it is
doing.
Secretary Benson, in his last appearance before the Senate Agriculture Committee, stated that lower price supports
would mean lower cash prices, at least
for some time in the future.
These planned lower prices for farm
commodities will only serve to deepen
the depression. What we need is increased farm purchasing power-not
less.
In the so-called agriculture States, 70
percent of the per capita income is spent
for industrial goods as compared to 50
percent in the nonagricultural States.
This gives some indication of how the
entire economy is adversely affected
when the purchasing power of the farmers is destroyed.
Mr. President, little, if any, of this drop
in farm prices will be reflected in lower
prices to the consumers.
Surely, there is abundant evidence to
prove that the lowering of price supports
in the past by Secretary of Agriculture
Benson or any other Secretary has not
resulted in lower prices to the consumers.
Let us take wheat for example. The
price support for wheat last year was $2
a bushel. The average cost of a 1-pound
loaf of bread was 18.8 cents. The farm
value of the wheat in this loaf of bread
was only 2.6 cents.
Lowering price supports for wheat by
22 cents a bushel, as has been scheduled
by Secretary Benson, would mean a drop
of approximately 11 percent in the farm
yalue of the wheat going into a loaf of
bread, or less than three-tenths of a
cent per loaf.
Is any Senator naive enough to believe
that this three-tenths-of-a-cent decrease
in the cost of a loaf of bread will be
passed on to the consumers? The 11
percent drop in income will be serious
to farmers, however. It will break many
small- and average-sized farmers. During the last 5 years 6,672,000 people left
the farms to seek employment in the
cities. There will be m-any more farmers seeking employment in the cities if
we permit farm prices to drop fW"ther.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield at that point?
Mr. YOUNG. I am happy to yield.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I hope the Senator
will forgive me, but I hold in my hand
a clipping from the Minneapolis Morning
Tribune of March 10. It is a feature
article by Mr. Charles Bailey, who is a
member of the press corps, and who covers the activities of the Congress of the
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farm products. I ask unanimous consent to have those two tables printed in
the RECORD at this point as a part of my
remarks.
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There be!ng no obJection, the tables
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

price structure. A vote for the resolution, Senate Joint Resolution 162, is a
vote for agriculture and a vote against
Benson's policies.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
Index of prices paid by farmers (191D-14=100)
, the Senator yield?
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . , - - - - . . - - - - - - , . - - - - -Mr. ELLENDER. I yield 1 minute to
Item
Av('rage
1sn. 15,
Chango
the Senator from Montana.
19:;8
l
1947-49
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Minnesota yield?
79
175 Up 122 percent.
Intrrcst paid per acre •• ·--------------------------------------------Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield.
464 Up 72 percent.
270
~~::ft~~:~~ ::te:~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::~
430
567 Up 32 percent.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I wish to take this
140
172 Up 23 percent.
~rotor supplies __ -------------------------------------__ ---_-- ______ _
occasion to commend the distinguished
l\lotor Vl•hiclos __ ---.---______ --------_________ ---- _________________ _
200
421
Up
45
percent.
Farm machinery________________________________________ ___ _________ _
239
358 Up 50 pen»nt.
junior Senator from Minnesota for the
fo'arm sup pi ies. ___________ --------- ___ -------_-_- _-- ________________ _
235
292 Up 24 percent.
economic statesmanship he has shown
and fencing __________________________________ -------------_
29{\
391 ,Up 32 percent.
in this field. Because of him, we have a.
143
Fertilizer __ •• -------- ____ ---------------------------------- ________ _
152 Up 6 percent.
221
299 Up 35 percent.
A vcrage, above 6 items.----------------------------------------chance to consider all the basics at the
Rouse hold operation.... ___ . __ •. _. ________ •..•. ____ . __ ...••••. __ ..•..
209 Up 17 percent.
178
same time. In tbis way Mr. Benson will
Tlousohold !urn Ish lngs_ •• __ • __ ---- ______ • ___ ---.--•••••••• _•••••••••.
2~6
279 Up 9 percent.
339
409 Up 21 percent.
JluHding materials, house------------------------------------------not be able to resort to his usual policy
2:i3
325 Up 39 percent.
Autos and auto ~jUpplles.------------------------------------------of divide and conquer; because we will
287 Up 24 percent.
231
A verage, above 4 items_---------------------------------------2'J9
278 Up 16 percent.
all be in the same boat, and we will all
Food. ___ ·-.--_--.---------.. --.---·-.• -.---.-----...... -.. -....... .
Clothing_______________ -----------------------..... ___ ......... ____ .
326 Up 14 percent.
285
be facing the same problem. I hope that
2M
294 Up 15 percent.
Average, above 2ltems----------------------------------------under the leadership of the distinguished
231
193 Down 16 percent.
Fecd.... _.... --..• --•• -----------------------------·------·---· · · · ·356 Down 2 percent.
348
Ft>eder Ji vestock ________ --- _____ ---- -------------------------------junior Senator from Minnesota we will
242
209 Down 14 percent.
&ed-------·--------------------------------------------------------·
AvenlJle, above 3 items ______________________________________ ., __
be successful in this action, even though
2{i9
245 Down 9 percent.
Prlet•s paid for all famlly livinJY lOOms (average) ____________________ _
244
289 Up 18 percent.
Mr. Benson, in his press conference of
Prices paid for all production item~ (av{'rage) ___________ ---- -- 237
264 Up llpercent.
this morning, made the statement that
250
301 Up 20 percent.
Jlri<.:es paid, commodities and services, interest, taxes, and wage mtes
what the Senate proposes to do now in
2 joint resolutions is even worse than
• Or last available data.
the bill which was passed 2 years ago,
Source: Agricultural Prices, Jan. 31, 1958, Agrlculturall\!arkctiug Scrviet>, USDA.
under the leadership of the Senator from
Average prices received by .farmers- for farm products -f'nited Stales, Jan. 15, 1958, and Minnesota, and which was vetoed by the
average 1951 compared with income parity eq,ivalent prices
President of the United States.
I ask unanimous consent to have
)0.)7
Actual prices
printed in the RECORD at this point
ilwome
a news story published in the Daily
Commodity
pnrity
Ranger, of Glendive, Mont., of March
prke
Change
Avrragc
Jan. 15
CfJ.Ul\'t\1~51
1908
6, 1958.
lent I
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
$2.99
$2.11
Down 10 percent.
1.90
Wh•at •••••••••• ---------------------------------------H ye ••••••••• __ • _••••• __ •• ___ • -----. _.•.•••• - ••• _•••• -- •.
as follows:
2.10
l. 52
. 937
Down 38 percent.
rluihlin~

Hioo (rough).-- -··-------------------------- ••• ----- •.•.

('orn-------·-·--·------------------------------------()ats __ ___________________________________ ______________ _
Darley.----------------------------------------------.-.
Rorgb
u m grain .. _________________________________ -_-----Hay,
all AmNican
baled ......upland
----------------------------· _
C'ottou,
________________ _____•.....
__ _______

t~~t~~..;.~'::'~-~~~~~:::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::·
Soyhoans. __ .. _______________________________ -- ____ ... --Poanuts. ______ • _____ • ____ • _______ • ___ ••. __ • ___ •• _.-•••.

Flaxseed. __ ----- ____ .. __ •. -------------.. -... -.---------

Potatoes._·-------·--------------------------------__ ---

Swrotpotatoes .•... -----. __ . __ .. _---.. _... ___ ........... .
Deans, dry edible••••••• ----------------------------·---

Ho~s-------------------------------- --------- --- -----
B('{>f
catUc.
_---------------- ------------~-- -------------_
Calves_.,
_______________________________________________

Lamb~ ------------------------------------------------All
chickens, live _______________________ ----------------

rrurkeys, live_-----------------------------------------.

Adjfi\C~\fr~~·~I~~~~~~~~~~=~~~-----------------------•• __ •• _------ ______ ------. ____ •• _•• _••.•• _•• - •.
E~gs_

•

7. 42
2. 18

1.14
I. 75

3. 3o
32.34
.4'l0
. 732
93. sa

a. 92

. lf,S

4. 82

1.66

.820
I. 26

2. 32
25. r,o
. 377
. 420
69.30
2. 73
. 104

5. 87
3.18
6. 82

3. 72

12. ll
28.40
29.1;)

7. 91
20.00
28.70
32.90
31.00

:~2. 05
32. 34

. 37l
. 1&1

6. 28
. 621

163
3. 03

• 271

.374
4. •;s

.478

. 190
. 226

Up 3porcent.
Down 44 percent.
Down 25 percent.
Down 32 percent.
Down 30 percent.
Down 26 perellnt.
Down ?:1 percent•
Up 2 percent.
Down 26 percent.
Down 25 peroont.
Down 6 percent .
Down 21 percent.
Up 8 percent.
Up 70 percent.
Down 11 pctoont.
Down 7 percent.
Down 31 percent.
Do.
Down 30 percent.
Do.
Down 40 percent•

4.13
• 405

Down 10 percent.
Down 15 percent•

5.01
. 931
. 613
.855

I. 63
19.90
. 274
. 429

51.30
2. 05
. 0979
2. 95

1. 76
5.16
7.03
18.50
19. 7(}
22.20
21.60

1 Cnlcul:\t{'d by proposed income parity formula ba.._<;;{'d on d<.'finit ions or pn.rity farm income. fn Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1008, as amended, and National Farm('.rS Union 10.36-57 Olliciul J>rogram. (Data as of January 1957.)
Solm.:e: Agricultural Prices (Jan. 3l, 1958), Agricultural ).farkcting Scrvire, USDA.

Mr. HUMPHREY. When Senators
read those tables, they will plainly see
what has been happening to agriculture
and it is not good.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President,
will the Senator yield?
Mr. HUMPHREY. 1 yield.
- Mr. MANSFIELD. Will the Senator
from Minnesota tell the Senate what, in
reality, the President and Mr. Benson,
have recommended as the parity price
for the coming year?
Mr. HUMPHREY. On what commodity?
Mr, MANSFIELD. On all the basic
commodities. What is the average?
Mr. HUMPHREY. The administration wants fiexibility between 60 and 90.

The new administration proposal is for
flexibility down to 60, instead of only
to 75 percent. As the Senator from
Vermont pointed out, however, this joint
resolution would not change the 1957
price-support prog:J:am. The present
program would not be changed by the
joint resolution. It would just maintain last year's prices, as a holding action-a ~rice fioor-until such time as
the Congress legislates otherwise.
The best I can say for the joint resolution is that it is a part of the overall
effort of Congress to hold the line. It
is an effort by Congress to check the
recession. It represents a determination by Congress to prevent any further
downward fiexing of the agricultural
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[From the Glendive (Mont.) Daily Ranger of
March 6, 1958]
SENATOR HUMPHREY LASHES ADMINISTRATION
AGRICULTURAL PLAN

(By Senator HuBERT H. HUMPHREY, United
States Senator from Minnesota)
WAsHINGTON.-Clearly our Nation needs a
new and different farm policy and needs It
now.
What should be Its broad outlines?
First. A comprehensive farm program covering all major commodities with the recognition of the Interdependence of agricultural
production. It Is a well established principle
of agricultural economics that low feed prices
produce low hog and beef prices. Furthermore, the price of perishable commodities Is
directly related to those known as storable,
like grain.
Second. Agricultural policy must be based
upon these accepted and known relationships. It Is Imperative that the Nation have
adequate food and fiber reserves. The level
of these reserves must be related directly to
the growth In population and the tremendous
commitment of our Nation In the field of
foreign policy and national security. This
has not been done.
National security requires effective and
constructive use of food and fiber. Our for-eign economic policy must Include within It
long-range commitments of food and fiber
supplies to our allies and the uncommitted
and underdeveloped nations. Food can be
force for peace and freedom. There must be
additional emphasis upon conservation, both
short and long term. The conservationreserve program needs to be doubled. Broad
and effective conservation measures must be
Integrated with overall natural resource development and management prograJns.
A sound farm policy should be based upon
a rising net income for agriculture-parity
income. The Secretary of Agriculture shoul<1

•

be authorized to utll!ze several means of
attaining parity income and protecting decent and fair farm-price levels. What Is
needed Is flexibility of method In a farm program, plus determination on the part of the
Secretary of Agriculture to utilize every
legitimate means at his command to Insure
orderly marketing and a stable price structure.
Add to this farm credit fac!llt!es adequate
for the cost of maintaining farm operation
and you have the broad outllne of a constructive farm pollcy that can work both
for the benefit of the farmer and the Nation.
The Eisenhower-Benson farm pollcy has
failed. This failure Is due not only to weakness In the law but also faulty and Ineffective administration. The efforts of Congress
to strengthen the agricultural policy were
overridden by a Presidential veto. The attempts of friends of agriculture to Improve
the administration of agricultural policy
have been resisted and rebuked by the Secretary of Agricultute. The results speak for
themselves.
HERE IS THE SORRY RECORD

Rea!lzed net Income of farm operators
dropped from $14,300,000,000 In 1952 to $11,500,000,000 In 1957. During the 5 years
Secretary Benson has been In office, the accumulated loss In net farm income has been
over $14 billion. The annual rate of expenditures from the Federal Treasury as
shown by the budget request sent to Congress this spring totals over $5 billion as
compared with slightly over $1 billion in
1952.
Benson's policies have proved farm families off the farm at a rate of 100,000 per year.
There are 500,000 fewer farm families on the
farms today than when he took office. The
family farm income from all sources, nonfarm as well as farm, measured in 1957 dollars has dropped by over $500 per year-from
$3,000 In 1952 to $2,500 In 1957. Farm
mortgage indebtedness Is ~p approximately
$4 billion. Farm surpluses are stlll huge.
Farm prices are still low. And farm Income
is at recession levels.
THERE IS THE RECORD

•
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The a.dmln!strat!on farm pollcy was outlined In a speech early In February 1953,
In St. Paul, Minn. Secretary Benson asked
for a. reduction of price supports to a point
Just above undue disaster. Doing this, he
said, would lead to lower consumer food
prices, reduce Federal expenditures for agriculture, and ultimately Improve farm Income. He claimed further that It would
strengthen the family farm unit and get the
Government out of agriculture.
The Secretary has at least kept his word
on one of these promises-at every opportunity he bas recommended lower price supports. He and the President are now asking
Congress for authority to drop the price
support levels to only 60 percent of pnrlty.
Secretary Benson has Insisted that reducing
price supports would reduce prOduction,
despite statistical evidence to the contrary.
With lowering of price supports, prOduction
bas gone up. Surpluses have mounted despite tremendous disposal programs through
foreign ald. relief, and overseas sales.
Secretary Benson promised that reducing
price supports wouttl reduce storage costs
and the farm program costs--Instead the annual storage cost paid by the Government
has been the highest In history under his
administration, both per unit and In total.
The rate of expenditures for this ls at an all
time high-almost five times greater than
that of 1952.
Grocery store food prices are higher now
than they were before the Eisenhower-Benson theory was put in to effect, mothers pay
more for the milk they .buy for their children.
A loaf of bread costs more than at any
time In the past 100 years. With farm prices
down by almost 20 percent, retail foOd prices

In 1968 are at the highest Index ever
recorded.
Yes, the administration farm program bas
not only failed the farmers, but it has failed
the publlc, and socked the taxpayers. As
consumers, the public ls paying higher prices
Jor food at the grocery store. As taxpayer
the public Is paying out at a rate of
$5,000,000,000 a. year for a program that does
not work. As a Nation we are threatened
by a growing farm led and farm fed
depression.

A SUMMARY

GTA FAMILY FARM SURVEY
FOR 1955-56
(A continuing study of family farms in
Minnesota, Montana, North Dakota, South
Dakota, and Wisconsin, covering 1950
through 1956, as authorized by the stockholders of Farmers Union Grain Terminal
Association)
OF THE

INTRODUCTION

....._

This resurvey of some 4,079 family farms is
based on the income-tax records of each
farm, plus other Information gained by onthe-farm interviews during 1957. The income-tax records for 1955 and 1956 were
audited and added to those for 1950-54.
These 2 recent years ha ye seen increased
emphasis upon accurate tax records due to
the beginning of social-security payments
based upon these returns. As in the first
GTA family farm survey, virtually complete
cooperation was forthcoming from all of these
thousands of families. We present some or
the findings in the hope that this unique information about average commercial family
farms In some of our best farming areas may
help the Congress decide wise national polIcies.

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the RECORD at this point a letter
which I received from the Farmers
Union Grain Terminal Association,
signed by Mr. M. W. Thatcher, general
manager, and a summary of the GTA
family farm survey for 1955-56.
The survey shows that the greatest
untapped market in the world is in
American agriculture, if American agriculture is given the opportunity to purchase. What we are seeking is a market.
I say to my good friend that with all our
What the survey shows
efforts for public works, with all our efforts for tax reduction, with all our ef- 1. Summary of Farm Operations !or 1956,
Compared With 1954
forts to stimulate the economy, if we
The essential figures show that despite
permit agriculture to go down further,
we will experience a recession and de- claims to the contrary, the lowering of farm
between 1954 and 1956 did not Impression which will really cw·l our hair, prices
prove real net Income. This was In spite of a
and George Humphrey's too.
gain of some 4 percent both In acreage and
There being no objection, the letter investment on the farms, and with Improved
and summary were ordered to be printed yields and production. Net income did go
in the RECORD, as follows:
up some $80 due to an Increase in GovernFARMERS

UNION GRAIN
TERMINAL AssociATION,

St. Paul, Minn., January 29, 1958.

The Honorable HUBERT H. HUMPHREY,
Senate Of!lce Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR S&NATOR HuMPHREY: You will be Interested In this short summary of our latest
family !arm survey. Th1s study of over 4,000
!arm records shows an even greater market
tor manufactured goods than we found 2
years ago. This market for nearly $6,000
spending per farm could go far to restore
business and jobs in our cities.
Our survey finds more and more farmers
being pushed off their farms to look for city
Jobs, or holding part-time jobs while still
farming. They will add to the unemployment now growing In industrial states.
Again we find real farm Income getting
lower on th ~se better-than-average commercial family farms. Returns to farmers are
far short of those to other businesses, professions or trades. After a small return on
Investment, you wlll see there Is left only
25 cents per hour for the lnbor of the farmer
and bls family, and nothing for his skilled
management.
The figures !rom whent farms show that
the 22-cents-per-bushel (11 percent) cut
now scheduled !or the 1958 crop will mean
about a 25 percent cut In net income. The
25 cents per hundredweight (8 percent) cut
on milk will mean a. similar cut In net Income of Midwest dn!ry fnrmers.
You Senators and Congressmen !rom fnrm
States must unite to stop these two cuts and
any others thla coming season. Nothing is
more likely, in my Judgment, to make this
recession worse than to lower farm prices
!nrther. A return of prosperity In !arm
States wlll take more than holding the price
line, but that Is the first necessary step.
Please feel free to call on us for help to
bait thes~ dangerous and needless cuts In
wheat and dairy prices now ordered. Only
you lenders In Congress can win farmers a
reprieve from further price cutting.
Sincerely,
M. W . THATCHER,
General Manager.

ment payments of $125. But, this small Increase was more than offset by the rise In
cost of living between the two surveys. That
rise was' nearly 4 percent, about $107. Real
Income, consequently, dropped $27, or about
1 percent. No account has been taken In
this of the $1,848 Increase In investment required to farm.
Average per farm receipts and. expensea,
Wtth changes
1954
C'ash mnrlce!ln!!S---- - ------- - $8,010
66

I I
1956

Change

$8, 3Ril
191

$370
125

4, 559
1, 310

4, 801

2·! 2

1, 403

15J

5, 869

6, 261

395

Rectlp\llless expense___
Allow for food ________________
Allow for home _______________

21207

2, 313

!Oii

324

323
375

- :!5

Total home and food ___

, 721

698

-26

Net incom e before taxes_1 2, 931

3, Oil

!<0

oo,·crnmcnt payments_______

- -8,-Cash receipts__________ _ 8, 076
577
501

C'asb ewensc__ ______________ _

Doprcclatlon_ ----------------

400

-I

OtTset by cost-of-living illcrelLSn of about__________ $lll7
In rooltncomc from farming _______ __ _ - $27

N~t cb:ul~C

Percent change_________________ ____________ ___ __ - 1
Details o! cash receipts and expenses are
shown In table 1 of the appendix. From this
can be seen how these !arms have attempted
to cope with lower prices by producing more,
and how various expenses have risen. The
allowance for a net rental value of the farm
home equal to 8 percent or the Insurable
value of the home Is an addition to gross
Income not made in our original survey.
The allowance for food Is based on the prices
farmers would get !or home-used food If they
sold it. This follows the usual practice In
valuing such food, although the cost to city
consumers of such foOd in the form they
would buy It would be considerably higher.
Other costs In farm living not figured In this
survey offset this foOd benefit and then some,
such as higher costs for all manufactured
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necessary to do something of that nature.
I think the Senator is premature with
his amendment, but I know that he is,
in good conscience, trying to provide
some needed tax relief at a time when
it is necessary to put additional money
in circulation.
I deplore the suggestion, whenever
someone calls for tax relief for the ordinary man, that he is playing politics.
There have been bills for the relief of
large corporations, which is what the
pending bill is. I shall vote for it. But
the bill provides relief to the amount of
$125 million for the insurance companies
of the Nation.
No one has charged the Committee on
Finance with playing politics in reporting the bill. If the Senator from Texas
wishes to offer his amendment, he has
a right to do so. I hope no one will attempt to say it is politics because the
Senator from Texas wants to make certain that the average workingman gets
relief.
I hope that before this session of Congress is concluded, legislation along this
line will be enacted.
Mr. YARBOROUGH. I thank the
Senator from LoUisiana for saying he
hopes that no one will say this proposal
is politics. It is wholly immaterial to
me whether someone says it is politics.
I do not fall for cliches. I am wholly
unintimidated by the Madison Avenue
approach to government. It is immaterial what terminology Is used. This
proposal Is sound economics.
Mr. LONG. Coming from Louisiana,
an adjoining State, I believe the Senator
from Texas ran for office on the platform that he expected to fight and vote
for an amendment such as the one he
has offered. If that be politics, I say it
is good politics-for a man to keep his
word.
Mr. YARBOROUGH. I agree with the
distinguished Senator from Colorado
that an extension of 13 weeks of unemployment compensation to the unemployed is necessary. It is a small matter;
a stopgap. It will not put a man back
to work. It will help him for a short period of 13 weeks, when he has already
used up all his unemployment insurance,
because the recession has already gone on
a long time. It will give him something
to hold body and soul together. I am
for it. But that is a minor matter compared with a tax cut or some other measure which will put people back to work
and put money in the channels of commerce.
We find our colleagues on the other
side of the aisle, when the economics, the
logic, and the sound politica1 science of a
situation make a proposition unanswerable, using the old cliches they have used
for 6 long years.
Mr. ALLOTT. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. YARBOROUGH. I will answer
the Senator first; then I will yield to him.
He says there is no sense in what I say.
Let us see if there is. In 1954, when
the Republican tax bill was before the
Senate, the late distinguised Chairman of the Committee on Finance, Senator George, offered an amendment to
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raise the personal exemption from $600
to $700. I do not think the distinguished
Senator from Colorado would say that
Senator George was a radical in any sense
of the word or that his tax measures
did not make sense. That proposal lost
by a vote of 46 to 49. The Republican
Party was successful in defeating it.
The 1954 tax cut was a corporation
tax cut.
I say it is time now to extend a tax cut
to the people, rather than to wait until
later in the session, and then to have
another big-business tax cut proposed
by the Republicans.
Mr. ALLOTT. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. YARBOROUGH. I yield.
Mr. ALLOTT. The Senator asked a
rhetorical question a few minutes ago.
I recall to his mind that It was the junior
Senator from Texas himself who was
going back 25 years, going back to the
1930's, and trying to fight the election
of 1932 all over again.
We used to have in law school a saying-at least, our professor told us it
was a common saying-that if one did
not have the facts on his side, to argue
the law; that if he did not have the law
on his side to argue the facts; and that
if he did not have either the facts or
the law on his side, to holler like the
devil and beat the desk.
Let me say to the Senator-Mr. YARBOROUGH. Go ahead.
Mr. ALLOTT. The Republicans are
l;lot trying to be anything but objective.
This administration has been objective.
I shall not come into the Chamber-!
say this for myself, but I think I can
say it for other Senators on this side
of the aisle-and try to play politics at
this crucial time, when I think it is most
necessary for the people of the Nation
. to keep their feet on the ground and to
keep their heads working logically instead of politically.
Mr. YARBOROUGH. I have been
somewhat amazed to hear the distinguished Senator from Colorado speak as
he has, when 6 million persons are walking the streets, with no sound grasp on
a job, wearing bleak looks because there
is no paycheck.
The leadership in the move to alleviate that suffering has CO!iJle from this
side of the aisle, whether it be in the
initiation of a public works program as
proposed by the distinguished majority
leader, or a tax cut.
Some people call it politics; some call
it Government; some call it political
science. It matters not what it is called.
A rose by any other name would smell
as sweet. When a man is hungry, his
stomach empty, his hopes fading, it is
time for action, and I demand it. Yet
some persons call that demand for action politics.
Mr. ALLOTT. Does the Senator think
that $2 a week will give a large family
much help?
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Senators on
either side of the aisle ought to blow
either hot or cold. They talk about
beating the desk and raising the devil;
that is what they are doing, because half
of them are talking about our tax cut
bankrupting the Government, and the
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other half are saying that to glve $2 a
week\ in a tax cut will not amount to
anything.
Mr. ALLO'IT and Mr. MANSFIELD
addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator from Texas yield; and if so, to
whom?
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
in a moment I shall yield to the Senator
from Montana, and then to the Senator
from Colorado.
Mr. President, I did not originate this
idea, although I would have been glad
to have had the honor of doing so. It
was a plank in the national platform of
the Democratic Party in 1956. It was
endorsed by the entire Democratic
Party. But it did not originate there,
either. Senator George of Georgia tried
to have this proposal written into the
tax law in 1954, but he was unsuccessful
in doing so. He proposed that the exemption be increased from $600 to $700.
But the vote in this Chamber on that
amendment was 46 yeas and 49 nays.
Certainly my colleagues on this side
of the aisle have fought for this for
years. We are proud that they have
done so. My colleagues on this side of
the aisle have a responsibility to do something about this tax cut, because we
pledged it as a party. It is a Democratic
measure.
Mr. President, at this time I yield to
th&Senator from Montana.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
was going to call attention to the statement the Senator from Louisiana [Mr.
LoNG] made a few moments ago, namely,
that In the campaign the junior Senator
from Texas advocated an increase from
$600 to $800 in the exemption.
Furthermore, I believe the junior Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. PROXMIRE]
campaigned on the same issue.
Is it not true that within the past
week, the Vice President issued a press
statement to the effect that he thought
a tax reduction would be necessary
within several weeks?
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Yes,
~rstand.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Is it not also true
that at the time when the Secretary of
Labor met with the AFL-CIO delegation, he expressed the thought that a
tax reduction should be forthcoming
within a month?
Mr. YARBOROUGH. I believe he
did.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Is it not also true
that after the Secretary of Labor, Mr.
Mitchell, made that statement, Mr. Jim
Hagerty, who speaks for the President,
cut Mr. Mitchell down to size, so to
speak, by saying; "Well, let us wait and
see."
In other words, we find that prominent persons in this administration
have been talking about and advocating
a tax cut. If it is politics for the Sena~
tor from Texas to make such a proposal, I say it is politics for them, too.
Certainly what is fit for one is fit fo1· the
other.
~"Y'1\l'tBOROtrGJr. i
thank the
distinguished Senator from Montana.
Mr. President, ,I wish to ask a question; What is politics? It is an expres-
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and let other areas talk and fret about getting into a recession.
Latest evidence of how good things continue here is the report of the city's 17 commercial banks--more money in the accounts
of their customers for this people spending
·as opposed to Government spending.
The total is a healthy $910 mllllon-an Increase of more than $31 mllllon over a year
ago and almost $59 mllllon ovet the 1956
spring total.
That's just one more indication that we
don't have any recession and that we have
no business trying to talk ourselves into
one merely because some areas have been
experiencing a leveling olf from the highest
peaks.
The production, employment, and other
keys to the economy depend on the consumer. The consumer buys according to his
needs or wants.
I1 his needs or wants are supplied, he
slows down his spending temporarily. More
needs and more wants will start him up
again-providing he isn't scared olf by election-jittery politicians or, more likely, priced
out of the market by inflation.
The only antidote you hear in Washington Is more spending-of the taxpayers'
money. This leads along only one routeanother rising round In the cost of living.
And that can lead to only one resultanother leveling olf. The greater the inflation the harder the fall.
This is what the politicians are cooking
up In Washington.
And It reminds of what a famous man said
in a speech a few years ago:
"Let me point out again that politicians
do not produce the goods of America. Political parties do not produce the wealth o!
America. The people do It, and the only
thing the poll tical parties have to give out
is what they first take from you, the people."
The man was Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower,
in 1952.
[From the Boulder (Colo.) Dally Camera o!
March 7, 1958]
"THE ONLY THING WE HAVE To FEA-"
In this atomic age many things seem to
work by chain reaction. One small blast sets
oti another, starting a string o! explosions
that lead up to and add up to something
terrl!ylng.
Our economy being pretty well tied together by_.m""" communication, mass credit,
mass distribution, and mass transportation,
the stage Is always set for a chain reaction.
The hysteria of the Red witch hunts in recent years, the scandalous impact of race
trouble in Little Rock, the panic and shock
o! the first Russian sputnik-these are examples of the contagious spread of ideas
across the land.
So 1t is also with recessions. Key sectors
of the economy experience a slowdown, and
the whole country becomes apprehensive.
The stock market flutters, and the people
start hanging on to their money a l!ttle
tighter. A major industry finds It has
guessed wrong and has overproduced, men
are laid oii, and workers everywhere begin to
fear for their jobs.
During the great depression o! the 1930's,
President Franklin D. Roosevelt said, "The
only thing we have to fear Is tear Itself."
That down-to-earth gem of personal and
collective courage was just what the country
needed to steer its thinking out o! the horse
latitudes of negativism and. back into the
channels of positive objectives.
I1 fear was our worst enemy then, 1t Is our
worst threat now. For fear is contagious,
and the American public seems peculiarly
susceptible to contagion.
After the stock market antics of last year,
business fell Into a. state or apprehension.
Statistics on sales, credit, living costs, proNo.41--10

d uctlon, a nd u nemployment were mlldly
discouraging In general and somewhat serious in a. few spots. But apprehension over
the prospects of fall and early winter bustness seemed to spread to all corners of the
land. Businessmen were dubious.
When the season ended, however, sales
records generally were heal thy, and while
there was not much percentage gain over the
previous year, sales compared favorably with
the previous year's mark.
Things weren't as bad as had been feared.
It would be sllly for us to close our eyes
and tell ourselves there Is no recession. But
it is j ust as silly to Imagine the pre§ent slowdown to be worse than It actually is-or to
make It worse by negative thinking. If in
prosperous times aggressiveness and positive
action keeps business growing, surely in
slower times the same qualities will help
keep business healthy.
The trouble with too many Americans-businessmen and customers alike-Is that
the mere suggestion of a. recession drives
them into the storm cellar to stand by and
see what happens.
But- no matter how bad times have been
In the past, there have always been a few
courageous souls who have used their heads
to successfully fight out the storm. We've
all hea.rd of businessmen who put their
imagination to work to stimulate sales durIng the great depression-and made money.
We've all heard of workers, put out of work
by the great depression, who had enough
self -reliance to get out and find something
to do--sometimes even creating jobs for
themselves.
In tlme of economic stress a. little gumption and a little imagination can go a. long
way.
We note that several major manufacturers
already have put their commonsense to
work to good advantage in the current recession by abol!shlng that enemy of free
competition-the so-called !air-trade pricing
scheme.
We note that some retail firms have backtracked to the days before the country
boarded the gravy train and are thinking
again in terms of old-fa shioned competition. We note here a11d there that genuine bargains are being offered-not hot-air
bargains--but real money-saving bargains
that give the customer the feeling tha t once
more he Is being courted rat h er than endured.
We note that a gre~t publishing firm
recently bought full-page newspaper space
to spread the message or the role of advertising In time ot economic stress. Mc Graw-Hill Publishing Co. headed Its ad:
"The Year Advertising Helped Kill a. Business Recession." The ad referred to 1954,
when sales dropped 4 percent. But management increased Its advertising expenditures 5 percent. As a. <Urect result of the
positive action of advertising. sales were
stimulated and that recession turned out to
be one of the mildest on record.
Let's take a look at one !act-a fact that
ought to be shining brightly as a guide to
business a?d consumers, but unfortuna tely a.
tact that has somehow gotten lost in the
shadow cast by the cloud of economic tear.
This fact 1s that consumer cash reserves
In this country are in the neighborhood of
e225 bllllon.
Does this figure justify the current trend
to reduce sales eiiorts? What kind of fear
Is It that can blind us to plainly evident
economic opportunities, and drive us into the
corners of the storm cellar waiting for something to happen?
Let's be sensible-yes. Let's not squander
our hard-earned money. Let's not throw our
cash away on ballyhoo.
But let•s be courageously realistic, too.
As consumers, let's not deprive ourselves ot
the things we need and want as long as we
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can afford them. As businessmen, let's not
sit on our hands and fret because things
have tightened up a little. When the businessman gets down in the mouth his customers naturally get wary. Gloom does not
attract buyers. Optimism does.
The magazine Purchasing Week said In its
latest issue: "When the upswing does come,
It will probably start in one area, become
contagious, spread to other key sectors. And
based on historical evidence, It could be
soon."
Contagion works both ways. The somber
mood of" a funeral is contagious. So Is the
mirth of a comedy show. And the same
people react to both extremes-<Jatch the
•'bugs" or gloom and laughter.
The Good Book says: "As a man thlnketh
In his heart, so is he." It we think we're
whipped, we are-even before the struggle.

Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
we have just heard a remarkable statement which seemed to imply that the
extension of unemployment compensation for another 13 weeks, to persons out
of work, which would provide a modest
fraction of their weekly wage, would be
a measure to end the recession.
I am for the extension of unemployment compensation, as proposed by the
distinguished senior Senator from New
Jersey lMr. CASE] and the distinguished
Senator from Colorado [Mr. ALLOTTJ,
but these meager payments will not end
any unemployment; they are just to hold
body and soul of an unemployed man
together until he can find a job.
Mr. ALl.OTr. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. YARBOROUGH. I yield.
Mr. ALLOTT. It does not take much
mathematics to figure out that if a man
has a family of 4, and his exemption
were increased $100, and he is on a 25percent basis, which is a little high, although I will give him the benefit of
the doubt, the total savings for the year
would be $100.
If the $100 is spread over 52 weeks,
that is no impact on the economy, and
I cannot see how it helps the man materially.
But it really helps the man who is
out of work and who has exhausted his
unemployment compensation to have
funds in his hands to take to the grocery store, to buy groceries, to pay the
light bill, to buy coal, to keep himself
off the soup line, or from begging, or
something similar.
I do not say that this will end the
recession. Many other factors are in the
works. We shall have to watch carefully. But I say again this is no time to
be stampeded.
When we talk about a tax cut at this
time and talk about its cming the recession, we are talking politically; we
are not talking sense or being objective.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. YARBOROUGH. I yield.
Mr. LONG. I doubt that the amendment of the Senator from Texas
be
agreed to today; but I assure him that
if the present trend continues, there is
no doubt that we shall be compelled to
pass some sort of tax relief bill along'
the line the Senator is advocating today.
I do not know whether someone will
call it politics, but I think it will be

will
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the House by me and others as far back
as 1953. Most ?f these bills, however,
asked for extens10n and enlargement of
both the low-grade and car-lot mangan ese programs and establishment of additional low-grade manganese ore purchase depots, as well as authorization to
up;gr ade to specification matetial the
low-grade ores. These bills met with
uniform disapproval by the agencies invalved in the minerals p·r ograms, as well
as by the Bureau of the Budget, so none
of them moved out of committee.
The manganese purchase depot serving the Butte-Phillipsburg area in Mtmtana is due to shut down about the second or third week in May 1958, as by
that time the 6 million units assigned by
the Office of Defense Mobilization will
have been delivered. Mr. Gordon Gray,
Director of ODM, will not extend the program. Neither will he authorize the
beneficiation or up-grading of the ore
to usable ;;pecifications, as we have been;
urging him to do for some years, although the ore is useless in its present!
form. The Government, by the time the!
purchase program is completed, wil~
have an investment of approximatelY'
$8,817,000 in the ore at this Montana
depot, and some types of the ores, I am
told, are subject to a certain amount of
constant deterioration and should be
processed with reasonable promptness.
This particular manganese depot is
unique in that there is a Governmentowned mill, or proce51iing plant, already
built on the premises which, handling
similar ores, was operated during world
war rr. and whioh can be speedily put
into operation. Additionally, a pilot
plant recently has been in operation, the
results from which indicate that satisfactory recoveries can be made of commercial grades of manganese.
Mr. President, as in many other areas
of the United States, unemployment is
rampant in my State of Montana, and
Montanans now working are living under a nightmare of apprehension that
they may be next in the queues of the
unemployed,
awaiting
Government
handouts. Already more than 14 percent of Montana's covered workers are
getting unemployment benefits, though
some have exhausted these, and there
are 22,000 applicants for work pressing
at the doors of the State unemployment
offices. A great many of these are lead,
zinc, and copper miners. The end of
the low-grade manganese program will
add to the misery by throwing several
hundred more miners out of work.
The passage of the bill which I have
just int roduced will keep a substantial
number of workers in jobs for perhaps
a year, by which time it is to be hoped
the administration will have devised
methods of overcoming the recession.
I and my colleague [Mr.' MANSFIELD]
trust that this measure will have fast
and sympathetic consideration as one
way to keep men at work, and at the
same time contribute to the production
of a useful element for the national defense and the national economy out of
ores which otherwise bid fair to be o!
little value to the country,
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The bill will be received and appropriately referred.
/

•

The bill <S. 3496) to provide for the
beneficiation of certain low-grade manganese ores purchased by the General
Services Administration, introduced by
Mr. MURRAY (for hims~lf and Mr. MANsFIELD), was received, read twice by its
title, and referred to the Committee on
Gay ernreQQj; 91i'llEiltiow;,

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
wish to express myself as being in wholehearted accord with what the senior Senator from Montana, the chairman of the
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, has just said.
· In the State of Montana we are not
fac!!d with what has been called a recession. As the senior Senator from Montana has pointed out, we are faced with a
depression. Montana has the shameful
distinction of ranking No. 1, on a percentage basis, among the 'States of the
Union in the number of persons drawing
unemployment ·compensation insurance.
The latest figures at my disposal, figures issued by the administration, indicate that for the week ending Februal'Y;
22, 1958, Montana led the list with a percentage of 14.9 percent. This morning I
called Mr. Walter Doug-herty, financial
secretary of Butte Miners Local No. 1,
and I should like to call the attention of
the Senate to the information I received
from him. I asked Mr. Dougherty the
number of miners employed in Butte on
January 1, 1957. He replied that according to the books, they numbered 5,109. I then asked him how many miners
were employed today. The answer was
that, on the basis of his latest checko.fi,
which was on March 8, the nuniber was
1,827. The figure in March of this year
was 1,827, as compared with 5,109 in
January a year ago.
'
This means that the miners in t:Qe
Butte camp now unemployed amount to
approximately 63 percent of the total
number of miners employed a little over
a year ago. This does not take into account the craft unions, which have been
hit just as hard.
When commentators and columnists
talk about rough spots and craters of distress throughout the country, I would
suggest they take a look at Butte, Mont., a
one-commodity mining camp, which depends on one product, and note the condition it is in.
Mr. President, it is up to the Government to step in and take a look at this
particular situation. It is nothing new.
It has been as it is' for a long time, as I
tried to indicate on occasions on the
floor of the senate, and as I have tried
to indicate in correspondence with the
President and other individuals downtown, who ought to take a more active
interest in the situation that exists, not
only in the mining industry, but in the
lumber industry df Montana, as Well.
Mr. President, I should like at this
point also to raise a question with respect
to the efficacy of defense spending if it is
going to apply solely to research and development in the missile field.
I point out that although we can
accelerate the defense spending all we
want in the field of missiles, it will not
mean much in the way of employment
for our people. I also point out that
we are not in a position as yet to forego
the use of conventional weapons. I
most respectfully suggest to the admin-
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istration that it look into this particular
aspect of our security, and that it do
something about making certain that
our conventional defense setup is as
strong and impregnable as it can be;
that we have the number of trucks,
tanks, rifles, and other means of defending ourselves that we must have
and will not have to rely exclusively or{
the weapons of what many call the war
of the future, a war to be based on missile and rocket developments.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed at this point fn the
RECORD a letter I wrote to the President
of the United States, dated September
5, 1957; a letter written to the President by the senior Senator from Mantana [Mr. MURRAY] and me dated February 11, 1958; a letter written to the
State Board of Examiners of Montana
by my colleague, Representative METCALF, and me on February 12, 1958; a
letter from Mr. Gordon Gray dated
April 19, 1957; a letter written by me to
more than 6,000 petitioners of Butte, Silver Bow County, Mont., dated February
21, 1958, relative to the manganese plant
and its activation; a letter I wrote to
the President of the United States on
February 21, 1958; a reply I received,
not from the President, but from Mr.
I. Jack Martin, Administrative Assistant to the President, dated March 12,
1958, in which 'Mr. Martin enclosed a
copy of a letter to Mr. Frank Murray,
secretary of state of Montana, which
the Montana delegation had sent him
weeks ago, and a copy of a press release
issued by the White House and addressed to the senior Senator from
California [Mr. KNOWLAND] and Representative JosEPH MARTIN, dated March
8, 1958, relative to what the administration proposed to do in the field of
employment.
/30 far as concerns the specific question raised about the manganese plant
in Montana and its use, and what will
be done by the administration concerning the production of lead, copper, and
zinc, and other matters mentioned in
the letter to the President, no answer
from him, was received. The letter sent
to President Eisenhower was worthy
enough, in my opinion, to have been
brought to his personal attention because, I repeat, so far as Montana is
concerned, and especially so far as Silver Bow County and Butte are con'cerned, they are not in a recession;
they are in a depression. We think
the administration should step in and
give us some help in a legitimate
manner.
Th'ere being no objection, the matters
referred to were ordered to be printed
in the RECORD, as follows:
UNITED STATES SENATE,
September 5, 1957.

The Honorable DwiGHT D. EISENHOWER,
The President,
The White House,
Washington, D.

c.

MY DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: 1 respectfully direct your immediate attention to the depressed economic conditions existing in the
Nation's domestic lead and zinc industry.
The lead and zinc industry contributes
significantly to the economy and defense of
this country, and specifically to some 27
states. The value of this industry, including mines, smelters, and refineries in the
United States is approximately ~1 blllion.
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tween the eastern and western coasts of the
American continents.
3. We are spending hundreds of millions
of dollars in building defenses for the Western Hemisphere by constructing radar bases
and antiaircraft and antimisslle Installations
all along the northern borders of our continent. If we do not maintain a firm attitude
and preserve our rights in the Antarctic, we
will be leaving the door wide open to the
possibility in the event of war, of Russian
attack from the southernmost points in our
hemisphere. This needless vulnerability, of
course, would be sheer folly.
NEED PERMANENT AGENCY NOW

I urge t!')at this commi ttee give favorable
consideration to the bill on the Antarctic
Commission, and that this consideration be
given immediatel y, In order that Congress
may have an opportunity to act upon this
measure. The Byrd Antarctica Commission
should become an Integral part of the Government organization in the very near future
in order that we may be ready when the
I GY terminates In December.
Thank you again for giving me the opportunity to present my views.

MOR NING BUSINESS

T he ACTING PRESIDENT pro temThe end of the International geophysical
year Is fast approaching. America mus t have pore. Morn ing business is now in or~r.
some positive and concrete long-range program of action prior to the end of th\s great
scientific experiment. I t Is Imperative that
REP ORTS OF A COMMITTEE
our policies be clearly defined in order that
T he following reports of a committee
other nations, as well as our own Government agencies and commissions know just were submitted:
exactly how we stand wl th regard to this vtial
By Mr. BYRD, from the Committee on
Finance, without amendment:
area.
I want to make It clear that I am not
H. R. 1140. An act to amend Public Law
against lnternatlon cooperation in Ant- 85-56 to permit persons receiving retired pay
for
nonregular service to waive receipt of a
arctica.
I do not want America to claim more than portion of that pay to receive pensions or
h er due and just share of this unclaimed compensation under laws administered by
continent.
the Veterans' Administration (Re~ No.
On the contrary, I am delighted to have 1392).
other nations cooperate In a forward thinkBy Mr. BYRD, from the Committee on
Ing program of claim adjudication and Finance, with amendments:
scientific development In this area.
H. R. 5382. An act to amend sections 102,
However, my major Interest-like yours-Is 301, and 302 of the Servicemen's and Vetert he national well-being of the United States. ans Sill" vi vor Benefits Act (Rept. No. 1393) .
If the United States does not assert Itself
In this particular Instance, we will be betraying the memory of brave men such as
EXECUTIVE REPORTS OF A
Adm. Richard E. Byrd and others who hav~
COMMITTEE
worn the uniform of our country and who
As in executive session,
have devoted much of their lives to explorIng the Antarctic Continent.
The following favorable reports of
We must Immediately plan a permanent nominations were submitted :
program for the United States In Anarctlca.
By Mr. BYRD, from the Committee on
That means more than a few permanent Finance:
b ases. It means a broad scale program.
John G. Kissane, of Vermont, to be colWe must let the rest o! the nations inter- lector of customs for customs collection
ested In Antarctica know our position. We district No. 2, with headquarters at St. Almust respectfully but firmly assert our pre- bans, Vt.;
rogative with regard to this area.
Anne A. Mitchell, of Connecticut, to be
We do not want Russia, or any other na- collector of customs for customs collection
t ion, for that matter, to have the privilege o! district No. 6, with headquarters at Bridgecasting a veto In an International commis- port Conn.;
Harold R. Becker, of New York, to be colsion on Antarctica. I! It can possibly be
avoided, we do not want any nation buUding lector of customs for customs collection disBubmarlne or missile bases In strategic areas trict No. 9, with headquarters at Buffalo,
of this continent which could Interfere with N.Y.;
Josiah A. Maultsby, Sr .. of North Carothe security of our Nation. We do not want
other nations to acquire the rights to possible lina, to be collector of customs for customs
great mineral wealth that Americans have collection district No. 15. wl th headquarters
at Wilmington, N.C.; and
explored and developed.
Jessie Dixon Sayler, ot Georgia, to be colFurthermore, we want to have the privilege
of exploration of the mineral wealth of the lector of customs for customs collection discontinent, by means of the new under- trict No. 17, with headquarters at Savannah,
ground nuclear blast methods, or any other Ga.
method which can successfully detect what
lies beneath the ice-encrusted surface.
BILLS INTRODUCED
This Is a matter for every thinking AmeriBills were introduced, read the first
can to take Into Immediate consideration.
I t Is a subject vital to the actual security time, and, by unanimous consent, the
of our Nation.
second time, and referred as follows:
The present spasmodic and uncoordinated
By Mr. HOBLITZELL:
activities of many of our Government agenS. 3495. A bill to provide for the Issuance
cies In Antarctica must be brought under ot a special postage stamp In commemorathe direction of one central organizational tion of John Brown's raid at Harpers Ferry;
body.
to the Committee on Post Office and Civil
There must be sound, continuous plan- Service.
ning, organization, and forethought which
By Mr. MURRAY (for himself and Mr.
goes into our future program with regard to
MA.NSFIELD):
future development of this continent. The
S. 3496. A bill to provide for the beneficiadecision made by this committee and by tion of certain low-grade manganese ores
the Congress will without doubt, vitally affect purchased by the General Services Administhe future of our Nation, possibly as much as tration; to the Committee on Government
the decision taken by preceding Congresses Operations.
with regard to Alaska, the Louisiana Terri(See tl:)e remarks ot Mr. MURRAY when be
tory and other territorial acquisitions by our Introduced the above bill, which appear unNation.
der a separate heading.)
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By Mr. FULBRIGHT (for himself, Mr.
SPARKMAN, Mr. HILL, Mr. M'oNRONEY,
M11.
PROXMIRE,
Mr. COOPER,
Mr.
CLARK, Mr . . LONG, Mr. YARBOROUGH,

and Mr. SMATHERS) :
S. 3497. A blll to expand the public fa cility loan program of the Community Facilities Administration of the Housin& and
Home Finance Agency, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Banking and
Currency.
(See the remarks of Mr. FuLBRIGHT when
he Introduced the above 'bill, which appear
under a separate heading.)
I)y Mr. LANGER:
S. 3498. A bill to include the h olders of
star route and certain other contracts for
the carr ying of mall under the provisions of
the Civil Service Retirement Act; to the
Committee on Post Office and Civil Service.
By Mr. LONG (for himself and Mr.
ELLENDER):
S. 3499. A bill to amend the vessel ad measurement laws relating to water ballast
spaces; to the Committe'e on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. MONRONEY (for himself and
Mr. THURMOND) :
S. 3500, A bill to require the full and fair
disclosure of certain Information In connection with the distribution of new automobiles In commerce, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce.
(See the remarks of Mr. MONRONEY when
he Introduced the above bill, which appear
under a separate heading.)
By Mr. PROXMIRE:
S. 3501. A bill to authorize the Secretary
of Agriculture to expend funds appropriated
for the diversion of surplus farm commodities to provide balanced diets In schools and
instltutl·~ns and for needy families; to the
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry,
(See the remarks of Mr. PaoxMraE when
he Introduced the above bill, which appear
under a separate beading.)
. By Mr. MONRONEY (for himself, Mr.
MAGNUSON, Mr. PAYNE, Mr. NEUBERGER, and Mr. YARBOROUGH):
S . 3502. A bill to amend the Federal Airport Act In order to extend the time for
making grants under the provisions of such
act, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
(See the remarks of Mr. MoNaoNEY when
he Introduced the above bill, which appear
under a separate heading.)
By Mr. DOUGLAS:
S. 3503. A bill for the relief of Marie I nette
Konomos; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. NEUBERGER:
S. 3504. A b1ll to Increase the amounts
authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal
year for the programs of materna l and child
health services and services for crippled
children provided for by title V of the Social
Security Act; to the Committee on Finance.
(See the remarks of Mr. NEUBERGER when
he Introduced the above bill, which appear
under a separate heading.)

BENEFICIATION OF CERTAIN LOWGRADE MANGANESE ORES
Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, I introduce, for appropriate reference a bill
to provide for the beneficiation of certain low-grade manganese ores purchased by the General Services Administration. My colleague, the junior Senator
from Montana [Mr. MANSFIELD], is cosponsor of the bill and Representatives
METCALF and ANDERSON are introducing
companion bills in the House today.
Mr. President, bills for this purpose
have been intro_duced in the Senate and
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Domestic production of lead and zinc has
not kept pace with Increased world production because our miners cannot compete
with foreign labor, and the United States Is
being flooded with foreign imports of both
lead and zinc. The impact of these imports
In recent months has been tremendous. In
my State of Montana, one of the largest
zinc-producing States, the number of miners
engaged in bringing zinc out of the ground
has dropped over 1,500 men in the last several months. This is not an isolated instance.
I had hoped that relief legislation would
be enacted during the very recent session of
the 85th Congress, but final action was not
taken by either the Senate or the House of
Representatives. Testimony presented In
public congressional hearings by both your
representatives and those of the Department
of the Interior have supported the need for
relief for the domestic lead and zinc industry.
I have given considerable time and thought
to this situation, and I feel that perhaps the
dominant reason for the inability to obtain
congressional action was that many of my
colleagues felt that relief legislation was not
necessary since you, as the President of the
United States, already have the authority to
alford relief to the domestic lead and zinc industry from import competition. This authority was previously delegated to you by
the Congress In trade-agreements legislation.
The authority you have Is broad and general and applies to all industries which are
Injured or threatened with Injury as a result of trade-agreement concessions. If not,
the Congress has not been advised that your
existing authority, under the escape clause
and the national-security amendment, Is inadequate In these matters.
It Is clear that you have not made use of
existing administrative procedures which are
available to you to provide the necessary relief for this Industry. I strongly urge that
you do so, without delay.
The economy of our Nation is a metals
economy. Our Industrial life Is based upon
and Is dependent upon a plentiful supply of
raw materials demanded by our economy In
times of peace and war. The best Insurance
for such a plentiful supply is keeping Intact
our domestic minerals production, thus Insuring an adequate economic and mobilization base.
Again, I want to impress upon you the
urgency of this matter, and ask that you personally review this situation, utilizing existIng authorlt:l' to bring relief to the domestic
lead and zinc Industry.
With best personal wishes, I am,
Sincerely yours,
MIKE MANSFIELD.
FEBRUARYrll, 1958.
The

PRESIDENT,

The White House,
Washington, D. c.

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: Undoubtedly you are
conversant with the very serious plight of
our copper lndustrr. The price of copper
has plummeted from 55 cents a pound in
April 1956 to a current market price of 25
cents a pound-a price which w1!1 not permit
the economic operation of a large portion
of the United States Industry. For several
months the copper market has been In a
condition of glut and production exceeded
consumption last year nearly 300,000 tons.
We would call to your attention the follow1ng facts concerning this vital Industry:
1. Copper Is an Irreplaceable strategic raw
material.
2. For national security reasons during the
Korean crisis the Federal Government underwrote the development of new ore bodies,
and most reliable current estimates are that
projects developed under the Defense Production Act have added more than 250,000
tons to the annual American production.

(In other words, the expanded capacity sponsored by the Government is almost equivalent to the surplus production which has
depressed prices to their present level.)
3. American copper producers are mining
the lowest grade ore, and paying the highest
wages In the world today. (Their competitive disadvantage is Indicated by the fact
that th~ average,hourly wage of the United
States copper miner Is more than 50 percent
of the total daily wage paid by foreign producers.)
We also wish to point out that the American copper Industry has, l>y its own volition,
asked to have the copper tarllf suspended in
past years and has operated under a free market since the end of World War II except
fqr a brief period of 4 months. The industry has turned to the Federal Government for assistance now only as a last resort
measure to prevent economic disaster.
We consider It highly significant that the
copper people are not demanding protection
of a permanent high tarilf. The legislation
we, and other colleagues, have Introduced
(S. 2998 and companion House bills) contemplates a new floor and Import tax which
will tend to balance out competition between the foreign and domestic producer
until such time as the lnfiuence of expandIng markets will perml'lr a return to normal
operations.
We are not requesting at this time that
you take steps to restrict imports of foreign copper, as by law Congress has suspended the import tax on copper until June
30 of this year. However, It is plain that
major shutdowns will probably occur unless special legislation is enacted soon to
provide temporary relief. (Nor does the industry feel that it has an adequate remedy
before the Tarilf Commission. All available
evidence Indicates that it would take more
than a year to present a case and get a
ruling on this problem.)
Althougli Members of· Congress from copper producing areas have formed a united
front, we are convinced that we cannot succeed unless strong executive leadership is
forthcoming in support of our legislation.
We urge you to throw the full weight of
your office behind this legislation in order
that the Nation may maintain a healthy and
vigorous copper industry as an integral part
of its national defense elfort.
Sincerely,
JAMES E. MUR"RAY,

United States Senator.

MlKE MANSFIELD,
United States Senator.

THE WHITE HOUSE,
Washington, February 14, 1958.

The Honorable MIKE MANSFIELD,
United States Senate,
Washington, D. c.

DEAR SENATOR MANSFIELD: On behalf of
the President, I am pleased to acknowledge
your and Senator MURRAY's February 11
letter respecting legislation for the relief of
the copper industry, and to assure you that a
further reply will be forthcoming at an
early date.
With kind regards,
Sincerely,
I. JACK MARTIN,
Administrative Assistant
to the President.

FEBRUARY 12, 1958.
STATE BOARD OF EXAMINERS,
Helena, Mont.

GENTLEMEN: Your letter of January 30,
1958, addressed to the Montana congressional delegation is at hand.
You probably are aware that we have been
working with the Office of Defense Mobilization and the General Services Administration
for several years: (1) To get an extension of
the low-grade manganese program; and (2)
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to arrange for the beneficiation of the present GSA stockpile at Butte and Ph1lllpsburg.
There seems to be some misunderstanding
about the milling deduction from payments
to the shippers. The deduction was for the
pur.pose of computing payments on dellveries, as with deductions for grade and for
Impurities and there never was a fund established into which these deductions were
paid. At the time the program was set up
the Government felt a shortage of manganese might develop and these low-grade
ores would have to be beneficiated. This
condition did not develop. The Office of
Defense Mobilization would have to authorize the General Services Administration
to borrow Defense Production Act funds for
milling these ores. ODM des not feel this
action is warranted as the national defense
manganese stockpile requirements are now
fulfilled. This fact, aside from the expense
Involved, also is responsible for the failure
of your delegation to get an extension of the
low-grade manganese program, either by
Executive order or by act of tlle Congress.
The report of the Special Stockpile Advisory Committee made to ODM DirectorGordon Gray, entitled "Stockpiling for Defense In the Nuclear Age" recommends upgrading stockpiled materials to the ultimate
usable form but only when the equivalent
material cannot be pu~chased cheaper on
the open market. The precise language
states that subspeciflcatlon material "shou!d
be up-graded when th!s can be accomplished
at less cost than buying new material."
An extensive correspondence with the General Services Administration...,indlcates that
the Bu tte-Phllllpsburg stockpile does not
fulfill this recommendation.
While ycur congressional delegation Is
acutely aware of the present unemployment
situation and Is anxious to alleviate it, ODM
Director Gray has long taken the attitude,
as dfd Director Flemming before him, that
he is helpless to exercise his Defense Production Act authority for purely economic
purposes where the project Is one not
directly required for national defense or

essential for stockpiling.
This puts the matter squarely in the
hands of the Secretary of the Interio1;. who
has no money for the purpose and who has
consistently opposed legislation aimed at
extending the lowgrade program and providing for beneficiation plants at the various
low-grade manganese depots.
It Is not a question of the feasibility of
1treattng the stockpile. In spite of -all our
urging the Administration simply will not
approve the project, ad.rnlnlstratively or legislatively. We shall, however, not relax our
elforts to try and get something done.
Sincerely yours.
E. MURRAY,
United States Senator.

JAMES

MIKE MANSFIELD,

United States Senator.
LEE METCALF I

Member of Congress.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,
OFFICE OF DEFENSE MOBILIZATION~

Washington, D. C., Aprl! 19, 1957.

Hon. JAMEs E. MURRAY,
Chairman, Committte on Interior and
Insular Affairs, United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MURRAY: I have your letter
of April 2 transmitting a petition signed by
the manganese proudcers in the Butte and
Phillipsburg, Mont., mining districts urging
that the Government-owned manganese
concentrating facllltles and the nodultzing
plant of the Domestic Manganese and Development Company at Butte be placed !n
operation trt once to beneficiate and nodulize
the low- grade manganese ores acquired
under the l ow-grade purchase program at
Butte to meet specifications for manganese

I
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sold to the Government under the carlot
manganese purchase program. Your letter
requests our comments on the petition.
At the time this domestic support program was established, the United States was
faced with the possibility of all-out war and
very limited reserves of metallurgical manganese. Emergency efforts, therefore, were
directed toward developing domestic and
other access1£1e sources of usable grades of
111anganese.
At present, however, Government-held Inventories of specification-grade metallurgical
manganese are far in excess of the minimum
stoekplle objective, and quantities on hand
and on order are almost equal to the lon!l'
term objective. Thus we ho.ve on hand and
on order sufficient speclficatlon-gro.de metall
lurglcal manganese to meet any foreseeable
national emergency.
There Is thus no immediate urgency to
utilize the low-grade material now in Government stocks and accruing under tl1e domestic
low-grade manganese support program. The
material, of course, could serve as a reserve
beyond the ample amounts of specificationgrade material on hand and on order should
unforeseen developments Indicate o. need !or
upgrading It to usable fotm.
In view of the foregoing, It Is concluded
that the defense justlllcatlon cannot presently be established for the,beneficlatlon progro.m as requested in the petition.
Sincerely yours,
GORDON GRAY,

P. S.: I am enclosing a copy of a letter I

am directing to the President of the United
States asking for his personal assistance In
the manganese matter.
Regards.
M.M.
FEBRUARY 21, 1958.
The Honorable DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER,
President of the United States,
The White House,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: I am In receipt of a
petition signed by over 6,000 residents of
Butte and the State of Montana seeking Immediate aid for the activation of the mtll of
the Domestic Managanese and Development
Co. In Butte, Mont. At that mill there are
approximately 350,000 tons of manganese ore
purchased by the Federal Government. The
Federal Government has deducted from t:fle
shippers of manganese the sum of $16.60 per
ton to process the ore. As stated tn the manganese regulations, this mill charge ts to be
applied to process low-grade ores. It Is my
belief that such money should be applied to
process low-grade ores which are worthless
tn their present form. because this money was
Intended for this purpose.
The Government-owned domestic manganese mtll represents an Investment of approxhnately $2 mlllton and can be activated
In 1 or 2 months. It Is my understanding
that the low-grade manganese program wtl!
terminate on July 1, 1958. If this should
Director.
happen, I~ would mean that all small mangane"e prodncers In Butte, Phllllpsburg, and
UNITED STATES SENATE, COMMITTEE
the State of Montana would be forced to
ON RuLES AND ADMINISTRATION,
cease operations and, furthermore, that the
February 21,1958.
domestic manganese compqy would be comTo the 6,000 petitioners of Butte, Silver Bow pelled to discharge Its present working force .
County, Mont.:
The total effect. tf this were to happen, would
This wlll acknowledge receipt of your peti- be between 300 to 400 men now working In the
tion relative to the use of the domestic man- Montana manganese industry. It Is my beganese plant In Butte.
'
lief and the belief of the people of Montana
I want to a~sure you of my great Interest that the $16.60 per ton deducted to process
In this matter and my desire to be of aU pos- thls ore. wJth the mill available and ready
sible assistance. To date the reports which , for Immediate production at Butte, that the
Senator MURRAY and I have received from immediate preparation for the activation of
Gordon Gray, Director of the Office of Defense this facUlty would be of prime Importance tn
Mobll1zatlon, and others, have not been too avoiding additional unemployment which has
encouraging. I am very much concerned, already created a serious problem tn Butte.
though, about the economic situation In Activation of the roll! will enable small
Butte and ha~lng worked In the mines mysel! miners to continue operating their properfor 10 years, Butte Is close .to my heart, and ties, will create new employment, and wlll,
I want to do everything I possibly can to be of therefore, enhance Silver Bow's depressed
assistance. I am, therefore, once again taking economy.
up the matter with Mr. Gray and other offiMay I point out, Mr. President, that on
cials downtown and while I cannot promise the basts of the latest figures I ha\:e, that
anything definite, you may rest assured I will 21,500 Montanans are, as of February 14,
do all tn my power to be of assistance to help seeking employment-according to the figalleviate the situation In Butte and Montana. ures of the Unemployment Compensation
I am enclosing for your consideration the Commission of the State of Montano.. This
latest report from Mr. Gray and also a letter means that upwards of 90.000 Montano. citwhich Senator MURRAY and I sent to the Izens are today fee!Lng the effects of reduced
President on the copper situation. together earnings becauee of mounting unemployment
with the reply from the White House. As in my State. As of January 18, on the basis
you know, Senator MURRAY and I have Intro- of insured unemployment figures compiled by
duced a btl!, S. 2998, seeking to set a ftoor or the Bureau of Employment Security ot the
30 cents a pound on copper Imported from United States Department of Labor, Montana
abroad. We have also introduced a btl! to ranked second to Oregon with a percentage of
Impose a tariff on lead and zinc, S. 2271. This 12.3, compared to Oregon's 12.8. As of now it
matter Is now also before the Tariff Com- would be my belief that due to the continued
mission for consideration.
depressed conditions. that we would very
I have also written a letter to the Secretary likely have the dubious honor of leading all
of Labor to declare Butte a distressed area the States in the Nation on an insured unemso that It will be possible for defense contracts ployment basis. ,
and other Federal works which may be proI cannot Impress upon you too strongly the
posed to be diverted to Butte.
extremely difficult situation which exists ln
The whole delegation has been very active, my State. As one who worked In the mines
and I am also enclosing a copy of our last of Butte for 10 yeo.rs as a mucker and miner,
communication to Governor Aronson urging I am deeply aware and conscious of the sitthat he join with us In making arrangements uation as tt exists tn my old home town. I
for the distribution or surplus foods to areas believe that the time for action In helping
like Butte where unemployment Is bad and the people of Butte and Montana is now and
the need for this type of assistance neceasary. not tn the future and I. therefore, most
Must close now, but again assuring you ot urgently and most respectfully request that
my Interest ~n the situation In Bu'tte and my you give your personal attention to the redesire to be of all possible asslstance, I am
quest and the petition of my people for ald
Sincerely yours,
and assistance In activating the Domestic
MIKE MANSFIELD.
Manganese and Development Co. mlll In

Butte; that you urge the Tariff Commission
to reach a decision and make known its
findings on the question of lead and zinc
which has been before them since last November; and that you ·as the President of
the United States give your personal attention In support of the bill, S. 2998, introduced by Senator MURRAY and me to put a
new floor of 30 cents a pound under copper
and to impose an excise tllx which wtll tend
to balance our competition between the foreign and domestic producers.
The State of Montana Is convinced that
strong executive leadership Is necessary if
the depressed and downtrodden mining Industry. which means so much to the people
of our State and our country, Is to be given
the consideration, the protection, and assurance which It deserves. l\'Eay I personally express to you the gravity of this situation and
urge that you do all you can to help us at
your very earliest convenience.
Sincerely yours,
MIKE MANSFIELD.
THE WHITE

~OUSE,

Washington, March 12, 1958.

The Honorable MIKE MANSFIELD,
United States Senate,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MANSFIELD: This is In further reply to your letter of February 21 concerning the problems of the Montana producers of copper, lead, zinc, and manganese.
You know, I am sure, of the President's
deep concern for those families experiencing
the hardship of shortened working time or
temporary unemployment. It Is because of
tbls concern for the welfare of all Americans
that he has emphasized the importance of
taking the proper steps to promote the renewed expansion of job opportunities. In
this connection, many steps have already
been taken or proposed to the Congress and
others are being considered. Moreover, the
President's statements of February 12 and
March 8, copies of which are enclosed, clearly
express his determination to pursue every
measure that might become appropriate as
the economic sl tun tion develops.
With respect to S. 2998 relating to copper
Imports, the executive branch study of this
measure Is under way and the reports will
be forwarded to the appropriate cominittees
at an early date.
The President also shares your interest In
the problems facing the producers of lead
and zinc. You wlll recall that last August,
tn a letter to the chairman ot the House
Ways and Means Committee, the President
ren1firmed his Interest In the long-range
minerals progrum. The administration program Included proposals for sliding scale
Import taxes designed to moderate lead and
zinc Imports. When the Congress did not
eno.ct these proposals. the lead and zinc industry filed the escape clause application to
which your letter refers. On the following
day, the President requested the Tariff Commission, by a letter to its chairman, to
expedite these proceedings and was assured
that the matter would mave ahead as speedUy as possible.
I need hardly say, therefore, that the PresIdent Is greatly concerned over the welfare
of our lead and zinc producers. He has made
this clear through the administration's legIslative proposals, in his August letter, and
by his e!Iorts to expedite the consideration
of the Industry's escape clause application.
With respect to the Domestic Manganese
and Development Co., you know, of course,
that the reactivation or this plant as urged
In your letter Is a question with which the
Office of Defense Mobilization Is primarily
concerned. I have been In touch with the
Director ot that Office and understand that
the defense needs for metallurgical manganese have been fully met. Since, moreover,
the Government Is fulfilltng Its obligation
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under the purchase program, there are no
grounds tor using defense funds to reactivate the processing plant as propoo;ed. That
reactivation would require appropriations
and authority that are not now available.
You may be interested In seeing the reply o!
the Director of the Office o! Defense Moblliza•
tion to the Montana secretary of state on
this matter. I am glad to enclose a copy.
With best wishes.
Sincerely,
!. JACK MARTIN,
Administrative Assistant to the President.

DISCLOSURE OF CERTAIN INFORMATION IN CONNECTION WITH
DISTRIBUTION OF NEW AUTOMOBILES
Mr. MONRONEY. Mr. PresiC:ent, on
behalf of myself and the Senator from
South Carolina [Mr. THURMOND], I introduce, for appropriate reference, a bill
to require labels on automobiles, spelling
out such things as freight charges, method of shipment and the retail price
suggested by factories to dealers.
The bill would thus require automobile
manufacturers to make public their suggested retail prices on new cars rather
than keeping these prices secret.
It would not remove the opportunity
for retailer and purchaser to engage in
that great American sport of bargaining
over prices of both the new car and the
trade-in. But it would arm the presently bewildered car buyer with some
necessary facts, and would do away with
the advantage held now by a few unscrupulous dealers. Presently the dealer who is honest about the so-called list
price cannot compete with the one who
"packs" several hundred dollars extra
into it so he can pretend to give more
on the trade-in.
This proposal would remove the secrecy
about a new car's price by a public label
and other facts of importance to the
consumer would provide immediate improvement to the car market by helping
to restore public confidence in car selling
practices.
At present, how does one find out what
a car costs? It is simply fantastic that
the most wanted product in the world
should have become a hydromatic pea
in a Madison Avenue shell game. We
can find out about hydromatics, mercomatics, dynaflow, torsion bar suspension,
seat lifts with a memory, and even dual
and t1:iple jet fuel injection, but the one
simple fact we really want to knowhow much does the darn thing cost-we
cannot find out at all.
The proposed label would include the
name, make, model, serial number,
freight charge, final assembly point,
method by which the car had been transported, and the dealer to whom shipped,
as well as price.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The bill will be received and appropriately referred.
The bill <S. 3500) to require the full
nnd fair disclosure of certain information in connection with the distribution
of new automobiles in commerce, and for
other purposes, introduced by Mr. MoNRONEY (for himself and Mr. THURMOND),
was received, read twice by its title, and
No. ~2--2

referred to the Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce.
Mr. PAYNE. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. MONRONEY. I yield to my distinguished colleague, who is,_ a. member
of the Subcommittee on Automobile Marketing Practices of the Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
Mr. PAYNE. My colleague was very
kind and courteous to me, as he always
is, when he offered me an opportunity to
cosponsor this particular piece of proposed legislation. While I am not joining as a cosponsor, as I explained to my
colleague from Oklahoma, I feel that the
proposal has considerable merit. There
are many features of it which I believe
should be gone into very carefully by the
committee. There certainly is a field
which needs to be explored in this regard.
I gain that impression not only from my
work on the committee, but also from
some experience which I have had in
the automotive field. While I have not
joined as a sponsor, I am very sympathetic to the aims and objectives of the
proposed legislation, and certainly will
work very closely with my colleague in
connection with hearings on the particular bill.
Mr. MONRONEY. I deeply appreciate the comment of my distinguished
colleague from Maine. This is merely
a starting point. Hearings will be held,
and the bill will be subject to such
amendments as the trade and the public
may have to suggest.
I think it is peculiar, indeed, that such
great institutions as the Ford Motor Co.,
which spends hundreds of thousands of
dollars in advertising through doublepage spreads in the Saturday Evening
Post to the effect that the new 4-seated
Thunderbird can be bought for $56 a
month, will not tell us what the car costs.
A few people might want to know what
the car costs, perhaps with the idea of
paying cash for it rather than buying it
on payments extended over 3 years, with
the interest almost equaling the price of
the car.
The automobiles being manufactured
today are the most wanted product
which the American people desire; and
yet I defy any Member of the Senate or
of the public to tell me what the suggested retail price of any of the big
three or big four cars is. We can find
out only through the $1,000 trade-ins
which are offered, and by deducting the
phony "pack" which is so often added.

-

RETAIL PRICING OF NEW
AUTOMOBILES
Mr. MONRONEY subsequently said:
Mr. President, earlier today I introduced
a bill which will return the automobile
industry to a system of advertised delivered pricing and put suggested retail
price tags on new cars.
For almost a score of years as the
great automobile industry developed into
a major heavy industry it was the custom of the factories to advertise the
prices of cars, so that any buyer could
clearly know what the suggested or advertised retail price of the car was.
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For the past several years, we have
seen such advertising, which was so val·
uable to the public as a. gauge to the
price of the car, disappear from the
colored one-page or double-truck advertisements of the automobile companies. Today practically no major
automobile manufacturer and practically
no retailer ever advertises the suggested
retail price of the automobile.
For the past several weeks a committee of the Senate has been involved
in an inquiry which has raised the question: Are car prices too high?
Numerous witnesses recently appeared
before the Senate Antimonopoly Subcommittee hearing ably chaired by the
Senator from Tennessee [Mr. KEFAUVERJ.
Walter Reuther, president of United
Auto Workers, says the price of cars
ought to be cut $100. One hundred dollars from what? Harlow Curtice says
car prices are not too high. Ford Motor
Co. agrees. So do the other manufacturers. Mr. President, these gentlemen
did a good job in presenting their own
viewpoints about who should get what
share of the money that you and I pay
for car. They disagreed mainly on how
the money should be divided. Mr. President, I think the public can be excused
if their primary conce1n is in the
amount of money they put up in the first
place.
How does one find out what a car
costs? It is simply fantastic that the
most wanted product in the world should
have become a hydromatic pea in a
Madison Avenue shell game.
The bill I now present would require
automobile manufacturers to make public certairt things which the purchaser
has a right to know in order to make
an informed purchase. This would not
do away with the great American sport
of bargaining over the prices of both the
new car and the trade-in, but it would
let the customer know where to start.
A label affixed to the windshield would
show the name, make, model, and serial
number of the car; the assembly plant,
the dealership to which delivered; and
the method of transportation.
On the label would be stamped the advertised retail price which was suggested
by the factory, including the freight
charges and the retail price of the attached accessories.
If one walks within 10 feet of the door
of an automobile show room, he will get
an hour's lecture on the details of hydromatics, mercomatics, dynaflows, powerglides, twin-beam headlamps, torsion
bar suspension, torsion air suspension,
two- and four-way seat lifts with a memory, dual and triple carburetors, and
even jet fuel injection.
One can find out about convertible
hardtops, hardtop convertibles that do
convert, hardtop convertibles that do not
convert, power steering, power brakes,
power windows, and a lot about horse-power.
But the one simple fact that he really
wants to know-how much does the darn
thing cost?-he cannot find out at all.
It may help a little if one is an ex-FBI
agent charged with vitamin pills, a. jetpropelled slide rule, and a library full of
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blue books, green books, orange B'Ooks,
and red books-assisted by a Ph. D. in
mathematics.
Not only is the car buyer unable to determine the factory-advertized price of
the car; no one is able to tell him, in
advance, how much the finance charges
or insurance will be. Indeed, he may
not even see his insurance policy until
weeks after l}e has bought the car.
The Senator from South Caroline lMr.
THURMOND], the Senator from Maine
[Mr. PAYNE], and I have spent 3 years
making the most comprehensive study
of automobile marketing that Congress
has ever undertaken. We held exten~
sive hearings, and we hoped, as a result
of the facts developed, that the industry
would find its way out of the oriental
bazaar without the necessity of Federal
legislation. In that hope we have been
gravely disappointed.
Recent editorials in Advertising Age
magazine of December 30, 1957, and
January 27, 1958, suggest that the traditional American system of honest sales
for an honest price has deteriorated into
the economic jungle of a Middle East
bazaar, in which everything, including
price, iJ a mystery. They reprint a
newspaj.Jer advertisement offering for a
charge of $5 to supply the prospective
car purchaser the services of a car
shopper who will get, in WJ"iting, 4 competitive quotations from authorized
new-car dealers.
Other ads, from the Wall Street Journal of December 12, 1958, offer-for a
fee-to supply information as to the
automobile dealer's wholesale delivered
costs. Thus we have come to the point
that one must have a guide through the
automobile marketing jungle.
I believe I speak for the publ!c when
I say it would be a pleasrn·e to have a
price label on cars. I think the people
would heave a sigh of relief if they
could go to a showroom and see what
the advettised selling price is. In fact,
much of the crn-rent slump in car sales
is caused by plain old fear, or perhaps
1·evulsion, on the part of the prospective
car buyer. The car market today-with
disposable personal income at almost
record levels-would be immediately improved if public confidence in car-selling
practices could be restored.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the editotials and advertisements be printed at this point in the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the editorials and advertisements were ordered to
be printed in the RECORD, as follows;
EXHIBIT A
(From Ad\'ertlslng Age of December 30, 19571
THE BIGGEST MARKETING PROBLEM 01' 1958
It could be that we are losing our perspective. But the more we think about It, the
more we are convinced that the biggest marketing problem In America. revolves around
the marketing of automobiles.
We don't mean precisely how many will
be sold In 1958, either. That Is Important
to the economy-extremely Important. But,
what Is Infinitely more Important, It seems
to us, Is how they are sold.
The American economy bas evolved,
through a couple of cen turles, on the basis or
trust and confidence; or clearly defined cost'l
and prices; or standardized products ava!l-

able from trustworthy producers and dealers
at Identifiable prices and under clearly ascertainable terms.
Through the past half century, the a.utomob!le Industry has been a leader In helping
to develop this orderly concept of marketing on the American scene, a concept under
which tile buyer had Jess reason to beware
than under any other previous set of conditions. And now thls self-same automobile
Industry has led the way to a breakdown of
all these concepts and a return to the economic jungle of a Middle East bazaar, In
which everything. Including price, Is a mystery. Customers are no longer custbmers In
the traditional American sense; they are
traders and bargainers, pitting their puny
knowledge and their buying skllls aBalnst
the experts, in a game which Is rapidly discarding all semblance of rules.
No one knows any longer how much an
automobile costs-any automobile. No one
knows what equipment and gadgets belong
on an automobile; what Items are Included
In the cost and what Items are available on
option, at· extra cost. No one knows what a
trade-In Is supposed to be worth. And no
one, understandably, believes a word of the
retail price advertising or automobiles that
appears every day In our newspapers and
over our air waves.
With perfectly straight faces, dealers advertise "savings up to $2,000" on cars that
sell, altogether, for $3,500 or $3,600; with the
utmost contempt for facts and for even the
most elementary factors of human decency,
they use weasel words and double-talk to
snare the unwary buyers, who have no way
or knowing what they are supposed to pay.
Whose fault Is all this? It all depends, of
C0\19e. on whom you ask. But one great big
step to cut out all the double-dealing could
be taken by manufacturers and should be
taken by manuracttuers. The public has a
right to know what new cars are supposed
to cost; what Is standard equipment and
what Is not--and the manufacturers have
an obligation to tell them. And don't tell
us, plea,e, that this can't be done. Approximate prices can be quoted; they have been
In the past, and they-can be now.
If we don't clear up this enormous area
of economic J~ngle on the marketing scene,
we can expect this jungle to encroach further and further on the marketing civilization we have so laboriously hacked out over
a couple or centuries. Already the jungle
ha& overrun enormous areas or our marketplace. We can't walt any longer to start
beating It back again.
EXHIBIT B
[From Advertising Age of January 27, 1958]
TOOLS roa AUTOMOTrVE JUNGLE
In the December 30 Issue, Advertising Age
said editorially that the biggest marketing
problem of 1958 Is how, rather than how
mtmy, automobiles are sold. We said that
the marketing of automobiles has now
reached a condition aJ>proxlmately ll~e "the
economic jungle of a Middle East bazaar,
In which everything, Including price, is a
mystery."
The editorial apparently hit a responsive
chord. It has been reprinted by a couple
of newspaper financial columnists, and commented upon by several editorial writers. It.~
appearance has also resulted In a couple or
very Interesting pieces or mall reaching us,
which bear out our original assertion that
buying a car now forces Americans to become "traders and bargainers, pi ttlng their
puny knowledge and their sk!lls against the
experts." One or these pieces or mall Is reproduced here._ For $5 Jadar will get the
puzzled buyer four quotations on a car, tbus
saving the buyer a blt or the slogging from
dealer to dealer wblch otherwise Is Involved.
The ot.her Is a classified ad from a New
York paper, In which Aut.o Costs Publlca-
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tlons offers the puzzled auto shopper a bQok
which "gives you the wholesale prices of 1958
cars and equipment," so that the buyer oa.n
"get In the driver's seat and save hundreds
of dollars" when he buys a new car.
This Is utterly and completely ridiculous.
What kind of economy do we llve in where
such tools as these are hopefully offered to
shoppers as protection against Jack of elemental price knowledge? We suggested origInally, and we suggest again, that the publlc
has a right to know what new cars are supposed to cost, and what Is standard equipment and what Is not--and that manufacturers have a clear-cut obligation to tell
them.
They are not living up to that obligation
now, but they ought to be. The public
ought to begin a sensibly close approximation of prices on all models and an gadgets,
and the ridiculous price advertising and sllly
wheeling and deallng-much of it based on
phony prices to start with--of dealers ought
to be stopped, or curtailed.
Letting the public In on the secret or
what the cars ought to cost Is the logical
and most Important first step on the roll.d to
marketing sanity.
Now BuY YouR NEw CAR IN COMPLETE
CONFIDENCE
Let us do your shopping for you and secure
for you, In writing, four competitive quotations from authorized new car dealers.
Write or call today for more Information
and the order form.
State your preference on the form and return It back to us. We wlll then solicit, by
mall, four quotes for you on the model of
your choice.
Introductory offer fee, $5.
JADAR QUOT-A-CAR SERVICE,
CHICAGO, ILL.
EXHIBIT C
[From the Wail Street Journal of December
13, 1957 J
NINE HUNDRED PERCENT RE'I'URN TO NEW CAR

BUYERS ON YOUR $10 INVESTMENT 1
That's right--Investment of $10 In a copy
of Auto Costs wlll net you at least a 900 percent return. Auto Costs gives you the exact
wholesale cost of all new 1958 cars and their
equipment. It puts you In the driver's seat
when you buy a new car-you can't be
fooled-you may save hundreds of dollars.
All model and price changes are lnc!ude9'
free. Send $10 for a 1 year subscription or
only $18 for an economy 3 year subscription.
'
Atrro CosTS.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
NEW CAR BuYERS
Thousands saved money last year. You,
too, can protect your pocketbook. Tell us
make of car you plan to buy and we'll send
you dealer's wholesale prices, Including options and accessories, with Instructions for
figuring a fair deal In your locality. Send $1
for each make of car.
COOPERATIVE RESEARCH.
DETROIT, MICH.
NINE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FOUR PERCENT
PROFIT ON YOUR $1 INVESTMENT
If you plan to buy a new car, tell us the
make and we wlll send you wholesale prices
on all body types, options, and accessories,
with Instructions for figuring a reasonable
retail price Including freight, taxes, and a fair
markup for the dealer. You may save $200 or
$300. Many of our customers have. In any
case you will have the satisfaction of knowing what sort of a deal you made. With our
report In hand you won't have to worry about
1
It you save only $100 In a car deal, you
will have made $90 on your $10 Investment.

,
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we were concerned about education in the
Nation. We know the problems which
make it difficult to secure passage of
school-construction bills. I favor Federal-aid programs for school construction and teachers, a program which over
the next 10 years would improve the educational facilities of the Nation so that
they might meet the needs of the country.
But we know the difficulties which are
involved in getting this legislation
passed.
The bill would provide a method by
which towns and communities themselves
could bonow money and construct such
facilities.
Mr. CAPEHART. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
Mr. CAPEHART. I shall listen with
an open mind in the hearings. At the
moment, I am not too certain -that I
favor the bill as it is written. I shall
offer an amendment to the bill or a substitute if it is proposed to do what the
able Senator from Arkansas [Mr. FuLBRIGHT J and other Senators suggest
should be done concerning Government
guaranties of private loans, as the Government now guarantees FHA loans.
My amendment would require tnat the
interest rate be the prevailing interest
rate, rather than to subsidize the different agencies which are piling up, day
by day, through various propo5als, literally billions and billions of dollars of
debt, which, if the money should be
spent, would cause the debt to go
through the ceiling.
I do not think anyone is giving any
thought to the solvency of the Nation.
If it is necessary to do what is being
talked about, I think it ought to be done
on the basis of the prevailing interest
rate, with the Government doing nothing more or less than guaranteeing the
payment, as it does for FHA loans. The
communities and cities which use the
service should pay a fee, just as do the
home builders of Ameriea. Let the Federal Goverment guarantee or insw·e the
loans.
Mr. President, I serve notice that I
shall offer such an amendment as a
substitute for this kind of bill. I do not
think the Nation can afford to be
thrown fwther into debt. I do not see
any reason in the world why, if this
is a good, sound project--and there are
many such-the regular, p1·evailing interest rate should not be paid. Why
permit one city to get the benefit of a
very low interest rate, while its neighbor, perhaps 10 or 20 miles away, is
financing projects by itself and paying
the going rate of interest?
I serve warning that I shall offer a
substitute to the bill on that basis, if it
seems to me that it is needed.
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator form Pennsylvania will state it.
Mr. CLARK. Who has the floor?
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
Senator from Kentucky [Mr. CoOPER]
yielded to the Senator from Indiana.
Mr. CLARK. My understanding was
that the Senator from Arkansas had
the floor. Did he yield it? I wanted
him to yield to me.

The :PRESIDING OFFICER. The
senator from Arkansas yielded to the
senator from Kentucky.
,
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I yielded under a
unanimous-consent agreement that the
senator from Kentucky might speak
briefly without my losing the floor.
Mr. COOPER. I had asked unanimous consent that the Senator from
AI:kansas might yield to me for a few

- tes
rru~u CAPEHART. Mr. President I rise

r.
'
to the point of order that the Senator
from Arkansas has no right to yield the
floor for any purpose whatsoever, except
to sit down.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
Chair recognizes the Senator from Indiana.
Mr. CAPEHART. Llst week the subject of unemployment insw·ance was
discussed at length. I said then that
the fund contained about $8 billion.
on last November 30, the unemployment reserve fund was $9,190,000,000.
From December 1, 1957, through February 28, 1958, which was 90 days, or 3
months, $553 million was expended from
the funds by all 48 States of the Union
and Alaska, leaving in the fund $8,600,000,000.

I hope the press will circulate those
·figures widelY, because that information
ought to give confidence to the people
who are unemployed and all the other
people of the Nation that the unemployment-insw·ance reserve fund at the rooment, which is the fund from which the
States can call upon the Federal Government for assistance, was $8,600,000,000 as of March 1.
I call attention to the fact that, despite the recession, only $553 million of
the $9,190,000,000 was used during the
past 90 days, or the 90 days prior to
March 1. That is a little more than 6
percent in 3 months.
This means that if unemployment-insurance benefits are continued on that
basis for the next 12 months, the amount
used would be a little more than $2 billion from the reserve fund which on November 30, 1957, contained more than $9
billion.
That, I think, should be good news to
the people. It is good news to the peop1e.
I think the time has arrived when Senators, Representatives, and reliable public
officials should start to tell the people of
the United states about the soundness
of this reserve fund.
I think the soundness of the economy
can be demonstrated by, for example, the
news that retail sales in Washington last
month were up 7 percent over a year ago.
We ourselves ought to show some confidence in the strength of the economy.
I liked the statement which the majority
leader made this morning, when he said
that he was more optimistic than he has
been in a long while.
I do not mean to say that the things
which Congress and the President have
been doing are not good. I think they
are. I think that accelerated public
spending for certain projects is very
much worthwhile, especially for projects
for which it was intended to spend the
money anyway. I simply say that the
time has arrived when, in my opinion,

we ought to stand still for a little while
on these things, in order to show some
confidence and faith in the economy,
because the economy is sound.
Just as a man can be talked into being
sick, so a nation can be talked into a
depression. Let me quote what Mr. Truman said during the 1949-50 depression:
A certain amount of unemployment, say,
from three to five mtlllon, is supportable. It
is a good thing that jobseeklng should go on
at all times. This Is healthy tor the economlc body
·
That was on February 15, 1950.
In January 1950, 5,063,000 Americans
were out of employment. At the end of
February of this year, approximately
5,100,000 Americans were out of employment--for all practical pw·poses, exactly
the same number as the number unemployed 1n January 1950, when President
Truman said that although that was
not a healthy situation, the Nation
could stand anywhere from 3 million to 5
million unemployed.
Personally, I wish not one person was
unemployed. However, my point is that,
in my opinion, Senators may be talking
the country into a recession.
I am not receiving from Indiana any
letters on this subject. The people from
Indiana are not writing to me to request
that Congress do many unsound things.
I believe Congress should begin to be
optimistic, and should call attention to
the good things, and should help instill
confidence.
At the same time, let us do the necessary things. But let us not overdo
them-which is what I believe the Con·
gress is doing now.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Indiana yield to me?
Mr. CAPEHART. I yield.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
never thought I would live to see the
day when the Senator from Indiana
would quote something President Truman said in 1950, in order to paint a
rosy pictw·e of the economy at this time.
I believe the country is in a recession.
Certainly I do not rely on the figures
circulated in Washington, D. C. I think
too many Members of Congress have
their noses buried in the District of
Columbia.
In the State of Montana-from which
I am receiving a great deal of mail on
this subject--a depression exists, because, as I tried to point out earlier
today, 63 percent of the miners who were
employed a year ago in the Butte mining
camp are out of work now, and 75 percent of the trades people and members
of the crafts who work in and around
the mines there are now out of work.
1n Montana as of February 22, 14.9
percent were drawing unemployment
compensation benefits; and that figure
does not include those whose relief payments have run out or those who work
for themselves or those who work on a
part-time basis.
I wish to say to the Senator from Indiana that it is time for this administration and the Congress to wake up, because, although some might call the
present condition a recession, unless
something is done in the next several
months, believe me, it is going to be a
depression.
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run up to 55 years. The loan agreement
may also provide, I! the borrower wishes,
for postponement of payments of principal
or Interest or both for up to 5 years. This
would not reduce the total of principal and
Interest to be repaid.
The $2 billion revolving fund may be borrowed from the Treasury, and Interest must
be paid to the Treasury at not more than
the average annual Interest rate on Interest
bearing Government obligations, at the end
of the preceding month, adjusted to the
nearest one-eighth o! 1 percent. The borrowers may be charged Interest at not more
than one-fourth of 1 percent over the rate
p::1id to the Treasury. The Interest charged
the borrower, within these lim! ts, !s to be
bc>sed on the need to promote the public
wCTks and facilities and stimulate business
activity and employment.
The terms public works and public fnci!ltles are broadly defined. The following
are Included within the terms: construction, repair, and Improvement of public
streets, sidewalks, highways, parkways,
bridges, parking lots, airports, and other
transportation faci!ltles; public parks and
other public recreational facilities; public
ho•pltals; rehabilitation and health centers;
publlc refuse and garbage disposal facilities,
water, sewage, and SBJtitary facilities, and
other public utillty facilities; public pollee
and fire protection facilities; public schools,
libraries, offices, and other publlc buildings;
and public land, water, and timber conservation facilities.

NOTICE OF HEARINGS ON S. 3497COMMITTEE MEETING DURING
SESSION OF SENATE ON WEDNESDAY
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, I
announce, for the information of all
Senators, and the public, that on
Wednesday afternoon the Committee
on Banking and Currency will hold a
hearing on Senate bill 3497, to expand
the public facility loan program, and
that we shall invite representatives of
the Community Facilities Administration to present information on the proposed legislation.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas subsequently
said: Mr. President, while the minority
leader is on the floor, did I understand
the chairman of the Committee on
Banking and Currency to say that he
expected his committee to meet on
Wednesday afternoon?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I made that announcement a moment ago. I had conferred with the ranking minority member of the committee, and it was agreeable to him. He so stated while he was
on the floor a moment ago. He is agreeable to having the committee meet on
Wednesday ·afternoon. I did not have
a chance to speak to the minority leader
or to the majority leader with respect to
obtaining permission to do so.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
Committee on Banking and Currency
may meet during the session of the Senate on Wednesday, if there is a session
on that day.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, reserving the right to object-and I shall
not object in this instance-as a general
rule, I believe it is preferable to obtain
permission for such a meeting each day.

However, in view of the statement just
made, I shall not object on this occasion.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I am not
sure that we· will have a session on
Wednesday. The Senator from Texas
would like to say that it is not inappropriate to ask for such unanimous consent at any time, but believes it is
proper to make such a request at any
time after the matter has been cleared
by both sides, so that the committee may
make its plans, except, of course, in the
event a minority member of the committee has objected, or the chairman of the
committee does not desire to call such a
hearing.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection it is so ordered.
EXPANSION OF PUBLIC FACILITIES
LOAN PROGRAM
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, wilJ the
Senator yield?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I yield.
Mr. COOPER. I have joined the Senator from Arkansas in the introduction
of the bill. I should like to state briefly
my reasons. I agree wholeheartedly
with the statement made by the senior
Senator from Indiana. I have no doubt
myself that in time-! do not know how
long, but I believe within a reasonable
time-the strong forces which are latent
in our economy will assert themselves
and that we will move on to new advances.
It cannot be denied that during the last
5 years new confidence in the economy of
this country has been established. This
is true because the administration has
brought Into balance expenditures and
income, and for that reason, enabled a
tax cut which, wh!le criticized at the
time, has stimulated an investment, unparalleled in our history within that
ground, it should be realized that much
that has been said during the last 3
weeks, while it expresses a proper regard
for those who are out of work, and our
desire they be put at work, an objective
which all of us with human spirit should
support, it does not take Into account the
real strength of the country. I have no
doubt myself that the administration has
taken steps-and other steps will be
taken as needed-which have started the
remarkable economic advance that we
have had In the country in the last 5
years.
A few days 11g.,o some of us on this side
of the aisle joined In a statement advocating antirecession steps. It might
not have been interpreted correctly. We
advocated that any programs which were
in existence under existing governmental agencies and for which funds
were available, and which could be immediately put into action, should be accelerated as started by us. We named
the housing bill, highway construction,
the allocation of contracts, and several
other items. We did not exempt one
need, even if it involved new expenditures. We urged that the Federal Government, as a matter of humanity, appropriate money to maintain unemployment insurance for those whose Insurance had been exhausted. This was· a
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matter to which the junior Senator from
New Jersey [Mr. CASE] addressed himself last week.
I join the Senator from Arkansas on
his bill for another reason. I believe the
distinguished Senator would agree that
his bill would not, if enacted, have any
immediate effect on employment. Other
expenditures such as housing, highway
construction, and defense expenditures
can have immediate effect, but the proposal under consideration is a longrange matter. I like it for several
reasons. First, it does use an existing
program operated by an existing agency,
the HHFA. Second, it does not call for
grants to communities, it places assistance upon the basis of loans, which are
repayable with interest. It could have,
possibly, an effect upon the debt limit,
but I assume that that matter would be
adjusted to the needs and to the fund. I
know of some communities in my State,
such as Newport, Covington, Bellevue,
and other cities, which wish to make
sewage improvements. Some cannot do
so, because the fund at the present time
is limited to, I believe, to cities of 5,000
or 10,000 population.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. It is 5,000, I think,
under administrative ruling.
Mr. COOPER. That is an illogical
limit, it seems to me.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. That has been the
administrative practice. The law provides for 10,000, but it has been kept to
5,000, under the conditions which have
existed.
Mr. COOPI:R. There are improvements like sewage facilities which affect
the health of the community. There are
other improvements, as streets, that are
necessary. I assume when the bill comes
out of committee there will be a provision
in it with respect to the size of the community. I believe that some of the
larger cities. can take care of their needs.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I should like to
observe at this point that some of the
larger cities have credit ratings which
enable them to get money slightly
cheaper than the bill would provide.
Mr. COOPER. I close by saying that
I would not at this time support a public-works bill such as I have been reading about, based upon a WPA pattern, or
one which makes full grants to cities.
As I understand the proposal, it is
based upon the use of an existing agency,
the HHFA, which would make loans to
communities. If the committee placed
some limits upon the size of the community in which the funds could be available, or some means of taking into account the taxing resources of the city,
and its ability to finance improvements,
it would be a good bill.
I can see that it might have inflationary tendencies, and that would be the
possibility of exceeding the debt limit.
But if managed properly the benefits
could far exceed these possibilities.
There is another reason why the bill
interests me. Every since I have been in
the Senate on various occasions I have
been a sponsor, or a cosponsor, of education bills. A few weeks ago much was
said in the Senate about the defense of
the Nation. Not much has been heard
about it lately. As an element of defense,
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Let me call the attention of the Senator from Indiana to a particular aspect
of the matter, which seems to have escaped the notice of the administration,
the people, and the Congress, together:
One of the things Mr. Stalin said at the
end of the Second World War was that
he was looking forward to the inevitable
depression which was going to occur in
the capitalistic United States; and that
when that day came, he felt that his
ideology would "make hay."
That is the danger. As one who went
through the depression of the 1930's, I
never want to see those days return. If
they do, this country will pay a terrible
price.
So I say it is time for the Congress
and the administration, together, not to
issue "chins up, eyes front" statements,
but to begin to take action, and to see
to it that the American people are given,
not charity, but jobs.
Mr. CAPEHART. Mr. President, I
wish to state that the Senator from
Montana is 100 percent correct; but we
should do it by removing the roadblocks
which hinder private industry. We
ought not throw more roadblocks in the
way of private industry. We should permit private industry to do the job. To
do it the way too many people are suggesting today would be to do it in Mr.
Stalin's way, which was for the Government to own everything-of course,
in Russia the government owns everything-and for the government to handle all these matters, and for the government to provide employment. As we
know, in Russia everyone works for the
government. Many of the suggestions we
have heard of late would have the United
States duplicate the socialistic system.
We must be very careful, as a result of
all such suggestions, we do not permit
that to happen.
Mr. President, I have not heard anyone suggest that the Congress take steps
to help private industry put'!fl.ore Americans back to work. All the suggestions
I have heard around here have been on
the basis of taxing the American people
and having the Federal Government
spend the money.
I am willing to have Congress do things
that will permit private industry to increase its employment. Either the
United States will have a society and a
Federal Government in which the Government owns everything and does everything and spends all the money; or the
United States will have a free, privateenterprise system.
Let us do things that will take the
shackles off business. Let us permit private industry to do the necessary things.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Indiana yield for a correction?
Mr. CAPEHART. I yield.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Last week, did not
the Senator from Indiana vote to have
the excise taxes on automobiles .,and
other manufactured products reducedwhich, in turn, would have helped private industry?
Mr. CAPEHART. Certainly I did not
vote for that amendment. However, I
shall vote for that proposal when it is
brought forward as a separate bill. But
I 1·efused to vote for it as an amendment

to the bill which was before the Senate
last week.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Last week the Senator from Texas and others of us advocated giving that help to private indus
try. Why did not the Senator from
Indiana vote for that amendment?
?v1r. CAPEHART. The Senators who
advocated the adoption of that amendment were not fooling anyone; we know
that the proper way to handle that matter is to introduce such a bill and have
it considered by the appropriate committee and reported to the Senate. The
Senators who advocated the adoption of
that amendment last week were not fooling me or anyone else about that move.
r. MANSFIELD. I hope we were riot:
fooling the automobile manufacturers.
Mr. CAPEHART. Mr. President, I
make no apologies for being fearful that
Members of Congres~J and other high
officials may talk the country into a
recession. I make no apolo,gies for being
fearful that the Government may spend
billions and billions of dollars in an
effort to create jobs-made jobs-when
it would be better to consider how to
take the shackles off private industry
and permit private industry to provide
the needed jobs.
However, Mr. President, the Congress
is fast moving down the road in the direction of having the Government do all
these things. I have not added up the
cost of all the proposals which have been
made of late in the Congress, but certainly they will run into the billions and
billions and billions of dollars.
That is why I said a moment ago
that when the bill of the Senator from
Arkansas [Mr. FULBRIGHT] comes from
the Banking and Currency Committee I
shall offer an amendment in the nature
of a substitute. I do not particularly
like the idea of having the Government
guarantee private-enterp1ise loans, but
I shall offer a substitute to the effect
that the Federal Government shall guarantee or insure the loans in the way it
is done under the FHA.
So, Mr. President, Senators had better stop, look, and listen before too many
roadblocks are thrown in the way of
private industry.
I believe it will be just as easy for all
of us to devote our thoughts and our
attention to figuring out ways and means
to help private industry put the unemployed back to work; that will be just
as easy for the Congress as it would be
to figure out ways and means to spend
the taxpayers' money in order to have
the Government provide employment.
I say reservedly, and with apologies,
that little intelligence is required to introduce a bill providing that the American people be taxed $2 billion in order to
do this, that, or the other thing. But
intelligence and ingenuity are required
to draw up a bill to help the privateenterprise system in the Nation do the
necessary job. However, as I have said,
little intelligence or ingenuity is required
to propose the spending of $2 billion,
$4 billion, $6 billion, $8 billion, $10 billion, or $12 billion. Anyone can work
out such a bill.
Mr. President, the Members of Congress should get together and should fig4
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ure out the ways and means to do the
job, if it needs to be done; and I am the
first to say that it will need to be done if
the depression or recession gets any
deeper.
But my best judgment is that we have
checked the recession. In that connection, I give the Congress-including
every Member of the Congress-much
credit, and I also give the President
much credit, for taking certain actions.
But I say the time has come when
we should stop talking about it, and
should permit some of the things the
President has suggested, or some of the
things the Congress has suggested to the
President, to take effect. Certainly
there has not yet been time for them to
take effect.
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Indiana yield to me?
Mr. CAPEHART. Mr. President, I
believe I have concluded what I wish to
say at this time. On tomorrow, I shall
have more to say.
Mr. CLARK obtained the floor.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Pennsylvania yield to
me?
Mr CLARK. I yield.
Mr. MANSFIELD. It has been interesting to listen to the Senator from Indiana. I do not see how we can talk
ourselves into prosperity any more than
we can talk ourselves out of a depression.
I desire to point out that, in addition to
my own State's having 14.9 percent of
its employable workers on unemployment compensation, in the State of
Idaho-this was true on February 22the figure is 12.4 percent. In the State
of Kentucky it is 12.3 percent. In the
State of Oregon it is 12.3 percent. In
the State of Michigan it is 12.2 percent.
In the State of the present Presiding
Officer [Mr. HOBLITZELL], West Virginia,
it is 12.2 percent. In North Dakota, it is
11.7 percent. The national average is
7.9 percent. Those figures do not include
persons partially employed or self-employed.
I do not know what the Senator from
Indiana means when he says the Govelnment should not do this, that, or the
other thing, because, is it not true, inso"
far as the highway program is concerned,
it is private industry that builds th&
roads and gets the contracts?
Mr. CAPEHART. ?vir. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. CLARK. ?vir. President, I think I
have the floor.
?vir. MANSFIELD. So far as housing
is concerned, private industry builds the
houses and gets the contracts. I think
the facts should be laid on the table.
We had better face the facts as of now
and not be going back to the days of McKinley, or even Truman.
Mr. CAPEHART and Mr. MONRONEY
addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does
the Senator from Pennsylvania yield;
and if so, to whom?
Mr. CLARK. I am happy to yield to
the Senator from Indiana, or to any
other senator, with the understanding
that by so doing I do not lose my right
to the floor.
Mr. CAPEHART. The figures the
Senator from Montana gave us refer to

-
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those drawing unemployment insurance.
. 'MANSFIELD. That is correct.
. CAPEHART. There are literr'Iy
millions of people who do not draw unIoyment comp:msation.
·. MANSFIELD. And some who arQ
"orking do not draw unemploymen~
compensation.
~~~-'--~~-.,...
Mr. CAPE!r.ART. And some who are
not working do not draw unemployment
compensation. I know that as well as
the Senator from Montana does. I am
not unmindful of that fact. I again
want to say I make no apologies for trying to solve tnis problem in the private
enterprise way, and not trying to solve
the problem in what I consider to be
the socialistic way of taxing and taxing
the American people and putting people
to work through that method. We may
have to do it; I do not know; but I am
going to be against it as long as I can be.
I want to try to do it through the private
enterprise route, by finding ways and
means of helping private enterprise put
people back to work, and not by putting
that burden on the Federal Government.
Mr. MONRONEY. Mr. P1·csident, will
the Senator yield?
M!·. CLARK. Mr. President, I had
obtained the floor for the purpose of
engaging in a brief colloquy with my
friend from Arkansas [Mr. FULERIGHT l,
whose bill I have cosponsored. I shall
not take more than 2 or 3 minutes, and
then I shall yield the fioor.
Mr. MONRONEY. Mr. President, I
am also a cosponsor of the bill. and am
very enthusiastic about makln:; available
for smaller cities, financing wilhin 50
percent of \\'hat the larger cities enjoy in
the big market, and seeing that the
smaller cities enjoy the kind of cheaper
financing which the bill provides.
Mr. CLARK. I could mention to the
Senator 12 or 15 cities in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania which are in
that category.
Mr. PJesident, I was happy to cosponl;Or the bill introduced by the Senator
from Arkansas. I particularly desire to
commend him for the fact that he has
undertaken to fix interest rates for loans
to help finance the cons~ruction of faci!Jtles at a rate identical to that applying in the college-housing loan program,
which he sponsored, and which has been
in effect with such great help to our educational institutions.
I find myself regrettably in complete
disngreement with mv friend from Indiana !Mr. CAPEHAR'IJ in his thinking that
we ought to have high inteJest rates and
a private market for loans in this kind
of public works program, which definitely has behind it an antirecession purpose.
I am a! o happy that the Senator from
Arkansas has undertaken to include
public schools among the public facilities which can be financed with the
loans. So I am happy to cosponsor the
bill.
However, I say, In all candor to my
good friend from Arkansas that, in my
judgment, highly desirable though the
bill is, it is not really going to have any
helpful effect in the many depressed
areas throughout the country, where unemployment is critical and has existed

since long before the present recession
occurred. As he knows, there are now
pending before the Banking and Currency Committee, of which he is the distinguished chairman, bills offered by the
administration, and a bill offered by the
distinguished Senator from Mr..ine [Mr.
PAYNE l, who is now present on the floor,
and a bill offered by the Senator from
Dlinois !Mr. DouGLAS], of which I and
other Senators are cosponsors. I do not
know whether the name of the Senator
from Oklahoma is on the bill, but I believe he is in sympathy with the principle involved 'therein. I hope we shall
be able to have prompt action on one or
more of those bills at the earliest possible time, because my people in Pennsylvania-and this is true in many other
States where critically depressed conditions hnve continued for many yearsnrc crying for action and need action
now.
The chairman of the committee and I
are in disagreement with respect to the
political philosophy involved in the depressed areas bill; but I wanted to make
it clear, that in cosponsoring his bill,
which I endorse completely, I am not
yielding the feeling I entertain that we
must have area redevelopment legislation in this session of Congress, and the
quicker we can get it, the quicker we shall
put people back to work. I hope my good
friend is going to sive some of the rest
of us on the committee time to convince
him that our views have some merit.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Was the Senator
asking me a question, or was he giving
me a lecture? It was not clear.
Mr. CLARK. I would certainly never
willingly attempt to lecture the distmgulshcd Senator from Arkansas.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Will the Senator
yield for-Mr. CLARK. In a second. I want the
REcORD to be very clear that nothing is
farther from my mind than an attempt
to lecture the Senator from Arkansas,
who knows so much more than I do about
the subject. I would never want to be
In the position e\·rn of seemlngly attempting to lecture hlm. I was re!ening
to an opportunity to have a hearing on
the bill.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I understood the
Senator to say he wanted me to wait for
a question. I do not know whether he
has a.<ked a question.
Mr. CLARK. The question Is, Can we
have a heanng on the drpressed-areas
bills?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. The Senator knows
the bill to which he has made reference,
and the other bills on the subject, are
before the subcommittee and have not
been reported to the full committee. I
presume the Senator from Illinois !Mr.
DouGLAS I, who is a sponsor of that type
of bill, is eager to have hearings. I
further should like to point out that the
recession, or the so-called depression,
that has occurred in some of the coal
towns, particularly in Pennsylvania, has
now spread to the whole United States.
The bill which we are discussing, and
others, propose to meet the problem, I
think, on a national basis, and not upon
a. single-community basis.
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Mr. PAYNE. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Pennsylvania yield so I
may ask a question?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I do not think the
bill is a cure-all for conditions in communities whose economy is based on natural resources or some other peculiar
asset or resource. The bill does not offer
to be a cure-all for all the ills of the
Nation, in all its diversities; and no other
bill will be, in my opinion. So far as
hearings are concerned, I think the subcommittee is ready, willing, and able to
hold hearings. It has not reported to
the full committee. When it does, I
think the full committee will consider
the bills.
Mr. CLARK. Let me say it is my understanding the subcommittee has completed hearings.
M!·. FULBRIGHT. It has not reported the bill.
Mr. CLARK. It has not reported the
bill, for reasons with which I think my
f1iend is familiar. The fact of the matter is we have already created a precedent in our committee by bringing before
the full committee the Sparkman housing bill. We are about to create a precedent by bringing before the full committee the bill introduced by its chairman
£Mr. FuLBRIGHT). I hope we may have
an opportunity to bring before the full
committee a depressed areas bill.
M!·. FULBRIGHT. Of course, the
bills the Senator has referred to are extensions of policies already existing, the
basic principles of which have been approved, and constitute existing law. It
is not customary to take a new, highly
controversial issue, and bypass the subcommJttce.
Mr. PAYNE. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Pennsylvania yield for 1
minute?
Mr. CLARK. I shall be happy to yield
to the Senator from Maine in a moment, but I wish to make another point
first.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Especially when
the chairman of the committee feels
strongly about such a controversial issue. That is customary in the committee system.
Mr. CLARK. The chairman of the
committee is entitled to his views, which
I respect, even though I do not agree
with them.
The chairman will recall that in 1956
the Senate passed a bill practically identical with that \\'hich is held up in the
committee. Therefore, we are not discussing a new measure.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I do not think the
Senator is fair in holding the previous
action against me, because the Senator
knows that under great pressure, and
very reluctantly, in order to be sort of
friendly to ce1·tain colleagues, I finally
agreed to the bill at that time. For that
matter to be brought up against me now
will only make it difficult to be agreeable in the future as to some of these
highly controversial measures.
Mr. CLARK. I am sure the Senator
from Arkansas will always remain
friendly.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I was not in favor
of the bill then; at least I was not very
strongly In fav01· of it. Today the re-
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wealth. To destroy the treacl}erous allure of communism to the ignorant and
poverty stricken, he led in the building
of a better life for his people. Resettlement programs, land reforms, agricultural credit facilities, barrio-villageroad development, education, social security, and public health improvement
were some of the blessings he brought
to a people that had known chiefly poverty and oppression aggravated by political corruption. His example of honesty
and concern for the people was soon reflected in improved performance in every
phase of Philippine Government activity.
In foreign relations he was just as
courageous and imaginative in leading
his nation to the signing of the Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty in
Manila, and in encouraging every measure to check the infection of today·s
greatest threat to the world, communism.
The chief gift of his life unstintingly
offered to his people was hope. Hope for
more meaning to their struggles. Hope
for a good life of freedom, dignity, and
spiritual and material improvement.
His passing in the prime of life, before
seeing the fulfillment of his great vision
for his country, was a loss felt fm- beyond
the Republic of the Philippines. In the
words of ow· Secretary of State:
That loss falls also everywhere upon those
who, having liberty, woUld preserve it; upon
those who never having had liberty, would
gain it; and upon those who having lost
Uberty, would regain it.

We who viewed from afar his life of
sacrifice and danger can console ourselves with the knowledge that 100 years
from March 17, 1957. no less than 1 year
from that fateful day, the truly great
spirit of Ramon Magsaysay will live on to
inspire and ' motivate tne struggles of
free men against enslavemen•.
EXTENSION OF TIME FOR FILING
OF REPORTS BY COMMITTEE ON
THE JUDICIARY
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
time for the filing of reports by the
Committee on the Judiciary, required
by Senate resolutions, be extended to
March 31, 1958. The resolutions referred
to are Senate Resolutions 49, 52, 53, 54,
55, 56, and 58.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
PETRIFIED FOREST NATIONAL
PARK, ARIZ.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President,
earlier today, on the call of the Calendar, consideration of Calendar No. 1381,
S. 2359, was deferred because the House
bill had not come to the Senate. Since
that time the House bill has J:.>een received. I therefore ask unanimous consent that the unfinished business be
temporarily laid aside and that the Senate proceed to the consideration of Senate bill 2359.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
bill will be stated by title for the information of the Senate.

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK.

A bill (S.

2359) to authorize the establishment of

the Petrified Forest National P ark in
the State of Arizona and for other purposes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request of the Senator
from Montana?
There being no objection , the Senate
proceeded to consider the bill.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask that the Chair lay before the Senate
the House bill, H. R. 8250.
The PRESIDING OFFICER laid before the Senate the bill <H. R. 8250) to
authorize the establishment of the Petrifled Forest National Park, in the State of
Arizona, and for other purposes, which
was read twice by its title.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the Senate
proceed to the consideration of the
House bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?
There being no objection, the bill
(H. R. 8250) was considered, ordered to a
third reading, read the third time, and
passed.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senate having just passed H. R. 8250,
S. 2359 will be indefinitely postponed.
UNITED NATIONS CONTROL OF
OUTER SPACE
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President,
once again the United States has been
placed on the defensive in the cold war.
Once again we find ourselves in a position where we must explain, and justify,
and stammer.
This situation would be deplorable
enough ·if it resulted from a weakness in
our position. But it is even more tragic
than that. The fact is that we led our
weakest cards from a position of
strength.
This morning's New York Times carries an article by a distinguished diplomatic correspondent, E. W. Kenworthy.
The headline over this article is very
revealing. It says: "United States Aides
Concede Soviet Space Plan Is Propaganda ~ain.''
This article quotes our own officials as
saying that ·the Soviet proposal for
United Nations control of outer space
"was a brilliantly conceived, executed,
and timed propaganda stroke." And it
is difficult to disagree in honesty with
that estimate.
The fact that the Soviet proposal is
merely a mask for unacceptable conditions will be little noticed by the world
anxious for peace. The impact will be
simply that the Soviet Union wishes to
use outer space for peace while the
United States hesitates and stands firm
only on negative proposals.
Mr. President, there is no excuse for
this situation. The potentialities of
outer space for bringing peace to this
world were first stated by the Senate
majority leader, the senior Senator from
Texas, LYNDON B. JOHNSON, On January 14 of this yea1· in a public statement. He s1j.id:
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tlative before the United Nations by Inviting
all member nations to join In this venture
into outer space together.

This statement struck a responsive
chord in the breasts of people everywhere. On January 31, United Nations
General Assembly President, Sir Leslie
Munro, suggested a United Nations conference of scientists and diplomats to
study control of outer space. He said,
at the time, that the world was looking
for someone to bring the issue to the
United Nations.
On February 3, the Senate majority
leader once again spoke on this question-this time to the Senate. His words
are well worth recalling and I wish to
quote a few paragraphs from his statement:
There is no point in deluding ourselves
that we can just call oJI the arms race on
our own lnltlatlve. There is no point in
debating why they do not call oJI the arms
race at their own lnltla.tive.
The only worthwhlle discussion is what is
said in the eJiort to find ways and means of
breaking the logjam-of bringing the tragedy of the cold war to an end.
This is the time to act-now, while the
satellites are searching for facts instead of
for targets.
I would hope that our leaders would give
urgent consideration to a proposal for joint
exploration of outer space by the United
Nations. I would hope that this proposal
could be pressed earnestly, vigorously and
with an the sincerity at our command.
No one would stand to lose by this proposal. The alternative Is a disorderly arms
race which can end only in death and destruction.

Mr. President, had those words been
heeded at that time, we would not find
ow·selves in our present predicament.
We would be standing before the world
in our true garb--that of the nation
which desires peace and which is willing
to take the necessary steps.
Instead, we have blundered into the
world of George Orwell in which the
aggressor carries the banner of the
peacemaker, and the peacemaker i s '
forced to carry the banner of the aggressor. And it would be a great Inistake to underestimate the impact of such
propaganda on the uncommitted portions of the world.
Mr. President, no one of us carries a
crystal ball which actively predicts the
future. We can only hope that the
historians who describe that future after
it has happened will not describe this
particular chapter of American history
as the age of timidity and defeat.
A proposal was advanced by the Senate majority leader. The President's
special adviser on disarmament endorsed
it. The Senate minority leader said he
thought outer space should be handled
by the United Nations.
The distinguished senior Senator from
Massachusetts [Mr. SALTONSTALL] lent
his full support to the proposal, as did
the distinguished senior Senator from
Tennessee [Mr. KEFAUVERl. If I recall
correctly, the Secretary of State. while
he took no action on the proposal,
thought it could be used as a step in the
right direction.
At least, the Secretary of State said
Further, it would be appropriate and fit- the idea was under consideration. Then
ting for our Nation to demonstro.te its in!- the Soviet Union picked up the ball and
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In short, the Soviet statement says, the
United States Is trying to ban the weapon
"which could be used against objectives on
the territory of the United States," whlle
Insisting on retaining the bases from which
It can reach the Soviet Union with nucleararmed Intermediate-range mlsslles and strategic bombers.
Oftlclals note that there Is a large distortion
here. In his letter to Premier Bulganln, the
President did not single out Intercontinental
bnlllstlc missiles, or even mention them.
General Eisenhower called for an agreement
banning nil weapons using outer space, which
would Include both ICBM'S and IRBM's.
Actually, officials here comment, studies on
the Implementation of the President's proposal specifically mention a ban on the testIng and use of both types or mlsslles.
These oftlclals also note that the Soviet
argument can be turned around. The Soviet Union holds captive all or Eastern Europe except Yugoslavia, refusing to permit
free elections. Its ground forces rar outnumber tho•e or the NATO alllance. The
great allled deterrent to extension of Soviet
power Is the United States Strategic Air
Force.
It the United SUites ls to dismantle Its
overseas air bases, then. these oftlclals malntnln. the Soviet Union should agree to free
Its sntellltes, reduce Its land forces and
withdraw them within the Soviet Union.
[From the New York Times of March 17,
Nevertheless, these oftlclnls concede the
1958]
sklllfulnc~ with which the Soviet Union Is
UNITED STATES AmES CONCEDE SoVIET SPACE using the argument that they want us to
pick up our slingshots but they won't give
PLAN Is PROPAGANDA GAIN
up their club.
(By E . W. Kenworthy)
Second, thoee oftlclnls concede that MosWASHINGTON, March 16.-The Soviet cow got the jump on us by suggesting a
Union's proposal for control of outer space United Nations agency. They say, somewhat
was a brilliantly conceived. executed and ruefully, that the ndmlnlstrntlon has not foltimed propaganda stroke, In the view of lowed up the Initiative gained by the Preslsome oftlclals here.
dent"s proposal to Premier Bulgnnln.
In a statement Issued yesterday, the Soviet
Oddly enough, they recall, studies underForeign Ministry proposed a United Nations taken here Immediately after the President's
agency to police a ban on outer space mis- letter suggested that, as soon as the United
siles and administer a program for the peace- States successfully launched Its first sntelful use of space.
llte, the President should make n statement
The plan was conditioned on the removal urging a United Nations program for the
or United States overseas military bases, first pcncelul use of outer space and declaring
and foremost In Europe, the Middle East, United States Intentions to Introduce n resoand north Africa.
lution to that effect In the next session or
IMPAcr" IN NATO ENVISAGED
the General Asfembly.
These oftlclals also note that the same
After reading the text of the statement,
some oftlclals here felt that Moscow might studies made general recommendations paralhave scored a coup that could have consid- lel with those advanced by the Soviet Union,
erable Impact not only In neutral nations a mlsslle ban, control and Inspection by a
but also In some North Atlantic Treaty United Nations body and coordination of
national research programs on peaceful use
countries.
These oftlclals said the condition that o! space by the United Nations.
made the Soviet proposal so obviously unSoVTET TEXT CORRECTION
acceptable to the United States might appear
reasonable to many persons In these counLoNDON, Mnrch 16.-The text or a statetries It they accepted Moscow's plausible ment Issued by the Soviet Foreign Ministry
Justification !or it.
yesterday as Issued by the Soviet news agency
As the Soviet plan for a United Nations Tass and transmitted by Reuters, omitted
body to supervl!'e peaceful space research, the through a transmission error a phrase that
consensus or many oftlclals here was, we got altered the sense or one sentence.
scooped.
The sentence In question rend: "Why Is lt
These are the points made by oftlclals today then that the American proposals suggest
In conceding that the Soviet plan was a the outl!lwlng of Intercontinental balllstic
shrewd propaganda move:
rockets which could be used against objecFirst, they note that the Soviet plan wAS tives on the territory of the United States
prefaced by a long passage Impugning the or America, while evading the question of
motives behind President Eisenhower's penoe- ellmlnatlng American mllltary bases on forful space proposal In his letter to Premier eign territories Intended to launch rockets
Nlkolnl A. Bulganln of January 12.
possessed by the United SUites Armed Forces
The Soviet statement said:
and for the use Ol American bombers?"
"In making this proposal, President ElsenThe corrected sentence should read: "Wby
hower singled out from the general disarmament problem the question of Interconti- Is It then that the American proposns sugnental balllstlc mlsslles. • • • He proposes, gest the outlawing of Intercontinental balIn !net, to ban Intercontinental belllstlc mls- listic rockets. which In the case of a retaliaslles only. • • • It ls noteworthy that, whlle tory blow, and only In that case, could be
proposing a ban on the Intercontinental bal- used against objectives, etc."
llstlc mlsslle, the United States bullds Its
THE SIGNIFICANCE 01' THE AMERICAN
mllltary plans on the use or atom and hydroSATELLITE ExPLORER
gen bombs as warheads In the short and
medium-range rockets which they already
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. President, on
possess."
Friday, some very anxious moments !or our

ran with it dangerously close to a
touchdown.
Mr. President, the stakes are enormous. They include the future of our
Nation. They also include the concept
of freedom as a social system whereby
the affairs of mankind can be conducted.
We cannot forever depend upon a merciful God to save a people whose
leadership handles so lightly the responsibilities which have been entrusted to it.
The responsibility here is plain. Congress can propose and Congress can authorize. But only the executive branch
can conduct the foreign policy of this
Nation.
Mr. President, I a~k unanimous consent to have printed in the RECORD as a
part of my remarks the article written
by Mr. Kenworthy, of the New York
Times; the statement made by the Senate majority leader on February 3; the
speech made by the Senate majority
leader before the Columbia Broadcasting
System affilia-tes in Washington on January 14. 1958; and certain other excerpts.
There being no objection, the material
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
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people came to an end. An Am,erlcan satellite was put Into orbit and at this moment
is circling the globe.
The Explorer Is a trumph of persistence
against great odds. It represents the dedicated work of men llke General Medaris,
Wernher von Braun, and numberless scientists and technicians who will never receive
their fair share of credit.
Our satell!te Is very aptly named. It Is
truly an explorer-a representative of the
free people seachlng for the facts of a
totally new dimension Into which men and
women will soon step. And, In Its search
for facts, It brings us face to face with a
sharp reality which we cannot Ignore.
Neither the Explorer nor Its Soviet predecessors can be considered mlllta.ry weapons.
They are merely collectors or data which
they are transmitting or have transmitted
back to earthbound men.
But the !nets and figures of the physical
world are of a pecullar nature. They have
no loyalty, no patriotism, no system of
morallty and ethics. They are avallable for
the advancement of mankind, or for the
destruction of mankind.
The science or biology has given us penlclllin and germ warfare. The science of
chemistry has given us medicine and polson
gas. The science of physics has given us
new sources of useful power and the hydrogen bomb.
Now !l new science-astronautics-Is movIng rapidly from the drawing board to the
workshop. Wlll It give us new frontiers or
new forms o! total devastation?
To continue the, arms race at this time
will Inev-Itably bring us to the point of no
return. There must be action now-now,
whlle there Is still time to bring the new
forces under control.
It Is not dlftlcult to forecast the future if
the present situation continues. This wlll
be the world or the manic depressive-high
points of elation when "we" make an Important advance; low points or despair when
"they" outstrip us.
And at some interval when .,we" are at a
low point and "they" are at a high point,
somebody Is going to press the button.
There Is no point In deluding ourselves
that '"we" can just call off the arms race on
our own Initiative. There Is no point In
debating why they do not call off the arms
race at their own Initiative.
The only worthwhile discussion Is what Is
said In the effort to find ways and means of
breaking the logjam-<>! bringing the tragedy
of the cold war to an end.
This Is the time to act-now, while the
satell!tes are searching for facts Instead or
for targets.
I would hope that our leaders would give
urgent consideration to a proposal for joint
exploration of outer space by the United Nations. I would hope that this proposal could
be pressed earnestly, vigorously, and with all
the sincerity at our command.
No one would stand to lose by this proposal. The alternative Is a disorderly arms
race which can end only In death and
destruction.
For the moment, our prestige Is at a high
point. There Is no better time !or a display
of the generosity, the Initiative and the constructive desire for peace which lies In the
soul or the American people.
The president of the United Nations General Assembly--sir Leslie Munro-has spoken
the desires of the world. He says the nations are looking for leadership In the drive
Into outer space.
We have heard this morning that our
President has received another letter !rom
Soviet Premier Bulganln. It rejects the
idea or a foreign ministers' conference as
a precondition to a summit conference.
Whatever the note may say, however,
there has never before been a more golden
opportunity to bring this war-weary world
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to pence. A strong and determined pro·
posal to cooperate now may save all of us
from a strong and determined-and prob·
ably successful-effort to destroy humanity
later.
Mr. President, I ask unanlmoua consent
to have printed In the RECORD at this point
as n part of my remarks a United Press dispatch from the United Nations headed "U.N.
Talks Urged on Outer Space."
There being no objection, the dispatch
was ordered to be prln ted in the RECORD,
as follows:
"U. N. TALKS URGED ON OUTER SPACE
"UNITED NATIONS, N. Y., January 31.-Gen•
ern! Assembly President Sir Leslle Munro,
of New Zealand, tonight suggested a U. N.
conference of scientists and diplomats with·
In the next 2 or 3 months to study control
of outer space.
"Munro, who has spoken• several times of
the need to get United Nations action started
to deal with the age of space, made the suggestion In a broadcast Interview recorded for
U.N. radio.
"Munro said that despite many references
by President Eisenhower and others to the
need !or space control, there has been no
Initiative except In embryo to bring the
Issue to the U.N."
ADDRESS BY SENATOR LYNDON B. JOHNSON~ OF
TEXAS~ BEFORE A MEETING OF CBS AFFILIATES,

WASHINGTON. D. C., JANUARY 14, 1958
I am here today to speak to a group which
has a grave responsiblllty !or Informing our
people.
In the Chamber of the Senate of the
United States, I am the designated leader
of the majority party. That Is a title of
which I am proud but one which carries with
It responslbllltles that would cause any man
to be humble. But It Is a designation which,
tor this occasion, I have left behind.
I am not here as a Democrat.
I am not here as a leader of the Senate.
I am here as an American.
In this town, we have the habit of dividing
all things by llnes of affillatlon: the offices,
the jobs, the various positions, and sometimes even our judgments.
At this hour In our history, I, for one, believe that there are certain facts which cannot be di vlded along such llnes and certain
judgments we must reach and decisions we
must make together, as Americans, and as
Americans only.
Even as we sit here at these tables there
orbits In the sky above us-around and
around this earth-the most compelling fact
of our times.
The sputniks out In space have only one
meaning.
There is no Democratic meaning.
There Is no Republican meaning.
There Is, In truth, no narrow American
meaning.
In all history, mankind has never !aced so
great a challenge--or so great an opportunity.
I! outer space Is allowed to become the provInce of the earth's lmperlallsts, then the freedom we have fashioned at so high a price
shall fall Into eternal jeopardy.
U, however, freemen set their salls !or
this new world as our forebears did when this
continent was opened, then we have the opportunity or adding a new dimension to
freedom-and, with It, the very real prospect
of reaching our goal of total peace.
These are exciting thoughts, exciting goals.
We would be out or character with our
American heritage I! we were not stiiTed by
what we can now see on ahead In this new
age.
We would be even more out o! characterboth as Americans and as free men-!! we
should lose this hour of opportunity In preoccupation with partisan thoughts of who
Is to receive the credit and who Is to receive the blame.
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Facts are not partisan, and the f~cts are
these:
For a decade now, the free world-led by
the United States-has summoned up its
resources and resourcefulness to contain
the most powerful and most ruthless aggressor ever to appear among the governments of fue earth.
The,physical containment has, in large
part, succeeded.
It has succeeded, I should say, until now.
Today no responsible man can say or
would sa' continued success of our past
policies Is assured.
There Is now abundant evidence that a
pattern of history Is repeating. We, like
the dynasties of ancient China on down to
the Republic of France, have built a wall
against aggression, but now we find that
we are the imprisoned.
The Soviet has, dramatically, leaped over
our wall.
More importantly, we are awakened to the
reality that advances or Soviet technology
and science have made our wall of security
a relic of another age.
Let me cite for you certain specifics, certain facts which all of us, as Americans,
must sit down and consider together.
These are not facts of my invention.
These are facts testified to by our mllitary
leadership coming before the Senate Preparedness Subcommittee, of which I am
chairman.
First. The Soviet has under arms nearly
as many dl visions as do all the free na tlons
combined.
Second. The Soviet air strength is probably close to that of our own.
,
Third. The Soviet submarine armada now
numbers 500, while ours totals only 110.
Fourth. The Soviet shipyards are building
100 newrsubmarlnes annually, while we are
building fewer than ten.
Fifth. The Soviet capacity to launch a
one-half ton satellite into space Indicates
the capac! ty on their part to launch longrange ballistics missiles against our cities
from Soviet soil.
Sixth. The Soviet has now the capacity to
launch, from land bases or from Its submarines, shorter range missiles against our Installations at home and overseas.
These are mllltary facts. They are important. I would mislead you If I did not
say that there are more, more which in time
I believe should become public knowledge.
What is the sum of these !acts?
The facts of comparative strength between
the two strong powers do not add up to
disaster-but they do, clearly, total up to
peril.
For the moment, the stalemate is not
clearly broken. The Soviet strll<lng power Is
great and growing greater, but our retaliatory power is great, also. This the Soviet
knows, as we know.
The Soviet however, also knows-as we
must come to know-that the rate of growth
of their striking power far exceeds ours.
We are behind but we are not yet hopelessly behind. Our peril becomes a disaster
when we fall so far behind that there Is no
hope of recovery. It is to the preven tlon
of that disaster all freemen must now dedicate their efforts.
How Is such disaster to be prevented?
Some, looking back to the past, will answer
only that the Nation must retool Its productive capacity, get ready for a massive effort,
and move forward to match the Soviet sputnik for sputnik, missile for missile, sub !or
sub.
I! war were Inevitable, I would join In such
a call.
But no man who looks beyond the moment
will suggest that war Is the Inevitable consequence of mankind's new adventure into
space. I, myself, am confident that it Is not .
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Space may well be the sea In which the
human race will some day find an island of
peace.
To reach that Island, we need more than
weapons.
we need, in !act, to free ourselves of the
bonds of a weapon psychology.
Our greatest need in this hour is to unleash the pioneering spirit and the daring
and brilliance of our people and set this
Nation's course on the pursuit of peace.
We cannot, o! course, Ignore the need for
weapons now.
we need a faster rate of production !or our
missiles tar faster than any yet permitted
or any yet envisioned.
As Prime Minister Churchill told the
House of Commons on June 18, 1940:
"I! we open a quarrel between the past
and the present, we shall find that we have
lost the future."
I say that such must be our creed at this
hour.
It Is with that creed before us that we
must proceed, as responsible men, to assess
the position of free men In the world today.
I see no gain In picking petty quatTels
with the past.
I myself am willing to draw a line at the
here and now, and measure responsibility
In terms of what is done for the future
rather than in terms of what was done in
the past.
·
From this base, I believe we can take a
more honest look at the problems we face.
What are those problems? Let me call
them as I see them.
First and foremost, I believe that we are
paying too high a price !or conformity.
Ours has been, always, a Nation built
by the greatness of men's hearts and eplrlts
and minds. America's vigor has come from
the originality, the freshness, the vision of
our people--all our people, not merely an
Intellectual elite.
For a decade now. we have seen growing a cllmate of -eontempt !or these values.
We are paying a price for that.
Our investigating committee has found,

in some most striking examples, that this
has been at the heart or some of our pre·
paredness difficulties.
The fight to build !or bhls Nation an
atomic submarine Is a record of the persistence against great odds of one man, Ad·
mlral Rickover, who believed that It could
be built. Because he was more determined
to perform than to conform, this brilliant
man was--on numerous occasions-shunted
into obscurity and his services to the Nation
were very nearly lost.
This past few days, In ·our committee
room, I sat 2 feet away from a great Army
general and watched him choke back the
tears of deep emotion. He told us that his
decision to retire !rom service was final. He
said he could not speak freely and he could
not support a policy which meant placing
American troops in the range of enemy missiles without adequate weapons of defense.
Over and over again, I have heard-and
our committee has heard-the leading military men of this Nation come before us and
say that a conyentlonal system has cut back
on our programs for unconventional developments.
over and over, we have heard them say
that we are not, even yet, doing all that
we could and should be doing to move forward in this hour of challenge.
This is not the road to strength.
This is not the road America should travel.
We must turn to the dedicated men of
vision and welcome them Into the councils
o! respect and dignity.
We must provide a cllmate In which the
men and women of our universities, our research centers, our career ser'Vlces, our world
of journalism and communications, can make
a full contribution of their talents.
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Let me make this point clear.
It is not true that the abilities o! Soviet
science far exceed those of our American
scientists.
As freemen, who respect the freedom of
man's mind, we must not allow political
policies to chain our most priceless resource.
As we face this problem of removing the
fetters from our capacity, we must also remove the fetters of tradition from our pollcy.
Our defensive strategies, In a military
sense, are undergoing reapprasial and reexamination.
It would be a mistake to stop there.
Our foreign pollcles require the same reappraisal.
So, also, do our domestic policies and
values.
We have, for long. held a position of
strength In world affairs. That position Is
no longer secure. We must not be so Inflexible that we can Imagine no changed polIcy to cope with a changed position.
Domestically, !lkewise, each of you as businessmen know that our economy is now
undergoing a period of change. This change
Is not merely a cycle through which we are
passing. There are new problems, new challenges arising to the very functioning of our
system.
Channels of distribution are undergoing
c hange.
Changes are evident In consumer demand
and consumer taste.
Profoundly Important population shifts are
continuing.
we must not wait for calamity before undertaking a cure.
Just as we erred in our est!ma te of what
Soviet gains might mean In the realm of
technology, so can we err by complacency In
our estimate of what domestic losses might
mean In the realm of our economic health.
These things I mention only briefly, to
emphasize that In this challenging period
we need more, far more, than a purely military response to the Soviet challenge.
We need the marshaling of our resources,
physical and mental, such as we have never
had before.
We need Imagination and freshness.
We need force and boldness in our leadership.
We need, further. I believe. to look beyond
the danger evident now to see the horizons
of peace in outer space.
I am no scientist and I do not pretcn<l
to be.
But the brilliant men of this age-the
brilllant minds or America-tell us things
that we cannot ignore.
Out in space, there Is the power to control
the earth's weather, to change the climate
where we live, to alter the tides and direct
the gulf stream on a different course.
From space, snapshot.; can be taken of
your backyard.
The whole technology or communication
can be changed.
It Is a fascinating, daring, exciting world.
The frontier It opens for human advancement exceeds any man has ever faced.
Surely we cannot, as leaders of freemen,
Ignore it.
Surely we cannot, with this opportunity
beforP us, fail to see that this affords us the
one clear course to recapture the initiative
for freedom.
Here is an opportunity to bring men together in common cause as never before.
Here Is an opportunity !or us to sponsor
the flourishing or mankind's genius.
Before this session of Congress ends, I am
hopeful that we shall be able to establish
In our Government a proper agency for direction of a new national e!fort in this realm.
I am hopeful, also, that we shall be able
to provide a program for the enlargement ot
our research activities, making the labora-

tortes and the equipment· available to draw
the best from the minds of our people.
I a.m hopeful that, furthermore, we shall
be able to foster the strengthening or our
total educational process, not to produce an
army of technicians. but, rather, to pour
forth legions of broadly-educated men and
women.
As we do these things, I trust that in our
relations with other nations we shall be
imaginative, and that we shall make it evident that America's free world leadership is
not sterile.
We should, certainly, make provisions for
inviting together the scientists of other nations to work In concert on projects to extend the frontiers of man and to find solutions to the troubles of this earth.
Our President, holding as he does the
esteem of men throughout the world, has a
rare opportunity to lead in this labor boldly
and forcefully, and in the vigorous pursuit
of peace he will find the Nation undivided
in his support.
Further, It would be appropriate and fitting for our Nation to demonstrate its Initiative before the United Nations by inviting
all member nations to join In this adventure
Into outer space together.
The qlmensions of space dwarf our national di1Ierences on earth.
If we are to wln space as the outpost or
peace, all men may-and should-share in
that endeavor.
\Ve, with our great resources and our great
abilities, must not allow the leadership to
slip !rom our grasp.
The world In which we live Is a world IP
which danger abounds.
.
There Is no greater danger, though. than
for us to shrink from the responsibilities or
the hour.
Ahead, if we move with speed, If we move
with daring, we shall find fulfillment o! our
quest for peace.
If we are to reach such & goal, our response must begin now. This, more than
we realize, Is the year of decision, the year
our course Is set.
In such a year, we need be responsible
men, loyal to our nation, faithful to freedom, strangers to partisanship, and friends
with the imagination that has been so much
a part of our heritage.
THE GOAL Is TOTAL PEACE-ExCF.RPTS FROM
STATEMENTS BY UNITED STATES SENATOR
LYNDON B. JOHNSON
ADDRESS IN HOUSTON, TEX., DECEMBER 4, 1957

There Is something much bigger and
more important in front of us than a few
pieces of military hardware. Ballistic missiles and the other fantastic weapons now on
the drawing boards are not to be despised.
But they do not hold the key to the future.
They are only a small part o! the future-a
part which will become obsolete almost as
soon as it Is developed.
What Is really before us Is something that
should have a deep appeal to the American
soul. It is a new frontier-a new age-that
1s exciting and challenging.
What we are doing Is stepping into the age
or space.
ADDRESS BEFORE MEETING OF DEMOCRATIC
CONFERENCE# JANUARY 7, 1958

Within the short weeks since October 4,
man has become master of horizons far beyond our Imagination. We must respect thls
mastery, and from that respect we must. more
than ever, seek to bring all men together in
cooperative effort. The goals now within
reach or the human race are too great to be
divided as spoils, too great for the world to
waste Its elforts in a blind race between competitive nations. The conference table 1s
more Important now than ever It has been,
and we should welcome to its chairs all men
or all nations.
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ADDRESS BEFORE MEETING OF CBS AFFILIATES,
JANUARY 14, 1958

Our greatest need In this hour Is to unleash
the pioneering spirit and the daring and brilliance of our people and set this Nation's
course on the pursuit of peace.
It would be appropriate and fitting for our
Nation to demonstrate its Initiative before
the United Nations by Inviting all member
nations to join in this adventure into outer
space together.
ADDRESS ON THE FLOOR OF THE SENATE, JANUARY
27, 1958

I do, however, have a great deal of faith
In efforts to outlaw war when they are accompanied by positive steps to bring people
together in cooperation.
When people work together to face a great
challenge, they tend to lose their suspicion
of each other. They become absorbed In the
task before them-and fighting as an Instrument of policy fades from the picture.
It Is for this reason that I believe the
current situation atrords us such a great
opportunity. There are positive steps which
we can take in concert with the other natiOI.lS of the world to face the great challenge
presented by outer space.
ADDRESS ON THE FLOOR OF THE SENATE, FEBRU...
ARY 4,_1958

Our plans for peace must progress jointly
and must be as firm as our plans for defense.
In other words, this must be a joint effort.
We must not spend all our billions of
dollars and make all our plans to fight a war
which may never be fought. But in preparing our Nation and In purchasing the implements, the missiles, the planes, and the
submarines which may be necessary to prevent a war, we should also have some positive,
affirmative plan for peace, to go alongside
our preparedness efforts.

Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. MANSFIELD. I am delighted to
Jield.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. This development
disturbs me very much. The headline,
indicating that the Soviets are taking a
suggestion which was made long ago-and I recall particularly the majority
leader's statement early in the session
about the control of space-and are now
using the same ideas as great propaganda, confuses me very much.
I do not quite understand what was
the attitude of the administration toward
the suggestion by the majority leader.
My attention was distracted a moment
ago, and I did not hear what the Senator
said about what occurred concerning the
sugg:estion made by the majority leader.
Vr. MANSFIELD. That is the $64,000
question. The Secretary of State did
not think it was a bad idea. The minority leader, the Senator from California
[Mr. KNoWLAND]; the Senator from Massachusetts [MI'. SALTONSTALL), and the
Senator from Tennessee [Mr. KEFAUVER],
all gave their approval to it. Mr. Stassen, the President's adviser on disarmament, likewise favored it.
Nothing was done. That is why I am
taking the :fioor this afternoon. I was
shocked to react the article by Mr. Kenworthy, according to which the administration admitted that the Soviet Union
had performed a major propaganda
achievement, had achieved a victory in
the field of propaganda, even though the
Idea had originally been brought forth
by the distinguished majority leader,
even though several months had passed.
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during which the administration could
have made use of the proposal, and even
though the President of the United Nations General Assembly, Sir Leslie
Munro, had advocated the idea and was
waiting for someone to propose it.
Nothing was done until the Soviet
Union took advantage of the idea proposed by the majority leader, and
dropped a bomb, so to speak, in the lap
of the administration. The result is that
the administration says that the Soviet
Union has achieved a great propaganda
victory.
I do not know why the suggestion was
not taken up; why Henry Cabot Lodge,
the United States Ambassador to the
United Nations, did not advance the proposal; why someone in the State Department did ont call it to the President's attention; why, in general, we
were found to be lagging: why, once
again, we are reacting, instead of acting: and why, once again, we have to
admit that the Soviet Union is on the
offensive and is on the job, adding another victory to its lengthy string of
propaganda victories.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I thank the Senator from Montana for the explanation.
It is certainly most discouraging to have
ideas developed by Americans taken advantage of by the Communists. I ~do
not know what the aswer is, unless some
way can be found to alert the State
Department to take the initiative in following up the activity of the Soviets.
Mr. MANSFIELD. So far as the Soviet Union is concerned, I think they do
not mean what they say, because tied to
the proposal is the corollary that before
it would be acceptable to the Soviet
Uni.on, we would have to withdraw from
our air base complex in Europe and in
other areas ringing the Soviet Union.
The Senator from Arkansas knows, as
well as I do, that ever since the creation
of NATO, the one overriding, predominant aim of the Soviet Union has been
to get ~his counjry. with its forces, out
of Europe--not so mul:h our ground
forces in Germany and northern Italy,
but to break up the infrastructw·e of
airfields. The Soviets know that in
that infrastructure lies our only weapon
which can be considered as a really retaliatory one and as a deterrent to aggressive action on their part.
The fact that the Soviet Union has
coupled our withdrawal from Ew·ope
with the Johnson idea, or the Johnson
plan, of a cooperative effort with respect
to outer space indicates· to me the falsity
of their position. They are using an
American idea to develop one of their
own, and at the same time to put us on
the defensive, so that we are once again
made to look as though we are in a weak
and ineffective position before the nations of the world.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I thank the Senator.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. Pr~ident, will the
senator yield? ,
Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield.
Mr. COOPER. I certainly would not
wish to derogate the importance and
broad scope of the proposal made by the
distinguished majority leader several
weeks ago, no1· .j;he importance of the

subject to which the distinguished Senator from Montana has addressed himself. I wish that it were possible that
the questions of security and peace to
which he is speaking could be above
partisanship. I do not believe it is possible, but we can hope that partisanship
will be minimized. I know that would
be the desire of the Senator from
Montana.
Simply to keep the record straight, I
know the Senator from Montana will
agree with me that more tLan a. month
ago the President of the United States
addressed a letter to Mr. Bulganin, in
which he proposed the banning of weapens in outer space.
Mr. MANSFIELD. That is correct.
Mr. COOPER. I believe that was the
first proposal about the peaceful control
of outer space, either by the Soviet
Union or the United States, and it was
made by the President.
Second, I think the Senator from
Montana knows that recent negotiations,
proposals, exchanges of letters have been
conducted in the context of possible
meetings, the asswnption of a possible
summit meeting, in which disarmament,
missiles as well as conventional weapons,
as well as other political questions would
came into discussion.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Would the Senator
repeat the last part of his statement?
Mr. COOPER. The discussions which
have been going forward between the
President and Mr. Bulganin have dealt
with the question of a swnmit meeting,
subjects which might be discussed, ineluding disarmament, and missiles.
Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator is
con-ect.
Mr. COOPER. So the proposal of the
President to Bulganin is in context with
the subjects to be discussed between the
United States and Russia, if a meeting
should be held, and. in advance of the
Ru&.&ian proposal.
Mr. MANSFIELD. There is a relationship, but I point out that as far back
as January 7, the maj01ity leader advocated a meeting of this kind through the
United Natfons.
The proposal was
taken up by both Democrats and Republicans and was advocated, but nothing
was done. There is a relationship, but
all the other activities must be considered, too.
"
Mr. COOPER. As I have said, f am
not derogating the importance of the
situation or the breadth of the majority
leader's proposal. But I thought I
should show the full story, by saying that
several weeks ago the Presrdent of the
U~ted States in a note to Mr. Bulganin,
made the first proposal about outer
space, to bar the use of missiles in outer
space.
Mi·. MANSFIELD. The senator from
entucky is always fair and accurate.
am glad he has straightened out the
record to that extent.
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I commend the Senator from Montana for
bringing this matter to the attention of
the Senate today. I offer, perhaps belatedly, commendation to the distinguished majority leader for having had
the wisdom to make the first suggestion
in this regard.
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I express my complete accord with the
views of the Senator from Kentucky [Mr.
CooPER] that, to the extent it is possible,
these matters should be treated on a.
bipartisan basis. I know there is no
Member of the senate who feels that way
more strongly than does the maj~ty
leader.
I think it is clear from what has been
said today that mistakes have been made
in our foreign policy concerning the handling of the question of outer space.
Perhaps it is not for us to flx the blame;
but ow· responsibility is to look forward
and to see what we, as a body charged
by the Constitution with the duty of advising with the President on matters of
foreign policy, can do to persuade the
President to pursue the matter further.
It is my strong view that the simple fact
that the Soviet Union has won a propaganda victory by taking up a suggestion
first made by the distinguished majority
leader, is no reason for running away
from that suggestion now.
It is still a good idea to have the
United Nations take up the matter of
outer space and determine whether some
kind of binding international agreement
can be worked out. In fact, I think
everything we can do at this time to
strengthen the United Nations and support the President in his efforts to do
that and to see whether, even now, we..
can move ahead with the suggestion
the majority leader has made, and to
make it fully effective, should be done.
I know that those in the White House
and those on the other side of the aisle
in this Chamber will not discourage the
taking of action on that suggestion
merely because it came from the majority leader of the Senate.
I hope that, from now db, we shall
move forward and get something done,
rather than to attempt to assess the
blame for the mistakes of the past.
Again, Mr. President, I wish to comniend my friend, the Senator from Montana [Mr. MANSFIELD], for having the
good judgment to raise this question
no~£:, while something can be done.
Mr. MANSF'l;ELD. Mr. President, the
senator from :Pennsylvania has put his
finger directly on the head of this particular matter. I believe it should be
considered in the United Nations, only,
however, on the basis of its own merits,
and away from any corollary proposal
which would seek to achieve a diplomatic,
strategic, or propaganda objective of the
Soviet Union. I believe the latter is the
second part of the proposal, and I believe
the second part should be ignored. But
I believe consideration should be given
to the first part, namely, to have the
United Nations consider the matter seriously.
Mr. CLARK. Yes; and that was the
poiJ:l.t I made.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I understand.
Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. President, I desire to express full agreement
with the point which has been made by
the junior Senator from Montana LMr.
MANSFIELD], namely, that we have been
left in the lurch.
I also wish to concur fully in the suggesti~n which has been made by the di.o-
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tinguished junior Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. CLARKI, namely, that it is not
too late to act, not even at this late date.
Mr. President, we in this country have
been made to appear in a very false light
before the eyes of the rest of the world.
We cannot exercise indefinitely our
leadership of the free world, so long as
we merely r-eact to Soviet proposals.
Freedom cannot be sustained on the basis
of negative reactions to shrewdly timed
moves by a very aggressive power.
There is no need for us to be caught in
such a position. We have tremendous
advantages on our side, if we shall just
use them:
First, ou1· country is founded upon a
philosophy which has a deep and moving
appeal to all men.
Second, we have a record of good-faith
dealings to promote the independence of
other peoples.
Third, we have the strongest industrial
unit that has ever been built in the entire
history of humanity.
Yet, Mr. President, somehow, in the
eyes of the world, our philosophy is obscured; our record has been perverted;
our strength has been pictu1·ed as a mere
device for imperialism.
Mr. President, it does not take cleverness to advance our position. We do not
need advertising experts or skilled propagandists. We have tried them, and they
have been found wanting.
What we in this country need is confidence in ourselves and confidence in
the willingness of humanity to respond
to honorable proposals, honorably advanced.
Although it Is late-as the distinguished Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr.
CLARK] has said-it is not too late. We
have lost a propaganda battle; but we
have not lost the battle between freedom
and aggression.
We can st!ll go before the United
Nations with a proposa! stripped of all
propaganda tmppings and founded upon
an honest desire to achieve peace
through international cooperation.
The overriding importance of outer
space to the future of the world was
highlighted again just this morning.
The Van~uard satellite that we placed in
orbit is small; but it is the forerunner
of things that are to come-things that
are going to come quickly. Mr. President.
Soon the skies will be filled with satellites which will do much more than
merely go "beep." They will also do
much more than merely collect information.
•
There is a point of no return in the
affairs of mankind. There is a stage at
which actions become irreversible.
Right now, the world is uncertain and
hesitant. We are standing on the
threshhold of mighty achievements, bnt
we are not certain just what those
mighty achievements may be.
In a few years-a distressingly short
few years-the uncertain future will become a present reality. There will be a
vested Interest in the instruments of
d~struction.
Attitudes will have been
hardened. What should be mankind's
greatest cooperative adventure will be,
instead, a savage battle for the control
of the universe.

Mr. President, I am convinced that no
one nation can ever achieve the goal of
controlling outer space. But if two great
nations try to achieve such a goal, the
end result will be destruction on a scale
beyond our wildest nightmares.
Let us foi'get about propaganda battles. Let us forget about slogans and
catchwords. Let us . forget about transitory advantages.
Instead, Mr. President, let us push forward as boldly in peace as we would in
war. Let us trust the good judgment
and the good will of humanity. It is a
force which, if properly tapped, can be
greater than the hydrogen bomb.
I hope this country will go forward
and will offer boldly and without reservation to engage in a joint venture,
through the United Nations, for the exploration of outer space.
We do not know what lies out there.
We do not know what such exploration
will bring.
But, Mr. President, we do know that
men who work together can live together
and can build the kind of world and
the kind of universe in which all of us
want our descendants to live.
MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT
Messages in writing from the President
of the United States submitting nominations were communicated to the Senate
by Mr. Miller, one of his secretaJ•ies.
EXECUTIVE MESSAGES REFERRED
As in executive session,
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
THURMOND in the chair) laid before the
Senate messages from the President of
the United States submitting sundry
nominations, which were referred io the
appropriate committees.
<For nominations this day received, see
the end of Senate proceedings.>
A1D TO INDIA
JENNER. Mr. President. the
Federal Government has recently
decided to allot an additional one-quarter of a billion dollars to India. This
means we have given India an estimated
1'12 billion American dollars since she obtained her independence. Furthermore,
we know that this is not the end.
India says she needs $1 b!llion right
now. Here we are again, asking the same
old questions, which are never answered.
Why should we take this money from
American producers and give it to India?
Why should we not do it? Why should
we do it now?
The Senator who preceded me, the
Senator from Wisconsin lMr. PROXMIRE],
explained the very serious situation that
exists in his State. Similar situations
exist in other States. Are we to ask the
American people at this time to dig down
in their pockets and give another quarter of a billion dollars to India?
We are told we must give India this
sum, or her 5-year plan will collapse and
we are told that in that event India will
then probably fall into the open arms of
the Soviet Union. So we are to buy her
aloofness from Soviet wiles, but we must
Mr.
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never, never, never ask her to declare
herself opposed to the Communist attack
on the freedom of the whole world.
Why should we not give India this
money? There are two reasons: First,
the United States cannot afford it; second, I cannot believe such a grant would
truly be a help to the people of India.
First, we have a national debt of over
$275 billion, and at the rate legislation
is being enacted by this Congress, although only recently we raised the debt
ceiling to $280 billion, we will have to
raise it again before Congress adjourns.
We are spending money that fast.
So, the Federal Government has spent
$275 billion of money it did not have,
over and above what it spent from its
monumental tax collections, and the
windfall from reducing the value of the
dollar to less than 50 cents.
To pay that debt, you and I, Mr. President, and the young people of today, will
have to earn this $275 billion over and
above all our current expenditures for
our families, and all our taxes for defense and other Government expenditures, including war, if that should befall.
This has all been said before, again
and again and again.
The present budget now going through
Congress depends on revenues the estimates of which are likely to prove too
high. Yet it is proposed that we raise
the expenditure side, by stepping up outlays for defense, for roads, for housing,
urban renewal, farm aid, schooling, reclamation, rivers and harbors, unemployment insurance, loans to small business,
loans for foreign trade, and credits to
the CCC to give away American farm
products to foreign governments,
through soft loans.
There are two bills coming up this
week, one providing $3 h billion for the
Commodity Credit Corporation, and the
other to increase the lending authority
of the Export-Import Bank by $2 billion.
Thus, before the week is over the Senate
will have committed $5 1/,z billion.
How clever is the curtain of propaganda over foreign aid, which hides
these grim facts about our economic
crisis from the public gaze.
Now we come to the second point.
Why should we believe the fairy tale
that this outlay will help India? Our
American money will go to bolster the
5-year plan, but what is the 5-year plan
but Socialist economy tyrrany over the
Indian people?
Socialism has never given the people
of any country anything. What have
their socialism and all their 5-year plans
given the people of the Soviet Union?
They have the mightiest war machine
in their history. They have an allpowerful secret police at home to keep
their own people in a state of terror.
But do they have more to eat? More to
wear? Better homes to live in?
Even czarist Russia had a superb system for admitting the sons of poor families to the universities.
Why should the people of the United
States help to maintain the yoke of socialism about the necks of the Indian
people?
The 5-ycar plan is a Communist governing device, which succeeded in Rus-
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APPENDIX
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Masters of Deceit contains brief biographies of the saints of communism-Marx,
Lenin, and Stalin; a brief history of the
p arty In this country, and a clear and concise
analysts or Its true beliefs and alms--and
its t alse claims. It tells why people become
Communists and why some of them break
wit h the conspiracy. It gives the organizational setup ot the party and describes tl;le
day-to-day lUe of Its members, both the
rank a nd file and the leaders.
It spells out the strategy and tactics Com·
munlsts u se to advance their cause and exposes the technique they have developed for
tnfiltratlng and taking over non-Communist
organizations, for appealing to, and winning,
the support of non-Communist elements. It
also describes Communist fronts, how they
are established and operate, and how they
can be recognized. It contains valuable Information on bow Communists work among
minorities.

There Is a section on the Communist underground-the party's clandestine, esplo·
nage, and sabotage activities, and a section
on bow to fight communism. A glossary
contains definitions of the most commonly
used Communist terms. Appendixes give. important dates In the life of Marx, Engels,
Lenin, and Stalin; a Jist of International
Communist organizations and publications,
and the dates of important developments In
Russian communism.
The book Is written In clear, forceful, and
simple language. It not only gives a complete, well-rounded picture ot the Communist Party, but does so Interestingly. Hoover
makes frequent use of case histories and
actual happenings to drive home Important
truths about the Communists and their operations.
Masters of Deceit should be widely read
by the American public. The greater the
circulation It bas, the less chance there will
be that this Nation will remain complacent
and fail to recognize the real nature of the
danger It faces until, as Hoover warns, "it Is
too late."
VFW posts can perform a valuable oommunlty and patriotic service by requesting
public libraries to purchase copies ot this
book, by donating copies to school libraries,
and by writing letters to newspapers which
do not have book-review sections, calling
public attention to the boo~.

Impartial Poll Shows Home Folks Keep
Sharp Watch on Congressman
EXTENSION/ OF

~RKS

OF

ents actually know who their Congressman is. All of us are sure, in our hearts,
we are doing a good job. Many of us
wonder what the folks back home really
think of our performance in public office.
The Indianapolis News, a great Hoosier
dally, is published In the county north of
my district and circulates in many towns
I represent. Not long ago they conducted a poll to see how many citizens of
Marion Cotmty, which is the 11th Congressional District of Indiana, know
their Congressman, my good friend and
colleague CHUCK BROWNSON, The News
also asked what those who were polled
thought of the job he was doing for them
in this, his fourth term in Congress.
It Is significant to me that only 15.2
percent of those polled did not know their
Congressman or the job he Is doing. Of
the balance, 2.2 percent had no opinion
of the quality of BROWNSON's representation.
Of those who knew of their Congressman and felt qualified to comment on the
job he was doing, 83.2 percent said that
BROWNSON is doing an excellent or flOOd
job and only 16.8 percent answered that
he is doing a poor job.
Mr. Speaker, under unanimous consent, I insert the complete article from
the March 3, 1958, Indianapolis (Ind.)
News, which I think will be of more than
passing interest to others of the House,
in the Appendix Of the RECORD:
BROWNSON SUITS MAJORITY IN COUNTY
Congressman CHARLES BROWNSON Is satls•
factory to more than two-thirds of Indianapolis and Marion County citizens, a survey
conducted by the News revealed today.
Of 500 citizens interviewed in all sections
of the city and county by high-school reporters for the News, 60.7 percent said that
BROWNSON Is doing a good job.
Another 8.2 percent were even more
enthusiastic, and said that be is doing an
excellent job.
Only 13.9 percent answered that he Is doing
a poor job. Those who admitted they didn't
know totaled 15.2 percent, and 2.2 percent
said they have no opinion.
The opinion of men and women was al·
most alike, with a few less w<:~men pointing to good work, and few more admitting
they didn't know about BROWNSON's work.
The tabulation, compiled by the News, research department, on the question, "Do you
feel that BROWNSON Is doing an excellent job,
a good job, or a poor job?" follows:
[In percent]
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Mr. BRAY. Mr. Speaker, by the very
nature of their service, Members of Congress are isolated from their home districts, their friends, their old clubs, and
business associates for 6 or 7 months out
of every year. Try as we do to get back
home frequently to renew old acquaintances, serving in Congress does prevent
the full enjoyment of hometown friendships and associations formed before we
ran for public office and were exiled to
Washington.
Most of us wonder, from time to time,
how many people back home still remember us. We cannot help but be curious as to how many of our constitu-

F. xcollent••.•• _--. _. _. ~ . _. --. _. __ --· _
Good_________
. ..·-···--·----------···-·--·--Poor
., ...... _.. ________________ _

61.8
16. 7

1!0. 4
II. 1

N o opiniorL------------------------Don't kuow ____ .. -····------------·-

11. g

17.4

Total._ ••••• ··------··--·-----

100. 0

100.0

s. a

l.a

7. 9
3. 2

One man Interviewed at Southgate said,
"Representative BROWNSON not only Is a
good poll tic! an, he Is a goOd fellow to have
right where he Is."
"I have no Idea what Bao)VNSON Is doing,"
said a woman Interviewed on the Westside.
~~I've never heard of hlm," said a woman
Interviewed at 52d and College.
But a man Interviewed at the Meadows
said, "I know BROWNSON personally and I
think be Is trying his best."
The following table shows the evaluation
of BROWNsoN's work by persons In the various age brackets:

[Tn perC<'nt]

______,_______
36 to 60

35 or
under

~- 9

61 nnd

oldu

9.8
67. 5

Excellent
•••• ,---·--·---Oood..______
_________ _
Poor--- -----_----------No opinion ____________ _
Don'l know ___________ _

62.1
13.4

.7

14.9

18. a

9. 2
f.;i !.1
142
2 I

Total. •••••• _••.•.

100.0

100.0

100. 0

13.7

a. 1

10. (j

Westside and eastside persons gave Brownson practically the same number ot gOOd
words. The enthusiastic vote was a little
less on the north side and much less on tbe
south side.
By area, the tabulation follows:
[In perC<'nt]

Northside

W<'~t-

side

Easts1de

Southside

------1-------Excellent.___________
a
Good.-----·--·-···-Poor· ····-··-·-----·No
opinion ___ .,_____

Don't know_________
Total_. ________

6. 7
62.3
H. 2

.7

26.1

II.
66. I
16. a
I. a

6.0

loo:()'loo.o

8. 6
66.4
10.3
0
H. 7

7 1

8.1
17.1

100.0

-wo:6

48. 5
IU. 2

Sermon by Very Rev. Francis B. Sayre,
Jr., Dean of the Washington Cathedral
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF
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Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD a very
stimulating sermon by Dean Francis B.
Sayre, Jr., delivered at the Washington
Cathedral S1,1nday, March 9, 1958. I also
ask consent to have an article printed in
the Appendix by Mr. Kenneth Dole, a
reporter for the Washington Post, relating to Dean Sayre's magnificent servon. A
Dean Sayre is very knowledgeable
about government. His father rendered
distin.&IDshed service to our Nation as
Assistant Secretary of State under the
late Cordell Hull, and he was formerly
the High Commissioner of the Philippines. His mother was the da.ughtex· of
the late Woodrow Wilson.
Dean Sayre was born in the White
House, and he is known throughout the
world for his interest in and knowledge
of foreign affairs, and he is constantly ~
seeking ways of improving human rela•
tions in all parts of the world.
There being no objection, the sermon
and article were ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:
SERMON PREACHED IN WASHINGTON CATHE•
DRAL BY THE VERY REVEREND FRANCIS B.
SAYRE, JR., DEAN, MARCH 9, 1958
"And God called the firmament heaven."
(Genesis 1:8).
1. God made It, called It heaven, and then
lett us to find out the starry secrets of His
handiwork. Over the verdant Jl.n!tudes of
earth, GOd spread the mystery ot space; and
challenged man's questing mind with the
awesome puzzle of Infinity; and leads him
still a merry bide- and-seek across the end•
less emptiness--until at last It may happen,
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manufacturing industries. It would appear
that the channeling ot additional Government defense contracts to Massachusetts
firms engaged in the manufacture of textiles, apparel, shoes, fabricated metal products, machinery, both electrical and nonelectrical, electrical equipment, electronic
equipment and components and transportation equipment would materially Improve
the entire unemployment situation.
This study and reports are predicated on
the number or unemployed actually receiving unemployment lnsuro.nce as of a given
date. The Counc!l recognizes that there are
others who are unemployed but for whom
no records are ava!lable. It is the opinion
or the councU that any action taken to benefit the unemployed covered in this report
will equally benefit those not covered by
this report.

CONCLUSIONS

Unemployment in the construction field
wlll correct itself as spring weather advances
because of the large amount of work already
under contract in home, industrial, and road
construction. Unemployment in the wholesale and reta!l industries will lessen with the
Easter season and the opening of seasonally
closed businesses.
According to the latest estimates, women
constitute 36.9 percent of the total labor
force in Massachusetts and, benefit payments to women in the week ending February 22, 1958, amounted to 37.1 percent of

all payments. The attached chart shows
the preponderance of women In unemployment in certain industries. In fact, in the
text!le, apparel, and leather group, women
received 65.0 percent; In the hard goods
group, women received 41.6 percent~nd in
the electrical machinery, equipment and
suppl!es group, which covers the electronics
.firms, women recel\·ed 58.4 percent of the
payments.
The counc!l bel!eves that the presence of
such a large percentage of women among the
unemployed is an important factor that
should be considered in planning rel!er for
the present unemployment situation.
The advisory councll bel!eves that one or
the most practical solutions to the present
unemployment situation in Massachusetts
lies in obtaining additional work for the
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Mr. VAN ZANDT. Mr. Speaker, the
American sovereignty campaign conducted by the Veterans of Foreign Wars
of the United States under the leader-
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ship of Director Frank McNamara is
proving helpful in keeping the American
people alerted to the activities or Communists in the United States.
As part of the VFW's American sovereignty campaign, Director McNamara
released on March 1, 1958, the following
bulletin titled "Masters of Deceit," which
is the subject or FBI Director J. Edgar
Hoover's most recent book exposing the
evils of communism.
Since there is no living American in
public life who commands greater respect than J. Edgar Hoover, Director or
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the Federal Bureau of Investigation, his
book, Masters of Deceit, is being widely
acclaimed as the most authoritative work
on communism in the history of the Nation.
The bulletin follows:
MAsTERS OF DECEIT

"The greatest asset the Communists have
at the present time is not the hydrogen
bomb, certainly not Soviet satellites, but
world Ignorance of their tactics, strategy,
and objectives. The biggest need today for
the tree people is an awareness of the menace of co=unlsm and the ablllty to Isolate
the Communist Une so that whoever utters
it may be detected. One speech from the
mouth or an Important American Innocent
can be worth a truckload of New York Dally
Workers in advancing the International
Communist conspiracy. • • •"
The above statement in the July 1957 report or the American Bar Association's committee on Communist tactics, strategy, and
objectives pinpoints the tree world's major
weakness in its efforts to preserve Itself
from conquest by communism.
Actually, there is no excuse for this Ignorance. The co=unlsts here and in
Moscow have openly procla!trled their alms
and the means they will use to achieve
them-but many people just won't take
them seriously.
The American Bar Association's committee
report, under the subtitle " The Clear and
Present Danger." also made the following
warning statement:
"Modern history Is filled with the wrecks
or republics which were destroyed from
within by conspiracies masquerading as political paxtles. The nine justices or the Supreme Tribunal or Germany refused to see
that the Nazis were a conspiracy against
the very existence ot the German Republic.
The Kerensky government of Russia thought
it could tolerate and coexist with the Communist conspirators. The Communists responded to the toleration by disbanding the
Constituent Assembly at bayonet point and
destroying the newborn Republ1c of Russia.
The Republics or Czechoslovakia, Poland,
and China tried valiantly to coexist with the
Communist Party In their midsts, but were
unable to do so."
The delusion that the Communist Party
Is no longer a serious danger to the United
States Ia steadily gaining ground. Many
have been led to believe that It is nothing
but a wreck or Its former self-so they don't
have to worry about It or keep themselves
informed ot its machinations. Some supreme Court Justices, In a recent decision,
have implied that the party Is not even a
conspiracy, but a. legitimate political organization Uke the Republican and Democratlo
Parties. Strong opposition to com'iunlsmnnywhere--15 almost a thing of the past.
J . Edgar Hoover, Director or the FBI, has
warned the United States public 1n testimony, speeches, and articles that the Communists are still a grave danger to the
country and that they have recently come
out of hiding with renewed confidence and
determ.!natlon, both because or their success at invoking legal technicalities and delays and because of growing public complacency.
And now Mr. Hoover has taken another
Important step. He has written a book entitled "Masters of Dec~lt: The S tory or Communism in America and How To Fight It"
which will be published on March 10.
Masters of Deceit is unquestionably the
most authoritative published work on communism in the United States. Becaus~ of
his pos! tlon as Director of the FBI since its
formation, J . Edgar Hoover has had more
complete and accurate information about
the Communist conspiracy and all its operations than any person in the Nation. No
one Is better qualified than he to writ e realIstically on the subject.
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as the seer or the Book of Revelatlott
dreamed that "there was opened the temple
or God that Is In heaven; • • • and there
followed lightnings and voices and thunders,
and an earthquake, and great hall." (Revelation 11: 19.) For who can foresee the
cataclysmic consequence of throwing open
the door or cosmic Immensity to that same
Insatiable race of humans which God first
made In His own Image?
When Columbus set foot upon an unknown continent, he opened up a world that
was new. Brandnew; and the Old World
Isn't through adjusting to It yet. But the
day when the Spanish captain dared to drop
below the horizon, thereby proving that the
earth Is round, Is as nothing to the day on
the threshold of which we now stand: when
man shall for the first time escape his terrestrial prison, and enter the vast dimension of unbounded speed and power where
hitherto only celestial bodies have moved.
Not since the sea thrust up the first prlm!t!ve amphibian to explore the strange region
or the dry land has there been such a
transition as that which just now opens up
to mankind undreamed possibilities.
2. Now I am reminding you of all this
today because there has already started In
the world an extensive discussion o! the
question as to who owns space. Isn't It just
like us to begin already an argument about
that.
No sooner was Africa opened up, and the
Americas, than men rushed to carve out
pieces for themselves. And now that outer
space Is penetrated, there are some who
would love to stake It out, too, dividing Itas the lower regions o! the a.lr are already
divided-Into columns of exclusive sovereignty rising lntln!tely up over each at!on's
territory.
This Is the point precisely where the
mora.! side or things begins to take shape.
For here Is where you run smack up against
what the Bible says: "God made the firmament and called It heaven."
The story In Genesis doesn't pretend to be
a sctentlt!c account of how the world came
Into being but rather It expresses a. profound
truth which men deny at their peril; namely,
that creation Is a. unity through which there
runs a consistent power (call it God or what
you like), which Is far bigger than we are, and
can overrule us at any moment, to our destruction.
The presumption of any nation, whether
ourselves or Russia or any other, to claim
1 hegemony over space is equivalent to Adam's
original disobedience of the Lord of Creatlon when he seized and ate the apple, and
most certainly w!ll lead to the same resultexpulsion from the Garden of Eden, being
condemned to a life of ton and anxiety forever. God knows that It no agreement
about the use or space Is reached, the fate
o! every na t!on w!ll surely be one o! toll, to
build up their astronomical armaments; and
anxiety, lest some fool pull the trigger.
3. Fortunate It Is, however, that astronomy
as well as physics points In the same direction as the moral consideration; tor the
absurdity o! national sovereignty In space Is
made obvious by the !act that the earth Is
sp!nnlng around at -a great rate, whereas
space Is standing still, as It were. "What's
yours Is only what spins with you," as someone said. On top of which Is the fact that
space vehicles travel at such a speed that
they never could take olf or land In one l!ttle
vertical cone o! pr! vate space. They h!fVe to
count on a trajectory that may pass over a
great many points on the globe. At 18,000
miles per hour any artificial boundaries are
meaningless.
So the facts o! nature seem to re!n!orce
the ethical demand that space be controlled
Internationally. This Is what President
Munro of the U. N. General Assembly has
been asking. This Is what many thought!ul
leaders or our own country are urging. Such

cooperation, Indeed, seems to be the only
possible approach to the future (!!, In fact,
there Is to be a future). For, after all, none
o! us, not even the mightiest and best or nations, can presume to take the place of God,
and dominate the universe, as !! It were not
given freely to all by that changeless deity
with whom there Is no variation, neither
shadow o! turnlng. God plays no favorites.
In the opinion o! some, the're appears to
be a good chance for some kind of International agreement at this moment. The opportUJ,)lty resides In the fact that the picture
Is st1ll fiuld. Man has not quite yet planted
his flags upon the moon. No claims have yet
been staked out to this orbit or that. No
present law applies to the ownership or control or any regions beyond those -where the
atmosphere exists. The urgency of the present Instant Is, therefore, that agreement shall
be reached before further advances give substance to national priorities, or custom establishes divisive habits In defanlt of any
common administration. As a matter / of
fact, It Is not unrealistic to hope that those
d!tflcult neighbors o! ours, the Russians,
might welcome a serious move to put the
whole question of outer space In the hands
of the United Nations. For the prospect of
the heavens filled with hundreds of sa.tell!tes,
each one armed with lethal destruction, and
(as must be the case be!ore long) fiy!ng the
fiags of many, If not most, o! the nations of
the earth-this prospect of terrifying anarchy must be as repugnant to the Soviet
Republ!c as to ourselves. There could so
easily come a point where any one of 50 heads
o! state could wipe out the world. When
the power of annihilation Is In many hands,
all are equally unsafe, even mighty Russia..
But the time to provide for safety through
central control is now. Tomorrow may be
too late, !or the simple reason that, once
established, no power Is ever eas!ly given up.
According to whether we plant International
or national controls now wm be the reaping
of the future.
Actually there Is the framework or this
kind o! agreement already establ!shed In the
machinery of the International Geophysical
Year. Russia has been cooperating In that,
without fault, as Mr. Selwyn Lloyd reported
to Parliament the other day. By deepening
and extending this sort of cooperation, an
elfect!ve agency might be set up on a permanent basis, which, under the United Nations
presumably, would be the best guaranty of
order and restraint in the future development of space.
Finally, I might just point to the greatest
hope of all. It Is that !!, In fact, the nations
of the world are driven to, or are w!ll!ng to
come to, agreement In the realm of outer
space, this may be the way to break through
the Insoluble deadlock on disarmament generally. I! we can agree on orbiting sate!lites,
and missile launchers on the moon, and
space platforms, then, working downward,
we can at last a_gree to regulate lesser conventional armaments. I! once we meet at
the top and agree on the ul t!mate technical
operation, then we should be able to meet
all the way down the line on smaller problems and at last take the a.wtul load of
!ear olf the backs of mankind everywhere.
4. I think that In conclusion I need hardly
stress the concern of Christian people wlth
this whole desperate matter. Our concern
Is, o! course, to survive. But far deeper than
the accident of life or death Is our humble
praise of the Lord who made heaven and
earth. The earth is the Lord's, and all the
fullness thel'eof. That man and that nation
which In the Ignorance of pride or the blindness of fear undertakes to desecrate the universe by caU!ng It Its own commits thereby
a sacrilege.
Let sci entlsts b\' warned: It Is not they who
will win the world, for It already Is In the
hand o! the Almighty.
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Let pol!ticlans beware: It Is not for them
to dispose o! God'• creation, for He has already ordained that love shall rule, and we
must either love or die.
"And God called the firmament heaven."
What a blessed name for space. As we take
our first footsteps Into that starry region
that belongs to God, let us be aware first
o! all of His holiness and, standing together
In,... a common brotherhood, worship Hlin
upon the face of the deep.
[From the Washington Phst o! March 10,
1958]
CoNTROL OF SPACE URGED BY SAYRE

(By Kenneth Dole)
The Very Reverend Francis B. Sayre, Jr.,
dean of the washington Cathedral, called
yesterday for Immediate International control of outer space.
Drawing e. picture o! the heavens filled
with hundreds of satell!tes each armed with
lethal destruction, he said such terrifying
anarchy must be as repugnant to Russians
as Americans.
"There could eas!ly come' a point where any
one o! 50 heads o! state could wipe out the
world," he declared In a sermon. Even
mighty Russia. would be unsafe then, he
sa.!d.
The time to provide for safety through International control Is now, he pointed out.
The situation Is st!ll fiu!d. Man has not
quite yet planted his fiags upon the moon.
No claims have yet been staked out to this
orbit or that. Tomorrow may be too late,
for the simple reason that, once establ!shed,
no power Is ever easily given up.
The dean also pointed out that the framework for a. possible space agreement Is found
In the machinery o! the International Geophysical Year.

Awaiting Action
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OP

HON. WILLIAM L. SPRINGER
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 18, 1958

Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Speaker, if Congress wants to do something to help the
economy at this time, there is no m ore
worthwhile way in which it could be done
than by accelerating the construction of
the Interstate Highway System.
The Interstate Highway System will
reach every State in the Nation. It will
have benefits in every community and
should result in a considerable pickup in
employment. This program is no WPA
pick-and-shovel proposition but is a program which we have been almost 12 years
in working out. 'i']le legislation formulating this program was debated on the
fl.oor of the House for 3 days. It is a program in every way in the best interests of
our country.
I am informed by those who know that
this is a program that could be expanded
in a very short time and it will have an
immediate impact on the economy.
In the past few days I have read many
editorials countrywide extolling the Interstate System and what should be done
to get it going on an even better scale
than it is at the present time. One of
those editorials happens to come from my
own newspaper. Mr. Speaker, I append
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"(c) Its self-llquidating characteristics.
herewith one editorial from the Cham"5. The rapidly increasing population denpaign (ill.) News Gazette of March 2,
sity
our country points to rapidly Increas1958, praising the program and pointing ing of
land needs creating even more serious
out the necessity of getting the program problems
Incident to right-of-way acquisiunderway immediately:
tion and costs. The sooner the highways are
AWAITING ACTION
If dongress wants to bolster the national
economy, It has a ready made opportunity In
the Interstate highway program.
In 1956, the Congress promised a NationWide network of superhighways In 13 years.
But the financing provided by Congress Is
proving to be lnsufllclent to do the job. Un·
less Congress makes more money available,
it will take 22 years.
Plans are prepared. Industry Is geared up,
ready to go. Men are In need of jobs. Only
congressional action Is needed to set In
motion the greatest road building any nation
has ever seen, reaching Into every State.
In Chmnpalgn County, alone, It bas been
estimated that 1,500 men can be employed If
the State obtains the Federal funds to
award the contracts It has programed here
this year. These woUld be men actually
working "on the site" and do not Include the
countless others who would be required to
supply materials and otherwise keep the job
moving. It bas been estimated that each
highway dollar spent locally creates $4 of
local business.
Since it first learned of the threatened
"stretcbout" of the interstate highway program, the News-Gazette bas been urging that
Congress act to keep It on the original
schedule.
Maj. Gen. Louis W. Prentiss, retired Army
officer who now Is executive vice president of
the American Road Builders Association. recently outlined the case to the Senate Sub·
committee on Roads. We asked him for his
outline and present It here, with the renewed
editorial assertion that It adds up to an
urgent need for congressional action.
On behalf of the Nation's roadbuilding
industry, Gen. Prentiss told the Senators:
"1. Highways built between 1960 and 1970
Will cost Jess than those built a!ter that
date. A review of the most recent price Index for Federal-aid highway construction
shows that, since World War II, highway
prices have Increased nearly 43 percent or
about 4 percent a year.
"2. We pay !or our highways whether we
build them or not. A completed system of
interstate highways will pay annual dividends In the form of reduced vehicle operatIng costs, accident prevention, reduction In
accident fatalities and casualties. These annual dividends have been estimated to be:
"The saving of 4,000 human lives.
"Five hundred million dollars !or motorists In reduced operating costs.
"Seven hundred and tl!ty mllllon dollars
tor truckers In reduced operating costs.
"Seven hundred and fifty mllllon dollars
in reduced accident costs.
"A total annual savings or $2 billion.
"3. A completed system of Interstate highways wut result In:
"(a) Increased revenue from highway user
type taxes due to stimulation of highway
driving. The sooner we 9\llld the highways,
the taster we will collect user taxes to help
pay for them.
"(b) Increased land values nnd stimulation to business and Industry-a boost to
the general economy.
"(c) An uncomputable, but highly Important. contribution to national defense.
"4. The highway construction program
makes a tremendous contribution to the
country's general economy because of:
"(a) Its widespread geographic Impact.
"(b) Its widespread Industrial ll)'lpact
demanding, as It does, support !rom many of
tl1e basic Industries of our country; particularly those which are heavy employers o!
labor.

bullt, the cheaper wm be the big Item of
land cost and the less delay wUl there be
Involved in Its acquisition.
"6. A long range firmly financed highway
construction program wU! permit:
·
"(a) Sound planning by all agencies.
"(b) Etficlent support by all segments of
industry.
" (c) Avoidance of costly peaks and valleys
In demands for material and labor.
"(d) Adequate financing by States, counties, and municipalities In matching fund
requirements.
"7. Industry Is ready, willing, and able to
support a vastly stepped up program. In
fact, I! Congress Is so disposed to provide the
funds, we !eel that the highway construction
Industry is fully capable o! carrying out a
highway program which would complete the
full Interstate Highway System In the origInally designated 13-year period."

Opposition in Reduction to Strength of
Army National Guard
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OJ'

HON. LEVERETT SALTONSTALL
OF MASSACHUSE'M'S

IN THE SENATE OP THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, March 18, 1958

Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent to have printed
in tile Appendix of the RECORD a resolution adopted by the national executive
committee of the Centennial Legion of
Historic Military Commands of the
Thirteen Original States which voices
the opposition of this historic organization to any cut in the strength of our
Army National Guard.
There being no objection, the resolution was ordered to be printed in the
REcORD, as follows:
RESOLUTION, CENTENNIAL LEGION AND OUR
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Army National Guard Is programed for reorganization In accordance with the latest
pentamic concepts; these actions are recognized as necessary and vital to the main•
tenance of a virtUe and el!ective Army National Guard; and
Whereas Information had recently been
released that the Department o! Defense
and Army plan to reduce the Army National Guard of the United States by a total
of 40,000 from the present strength of 400,·
000 and this will result In a cut of the National Guard of many units and such a reduction In units would result In the Inactivation or many historic National Guard
going-concern units which are fully organized, requlpped and ready for Instant
moblllzatlon; and
Whereas such reductions would have a
serious adverse el!ect on national and State
defense and upon all eastern coast National
Guard commanda; and
Whereas these cutbacks seriously afl'ect the
power of the Nation to fight a limited or
brush-tire war, and all recent reports on
the status of our national defense urge the
necessity o! maintaining Army and air
strength for this purpose; and
Whereas these cutbacks·..may be forced by
budgetary pressure and our defense should
be based upon what Is reasonably needed
and should not be made to fit within a prescribed budget figure; and
Whereas this Nation, having only 15 active
Army divisions, certainly needs under today's conditions, all 27 combat divisions and
other personnel In the'Army National Guard
of the United States, Including all National
Guard infantry divisions, armored divisions,
and also the Air National Guard, as vital
parts of our first line reserve forces, actually
In being and ready to back up the active
Army and Air Force In case of emergency:
Now, therefore, be It
Resolved. "by the executive committee of
the Centennial Legion of Historic Military
Commands, Inc., of the Thirteen Original
States, meeting on the 1st d.ay of March,
1958, in New Yorlc Ctty, N. Y. That this his-

toric military command urges Congress to
authorize no further cuts In the strength of
the Army National Guard and to appropriate
funds to support the strength of 400,000 now
fixed; and further urges Congress to authorize no reduction or Inactivation of units
In the troop basis of the Army National
Guard or Air National Guard, particularly
In the eastern part of the United States.
Submitted: March 3, 1958.

GUARD
ALBERT E. HEIIJlMANN,
(Resolution adopted by the national execuColonel, OGP, National Direct01",
tive committee ot the Centennial Legion of
Centennial Legion of Histone MiitHistoric Military Commands ot. the Thlr·
tary Commands, National Legisla·
teen Original States, Jst day o! March
tive Chairman.
1958, In New York City, N.Y., opposing the
Approved:
plan ot the Department o! Defense and
Capt. AuGusTus J. MIGELL,
the Army to reduce the strength and
National Commander, Centennial
troop basis of the National Guard of the
Legion
of Historic Military ComUnited States
mands.
Whereas each State and Territory maintains well-organized, equipped, and trained
military forces known as the Army National
Guard of the States and Territories concerned; and
Ground Troops Are Needed To Balance
Whereas these forces of the Natlonnl
Our Defense.
Guard of our Nation are and have been kept
In a high state or readiness for moblllzatlon
and some units are on a year round alert
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
status In the air defense of the continental
OF
United States; and
Whereas these mllltary forces have been
organized, equipped, supplied, trained and
OF SOUTH CAROLINA
housed by the Federal Government and at
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
considerable expense to both Federal and
State governments; and
Tuesday, March 18, 1958
Whereas periodically, these forces have
Mr. RILEY. Mr. Speaker, a number
been converted, redesignated and reorgan•
!zed at the direction or the Federnl Gov• of my colleagues and I have for someernment to conform to the changing re- time felt that an adequate ground force,
quirements of modern war; currently, the such as the Army and Marines, should

HON. JOHN J. RILEY
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STATEMENT BY THE DEMOCRATIC
POLICY COMMITTEE ON AcriONS
TO ASSURE A HEALTHY ECONOMIC
RECOVERY
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. President, the Democratic policy committee
met today and approved the following
statement:
The President has stated that his adminIstration Is ready to take any action that
would lead to a healthy economic recovery
In this country. He also said that he will
send his plans to the Congress as soon as
they are ready.
This Is welcomP news to the American
people, including 5,200,000 unemployed men
and women whose need for help Is acute.
His plans, of course, when they reach us,
will be expeditiously considered In the same
nonpartisan spirit with whic..t Congress has
been acting already.
The steps which have been taken in the
Senate thus far have been virtually
unanimous.

I interpolate as my own statement
that the same situation is true in the
House of Representatives. I am informed that the housing bill was passed
unanimously by the House and has been
sent to the White House today, and that
the resolutions accelerating civil works
and military construction were also
adopted unanimously.
Both Democrats and Republicans suffer
when times are bard and both Democrats
and Republicans In the Senate have approved the measures which we hope will
bring some relief.
The housing bill was approved by a vote
of 86 to 0. The two resol u tlons urging acceleration of public works were approved
by votes of 93 to 1 and 76 to 1. The Senate
Public Works Committee has approved by
unanimous vote the substance of an accelerated highway program, with the only division referring to an Issue that does not directly affect its job-producing potentialities.
We confidently expect that other measures
wlll receive the same nonpartisan treatment.
We think that the President Is correct when
he opposes panic. We also believe that members of both parties In the Senate who have
voted with such a high degree of unanimity
are equally determined to prevent panicespecially panic of the type that came in
1929.

EXTENSION OF AGRICULTURAL
TRADE DEVELOPMENT AND ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1954
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill <S. 3420) to extend and amend
the Agricultural Trade Development and
Assistance Act of 1954.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President I
was reading from the hearings on ihe
Policies and Operations Under Public
Law 480, in the 1st session of the 85th
Congress, and for the information of my
colleagues who may be interested I was
reading from page 338, from th~ testimony of Mr. Ralph Friedman, chairman
of the board, Standard Milling Co., New
York,N. Y.
Mr. Friedman states:
If I may speak and put out some thoughts
of my own. I don't want to pontificate
about this but I want to come to the point.
It seems to me that the United States Is undertaking really enormous and often confilcting responsibility. And one of the areas of
our problem is to dispose in as orderly a
fashion as we can without violating the
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norms of procedure of other nations this
growing surplus which constantly replenishes
itself.
If the United States were to institute a
policy o! dumping which would provide many
headaches, that would transcend the question of just what balance-sheet profit or
revenue you might have, or the Agriculture
Department will have on the total operation
of price supports here and for commodity
storage.

What Mr. Friedman is saying is that
the dumping procedure is a matter of
high significance to our foreign policy
and transcends any profit statement.
Then Mr. Friedman proceeds to say:
I think that the barter program which as
I say I started out by having great skepticism about, I think has been effective. I
think It continues to be an orderly procedure for moving commodities in very sizable
quantities.
I would say one further thing, that is
that as far as our company is concerned, we
would be glad to make available the amount
of earnings out of barter. They are very
modest by any standard-a very m<XIest percentage of the total Involvement of the risk.
I will tell you, also, one thing on behalf
of the so-called free interest ride. This is
a form of payment for service. I don't want
to confuse the issue. This is where you
make some money. It has merit from the
standpoint of the United States Government,
It seems to me. That is that it puts a pressure on the exporter to get moving and to
do something. And to really do the job.
We have that pressure. While I !Ike to
think we have a very efficient organization there are a lot of things that can happen.
That is the sum and substance of what
I want to say.

Then his testimony is concluded by
the statement:
We are going to have the Department of
Agriculture here on this barter program.

Mr. MANSFIELD.
the Senator yield?

Mr. President, will

~he

Senator
says, barter is as old as commerce. Gen~rally speaking, I believe Public Law 480
has done a remarkably good and thorough job. I should like to ask the Senator some questions relative to the
amendment under discussion. First,
can the Senator state how much lead
has been brought into this country under
the Public Law 480 program?
Mr. HUMPHREY. One hundred and
thirty thousand short tons.
M'r. HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. MANSFIELD. A short ton weighs
~.ooo pounds. How much zinc has been
!lnported?
Mr. HUMPHREY. Two hundred and
fifty-four thousand tons. That is actually delivered.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Two hundred ~nd
fifty-four thousand tons?
Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. MANSFIELD. How much manganese?
Mr. HUMPHREY. Manganese ore,
battery grade--there are several different grades, as the Senato1· knows.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Yes.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Manganese metal,
none delivered. Managanese, electrolytic, 2,000 long tons. Then there is the
battery grade.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Yes; the black.
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Mr. HUMPHREY. The figure for that
is lo,QOO long tons.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Ten thousand long
~?

Mr·

HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Mr. MANSFIELD. How much tung
sten has been brought into this country
under the program?
Mr. HUMPHREY. No tungsten.
~r. MANSFIELD. No tungsten?
Mr. HUMPHREY. No.
Mr. MANSFIELD. How much copper?
Mr. HUMPHREY. There is ,none in
~he supplemental stockpile, but there
1s some in the strategic stockpile. I do
not believe any has been brought in.
No, the figures I have indicate none has
been imported under this program.
Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator knows
that the 5 metals I have mentioned are
very important in the economy of the
State of Montana.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes, indeed.
l6.r. MANSFIELD. As is, of course, the
d..LSposal of surplus wheat.
Mr. HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator realizes that, insofar as manganese is concerned, we produce about 10 percent
of the total needs of our country, and
that of that 10 percent 90 percent is
produced in the Butte-Philipsburg district in the State of Montana.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I believe the figures
for tungsten indicate about the same sit~ation that applies to manganese. Ten
percent of our national needs have been
produced in this country, with a goodly
portion of that being produced in the
State of Montana. At the present time
our tungsten mines and mills are shut
down.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes.
..Mr: MANSFIELD. Our manganese
l'inines and manganese plants in the
'Butte area will very likely be shut down
sometime in May unless the Government takes action along the lines urged
in the bill introduced by the distinguished senior Senator from Montana
[Mr. MURRAY] and myself on Monday
of this week. So far as lead and zinc
are concerned, we have these metals
running out of ow- ears, at a very depressed price.
Mr. HUMPHREY. The Senator is referring to lead and zinc?
Mr. MANSFIELD. Yes; lead and zin .
Mr. HUMPHREY. I am happy the
Senator has referred to this subject.
Mr. MANSFIELD. We have been trying to get seme relief from the Tariff
Commission since last September. I do
not know why a decision has not been
announced. We have communicated
with the White House but have received
no encouragement. We have received
promises, which are about as vague in
their meaning as they can be. Meanwhile, lead and zinc mines are closing
down. Many of them are filling up with
water, and the timbers are caving in.
It will be a di:lficul t task to get the mines
open again.
Approximately 275,000 tons of copper are in surplus at present. It ii
my understanding that these metals-!
understand copper is not among them,
but the other four are-

I
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·HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Were being obtained under barter, and were brought
in to be kept for the stockpile. But
with the decline of the barter agreement, the metals have continued to come
in, and they have come in such quan"'
titles that the price has been depressed.
Mr. HUMPHREY. They came in under what might be called the free market operations, which depressed domestic
prices
r. MANSFIELD. Nothing was paid
the nature of a tariff.
r. HUMPHREY. No tariff was paid.
The Senator is coiTect. We have some
Information about that. Last July, Mr.
Shannon, Under Secretary of the Interior, testified before the Committee
on Agriculture and Forestry. He said:
Stmllarly. the market effect or the Government's withdrawal from barter In any
commodity Is probably dependent upon such
circumstances as the manner or the withdrAwal, the quantity or the materlai thP
Gbvernment had been taking and the general condition or the market.
In the case or lend and zinc. the fact~
ere that the entry or the CCC Into barter
In the middle or 1956 was not accompanied
by a United States price Increase. However,
suspension or the barter program at the end
or Aprll was followed a !ew days Inter by
a price decll1\e which has brought zinc !rom
13L 2 cents to 10 cents and lead from 16 cents
to 14 cents. Since the middle .or 1956. the
CCC has negotiated for e72 million In Zinc
and e40 million In lend. For purposes o!
comparison. It may be pointed out that the
zinc contracts were. equivalent to about half
the value or doml!6tlc zinc smelted In 19:>6
and about 35 percent or the value or domestic lead smelted and refined.
The metal trade &eems to have concluded
that the Immediate cause of the decline In
price following the suspension or barter v.-as
the su~penslon.
The Wall Street Journal Of June 5 summarized the situation In these terms:
'"Demand !or zinc In the United States
has been sharply reduced !or the past several months by the three major users: The
steel galvanlztn~ Industry, which u cs the
metal ns a protective coating on Alee! products: die casters who supply the automobile
Industry; and the bra&a mtll which manuf acturers brass and other copper-zinc alloys.
"The break In zinc's price, Industry men
lilly, stems from the lack o! any Immediate
prospects of Important Government help,
either from the new revised barter deal progr;~m or the Agriculture Department, or as
from Administration's new long-range mineral-aid program.
•·Barter. which Involves the exchange or
United States Government-owned surplus
agrlcuitural products !or foreign zinc and
lead, had been the major price prop for
both metals since the Ia tter hal! or 1956
and up to April 30. 1957, when such transactions were suspended. Last week, the Agrlcult tre Department resumed barter deals,
but Industry men say they are so wrapped
with restrictive conditions, It Ia almost Impossible to arrange transactions. The ncqul.altlon or foreign zinc and lead had resulted In removing substantial surpluses or
the metals from world market previously."
If barter l&·to be resumed on nny substantial scale for metals and minerals over the
long run, the Department teela that first priority should be given to procurement to meet
mobilization objectives.

stated the surplus was removed from the
world mar!{et.
Mr. HUMPHREY. That is correct.
"Mr. MANSFIELD. But the stockBing of it here increased the surplus
l
the domestic market. I would not
be able to prove it, but I feel certain
the Senator from Minnesota has information at his disposal to show that
very likely Public Law 480 surpluses may
have entered into relations, miningwise, with other countries, for example,
Mexico, and Peru, and that the United
States received zinc in return for surplus commodities. Is that correct?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I am not sure how
much bartering we have done with those
countries, but some arrangements were
made with Peru under Public Law 480.
I do not know about Mexico.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I selected those
two countries because they, together
w1th Canada, constitute from their
point of view, the major exporters, of
lead and zinc to the United States.
Does the Senator from Minnesota have
any idea of the present size of the
stockpiles of lead, zinc, tungsten, and
manganese in the United States?
Mr. HUMPHREY. The information
may be available. but I only know how
much of the metals are in the supplemental stockpile, obtained w1der the
prQ~ons of Public Law 480.
r. MANSFIELD. Is that the Public
aw 480 stockpile?
1' HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Do the figure
ontain the strategic materials which
are stockpiled with other materials?
Mr. HUMPHREY. No; there is one
division which is called strategic and
critical; the other is called supplemental. I shall try to obtain the exact
figures for the Senator.
Mr. MANSFIELD. For the 4 months
overed. has the Senator any idea of the
•izes of the strategic stockpiles of lead,
'Jnc, tungsten, and manganese, and
also copper?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I wlll get the Information for the Senator this afternoon if it is possible. It may be in the
hearings. In the meantime, there are
staff members v.ith us who can ascertain the information. What the Senator wants is the total amount in both the
supplemental and the strategic stockpiles-both piles.
Mr. MANSFIELD. The amounts of
ihe five metals. If there are any others,
I shall be pleased to have that information. too, because it will be interesting
1·eading.
(
M1·. HUMPHREY. I am Informed
that part of the information desired by
the Senator from Montana, relating to
the strategic stockpile, is classified Information.
The bill before the Senate Is a little
different from Public Law 480, because
It provides for the blending of domestic
ores with foreign ores In the processed
material which the Department of Agriculture would acquire under barter ar-

r~Illents.
evidence speaks for Itself.
r. MANSFIELD. I noticed In the
Mr.
MANSFIELD. That
raises
course of the testimony which the Senanother question. The senior Senator
tor from Minnesota quoted that it was from Montana LMr. MuRRAYJ and I and
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our two colleagues in the House, Representative METCALF and Representative
ANDERSON, on last Monday introduced
bills to beneficiate manganese, so that
the low-grade ore which is on hand at
the manganese plant in Butte, Mont.,
can be improved in grade and thereby
become of some value, something which
it does not h ave at present. About 6
million units of such are is stockpiled
there.
The Senator from Minnesota now says
that in the extension of Public Law 480
foreign ores will be brought in for the
purpose of beneficiation of low-grade
ores in this country. Where will that
leave us, when we seek to do the same
thing with our domestic ores which are
lying idle? Unemployment is increasing
in Butte. At the present time it is 63
percent higher than it was last January,
and is increasing.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I have been very
sympathetic with the Senator in his
problem. It is not a problem which affects Montana only. A grave problem
of unemployment exists in the iron ore
producing section of Minnesota.
MJ.·. MANSFIELD. That is true.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Under the present law, Public Law 480, barter could
be designed to bring In foreign ores, but
not ores to be blended with domestic
or~

l\1r. MANSFIELD.

That Is correct.
Mr. HUMPHREY. It seems to me it
wold be desirable for the Senator from
Montana to have the producers of his
State use domestic ores, rather than the
!oreign ores which are coming in, to
take over the market.
Mr. MANSFIELD. As I understand,
the metals which come from overseas
under Public Law 480 go into the stockpile.
Mr. HUMPHREY. That is correct;
and under the provisions to which the
Senator from Minnesota is addressing
himself, not only will the foreign ores
which are processed go into the stockpile, but some of the domestic ores will
also. So it has a tendency to do two
things: first. to firm up world prices,
which affect domestic prices; second, to
util!ze some of the domestic ores.
By specifically permitting domestic
processing of ores, by m eans of this
barter arrangement we have an opportunity to utilize low-grade domestic ores
which are not being utilized at the present time. At best they are being stockpiled occa~ionally, but most of the time
they simply are not being used.
As I have said. at one time the Department of Agriculture permitted the
domestic processing of foreign ores. But
it does not permit that any longer-not
under present arrangements.
Since the processors always are purchasing high-grade ores for their own
inventories, such Importation of highgrade ores as could be done under a
Public Law 480 barter agreement would
not change the inventory arrangements;
it would simply permit the use of some
of the domestic ores for the stockpiling.
Mr. MANSFIELD. But who would
urchase the Imported ores for fabricatiOn purposes?
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Mr. HlThiPHREY. Does the Senator
from Montana mean the low-grade ores?
rr. MANSFIELD. No, I mean the
n ganese and tungsten ores regardless
of grade.
Mr. HlThiPHREY. They would be
purchased by the same people who have
been pw·chasing them right along.
Two kinds of purchases are involved,
private and public. One category is
made up of purchases by the Department of Agriculture, under barter arrangements, In the case of materials
which go into the strategic stockpile or
remain an asset of the Commodity Credit
Corporation, not of the private manufacturer or purchaser.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Do brokers enter
transactions of this kind?
Mr. HlThiPHREY. Yes. What generally happens is that a firm begins the
transaction, and frequently a broker is
involved.
Mr. MANSFIELD. So they can manipulate a little here or a little there;
and that would affect the domestic price;
would it not?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I suppose that
could be done. But the record shows
quite clearly that in the case of lead and
zinc, when bartering was done for lead
and zinc, there were better prices.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Better prices for
lead and zinc?
·
Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes. When there
was no barter, there were lower prices.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Yes; because the
materials kept coming into the United
States and iCing into the open market,
1·ather than into the stockpile.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes. That is why
I say that in the case of manganese or
ferromanganese ores or other metals involved in this case, the same arrangements can apply. When they are bartered for, that firms up the domestic
price. When they are not bartered for,
there is a lower world price, which hurts
the domestic market.
I have received telegrams from persons
who are involved in this matter. They
are concerned from the point of view of
making money or losing money, rather
than merely making an argument.
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Minesota yield to me?
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
LAuscHE in the chair). Does the Senator from Minnesota yield to the Senator
from Vermont?
Mr. HlThiPHREY. I yield.
Mr. AIKEN. Is it not true that some
of the materials which formerly came
and were put into the stockpile, have
en removed from the strategic list and
cannot now be bartered for?
Mr. HUMPHREY. But they can be;
that is why we amended the 1956 act.
Mr. AIKEN. But has not there been
a termination of bartering arrangements
for certain materials which were formerly used for stockpiling?
Mr. HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Mr. AIKEN. And would not the Sen•
ator's proposal in this bill make it possible for such materials to continue to be
bartered for and brought into the United
States, even if they were not stockpiled?
Is it not true that they are to be held
by the Commodity Credit Corporation, 1f

a stockpile will not take them? Is it
not also true that Government agencies
which wish to use such materials are
required to purchase them from the Commodity Credit Corporation's stockpile, to
the exclusion of purchasing them in the
normal channels of trade in this country?
Mr. HUMPHREY. '!hat is exactly the
case under the existing provisions of law.
In the case of overseas transactions and
offshore procurement, the provisions of
the bill are exactly the same as those of
the original Public Law 480.
Mr. AIKEN. No; under Public Law
480 they are not permitted to barter for
them and bring them into the country,
unless they are needed for stockpile purposes.
Mr HUMPHREY. But once they get
them in-Mr. AIKEN. Once they come into the
country, they depress the market.
Mr. HUMPHREY. No, because they
are sealed off in the strategic stockpile
and in the supplementary stockpile.
Mr. MANSFIELD. When they are in
the stockpile, they do not depress the
market.
Mr. HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Once the barter
rrangement for the stockpile comes
into being, the materials are not thrown
onto the open market.
Mr. HUMP~. That is correct.
Mr. MANSFIELD. But in the case of
lead and zinc, when they were not being
purchased by the Government for stockpile purposes, the prices in the market
were depressed.
MF. HO'MPHREY. That is correct.
Certain amounts of lead, zinc, and manganese will be sold, and certain amounts
will be needed. When the Government
steps in, through barter arrangements,
to acquire some of the production and
to put it into the stockpile, that has a
tendency to firm up the prices across the
market. When the Government no
longer purchases such materials, for
stockpile purposes, and no longer purchases them for the Government's
needs, that has a tendency to leave the
production in the market and to depress the prices. The matter is just that
simple.
I have received a copy of a telegram which was sent to one of our
colleagues by the Pittsburgh Metallurgical Co. I notice that several Senators
received copies of it. The telegram
reads as follows:
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would substantially help the unemployment situation, not only for Pittsburgh
Metallurgical Co., but for the ferroalloy Industry as a whole. Also, other Industries
who furnish raw materials and equipment
would benefit greatly from Increased employment.
We understand the Agriculture Department Is opposing the bill (S. 3240), and,
therefore, respectfully appeal to you !or support on this bill, which has been reported
by Senator ELLENDER. I am sure It would
be most helpful I! you would call Senator
ELLENDER on this matter, upon receipt of
this telegram.

s. c.

The telegram is signed by Charles F.
Colbert, Jr., chairman of the board and
president of the Pittsburgh Metallurgical Co., of Niagara Falls, N. Y. That
company is a domestic processor. I notice that one of the company's plants is
in Calvert City, Ky.
.
Mr. AIKEN. What kind of metals
does it use?
Mr. HUMPHREY. Ferroalloys-ferromanganese, for instance.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr. President, will the Senator from Minnesota
yield to me?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield.
Mr. CASE of SJuth Dakota. First, let
me say that, on general principles, I favor the barter provisions of the bill.
However, I believe that in bartering
there should be provided safeguards
which· will insure that we shall not be
transferring the depression which agricultural-commodity prices suffer by
reason of a large stockpile or surplus,
over to the minerals field. We will not
gain anything simply by converting the
agricultural commodities surplus into a
surplus of minerals, and then have the
mining industry depressed thereby.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Let me say most
respectfully that I am fully cognizant of
this matter. I have checked on it with
the Department of Agriculture. I have
had members of my office staff look into
it. The one point upon which everyone
seems to agree-everyone except some
Members of the Senate who disagree,
because of some kind of confusion-is
that the measure we have advocated will
strengthen the metals market.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Let me
point out the language of the bill which
I believe modifies what the Senator from
Minnesota has said.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Very well.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I thoroughly agree with the idea that if an
agricultural commodity which deteriorates after a certain period of storage
can be converted into a mineral which
can be stored for a long time at less cost
and with little or no deterioration, that
is a good trade, and is in our interest,
and presumablY is in the interest of the
peoples or countries which have a surplus of minerals and a shortage of food.
But the language which I believe
causes the difficulty is to be found on
page 4, in lines 10 to 13. That language
is the latter part of the sentence which
begins in line 8.
The sentence beginning in line 8
reads as follows:

We urgently need your support on the
bill, S . 3240, which, It enacted Into law,
and !erroal!oys Included, as In the past,

Materials so acquired by the Commodity
Credit Corporation shall be considered as assets o! the Corporation and other agencies o!

The Sen ate Agricultural Committee has
reported a bill ( S. 3420) which Includes
amendments to the "Barter Act" of a direct! ve nature, to request the restoration of
the program o! exchanging surplus perishable agricultural commodities for durable
materials which are required In our economy, such as ferrochrome and ferromanganese alloys, which can be stored cheaply
and do not deteriorate. The program Is o!
utmost Importance to the !erroal!oy Industry because at present we are operating less
than 60 percent capacity, resulting In serious unemployment, and Indications are that
additional cutbacks will be required. We
have metallurgical plants at Calvert City,
Ky.; Niagara Falls, N. Y.; and Charleston,

(
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the Government, in purchasing such materials, shall purchase. such materials from
Commodity Credit Corporation Inventories
to the extent available In fulfU!ment o! their
requirements.

Mr. HUMPHREY. That refers to the
Defense Department, the AEC, the Office
of Defense Mobilization, and to the General Services Administration and to the
other agencies responsible for stockpiling. This same language is contained
in the present act. In other words,
other departments of the Government
require metals for stockpiling purposes;
and this language means that the metals
shall be purchased by such other agencies of the Government, rather than to
leave the matter entirely to the Department of Agriculture.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I see
nothing in the language which would
limit it to stockpiling.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Let me say that I
have just been reaffirmed by counsel that
the same language is contained in the
existing law.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I realize
that. and I think that is one of the reasons why a part of the mining industry
of the United States today is depressed.
I believe that when a stockpile or reserve
of minerals is created and when governmental agencies are permitted to obtain
their requirements from the mina~·als in
the stockpile, regardless of the domestic
supply situation, the result is to say to
those agencies, "You are to obtain the
Government's requirements from the
stockpile before you pw·chase them from
the normal production." I have always
believed that a reserve stockpile should
have a padlock, and should be opened
and used only in times of emergency.
Mr. HUMPHREY. That is the case
now. The Senator .from South Dakota
ought to know that, and he does know it.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. The Senator from south Dakota knows the regular stockpile of Government does have
restrictions on it. The Senator from
South Dakota knows further that if the
agencies of Government which have current requirements are permitted to go to
that stockpile and take materials from
it, rather than-Mr. HUMPHREY. If I may Interrupt
the Senator, I point out that Publtc Law
590 of the 79th Congress, section 104 (b),
requires that materials so acquired shall
- be released from the supplemental stockpile only under the provisions of section
3 of the Strategic and Critical Stockpile
Act. It literally requires an act of Congress to change it.
Mr. AIKEN. That is subject to change.
Mr. HUMPHREY. If we are going to
deny a representative form of government the right to change the Jaw, I suppose there will always be a danger of
such material being released.
I am
saying to the Senator the purpose of the
language has been underscored in the
present practice. What is the present
practice? When the commodity Credit
Corporation acquires lead, zinc, fluorspar, or whatever the material may be,
which it does not want to hold itself,
there is in effect a directive that other
agencies of Government shall take off
the hands of the Commodity Credit Cor-

poration some of the material which
would go into the stockpile of strategic
and critical materials. We amended the
Agricultural Act of 1956 so that strategic
and critical matetials would go into the
strategic and critical stockpile, and other
materials would go into the supplemental
stockpile.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. In our
experience with wool, when we had a
supply of wool, we found the stockpile
of wool was constantly operating as a
threat to the then current wool market.
The wool stockpile was liquidated during the latter part of last year. I think
wool is now on the open market.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. But there
was always an area of doubt and a difference of opinion between the producers
of wool and those administering the wool
stockpile in the Department of Agriculture with respect to how much should be
released to the market at any one time.
Wool is midway, so to speak, between
wheat and hard metals. Wool can be
strn:ed for a period of time, certainly
longer than some of the grains can.
Still, replenishment of the wool or the
revolving of the material in the stockpile is one of the things which had to be
kept in mind with regard to the problem of storage over a long period of
time. That area of dl9ference of opinion has always been a dl;;turbing thing
to some of the wool producers.
I should like to see a provision written
into the law that in administering the
stockpile or stocks acquired by the Commodity Credit Corporation through barter provision, those materials would not
be released, the padlock would not be
unlocked, the stockpile would not be
opened up in normal times, unless there
was a short supply.
I think the idea behind having a strategic stockpile is to enable the country
to have a supply of such material in
times of emergency and in times of
shortage.
Mr. HUMPHREY. What is before us
goes beyond strategic materials. The
RECORD should be clear we are talking
about not only strategic materials, but
we are talking about strategic, critical,
and other materials.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Perhaps
the point is even stronger when we consider the nonstrategic materials.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I think such a
point could be made. I say, with equal
candor, we have no right to depress
American agriculture.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. We certainly do not want to depress American
agriculture, but we do not want to transfer a depressing of agricultw·e to a depressing of minerals.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Of course not. If
there was half the concern over the preservation of subsidies and holding up the
market for corn and wheat as there was
over being able to lock up materials in
stockpiles. agricultw·al prices would be
better. I have not heard a speech in
weeks about the dumping of corn by the
Commodity Credit Corporation, but if a
little lead or zinc Is dumped, supposedly
that is bad. I think it is If it is supposed
to be in the stockpile. I say to the Sena-
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tor, insofar as strategic and critical
materials in the strategic stockpile are
concerned, it takes a'n Act of Congress
to release them. Here is the law, and
the language reads-Mr. CASE of South Dakota. We are
dealing with the bill which is before us,
and I should like to have the Senator's
interpretation as a part of the Jegislative history of the bill.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Since the Senator
from Minnesota has the fioor and is
yielding, let me say that Public Law 590,
of the 79th Congress, provided that no
material constituting a part of the
stockpiles may be disposed of without
the express approval of Congress, except
where the revised determination is by
reason of obsolescence of such material
in time of war.
The law has been amended by what
we call the National Stockpiling Act and
by the Supplemental Stockpile Act, and
the law locks up the material. Whatever goes into the stockpiles is locked up.
I see no danger of the stockpile act
weakening the market. At this time the
Commodity Credit Corporation has materials to the tune of $55 million more
than was invested in them. That is
much better than what happened with
respect to cotton, corn, wheat, and a
few other commodities.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I could
not agree more with any proposition
than that stated in the last sentence of
the Senator. It is much better to have
$55 million more of storable, nonperishable minerals, or metals, or whatever
they may be, than to liave perishable
agricultural commodities of that value.
What I want to do is see that, the language is made as airtight as possible, in
ordet· to protect the natural, normal
producers' market from being injured
by the acquisition of similar goods and
their distribution or placement upon the
market, except in times of deficit or
national emergency.
I should like to ask the Senator a
question, because I think his opinion as
to the interpretation of the pending bill
will be important in the administration
of the law or in any court interpretation of it.
Does the language which reads:
"other agencies of the Government, in
pw·chasing such materials, shall purchase such materials from Commodity
Credit Corporation inventories to the
extent available in fulfillment of their
requirements" require purchasers of
stockpile materials or the Government
agencies that have need for such materials, but which do not administer the
stockpile, to buy the materials from the
Commodity Credit Corporation, rather
than buy them in the open market?
Mr. HUMPHREY. My answer is as
follows: Since the provision is identical
with the provision which is presently in
law, the arrangements which now prevail relating to the purchase of commodities by other agencies of Government would continue.
What are those arrangements? Presently, strategic and critical materials
and materials eligible for the stockpiles
go into the stockpiles.

hlaAJAJ.'.PniL{o/j ~-M
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Mr. MANSFIELD. I note that the
amendment offered by the Senator on
page 3, line 8, inserts the words "strategic and other" before the word "matel·ials.''
.Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Would the Senator consider further amending his
amendment by having it read, "scarce
strategic and other materials"?
Mr. HUMPHREY. If a material is
strategic, it is scarce. It reads: "Of
which the United States does not domestically produce its requirements."
Mr. MANSFIELD. But we do not
produce our needs in manganese and
tungsten. We produce only 10 percent.
Both metals have been coming !.n under
the barter program. If "scarce" could
be placed in the amendment, I think it
would be of benefit to the mining industry.
The Senator from Minnesota, who
comes from a mining State, knows that
the iron and taconite holdings in Minnesota are, generally speaking, in a very
depressed condition. I use the word
"depressed" advisedly. There is not a
recession in the mining industry; it is a
depression.
Mr. HOLLAND. May I make an a ternative suggestion? I think the point
could be made in either 1 of 2 ways:
By changing the word "materials,"
which is the first word in line 8, to
"strategic materials," which is the language in the present law.
Mr. HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Mr. HOLLAND. Or, if the Senator
wishes, by limiting the agencies of the
Government to which this sentence refers to those charged with the duty of
accumulating stockpiles, eitner approach
would bring about the objective.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I think the best
procedure would be to restore the words
"strategic materials so acquired by the
Commodity Credit Corporation." Thus
the stockpiles about which Senators are
deeply concerned, both the supplemental
and the national stockpiles, would be
protected.
Mr. HOLLAND. That would leave the
law as it is, with two very real exceptions. BotH of them, I believe, were in
the minds of the Senator from Minnesota and other Senators. One is that
a much stronger mandate is placed upon
the Secretary of Agriculture to use the
barter power than heretofore. The second is the provision that both the domestic and foreign stocks may be used
in blending ore, such as was discussed
before on the ft.oor, under the n..ew wording put in the bill.
Mr. HUMPHREY. That is correct.
It sets a ceiling or a goal upon bartering.
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield.
Mr. AIKEN. Would not the Senator
be willing to place in his proposed
amendment the provision in the present
law which safeguards dollar sales?
Mr. HUMPHREY. No.
Mr. AIKEN. It virtually directs the
Secretary to barter up to $500 million.
Mr. HUMPHREY. That has been the
whole argument with the Department of

Agriculture. If we put back what they
have been resting their case on to stop
bartering, then our proposal bas been
but exercise. Frankly, I am not that
hungry for exercise.
I am of the opinion that we have done
what needs to be done. I appreciate the
thoughtful di~cussion which has been
contributed by Senators on this matter.
It seems to me that with the amendments which have been proposed and
the clarifications which have been made,
for which I owe much to the Senator
from Florida, we have an acceptable
measur~.
It does exactly what we have
sought to do-to get the Department of
Agriculture to look upon bartering not
as a runaway dumping device or as a
means not to be used, but rather as
another of the instruments or tools to
be used in the orderly disposal of the
sale and use of agricultural commodities.
I modify my amendment along the
lines suggested by the Senator from
Florida. On page 4, line 8, before the
word "materials," I insert "strategic,"
which brings the language into conformity with the established Ptl-ttern of
the Department of Agriculture used up
until May 28 in the acquisition of and
the disposal of strategic materials.
That pattern, I may say to my friends
from the mining areas, was helpful so
long as it was being exercised to stabilize the market and the price structure
of our minerals, both in the United
States and abroad.
I think we have all the protections we
need, in light of the fact that both the
supplemental and strategic national
stockpiles are available for the strategic
and other materials acquired. Once
they are in those stockpiles, then they
are to be taken out only in case of deterioration, war, or by act of Congress.
Mr. CARROLL. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield.
Mr. CARROLL. I commend the junior
Senator from Minnesota for a very clear
exposition of a difficult question. One
could almost use Colorado as exhibit A.
In the plains area are great numbers of
wheat farmers. They will have surpluses. In the mountain areas are the
lead and zinc. There a depression exists;
mines are closing and unemployment is
growing.
As nearly as we can balance off the
surpluses, we can use the bargaining program which the Senator has tried to reactivate. It was once a good program.
I d9 not know why it was abandoned,
except on the theory that the cash sales
were desired.
The Senator from Minnesota has made
a notable contribution to the public understanding of this matter. He is suggesting one of the ways by wnich we can
reduce the storage costs and the great
surpluses.
I hope the Senator, in the interpretation of his amendment, will give protecQ.QQ to the mining industry.
Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator from
Colorado is absolutely correct. When
the stockpile program was inaugurated
by the United States Government lead
and zinc began to come into the co~ntry
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and compete in the open market. From
that time onward, prices were depressed,
not because of the competition that followed, but because of a lack of buying
from the stockpile.
. HUMPHREY. It was because of
the lack of absorption, and of commodities coming in without being added to the
stockpile.
Mr. CARROLL. That is precisely the
point. In 1954 the Tariff Commission
was given this problem to study and solve.
They made recommendations to the
President of the United States, which
hung fire for a period of time, until this
barter program was reactivated or was
-put into action by the Department of
Agriculture.
The junior Senator from Minnesota
has made a great contribution by explaining the working of the whole program.
I wish to ask one more question for the
RECORD: By means of the amendments,
will the bill leave the barter program
where it was before?
Mr. HUMPHREY. No. By means of
these amendmen~s. the bill will leave
the procedure for stockpiling as it was
before, and will leave as it was before
the procedure for the ascertainment of
whether a deal would be worth while and
whether it would bring in substance of
value. But these amendments would remove from existing law the language
which permits the Secretary of Agriculture to withhold bartering, on the basis
of a belief by him that it would interfere
with dollar sales. In other words, these
amendments would give a limited directive; they ,would say that, so far as practicable, the Secretary of Agriculture
would be directed to engage in bartering,
within the limitations which have been
written ~nto the bill and into the amendments which have been accepted-those
which the Senator from Florida [Mr.
HoLLAND] suggested in the course of his
participation in the debate both yesterday and today.
Mr. CARROLL. I did not quite finish
my question. I observe that on page 577
of the hearings, the representatives of
the Department of Agriculture reported
that the Department has in certain stockpiles approximately $310 million worth
of certain commodities, for instance.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. CARROLL. Some of those commodities or materials, valued at $135 million, were transferred to the national
stockpile; and certain of them, valued at
approximately $175 million, were transferred to the supplemental stockpile.
Mr. HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Mr. CARROLL. I wish to be certain
that, under existing law, those critical
and strategic materials in the stockpile
cannot be sold in the open market. Is
that correct?
Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes; it is correct.
Mr. CARROLL. In the case of this
proposal, the amendment ls the same as
the law existing today, is it?
Mr HUMPHREY. Absolutely-Mr. CARROLL. Except in the case of
extending and expanding the barter program?
Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes.
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ready referred it will mean that all materials, both strategic and otherwise, will
again be contained in the new law.
Mr. HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Mr. HOLLAND. What I have objected
to is the provision concerning the acquiring by purchase of all other materials-both strategic and nonstrategic materials-from the Commodity Credit Corporation. That provision will then read
as follows:
Materials so acquired by the Commodity
Credit Corporation shall be considered as
assets o! the Corporation and other agencies of the Government, In purchasing such
matel'lals shall purchase such materials from
the Commodity Credit Corporation Inventories to the extent available In fulfillment
of their requirements.

That will mean that all materials acquired in pursuance of a barter arrangement by the Commodity Credit Corporation will be held to be sufficient assets
of the Corporation to the point where
they are available for purchase by Government agencies that may require
them.
MI·.HUMPHREY. Yes.
MI·. HOLLAND. And these Government agencies are required to purchase
them from the Commodity Credit Corporation?
Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes.
MI·. HOLLAND. I come back to the
· point I discussed earlier. It would be
detrimental to industries that are in
trouble, or industries that may be in
trouble, because we would be providing
a preferred supply source to agencies
of the Government. I gave yesterday
the case of the Navy with reference to
tung oil. It will make available supplies
at Jess than cost and the sale price of
the same commodity produced by our
domestic people. Of course. there are
many more illustrations like that, which
will occur to the Senator.
It is in that respect that I think that,
in order to make good the conections we
were talking about yesterday, it is completely necessary to restore the sentence
which I have already read in my discussions at least 2 or 3 times, to where it
will apply only to strategic materials.
MI·. HUMPHREY. May I ask the
Senator-Mr. HOLLAND. Provided it applies
only to strategic materials, I shall be in
a position to support the Senator's
amendment and the bill. I believe such
correction will meet the two objections.!
,·~•ced yesterday.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, may
I ask a question of the Senator?
Mr. HOLLAND. Certainly.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Is it the Senator's
understanding that the term "other materials," and the goods which would be
acquired under that language, would be
eligible for the supplemental stockpile?
Mr. HOLLAND. Yes; but not, as I
understood the purpose of the Senator
from Minnesota, eligible for sale to other
agencies of the Government in such a
way as to bypass a domestic industry
that produces the same materials.
Mr. HUMPHREY. It is my understanding-and I may be misinformed, or
I may be misunderstanding the Senator's
objection-that lines 8 to 13, inclusive,
are primarily directed at the Office of

Defense Mobilization or the General
Services Administration, that are in
charge of the stockpiling operations, to
make these purchases. That is what
that language essentially means. It
means that materials so acquired shall
be considered as assets of the Corporation, and that the other agencies of the
Government, such as GSA and the Office of Defense Mobilization, shall be required to purchase those materials for
their stockpiles.
Mr. HOLLAND. This does not relate
to stockpiles at all. It says that materials so acquired shall be considered
as assets of the Corporation, just like
surplus corn or surplus wheat, and that
other agencies of the Government, which
is a very general term, in purchasing
such materials, shall purchase-and the
provision is mandatory, because it says
"shall purchase"-Mr. HUMPHREY. I believe the Senator is right.
Mr. HOLLAND. It provides that they
shall purchase such materials from
Commodity Credit Corporation inventories to the extent available in fulfillment of their requirements.
U the Senator restores the sentence
to where the language applies only to
the purchase of strategic materials, as
It Is in the present law, I shall be in
a position to support the bill.
Mr. CARROLL. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield.
Mr. CARROLL. Before the Senator
makes that concession I should like to
call his attention to the fact that we
will be affecting strategic materials
which wiJ: include lead and zinc. If
lead and zinc are free for the commercial market and come in duty free, we
a.re going to be in the same position we
were in 1954. I was under the impression that all the commodities bartered
for either go into the national stockpile
or into the supplemental stockpile.
Mr. HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Mr. CARROLL. So I urge the Senator from Minnesota not to be hastily
drawn into an agreement that might release strategic materials.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I am not being
drawn into anything.
Mr. CARROLL. I have a vital interest in lend and zinc. If we are going to
exclude one category, I believe we had
better look to see what is in the strategic
stockpile so far as critical and strategic
minerals are concerned.
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President. will
the Senator yield further?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield.
Mr. HOLLAND. I am not trying to
persuade the Senator to do anything.
I am calling his attention to the fact
that he has met one of the objections
I made yesterday, but he has not met the
other one. U he leaves the language so
that nonstrategic materials will be in
the hands of the Commodity Credit
Corporation, In such a way that they are
available to every other Government
agency that may need them, and the
Government agency is required to deal
with them prior to its ability to deal
with the general trade, I shall object to
such a provision, because I believe it
would harm some industries in our coun-
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try. I do not want the act to be subjected to the carrying of a cross which
I do not believe it can successfully carry.
Mr. HUMPHREY. As the Senator
heard me say earlier, I was attempting
to find language which would be properly
restrictive, so as not to permit the vast
importation of goods which would adversely affect or injure American producers, manufacturers, or processors. I
felt that we had in the bill language
which made that possible when we restored section 206, or rather left it intact, or removed section 6 from the bill,
because, speaking now to the Senator
from Colorado, we provide that so far as
acquisition of any materials, strategic
and otherwise, is concerned, they are
eligible for the Nation's national or supplemental ftockpile.
But what the Senator from Florida
refers to is the warning to the different
agencies of the Government that there is
a stockpile a'l:ency which acquires materials. In other words, suppose the Departrr.ent of D~fense, the Department of
Commerce, or some other department,
desires to obtain goods which were acquired under the barter program. It is to
this that the Senator from Florida is
referring.
Mr. HOLLAND. That is correct.
Mr. HUMPHREY. There is the protection, in that sense, of denying to the
agencies of Government the opportunity
of purchasing from the Department of
Agriculture the other materials which
the Department of Agriculture may obtain.
Mr. CATIROLL. This Is of vital importance to the mining industry. I was
under the Impression that once the materials entered the stockpile, no Government agency could purchase from the
stockpile. That would be to the great
detriment of the domestic economy.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Exactly. That is
still protected. This is over and above
the items which would go into either the
strategic or the supplemental stockpile.
Mr. HOLLAND. The Senator from
Colorado has gone exactly to the point
to which I have been addressing myself,
namely, that materials in general, not
strategic materials specifically, but materials in general, which could be acquired under the mandated program,
would be not only held in the stock of
goods available for sale by the Commodity Credit Corporation to Government
agencies, but It would be required that
other Government agencies which needed
those goods should buy them, in the first
instance. from the Commodity Credit
Corporation, if they could be obtained
there. That means that supplying
groups, whether of an industrial, a mining, or an a gricultural nature in this
country, would be directly affected under
the distribution programs.
I think thls problem can be straightened out. I think the other amendments
proposed by the Senator from Minnesota
indicate that he is moving in the direction I had suggested. I hope he will
move all the way. It is with that in view
that I am bringing this point to his attention.
MI·. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield.
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n a tional Harvester Co., a number of
grea t exporting companies and great
domestic producers. At its conference
of last fall, the National Foreign Trade
Council went on record in support of an
expanded program of barter for strat egic and other materials which are in
short supply in the United States-in
ot her words, such materials of which the
United States does not have a sufficient
supply.
So we find that some of the greatest
industries of the Nation have been calling upon the Department of Agriculture
and, through it, upon the Government, to
expand the barter program for strategic
and other materials of which a sufficient
supply does not exist in the United
States. That is exactly what is covered
by section 303 of the pending bill.
Mr. President, I have checked further
in order to reassure both myself and my
colleagues. I have checked with the Department of Agriculture and with the
D epartment of the Interior. I find, for
example, that before any metal or mineral is bartered for, the Government of
the United -states checks with American
industry, American labor, and the American market to make sure that whatever
may be bartered for will not have an injurious effect upon the American market
but, instead, will have a helpful effect.
For example, let me point out that I
have been assured that the ferrochrome
industry, which has huge processing
plants throughout the Nation, was producing at about 45 percent of capacity
before the barter program went into
effect approximately 2 Y2 years ago. In
other words, unemployment existed and
the facilities of the industry were not
being properly used. However, after the
barter program went into effect, and
after ferrochrome metals were made
available to the processing plants, the
results were 95 percent employment and
95 percent production. Today the barter
program has been cut off, and today the
ferrochrome industry is operating at 40
percent of capacity and unemployment
a gain exists in that industry. The same
was true as to lead, and the same was
true as to zinc.
The other day I heard reference made
to fluorspar. It was stated that under
this program it might be possible to
bring into the United States fluorspar
which would have an injurious effect
upon the American fluorspar industry.
However, I find that the only material
for which our country has bartered is
what is called the acid type of fluorspara type which the United States does not
produce, but which is needed by the
United States.
So, Mr. President, I am attempting to
say to my colleagues that everything that
is done under the barter provision is done
upon the advice of the most capable experts in the Government.
Finally, the Government of the United
States reports to the Senat~ that on
barter arrangements we have made
money. We have bought materials for
our stockpile, thereby being able to give
stability to the American metal and
mineral market. I regret our friends
from Western States are not present to
hear these statements. We have pur-
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chased those materials, in all instances,
at competitive prices, where we have been
able to get strategic materials for our
Government at world market prices at a
saving to the taxpayers of the United
States.
This is not my word, Mr. President;
it is the word of the Department of Agriculture, which is responsible for the
barter program. It is the word of the
Office of Defense Mobilization and of the
General Services Administration. In
other words, we have saved money on the
barter program, in terms of cost of materials we have acquired. We have saved
money on the barter program in terms
of storage savings on agricultural commodities that have been sold under
barter. We have improved American industry under the barter program. We
have given employment under the barter
program. We have been able to liquidate
some of our agricultural stocks under the
barter program, fo1· good and sound
reasons.
I checked out every line of the language
of this amendment insofar as the words
relate to both the critical stockpile and
the supplemental stockpile. The language in the bill has the same effect as in
the previous law, Public Law 480. What
really is required, and it is the difference
between what we now have before us and
what the law is at present, is the emphasis which the Congress places on the
Department of Agriculture to barter
when it is in the public interest, to barter
where we can make savings, and to barter
for supplies that do not deteriorate.
It has been stated that we have too
many industrial diaJ:!londs. I want to
make the record clear that every machine tool industry using high-grade
steels requires industrial diamonds. Mining operations require industrial diamonds. While for a period of time, we
have had more industrial diamonds than
the American market can absorb, industrial diamonds are absolutely necessary
to an industrial society.
We produce 5 percent of our platinum
needs. The Soviet Union produces 85
percent of the world's platinum. We
have to scrounge around the world's
market to get our share of the other
10 percent, where, if we have been able
to get it, we have either been paying
exorbitant prices on the world market
or we have been able to barter to fill
our platinum stocks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
HOBLITZELL in the chair). The time Of
the Senator from Minnesota has expired.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield myself the
remainder of the time allotted to me.
I see present the Senator from Montana [Mr. MANSFIELD]. I want him to
know I have doublechecked again this
morning with those responsible for the
barter program, insofar as metals and
minerals are concerned. The analysis of
the information I have received shows
that under the barter program the
American minerals and metals market
has been strengthened. Under the barter program all of the minerals and
metals are sealed off, and it takes a joint
resolution of Congress to take anything
out of the supplemental stockpile. It
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takes an act of war to make it possible
for the President to take those materials out of the strategic stockpile or is
required that Congress be. notified, and
nothing can be done for 6 months, during which time Congress can approve or
disapprove such action.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Does that apply to
¢ll.e,.supplemental stockpile as well?
~Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator from
innesota has stated that our supply of
atinum is short; but we are not short
manganese, tungsten, lead, or zinc.
What is the status with reference to
those metals? Will there be any bartering as to them?
Mr. HUMPHREY. Not if we have
what we need. What we do is seek the
advice of the industry. We seek the
advice of the industrial group, as well
as the workers. We seek the advice of
those who do the processing. We seek
the advice of the General Services Administration and the agency having
jurisdiction. Unless the acquisition of
the metal is to the advantage of the
national security or is to the advantage
of our own industry, it is not bartered
for. If it is obtained, it is locked up,
and thereby bolsters our market.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Am I to understand that if the Senator's proposal is
adopted, insofar a:;; the stockpiling of
lead, zinc, manganese, and tungs~n are
concerned there will be no additions,
even in the supplemental stockpile?
Mr. HUMPHREY. There may be.additions, but only if they are sealed off,
only if they in no way depress the American market, and only if they have a
tendency to augment or improve the
American market. I get that information from the responsible officials of the
Department of Agriculture who are responsible for the barter program.
Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator has
also contacted the responsible officials in
the Department of the Interior, has he
not?
Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes; and they
have.testified.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Has the Senator
c.Q!!iacted any persons in the industry?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I have only telegrams from industry, which I read yesterday. I have not confined my time to
members of the industry.
Mr. President, I wish to conclude.
Yesterday I heard it said that the barter
program might disrupt our foreign policy.
I submit that there is no evidence to lead
to that conclusion. I checked with the
German desk in the State Department
with the assistant in charge of German
economic affairs. He denies flatly that
there has beeriany request from the German Federal Ministry of Agriculture to
the State Department, as· was indicated
on the floor yesterday. All incoming and
outgoing communications between the
State Department and the German
Ministry would have to go over t:t;lis State
Department desk and be cleared by it.
There have been no outgoing communications from the state Department to
Germany on this matter, either as of
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yesterday or today. The State Department informs he that if any such communications have been exchanged, it has
been outside the State Departrnenl'The office of the agricultural attache
at the German Embassy in Washington,
Herr Schlange-Schoeningen, informed
my office this morning that there have
been no inquiries initiated or communicated to or from the Embassy either to
the State Department or to the Agriculture Department on this issue. Surprise
was expressed that information about
yesterday's grain market in Berlin was
available for use yesterday in the Senate.
Actually, the Berlin grain market is a
limited and special situation, anyway,
and the Hamburg market is the important one in Germany. If any communications took place between the German
Federal Ministry of Agriculture in Bonn
and the American Government, the German Embassy here does not yet know
about it, anq the only remaining possibility would seem to be direct coll\municatiOifS between the German MiniStry and
the United States agriculture attache
in Bonn, and through him to the Agriculture Department. Yet as far as can
be determined there is no record of such
communication in the files of the Foreign
Agriculture Service, to which the attache
reports.
I say this because I do not want to disrupt our foreign policy. 1; checked the
matter this morning with the State Depai•tment, the Department of Agriculture, and the German Ambassador. I
can say for the RECORD there is no information of record in the files of our
Government that the German market on
grains has been in any way upset because
of what we are contemplating.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator from Minnesota has
expired.
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, I yield
myself such time as I may need.
I think we had better take last things
first. In reference to the State Department getting any communication from
Germany respecting the amendment and
the possible effect on grains, I have a
copy of a communication to the State
Department which is listed as-unclassified, and which was received by the Department on the 18th of March, reading:
There Is a rumor in the German grain
trade that I! German Government wUI certify that feed-grain imports are Jn addition
to usual commercial Imports there is a program ln United States whereby feed grains
can be purchased-

A note on this paper says the program
referred to is the barter provision of the
billwhereby feed grains can be purchased, from
now through September 30, 1958, at 4 to 10
percent less than normal export price. I!
above possible, the trade is of opinion some
quantlUcs of barley and grain sorghum could
be moved under replacement procedure.
Federal Mluistry of Agriculture has had
several calls and are asking us tor confirmation of such a. program and also if there ls
an official form upon which to certify, "In
addition to usual commercial imports."
.-/ What criteria used for determining "In addition to usual commercial imports"?

That is a cablegram from our Embassy
in Berlin.
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Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
'
Mr. AIKEN. I do not have too much
time, but I yield.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I only wish to say
that the cablegram may be from our
Embassy, but to whom I do not know.
Mr. AIKEN. That is correct. Thecablegram carne from the Embassy in
Berlin.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Within an hour
before I carne to the Senate today-or
perhaps 2 hours-at slightly after 11
o'clock, I talked with the State Department, and the State Department informed me that the German desk, over
which all materials would have to move,
denies flatly that there has been any request from the German Federal Ministry
of Agriculture to the State Department
regarding this matter.
Mr. AIKEN. I think it is very evident
that the request was made of c.1r Embassy in Berlin, rather than the German
Embassy in Washington.
Mr. President, I should like to reply to
one other point which has been made
this morning, and that is the point with
regard to lead, zinc, and strategic materials which might be bartered for under
the proposed change in the law.
The lead and zinc which have been
brought in up to this time have been put
in either the strategic stockpile or the
supplemental stockpile. Lead, zinc, and
other minerals brought in if the bill
shall be enacted will have to be held by
the Commodity Credit Corporation itself,
unless those in charge of the stockpiles
will accept such rninei'hls, which they
probably would not do at the present
time. Therefore, the cost and the expense would have to be borne by the
Commodity Credit Corporation and be
charged up to our farm programs.
Mr. President, although the perfecting
amendment of the Senator from Minnesota to section 5, which has been approved this morning, improves the language somewhat, it does not remove the
major objection to section 5 of the bill,
which the amendment I have offered
would strike out.
Section 5 of the bill would, first, direct
the Secretary to barter up to $500 million worth of agricultural commodities a
year even if such transactions would not
conserve the assets of CCC and the Federal Government, but would dissipate
them.
Second, direct the Secretary to barter even though the so-called barter
transactions would merely replace cash
sales for dollars and would have a tendency to drive down the price which
CCC would receive for its remaining sales
for cash, and
Third, require the Federal G·overnrnent
to pay storage on unspecified materials
to be imported if the imported materials
have storage cost and deterioration riEks
lower than agricultural commodities
owned by the CCC even though such
materials could not be used in the foreseeable future.
In other words, the Commodity Credit
Corporation might trade its assets for
materials, strategic and otherwise, which
would be imported into this country, but
unless there were a ready disposal either

to the stockpile or to others the CCC
might have to carry the commodities for
an indefinite period of time.
I do not want it to be understood that
I am opposing barter, if through barter
we can do business which is absolutely
in addition to the amount of business
we are doing for dollars. However, section 5 of the bill is still entirely too
broad. It throws the gates wide open.
It would make it possible to undercut our
own foreign trade and reJ.uce prices, as
I have indicated, and also to disrupt the
trade of other countries.
I do not believe Germany would object to the barter provisions. I think
Germany might make a dollar through
them, by buying for less than the world
market price. But I believe that other
countries such as Canada, Australia,
Argentina, and possibly France would
object to this meth~ of price cutting.
The situation got so bad last fall that
the Canadian top officials requested a
conference with the top officials of the
United States, and as a result of the
conference the two countries entered
into an agreement. We signed an understanding with the Canadian officials
to the effect that we would stop cutting
the market out from under them, with
particular reference to wheat, barley,
rye, and such commodities the prices pf
which they felt were being undercut
through barter transactions.
Mention has been made of the possibility of bartering for platinum under
the proposal. Certainly we can barter
for platinum under the proposal. We
can barter for platinum under the law
which we now have. I understand that
our Government is willing to barter for
platinum, but the other folks do not
want to trade us platinum that way.
Platinum is in such demand throughout
the world that it is not necessary for
them to barter with us on platinum.
I would not want to depress world
market prices or even prices for our own
people at horne. It seems incredible
that the acquisition of large amounts of
materials such as we would get in return
for bartering on a large scale would not
depress our markets here at horne.
Section 5 is opposed not only by the
Department of Agriculture, but also by
the Department of State and by the Department of Commerce.
The present law is adequate to permit
bartering for materials which we need,
but it does not require bartering
for materials which we already have in
adequate supply, or which we could have
in adequate supply. It certainly is
no encouragement to our own mineral producers in the United States when
we give authority to an a gency of Government to swap surplus farm commodities for surplus minerals and materials
from other countries. The effect would
be to take surpluses off t):le hands of
other countries, which would encourage
g1·eater production, thereby discouraging
production of certain materials in the
United States.
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield for a questio1;1?
M1·. AIKEN. I yield.
Mr. PASTORE. Do I correctly understand tne Senator to mean that coun-
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tries which have strategic materials we
need would prefer to sell them to US'for
hard cash, but the only attraction presented is that those countries will get
wheat and other agricultural commodities below the world market price, which
is the only inducement to sell to us the
strategic materials?
Mr. AIKEN. The effect of section 5,
which I am trying to have stricken from
the bill, would be to require the Department to barter for those materials
whether we needed the materials or not,
and stockpile them perhaps for the next
30 or 40 years. The list of materials
which will be accepted for the supplemental stockpile and the strategic
stockpile has been restricted to a very
few at the present time. I think originally there were 58 materials which
would be accepted, but most of them
have been eliminabed.
Mr. PASTORE. Is the attraction essentially one to get rid of surplus
agricultural commodities, or is the attraction one to bring to this country
materials we need?
Mr. AIKEN. Well, if it were restricted
only to materials we needed, that is covered in the present law.
'
Mr. PASTORE. What is the purpose?
Mr. AIKEN. The proposal would require the Department to barter for
things we do not need, provided the Department could make a trade of sw·plus farm commodities for them.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield so that I may ask a
question?
Mr. AIKEN. I yield.
Mr. LAUSCHE. The present law authorizes the Commodity Credit Corporation to barter for,strategic materials,
does it not?
Mr. AIKEN. The Senator is correct.
Mr. LAUSCHE. By "strategic materials" we mean those which are in
scarcity in our country, de we not?
Mr. AIKEN. We mean those materials which can be accepted either in
the strategic stockpile or the supplemental stockpile.
Mr. LAUSCHE. The language which
the Senator from Vermont seeks to
strike is language which would expand
the power of the Commodity Credit Corporation and direct it not only to barter
for strategic materials, but to barter for
other materials which we might need.
Mr. AIKEN. It directs the Secretary
to barter whether we need them or not.
It directs him to barter for materials of
which the United States does not produce enough for its own needs. The criterion to be used would be whether we
import such materials in some quantity
at the present time. Any materials
which are imported at the present timeand I would include lead, zinc, pulpwood. paper, and such things as thatcould be bartered for.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Am I correct in understanding that, unless the language
which the'Senator from Vermont seeks
to strike is stricken, thE\ Commodity Credit Corporation will be obliged to barter,
not only for strategic materials, but all
other materials, provided it tlnds barter
to be practicable?
No.45-3

Mr. AIKEN.

It will be directed to
barter for such materials if those materials lire not produced in sufficient
quantity in the United States. There
are many commodities with respect to
which we would like to encourage domestic production, which materials
would come in this category..merely because we are not now able to meet foreign competition in cost. This proposal
would reduce the possibility of reopening some of our mines or expanding some
of our present mining operations.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Is it true that under the present law these objects are
achievable at the discretion of the Commodity Credit Corporation, through the
advice which it receives from the various departmental heads; but that under the language which the Senator
from Minnesota has offered, barter
would become practically mandatory?
Mr. AIKEN. The Senator from Ohio
has correctly explained the situation.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
M~IKEN. I yield.
'Mr. MANSFIELD. Following up the
l(luestion raised by the distinguished
enator from Ohio, am I to understand
that at the present time it is possible
for the Secretary of Agriculture to
barter surplus agricultural products for
lead, zinc, manganese, and tungste!l.?
Mr. AIKEN. I do not think it would
be possible unless they were needed for
the supplementary or strategic stockpiles. According to my interpretation
this proposal would direct the Secretary
to barter whether they were needed or
not. But if they could not be transferred to the stockpile, or sold to other
agencies of the Government, they would
have to be held by the Commodity Credit
Corporation itself.
Mr. MANSFIELD. But under the
proposed system it would be possible
for the Secretary, in exchange for sur-.
plus agricultural products, to obtain
those four minerals on a barter basis.
Mr. AIKEN. Yes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator from Vermont has
expired.
Mr. AIKEN. I yield myself 2 minutes
on the bill.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President,
will the distinguished Senator yield?
Mr. AIKEN. I yield.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Does the Senator
say that under this language the Secretary of Agriculture would be forced to
sign contracts which he might think
were not in the best interests o! the
economy of the United States? As I
understand, he is directed to look at
any proposed arrangement, but he is
not directed to close a deal.
Mr. AIKEN. The part of the present
law which requires conserving the assets
of the Commodity Credit Corporation
and the Government would be striken
out by section 5, and the Secretary
would not be required to conserve the
assets of the Commodity Credit Corporation.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Under the amendment of the distinguished Senator from
Minnesota, as I understand it, and based
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upon the hearings on this amendment,
the Secretary would be directed to look
at the possibilities of barter, but he
would not be directed to make any contracts to barter which he thought were
wrong. He would not be forced to enter
into an arrangement which would be
against the best interests of the United
States.
Mr. AIKEN. The Secretary would be
directed to barter up to $500 million
worth of agricultural commodities a
year, even if such transactions would
not conserve the assets of the Commodity Credit Corporation and the Federal
Government, but would destroy them.
The Secretary would be directed to barter, even though the so-called barter
transactions would displace cash sales
for dollars, and would have a tendency
to drive down the prices which-the Commodity Credit Corporation might receive for the remaining materials, in
cash. That is the interpretation by the
Department of Agriculture, and I think
it is correct.
Mr. SYMINGTON. This interpretation by the Department of Agriculture
does not surprise me too much, because
there has never been any real effort
made to enable the Department to execute practically what the Department
says it would like to do, namely, find new
markets. The language may be a little
strong, but, based upon my business experience, in my opinion the Department's
interpretation is completely wrong.
Mr. AIKEN. Barter was intended to
develpp markets in out-of-the-way
places in the world, in addition to business which would otherwise be done. The
international concerns engaged in bartering have developed business in such
out-of-the-way places as London, Berlin, The Hague, Antwerp, and Paris. I
presume they were very much surprised
to find people living in those out-of-theway places. [Laughter.l
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator from Vermont has expired.
Mr. AIKEN. I yield myself 2 minutes more.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. AIKEN. I yield.
Mr. SYMINGTON. The platinum
market is soft. We have as much platinum as we need in the stockpile, one of
the chief reasons being the development of palladium, a comparable element.
It surprises me to learn. that people
who are not interested in moving the
agricultural products of the country,
however, would not rather have a bar of
platinum which has no storage problem,
than a good many tons of some agricultural product.
Mr. AIKEN. I tpink I would rather
use my time to discuss the merits of the
amendment, rather than the merits of
the officials of the Department of Agricultme.
Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, I
yield 3 minutes to the Senator from
Minnesota [Mr. HUMPHREYJ,
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Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I
asked for 3 minutes merely to set the
record straight.
I have consulted with officials of the
Department of Agriculture; and It is
not true that this proposal is a directive
which says, "You must barter, regardless
of consequences."
The persons in charge of barter operations in the Department of Agricultw·e
informed the Senate in the hearings that
barter arrangements are made only after
careful consultation with the Department of State, the Department of Commerce, the Department of the Interior,
the General Services Administration,
and the Office of Defense Mobilization.
Furthermore, barter arrangements are
entered into only when there is a procurement directive, approved by an interagency committee or from a department of Government which requests the
Depll.rtment of Agriculture to barter for
a specific purpose.
Let me give an example. During the
Korean war we needed wool blankets.
They were in short supply in the United
States. The ICA, in an emergency request, asked the Department of Agriculture to barter cotton for wool blankets. That is a specific example.
Moreover, any minerals or metals are
covered by the supplemental stockpile
and by the national stockpile. While
the Commodity Credit Corporation, even
now, has some metals in its possession,
they are in process of being shifted into
the stockpile when appropriations are
made by the Congress for their absorption.
·
Those who have had any experience
under this program flatly deny what has
been said by those opposed to the
amendment. This amendment does not
demand that the Secretary of Agriculture barter wllly-nilly. What it does
proVide is that, if it Is in the national
1hterest-and If we use the same procedures as were used before the barter
program was closed, it will be in the national interest-the Secretary should
barter.
The amendment merely provides that
the Secretary shaH take a look at the
proposed barter arrangements, and determine whether the arrangement would
be to the best interests of our country.
I have heard a great deal about International traders. One of the internatiopal traders which officials of the
Department of Agriculture list as being
a barter contractor, and one to which I
point with pride, is Land O'Lakes Cooperative Creamery-a terrible octopus,
an international trader.
Here is another one on the list. Marriner & CO., Inc., of Lawrence, Mass.
Here is another one. The Kincaid Cotton Co., Gastonia, N. c. The International Minerals & Metal Corp., of New
York. The Land O'Lakes Creameries,
of Minneapolis, Minn. The Lentex Metal
& Chemical Corp., of New York. H.
Kempner, of Galveston, Tex. The list
shows 125 companies. They are mostly
large American corporations, who are in
the exporting business. Every witness
from this group before the committee
testified In behalf of barter. Of course,
barter is not the fu11 answer, Mr. Pres!-

dent, but it is an additional tool for expanded marketing operations.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Soon we will be
asked to vote on a $4 billion foreign ajd
program. Some {)f the aid will go to
foreign countries in the way of machine
tools. These tools may wen be used in
the manufacture of automobiles, which
will be made in the foreign market, and
which will then compete against our own
automobile production. Our automobile
industry will feel that competition. I
do not say that is wrong, that we should
extend assistance to our friends and
allies, in the expressed interest of ow·
own security.
What is wrong, I say, inasmuch as
mo~t of these countries need food very
badly, is that there seems to be a great
desire on the part of this administration to establish policies which give away
components of our wealth which produce
further wealth; namely, do11ars, machine tools, and so forth. At the same
time, despite the fact we now have employment shortages, the administration
apparently does not want to make any
real effort to move to these countries the
food that we have in such surplus, and
which nearly all these countries need.
Is there any logic to such a course?
Mr. HUMPHREY. No. All I can say,
and I say It most respectfully, is that
this is not an effort to dump, and the
fact, as shown by the record, is that
sometimes we will get a little better price
in that way that we would in the open
market.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the senator has expired.
Mr. ELLENDER. I yield 1 more minute to the Senator from Minnesota.
Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. Pre:sident,
will the Senator yield?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield.
Mr. SYMINGTON. It takes 12 to 14
pounds of manganese to make a ton of
steel. Does the Senator see any reason
why, since we have these agricultural
surpluses, that the Secretary of Agriculture should not be told to find out
whether he can get rid of some of these
surpluses, to help ow· own economy; by
bartering, if he can do so, instead of
having either hard line materials given
away, or agriculture products given
away.
Mr. HUMPHREY. The Senator's
point is wen taken. Most responsible
officials that I have discussed the matter
with favor the barter program. For example, it has resulted in a saving of $103
million in storage cost alone. I can that
particularly to the attention of the Senate.
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, I yield 30
seconds to the Senator from Utah [Mr.
WATKINS].

Mr. WATKINS. Mr. President, I
have prepared a statement on the, blll
which I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the REcORD, together with
several related matters.
There being no objection, the material
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
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AMENDMENTS ELIMINATING SECTIONS 5 AND 6
OF S. 3420, A Bn.L To EXTEND AND AMEND
THE AGRICULTURAL TRADE DEVELOPMENT AND
ASSISTANCE A<:r OF 1954
The purpose of this amendment Is to
eliminate sections 5 and 6 of the b!ll before
us. These sections of S. 3420, li enacted
Into law, would direct the Secretary of Agrtculture, among other things, to barter up to
$500 mil!!on worth of surplus agricultural
commodities per year, for materials of whlch
the United States supposedly does not domestically produce Its consumptive needs.
A short historical review of the barter program as conducted under the Agricultural
Trade Development and Assistance Act of
1954. Is In order at this point. Such a review w!ll make It plain why I oppose amendment or section 303 of that act as provided
for by section 5, and why I oppose amendment of section 206 of the Agricultural Act
of 1956 as provided for by section 6 of thls
b!ll as well.
Section 303 of Public Law 480 authorizes
the Commodlty Credit Corporation to barter
surplus
agricultural
commodities
for
"strategic materials enta!l!ng less risk of
loss through deterioration or substan t!ally
less storage charges," among other things,
when there Is opportunity to protect the
funds and assets of the CCC by so doing.
As the seventh annual report of the activities of the Joint Committee on Defense Production (January 16, 1958) Indicates:
"To date the acquisition or strategic materials through CCC barter agreements has
been Um!ted to materials listed within the
Office of Defense Mobilization procurement
directives for both the strategic and supplemental stockp!les" (p. 59).
At the end of Apr!! 1957, the barter program was suspended so as to enable the Department of Agriculture to develop safeguards against the substitution of barter
transactions for dollar sales without net
gain In total export of agricultural surpluses. Another factor Involved was the
growing volume of complaints that minerals
acquired as a result of the barter program
were having an adverse effect upon domestic
mining operations, especially lead and zinc.
Towartl the end of May 1957, the barter
program was resumed under revised policies
which insured that a proposed barter transaction w!ll mean a net increase in United
States exports In order to insure against
simply replacing dollar sales. Thus the remedial program does not provide as ready a
market for foreign minerals as had been
done in the past.
As we all know, the United States Is dependent upon foreign sources for certain
strategic materials. However, it is not dependent upon foreign sources for over onehalf of all of the kinds of materials contained In the strategic and supplemental
stockp!les. Not only that, but also several
of the strategic materials for which surplus agricultural commodities have been
bartered actually consist of minerals of
of which we have an abundapce right here
in the United States.
For example, over one-half of the value or
the 24 supplemental stockp!le materials delivered from July 1, 1954, through December
31, 1957, consists of tluorspar, lead, and zinc.
These are minerals, the domestic prices of
which have been depressed by excessive foreign Imports, over the past few years. This
factor, coupled with the economic recession,
has resulted In excessive and prolonged unemployment in these mining industries.
I point these facts out, Mr. President, because In my opinion amendment of section
3Q3 of Public Law 480 could well work to
the further detriment of our domestic lead
and zinc mining industry, Including add!•
tlona1 minerals such as copper and coal a11
well, which along with lead and zinc are
depressed Industries at the present time.
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market of those surpluses may provide a
_ on Agriculture and Forestry should try to temporary price stabilization to domestic
find and develop means and methods of ex- producers of such mater~als. Such was the
panding the demand for agricultural com- result of rather extensive barter transactions
modities. Especially Is this true in light of involving lead and zinc In the past. An
the news recently released by the Depart- artificial outlet at profitable prices can only
ment or Agriculture that exports or farm stimulate foreign production. When the
commodities during the first hal! or the cur- Department or Agriculture realized the folly
rent fiscal year were down 10 percent from or serving as a dumping ground for fore!gn
surplus lead and zinc with little resultant
the dollar volume of a year earlier.
But I submit that the Congress should gains In the disposal of agricultural comnot In iLs zeal to find additional outlets for modities we stopped the program for reapagricultural commodities take steps which praisal. The domestic lead and zinc Induswill transfer that Industry's problem of "di- try !elt the full impact of the price-depressverted acres" and resul tlng oversupply to the ing effect of this stimulated foreign producdomestic mining Industry. This I believe tion. Such will be the inevitable result on
could well be the case 1! sections 5 and 6 other domestic producers or barter materials
under a barter program which provides an
are not eliminated from S. 3420.
I· say this because section 5 removes the outlet for surplus foreign materials and
necessl ty of a finding by the Secretary of serves as a stimulant for further expansion
Agriculture that by bartering surplus com- of sucl1 surplus production."
mod! ties there Is an opportunlty to protect
In this connection, Mr. President. I should
the funds and assets of the Commodity !Ike to point out that the Combined EmCredit Corporation. It would require him, ployment and Unemployment Release, FebIn effect. to barter up to $500 million an- ruary 1958, Issued on March 11, 1958, by the
nually or surpluses for any material-not Departments of Commerce and Labor indijust strategic materials, which, in his judg- cates that between January and February
ment. are not produced domestically In large 1958, the number of men on mining payrolls
enough quantities to meet our requirements, declined by 14,000. In February 1958, the
whatever that term may mean. Enactment percentage of the labor force In the mining
of section 6 of the bill then would permit Industry who were unemployed stood at
the duty-free entry of such materials.
11.5. an Increase of nearly 2 percent over
No criteria are contained in sections 5 January 1958. In my own State of Utah,
and 6 which the Secretary of Agriculture there has been a loss of 2,400 mining jobs In
could use to determine exactly what are the the lasl>6 months. In addition, 1,519 unemmaterials of which the United States does ployed miners were claiming unemployment
not domestically produce Its requirements. insurance. during the week ended March 15,
I suppose since the bulk o! United States 1958. This latter figure compares with 464
lead and zinc consumption is coming from during the comparable week In 1957.
foreign Imports, It could be said that we do
I am attaching three short statements of
not produce our own requirements. .But recent date, which depict a desper ate plight
what a farfetched position that would be to of the copper. coal, and lead and zinc industake, since our miners and mines are capable tries to be printed at this point in my r eof supplying a major portion of our own marks.
lead and zinc requirements, 1! It were not
I am not opposed to a barter program per
for the fact that cheap foreign Imports have se, but I . am opposed to an "open the
been perm! tted to fiood this country for throttle" barter program, as the Secretary of
several years now.
Agriculture termed the kind of program
Yet, there would be no reason why the which would be created by enactment of secSecretary of Agriculture could not, if sec- tions 5 and 6 of this bill. American miners
tions 5 and 6 are enacted Into law, barter and their families. as well as the mine owners
surpluses tor lead and zinc. In fact, based of this country, should not be obligated to
upon the amount of lead and zinc in the assume the burden of an unwise price-supsupplemental stockpile, and the depressed port program of past years, which has reworld price, I suspect there might well be sulted In the production of surpluses greatly
btrong pressure. generated to force him to do in excess of market outlets. Solving the
it. The same could be said for copper, coal, problem of excess agricultural production befluorspar, and other minerals as well.
longs to agriculture; it is not the responslAs the Secretary of Agriculture put lt so
blllty of the Amerlc;m mining industry,
well in his letter of March 11, 1958, to the which has suJfered enough Injury through
chairman of the Committee on Agriculture excessive imports permitted by our reciprocal
and For~stry in opposing enactment of sec- trade agreements policy.
tions 5 and 6 o! this bill:
Before voting on this amendment, I think
"There are powerful forces urging open- It desirable to enumerate the reasons why
Ing the throttle on a b:uter program. An sections 5 and 6 should be eliminated !rom
analysis of the reasons therefore Is In order. the bill. In his letter to the chairman of the
"This country Is In a position to buy for Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, the
current consumption all the foreign pro- Secretary of Agriculture summarized them as
duced materials the economy requires. Leg- follows:
lsla~lon exists for the procurement of all the
1. Sections 5 and 6 would direct the Secmaterials deemed prudent to stockpile for
future emergency defense needs. The rate retary to barter up to $500 mil!lon worth of
agricultural
commodities per year even 1f
and extent o! such procurement Is limited
only by appropriation by the Congress. In such transactions would not conserve the
spite o! the zeal to substitute b~ter for nor- assets of the CCC and the Federal Governmal exchange, the United States dollar can ment but would dissipate them.
2. These sections would direct the Secstill be utilized to better advantage in world
markets than our agricultural commodities. retary to barter even though the so-called
Then why do we have such strong pressures barter transactions would merely replace
for a wide open barter program? The fact cash sales for dollars, and would force a
is that a surplus situation exists In the world tendency to drive down the price which the
for many materials. The producers of these CCC would receive for its remaining sales
materials in the foreign countries and Im- for cash.
3. They would require the Federal Govporter;; or these materials Into this country
want a price suppvrt and surplus removal ernment to pay storage on unspecified materials
to be Imported if the imported mateprogram for these materials. • • •
"There are a few materials such as Indus- rials have storage costs and deterioration
trial diamonds of which there Is no domestic risks lower than agricultural commodities
production. 0! the rest, the world produc- owned by CCC, even though such materials
tion affects domestic producers by their com- could not be used in the foreseeable future."
petitive price in the United States market.
4. They "would Increase the Interest costs
The removal or and insulation from the of' CCC and the Federal Government.
It Is understandable that the Committee
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5. They would provide world price su pport for materials without permitting domestic mining Interests to benefit directly.
6. Enactment of sections 5 and 6 would
not to any measureable extent establish
new agricultural export outlets or Increase
existing ones.
For these reasons I urge the adoption of
this amendment which the Senator from
Vermont [Mr. AIKEN[ proposed to S. 3420.
EXHIBIT 1
[Froltt Pay Dirt, Phoenix, Ariz., of October
18, 1957]
LEAD-ZINC TARIFF PETITION Is piLED-EMER•
GENCY COMMITTEE SEEKS MAXIMUM PER·
MISSIBLE DUTY INCREASES

In its form"! petition, the Emergency
Lead-Zinc Committee stated In part:
"The President of the United States has
recognized that a continuously productive
lead and zinc mining industry Is of fundamental Importance to the national security,
that the lead and zinc mining Industry is in
a distressed condition, and it Is appropriate
In the present circumstances to invoke the
r·elle! afforded by the escape clause.
"In May 1954, the Tariff Commission
completed Its prior investigation of the
same subject and recommended the maximum increases permitted by existing law In
the Import rates on primary lead and zinc.
Instead of implementing this r ecommendation, the Pres!den t ordered a stockpiling
program which has temporarily oper ated to
remove some or the surplus production !rom
the market. Now that the stockpiling program is tapering off, large surpluses of Imported lead and zinc overhang the m arket
and market prices have again receded to dis·
tress levels.
"Although Industrial consumption of b oth
l ead and zinc In the United States has continued on a high, and rising, level, our
mine production has receded considerably
below wartime levels at the same time that
imports have continued to Increase both
actually'and relatively.
"In each year since the Commissioner 's
prior report, imports of both lead and zinc
have materially exceeded our own mine p r o duction. So far in 1957, Imports of lead
are at an annual rate of 146 percent of our
current mine production and Imports of
zinc are at a rate of 142 percent of current
mine production in our own country.
"While the stockpiling program was In
full swing, the returns to our miners were,
in general, at viable, although not very
profitable, levels. In recent months, p rices
have receded dangerously, to 14 cents per
pound for lead and to 10 cents per pound
for zinc. The price of lead Is at the same
level as existed at the time of the prior
report of the Commission and the price of
zinc is now lower.
"As Imports have continued to fiood the
country, Inventories have increased to burdensome levels.
"CDosts of production have continued to
Increase. Consequently many mines, In all
sections of the country. have been caught In
the cost-price squeeze, and have been forced
to close down, throwing thousands of miners
out of work.
"There are at present at least 5,000 less
miners producing lead and zinc in the
United States than on January 1, 1957. For
each miner thrown out of work, at least
1\4 persons engaged in milling, smelting,
refining. transportation, etc., are also thrown
out of work so that the loss of 5,000 miners
in employment means a loss of at least
12,500 employees engaged in t)le handling
of primary lead and zinc.
"Imported lead and zinc metal are like
and directly competitive with lead and zinc
produced from ores mined In the United
States, and jmported lead and zinc ores are
!Ike and directly competitive with lead and
zinc ores mined In this country. Likewise, Imports of most of the lead ·and zinc
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manufactures are like and directly competitive with lead and zinc products made In
the United States.
"The American miners acknowledge that
the consumptive demands for lead and zinc
in the United States are in excess of domestic production and that a continuation
of sqbstantial Imports is necessary and desirable.
"They have no wish to penalize American
consumers, to deny American Industry access
to adequate supplies, or to unreasonably
raise prices so as to discourage consump ...

tion. The Committee will later propose a
system of Import quotas that will meet the
above criteria and at tile same time give a
moderate degree of protection to our primary producers so as to restore and con-

tinue a healthy Industry."
ExHIBIT 2
(From News Letter of the Mining Association
of Montana, Butte, Mont., of February
1958]
PROVISIONS -COPPER BILL
PURPOSE OF THE BILL

The purpose of the b!ll Is to amend the
existing copper Import tax legislation so as
to enable the copper-mining Industry of the
United States to survive. This Is attempted
by changing the present peril point of 24
cents per pound to 30 cents per pound and
by imposing a 4-cent-per-pound import tax
which shall not be In effect when the domestic market price Is 30 cents per pound
or more. The b!ll thus seeks to achieve
needed protection for the domestic copper
Industry and at the same time keep to a
minimum any Interference with foreign
trade. It would leJive the domestic market
wholly free tQ_all .c'opper producers when the
price Is above the peril point.
BACKGROUND

The IntJ:Inal Revenue Code has, since 1932,
provided for an Import tax on articles of Imported copper-4 cents per pound on most
items. That Import tax, however. has been
severely cut by Presidential proclamations
u nder foreign trade agreements (GATT
specifically); the 4-cent tax was cut to 2 cents
In 1949, furthu-cut to 1.8 cents In 1957, and
Is now scheduled to be cut to 1.7 cents on
June 30, 1958. And, since 1951, by act of
Congress, the tax has been suspended altogether, with the support of the domestic
copper-producing Industry. The suspension
enactments in 1951, 1953, 1954, and 1955 each
' contained a proviso to the effect that the
suspension would end If the domestic market
of copper fell below 24 cents for a calendar
month. The 1955 suspension, which Is still
In effect and contains such proviso, w!ll
terminate on June 30. 1958.
Since the 1955 suspension, far-reaching
changes have occurred In the copper-producing Industry. Substantial Increases In foreign production, coupled with constantly
Increasing wage and other costs In the United
States, have rendered precarious the position
of the domestic producing Industry. The
domestic copper price has fallen from a high
of 43 cents per pound In 1955 and 46 cents In
1956 to 27 cents per pound, and even lower for
custom smelters, at present. The price In
Europe has fallen even further, the London
Metal Exchange price being now the equivalent of approximately 22 cents. The result
has been shutdowns and Important cnrta11ments at practically all domestic copper
mines, Wl\h substantial loss or employment
and damage to the communities and States
involved.
These changes and their consequences indicate the necessity both for a reestablishment of the Import tax on copper at 4 cents
per ponnd, and for a revision of the so-called
perU point, I. e., the price below which the
'Import tax becomes effective. This perl!
point should be set a level which will encourage and maintain an active, healthy domestic conper-n1lning indU.Jtry. Rcesta..IJUsh-

ment of •ne import tax at 4 cents per pound

will afford some real measure of protection
when the pr ice falls below that perU point.
EXHIBIT 3
UNITED MINE WORKERS OF AMERICA,
DISTRICT 22, WYOMING-UTAH,
Price, Utah, March 3,1958.

Mr. ARTHUR V. WATKINS,
Senate Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR WATKINS: This is a letter Of
apprecla tion by the undersigned in your efforts in behalf of the coal Industry In the
State of Utah of which I am enclosing the
number of men who are at the present time
unemployed in the coal industry. Also the
statistical data of the number of mines some
of which have been closed due to the lack
of market.
I certainly feel that this is very detrimental to the economy of the State of Utall
and of the Nation as a whole.
Tills Information may be very helpful to
your office in behalf of the ailing industry at
the present time.
Hoping to hear from you and if any additional information is needed please feel free

to contact me.
Again thanking you for your Interest and
efforts to protect the coal industry in the
West, I am,
Sincerely yours,
HARRY MANGUS,
President.
'L£'n
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M r. AIKEN. I u n derstand the time
on the amendment has expired.
,Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, I
yi eld myself 1 minute.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. ELLENDER. I yield.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I should like to ask
a question of the distinguished chairman
of the committee, because I am sorely
torn on this question. I represent a
State in which we have large wheat surpluses and other agricultural surpluses,
wlrere we have mineral surpluses, and
where the mining conditions are very
bad. As a matter o-f fact, in the State of
Montana, we are in a depression, so far
as mining is concerned. I understand,,
from the explanation that has been
given of the bill, that lead, zinc, tungsten, and manganese have been imported
under the program, but that, on being
imported, they have been placed"in what
is known as the standby stockpile.
As long as that was happening, the
price of these products was fairly strong
in this country. However, as soon as
bartering in these minerals stopped, then
the minerals which used to go into the
stockpile came into the open market,
and the price was depressed.
As the result, the lead, zinc, and tungsten mines are closed down. They are
being flooded, the timbers are caving in,
and the breasts are falling. Also, the
result has been that a great many people
have been put out of work .
What is the situation under the provisions now in the bill insofar as these
metals are concerned?
Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, the
distinguished Senator from Minnesota
has stated many times that, although
the Secretary of Agriculture is directed
to barter, he must still consult-The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator has expired.
Mr. ELLENDER. I yield myself 1
more minute.
It must be remembered that bartering
does not affect domestic production with
respect to which "the United ·states does
not domestically produce its requirements and which entail risk of loss
through deterioration or substantial
storage charges."
Mr. MANSFIELD. Then, as long as a
surplus lasts in any 1 of those 4 metals,
there-can be no barter. Is that cm;rect?
Mr. ELLENDER. That is correct.L ~
.-Mr.' MANSFIELD. There canno~e
any bartering?
"'Mr. ELLENDER. No; that is my understanding.
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, I yield
myself 2 minutes on the bill, and I should
like to have the Senator from Louisiana
point out in the bill any provision which
prohibits such barter. My interpretation is that that is not only permitted,
but directed.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President-Mr. AIKEN. I have asked the Senator from Louisiana to point out the part
of the bill which prohibits the Secretary
of Agriculture bartering for lead, zinc,
or any other minerals of which we are
now importing substantial quantities.
Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, I
yield myself 1 minute. This matter
has been discussed time and tupe again.

>
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I certainly hope the Secretary of Agt;- language. It is already a matter of
culture will use good judgment and not working regulation in the Department,
stockpile strategic materials that are on which has been working with it since the
hand in abundance.
79th Congress, and, indeed, since the
Mr. AIKEN. They are being im- 1956 supplemental stockpile bill. That
ported now.
/ is not being disturbed at all.
Mr. ELLENDER. That is true, but
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
even though they are the subject of time of the Senator has expired.
barter, they cannot be sold to the trade,
Mr. ELLENDER. I yield one more
unless an act of Congress to that effect l)li..wJte.
is passed. All prote<;tion necessary is
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
given to tbe producers of those mate- should like to have an answer to the
rials. The reason for the barter provi- same question I dir.ected to the dission in 't he bill is that the Department of tinguished chairman of the committee.
Agriculture has absolutely closed out Under the language proposed, Is the idea
barter.
to provide that so long as there is a
Mr. HUMPHREY. I believe I can surplus of lead, zinc, manganese, and
clarify this situation.
tungsten, and a depressed condition in
Mr. ELLENDER. I yield 1 minute to those industries, no barter arrangethe Senator from Minnesota.
ments will be made?
Mr. HUMPHREY. First of all, all
Mr. HUMPHREY. If the interagency
metals and minerals that are bartered oommittee, composed of the Departments
have to be put in the stockpile.
of State, Interior, Agriculture, and Office
Mr. AIKEN. No.
of Defense Mobilization feels that no
Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes. I will tell the more metals are needed, none will be
Senator why. It is because we do not ~t
· d.
barter unless a procurement directive
.MANSFIELD. But we have surhas been issued.
Mr. AIKEN. It can be done under the
Mr. HUMPHREY. Stockpile surpluses
provisions of the bill.
are locked up; they are isolated from the
Mr. HUMPHREY. It cannot be done. ma._:rJret;.
.
I
I discussed that very point with repreMr. MANSFIELD. No, no; the surplus
sentatives of the Department of Agricul- is .outside the stockpiles.
ture familiar with the details of the
Mr. HUMPHREY. I am talking about
program.
any metals brought into the country
Mr. AIKEN. That is the purpose of under barter, if any are brought in. They
the bill.
~ill not be put in the American market;
Mr. HUMPHREY. :!'<o; that is not the · they will be put in the stockpile. There
purpose of the bill. The purpose is to will be no metals flooded onto the Amertell the Secretary that he should barter. ican market.
.
He has not bartered at all. He h\l-S reI have discussed the matter wtth the
fused to barter, at the expense of the officials, and I assure the Senator f~om
American taxpayers.
I Montana that the same regulatwns
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The which prevailed previously, co~rning
time of the Senator from Minnesota has the consultation by experts in the GSA
expired.
and the Department of the Interior, will
Mr. ELLENDER. I yield 1 more prevail under this provision.
minute.
This provision simply says to Ezra Taft
Mr. HUMPHREY. I think it is only Benson, "Instead of spending $1 million
fair that we should completely under- a day for storage charges on wheat, and
stand how the Department of Agri- instead of permitting that wheat to deculture operates on barter. While the teriorate, try to make a barter deal for
language is more of a directive to the goods of which we are in short supply,
Secretary, it also requires that he fol- for goods which will not deteriorate,
low some procedure. He did in the past, for goods for which there will be no
before barter was suspended. The same storage charges. If you can make such
people would administer this new bill. an arrang~ment, and if you can find an
The only barter that will take place will agency of the Government that says it
be on a procurement directive or on a needs the goods, or if they are needed
specific request from individual agencies for the defense program, then wiU you
of the Government. The procurement please go ahead and barter?" That is
directive is the result of action by the the intent of the provision.
interagency committee of the DepartMr. MANSFIELD. That is fine; but
ment of State, the Department of Agri- we are not in short supply of lead, zinc,
culture, the Department of Commerce, tungsten, and manganese. The chairthe General Services Administration, man of the committee ~ys they will
and the Office of Defense Mobilization.
not be bought. The Senator from MinUnless the Office of Defense Mobiliza- nesota does not go quite that far, but
tion, which is responsible for the policy, almost tqat far.
and the General Services AdministraMr. HUMPHREY. I do not know
tion, which is responsible for the inven- whether they will be bartered; I cantory of the national stockpile or the not say. That is a matter to be decided
supplemental stockpile, say that the by the Office of Defense Mobilization in
barter is in the national interest, the the interest of protecting the security of
barter will not take place.
tb~~nited States.
Mr. ANDERSON. What language is
Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator from
this? Where is the language that pro- Louisiana says that they will not be
tects the lead and zinc industry?
bought.
Mr. HUMPHREY. It is already in
Mr. ELLENDER. Of course they will
the supplemental stockpile language. It not be bartered~ not under the condiis already in the national stockpile tions just stated.

•
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Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that there be a quorum call, the
time for the quorum call to be charged
to neither side.
M~·. JOHNSON of Texas. Are we ready
to vote?
Mr. ELLENDER. Yes; all the time
has been used.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that there
may be a quorum call, and that as soon
as a quorum has been obtained, the Senate proceed to vote on the Aiken amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?
Mr. THYE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that I may have a
few minutes in which to make a statement connected with the introduction
of a bill, before the quorum is called,
the time for my statement to be charged
to neither side. Is that agreeable?
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Yes.
SOUTH POLE DOG
Mr. THYE. Mr. President, we all
know that laws, rules, and regulations
are necessary to the orderly government
and functioning of society. This is the
very basis for the existence of government, fOl' without it we would have
anarchy.
Certain occasions arise, however,
when the rigid enforcement of the duly
adopted laws of society or government
can work an unintended hardship, and
in these cases we should act to remove
the burden of the general rules. Such
an instance has come to my attention,
and I feel that it must be brought to
the attention of my colleagues for corrective action.
An Associated Press article appeared
in the Washington Evening Star last
night stating that a lieutenant in the
United States Navy who has spent the
past several months at -the South Pole
is about to be mustered out of the Navy.
While Lieutenant Tuck was based in the
Antarctic, he raised and trained a sled
dog which is now said to be Navy property, and must be offered for sale at a
public auction next week. Lieutenant
Tuck would like to retain possession of
his pet, but is prevented from doing so
by Navy regulations pertaining to the
disposition of surplus property. Fur- thermore, the lieutenant is prevented by
law-and that is the important factor-from submitting his own bid :k>r
purchase of the dog, because personnel
of the Armed Forces may not bid on
surplus defense property.
The Secretary of the Navy has informed me that no exception can be
made in this case. It seems more fitting
to me that this serviceman should be
allowed to keep his pet than that it
should be offered for sale to some dogfood manufacturer for advertising purposes. I would like to point out that this
dog is the only one to have been born
and raised in the Antarctic. The dog
was not purchased by the Navy, and the
man who raised and trained him should
have the right to keep him.
Mr. President, I int~;oduce for appropriate reference a biP which would direct the Secretary of the Navy to trans-
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fer all right, title, and interest in this
dog to Lieutenant Tuck.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
will be received and appropriately referred.
The bill <S. 3529) to direct the Secretary of the Navy to transfer certain surplus property to Lt. Jack Tuck, introduced by Mr. THYE, was received, read
twice by its title, and referred to the
Committee on Armed Services.
Mr. THYE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent also that the article
entitled "Navy Redtape Ties Up Husky
Born at Pole," published in the Washington Evening Star of March 19, 1958,
be printed at this point in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
NAVY REDTAPE TIES UP HUSKY BORN AT
POLlO--SAL.E AS SURPLUS THltuTENS To
SEPARATE SLED DoG FROIIl HIS SERVICE
MASTER
The Navy Is taking bids on Bravo the dog,
and the blddt.ng could be more spirited than
that for a major shipbuilding contract.
Bravo Is the sled •dog born In the Antarctic and reputedly the only dog ever to
winter at the South Pole, Lt. (j. g.) Jack
Tuck. one of the 17 Navy men and clv!llan
scientists who lived at the American South
Polar base last season, wants to keep his
canine friend when Lieutenant TUck leaves
the Navy to go to college.
But the way the situation shaped up today, Lieutenant TUck and Bravo won't be
mustered out together. Bravo. It seems, Is
Navy property and under the law can't be
given away, even though the Navy has declared him to be surplus property.
Bravo and Lieutenant TUck are now at the
United States Naval Construction Battalion
Center, Davisville, R.I.
Bids on the sale of Bravo and four other
part-wolf huskies used In the Antarctic exploration trips will be received at Davisville next TUesday. Among those expressIng Interest Is at least one manufacturer or
dog food.
The bidding forms place the Government
cost for each or the 5 dogs at e233. All of
the dogs except Bravo were purchased from
Mrs. Milton Seeley of Wonalancet, N. H.
Bravo really didn't cost the Government
anything; he was a by-product of canine
social life In the Antarctic. Nevertheless.
the specifications Include him In the list of
e233 dogs and that Is the lowest price the
Navy wants In the bids.
Brav<>-&llver gray, alert and bigger than
his relatives-has been featured In pictorial reports of the National Geographic
magazine on the Antarctic expedition.
The bid specifications or the Navy Include
this notation on Bravo: "Caution-this dog
Is highly spirited and must be handled "'1th
extreme caution," Bravo's Navy friends say
this Is slander.
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NATIONAL INDEPENDENT

First, a mandatory reduction by 20
percent of oil imports under the authority granted to the President by Congress
Hon. EDWARD J. THYE,
under the Reciprocal Trade Agreements
United States Senate,
Act.
Washington, D. C.
Second, a system under which imports
MY DEAR SENATOR THn:: I first want to
thank you for the courteous treatment which could be cut back from month to month
we received during our appearance before the on a basis comparable to cutbacks in
subcommittee of the Senate Small Business the domestic industry in those States
Committee Investigating the food Industry where prorationing is in effect.
on March 3. Your profound Interest In the
The President's reply stated that manproblems of the small-dairy man Is deeply
appreciated, and It has been a pleasure for datory controls have been under "serious
me to Inform many of your constituents of discussion by the Cabinet committee."
the Interest Which you have shown and are The President said that this country
showing In their problems.
"may be compelled to adopt some such
During my testimony you asked If we had solution, although there are some conany figures which would show that the large stitutional and legal questions that may
chains could lower their price of milk In prevent."
one area and raise their price In other areas,
The President then went on to say:
thereby showing an overall profit.
DAIRIES AsSOCIATION,

Washlngt<m, D. C., March 17,1958.

As you know, the major dairy chain In
the United States Is the National Dairy
Products Corp., which does business under
the name Sealtest. The United States Department of Agriculture fluid milk and cream
reports for the months or June, July, August, and September 1957 report that the
following markets In which Sealtest central
division operates plants had the following
changes In prices:
Memphis, Tenn .: Increased quarts 1 cent
and half-gallons 2 cents In July 1957, and
another 1 cent per quart and 2 cents per
half-gallon In August 1957.
St. Louis, Mo.: Increased 1 cent per quart,
2 cents per half gallon In July-another 1
cent per quart and 2 cents per half-gallon
In September 1957.
Milwaukee, Wis.: Increased 1 cent per
quart and 1 cent per half -gallon In August

However, I do deeply belllOve that universal
acceptance and practice by the Industry of
voluntary quotas, adjusted to the present
production situation with such flexibility
as to meet future contingencies, would avoid
many difficulties and would be the best approach to this vexing problem-for the Industry Itself, as we!l as our economy as a
whole.
Plans are now being discussed looking toward making these adjustments, and making
them fully effective.

Mr. President, I hope the President's
prompt response to my letter indicates
there will soon be favorable action on
this very serious problem. The present
t1:end cannot continue long without a
vital domestic industry suffering crippling blows
1957.
I have been in continuous contact with
Nashville, Tenn .: Increased 1 cent per
quart and 2 cents per half -gallon In August .the responsible officials who are handling the oil program. I have been urg1957.
Louisville, Ky.: Decreased 2 cents per ing that they take steps and take them
quart, 4 cents per half-gallon on wholesale, quickly to bring some relief to the inand 1 cent per quart, 2 c~nts per half-gallon dustry.
home delivery, on August 19. 1957.
I have expressed the hope that our
As you can see from these various changes
agencies in their purchases will recogIn the central dl vision prices, they are able nize the difficulties of the industry.
to lower the price In any given market while
I have been urging that steps be taken
more than regaining this loss by raising their
to make the quota system effective.
price In any or all other cities they serve.
In Texas alone our producers have
We trust that the above Is the Information
which you were seeking.
had to close down hundreds of oil rigs.
With all good wishes, I am,
The search for new petroleum reserves
Sincerely yours,
has slowed down drastically. Many emD . c. DANIEL.
ployees of the oil industry have been
laid off or are working part time.
I have conferred with leaders of manDOMESTIC OIL INDUSTRY
agement and labor in the industry.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi- They are agreed that action must be
dent, I ask unanimous consent that I taken quickly before the industry is
may proceed for 2 minutes.
swamped in a sea of imports.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
The impact has been reflected in unobjection? The Chair hears none, and employment figures; a depressed econthe Senator from Texas is recognized omy in the communities that center
for 2 minutes.
around the industry; and in the deterMr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi- iorating financial position of a number
dent, I have received a letter from the of our States.
Prestdent of the United States which is
The need for action-prompt and efof deep interest to broad sections of our fective action--grows more urgent every
MILK PRICES
country.
day. I hope that the President's stateMr. THYE. Mr. President, I ask unanOn March 6 I wrote to the President ment is an indication that such action
imous consent to have printed in the calling attention to the very serious sit- will
not be long delayed.
body of the RECORD a letter dated March uation that confronts the domestic oil
I ask unanimous consent that there
17, 1958, which I have received from the industry and vital parts of our economy be printed in the RECORD as part of my
National Independent Dairies Associa- which depend upon it. The industry is remarks the text of the letter I have retion.
staggering under the impact of con- ceived from President Eisenhower.
There being no objection, the letter tinued heavy imports of petroleum and
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, petroleum prod"cts. In my letter, I was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
suggested that two steps be taken.
as follows:
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
Mr. MARTIN of Iowa. The purpose
is open to further amendment.
of the amendment is to enable the minMr. MARTIN of Iowa. Mr. Presi- ing and JJ.gricultural industries to go
dent, I send to the desk an amendment along hand in hand.
and ask that it be stated.
Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, I am
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ready to yield back my time.
clerk will state the amendment for the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
information of the Senate.
Senator from Iowa yield back his time?
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page
Mr. MARTIN of Iowa. I yield back
3. following line 2, it is proposed to in- my time.
sert a new section as follows:
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
SECTION 5. Section 206 (a) of the Agricul- having been yielded back, the question is
tural Act of 1956 Is amended by Inserting on agreeing to the amendment offered by
before the period at the end thereof a semi- the Senator from Iowa.
colon and the following: "but no strategic
The amendment was agreed to.
or critical material shall be acquired by the
Mr. JENNER. Mr. President, I call
Commodity Credit Corporation as a result
up
my amendment 3-19-58--D to S. 3420
of such barter or exchange except for such
national stockpile, for such supplemental and ask that it be stated.
stockpile. for foreign economic or mllltary
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
aid or assistance programs, or for offshore clerk will state the amendment for the
construction programs."
information of the Senate.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. At the end of
Mr. LANGER. Mr. President, may
bill it is proposed to insert the following:
we have order?
Section 107 of Public Law 480 is hereby
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amended by adding the following: "or (3)
Senate will be in order.
\
The Senator from Iowa is recognized. any nation which has incjicated directly or
that It will support the Soviet
The Senator has 15 minutes. How much Indirectly
Union, the Communist government in China,
time does the Senator yield himself?
or any other Communist government, In
Mr. MARTIN of Iowa. Mr. President event of hostilities between such government
I yield myself 5 minutes.
and the United States."
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
may we have order?
The PRESIDINQ. OFFICER. Let Senator from Indiana is recognized for
there be order in the Chamber. Sena- 15 minutes. How much time does the
Senator yield himself?
tors will take their seats.
Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina.
The Senator from Iowa is recognized.
Mr.
President, will t!ie Senator yield?
Mr. MARTIN of-Iowa. Mr. President,
Mr. JENNER. I yield a half minute
the amendment I have offered has for
its purpose bringing the Agricultural to the Senator from South Carolina.
Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina.
Act of 1956 into line with the act of
1954 on the matter of the purposes for Mr. President, I have an amendment at
which strategic and critical materials the desk. The chaitman and the rankare acquired. I have taken the provi- ing minority member, as well as several
sions out of the act of 1954 and written other members of the committee, have
them into the amendment, to apply them agreed to the amendment. It is a clarifying amendment. I do not believe
to the act of 1956.
So far as I know, there is no objection there will be any debate on it. I ask
that the amendment be stated.
from those to whom I have talked.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does
Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, there
is no objection to the amendment. It is the Senator from South Carolina ask
simply a restatement of the law as unanimous consent that the amendment
be considered prior to the amendment
passed in 1954.
MJ.·. MANSFillLD. Mr. President, which is the pending question?
Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina.
will the Senator from Iowa yield?
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
..M~ MARTIN of Iowa. I yield.
Mr. MANSFillLD. I desire to com- that the amendment I have proposed be
mend the .Senator from Iowa, who has a considered at this time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
great record in both the House of Representatives and the Senate as the father objection to the request of the Senator
of the stockpile program in the postwar from South Carolina? The Chair hears
none, and it is so ordered.
period.
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, a
What the amendment really seeks to parliamentary
inquiry.
do is to nail down what the distinguisfied
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
chairman of the Committee on Agricul- Senator
will
state
it.
ture and Forestry has already told the
Mr. KNOWLAND. May we have a
Senate, and that is to make certain that brief
as to what the amendlead, zinc, manganese, tungsten and ment statement
clarifies?
oUter metals brought into the country
Mr. JOHNSTON of South qtrolina.
under this legislation will not come Mr.
President, I ask that the amendinto competition in the open mar- ment be stated. I think the amendket with minerals which are in sur- ment speaks for itself.
plus at the present time. All the amendThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Before
ment provides is a protection for the asking
the clerk to state the amendminerals which are in surplus and the ment, the Chair will say the time will
mines and mills which are located in de- not be charged to the time of the Senpressed areas.
ator from Indiana [Mr. JENNER].
Mr. MARTIN of Iowa. The Senator is
Mr. JENNER. I thank the Chair.
correct.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Mr. MANSFillLD. I think the Sena- clerk will state the amendment for the
tor rs doing a service for the country.
information of the Senate.
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The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 5,
line 3, it is proposed to insert after the
comma the words "and products manufactured from upland or long-staple cotton shall be made available for sale pursuant to the provision of title I of the
act as long as cotton is in surplus
supply."
On page 5, line 5, stlike out the word
"its" and insert in lieu thereof the word
Htheir."

Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina.
Senators will note, on page 5, line 3,
where the language is proposed to be inserted, that it will do nothing but carry
out the present law which is on the statute books. Public Law 480 at the present time reads as follows:
As used in this act, "surplus agricultural
commodity" sh"all mean any agricultural
commodity or product thereof class, kind,
type, or other specification thereof.

What I am offering is nothing but a
clarifying amendment, which permits
what we are doing to be clearly seen.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amendment offered by the Senator from South
Carolina [Mr. JOHNSTON].
The amendment was agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Indiana [Mr. JENNER] is
recognized. The Senator from Indiana
has 15 minutes. How much time does
the Senator yield?
Mr. JENNER. Mr. :President, I ask
for the yeas and nays on the amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
yeas and nays have been requested. Is
there a sufficient second?
The yeas and nays were ordered.
· Mr. JENNER. Mr. President, I regret
to have to even suggest an amendment
such as this, because when I went to
good legal authorities and told them
. what I had in mind, they said, "Yeu do
not mean to tell us, Senator JENNER, that
under Public Law 480 your Government
is shipping grain and fiber to Communist Poland and Yugoslavia." And I
said, "Yes, they are."
In the first 7 months of the fiscal year
1958 one-third of the wheat and flour
that was shipped out of this country
under Public Law 480 was shipped to
Poland and Yugoslavia. In the same
period of time, the first 7 months of fisca.l
year 1958, three-fourths of the cotton
shipped under this Iaw was shipped to
Poland and Yugoslavia.
We have heard a great deal of talk
about recession and depression, and unemployed men. I do not believe the Senate wants to go on record today as dipping down into the pockets of the taxpp_yers of the country to subsidize this
sale-it is called a sale, but i1; is a giftto Poland and Yugoslavia, with the result
that the housewife in America must pay
more for food when her husband is unemployed than the Communists in Poland or Yugoslavia have to pay. I do not
believe any sensible group of men would
do such a thing.
Why is this amendment necessary?
When I mentioned the subject to the
great legal authority to whom I have
referred, he said, "Have you read section
304 of the present law?" It reads as
follows:
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The President shal! exercise the authority
conta.lned herein (1) to assist friendly nations to be independent of trade with the
U. S. S. R. or nations dominated or controlled by the U. S. S. R., for food, raw materials and markets, and (2) to assure that
agricultural commodities sold or transferred
hereunder do not result in increased availability of those, or like commodities, to unfriendly nations.

I a.sk Senators, as this great legal
authority asked mej How in the world
can our Government ship to Poland and
Yugoslavia under the present law? All
my amendment would do would be to try
to tighten up the law, so that those in the
executive department of the Government
would know that the Senate means what
it says and says what it means.
Mr. BRIDGES. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. JENNER. I yield.
Mr. BRIDGES. I compliment the distinguished Senator from Indiana. He
is a patriot in every sense of the word,
and he knows whereof he speaks.
For the life of me I cannot understand how anyone can interpret the language to which the senator refers in
the manner described. Of course it
means what it says. The question is,
Why should we be building up Communist governments so that they can further entrench themselves in power and
still further oppress the citizens of those
countries? The do-gooders and the softheaded individuals in this country who
are promoting that idea will some day
have to answer for it, and answer sharply.
Mr. JENNER. The great international
thinkers refer to me as an isolationist,
as an ignoramus, as narrowminded, and
so forth. I do not mind that. But here
is a law which our officials will not enforce. Therefore we must tighten the
language.
I have read section 304. Listen to section 107, which my amendment would
amend:
SEc. 107. As used In this act, "friendly
nation" means any country other than ( 1)
the U. S. S. R. or (2) any nation or area
dominated or controlled by the foreign government or foreign organization controlling
the world Communist movement.

Is anyone so naive as to believe that
the Communists do not control Poland,
if not Yugoslavia?
It is a shame to talk about "friendly
nations." We cannot even get a friendly
word from those people. Only recently
Tito criticized the Government of the
United States in connection with the
summit proposal, saying that Russia
was exactly right, and that the United
States Government was doing nothing
but shilly-shallying.
What are we trying to do by such legislation as this? We are not helping the
American farmer. We are not helping
American industry, We are not helping
the country. We are wrecking it. I
want Senators to act with their eyes
wide open.
Senators should know, if they do not,
that one-fourth of the export trade ot
our country goes to one country; namely,
Canada. She has only 17 million people.
We do not give Canada any deals or aid
such as this.

SENATE

T he n ext great bulk of our trade goes
t o Latin America and South America.
There are only 170 million people there.
How much aid and how many gifts have
we given to Latin America and South
America? Very little.
What we are trying to do is to destroy
our natural trade outlets. How do Senators suppose our greatest customer, who
takes one-fourth of our exports, is going
to live if we take away from her the
main crop which sustains her economy
by dumping our wheat on the world market and destroying the market for Canadian wheat? Are we going to subsidize
Canada after we have destroyed her markets? Are we willing to trade Canada
and South America and Latin America
for ·~he countries into which we have
poured billions of dollars, and the billion
and a half people in the rest of the
world?
We talk about trade, not aid. This is
becoming an international blackmail
game. It is called put and take. However, under this silly law we put and
the other nations take. Then we have
an agreement, as the distinguished Senator from Louisiana explained, whereby
they put back their soft currencies, and
we get nothing for them.
The Senator from South Dakota [Mr.
CASE] offered an amendment to try to
limit the program so that it could be reviewed each year. The bill would extend
the law for the rest of fiscal year 1958,
fiscal year 1959, and fiscal year 1960.
There is no one within the sound of my
voice who knows what condition this
country will be in 2! 2 fiscal years from
now. It may be that we shall have to
take the debt ceiling off. P~rhaps there
will be wild inftation. Perhaps we shall
be bankrupt.
Yet, it is said, "If we do not live up to
these commitments, other countries will
not like it." I do not know how crazy a
group of men can become.
All my amendment does is to say to
those in charge of the program, "If you
are to use the taxpayers' money to destroy natural trade outlets in Canada and
South America, if you propose to subsidize Poland and Yugoslavia, so that the
housewife in Poland or Yugoslavia can
buy food cheaper than can the American
housewife, whose husband is unemployed,
we propose to prevent it."
We all seem to be concerned about unemployment. I hope this amendment
will tighten the law. It should not even
be necessary to offer it, because section
304 of the present law should amply explain to the bureaucrats downtown what
we want to do. I hope they can read this
language and understand it.
Mr. BRIDGES. Mr. President, will the
Sen a tor yield?
Mr. JENNER. I yield.
Mr. BRIDGES. In applying certain
principles or standards we should bear
in mind the fact that Poland has voted
against United States interests in the
United Nations to a greater extent than
has Russia. That is a very interesting
commentary on whether or not Poland is
communistic. It V(ill be very interesting
to see how the Congress performs in this
connection. I should like to see a record
vote.
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Mr. JENNER. There will be a record
vote.
Mr. BRIDGES. Our action may come
back and hit us in the face.
Mr. JENNER. I think our distinguished minority leader [Mr. KNowLAND] brought out the fact that Poland
increased her defense expenditures last
year in direct proportion to the money
she received from America.
Are we against communism, or are we
not? We are willing to spend $40 billion
a year, supposedly to fight communism;
and yet by this very law, with the commitment in perpetuity of $3% billion, we
are aiding, abetting, and fattening communism, so that Poland and Yugoslavia
can relieve the drain on their economic
system in regard to food and fiber , in
order that they may increase their defense expenditures. Do Senators suppose
that that is for our benefit?
Mr. President, that is all I have to say.
I yield back the remainder of my time.
Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, I
cannot but express surprise at the attitude taken by some of my good friends
across the aisle.
This question was discussed on many
occasions in the Senate. In section 107
we defined what "friendly nation" means.
It meansAny country other than ( 1) the U. S . S . R.
or (2) any nation or area dominated or controlled by the foreign government or foreign
organization controlling the world Communist movement.

I am sure that many Senators will remember that the Secretary of Agriculture proposed that we amend the law so
that we could trade some of our agricultural products with countries behind the
Iron Curtain. The law, as contained in
section 107 of the act, so provided.
Under section 304 it is provided:
The President shall exercise the authority
contained herein-

Which I have just read( 1) to assist friendly nations to be independent of trade with the U.S. S. R. or nations dominated or controlled by the U. S.
S . R. for food, raw materials, and markets,
and (2) to assure that agricultural commodities sold or transferred hereunder do
not result in increased availability or those
or like commodities to unfriendly natiqns.

That language was placed in the act
last year in order to give the President
of the United States the authority and
right to sell products or dispose of products to countries which could, it is believed, be broken out of the Soviet orbit.
Why was it done? It was done because
information came to us that such countries could be won over.
For example, I have just returned from
Poland. I visited the country for over a
week. I went all over the country.
There is no question but that the Govern~
ment of Poland is communistic. There
is no doubt about it. However, I venture
to say that the people there are against
communism.
The second provision I have just read
was adopted by the Senate and it is now
the law. It gives the President the authority to determine the extent to which
he can go in the sale of the commodities
in the hope of winning over countries

-.
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ot the Pennsylvania told the committee that
in 42 years of railroading, he bas never
seen the outlook for the rail llnes so alarmIng as it Is now.
The railroad men have presented a long
llst or petty grievances and makeshift reforms, some or which are also supported by
truck spokesmen. For Instance, the 3-percent tax on freight. applied during the war

altogether, at least as tar as its ratemaklng
power Is concerned.
The ICC is among the best staffed and
highest minded or Washington's regulatory
agencies. It bas done much good work and
It saved us !rom the railroads' greed In the
days of their monopoly. What we suffer
from now, however, is not their greed but
their undernourishment, along with a cer-

to dlscourn.ge nonessential traffic, is still un-

tain managerial lassitude this produces.

repealed. President Alpert o! the New
Haven, In despair at continuing losses on
passenger and commuting tratl!c, wants a
State subsidy, and Symes has a scheme !or
the Government to buy his rolllng stock and
lease It back to him. But these remedies
don't reach the guts of the railroad problem. Neither would it be solveq by cutting
the passenger losses, which the trucking industry spokesmen keep pointing to but
which have been statistically exaggerated.
The guts of the railroad problem are freight
rates and regulation. That subject has now
been opened up In the hearings-over
screams from the trucking Industry-and it
reveals that the railroads' plight Is not
basically an economic plight at all.

be allowed, Indeed forced, to compete with
their full strength would be good for the
railroads' management and service, as well
as revenues and profits.
They would soon discover, for example,
that low rates alone will not offset the attractions of truck fiexibll!ty to shippers, notably the attraction of lower Inventory
costs. The ralls would accordingly be forced
to Improve their own fiexlblllty by extending combined rates and service. which they
have been slow to do. All forms of transport
could benefit from the livelier competl tlon
launched by truly competitive rates. The
shipper would retain his many present options, plus the one be is now denied: the
cheapest rate at which he and the railroads
can profitably get together.
Such a rate would doubtless drive many
trucks from the highway and thereby reduce
what the ICC calls competition: But when
com pet! t!on Is so defined that nobody Is
ever allowed to win It. it can be just as
wasteful as monopoly. To abolish ICC ratemaking altoge~her is admittedly an extreme
suggestion. But the ICC's present powers
result in an artificial allocation of freight
markets which is costlier to the economy, as
well as to the railroads, than a freely competitive allocation would be. And since the
monopoly the ICC was created to curb can
never return, the burden of proof now surely
rests on those who would let it keep any
ratemaklng power at all.
Will It take another wave of railroad
bankruptcies to get Congress to act? In
their testimony last week, the truckers
claimed that our transport industry Is sound
and well rounded. Only a year ago ICC Commissioner Anthony Arpala, in a speech defending ICC rate policies, called the railroads' prospects brilliant. Such complacence is ridiculous. The railroads are being
whittled away by underrnalntenance and
underlnvestment. The restraints on them
are costly, Irrational and outmoded. This
Is 1958, not 1904. Surely we can spare the
ICC more easily than we can spare a sound
railroad system--especially when that system can be saved by liberating every form o!
transport to do whatever work It does best.

A TON A MILE FOR A PENNY

Except for highly speclallzed pipelines, the
railroads are still far and away the most etl!cient of our ltmd transport systems. Despite
lnfiatlon, they can haul a ton a mile for
about a penny (trucks: 5 cents and up)
and their productivity in ton-miles per
man-hour continues to Improve by about 3
percent n year.

They ha'ltl nearly half of

the Nation's intercity freight !or about a
third o! Its freight blll. Yet their share of
the business has dropped from 65 percent to
48 percent In the last decade and is stlll
dropping. This trend, fatal to an industry
with such high fixed costs, is mainly the
result o! Government regulation.
Unl!ke most of their competitors, the railroads have full control over none of the basic
factors of their businees: rates. costs. or
service. As Symes put It, "railroad pricing
Is regulated on the low side. costs are regulated on the high side, and services on the
generous side." Yet the roads would stlll
be capable of enormous profits, at even lower
rates. 1! they were allowed to compete for
all the freight they can carry more cheaply
than their competitors can carry it.
The national villain in this absurd situation Is the 71-year-old Interstate Commerce
Commission and the various acts it administers. The ICC's philosophy of ratemaklng
holds that the bigger and more variegated
our transportation system, the better. This
philosophy prevents the railroads from using
their strongest natural competitive weapon,

which is making rates the trucks can't meet.
The more versatile trucking industry can
accordingly take the tratl!c It wants, and
then nimbly sidestep the railroads' chained
efforts at reprisal. In case after case the
ICC judges a railroad's rate application not
by whether it Is remunerative to the railroad, but by whether it is competitively
fair, that Is, whether the trucker can profitably meet it. The ICC Is the friend of variety In transportation, but not of lowest
possible costs or of maximum etl!ciency.
In 1955 a Presidential advisory committee,
headed by Sinclair Weeks, recommended
changes in ICC rate policy which would have
given the railroads more freedom in competitive ratemaklng. The recommendations
lla ve been thoroughly discussed and not substantially refuted. But the ICC, the truckers. and Congress have preferred ihings the
way they are.
A NEW OPriON FOR SHIPPERS

Numbed by years of regulation and also by
fear of rate wars with each other, the railroads refuse to make the one proposal that
would dramatize their problem. Well, we
hereby make it for them: abolish the ICC

To

[From the New York Times of March 14, 1958]
THE DYING RAILROADS

It begins to be a question whether the lawmakers in Washington, Albany, Trenton, and
other capitals can reach the deathbed of the
railroads In time to save the patient.
The New York Public Service Commission
has at last yielded to the inevitable and allowed the New York Central to abandon
passenger service on the Putnam division
Into Westchester, while at the same time
permitting a 7 percent Increase in fares on
all Westchester lines.
The Putnam always labored at a disadvantage because it stopped in the Bronx far
short of where most passengers wanted to
go, into Grand Central. Reduced tratl!c
forced reduced service which reduced tratl!c
stlll further. To defend continuance now
would be uphlll, llloglcal work. But we are
sorry to see any railroad passenger service
abandoned.
Some Public Service Commission remarks
accenfuate the gravity of the ralloads' condition. "The impact o! the pesent business
recession upon this company and the railroad Industry generally has been and continues to be alarming • • •
In 1957 the

reported financial results of this company's
entire operations refiected a return of less
than 2 percent upon the net Investment in
property devoted to an transportation servIces. Moreover, the published monthly statistics o! the company during the present
year Indicate a far more dismal picture."
Earlier this week the president of the Central Railroad of New Jersey told the State
Board of Public ULillty Commissioners that
his road was "heading for bankruptcy." It
wouldn't be many months, he said, possibly
September.
So Charles H. Tuttle, cochairman of the
Metropolitan Rapid Transit Commission,
speaking yesterday to security analysts, had
plenty o! ground for his warning that "the
commuter crisis in the New York-New Jersey
metropolitan areas Is fast approaching catastrophe." He could justifiably say that
"the present moment is probably the last
chance for an integrated mass commutation
program.,.
Everybody will be driving or walking to
work from the suburbs before long U the
legislatures of New York and New Jersey,
with an assist !rom Washington, don't begin to think bigger-and quickly-about the
railroad problem.

The Freedom Train
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MIKE MANSFIELD
OF MONTANA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, March 20, 1958

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the REcORD an article
entitled "The Freedom Train and the
Story of I ts Origin: Our Civil Liberties
on W heels," written by William A.
Coblenz, with an introduction by Dr.
Frank Monaghan, historian of the
Freedom Train.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE FREEDOM TRAIN AND THE STORY OF I TS
ORIGIN; OUR CIVIL LIBERTIES ON WHEELS

(By Wllllam A. Cob!enz)
AN INTRODUCTION

The consensus Is, and I believe will long
remain, that the Freedom Train did more
to bring the basic documents of our American heritage to the enraptured attention
of the American people than any other single
operation In our glory-studded history. It
was unique and It was spectacular. It Inspirited millions of Americans by giving
them the opportunity of a personal view of
the original documentary materials Illustrating the principles which have made the
United States both the bastion and the
spearhead of a new free world. Much of the
success of the Freedom Train must be attributed to the fact that it was exhibiting
original manuscripts. That Is why' we of
the society have an Intense Interest in the
whole affair.
Some have claimed credit, or have allowed credit to be claimed for them, for
the instigation of the Freedom Train. Now.
in somber and happy retrospect, the rea!
facts should be put into the record. It required more than one effort to persuade my
old friend Bill Coblenz (ever modest and
reluctant) to write the article which follows. It was he who first conceived the Idea
of the Freedom Train. It was his ebullient
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(From the Madison (W is.) Capital Times or
M ar ch 10, 1958 ]
R EUSS MAY As K PROBE IN BURNING OF BOOKS
ON F ARM STATISTICS

I

I

(By Ron May)
Representative HENRY REuss, D emocrat,
Milwaukee, may ask for a full investigation
of the mystery of the bur ned books.
Last Tuesday the Capital Times learned
that some 3,000 copies of a b ooklet publlshed
by the Department of Agriculture were withdrawn just b efore distribution and burned.
P arts o! the booklet were taken out and
other p arts changed, it Is believed, and then
the b ook let was repr inted.
The r evised version of Fa r m P bpulation
Estim at es for 1957, was released Feb ruary 13,
b y t h e Department's Agricultu ral Marketing
Ser vice. S oon afterward a memb er of the
Ser vice told the Capital Times that at least
one of the statisticians who worked on the
booklet would resign because "a deception is
b eing pr acticed on the pu bllc."
The man was d escribed as being upset
about the changes In the booklet, ordered by
a top-level otllclal. But j u st what changes
were made could not be learned. Franklln
Thackeray, public Information officer for the
division, would not reveal why the booklets
were withdrawn or who Issued the order.
Aiter stating that the withdrawn material
had been "only a first draft," he •later acknowledged that they had been actually
printed and ready for distribution.
Last Thu r sday Senator PaoxMmE, Democrat, Wisconsin, apparently unaware of the
burned books, charged on the floor of the
Senate that the figures In the publlshed version are "to say the least, extren1ely contradictory."
He said that the pub l!shed figures permitted Secretary Ezra Benson to claim that per
person income on farms rose In 1957. But
this conclusion Is not logical, PaoxMIRE said.
TI1e W isconstn Democrat, who last year
asked for Benson's resignation, cited testimony of 0 . V . W ells, head of the Agricultural Marketing Ser vice. Speaking before
the H ouse Agricultural Subcommittee, on
Febr uary 3, Wells stated that for 1957 avera6e farm income, total farm income, and return per farm working hour were all below
t he le\'els of 1956.
Since this is so, PaoxMraE said, how can
Socretary Benson claim that farmers were
better off last year?
The Senator said that Benson's clnlm of
better per-person farm income was figured on
the basis of a huge drop In farm population.
But PaoxMIRE <loubted the truth of this large
drop, which, he said, was three times larger
than the decline In the number of farms.
PaOXMIRE said:
"Everything ls down-yet Mr. Benson Is
advancing the claim • • • that there ls eYIdence that the farmers' economic condl tlon
is lmprovtng."
"I have learned to have very little confidence In the optimistic claims that have been
advanced by Mr. Benson. He bas misrepresented the facts to give a false sense of
assurance to the American people, time after
time.
"These figures purport to show that the
farm situation has Improved. Frankly, I am
most skeptical as to the valldity of these
figures<
''The Department reports that the average
per capita income of persons living on farms
was $993, an Increase of 10 percent over the
year before. But the rest of the facts and
figures seem to contradict this optimistic
report.
"The entire foundation !or this claim seems
to be based on the D epartment's estimate
of farm p opulation, which It claims has
dropped 8 percent si nce a year ago.
"But this estimate or population • • •
conflicts with th e Department's estimate of
the number of farms.

''How in the wor ld can a population d e·
cline of 8 percent b e r econ clled w ith a d e cline of only one-t h ird that m uch in the
number of farms? "
R epresentative R EUss has b r ought the Issue
to the House Subcom mittee o n Intergovernmental Relations, of which he Is a memb er. Subcommittee General Counsel J ames
Naughton was refused a copy of the withdrawn booklet by the Agriculture D epartment, and hearings may be called.
The Capital Times has learned that one
of Its stories nearly resulted In the firing
of Maxwell Rabb, White House adviser on
minority political problems.
The stor y told how Rabb and his wife
spent more than a week in J apan at the
expense of J apanese and Japanese-American
businessmen, and tllen returned to publicly
plug for tea.
That was deemed within the ethical code
of the White House ruling group, but bringing the name of President Eisenhower Into
the sales pitch-without prior approval o!
the P resident's chief aide, Sherman Adamswas definitely not within the code. Rabb
had got national publicity from a speech in
which he said he was trying to persuade
Eisenhower to drink tea to relieve pressure
at times of tension. Rabb said that teadrinking Japanese suffered from relatively
little heart trouble.
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i na! version of the booklet had been de stroyed. " We no longer possess a copy o:!
the report he (FouNTAIN) wants," the aide
said.

The Capital Times has learned from a
source close to the Fountain committee that
hearings may be held on the booklet within
a month. The Capital Times articles will be
introduced as evidence.
Representative LESTER JoHNSON, Democrat,
of Black River Falls, charged last week that
the Department of Agriculture has swollen
Jlke a distended balloon since Benson took
over in 1953.
JOHNSON said that the number of employees in the Department has increased by
17,032.
The number was 63,690 in 1954, and now is
80,722. The Wisconsin Democrat said that
the increase is more than all the people Jiv ...
ing in the cities of Chippewa Falls, River
Falls, and Cumberland together.
He also said that the new employees hired
by Benson represent three times the number
in the entire Department of Labor, and about
one-half the personnel in the D epartment o!
State.

The Condition of the Railroads
EXTENSION OF REMARK S

THE CASE OF BURNED AGRICULTURE DEPART-

MENT BOOKLETS I s GROWING HOTTER
(By Ron May)
WASHINGTON.-The case of the burned
books grows hotter.
Last week Representative L. H. FOUNTAIN,
Democrat, of North Carolina, gave the Secretary of Agriculture a deadline of noon
Tuesday to produce a copy of tlle book. But
Secretary Ezra Taft Benson didn't even reply.
The case was uncovered by the Capital
Times 2 weeks ago. It involves some 2,500
copies or a printed booklet titled, "Farm
Population Estimates for 1957," lEsued by the
Department of Agriculture.
After the booklets were stacked and ready
for distribution to reporters and others, the
booklets mysteriously disappeared. Since
ou tslders dldn 't know the booklets were
ready, the disappearance and subsequent
burning was not reported.
Then Senator WILLIAM PROXhiiRE, Democrat, of Wisconsin, charged In a Senate
speech that the Farm Population Estimates
for 1957, as eventually relPased, contained
contradictory and Incorrect figures. He wondered If they had been doctored.
The booklet, ns published, showed a
huge--8 percent-fall In farm population,
thus permitting Benson to state that despite
n detrensed total farm Income the per person
income or farmers rose In 1957.
The Cap! tal Times story on the booklet
was taken by Representative HENRY REuss,
Democtat, of Milwaukee, to the House InterGovernmental Relations Subcommittee, of
which REuss Is a member.
Chairman FouNTAIN charged that In his efforts to learn the truth he got the runaround. The Department first said that no
booklets were destroyed, only some working
scripts. Then Assistant Secretary of Agriculture Don Paarlberg admitted that the
scripts had been printed and that all of
them-some 2,50()-..had been destroyed. But
Paarlberg still Insisted they were merely
working scripts.
After that, Paarlberg refused to answer
Inquiries. And, last week, Benson refused
to acknowledge FouNTAIN's ultimatum.
FouNTAIN's letter had charged that continued refusal to submit tlle booklet carried
the Implication that the Department has
something to hide. H e threatened to use his
subpenn power unless t he d ocument was
submitted .
But a spokesman In Paarlberg's office told
the Capital Times that nl! copies of the orig-
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HON. GEORGE A. SMATHERS
OF FLORIDA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, March 20, 1958

Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD an editorial entitled "How To Save the Railroads" which appeared in a recent issue
of Life magazine.
The editorial points out that the root
of the railroad problem is in the freight
rates and regulation field.
The observations which are made in
the editorial are worthy of serious
thought on the part of all of us who are
desirous of having a sound national
transportation system.
I also ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the Appendix an editorial entitled "The Dying Railroads," which appeared in the March 14 issue of the New
York Times.
There being no objection, the editorials were ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
How To

SAVE THE RAILROADS-LET THEM SAVE
THEMSELVES. AND SAVE Us MONEY} BY SET-

OWN RATES
Last week's weather made thousands or
Americans conscious of two facts they
should hnve known anyway: (a) They are
extremely dependent on the railroads; (b)
the railroads nre In pretty bad shape. The
breakdown of passenger service was bad
enough, but it is a mere symptom of the
rails' real plight. That plight is not just an
Inconvenience but a danger to the whole
United States economy.
At the current hearings In Washington before Senator SMATHERS' subcommittee, railroad men have testified that If tllere were
another war, they simply could not handle
the kind o! Increase in traffic which they
bandied so well In World War II. They
ought to be spending about 2 bil11on a year
on new plant and equipment; since. the war
they have averaged about 1 b1llion, and this
year they can't raise even that. The earnings of most roads are utterly Inadequate to
attract the needed capital. President Symes
TmG THEIR
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and contagious enthusiasm (supported by
a lonely and fierce tenacity) that persuaded
var!Qus key Individuals and groups to the
point where the grand Idea came to a happy
fruition, (Dr. FRANK MONAGHAN, Historian
of the Freedom Train.)
The Freedom Train, curling Its educational
path around the country with the original
title deeds of American civil liberties, has
been described professionally by the advertising Industry of the United States as the
greatest single publlc relations achievement
In the history o! the United States Government.
Historians and allied groups concur in this
estimate.
It was seen by about three and a halt million people who actually went through the
train. The Impact on countless other milJlons from the public events, the ceremonies,
and the publlclty associated with the project
1s beyond calculation.
As an enterprise !n education, The Freedom Train struck so responsive a chord !n
the hearts of the American people that some
o! the country's most sk!llful appraisers of
public opinion profess tllemselves astounded
at the reaction. They were so doubtful of
the entertainment value of dry, old, historic
documents that they suggested the participation of Hollywood glamour to attract the
audiences they felt would not come otherwise. Singers and screen celebrities, and
ballyhoo derived from them, were suggested
to rescue the Idea from the anticipated
flop. Actually hundreds of thousands braved
rain and heat and snow and sleet, and many
ended in bitter disappointment because more
came than could possibly be admitted.
Thus !t was the people or America who
made The Freedom Train a historic triumph.
But the backbone of the project, its powerful
fountain source, was Tom C. Clark, now Associate Justice of the United States Supreme
Court. In the first instance as the then Attorney General of the United States, It was
he who put the Government, President Truman, and himself !n the position of primary
sponsors, That was a guaranty of such
prestige, such overall Government cooperation, and such top-fiight power, that, even
before the train began to move over the
tracks, !t had the elements and the promise
of success.
Just demobilized out of the Second World
War, I had been appointed Assistant Director
of the Division of Public Information In the
Department of Justice under Attorney General Clark. My Immediate superior directly
responsible for my appointment was the
Director, Gen. Timothy A. Mcinerny. The
general had worked side by side with me In
the editorial offices of the Boston Post for
more than 18 years and during the war vistted me In my battalion on Guam.
Among my Justice duties were the study
and review of the most fantastic splurge of
lunatic fringe literature that has probably
ever affilcted this country. This constituted
a whole literary spectrum of subversion.
The beetlebrowed end of it spewed Ignorance
and hate and bigotry on a psychotic level.
On the other end and much more malevolent, was the output of the educated Communist, fellow-travelling and semi-Communist ~lite. For me, the sincerity of the intellectual authors of this material was
suspect. The abysmally uneducated said
fanatlca>ly stupid things, which they undoubtedly believed. I could never be persuaded, however. th~t types such as Howard
Fast respected their own product. For me
at least, they were obviously the conscious
instruments of the Kremlin. While the
articulate uninformed excited a certain pity,
the 11terate masters of subversion drew only
a cold and wary contempt. Between the
two extremes was every gradation of distortion and confusion on basic public issues.
The country seemed to hunger for a restatement o1 Its own tradition and in due

course the Freedom Train served that purpose.
It was here that my Ignorance of government played Its most advantageous role. I
just assumed that a great agency such as the
United States Department of Justice could
assign a fraction of Its enormous energies
and finances to an educational campaign
without either special authorization or spe1fic appropriations from Congress. Occasionally on my lunch hour, I would
wander through the National Archives next
door. There I saw a trickle of tourists viewIng the German surrender documents and
Hitler's last will and testament. It seemed
to me Incredible that a display of such topic!\,! Interest was not being brought to all the
American people Instead of merely to a
handful happening to be In the Capitol.
My Imagination saw this exhibit In association with the whole problem of subversion.
The Idea of the Freedom Train was born.
I walked up to the administration floor of
Archives Building and into the office of the
then Archivist of the United States, Dr. Solon
J. Buck, the first person to hear of the project. Encouraged by Dr. Buck that the plan
was feasible and legal-he consulted 1 or 2
of his a!d&-I outUned the nascent Idea next
morning to Director Mcinerny. This was April
8, 1946, about 4 months after my ap)Jolntment to my Justice post. A push of the right
button brought In one of the secretaries. and
General Mcinerny dictated.
"To the Attorney General:
"Mr. Coblenz suggested what I con&<der to
be a very fine Idea to emphasize our Interest
in civil liberties.
"He suggests that we get pertinent documents from the Archives of the United States
next door, such as letters from gr~at Americans on the subject • • • and have an exhibition first here 'in the Department of
Justice and then successively In the various
cities of the country. He has explored the
idea with the Archivist and will give you a
more adequate report later.
"I would leap at this as something that
will bolster our pres171ge and the publlo Interest In the subject."
On April 10, 2 days later, I forwarded a
more comprehensive memorandum to General Mcinerny. Here I detailed the proposed
project In terms of a railroad car (actually
there were several cars) to house this mobile
exhibit on its travels to hundreds of American cities. The exhibit, this April 10 memorandum said, "will show some original and
some photostats of documents from the Bill
of Rights to the four freedoms." I added
"Some of these documents are now In process
of collection from the National Archives,
the Library of Congress, the State Department and the War Department."
Then I Interjected an Idea that was afterwards abandoned-perhaps wisely.
This
original exhibit concept called for show of
direct confrontation and dramatic contrast.
One side of the train corridor would display
the American way. Facing it on the opposite
side would be the chronicle In pictures and
documents of Hitler's Third Reich. Here the
democratic Ideal; there the totalitarian
tyranny. I proposed to show, for example,
the original Hitler edl~t of February 26, 1933.
This Is the basic lavl'that destroyed all civil
Uberties In Germany, outlawed labor unions,
killed the dignity of the individual. Documents and pictures were to portray a ghastly
chronicle of dishonor, betrayal, suicide. This
sharply dramatic pictorial and graphic conflict of the two ideas of government greatly
appealed to me.
The war was just ended, and the climate
of opinion In relation to Hitler and the Nazis
was still Intense !n a nation whose anger had
not yet abated. By Inference this contrasting
exhibit constituted as well a forceful and
blunt Indictment of the Communist despotIsm. But In early 1946 the Soviet Union was
still presumably our ally, a! though an ex-
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tremely unpleasant one, and the cold war
was as yet somewhere In the offing. This
compelled, It anything, an oblique and inferential criticism or government by secret
police, and the Implicit Instead of the explicit
approach. In the end a wholly American
show and omission of the Nazi phase of the
concept was decided as capable of producing
the best results.
Meanwhile, at the behest of the Attor~ey
General, I went to see and succeeded In winning the support of the late John J. Pelley,
the president of the Association of American
Railroads. His warm acceptance of the project Involving a heavy contribution of railroad
services, free, persuaded me to urge the Attorney General to have him up !or a luncheon
In the Attorney General's suite which both
Mcinerny and I attended.
Shortly thereafter the Attorney General
and General Mcinerny left for Europe. They
were hardly out of the country before I became acutely aware of an Intra-Justice cabal
against the Idea:
"What's the Department of Justice got to
do with a Freedom Train? " "The most screwball Idea I ever heard of." "Where Is the
money coming from?" "What's the point of
!t?" "It will be criticized on the Hill."
"There Is no allowance for !t In any budget."
"Just a crackpot press agent stunt."
The Acting Attorney General preemptorlly
sent for me. I was allowed l!ttle opportunity
to explain anything. In a voice that had
astonishing carrying power he shouted:
"Freedom Train? Get rid of it. Throw It out
of here."
When months later the train was launched
In Philadelphia, I saw him standing before
news and movie cameras, with his two sons
on either side of him, signing the roster of
distinguished names and looking for all the
world as If he were the father of the idea.
However, the complaint: "Where Is the
money coming from?" proved valid.
I went over the head of the Acting Attorney
General via a transatlantic radiotelephone
call to Attorney General Clark and General
Mcinerny in London. That kept the project
Intact pending their r eturn. The day after
they got back there was a three-man crisisconference In the Attorney General's office
among the Attorney General, General McInerny and myself. The Attorney General
explained his misgivings on the question of
appropriations. The money was simply not
available from Government. For an abysmal
instant, the picture was black. It seemed the
Freedom Train was wrecked even before It
got up steam.
Months before, Mcinerny, in one of the
more brilliant strokes of the project, had
had me draft a letter for the signature of
President Truman. He suggested the Idea In
response to my question: "What authority
have I for asking other agencies of the Government to cooperate?" Mcinerny's solu tlon
was the Presidential letter printed here on
another page. This politely, but with Presidential definiteness, demanded the "wholehearted and enthusiastic cooperation of the
other departments of the Government."
Now I explained to the Attorney General
that these other departments had already put
In a lot of effort on behalf of the Freedom
Train, which, Indeed, they had. The Department of Defense through Its exhibits section
had actually put out money on my Innocent
"yes" to the question whether costs would
be determined on a "relmburs!ble basis."
The Pennsylvania Railroad in Its Delaware
yards, which I had visited, had already
stripped down several cars to their shells
so that they could be reconstructed for
the safety and protection of the sacred documents "beyond the point of reason." All this
labor, together wl th the Pres!dent's letter
Itself, would react unfavorably on us, I insisted, If the project were now abandoned.
Clark had a genuine and transparently
sincere feeling for the Freedom Train idea
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and saw-long before the fa.ct-lts full educational potentiaJ.ities. Before this strategic
conference and many times afterward his
intercession personally smoothed over 'many
rough edges.
Several times--once quite
harshly-he directed me to reduce In the
publiCity the personal prominence of his
role. The sketches I bad directed be made of
the projected train carried the legend: "Department of Justice" as a banner line on
each side or the cars. And these, among other
details in simllar vein, be ordered deleted.
Now be eyed me closely, pointing out that
a certain Phlladelpbia newspaper publisher
might be persuaded to finance the project
because of his phUantbroplc and patriotic
outlook and his liberalism. I submitted respectfully that the publisher In question
was too far over to the left and tba~ hostile
suggestions of leftism might imperil the
idea and boomerange against us.
Without asking my advice further and In
my presence and Mcinerny's be enlisted the
support by telephone to Hollywood of n.
highly regarded lawyer friend of his, Edwin
L. Weisl, of the firm of Simpson, Thatcher,
and Bartlett; and at the same time with the
same call, of Barney Balaban, president of
Paramount ~ctures, Inc. Balaban was a
philanthropic collector of Americana, often
presenting
purchases to public institutions, and the Attorney General regarded
him a superior and selfless patriot.
Within a week on orders from the Attorney General I was in Balaban's office atop
the Paramount Building In New York Cit
explaining the project to him, Wclsl, and a
roomful of Paramount executives. In du
course. the advertising Industry evinced an
aggressive and fruitful interest, pouring an;
enormous flood of Madison Avenue's abies
talent Into the now dynamic national campaign of education for America, and agalns
subversion of every hue. The dedication to
the project of such leaders In the advertlsln
Industry of America as TPomas D'Arcy Brophy, and the prestige anli decision of Winthrop W. Aldrich. later to become American
Ambassador to the Court or St. James. enabled the Idea to achieve rapid maturity and
robustness.
The American Heritage Foundation was
organized to finance and manage the project,
removing all fiduciary responsibility !rom
the Government, and an endless succession
of meetings and conferences followed. Brophy served as the first president of the
foundation, and Aldrich as chairman of the
board.
The freedom train was on the road.

Trade Agreements
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. WILLIAM M. TUCK
OF VIRGINIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, March 20, 1958

Mr. TUCK. Mr. Speaker, Mr. W. J.
Erwin, president of Dan River Mills, Inc.,
Danville, Va., appeared today before the
Committee on Ways and Means and
presented testimony on behalf of his
corporation concerning the proposal to
extend for 5 years the President's autority to enter into trade agreements,
under section 350 of the Tariff Act of
1930, as amended.
Mr. Edwin's statement should be of
general interest and under leave to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I include
the full text of his presentation, which
is as follows:

STATEMENT OF W. J. ERWIN, PRESIDENT, DAN
RIVER MILLS, DANVILLE~ VA., AND CHAIRMAN
OF THE FOREIGN TRADE COMMITTEE OF THE
AMERICAN COTTON MANUFACTURERS INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, my name is William J. Erwin. I live
in Danville. Va., where I am president of
Dan River Mills. I appear before you today
on behalf of the American Cotton Manufacturers Institute, of whose foreign trade
committee I am chairman.
The American Cotton Manufacturers Institute. now consolidated with the National
Federation of Textiles, represents some 80
percent of all the spindles and looms processmg cotton and manmade fibers In the United
States. Geographically, our hundreds of
member companies are concentrated In the
great textile-producing arc swinging from
Maine through Texas. The textile m111 products Industry, of which the ACMI constitutes
the largest single segment. employs almost
exactly 1 million people currently. Furthermore, our member mills together constitute
the largest single customer of the Unl ted
States cotton farmer, and one of the largest
customers of the United States chemical industry. We purchase about $2 billion worth
of materials annually from the chemical Industry, of which about three-quarters represents manmade fibers.
Clearly. the textile industry Is a major
factor In the economic activity of the United
States economy. It is also a key element
in our national security. More than 10,000
d ltreren t types of textile Iterns were required
by the armed forces of the United States in
World War II.
The most compelling problem facing all
or us today Is the level of the nation's economy. In a. recession that bas struck more
deeply then any previous downward adjustment since the end of World War II, the
pressing need is to reverse the trend or
bualness.
Long-range, our greatest strength ls a
growing. expanding economy. It Is the bulwark of our position In the free world, the
source of our ability to belp provide muscle
for friendly nations. It l.s also the bulwark
In our struggle with Russia. Without It, we
could scarcely compete very long In the
space age.
The Trade Agreements Act as now adminIstered and as contemplated in H. R. 10368,
works against the need for a vital, expanding economy In textiles, a basic industry and
one of the Nation's largest.
In 1955, existing textUe duties were too low
to prevent an increase In Imports !rom the
newly modernized textile Industries in other countries. This was apparent to our textile Industry, but nevertheless, duties on
cotton textiles were cut an average of 25
percent. and as much as 50 percent. This set
otr a fioodtide of imports.
The plight of the textile Industry can be
stated simply by asking a question: If you
were a texj;lle manufacturer In the United
States, how would you compete prlcewjse
with a manufacturer. say In Japan, who (1)
purchased his cotton nt a price about 20
percent below what you paid; (2) paid his
labor about one-tenth what you paid; (3)
utilized modern machinery just as efflclent
as yours which your Government had helped
to provide by using your tax money; (4) employed modern-management techniques and
know-how that you had helped to supply?
The answer Is. that you cou1d not compete.
Yet this Is precisely the position o! our cotton-textile industry.
It should be stated here that all the problems of our Industry do not stem from the
operation of the Trade Agreements Act, nor
from the operation of other Federal legislation. At the same time, It must be emphasized that the administration of our reciprocal trade program bas grievously added to
the b-urdens of our domestic industry.
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As originally conceived, the Reciprocal
Trade Act had the prime purpose of stimulating United States export trade on the
basis of bilateral pacts with other nations.
In fact, it Is our observation that after a
quarter century of the trade-agreements
program, export markets for United States
textiles are constantly being restricted by
overseas government actions. This alone is
a matter of great concern.
Unfortunately, it has been accompanied by
the opening of our markets to the products
of foreign textUe manufactm·ers, a development moot pronounced in recent years. In
theory, the prevention of e~sive imports
is assured by the peril-point procedure, the
escape-clause procedure, and in the case of
cotton textiles, by section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act. In practice there
seems to be virtually no situation in which
relief can be obtained. Certainly this has
been our experience. It must necessarily
infiuence our appraisal of the new foreigntrade proposals.
The March 1957 report of your Subcommittee on Customs, Tariff. and Reclprgcal Trade
Agreements points out: "Section 22 of the
Agricultural Adjustment Act provides that
when the President determ1nes that imports
are materially interfering or are practically
certain to interfere materially with any domestic agricultural program operated by the
Department of Agriculture, he shall impose
>;uch additional fees or import quotas as he
determines .are necessary to prevent such
Interference." It adds: "Section 22 applies
not only to the agricultural commodities but
to manufactured articles processed therefrom."

Back in 1955, when the tariff rates on
many cotton textile items were reduced by
amounts varying up to 50 percent, ACMI
formally petitioned the Secretary of Agriculture to institute proceedings under section 22. We hoped this would lead to the
Imposition of import quotas on cotton
products paralleling the import quotas on
raw cotton imposed In 1939. We felt we
had as an Industry been patient for 16 years
and that section 22 meant what it said.
We did not then, and had not In the past,
opposed the sectipn 22 quotas on raw cotton, recognizing that-free trade theory to
the contrary-they were essential to the administration of the agricultural price support program established by the Con'gress.
How far did we get with this application
to the Secretary of Agriculture? Exactly nowhere. We bad a Jetter from the Under Secretary a few weeks later saying In etrect that
the Department of Agriculture had concluded
that import quotas on cotton products were
not needed. At that time the Department's
own published figures indicated that cotton
textile imports, measured by their raw cotton
equivalent, wece already 4 times the amount
of the raw cotton Import quotn- 29,000
bales~-<>n American Upland types
(these
types account for the vast majority of our
production) . We reasoned that if the Department bad found that more than 29,000
bales of cotton in raw form would Imperil
its program, surely 4 times that amount in
manufactured form was a threat that ''was
practically certain to interfere materially
wltb any domestic agricultural program."
Apparently we were mistaken in our reasonIng, but we frankly feel the explanation lies
elsewhere.
The General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade, never approved by the Congress, commits the United States to report annually
the progress made in eliminating existing
import quotas under section 22. It is understandably embarrassing for the United
States representatives to explain to GATT
the imposition of a new quota after delineatl.ng the progress made in eliminating
existing ones. But embarrassing or not, we
believe that conformance with the clear
intent of legislation approved by the Con-
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qualify himself as a member of the Oklahoma bar in 1923. In 1935 he returned
to Louisiana, to reestablish himself as a
dentist. He settled at Pineville, La.,
where he also acquired a small farm.
His desire to serve in public capacity
was again demonstrated. He twice ran
unsuccessfully for a seat in the Congress,
against a well-established Member of the
House. His persistence was rewarded,
however, when, in 1952, he was elected.
He was reelected in 1954 by an overwhelming majority, and again in 1956.
He endeared himself to all those who
knew him here in the Nation's Capital.
I believe he was the most beloved member of the Louisiana congressional delegation. Although he was a vigorous
and forceful fighter in all the causes in
which he believed, and gave no quarter
to his opposition when the battle was on,
he was characterized by friendliness,
warmth, and Christian tolerance in his
relationships with those around him.
Representative GEORGE LoNG was one
of the most faithful Members in his attendance at the sessions of the House of
Representatives. For a time he never
missed so much as a single quorum call.
Nevertheless, he recognized that the
crucial Issue is, not how long a Member
serves or how regularly he attends his
committee meetings or the debates on
the floor of the House, but whether he is
working in the right direction.
During the debate over the pay raise
for the Members of Congress, he made it
clear that the public is perhaps incapable of completely rewarding its best
public servants, and that any salary is
too much to pay to one who is unworthy
of service here. The following statement, which he made during the debate
on the bill to increase the pay of Members of Congress, is In a large respect
typical of his views of the requirements
of public service:
My opinion 1s that a lot of the Members
who have spoken here today feel that they
are not entitled to a salary raise. My advice
to these Members would be, "Go back home
and help elect to Congress a better man, to
take your place; one who wlll be worth the
money."

His service in the House of Representatives was in the best traditi9n of what
most of us mean by the term Democrat.
He was a constant, consistent, and unfailing battler for the poor, the distressed, and the unfortunate.
He served on the Veterans' Committee
and he was always an advocate of a more
adequate program to provide for the unfortunate veterans and for the widows of
veterans. Members of the Congress will
recall many battles he waged to prevent
exploitation of the veterans' programs by
unwoJ"thy persons, or other abuses resulting from unthinking bureaucratic
procedures.
As a man born on the farm, and who
lived near the farm all his life, and a
small farmer himself, he was unfailing in
his efforts to preserve in our American
economy a worthy place for the small
family farm.
His position on tax policies and on social security and housing legislation,
demonstrated him to be the constant
champion of the little man and the underdog.

GEORGE LoNG was one of the most regular attenders at the quiet and unpublicized devotional breakfast which is
held weekly in the restaurant of the
House of Representatives. This littleknown and inspired group came to know
and love him, as they assembled to place
themselves under God's guidance and to
share their individual religious teachings
and experiences.
Representative LoNG was a member of
the Baptist Church. He was a 32•
Mason, a Shriner, and a Kiwanian.
He died at the age of 75, having led
a rich, varied, and full life. He had the
great satisfaction of having his life's
work culminate in the opportunity for
public service which he had sought so
consistently throughout his life. This
gave him the unusual opportunity of
finding in his closing years his best and
most active period of service.
He is survived by the one he cherished
most while on this earth-his faithful
and devoted wife, Jewell Tyson Long. He
was married to her late in life. The marriage was an extremely happy one. His
wife not only provided him with companionship and a wonderful pome, but
also continued to be his principal aid
in his office and in other official capacities.
A brief memorial service will be held
here in Washington today, at 4 p.m. The
body will then be taken to Pineville, La.,
for the funeral services and interment on
Thursday, March 27.
I should like to express my heartfelt
appreciation to my colleagues from the
Louisiana congressional delegation, as
well as to GEORGE's many friends, who
have come forward so promptly to give
their sympathy and their assistance to
the widow and to me, in this moment of
sorrow.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. President, will the Senator from Louisiana
yield to me?
Mr. LONG. I yield.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I wish to
associate myself with the very able Senator from Louisiana in the eloquent tribute he has paid to the late Representative GEORGE SHANNON LONG.
I did not know Representative LoNG
well, although I knew of his service, particularly of the very fine work he had
performed in the field of veterans' affairs, in the field of aid to small farmers,
and in connection with many other efforts on behalf of the American people.
Mr. President, the Long family has
contributed many able and forceful leaders to our public life. They have worked
for the benefit of their people in the light
of their own convictions as to what would
bring those benefits. And one of the outstanding members of the family Is my
good friend who represents Louisiana in
this body.
When I heard of Representative LONG's
unfortunate illness, I dictated to my secretary a note to go to him at the hospital.
I will never forget the notes I received
from my colleagues. when I went through
a trying period with a similar ailment.
But late Saturday afternoon my secretary brought the letter back to my desk,
and said that Dr. LoNG had died.
I join all the other Members of this
body in expressing to Representative
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LoNG's family our deep sympathy at his
passing.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I am very
grateful to the majority leader.
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Louisiana yield?
Mr. LONG. I yield.
Mr. KNOWLAND. On behalf of the
Members of the Senate on this side of
the aisle, I wish to join the distinguished majority leader in expressing
both to the members of Representative
LoNG's family and to the State of Louisiana our regrets at his passing.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I thank
the Senator from California.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senato.tl from Louisiana yield to me?
Mr. LONG. I yield.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I should like to
join my colleagues in expressing our
deep sympathy on the passing of our
colleague in the House, Representative
GEORGE S. LONG, of Louisiana. As the
Senator pointed out, he was the champion of the little man. His services will
speak for themselves. To the junior
Senator from Louisiana, and to the rest
of Mr. LoNG's family, we extend our
deepest condolences and sympathy.
Mr. LONG. I am grateful to the Senator from Montana.
The VICE PRESIDENT.' Morning
business is now in order.
EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS, ETC.
The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the
Senate the following letters, which were
referred as indicated:
REPORT ON COOPERATION WITH MEXICO IN
CONTROL AND ERADICATION OF FOOT-ANDMOUTH DISEASE

A letter from the Assistant Secretary of
Agriculture, t•eportlng, pursuant to law, that
there were no significant developments relating to the cooperative program o! the
United States with Mexico for the control
and eradication o! foot-and-mouth disease,
during the month of December, 1957; to the
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry.
REPORTS ON 0VEROBLIGATIONS OF
APPROPRIATIONS

A letter from the Secretary o! Defense.
transmitting, pursuant to law, reports on
overobllgatlons o! appropriations In that Department (with accompanying reports); to
the Committee on Appropriations.
REPORT OF EXPORT-IMPORT BANK OF
WASHINGTON

A letter from the president, Export-Import
Bank of Washington, Washington, D. C.,
transmitting, pursuant to law, a report of
that bank, covering the period July-December 1957 (with an accompanying report); to
the Committee on Banking and Currency.
REPORT PRIOR TO RESTORATION OF BALANCES,
DEPARTMENT OF STATE

A Jetter from the Secretary of State, transmitting, pursuant to law, a report prior to
restoration
of
balances,
International
Boundary and Water Commission, Department of State, dated June 21, 1957 (with
accompanying papers); to the Committee on
Government Operations.
AUDIT REPORT ON FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE
CORPORATION

A letter from the Comptroller General of
the United States, transmitting, pursuant to
law, an audit report on the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation, for the tlsca! year
ended June 30, 1957 (with an accompanyIng report); to the Committee on Government Operations.
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The Senate met at 12 o'clock meridian,
on the expiration of the recess.
The Most Reverend Archbishop Vasil!,
of the Byelorussian Autocephalic Orthodox Church, New York, N. Y., offered
the following prayer:
In the name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Ghost. Almighty
God, this prayer we make to Thee on
this anniversary of the declaration of
independence of Byelorussia, whose freedom was mercilessly suppressed with
brute, godless force, whose millions of
martyrs before Thy throne cry to Thee:
Exercise Thy justice, 0 Lord; restore
freedom to the enslaved peoples of the
world.
In this solemn moment we beg Thee,
our God and Father, be gracious unto us.
Thy mercy, Lord, is in the heavens and
Thy truth reacheth unto the clouds, for
Thou art great and doest wondrous
things.
Merciful Father, Thou hast blessed
the people of this country and helped
them to establish a government of the
people, by the people, and for the people.
Eternal God, bless the leaders of this
country with Thy grace. Help them as
t)1ey strive for Thy truth and as they
strive for world liberty, so that all men,
Thy children, may glorify Thee in their
free countries.
We humbly implore Thee, our God and
Redeemer, accept this our prayer: Bless
the United States of America and Byelorussia.
May Thy glorious name, our God and
Father, reign and shine in our hearts
and be blessed now and forever. Amen.
THE JOURNAL
On request of Mr. JoHNSON of Texas,
and by unanimous consent, the reading
of the Journal of the proceedings of
Friday, March 21, 1958, was dispensed
with.
REPORT OF A COMMITI'EE SUBMITTED DURING RECESS
Under authority of the order of the
Senate of March 21, 1958,
Mr. CHAVEZ, from the Committee on
Public Works, on March 22, 1958, re-

ot Monday, March 17, 1958)

ported favorably, with an amendment,
the bill (S. 3414) to amend and supplement the Federal-Aid Highway Act approved June 29, 1956, to authorize appropriations for continuing the construction of highways, and for other
purposes, and submitted a report (No.
1407) thereon, which was printed.
MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT
Messages in writing from the President
of the United States submitting nominations were communicated to the Senate
by Mr. Miller, one of his secretaries.
EXECUTIVE MESSAGES REFERRED
As in executive session,
The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the
Senate messages from the President of
the United States submitting sundry
nominations, which were referred to the
appropriate committees.
<For nominations this day received,
see the end of Senate proceedings.)
TRANSACTION OF ROUTINE
BUSINESS
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that there
may be the usual morning hour, and that
statements made in connection therewith shall be limited to 3 minutes.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, it is so ordered.
LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, on
behalf of the senior Senator from Massachusetts !Mr. SALTONSTALL) and the
senior Senator from Connecticut [Mr.
BusHl, I ask unanimous consent that
they may be granted leave of the Senate
to be absent today. Botl:J....Senators are
members of the Board of Visitors of the
Naval Academy, and are attending a
meeting there today.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, It is so ordered.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that I may be
absent from the Senate on official bus!-

ness from now until Wednesday
morning.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection? The Chair hears none and it is
so ordered.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
Senator from Louisiana [Mr. LONG) may
speak at this time for not to exceed 10
minutes, in connection with the announcement of the death of a Member
of the other body.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, it is so ordered.
DEATH OF REPRESENTATIVE
GEORGE SHANNON LONG
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, since the
beginning of this session of the 85th
Congress, six Members have died. The
flags above this building are again at
half mast.
This time it Is to honor the memory
of one of my dearest relatives, the late
GEORGE SHANNON LoNG, Representative
from the Eighth Congressional District
of Louisiana.
On last Thursday, March 20, he and
his wife were leaving their home for the
office. It was necessary to shovel away/
some snow which was blocking the garage doors. While they were doing this,
he suffered a heart attack, and was immediately taken to the Bethesda Naval
Hospital. He seemed to be recovering;
but, as so often seems to occur, 2 days
later, on Saturday, March 22, he suffered
a further coronary thrombosis, which
proved fatal within a ·matter of minutes.
Representative LoNG was born on Sep~
tember 11, 1883, in the farming community of Tunica, a few miles from
Winnfleld, La. He was the son of a small
farmer, Huey Pierce Long, Sr. He was
the second son in a family of nine.
He received his education in the public
schools of Wlnn Parish and Mount Lebanon College. He Q!lalified himself as a
dentist in 1904. lle moved to Tulsa,
Okla., where he practiced his profession.
Like his brothers, he was always attracted to, and took an active part in,
public affairs. While in Oklahoma, he
served as a member of the Oklahoma
State Legislature, and found time to
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complimenting the chairman of the
committee for the wonderful work being
done, and, as the minority leader said,
work I hope will continue to be done.
As the ranking minority member of the
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, am I correct in my assumption that
the legislation the Senator expects to
propose will be referred to our committee
for hearings?
Mr. McCLELLAN. The Senator is
eminently correct. The select committee can only recommend; it has no legislative function . Any bills proposed by
the select committee, and the one I shall
introduce, of course, w1ll be referred to
the Senator's committee, where further
testimony on it may be heard, and the
measure evaluated on its merits. The
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
is a legislative committee; the select
committee is an investigating committee.
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. That is
what I had understood. I thank the
Senator for that information. I again
congratulate him for the splendid job
he and the committee have done.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The resolution will be received and appropriately
referred.
The resolution (S. Res. 279), submitted
by Mr. McCLELLAN, was referred to the
Committee on Rules and Administration,
as follows:
Resolved, That there be printed for the use
of the Select Committee on Improper Activities in the Labor or Management Field 2,500
additional copies of the committee's interlm
report to the Senate :mrsuant to Senate
Resolutions 74 and 221, 85th Congress.

Mr. ELLENDER submitted a resolution
<S. Res. 280) relative to the death of Hon.
GEORGE s. LoNG, late a Representative
from the State of Louisiana, which was
considered and agreed to.
<See the above resolution printed in
full when submitted by Mr. ELLENDER,
which appears under a separate heading.)
AMENDMENT OF NATIONAL SECURITY ACT OF 1947
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I introduce, for appropriate reference a bill
to amend the National Security Act of
1947 and for other purposes. I ask unanimous consent that I may speak on the
bill in excess of the 3 minutes allowed
under the order which has been entered.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Withou'rtmjection, the Senator from Montana may
proceed.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, the
dean of the Republican Senators, the
distinguished senior Senator from New
Hampshire [Mr. BRIDGES] and I are today introducing a bill identical to H. R.
11001, recently introduced in the other
body by the Honorable CARL VINSON,
chairman of the House Committee on
Armed Services, the Honorable L"EsLIE C.
ARE:r-.""Ds, and the Honorable PAUL J.
KILDAY.
This bill would effect a long overdue
improvement in our defense organization. Essentially, this would be achieved
under the bill"s provisions by correcting
the weak portions of our defense organN o. 47--2

ization and strengthening that which has
proved successful.
Passage of this bill will provide efficiency, reality, economy, and commonsense in the organization and functioning
of the Department of Defense.
I have come to the conclusion that congressional admonitions and legislative restraints will not stop the growth of the
bureaucracy that has grown so rapidly
since the Office of the Secretary of Defense was established in the National
Security Act of 1947.
At that time it was envisioned that the
Secretary of Defense would exercise
broad coordination over the military departments.
The following will indicate how far
defense organization has strayed from
what was intended by Congress when it
passed the National Security Act of 1947:
One of the authors of that proposal, the
late Adm. Forrest Sherman, testified:
The Secretary of National Defense should
have a small executive omce for directing
and controlling the Defense Establishment.
In add! tlon to the 4 assistants provided by
section 104 I believe he could accomplish
his miEslon with about 100 people, including
stenographic personnel and file clerks.

I should like to point out that that
small executive office of about 100
people has become an administrative
jungle of what is conservatively estimated to be about 2,400 civilian employees, plus the assigned military officers
and enlisted personnel. This bureaucratic hierarchy includes assistant secretaries, deputies to assistant secretaries,
and assistants to assistant secretaries.
The late James Forrestal testified that
it was his expectation that if the Office of
Secretary of Defense were established it
would "exercise overall direction but not
go down into the departments themselves
and deal with their functions, daily operations and administration."
What is going on today, and what is
impeding and impairing our national
security, is that the direct reverse of Mr.
Forrestal's expectations has taken place.
Today the vast array of functionaries,
upon whom finally rests the power so
necessarily delegated by the Secretary of
Defense, interferes directly with the activities and affairs of the military departments.
The bill will place a limit of 600 civilian
employees in the Office of the Secretary
of Defense. It will eliminate 14 of the
present Under Secretaries and Assistant
Secretaries in the Department of Defense, bringing it to a reasonable total of
15 Secretaries and Assistant Secretaries.
The dangers to national security resulting from the overconcentration of
power and functions at the top level of
the Pentagon is not limited to the civilian
bureaucracy.
One of the most alarming developments since World War II has been the
gradual but continuing movement toward
a single chief of staff and a supreme general staff after the German pattern.
Our Joint Chiefs of Staff system is the
strongest insurance against the militarily
and politically dangerous supreme staff
concept. The
bill
improves
and
strengthens our war-proven Joint Chiefs
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of Staff system. It does this in two respects: First, by giving the JCS, as a cor~
porate body, authority not only to establish unified commands, but also authority over assignment and withdrawal of
forces in the unified commands, designation of boundaries between them and
coordination between these unified commands; second, by providing legal encouragement and authority for the members of the JCS, who are also the uniformed chiefs of their respective services,
to delegate, subject to the approval of
their department secretaries, administrative details concerning their services.
This in no way-legal or de factoseparates the JCS members from their
position as uniformed chiefs of their
services. There must be no infringement of the unity of JCS membership
and service command which provides
reality in the military planning and
avoids ivory tower theorizing.
Also, I should like to invite attention
to that portion of the bill which restricts, in peacetime, tours of duty in the
Joint Staff to a maximum of 3 years.
The Joint Staff, by the very nature of
its position in the Department, and its
relationship with the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, could well develop
into a supreme high command. Such
a development would be the natural
result of giving the Joint Staff operational fUnction and authority. Significantly, the bill does not authorize any
such dangerous increase in the authority or functions of the Joint Staff.
I believe that a real increase in efficiency in strategic planning will result
from that provision of the bill which
makes the Secretaries of the Military
Departments regular members of the
National Security Council. One of the
most unfortunate trends in defense organization in recent years has been the
constant erosion in the status and role
of the Secretaries of the Militray De ~
partments. In the final analysis, it is
the Military Departments with their uniformed services which are the agencies
for finally getting things done. The
Secretaries of the Military Departments
have responsibilities of such vast scope
and strategic importance and they possess such knowledge of military realities
that they can, I believe, contribute
greatly to the formulation of policy by
the National Security Council. Their
membership in the National Security
Council will be at least one step in the
long overdue process of restoring the
much justified prestige and status that
must be accorded their position.
This bill will do much to preserve the
ability of the Congress and the publie
to have access to accurate information
on military affairs. We can be sure that
when the Pentagon reorganization proposals are forwarded to the Congress the
Pentagon's censorship and public informaiton machine will accompany them
with a barrage of publicity designed to
make a quick sale of the proposition.
This bill provides that the Congress
shall continue to exercise its constitutional function of prescribing the basic
roles and missions of the armed services.
Those who have claimed that modern
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technology has made the present roles
and missions competitive, would cure
the alleged defect by handing the constitutional function of the Congress to
an appointed official in the Pentagon.
The alleged defect, of course, is nonsense. There is no competition, for instance, between the role of the Army to
provide forces for combat incident to
operations on land, and that of the NavY
to provide forces for combat incident to
operations at sea. Any proposal to cure
this nonexisting defect, by removing the
existing restraints on Pentagon tampering with the roles and missions prescribed by the Congress, will bring on
a constitutional crisis.
There are ample indications that the
Pentagon's fiscal officials have been able
to exercise a degree of control of military
operations and functions, supervening
their fiscal judgment over those responsible and accountable for such matters.
This practice has grown to the extent
that the Pentagon's arbitrary management of the funds appropriated by the
Congress in some cases amounts to a
direct challenge to the constitutional
function of the Congress to determine
what Is to be accomplished by the use of
public moneys. It has come to the point
that the adding machine in the Pentagon
has become more lethal than the sword
and more powerful than the Constitution
and the Congress. As an illustration, the
Senate will recall that under a previous
Democratic administration, the Congress
voted funds for a 70-group Air Force,
but the executive branch Impounded all
funds except those needed to maintain
a 48-group Air Force; under this administration, $40 million above the budget
request was allowed by the Congress to
keep the Marine Corps at its statutory
strength, but this money was Impounded
as well and the will of the Congress was
fiouted; and most recently $32 million
was allowed by the Congress for the
building of National Guard installations
in th_e various States, and of that amount
$22 million has been frozen by the Bureau
of the Budget. This bill clarifies the
functions and powers of the Comptroller
of the Department of Defense.
The proponents of radical reorganizations of the Defense Department have
been acting on the premise that our
organizaiton for exercising military
leadership in the strategic planning of
NATO, of SEATO, In fact of the whole
free world has been a failure--Incapable
of dealing with our own internal military alfairs, and hence not to be trusted
in the larger considerations of worldwide
military strategy. They would have us
believe that our military posture is that
of a defeated nation whose Armed Forces
have been defeated and destroyed. Acting on that premise, they would have us
discard what has been in fact a remarkably capable and successful defense
structure--one that has been more than
adequate to every emergency.
I believe that it is a serious mistake
to give to the world this untrue picture
of the United States military organization. Only fundamental defects could
justify radical changes in our organization. There is no reasonable basis for
believing that the organization which

has been uniformly successful has suddenly become fatally defective.
In summary, the bill will result in a
restoration of sound administrative procedures, and will elfect a reduction in the
bureaucratic overhead that today only
serves to impair strategic planning and
to hinder the accomplishments of the
military services.
It is my firm conviction that the bill
is constructive without being disruptive.
It will result in greater efficiency, economy, and most importantly, in a greater
security for our Nation.
I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the RECORD at this point in
my remarks a statement outlining the
principal features of the bill, and also a
series of three speeches I made earlier
this year on th~ Pentagon and the
Defense Establishment.
There being no objection, the statement and speeches were ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
The principal features or this bU! are as
follows:
1. Eliminate 14 o! the present 25 Deputy
or Asslstan t Secretaries now In the Department or Defense. This will clear out the
great ma.as of persons o! high station In the
Pentagon hierarchy who have no positive
authority-they prOduce only negative
authority-the ability to say no--thus they
can only serve to Impede, hinder. and delay.
This change will assure raster. better decisions, a. documented necessity today. The
heavy burden borne by the Secretary or Defense wUI be lightened through the ellmlnatlon or many direct subordinates who engage
In make-work and force minuscule decisions
to reach him, assisting the Secretary of
Defense In his d111'1cult job. Reducing the
over 2,400 employees In the Department of
Defense to a. maximum of 600 will be of
equally great Importance In reducing the
burden of minutiae presently carried by the
Secretary o! Defense.
The crushing burden this reduction In
Pentagon hierarchy wUI !Itt !rom the military departments cannot be measured except
that It Is certainly or great magnitude. That
the military services w111 be able to give
greater attention to the job or Improving
our national security Is certain.
2. Include the Secretaries of the Army,
Navy, and Air Force In the National Security
Council. bringing them Into the planning of
our national strategy. Presently the military department secretaries sit only occasionally with the National Security Council.
Making certain that the National Security
Council decisions will be mnde only a.!ter
consideration of positive Information on our
m1lltary and naval strength will materially
Improve our national strategic planning.
3. Restrict the activities of the Comptroller of the Department or Defense to that
properly within his authority. The changes
proposed would require p!e Comptroller to
Hmlt his activities to fiscal policy and procedures and deny him authority to control
atrateglc decisions and operational activity
of our m111tary forces.
4. Recognizes the requirement that the
Secretary of Defense must have personal asslstan ts to aid him In matters of his o!Hce
pertaining to public atralrs, legislation and
legal (Genern.l Counsel). These personal assistants nre not Intended to lnterfer with or
duplicate the duties performed, and necessarily so, by the military depar~ments In
these areas.
5. Strengthen the Joint Chiefs of Staff by
providing them authority over our worldwide deployed force&--unlfled commands,
the geographical regions or responsibility,
and the all-Important coordination or and
between such commands.
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6. Specifically authorize the members or
tho Joint Chiefs o! Staff to delegate many
detaUs of the direction of the respect! ve
services to their principal assistants without
reducing their responsibility as the uniformed heads of their services. Thus preserving the proven essential of any successful system of m1llta.ry directlon-unl ty or
planning with responsibility for execution
or such plans.
7. Limit assignment to the Joint Staff to
3-year Increments, materially strengthening
our mill ta.ry services as well as Increasing
the efficiency of the Joint Staff. Valuable
experience wUI be spread throughout our
mill tary and na. val forces, while a.t the same
time the Joint Sta.tr will be supplied with
officers who have Intimate practical knowledge and experience of these forces. The
creation of a. self-perpetuating, select group
of planners, Isolated In the Pentagon and
Insulated from the facts of m1lltary reality
Is prevented.
EXECUTIVE DETERMINATION AND ROLES AND
MissiONS

There Is an alarming Indication that Increasing attention In the Pentagon Is being
directed toward removing basic roles and
missions or the armed services from exlstln~
statute and making them subject only to
executive determination.
Such a move Is being advocated under the
guise or strengthening the Secretary o! Defense and streamlining the Defense Department. This may strengthen the executive
agency. But It will weaken legislative authority and status In an area In which Congress has wisely and resolutely Insisted on
the exercise of Its prerogative and responsibility since the founding of our country.
What are these roles and missions? Briefly,
these constitute the opeclflc provisions or the
National Security Act or 1947, amended,..,_
which set forth the runda.menta.l ~<nd basi~ "\
roles and missions of each or the armed
services. In a. sense these provisions of law
constitute a. charter for each armed service,
a. kind o! directive from Congress stating the
purpose for which Congress, In accordance
with Its constitutional responsibility, creates,
provides for, and ma.lnta.lns each or the
armed services.
It must be clearly understoOd that the
statutory prescription of roles and missions
Is not a. detailed statement o! the specific
day-to-day jobs, weapons, techniques, research projects. and routine activities.
Rather, roles and missions In law are stated
In broad, flexible, and elastic terms which do
not make this statutory assignment or roles
and missions a. straitjacket, a. restriction, or
• an Impediment to scientific and technological progress.
I doubt It anyone tOday could prescribe In
more fundamental and more flexible terms
the roles and missions or the armed services
as they were written Into the National Security Act of 1947 with Its subsequent
amendment.
It must be clearly understood that the
roles and missions of the National Security
Act are separate and distinct from the detailed assignment or functions of the armed
services. The !unctions of the armed servIces are the details of the jobs and duties of
the armed services, stated In more specific
terrns than exist In law. Essentially, the
!unctions, which art!" prescribed by the ej<ecutlve authority or the President or the
Secretary of Defense, are adjustable from
time to time to new techniques, new weapons, new scientific discoveries. Such functions are amplifications of the basic roles
and missions prescribed by law.
So, In the combination of the wording of
the roles and missions In the National Security Act as written by Congress and the detailed, adjustable assignment of specific
functions by the executive, there Is a completely proper, workable, and successful de-
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vice by which the legislative and the executive can exercise appropriate authority
with respect to what the armed services are
to do.
This matter of statutory prescriptions of
roles and missions Is no new Issue. In fact,
It was probably the fundamental Issue connected with the National Security Act of
1947. It certainly received more attention
from Congress In Its consideration of tha~
bill than any other feature of that law.
I would !Ike to briefly review some of the
pertinent facts In connection with the Inclusion o! roles and misslone In the National
Security Act of 1947, as amended.
As orlglnnlly propo'Sed, the National Security Act of 1947 did not Include the statutory outline of roles and missions. Rather,
It was proposed that an executive order on
roles and missions would be Issued upon
passage of the security act. However, Congress, In Its wisdom, decided that it was not
only the right of Congress to prescribe baste
roles and missions for the armed services
but it was an inescapable responsibility of
Congress to so do. Such an attitude on the
part o! Congress was not readily accepted by
the executive sponsors of the proposed national security act. Congress was resolute
In Its position and set forth In properly
worded provisions the fundamental roles and
missions of each of the armed services.
I would like to point out that Congress,
alert to the practical r.ealltles of defense
matters, recognized that two elements of the
armed services were In jeopardy. Because
they considered those elements to be necessary to the attainment of a properly balanced defense organlzatlon and because such
jeopardy should not be permitted to continue, Congress was more precise in the prescription of roles and missions for naval aviation and the Marine Corps.
Congress rea!!lrmed In even more emphatic
terms, through Public Law 416, 82d Congress,
2d session, its Insistence upon a continued
maintenance of a combat ready Marine
Corps as a national force In readiness. Congress underlined Its attitude and determination In this respect by stating that the Commandant of the Marine Corps should have
coequal status with other members of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff In consideration of all
matters pertaining to the Marine Corps and
that, among other provisions, the Marine
Corps should be maintained at a strength of
3 combat divisions and 3 air wings.
It was perfectly obvious at that time that
powerful !actions wl thin the armed services
bitterly opposed this congressional decision.
There Is not the slightest doubt In my
mind but what the Marine Corps will be
destroyed as a combat force In readiness
1! present efforts to remove roles and missions !rom the Iaw are successful. There
Is no place !or the Marine Corps as It has
developed, a.s Congress wants It, and as the
country needs It, In the master plan of those
who wish to centralize all mll!tary authority
under somebody In the Pentagon.
It Is just as certain that our balanced naval
power, with Its unsurpassed naval aviation,
as well as Its Marine landing forces, will
be destroyed I! the roles and missions .are
removed !rom statute. We will find the
United States, which is In !act an Island
Nnt!on dependent upon maritime power !or
economic and m!lltary survival, possessing
a navy which no longer will contain the
unique American attribute of sea. powerthe balanced fleet.
This effort-and It Is a persistent one-to
remove roles and missions !rom law Is not
only a matter o! military importance. It is
or basic constitutional importance which is
Impossible to overemphasize In matters of
legislative-executive relationship. In a practical sense the statutory prescription o! roles
and missions Is one of the few meaningful
Instruments by which Congress can discharge Its proper responsibility with respect

to defense policy. I! roles and missions !or
the Armed Services, a.s now prescribed by
law, are removed !rom existing statute and
made subject to executive whim, little will
remain !or Congress to do except appropriate
moneys !or the Pentagon.
This effort, which is gaining momentum
within the Pentagon today, Is one of the
most fundamental Issues or our times. Congress could not, and I predict will not, look
lightly or casually upon attempts to divest
Congress of Its authority and Its responsibility to prescribe these basic roles and missions. Those persons who have, since 1947,
refused to accept the decision of Congress
to Include roles and missions In the National
Security Act must not be permitted to succeed with their efforts to undo this congressional decision.
There has not, 'In recent years, been a.
more clearcut manifestation of a congressional mandate In defense policies than the
congressional determination to prescribe
roles and missions rather than leave It to
the executive.
I don't believe that Congress will permit
this Pentagon power play to suc~eed. I do
not believe that Congress and the American
people will ever perm! t the Pentagon to erase
the statutory safeguards that assure a. continued existence of the Marines as an everready combat force.
THE ARMED SERVICES AND PARKINSON'S LAW-

II

There has been much talk about the debilitating effects of Inter-service rivalries.
I would point out that while service rivalries
have caused friction and waste, that rivalry
In this sense should not be confused with
service competition. Service competition
has done much to uphold the morale of the
services, and it has undoubtedly saved the
country IIves and dollars. There Is a need
!or continued healthy service competition,
but the lines should be drawn sharply so
that honest, worthwhile endeavors to excel
will not be compounded by efforts to eradicate and to place one service paramount to
the others.
I think there ts much to be said In behalf
of the continuation of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff because, a.s a result of this, we have the
best judgment of the combined thinking of
the best men In all the services. I! the Joint
Ch!e!s of Staff concept was to be done away
with, it would mean that the alternative
would be the creation of a single chief of
staff or principal mill tary adviser to the
President who would, on the basis of his
single judgment as against the collective
judgment of the Joint Chiefs of Staff at the
present time, be empowered to make decisions In behalf o! the security of this country. This kind or substitution-this oneman judgment-should be avoided as much
as possible. I think that, far better than
breaking up the present system we have at
this time, It would be In the Interests o! the
Nation and our security to bring about a.
reorganization within the Pentagon Itself.
Parkinson's Law-the multiple additions
to a civilian bureaucracy-Is a classic Illustration of what Is happening In the
Pentagon. It Is my understanding that
there are in excess of 30 assistant secretaries
or their equivalent In the Department of
Defense, the Department of the Army, the
Department of the Navy and the Department of the Air Force. These assistant secretaries have their assistants, and In addition to these there are numerous commissions and committees. Many of these
civilians In the Pentagon can and do give
direct! ves to the mill tary personnel stationed there, and they do so while the
responsibility rests not with them but with
the officers to whom they Issue orders. The
question of the coupling o! authority with
responslbil1ty In the Pentagon Is one which
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the Armed Services Committees of the Congress ought to Investigate and make recommendations to correct. There are too many
political appointees In the Pentagon who
know -too little about matters military.
There are too many or these appointees who
stay !or too short a while, learn too little,
and who accomplish little except to add to
the disorder already prevalent throughout
that building. Too many of these temporary
civilian administrators try to formulate
policy In all fields of defense and very likely
too many o! them, all too often, Interfere
when they should be minding their own
business.
In my opinion, It would be a good thing
If the Armed Services Committees would look
Into the question o! the chain or command _
and find out, !or example, just how many
steps there are between the Individual joint
chiefs o! staff a.nd the President or the
United States or, for that matter, the Secretary of Defense. We find, for example, that
In the New York Times of February 6, 1958,
an article by Hanson W. Baldwin states that
General Maxwell D. Taylor, Army Chief of
Staff last September, said, "There are 19
civilian officials between the Army Chief of
Staff and the Cm;nrnander-ln-Chle! who
either command, control or Influence his
[the Chief or Stali'sJ conduct of the business of the Army."
The civilian bureaucracy which has
grown up In the Department of Defense
should be overhauled. It is not a. small
policy-forming group superimposed on the
separate services as was originally contemplated. It now numbers thousands of em·
ployees who do not confine themselves to
policy, but who duplicate and confuse the
work done by the Individual services and
who delve deeply Into administration, operations and even command. It Is time to
streamline the Defense Department. It is
time to take a look-see at this swollen
civilian bureaucracy, and It is time to reduce tbe number of assistant secretaries a.nd
assistants to the assistant secretaries. It Is
time to find out what the numerous commissions and committees have been doing,
and if they have been doing nothing, It is
time to abolish them. It Is time !or a housecleaning not to the end that the Pentagon
must be made an example of, but to the end
that greater efficiency, better organization
and greater stability In the Department of
Defense can be established. It Is time to do
away with the political appointee and to
put In his place the dedicated public
servant. It is time to recognize that the
Defense Establishment In its proper sphere
can and does make a contribution to our
democracy. It Is time to restore greater
respect among and between the services, and
It Is time to give to our military leaders,
under sound civilian administration, the
functions which are supposedly theirs under
the laws of the land.
AR~D~ SERVICES AND THEm NEEDs--III
Mr. PresMent, President Eisenhower has
sent to Congress a record-breaking peacetime
budget. The largest portion of the administration's program !or fiscal year 1959 Is for
an expanded and accelerated defense effort.
World events have spurred the United States
on to new achievements In weapons, missiles,
and rocket technology; a prerequisite to the
maintenance of our position as a. world power.
Vast sums o! money have been 11pent and
much more will be expended In years to come
for an ever-Improving arsenal of weapons and
equipment for the Armed Forces. As the
tools of modern defense become more Intricate and complex the need for more highly
skilled technicians and operators becomes
more important. Contrary to some beliefs,
the human element In defense Is now In a
position o! great lml)ortance than at any
other time In our past history.
THE
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The emphasis has now shifted from a preoccupation with numbers of men to that o!
the quality of our men In un!!orm.
Greater numbers of men w!ll not meet the
challenege. Only marked Increases In 'the
level of competence and experience of the
men In the Armed Forces can prov1de for the
effective, economical operation required by
the changing times and national needs.
Although numerical strength objectives
are being met, the Armed Forces are not able
at the present time and under the present
circumstances, to attract and retain the
kinds of people needed for the period of time
necessary for them to make an effective contribution to the operation of the force. The
problem In the simplest terms Is, How do we
stop the rapid turnover of military personnel?
Recommendations were submitted last year
to the Secretary of Defense by Ralph J. COrdlner, chairman of the Defense Advisory Committee on Professional and Technical compensation which would,!! put Into effect, acquire and retain the competent personnel required by our defense activities. The recommendations of this committee, more frequently called the COrdlner Report, have been
put into legislative form In a b!ll Introduced
tn a blll Introduced In the Senate by tile
distinguished junior Senator from Missouri
[Mr. SYMINGTON) and the distinguished junior Senator from Arlzooa [Mr. GoLDWATER].
In presenting their recommendations, the
committee expressed Its belief based on exhaustive studies that "through modern management of the manpower In the armed servIces, we can simultaneously reduce the cost
and Increase the effectiveness or the national
defense. The committee feels that through
the adoption of their program In Its entirety
It will be possible to attract, retain, and motivate the scientific, professional, technical,
combat leadership and management skllls required by the Department of Defense today
and In the future. It Is believed the improvements will be far reaching and long
lasting, and wll! bring In greater savings and
gains with each passing year as the new systems are Instituted. Such benefits cannot
be achieved by hal! measures which adopt
the terminology but klll the substance of the
r ecommendations."
I am In accord with these recommendations
and, In my opinion, we wlll be derelict In our
responsibilities If positive action Is not taken
during this se~lon of Congress.
In approaching thl..& problem of military
personnel we should consider two things:
What Is the situation today and what can be
done about It?
At the present time there are approximately 2.5 million men in the Army, Navy,
Marine Corps, and the Air Force.
Since 1939 the annual costs of the Armed
Forces have Increased approximately 3,500
percent.
According to !n!ormatlon I have received
from the three services during fiscal year
1956 there was a turnover of 1,472,512 military personnel. These figures are based upon
gross gains, Including reenlistments, and
losses. During this same year the estimated
additional cost of the turnover o! per_!onnel
In the Army alone was $1,104,000,000. and It
Is estimated that It wm cost nearly as much
In the current fiscal year.
The cost of our defense apparatus Is of such
magnitude today that It Is unfortunate that
bl111ons must be lost each year to the turnover of personnel because or resignations,
retlrements, the reduced ra.te of reenlistments, and then the Induction and training
of new officers and enlisted men. Not only Is
this a. neectless expense, It Is lowering the
proficiency and capabilities o! our m!lltary
people when the contrary Is so vital In this
age of advanced technology.
One of the moat disturbing things about
this ra.pld turnover Is that first term reenlistment rates are highest among personnel !or
whom the training Investment Is lowest;

conversely, reenlistment r ates are lowest
where the training Investment Is highest.
This Is one of the major findings of the
Cordlner report.
Every time the Air Force loses a B-52 alrcraft commander the Federal Government
loses $809,360 In prerequ).sl te training and
fiy!ng costa and this same amount must be
invested In a new B-52 commander.
In 1950 the training of a multlenglne airplane pilot was approximately $34,470. With
the more advanced equipment, the training
of a B-52 aircraft commander costs $401,950.
Thls represents the upgrade training only.
And, additionally, prerequisite fiylng costs
for each of these officers is In the area o!
$407,410, a total or $809,360. Similarly, I am
informed that In 1950 the training of a
single-engine jet pilot cost $38,000. In 1957
the training of an F-102 pllot has cl!mbed to
$233.930.
'
In 1950 the training or a communications
officer cost the Alr Force approximately
$8,600, while In 1956, to train an officer to
be a qualified communications-electronics
statr officer, the cost has been established as
$27.470. In 1957, the Air Force lost 15,400
officers. Tb!s represents a loss to the United
States or bl!llons o! dollars.
The major contributing factors causing
this Increase are the vastly Increased complexity or the equipment used and the advances In technology. This training and
equipment is so expensive we cannot afford
to waste lt.
In the Army the training of a pilot In 1950
cost $7,000 and today It costa $24,000 to train
a fixed wing airplane pllot. In 1950 It cost
$3,716 to train a microwave radio repairman;
today this same training costs $5,076.
While It Is easy enough to retain the less
skllled In whom the taxpayers have Invested
l!ttle training money, the electronics maintenance men and operators, the radarmen and
the mlssllemen, the alrcra.!t mechanics, the
pilots and navigators-these men with the
key skills or modern de!en•e are leav1ng the
Armed Forces as fast as they can.
When they go, they not only take with
them thousands or dollars worth or training
acquired at the taxpayer's expense, but they
leave the Armed Forces with the frustrating
task or starting all over again with raw recruits.
Some turnover Is Inevitable and desirable.
But the turnover rates that exist In the critical skills and among the young officers is
dangerously and destructively high.
During his testimony before the Senate
Armed Services Committee, Mr. Cordlner
stated that during the course or his committee's study, they found out that 73 percent of the junior officers completing obl!gatory tours of duty during fiscal year 1955
promptly returned to civilian ille. In fiscal
1955, 4,000 pilots left the Armed Forces.
This represented a minimum training loss
alone of $480 million and a severe loss to
the country's capacity to respond Immediately and powerfully to an enemy attack.
An Important consideration In this high
turnover Is that It takes 500,000 trainees just
to maintain an effective combat force and
support service or 2.3 million. The more or
those 2.3 million trained people we can Induce to reenlist and develop toward even
higher skills and reaponslbl!ltles, the fewer
trainees we will need to maintain an effective
force.
The challenge before us !a to build up
the reenlistment rates o! the men who have
the skills that are most needed, or who have
the aptitude to develop such skllls. These
people cannot be retained without offering
genuine Incentives.
How can we best meet the challengb I
am firmly convinced that this can be done
by adopting the recommendations o! the
Cord!ner report.
The Cordlner report proposes a modernIzed compensation plan. Skills, performance

and Incentive would be a major consideration In adju~t!ng the mill tary pay scale
rather than length of service alone.
The Department of Defense would be given
greater fiexlb!l!ty and control over the dlstr! button ot skills and experience In the
serv1ces and the emphasis would be placed
on quality rather than quantity.
The adoption of the committee's recommendations would mean a 15 percent Improvement In the combat capabilities of the
Armed Forces, without a significant change
in the budget. After 1962 there would be
savings In defense costs of over $5 b!lllon.
Training accidents would be sharply reduced.
It would allow a reduction In the number of
m!l!tary personnel for national defense. And
above all, the adoption of these recommendations would Improve the attraction, retention, and motivation of the officers and
airmen In the armed services.
In addition I feel that there is a great need
for additional fringe benefits such as lowcost insurance, dental care for dependents.
commissary and PX privileges and other Inducements which are an attractive consideration to our military personnel, particularly !amlly men.
When we talk about Increased pay, Increased benefits we automatically think
about increased costs. In the area of defense one might feel that the costs would
be staggering but, as a matter of fact, the
Implementation or the Cordlner report would
mean savings a.tter the first couple or years.
The astounding thing about the proposals
recommended In the Cordlner report Is that
It would require only about $600 mllllon a
year In Increased payroll costs even when
the armed services have a top strength of
2.8 million
The savings from Increased retention
would very quickly offset these added payroll costs, and the second full year of operation would result In net savings that
would Increase year a.!ter year. Statistics
presented to the Armed Services Committee
indicate that gains would overtake the costs
In fiscal 1960 and that by 1962 the gains

wo;:l~h~ :,t~e •;:dgr':!l~~nput !bto effective
operation, the Department of Defense has
estimated that $5 bllllon savings can be
achieved by fiscal 1962.
Since the beginning of World War II we
have depended upon the draft as a permanent source o! men for the armed services.
Much o! the military manpower is either
drafted or Influenced by the draft. I cannot
help but feel that the the selective service
program Is not an entirely satisfactory
means of maintaining an adequate force under present conditions. Conscription should
be used only vrhen other means and Inducements are not meeting the quotas.
A man w'>.o Is Inducted Into the service
by the draft is there, usually, for only as
long as he has to be and does not reenlist.
And I don't know that we can blame these
draftees because no one Is as efficient and
aggressive doing something they do not like.
Many talents are wasted under the present
system. W!1at we want and need are career
milltary personnel. The draft will never
satisfy this 11eed.
We want to make a career In the Army,
Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force so attractive th~t most or Its members will be
there becaus'.l they want to be. I am convinced that a military career can be made
that attractive. The recommendations of
the Cord1ner report recognizes the need and
presents a reasonable solution. I firmly be<lieve that the Implementation or new incentives and an adjusted compensation scbedule will make the abolition of the draft desirable.
I bel!eve also that now Is the time to raise
the I. Q.'s ot the enlistees and Inductees in
the armed services. At the present time the
Army requires a score of 40 tor all enlistees
and a score of on~ 10 for Inductees on the
1
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Armed Forc~s Qualification Test. The minimum score of 10 Is based upon congressional
action. All branches of the armed services
base their Intelligence ratings on the Armed
Forces Qualification Test. Each service Is
required to take 12 percent of their enlistees
from those people who score In category IV;
that Is, those who have a test score of less
than 30. I understand that a category IV
test score Is equivalent to a score of approximately 70 on an I. Q test. The average I. Q. for the entire Nation Is 85 to 114.
According to Information I have received
from the Office of Education the following
table Illustrates how the population or the
United States stands on an Intelligent quotient basis:
I. Q. of 150 or above, near genius: 0 .1 percent of the popula tlon Is round In this
category.
I. Q . of 130--149, very superior: 3 percent of
population In this category.
I. Q. of 115-129, superior: 14 percent In this
category.
I. Q. or 85-114, normal, 66 percent In this
category.
I. Q. or 70--84, dull, 14 percent In this catego?Q. or 60--69, borderline: 2 percent In this
category.
1. Q. or 59 and below, moron, imbecile,
Idiot: 1 percent In this category.
This last category can be broken down
still further as follows: 40-59, moron; 20--39,
Imbecile; 0--19, Idiot.
These criteria are adapted from the Stanford-Binet tests. Although the I. Q. average
or median for the entire population varies
somewhat, It Is approximately 100.
The complexities of our modern weapons
and Instruments require a much higher
quality of personnel than ever before. The
simple fact of the matter Is that the Army,
under existing physical ~nd mental standards, bas been required to take too many
men with low mentalities to perform the
highly complex and extremely important assignments that have been Imposed on the
Army. The other services are not forced to
take In Inductees so they have been able to
establish somewhat higher standards. I
think It Is time that the Intelligence requirements !or the Armed Forces be raised to a
more realistic standard.
In fiscal year 1957 o! 179,000 Individuals
Inducted, approximately 63,300 were mental
group IV-the lowest I. Q. group. Twenty-six
thousand seven hundred of these failed to
meet current minimum aptitude requirements !or training. Nonproductive expenditures occasioned by their discharge will exceed $69 million. These cost figures do not
Include Intolerable waste In training time
and material.
Mr. President, the House passed In the last
session legislation, H. R. 8850, which Is now
pending before the Senate Armed Services
Committee giving the President somewhat
broader authority, except In time of war or
national emergency declared by the Congress, to dF;o(er from training and service In
the Armed Forces persons whose Induction
would tend to pro<4tce an excess o! persons
with similar qualifications In certain categories. The President would ba ve the power
to modify these standards.
This legislation would Improve the present
situation, and I hope that the Senate Committee on Armed Services will consider this
legislation at an early date. When we are
attempting to Improve the caliber o! our
Armed Forces, we should give them an opporttmlty to select men on somewhat higher
standards than those that now prevail.
Mr. President, national survival Is the most
vital Issue confronting us In the nuclear
age. We, therefore, must have a highly
skilled and efficient Armed Force. This Is
vital to the Interests of the taxpayers and
the entire Nation.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President,
there were a number of recommendations made in those speeches whicp I
think are significant in an understanding
of the difficulties which confront us in
the study of the Defense Department and
our security. They are:
First. The power of Congress to prescribe roles and missions for the Armed
Forces must remain with the Congress,
and not be transferred to the Executive,
Second. The collective judgment of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff is a superior
mechanism than would be the creatio:q
of a single chief of staff or principal
military adviser to the President.
Third. The number of assistant secre~
taries, their assistants, commissions, an<t
committees in the Pentagon should be
reduced dl·astically and the civiliatf
bureaucracy in the Department of De,.
fense should be overhauled.
Fourth. The Cordiner report, o
something approximating it, should
adopted.
Fifth. The minimum IQ's of all en1
listees and inductees should be raised t<1
a more realistic standard.
Sixth. If the Cm·diner report, o
something similar to It, is adopted, th
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draft ~hOJU~abolished.
'Mr. ~RIDdES. Mr. President,

will
the Senator yield?
Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield.
Mr. BRIDGES. Mr. President, I am
very glad to join with the majority whip,
the able and distinguished junior Senator from Montana, in introducing legislation designed to effect a much needed
reorganization of the Department of Defense.
As previously pointed out, this bill is
identical to H. R. 11001, known as the
Vinson-Arends-Kilday bill.
My decision to join in introducing this
bill was prompted by my observations
and study of defense organization in the
course of my service as a member of the
Senate Armed Services and Appropriations Committees, and as a Commissioner
of the Hoover Commission.
It is evident to me that the mushrooming bureaucracy at the top levels of the
Pentagon has gone far beyond that
which was contemplated when the Department of Defense was created. This
stifling bureaucracy, combined with persistent efforts in some quarters to undermine our Joint Chiefs of Staff, poses potentially grave dangers to the security
of our Nation and the continuation of
our form of Government.
I completely concm· with the distinguished majority whip that Congress
must act to restore efficiency, commonsense, and economy to our defense organization.
The proposed legislation will accomplish such a necessary objective. It
does this, in part, by drastic, but imperative, reductions in the number or
under secretaries and assistant secretaries. The elimination of about half of
the Pentagon's secretarial hierarchy will
have a healthful effect.
Actually, it is not difficult to identify
the reason for the development of this
huge administrative complex which we
find in the Pentagon. Each additional
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grant of power to the Office of the Secretary of Defense has been accompanied
by bureaucratic growth. ContTary to
proven business practice which accommodates to growth by decentralization,
the Pentagon has erroneously sought efficiency through constantly increasing
centralization and an increase of personnel. This fixation on centralization
of power and functions has. become an
administrative quicksand.
The real examples of wasteful duplication can be found in the manner in
which the bureaucracy in the Office of
the Secretary of Defense duplicates the
work of the military departments. The
bill will begin to remedy this situation by
eliminating 1,800 of the 2,400 civilian
functionaries .in the Office of the Secretary of Defense. The remaining 600 may
well prove to be an excessive total. If
so, it can be further reduced by subsequent legi•lation. Proportionate cuts
can be made in assigned military per~
sonnel.
I wish to emphasize that the proposed
legislation will not in any way impair
the authority of the Secretary of Defense. He now has direction, authority,
and control over the Department of Defense. That is all the power he could
possibly use. Any fm·ther grant of
power would be giving power for the
sake of power-a disastrous policy for a
government such as ours.
Of course, the key to efficient administration of our vast Defense Establishment is the provision, very deliberately written into the law by Congress,
that the military departments "shall be
separately administered by their respective Secretaries under the direction,
authority, and control of the Secretary
of Defense."
This provision of law has been largely
circumvented. Thus, in the interests
of national security, financial economy,
and orderly administrative processes it
must be rigidly observed and obeyed in
the future. It is the principal safeguard
a.gainst unrestrained bureaucracy and
administrative collapse in the Pentagon.
The proposed legislation would also
strengthen the already successful Joint
Chiefs of Staff system. Under Its pro~
visions the Joint Chiefs of Staff will be
given greater statutory authority and
responsibility over the unified commands.
Also, it grants authority for the chiefs of
services to delegate routine administrative matters to their principal assistants,
thus providing the service chiefs, if they
feel they need it, more time for strategic
planning. This, very significantly, Is a
permissive, not a mandatory, provision.
It in no way effects a legal or physical
impairment of the unity of service command and Joint Chiefs of Staff membership. This unity is the indispensable
feature of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. It
combines authority and responsibility.
It provides realism. It prevents the fatal
isolation of the ivory tower.
I would like to emphasize that the
bill does not increase the authority or
status of the Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. Any further enhancement of that office will bring his position dangerously close to that of at least
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a de facto single chief of staff. Such a
·development might well lead to military
disaster, if reliance is placed on the military judgment of one individual and that
judgment proves erroneous.
M1:. President, this continual drive for
concentration of power in the Pentagon
Is not only militarily dangerous, but it is
creating one of the great constitutional
issues of our times. Further centralization of power in one man will inevitably
challenge the constitutional authority
and responsibility of Congress with respect to the appropriation of funds for
specific military purposes and the congressional determination 'Of basic roles
and missions of the armed services. No
direct challenge or indirect usurpation of
the congressional prerogatives in these
vital matters can be tolerated.
In summary, the proposed legislation
will return organizational sanity to the
Pentagon. It will result in savings in
manpower and money.
It will strengthen the Joint Chiefs of
Staff and simplify and improve the
formulation of military policy. It will
retain the kind of healthy competition
between the armed services such as put
Explorer and Vanguard in orbit, but provide the means for preventing wasteful
duplication.
It does not endanger our national survial by increasing the powers of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff Chairman or the functions of the Joint Staff, which would set
the stage for a fullftedged Prussian-type
supreme high command.
The bill is responsive to our military
requirements and it will go far toward
jpreserving proper legislative-executive
relationships in defen~e matters. It will
help to make our Nation militarily strong
without making it militaristic.
I am very happy to join with the distinguished majority whip in the introduction of the bill. I hope it will be the
focal point--the center-of future reorganizations of the Department.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will
be received and appropriately referred.
The bill <S. 3544> to amend tl).e National Security Act of 1947 and for other
purposes, introduced by Mr. MANSFIELD
(for himself and Mr. BRIDGES), was received, read twice by its title, and referred to the Committee on Armed
Services.
ADDITIONAL FUNDS FOR URBAN
RENEWAL ADMINISTRATION
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, on behalf of myself, the Senator from Vermont [Mr. AIKEN], the Senator from
New Jersey [Mr. CASE], my senior colleague [Mr. IvESJ, the Senator from
Michigan [Mr. POTTER], the Senator
from Maine [Mr. PAYNEl, anq the Senator from Connecticut [Mr. PtmTELL], I
introduce for appropriate reference a
bill to authorize an additional $500 million for urban renewal projects under
title I of the Housing Act of 1949.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will
be received and appropriately referred.
The bill (S. 3548> to authorize additional funds for urban renewal projects
under title I o1 the Housing Act of 1949,
and for other purposes, introduced by
M~r. JAVITS <for himself and other Sen-

ators>, was received, read twice by its
title, and referred to the Committee on
Banking and Cun-ency.
Mr. JAVITS. I believe that there
should be immediate action to authorize
at least $500 million in new funds for
the Urban Renewal Administration, approximately doubling the size and scope
of the program previously proposed to
the Congress for the next fiscal year and
there should also be provision for any
additional staff needed to speed up construction on projects already in progress
and in processing new applications for
the 35 States and 4 Ten-itories participating in the program.
This proposal should stimulate and
accelerate construction in key city areas
throughout the United States during
this period of economic downturn. It
should also have a very real impact on
bolstering our urban communities, confidence in the Federal Government's firm
intent not only to continue but to substantially expand its economic particiPation in useful works now open to it
like the Urban Renewal program. These
projects are not make-work projects,
they come within the definition of the
President's recommendation.
To date more than $1,145,600,000 out
of the total fund authorization of the
Urban Renewal Administration of $1,250,000,000 has bei)n reserved for approved projects.
Applications are cun-ently coming in
at the rate of $60 million a month and
the Urban Renewal Administration estimates that by the end of this fiscal year
some 3 months away, it will have nearly
$300 million worth of applications on
hand above and beyond the limits of its
existing lending authority. Therefore,
I believe the proposed legislation deserves the same prompt consideration
Congress already has accorded another
key antirecession measure, the bill to
stimulate home building so speedily
passed last week.
This urban renewal proposal being introduced today is a vital legislative supplement, we believe, to the directive
President Eisenhower sent the Housing
and Home Finance Administrator, Albert Cole, on March 19 instructing him to
assign top priority to accelerating the
start of construction on urban-renewal
sites already cleared and to speed the
disposal of project land ready for construction almost immediately following
sale. Our bill also provides for staff expansion which should virtually eliminate
the regrettable time lag in processing urban renewal applications which in some
cases has discouraged community participation completely or led to the cancellation of-projects stalled by delay in
the planning stages.
The proposed legislation specifically
provides that under title I of the Housing Act of 1949, the limitation on the
Urban Renewal Administration's lending
authority now standing at $1,250,000,000
shall be increased by $500 million effective on tt.e date the bill is signed into
law. It authorizes the gency to "make
such action as may be necessary to expedite the processing of applications of local public agencies for assistance-and
for that purpose such additional personnel may be employed, in accordance with
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the civil-service laws and Classification
Act of 1949, as may be required to carry
out the accelerated program contemplated by this act."
Measures already introduced on urban
renewal for fiscal year 1959 would authorize $250 million in additional lending authority for the administration so
that the actual construction work can
begin on some 120 projects in fiscal 1959,
compared to 56 in 1957. Even that figure
falls short of meeting the already existing and long-range urban renewal needs,
particularly in the area of residential
construction for middle-income faxnilies.
The inadequate scope of our present
program was dramatiZed just recently
when the American Municipal Association reported the results of its urban renewal survey among more than 140 communities which already have or want
such projects. These localities estimated
that under the present formula where
project financing is assisted by Federal
grants approximating two-thirds of net
project costs, they would require $513
million in grant reservations for the calendar year 1958. For the entire period
from 1958 through 1967, they could undertake urban-renewal construction
calling for more than $3 bill).on in Federal assistance. And it must be noted
that this figure still does not reflect the
full amount that could be expended since
10 major cities of over 100,000 population
already active in urban renewal did not
return estimates.
An analysis made by the Urban Renewal Administration shows that as of
February 1958, there were 46 survey and
planning applications pending from
cities totaling $188 million. Fourteen of
these projects, involving a total request
of $58 million are located in cities where
the recession has taken hold and they
have been declared areas of "substantial
labor surplus". Even with the additional
$50 million which will become available
on April 1, the Urban Renewal Administration under present circumstances will
not be able to even process some of these
documented applications from labor surplus areas until the beginning of the
next fiscal year in July.
The urban renewal program now so
widely accepted serves a double-barreled
purpose: by providing a sum large
enough to prompt communities to initiate new t:rojects and to push forward
those already in progress, we will supply
a vitally needed impetus to construction
in certain economically distressed areas,
while simultaneously encouraging communities to draw up and expand a longrange program of urban development
which will ultimately improve living
conditions for millions of Americans.
This type of public project is not a
"make work" project. On the contrary,
such projects come directly within the
definition of the President's recommendation that the projects adopted should
be projects already in process, for which
the planning has been done, for which
there is orderly administration, and
which can go at once when we "fire the
gun." That is the reason for our support of this legislation.
My colleagues, who are joining me in
the introduction of the bill and I believe,
that it is one of the most effective and
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native, the establishment of a new Foreign Service Academy."
It was subsequently decided that the
committee stat! should make a study of
the subject covered by my resolution.
The stat! has recently completed its
study which has been printed as a committee print entitled "Recruitment and
Training for the Foreign Service of the
United States." The study, which has
been prepared with the full cooperation
of appropriate officials of the State
Department, is very thorough and
searching within its scope.
It contains a draft bill providing legIslative proposals designed to implement
the recommendations of th.: staff to improve recruitment and training for the
Foreign Service. I have reviewed the
staff's study and its recommendations
and am very pleased to introduce a bill
to implement the recommendations of
the staff and particularly pleased to have
the Senator from Montana [Mr. MANSFIELD], who is a member of the Foreign
Relations Committee, join me in the
introduction of this bill.
I commend to my colleagues the study
on recruitment and training for the Foreign Service. It sets forth in much detail and with much background the need
for this bill. The study goes into the
recommendations of the Wriston Committee report, Toward a Foreign Service,
issued in June 1954, dealing with recruitment and training and the 3tate Department's record of implementin~ those
recommendations. I do not wish to take
the time of the Senate to discuss all these
details and background.
I would say only now briefly that I am
sure we all recognize the tremendous importance to our country that we be well
represented abroad. We need a strong
Foreign Service staffed with well qualified and well trained people just as much
as we need strong military services
staffed with well-qualified and welltrained people. I think that generally
speaking we have such services.
This bill will materially assist in assuring that we continue to have a strong
Foreign Service and will also provide for
the strengthening of one particular
aspect of the Foreign Service which in
my judgment needs strengthening. This
is the matter of foreign language ability.
I think it is very important that our
Foreign Service representatives abroad
have a good working knowledge of the
language of the countries to which they
are posted. There are too many instances now where this is noJ; the case.
This bill will go a long way toward correcting this deficiency.
In closing I compliment our Foreign
Relations Committee and its entire stat!,
and in particular, Dr. Carl Marcy, the
Chief of the Staff, and Mr. George C.
Denney, Jr., the stat! member who I
understand did the largest share of the
work on the study, for the excellent job
they have done. I would also pay my respects to Deputy Under Secretary of
State for Administration Loy W. Henders on, and Dr. Harold B. Hoskins Director
of the Foreign Service Institute and their
associates for the fine cooperation
which I understand they gave to the
roreign Relations Committee and its

statr during the preparation of the study
and for what they are doing for the
benefit of our country in working for a
strong Foreign Service.
I hope and trust that in due course the
Committee on Foreign Relations will
have an opportunity to hold a hearing on
this subject.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
·. SALTONSTALL. I yield.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I commend the
distinguished senior Senator from
Massachusetts for his foresight and for
the interest he has shown in this particular legislation. I also join him in his
words of praise for Carl Marcy, chief of
staff of the Foreign Relations Committee, and George Denney, an extremely
able staff member, Deputy Under Secretary Loy Henderson, and Dr. Harold Hoskins, Director of the Foreign Service Institute. The Senate should know that he
has been the leader in the fight to bring
about better representation within the
Department of State, and to bring about
the formation of a better qualified cort>s,
especially in the field of foreign languages, in which our country has been
delinquent for so many years.
I assure the Senator that the measure
which he has worked so hard to achieve
in the fight which he has led for so many
years will be given consideration in the
Committee on Foreign Relations. As
chairman of the Subcommittee on the
State D<!partment, let me say to the
Senator that hearings will be held at the
very earliest opportunity.
Mr. SALTONSTALL. I thank the
Senator from Montana for his cooperation and understanding. I know that
his aim in this field coincides with mine.
Mr. President, I have prepared a section-by-section analysis of the bill, which
I ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the RECORD at this point, together with
the bill itself.
There being no objection, the bill (S.
3552) and the section-by-section analysis were ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That section 516 of the
Foreign Service Act of 1946, as ·amended (22
U. S. C. 911), Is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following additional sentence: "The President may appoint directly
to class 7 persons who have passed such examinations and are eligible for appointment
as Foreign Service ol!lcers of class 8 when,
In his opinion, their age, experience, or other
qualifications make such an appointment
appropriate."
SEc. 2. (a) Section 517 of such act (22
U.S. C. 912) Is amended by striking out the
words "A person who has not served In
class 8" which appear at the beginning of
the first sentence, and Inserting In place
thereof the following: "A person who has
not been appointed as a Foreign Service ol!lcer In accordance with section 516 of this
act."
(b) Section 517 of such act Is further
amended by Inserting a period after the word
"Constitution" In the first sentence, and by
striking out the remainder of that sentence
anct • a!l or the second and third sentences
of such section.
S>:c. 3. The first sentence of subsection (a)
of section 520 of such act (22 u.s. c. 915) 1s
amencted by IOBertlng a period after the word
"Service" where It appears for the third time,
and by striking out the remainder of that
sentence.
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SEc. 4. Se~lon '101 of such act (22 U. s. c.
1041) Is amended by adding at the end thereof the following: "The Secretary may also
provide appropriate orientation and language
training to dependents of ol!lcers and employees of the Government II such ol!lcers
and employees are assigned to foreign relations activities overseas. Other agencies of
the Government shall wherever practicable
avoid duplicating the facUlties of the Institute and the training provided by the Secretary at the Institute or elsewhere."
SEc. S. Section 704 of such act (22 U. s. c.
1044) Is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"(e) The Secretary may, under such regulations as he may prescribe, provide special
monetary or other Incentives not Inconsistent with this act to encourage Foreign ServIce personnel t.o acquire or retain proficiency
in foreign languages or special nbllitles
needed In the service."
SEc. 6. Title VII of such act Is amended by
adding at the end thereof the fol!owlng new
~ection:

"LANGUAGE TRAINING

"SEC. '108. The Secretary shnJJ designate
every Foreign Service ol!lcer position In a
foreign country whose Incumbent should
have a useful knowledge of a language or
dialect common to such country. After December 31. 1963, each position so designated
shaJJ be filled only by an Incumbent having
such knowledge: Provided, That the Secretary
or Deputy Under Secretary for Administration may make exceptions to this policy for
Individuals. The Secretary shall establish
foreign language stnndnrcts for nBS!gnment
abroad of officers and employees of the servIce, and shall arrange for appropriate language training of such ol!lcers and employees
at the Foreign Service IOBtitute or elsewhere."'

The section-by-section analysis presented by Mr. SALTONSTALL is as follows:
SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS OF S. 3552, A
BILL To AMEND TH&FOREIGN SERVICE ACT or
1946, AS AMENDED, To IMPROVE RI!:CIIUITMEN:r
AND Tl!AINING FOR THE FOREIGN SERVICE or
THE UNITED STATES
Section 1 would add a sentence to section
516 of the Foreign Service Act of 1946, as
amended, to authorize the President to appoint directly to class 7 candidates for the
Foreign Service who have passed the examination for class 8 when in the President's
opinion the age, experience, or other qualifications of such candidates make such an
appointment appropriate. This provision
would afford greater flexibility than does the
present law in bringing Into the Foreign
Service persons who have specialized experience or advanced academic training.
Section 2 (n) would amend a portion of
the first sentence of section 517 of such act
In order to harmonize with the changes In
section 516 provided in section 1 of the bill.
Section 2 (b) would delete the second anct
third sentences of section 517 of such act
which contain restrictions on lateral entry
Into the Foreign Service.
Section 3 woUld delete part of the first
sen tcnce or section 520 of such act to broaden
the authority of the President In reappointing former ol!lccrs to the Foreign Service.
Section 4 would add two sentences to section 701 of such act: the first to give the
Secretary of State specific authority to provide orientation and language training to
dependents of ol!lcers and employees of the
Government who are to serve In foreign relation activities abroad; the second to direct
that other Government agencies wherever
practicable avoid duplication of the facilities
of the Foreign Service Institute and the
training provided by the Secretary of State.
Section 5 woUld add a new subsection to
section 704 of such net to gl ve the Secretary
of State authority to provide special incen-
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:tUlly the amount it woUld utilize In a fiscal
year, he may, after January 1 of such year
redistribute the funds which woUld otherwise have been paid such State to other
States for suitable projects and such distribution need not be proportionate to State
populations.
"(c) As used In this section 'area facilities'
means facilities intended to serve areas
which Include all or parts of two or more
States.
"Grants for establishment of workshops and
rehabilitation facilities

"SEC. 302. (a) From the sums made available pursuant to section 301 of this title, the
Secretary shall make grants for paying part
of the costs Incurred In the establlshmen t
of nonprofit workshops and rehabllltatlon
facilities as hereafter defined and llmi ted In
subsections (b) and (c) hereof, and subject
to the conditions and requirements of section 303 of this title. Such grants shall be
avallable for payment of administrative expenses found by the Secretary to be necessary In connection with performance by the
State of Its functions under this title.
"(b) Nonprofit workshops and rehab11!tatlon facilities with respect to which grants
may be made pursuant to subsection (a)
hereq.f, shall Include but not be limited to-"(1) nonprofit workshops where any manufacture or handiwork Ia carried on, and
which are operated for the primary purpose
of providing one or more of the following:
"(A) remunerative employment to severely
handicapped individuals as an Interim step
in the rehabilitation process for those who
cannot readily be absorbed In the competitive labor market, or during such time as
employment opportunities for them In the
competitive labor market do not exist;
"(B) an opportunity for evaluating the
work potential and developing the work capacity of handicapped Individuals; or
"(C) employment for handicapped Individuals confined to their homes.
"(2) nonprofit rehabilitation facilities operated for the primary purpose of assisting
1n the rehabilitation of physically and
mentally handicapped lndlvlduals"(A) which provide one or more of the
f ollowing types of services:
"(!) testing, fitting, or training In the use
of prosthetic devices;
"(II) vocational training;
"(Ill) prevocatlonal or conditioning therapy;
"(lv) physical, occupational, or other
medically supervised therapy;
"(v) adjustment training; or
" (vi) evaluation or control of special d!sabll!tles; or
"(B) through which ls provided an Integrated program of medical, psychological,
social, and vocational evaluation and services
under competent professional supervision:
Provided, That the major portion of such
evaluation and services Is furnished within
the facility and that all medical and related
health services are prescribed by, or are under the formal supervision of, persons licensed to practice medicine or surgery In the
State.
"(b) Grants shall be made with respect to
construction or alteration of buildings and
procurement or Installation of Initial
equipment necessary to establish or Increase
their effectiveness as workshops or rehabilitation faclll ties, and stalllng for a period not
to exceed 2 years. Grants shall be subject
to such !Imitations and conditions as the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
shall prescribe to assure minimum standards for facilities and personnel under this
act, Including a system of priorities for the
approval of projects.
" (c) The F ed eral share of cost of the workshop or r ehab ilitation facll!ty established
u nder this title shall not exceed $2 for each
$1 which ls otherwise obtained and used
toward d efraying su ch cost.

" (d) No grBIIlt shall be made under this
title with respect to any workshop or rehabilItation facility unless"(1) application therefor In such form and
containing such data and assurances as are
required by the Secretary has been transmitted through and approved as feasible and
necessary for vocational rehabilitation by the
State agency designated pursuant to section
5 (a) (1) of title I of the State where such
workshop or other rehabilitation facility Is
located or to be located;
"(2) the Secretary finds that the fac!llty
with respect to which such grant Is requested
Is feasible, Is needed, and that Federal grants
for Its establishment are not available under
any other Federal law;
"(3) the Secretary finds that wages paid
handicapped workers meet wage and hour
standards administered by the United States
Department of Labor;
"(4) the Secretary requires, and the applicant provides, such assurances, In such form
and with such provisions as the Secretary
finds necessary to Insure that the purpose
of such grant will be carried out and that Its
conditions and !Imitations of such grant will
be complied with.
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tary of the Treasury the amount so estimated
by the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare (A) reduced or Increased, as the case
may be, by any sum by which the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare finds that
his estlmate for any prior period was greater
or less than the amount which should have
been paid to the State under subsection (a)
for such period; except that such Increases or
reductions shall not be made to the extent
that such sums have been applied to make
the amount certified for any prior period
greater or less than the amount estimated
by the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare for such prior period.
"The Secretary of the Treasur:;- shall thereupon, through the Fiscal Service of the
Treasury Department and prior to audit or
settlement by the General Accounting Office,
pay to the State, at the time or times fixed
by the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, the amount so certified.
"(d) Payments hereunder shall not be
made a State with respect to any period for
which the Secretary refuses payment of
grants to such State under title I or II hereof pursuant to the provisions of such titles.
"Definition of rehabilitation evaluation

uTITLE IV-REHABILITATION EVALUATION

services

SERVICES

"SEC. 403. The term 'rehabilitation evalua tlon servloes' means ( 1) diagnostic and related services (Including transportation) Incidental to the determination of the nature
and extent of an Individual's physical and
mental Impairment and rehabilitation potentials and the rehabll!tatlon services required to real!ze these potentials, (2) the
determination of appropriate referral of such
Individual for vocational rehabilitation serv.
Ices as defined In t! tie I of this act, lndependent living rehab!lltatlon services as defined
in tl tie II of this act, or other needed services
provided by public or private agencies. In
the case of Individuals found to require
financial assistance with respect thereto such
term also Includes maintenance during any
period he Is .required to be away from home
during the period diagnostic and other
evaluation services are being provided."

Authorization tor appropriations

"SEc. 401. For the purpose of assisting the
States in evaluating the nature and extent
or the disabilities and the rehabilitation potentials of individuals of employable age, as
defined In regulations of the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare, whose application therefor shows that they are under a
substantial physical or mental handicap
which may be overcome or substantially reduced by vocational rehabilitation services
ava!lable under title I of this act or otherwise available, or whose dependency may be
overcome or substantially reduced by Independent living rehabll!tatlon services available under title II hereof, or otherwise available, there Is hereby authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1959, and for each fiscal year thereafter, such
sums as are necessary for grants to States to
carry out the purpose or this tl tie.
"Payments to States

IMPROVEMENT IN RECRUITMENT

AND TRAUITNG FOR THE FOR·
"SEC. 402. (a) From the oums appropriated
therefor, the Secretary of the Treasury shall
EIGN SERVICE
pay to each State which has an approved
Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President,
plan for vocational rehabll!tatlon (under
title I of this act) and for Independent liv- on behalf of the Senator !rom Montana
Ing rehll.bllltatlon services (under title II of [Mr. MANSFIELD] and myself, I introduce
this act), for each fiscal year an amount for appropriate reference, a bill to
equal to two-thirds of the total of the sums amend the Foreign Service Act of 1946,
expended by the State agency or agencies as amended, to improve recruitment
administering such plans during such year,
Including administrative costs thereof, as and training for the Foreign Service of
found necessary by the Secretary of Health, the United States.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
Education, and Welfare, for the proper and
efficient evaluation of disabilities and re- bill will be received and appropriately
hab!lltatlon potentials referred to In section referred.
401.
The bill <S. 3552) to amend the For"(b) The Secretary of Health, Education, eign Service Act of 1946, as amended,
and Welfare shall, prior to the beginning to improve recruitment and training for
of each quarter, or such other period as he
shall prescribe as approj>rlate, estimate the the Foreign Service of the United States,
amount to be paid with respect to expendi- introduced by Mr. SALTONSTALL (for himtures for such evaluations In such period, self and Mr. MANSFIELD) was received~
such estimate to be based on (1) a report read twice by its title, and referred to
filed by such State agency or agencies con- the Committee on Foreign Relations.
taining the estimates o! such expenditures,
Mr. SALTONSTALL. On May 25,
and stating the amount appropriated or
made available by the State and Its political 1956, I submitted Senate Resolution 272,
subdivisions for such expenditures ln such 84th Congress, calling on the Commitperiod, and If such amount Is less than the tee on Foreign Relations to "make full
State's proportionate sum of such estimated ·and complete study and investigation of
expenditures, the sources from which the ways and means by which personnel of
difference Is expected to be derived, (2) rec- the Foreign Service of the United States
ords of the number of appl!cants for rehab!lltatlon evaluation and (3) such other records may be more effectively recrui.ted and
and reports as the Secretary may find neces- trained, with particular reference to the
desirability of improving and implesary.
"(c) The Secretary of Health, Education, menting the program of the existing
and Welfare shall then certify to the Secre- F oreign Service Institute, or, as an alter-
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tionment from December 31, 1958, to put 600,000 men to work; and1Jy a roads
July 1958.
program which the Senator from TenOn the basis of information supplied nessee says will employ an additional
by the American Association of State 520,000 men during this calendar year.
Highway Officials, it is estimated that If the Congress and the Executive tothe prompt enactment of Senate bill gether will face up to the realities of to3414 will bring about obligation by the day, I believe we shall be very proud of
States, during the remainder of the cal- our system, be~ause, as the Senator from
endar year 1958, of highway funds total-' Tennessee so well stated a few days ago
ing $2,720,000,000, over and above the in the Public Work Committee, it is
amount which would be put under con- much cheaper to prevent a depression
tract in the absence of this proposed than to get out of one.
I realize that these may not be the
legislation. Thus it can be said that the
pending bill would bring about the ini- only steps we need to take. I believe
tiation of $2,720,000,000 worth of high- that whatever it is necessary to do will
way work during this calendar year, over have to be done. Studies and reviews
and above the amounts which otherwise are constantly being made of other fields
which will permit our people to face up
would be begun.
If we translate that amount of expend- to this challenge and be equal to it.
iture into terms of man-years of employBut I am glad the Senator's subcomment, we arrive at the very conservative mittee has-as a result of his diligence
estimate of 520,000 man-year jobs. I and his leadership-produced for the
believe it is more conservative than real- full committee and for the Senate, a bill
istic to estimate on a man-year basis, which I understand has been unanibecause, as the able Senator from Texas mously reported from the committee.
knows, highway construction is concen- My understanding is that the only diftrated in the good-weather months of ferences among the members of the
the year. But in order to be conserva- committee do not relate to the wisdom
tive, I have chosen to answer the. rna- of a road-building program. I underjority leader's inquiry by giving a con- stand that the differences among the
servative estimate, based on man-year members of the committee are~ regard
jobs.
to other matters related to billboards
That brings us to the large total of and perhaps utility apportionments. Is
520,000 man-years of employment op- that correct? .
portunities. I wish to point out that
Mr. GORE. That is correct.
when half a million people have jobs
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Do I corthey are able to pay their grocery bills: rectly understand that the bill ha~ been
buy clothes_for their children, make pay- reported to the Senate by a unanu_nous
ments on their automobiles and thus vote of the members of the comm~ttee,
avoid repossessions, pay thetr rents, and with_ the exception of the vote on those
perhaps build homes. Thus the economy two 1tems?
is stimulated, in my opinion, far more
Mr. GORE. That is correct.
than that job figure indicates. This
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presiestimate of 520,000 man-year jobs is only dent, I wish to congratulate the meman estimate of the actual job opportu- bers o~ the comm1tte~ for the statesnities which in 1958 would be provided, ma~shi? _they have displayed . and. for
directly or indirectly, by means of the then· w1llmgness to act in a bipartisan
contract obligations made under the pro- manner m an hour of great tnal.
visions of the bill. The estimate does not
Mr. GORE. I thank the able Senarelate to the general stimulation to the tor from Texas. The Subcommittee on
Public Roads and the Senate Public
economy.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi- Works Committee as a whole have condent, will the Senator from Tennessee stantly striven to avoid partisanship in
connection with )lighway legislation.
yield to me?
We do not feel that partisa,nship has a
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. part in it. Democrats and Republicans
TALMADGE in the chair). Does the Sen- alike are being killed on the highways.
ator from Tennessee yield to the Senator Unfortunately, our highways have been
from Texas?
growing worse, instead of better. In
Mr. GORE. I yield.
other words, highway improvement has
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I wish to for the past decade fallen far behind.
congratulate the Senator from TennesOn yesterday, in Nashville, Tenn., I
see for the thoroughness with which he attended a convention of home buildhas replied to my question. It is char- ers, mortgage bankers, and representaacteristic of the able Senator from tives of building__ and loan associations.
Tennessee.
A speaker who preceded me on the proI wish to observe that I share his view- gram asked for a show of hands, first
point that it is extremely important that by those who thought there would be
the 170 million people who make up the more new home starts this year than
population of the United States have last year. Then he asked for a show
confidence in the future of the country of hands by those who thought there
and in .the ability of our democratic would be fewer starts this year. I was
processes to cope with any challenge impressed by the fact that fully threefourths of the persons there did not exwhich confronts the Nation.
But I believe it is extremely important press an opinion either one way or the
that the processes of Government be put other. That seemed to me to demonto work, not by means of what some strate the uncertainty which has seized
call a massive, long-term, long-drawn- business leaders and the people of the
out public-works program, but by a country,
housing program which can be felt imWhat we need to do is take the steps
mediately, and which it is estimated will necessary to give to the country assur-
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ance that the Government will not permit a recession to slide into a depression.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Tennessee yield to
me?
Mr. GORE. I yield.
·Mr. MANSFIELD. I wish to commend the Senator from Tennessee for
the statement he has just made.
In view of the fact that a certain
amount of propaganda is being spread
around the country about the uncertainty of action by the Congress, and in
view of the statements being made
about prophets of gloom and doom, and
in view of the political implications
which have been made about the recession we ar-e in-although I am sure that
today no one in the country would not
admit that we are in a recession, at
least-I wonder whether the Senator
from Tennessee recalls that action taken
py this body, under the leadership of
the distinguished majority leader, the
senior Senator from Texas [Mr. JOHNSON], has been on a biparJisan basis. I s
that correct?
Mr. GORE. That is correct. I think
the votes taken thus far have been almost unanimous, if not unanimous.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Very well.
To date the distinguished majority
leader has submitted two resolutions
stating that it is the sense of the Congress that the administration be requested to accelerate civil works proj ects and defense projects which alreadf
have been authorized, and for which
funds have already been appropriated?
Is that correct?
Mr. GORE. That is correct.
Mr. MANSFIELD. And on both of
those resolutions there was only one dissenting vote. Then we have the housing
program, calling for an expenditure '>f
$1,800,000,000, which will put hundreds
of thousands of people to work. As I
recall, that bill was passed unanimously
by this body.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Eighty-six
yeas to no nays.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Eighty-six yeas to
no nays, was the vote.
Recalling a statement made earlier in
the deba,te on the highway program, the
pending' bill was reported unanimously
by the Committee on Public Works.
Mr. GORE. That is correct.
Mr. MANSFIELD, So, on the basis of
the constructive, responsible record to
date, I would say, that there has been
no panic so far as the Senate or the
House of Representatives is concerned;
that we have moved deliberately, knowing what we are doing, and endeavoring
to alleviate the recession throughout the
country; and that we have done it in a
bipartisan, nonpolitical
responsible,
manner. Does the Senator agree?
Mr. GORE. I agree fully with the
Senator from Montana; and I would respectfully suggest to President Eisenhower, members of his Cabinet, and the
spokesmen for his administration, that
faint heart never won fair lady.
Following me on the program in Nashville yesterday, to which I have already
alluded, there was a spokesman for the
White House, Mr. Howard Pyle. In the
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first part of his speech he seemed to
condemn thoroughly what some people
call massive public works. Why, suddenly, everything is condemned by use
of the word "massive" I do not know.
In the latter part of his speech he delineated the various public works programs and expenditw·es which the administration has brought into being or
now recommends.
I do not think it is quite so effective
as it could be for an administration
spokesman to condemn antirecession acts
on the one hand,.and then recommend
them in the same statement. I think
there should be more forthrightness,
more determination. I believe more
forthrightness and more determination
would have more effectively stimulated
confidence than have the fainthearted
expressions we have heard. Even President Eisenhower accomplished the remarkable political feat of both condemning and recommending public works in
the same statement.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. GORE. Yes.
r. MANSFIELD. I have been interested in the President's remarks concern-·
ing make-work projects, and I put the
words "make work" in quotation marks.
Does the Senator recall any action taken
by this body this year which would i
any way have any relation to make-work
projects?
Mr. GORE. That depends upon the
interpretation of the expression. I
should like to know what the administration means by make work, what it means
by massive, and what it means by other
terms which have been used. In ·ofar as
concerns a program which has but one
objective, providing work, I do not know
what it means. Insofar as concerns bills
to stimulate the economy by doing two
things: first, providing for the construction of permanent, needed public improvements: and, second, furnishing
thereby additional employment opportunities, the pending bill is a prime example. The housing program is another
,RP~ne example.
Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator is correct. To use another expression, does
the Senator know of any leaf-raking
projects which have been advocated, proposed, or passed by this body?
Mr. GORE. I know of no Member of
this body who has proposed a leaf-raking
project, or who has proposed "boondoggling.'' I know of a number o! Senators
who have voted for a resolution recommending acceleration of a public works
program to provide permanent public
improvements so as to stimulate the
economy, and with this latter view I have
been associated.
I should like to say to the Senator that
It was 8 weeks ago today when I rose at
this deck and said, frankly, after studying the economic indices o! our economy,
that I thought we were in a recession.
On that day I introduced a blll to provide for a public works program. I called
for an accelerated highway program, expansion and liberalization of credit, relaxation of the tight-money policy, a vigorous home-building program, urban redevelopment, river and harbor Improve-

ments, and a stabilization of farm income. I will say to my able colleague
from Montana, In all candor and frankness, that from Maine to California, and
in the Congress of the United States, I
was denounced more scathingly for those
words and those actions than I had previously been during my 20 years in public
life.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield further?
MJ.·. GORE. I yield.
Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator is
correct. I recall some of those statements. I recall some of the news stories
I recall what the Senator said on thi
floor, after having made a trip to h is
home State of Tennessee, aftet· havin
seen people who were out of work; after
having seen people who were on relief.
But also I think the Senator should receive some satisfaction from the fact
that what he said then has been proven
true, and that the measures which he
advocated 8 weeks ago are now coming
to full fruition.,_,...--==-"""'=~"'"=~
RE. I thank my able colleague from Montana for his very generous remarks.
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. GORE. I yield.
Mr. CHURCH. I think the Senator
from Montana has pointed to a subject
which in these days needs much emphasis, because there is certainly the
suggestion, in the remarks of those who
are high in the councils of the present
administration, that any public works
project is questionable: and certainly
there is the added suggestion in such remarks that pubic works projects are
somehow make-work or leaf-raking
projects, and therefore projects to be resorted to only in the last extremity.
In the light o! that viewpoint, I think
It ought to be satd , with reference to the
PWA and the WPA. which the gentlemen making those remarks apparently
have m mind, that there is much evidence, even today, that those projects,
undertaken in the years of the great depression, In the New Deal years, in the
1930's, contributed lasting benefits to
the people. I know that in the cities of
my own State of Idaho one can travel
from place to place today and still find
boulevards, bridges, parks, playgrounds,
schools, and hospitals which were built
by the unemployed under the WPA and
the PWA, in the dark years of that depression, and which are still contributing to the lasting benefit of the peopTe a
generation later.
Lest there be any misunderstanding
with respect to the kind o! public works
projects which are now securing the approval and support of the Congress, let
it be pointed out we are not now considering, nor have have we considered at
any time during the present session, any
sort of leaf-raking or make-work projects. We have been considering homes
for the familities of America, and dams,
In the , Interest of comprehensive development of our river resources, which
will contribute energy and will contribute water to the arid lands o! AmerIca for generations to come.
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In the bill now pending before the
Senate we are considering the acceleration of a highway building program
which will last for decades, which is
already badly needed. As the Senator
from Tennessee well knows, this bill will
merely contribute toward putting back
on schedule the program which was
adopted by the Congress several years
ago.
I have only recently become a member of the Committee on Public Works,
but it has been my privilege to watch
the distinguished Senator from Teflnessee in action, so to speak, with respect
to the highway question. It was my
privilege to see him conduct a public
hearing in Idaho, my own State, last December. I have participated with much
interest in the deliberations of the Committee on Public Works on the pending
bilL
I wish to say to the distinguished
Senator from Tennessee that I think he
is making a great contribution to the
welfare of the country in the leadership
he has shown in advancing the bill,
steering it through the committee, and
speaking on its behalf today in the Senate Chamber. We are considering a bill
which meets a real national need. We
are considering a bill which will stimulate our sagging economy and provide
a half million additional jobs. Finally,
we are considering a bill which will result in a network of highways scattered
throughout the country, which will provide lasting benefits for the people of
America, not only this year, but next
year and in the future for as long ahead
as we can sec.
For these reasons I commend the Senator for the work he has done and assure him that I am pleased to join enthusiastically in support of the bill now
pending before the Senate.
Mr. GORE. I thank my able, distinguished, and generous friend, the
junior Senator from Idaho. He has contributed greatly to the pending measw·e.
I look forward to working with him in
this Chamber in years to come. He has
brought to the Senate a. freshness of
point of view, an ability to foresee, and
an eloquence to express his aspirations
and those of his people for America,
from which In my opinion, the Senate
and the country will long benefit.
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. GORE. I yield.
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I have
listened with great interest to the colloquy engagrd in by my distinguished
colleagues from Montana, Tennessee, and
Idaho, particularly with reference to tQ.e
attitude of the Eisenhower administration toward the present recession. I
wonder if my good friend from Tennessee
would agree with my analysis if I expressed the idea a little differently.
The Eisenhower administration seems
to love to bring up phrases like "made
work of dubious value" for the pUrpose
of discrediting efforts of Members of
Congress to find ways and means by public-works programs to put people back
to work. It is my suggestion that the
blind spot of the Eisenhower administration is that It has no appreciation
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So Mr. KERR's amendment was rejected.
Mr. KUCHEL. Mr. President, I move
that the vote by which the Kerr amendment was rejected be reconsidered.
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, I
move to lay that motion on the table.
The motion to reconsider was laid on
the table.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the committee
amendment in the nature of a substitute, as amended. The bill is open to
further amendment.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr.
President, I desire to offer an amendment to the so-called utility section.
The amendment is technical.
It is amendment No. 3 on the mimeographed sheet of amendments which I
have distributed to all Senators. So far
as I know, there is no objection to it.
The PRESIDING O)"FICER. The
amendment will be stated.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 20,
at the end of line 14, it is proposed to
strike out the period, insert a semicolon,
and the following: "Provided further,
That Federal funds shall not be reimbursed to any State under this section
when the payment to the utility violates
the law of the State or violates a legal
contract between the utility and the
State";
On page 20, lines 16 and 17, strike out
the words: "covered by formal project
agreements executed by the Secret::;ry"
and insert in lieu thereof: "for which
~ederal funds are obligated"; and on
!me 18, after the word Act and before
the period, insert: ''for work including
relocation of utility facilities."
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator wish to have his amendments
considered en bloc?
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I do.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I yield
myself 5 minutes. I hope I may have
the attention of -the chairman of the
subcommittee. The amendments are
really technical amendments, and were
suggested by the counsel for the Bureau of Public Roads. The purpose is to
make the language in the bill conform to
existing law with respect to payments
where State laws or State contracts
might be violated. The main provision
is in the present law.
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I yield
to the Senator from Tennessee.
Mr. GORE. I asked my staff to get in
touch with the Bureau of Roads for their
legal and technical advice with respect
to the amendment. It Is as the able
Senator from South Dakota has stated·
the amendments are technical, but
make the provision administratively
more feasible. I accept the amendments.
Mr. WATKINS. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?

Mr. CASE of South Dakota.

I yield.
Mr. WATKINS. Mr. President, may
we have order?
The PRESIDING OFFIQER. The
Senate will be in order.
Mr. WATKINS. I notice that the bill
provides:
Whenever a State under State law is required to pay for all or any part of the
cost of relocation of utl!lty facllities neces;
sitated by the construction of a project on
any of the Federal-aid highway systems,
Federal funds may be used to reimburse
the State for such cost In the same proportion as Federal funds are expended on
the projects, not to exceed 70 percent of such
cost which the State Is obligated to pay.

Does the amendment change the 70
percent prov.ision?
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. It does
not. The amendment does not go to the
70 percent. It does not go to the merits
of the utility section at all. At the end
of the paragraph the amendment would
provide that Federal funds shall not be
reimbursed to any State when the payment to the utility violates the Jaw of
the State or violates a legal contract between the utility and the State.
That provision is contained in the
present law. It should have been included in the language of the bill when
it was written. I do not know why it
was not included. Counsel for the
Bureau of Roads believes it ought to be
included. I cannot see how anyone
would wish a payment to be made to a
State if it violated a law of the State
or if it violated a contract between a
utility and the State.
Mr. WATKINS. The principal objection in my State .to the 70 percen.t provision is that our State law requires it
to pay it all. If the State pays for it
all, it can be reimbursed for only 70
percent of the Federal contribution the
State might receive under the law as it
now is.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. The Senator's objection would go to the paragraph in the bill as a whole, not to the
amendment. The Senator may be opposed to the provision in the bill, but so
far as my perfecting amendment is concerned, I cannot see that he would have
any objection to it.
Mr. WATKINS. Does the Senator
know whether another amendment will
take care of this matter?
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Yes,
there will be an amendment offered I
believe, to strike out the entire secti~n
and that is when the Senator would wish
to speak, I believe, and probably support the amendment to strike that section of the bill. The Senator from Nebraska [Mr. HRUSKA l, I believe, is prepared to offer such an amendment
which would strike the entire sectio~
from the bill.
Mr. WATKINS. I would not object
to the section in the bill, provided it
would make the payment on the same
basis that the Federal Government now
contri~utes to the States under the regular highway provision.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. The
Senator is talking against thl! entire
paragraph, not against the perfecting
amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing, en bloc, to the
amendments offered by the Senator from
South Dakota [Mr. CASE].
The amendments were agreed to en
bloc.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
o!Ie;;;..an amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.
. The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 12,
m l.!nes 11 through 13, it is proposed to
strike out "the sum of $36,000,000 for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1960,
and a like sum for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1961," and insert in lieu thereof "the additional sum of $10,000,000
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1959.
and the sum of $36,000,000 for each of
the fiscal years ending June 30, 1960
and June 30, 1961."
On page 12, lines 14 through 16, it is
proposed to strike out "the sum of $34,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1960, and a like sum for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1961," and insert
in lieu thereof "the additional sum of
$13,000,000 for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1959, and the sum of $34,000.000 for each of the fiscal years ending
June 30, 1960 and Jtme 30, 1961."
On page 13, line 4, after "years ending" it is proposed to insert "June 30
1959."
•
On page 13, lines 9 through 11, it is
proposed to strike out "Provided further, That the apportionment heretofore made. by the Secretary of Commerce
for the fiscal year ending June 36 1959
is hereby approved."
'
'
On page 16, lines 7 through 9, it is
proposed to strike out "the sum of $4,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1960, and a like sum for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1961," and insert
in lieu thereof "the additional sum of
$2,000,000 for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1959, and the sum of $4,000.000
for each of the fiscal years ending June
30, 1960 and June 30, 1961."
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Montana is recognized for
30 minutes. Does he desire that his
amendments be considered en bloc?
Mr. MANSFIELD. I do.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, the amendments will be considered en bloc.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield myself as
much time, within the limitation, as I
may need.
Mr. President, I have offered the
amendments to S. 3414 on behalf of myself and Senators ALLOTT, ANDERSON,
BARRETT, BENNETT, DWORSHAK, GOLDWATER, MORSE, MURRAY, JACKSON, NEUBERGER, MAGNUSON, CHURCH, O'MAHONEY,
WATKINS, LANGER, THYE, CARROLL. The
amendments would authorize addition~!
funds for forest highways, forest development roads and traiis, and public land
highways for fiscal year 1959.
One of the prime objectives of S. 3414
is to make available additional funds in
1959. We are completely in accord with
this purpose, and the bill as reported by
tJ;Ie Senate Public Works Committee provides for the authorization of additional
appropriations for these 3 types of roads
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safety. The passing motorist must have
proper stimulation to keep Wm on the alert
all the time.
(d) Proper design for sight distance and
scientific banking to make curves sate.
(e) Large-lettered signs and advance warning signals.

Mr. H ICKENLOOPER. Mr. President, I ask that immediately following
there be printed in the RECORD an article written by William Bancroft Mellor, reprinted from the November 1~54
issue of Pageant magazine, entitled
"Posters May Be Lifesavers."
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the REcORD, as follows:
(From Pageant magazine of November
1954]
STOP, LooK, AND LisTEN BEFORE You D.utN
THOSE HIGHWAY BILLBOARDS

(By W!ll!am Bancroft Mellor)
A midwestern psychology professor bas
Just come up with some scientific findings
,.bout safe driving that are pretty sure to
annoy Just about everybody~w!th the possible exception of the people who make
roadside b!llboards and those who use them
for ad ,·ert!s!ng.
For the results ot his long and c~refully
controlled tests fly right in the face of the
widely held popular belle! that billboard
signs lining our highways not only are unsightly blots on our natural scenic beauties
but also are safety hazards.
The study, made at Iowa State College,
shows that highway advertising signs actually result In more efficient and snf~r
operation of automob!les. The test was
conducted by Dr. A. R. Lauer, psychology professor and director of the driving laboratory
In the Industrial Science Research Institute.
Using scientific testing devices, he and
his associates sent 480 motorists over n stl!I
driving course during a period of 10 months.
Here are their findings:
By keeping motorists' eyes constantly on
the move, roadside stimul! help to prevent
the highway hypnosis which Is becoming an
Increasingly important factor In motor vehicle accidents.
The test drivers, most of whom were male
students of Iowa State, were more alert, got
Into fewer accident situations, and made
faster time on highways !!ned with billboards than on unadorned ones.
The drivers on the Wgbways with billboards saw Just about as much of the landscape as those on roads with no distractions.
"Every motorist who has used one of our
new high speed turnpikes," Dr. Lauer claims,
"has at one time or another found himself
becoming drowsy-lulled to sleep by the
very features which were Intended to promote safety; the long, straight stretches of
road, the lack of opposing streams of traffic,
and the vast reaches of monotonous landscape, unbroken by any famUiar, manmade
stimuli.
"With nothing to draw his gaze !rom the
highway, he concentrates on that long ribllon or concrete or macadam until he hns
literally hypnotized himself. There you have
an accident in the making. Give him something to draw bls attention away from the
road from time to time, however, and he
remains alert. He Is a better driver."
Dr. Lauer conducted bls blllboard tests
with a gadget called a "dr1\'ometer," a device slmUar to those used by state highway
deoartments and automobile clubs !or determining drivers' reactions under simulated
driving conditions.
"It wouldn't have been practical,* he said,
"to send our •guinea pigs' out on actual
highways, for In real U!e an accident situation presents itself only about once ln each
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3,000 hours o! driving, on the average. By nate and strike out the so-called billusing the drivometer, with Its simulated board incentive amendment?
highways, we were able to compress Into
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senmonths driving experience which would have
ator from California is correct.
talcen years of actual travel."
The yea and nay vote will proceed.
The drlvometer consisted of an automobile
The legislative clerk resumed and condriver's seat equipped with full-sized operatIng controls. In front of It was a box con- cluded the call of the bill.
taining an endless belt-the simulated highMr. MANSFIELD. I announce that
way-flanked by scale models of houses, the Senator from Louisiana [Mr. ELLEN churches, schools, animals, shrubs, trees, and DER], the Senator from Minnesota [Mr.
other obJects normally seen along a country HUMPHREY], the Senator from Louisiana
1·oad. A miniature automobile, running
along this "highway,'' was controlled by the [Mr. LoNG], and the Senator from Oklahoma !Mr. MoNRONEY] are absent on
steering wheel.
The test drivers were required to keep the official business.
miniature car on the right side of the road,
I further announce that if present and
comply wl th all traffic signals as in ordinary voting, the Senator from Oklahoma [Mr.
driving, and complete the trip In the short- MONRONEYJ would vote "nay."
est possible time. Their efficiency was reOn this vote the Senator from Louisicorded by an electric counter.
ana [Mr. ELLENDER] is paired with the
Thirty of the drivers were used as a control group, and drove only over a highway Senator from Louisiana [Mr. LONG]. If
plastered with b!llboards. Other drivers present and voting, the Senator from
were rotated over three different types of Louisiana [Mr. ELLENDER] would vote
highways: one with no b11lboards, one wlth "yea·· and the Senator from Louisiana
advertising signs placed on both sides of the [Mr. LoNG] would vote "nay."
ro_ad at angles \'arylng from 0 • to 30 • from
On .this vote the Senator from Minthe line of vision straight ahead, and a third nesota lMr. HUMPHREY] has a pair with
wl th signs placed at angles of 15 • to 45 •. the Senator from Indiana [Mr. JENNERJ.
Their composite mean scores for the three
types of highway were: 71.98 on roads wl th If present and voting, the Senator from
no b!llboards; 78.70 on those with slgns at Minnesota [Mr. HUMPHREY] would vote
angles from 15" to 45", and 80.00 on high- "nay" and the Senator from Indiana
[Mr. JENNER] would vote "yea."
ways with signs varying ln angle from o•
to 30".
Mr. DIRKSEN. I announce that the
The Lauer study Inevitably wlll have two Senator from Indiana [Mr. CAPEHART] is
results: It will draw fire !rom the groups of absent because of illness.
nature lovers who have been arguing !or
The Senator from New Hampshire
years that blllboards are safety menaces, and
It will be carefully scrutinized, In the light [Mr. BRIDGES] and the Senator from Inof our annual toll of 38,000 motor vehicle diana [Ml·. JENNER] are necessarily
fatalities, by highway oG!clals and safety ex- absent.
perts. You may bate b11lboards !rom an
The Senator from Vermont [MI·.
e&thetlc viewpoint, but you may owe your FLANDERS] is detained on official business.
life to one.
The Senator from Indiana lMr. CAPE-

Mr. IDCKENLOOPER. Mr. President,
as I say, I hold no special brief for any
particular medium of advertising, but I
do have objection to what I believe to be
congressional coercion in connection with
inducements to States to do certain
things they otherwise might or might not
do.
Therefore, I support the proposition
that the bill is for the purpose of building highways, not for controlling the
esthetics of the situation which should be
left to the States.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired.
Mr. HICKENLOOPER. With the inclusion of these articles I have mentioned in the RECORD, and the expression
of my reasons for voting as I do, I yield
the floor.
SEVERAL SENATORS. Vote! Vote! Vote!
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amendment
of the Senator from Oklahoma [Mr.
KERR].
On this question the yeas and nays
have been ordered, and the clerk will call
the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll, and Mr. AIKEN voted in the
negative when his name was called.
Mr. KUCHEL. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator will> state it.
Mr. KUCHEL. I s the vote on the
amendment offered by the Senator from
Oklahoma and other Senators to elimi-

HART] is paired with the Senator from
New Hampshire [Mr. BRIDGES]. If present and voting, the Senator from Indiana
[Mr. CAPEHART] would vote "yea" and the
Senator from New Hampshire [Mr.
BRIDGES] would vote "nay."
The Senator from Indiana [Mr. JENNER] is paired with the Senator from
Minnesota [Mr. HUMPHREY]. If present and voting, the Senator from Indiana would vote "yea" and the Senator
from Minnesota would vote "nay."
The result was announced-yeas 41,
nays 47, as follows:
Barrett
Bennett
Bible
Butler
C\\rlson
Chavez

Curtts
Dirksen
DworEhak

Eastland
Ervin
Frear

Goldwater
Hlckenlooper

Aiken
Allott
Anderson

Beall
Bricker
Bmh
Byrd
Carroll
Case, N.J.
case, S.Dak.
Church
Clark
Cooper
Cotton
Douglas
Fulbright

YEAS-41
Hill
Holland

Murray
Potter
Russell
Saltonstall
Johnston, S. C. Scboeppel
Kerr
Scott
Sparkman
Langer
Stennis
Mo.~one
Talmadge
Mansfield
Martin, Iowa
Thurmond
Martin, Pa.
Williams
McClellan
Yarborough
McNamara
Young
Mundt
NAYS-47
Gore
Neuberger
Green
O'Maboney
Hayden
Pastore
Hennings
Payne
Hoblltzell
Proxn1ire
Purtell
Ives
Hruska
Johnson, Tex.

Jackson

Javlts
Kefauver
Kennedy
Knowland
Kuchel
Lausche
Magnuson
Morse

Morton

Revercomb

Robertson
Smathers
Smith, Maine
Smith, N.J.
Symington
Thye
Watkins
Wiley
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for fiscal years 1960 and 1961, but not velop the 180 million acres in the nafor 1959. Our amendment corrects this tional forests for full public use and enjoyment. Most of these roads are unoversight.
We have purposefully omitted from surfaced or gravel, with heavy-duty
our amendment park roads and Indian bridges and culverts to accommodate
roads because we were advised that there heavy Jog trucks and recreational use.
are substantial funds-$20 million for The Forest Service has a tremendous
park roads and $10 million for Indian amount of roadwork surveyed and
roads-which are available and unobli- planned. There is no doubt in my mind
gated. This is not the case for forest that the additional funds proposed in
highways, forest development roads, and the amendment can be put to immediate
public lend roads. There is a small bal- and effective use.
I am sure that I need point out the
ance in the forest development road
fund, but it could readily be obligated in great value of this program to the economic welfare of the lumber industry in
the next few months.
The amendment will make available the Northwest, which at present is sufsufficient funds in the next year to get fering from a severe recession.
\Ve must have adequate and sufficient
started many road projects which many
States would not be able to start under forest roads and trails to meet heavy
normal circumstances. These road pro- demands for timber and to allow the
grams will provide employment where orderly marketing of it.
Among all the various types of road
it is so badly needed.
projects, the forest roads assure the
FOREST HIGHWAY FUNDS
highest ratio of employment to money
The Bureau of Public Roads has a
In addition, they constitute
$1.3 billion backlog of work on forest expended.
about the only road program which is
highways. It is apparent that the ad- really geared to get into the timber
ditional $10 million proposed in this areas to relieve the critical unemployamendment can be readily spent.
ment that exists. The $13 million inAbout 80 percent of the forest high- crease will enable progress in this diways are a part of the Federal-aid pri- rection.
mary and secondary system. The proPUBLIC LAND HIGHWAYS
posed legislation now being considered
This
amendment
also proposes an inby the Senate proposes a 31-percent
speedup for the ABC roads for 1959 by crease of $2 million in the funds for
adding $400 million. The amendment public land highways. As the distinproposes a 30-percent increase for forest guished senior Senator from Idaho [Mr.
highways in order that they can keep DwoRSHAKl pointed out to the Senate
pace with the accelerated ABC program. Committee on Public Works during his
About 85 percent of the national for- testimony, there are 180 million acres
est system is in the 20 Western States of public domain lands in the Western
and Alaska. About 85 percent of the States. In certain instances roads are
funds are allocated to these States. Un- needed which cannot, for one reason or
less we add the forest highway money, another, be provided under any of the
the Western States will lag behind in other regular programs. The proposed
$2 million increase will provide that the
the forest highway program.
level of funds authorized for 1959 will
FOREST HIGHWAY FORMULA
be the same as those authorized for
We also propose in our amendment to fiscal years 1960 and 1961.
revert to the language adopted by the
Mr. President, some States will have
Subcommittee on Roads. This language difficulty in taking immediate advanassumes that pending the completion of tage of an accelerated interstate and
a detailed study called for in section 3 ABC programs, but all of them can take
<bl of S. 3414, the same percentage of better and more immediate advantage of
the total authorization will be dis- the forest highway and public land
tributed to the several States as has highway programs. I urge that the
been distributed for the last 30 years. amendment be adopted as submitted.
As the bill was reported from the comMr. CARROLL. Mr. President,
mittee, it applies the 30-year formula to the Senator yield?
1960 and 1961 but excepts 1959. We reMr. MANSFIELD. I yield.
spectfully point out that 20 of the 42
Mr. CARROLL. Both the junior
States that receive forest highway funds Senator from Montana and the senior
will face a cutback in 1959.
Senator from Colorado are to be comOf the 12 Western States. 8 will suffer mended for offering the amendment.
substantial reductions, while 4 will gain. The amendment affects a number of
However, the gains of the 4 States States: Arizona, California, Colorado,
largely offset the losses of the 8. The Idaho, lllinois, Indiana, Iowa, Maine,
States which are the most vitally af- Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, New
fected all face critical problems of un- Hampshire, New Mexico, North Dakota,
employment. In my own State, officials Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Vermont,
have advised me that Montana will be and Wyoming, and the Commonwealth
hard pressed to match funds under the of Puerto Rico.
ABC and interstate programs. We beIs it not true that the new formula,
lieve that equity requires the consistent established without consultation with
application of the time-honored per- State authorities or with Congress,
centage for the distribution of funds caused a serious setback in the fiscal
pending the receipt of the further rec- 1959 appropriations of a great many
ommendations of the Secretary of Com- States?
merce as called for in S. 3414.
Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator is
FOR~"'T DE\-"ELOPMENT BOADS AND TltAILS
correct.
Mr. CARROLL. I think it is imporThe Forest Service needs about 400,000
miles of fo1·est roads ultimately to de- tant to state some of the figures.
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For example, California lost $194,000;
Arizona, $148,000; Colorado, $313,000;
Idaho, $172,000; Montana, $143.000;
Wyt~ming, $158,000. I have rounded the
figures.
I ask the Senator from Montana if
the purpose of the amendment is not
only to reestablish for 1960 and 1961
the formula previously used, but also to
enable those States which suffered from
the new formula to continue to build
highways.
Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator is absolutely correct.
I now yield the remainder of my time
to the senior Senator from Colorado,
who is a cosponsor of the bill.
Mr. ALLOTT. I thank the Senator
from Montana.
Mr. President, I am pleased to be a
cosponsor of this amendment to provide
additional funds for forest highways,
forest development roads and trails, and
public land highways for fiscal year 1959.
The adoption of this amendment will
provide substantial additional amounts
for these roads during the summer of
1958 when construction can be undertaken.
For some time I have been giving
thought to some of the tangible ways
we might dedicate legislative efforts to
commemorate appropriately the lOOth
anniversary of the birth of Teddy
Roosevelt. This, I be).ieve, is one way
we can fulfill that o~igation. Teddy
Roosevelt was a man of action. Any
honors we propose for him should be in
the spirit of his great role in American
history. If I could name this amendment to the Highway Act--supposing it
could be given a popular title-! would
suggest calling it the Teddy Roosevelt
amendment.
As those of us from the West know so
well, it was President Theodore Roosevelt, aided by Gifford Pinchot, who
transformed the forest reserves into national forests. Wise use based upon the
principle of the greatest good to the
greatest number was the cornerstone of
Teddy Roosevelt's conservation philosophy. The foresight and wisdom of
Roosevelt insured that this great 180million-acre Federal domain would
serve all of our people for generations
to come. The soil, water, timber, grass,
and scenery would assure Americans a
full measure of the economic and spiritual benefits needed to promote a healthy
Nation. Certainly roads are a basic and
integral part of our forest development,
essential to the peop!e's use and enjoyment. What better way can we honor
this great man than to continue the
work he began in our national forests.
The forest highway system, which extends through the 40 States with national forests, has needs which total
more than $1 billion. Road development is required equally for timber access and recreational use. The Forest
Service needs 400,000 miles of road to
develop ultimately the resources of our
national forests.
I may say that in some places the<e
roads actually are Identical with the Interstate Highway System.
We are suggesting a very modest
amendment in relation to these staggering needs. We would make $10 million
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I desire to state here, tonight, that
I am pleased to be a cosponsor of this
amendment, because it provides for the
same kind of proportionate treatment
for the fiscal year 1959 that the pending
bill now provides for the Interstate
Highway System and for the ABC roads.
In the interest of that fair treatment,
we ought not to overlook accelerating
the program for construction of forest
access roads and public lands roads. We
ask ·for no special treatment in this
amendment. We ask only that these
roads, which are so important to the
economy of the West, be given the same
treatment for accelerated construction
work as the bill gives to the ABC roads
and the interstate roads. This, therefore, seems to be a good amendment. I
am happy to join as a cosponsor of it
with my distinguished colleague from
Idaho and other Senators from Western
States, whose States are so directly affected.
Mr. WATKINS. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield 1 minute to me?
Mr. ALLOTT. I yield 1 minute to the
Senator from Utah.
Mr. WATKINS. I have already mentioned forest roads in the Intermountain
States which need additional money
spent on them. I desire to address my
4!,ttention to roads on public lands which
are for the most part controlled by the
Interior Department. In my State more
than 70 percent of the land is owned by
or is under the control of the United
States Govetnment. It places a heavy
burden on us if we also have to construct highways for State use across
lands entirely owned by the Government. unless we get a large contribution in addition to what we ordinarily
would get.
A number of years ago a law was enacted providing for Government participation of 100 percent for the construction of interstate highways which cross
Government lands.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator has expired.
Mr. WATKINS. May I have an additional minute?
Mr. ALLOTT. I yield 1 additional
minute to the Senator from Utah.
Mr. WATKINS. I am particularly
calling attention to that situation because the building of the Glen Canyon
dam has required a very costly highway
to be built over public land. We have
had some helP. for which we are grateful, but we would like to have additional help in order to complete the
construction of the road.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President,
will the Senator yield?
Mr. ALLOTT. I yield the remainder
of my time to the Senator from Montana.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator has 7 minutes remaining.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield to the Senator from Oregon !Mr. NEUBERGERJ.
Mr. NEUBERGER. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the RECORD a statement which I prepared explaining the forest-road aspects
of the bill as it came from the committee.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows;

6TATEMI:N"l' BY SENATOR NEUBERGER
The committee has given full and fair
consideration to a relatively small but Important section of the road program-the
part affecting public lands. Two classes o!
roads are o! particular significance In my
State and I want to discuss them for just
a moment. The 1950 act provided $17.500,000 for forest-development roads and trails.
In the 1952 act, the Senate proposed to raise
the authorization to $22.500,000 and the
House agreed. In 1954 the Senate proposed
to Increase the authorization to $25 million
and It was compromised at $24 million. In
1956 the House raised the authorization to
$27 million and bipartisan floor action In
the Senate provided a like amount, so no
conference was necessary. This year the
House has raised the authorization to $28,500,000 wblle the Senate has provided $34
million a year for 1960 and 1961.
The forest-highway program has proceeded
In much the same way. In the 1952 act the
House would have set the authorization at
$22 million while the Senate suggested $25
million. The authorization was set at $22,500,000, very near the House figure. In the
1954 act, the authorization stayed nt the
"House figure of $22,500,000, although the
Senate suggested $25 million. In the 1956
act the House set their figure at $25 mllllon
while the Senate, as a result o! bl partisan
floor action, set the figure at $33,750,000.
This was compromised at $30 million.
This year the House has not suggested an
Increase, while the Senate bas before It a bill
which will provide $36 million. The action
over the year on the part o! the Congress Is
most significant, because each year the executive branch bas not recommended Increases,
despite the growing need for these highways.
It has consistently opposed Increased authorIzations, while with bipartisan unanimity
the Congress bas suggested and provided increases.
This year the Budget Bureau recommended
that authorizations not even be made and
that the Congress turn over to it the responsibility for setting program levels. The Public Works Committees of both Houses have
declined to turn tbls authority over to the
executive branch.
In December of 1957 the Senate Public
Works Committee, under the able leadership
o! the chairman o! the Road Subcommittee,
the Seantor from Tennessee [Mr. GoRE], held
extensive field hearings on forest roads
throughout the West. Six hundred and
twenty pages o! testimony were taken on
forest-road problems. These hearings showed
tremendous Interest In providing an adequate system of service roads to develop our
national forest resources.
Forest development roads are badly needed. On 193 o! the national forest working
circles, less than 70 percent of the allowable
cut Is being marketed, while on another 64
between 70 and 90 percent of th~ cut Is beIng sold. On 50 working circles, lack o! roads
Is the major cause o! this situation. In each
and every national forest area a complete
system of service roads Is needed In order to
realize the full benefits for the public. A
few years ago the allowable cut !or the national forests was 9 billion board-feet. Today
It Is set at 10 billion board-feet. The Forest
Service estimates that by the year 2000 It
will be 20 billion feet. This can only be realIzed If we provide all tile tools for effective
management.
The record of cutting on the Forest Service
lands justifies our doing this. In 1935, only
1 billion board feet o! timber was cut which
was valued at e2.200,000. By 1945 the cut
had climbed to 3.3 billion board feet valued
at $13 million. In 1953 the 5 billion mark
was passed and revenue rose to e70 million,
and In 1956 the 7 billion board foot mark
was reached with revenues at $100 million.
While prtce rises and Inflation have been
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factors, there has been a 7 -fold Increase In
timber cut since 1935.
Nineteen hundred and thirty-live was not
a peak year In national lumber production.
Only 20 billion board feet, about 60 percent
o! the production of the twenties, was obtained due to the effect of the depression.
However, while national lumber production
has slowly climbed bock to the 37 billion
board-foot level, national forest timber cuts
have constantly climbed so that It now represents one-fifth of the timber we usc annually,
In addition to providing substantial fund•
to accelerate construction of timber access
roads, the committee bas called upon the
Department of Agriculture to speed completion of Its long-range road program In order
to present It to the Congress.
The bill before us also provides for a study
by the Secretary of Commerce In cooperation
with the States covering the forest highway
program. Last November the Secretary o!
Commerce, without consulting the States,
revised a 35-year-old formula for the distribution o! forest highway funds. The committee blll proposes to accept the 1959 apportionment as a "fait accompli," while
requiring for 1960 and 1961 that the Secretary
o! Commerce apportion the funds u•lng the
same percentage !or each State that was used
In fiscal year 1958. Tile Congress will then
consider the recommendations for a new
formula to be made by the Secretary of Commerce by 1960.
I am particularly pleased that the committee unanimously decided to emphasize
to the Department o! Commerce that we
expect there to be full and complete coopet·at!on with the States on this program.

Mr. NEUBERGER. Mr. President, I
believe the distinguished chairman of
the Subcommittee on Public Roads is
owed a great debt by every single Member of the Senate, as well as the residents of the public-lands States from
the Continental Divide westward.
There have been few instances in recent times that I know of when a Senator from a State on the Atlantic seaboard has come to the western part or
the country, during the Christmas season, away from his family and closest
friends, in order to hold hearings in some
of the great centers of the West and
Northwest, so he could build a record to
familiarize himself and members of his
committee with problems which are immediately germane and local to our
States, with respect to road construction
in national forests and the public domain.
I am certain I speak for all my colleagues from the 11 Western States when
I say to the distinguished junior Senator from Tennessee we are deeply and
profoundly grateful to him. I am proud
to have been his companion during our
Pacific Northwest hearings. Beneficial
legislation has resulted.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. NEUBERGER. I am very pleased
to yield to the Senator from Montana.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I should like to
join my distinguished colleague, the
junior Senator from Oregon, in taking
this opportunity to pay tribute to our
distinguished and hard-working colleague, the junior Senator from Tennessee [Mr. GOREl. We both know that he
came to our part of the country and
held hearings in Idaho and Montana,
specifically at Lewiston, Idaho, and Missoula, Mont. He knows as much as any-
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one outside our area, with the possible
exception of the distinguished Senator
from Oregon, about the Lewis and Clark
Highway, the Lolo Pass, and the difficulties which we faced in estalbishing a
transcontinental highway through that
area. On behalf of the people of the
State of Montana I desire to say that we
are indebted to the distinguished Senator from Tennessee for the great support
and the tremendous strength he has exhibited in our behalf, and he will never
be forgotten by the people of the Northwest who have benefited so greatly because of his personal interest and his
understanding, and his great breadth of
vision.
Mr. NEUBERGER. I thank the Senator from Montana for his observation.
Before I yield to the junior Senator from
Colorado LMr. CARROLL), I should like to
add to the list of geographic areas where
hearings were held, I believe the able
Senator from Tennessee presided over
hearings at Albuquerque, 'N. Mex.; Portland, Oreg.; and Seattle, Wash.; to show
how universally he covered our Western
States.
·
Mr. CARROLL. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. NEUBERGER. I yield.
Mr. CARRQLL. I wish to associate
myself with the remarks of the distinguished Senator from Oregon and the
distinguished Senator from Montana.
The bill is of vital importance to Colorado, and we are grateful to the junior
Senator from Tennessee not only because
of this particular amendment, but because of the wonderful work he performed in behalf of our State by his
efforts in furtherance of an adequate
Federal road program. For years the
State of Colorado and the State of Utah
have sought to participate in an EastWest transmountain link in the Interstate Road System. Although Colorado
and Utah received the transmountain
mileage designation of 547 miles last fall,
that mileage was not scheduled to have
funds apportioned to it until the rest of
the Interstate Road System was completed years in the future. This bill now,
for the first time, permits the new Colondo-Utah link to qualify for funds.
This is due largely to the work of the
junior Senator from Oregon, the masterful leadership of the junior Senator from
Tennessee. and to the work of the other
meinbers of the Public Works Committee.
Mr. NEUBERGER. Particularly the
junior Senator ~rom Tennessee, because
I am only a relatively new Member of
the Senate. It is my opinion that a
Senator rarely deserves great credit for
work he does for his own State or in his
own State. That is the bread and butter
of American politics, and we all know it.
But when a Senator goes 3,000 miles
across the country, shows a genuine interest in the problems of that area,
spends the Christmas season there, expends a lot of time and energy there,
when the weather is not so good, and
devotes himself to problems of other
States, that is showing a genuine interest, and we appreciate it.
' Mr. CARROLL. I may say that is one
of the reasons why the people of
Colorado, the West, and the Rocky

Mountain region will be glad to have the
junior Senator from Tennessee come and
visit with them and speak to them on
March 29, this coming Saturday, will be
not only to tell them about the issues
before us here in Washington, but about
their interstate and ABC road systems.
Mr. NEUBERGER. The people of
Colorado could not listen to a better
speaker than the junior Senator from
Tennessee.
Mr. CHAVEZ. :Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. NEUBERGER. I yield to the
Senator from New Mexico.
Mr. CHAVEZ. I was delighted that it
was possible for the junior Senator from
Tennessee to go to Oregon, because I
want&d someone who did not live in New
Mexico, Arizona, or California to go
there. I was only too glad to insist that
the Public Works Committee request the
chairman of the Subcommittee on Roads
to go to the State of Oregon and see the
beautiful forests in that State.
Mr. NEUBERGER. None of this
would have been possible without the
leadership of the distinguished Senator
from New Mexico, thE; chairman of the
committee.
Mr. LANGER. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. NEUBERGER. I yield.
Mr. LANGER. As one of the cosponsors of the amendment, I am delighted
at the prospect of its adoption. I only
regret it does not provide funds for the
construction of roads to mines. There
are many mines containing valuable
strategic minerals which it is impossible
to reach unless roads are built to them
over public lands.
Mr. NEUBERGER. I may say to my
friend from North Dakota the bill which
was reported by the able Senator from
Tennessee, as amended by the proposal
of the Senator from Montana, the Senator from Colorado, and cosponsored by
others of us. will provide access to mines,
sawmills, logging camps, and all activities on the public lands which belong to
the United States.
Mt·. LANGER. I am delighted that
the bill is to be amended.
Mr. THYK Mr. President, I have
time on this side.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Oregon has the floor and
has 1 minute remaining.
Mr. NEUBERGER. Mr. President, I
should like to ask the Senator from
Minnesota to give me 2 or 3 minutes of
time. Then I shall yield the floor and
the Senator can make remarks in his
own right, if that is agreeable.
Mr. THYE. I believe the time on the
other side is exhausted.
Mr. NEUBERGER. That is my understanding.
Mr. THYE. I will yield 2 minutes of
time from this side to the Senator from
Oregon.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Oregon is recognized for
2 minutes.
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, wil1 the
Senator yield?
Mr. NEUBERGER. I am happy to
yield to the Senator who is responsible
for all this. Perhaps we can get addi-

tiona! time, after the Senator has made
his remarks.
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, I am very,
very grateful to the distinguished chairman of the full committee, the able and
fine senior Senator from New Mexico
[Mr. CHAVEZ], the junior Senator from
Oregon [Mr. NEUBERGER], the junior Senator from Montana EMr. MANSFIELD], the
junior Senator from Colorado [Mr. CARROLL], the senior Senator from Idaho
[Mr. DwoRsHAK], the senior Senator
from Wyoming [Mr. BARRETT], and the
senior Senator from Colorado [Mr. ALLOTT] for their very generous and kind
remarks.
Knowledge is power. The true purpose of committee hearings is the acquisition of knowledge upon which to act.
Knowledge of problems creates the power
to value them. The power to accomplish good is available to a man in very
few places equal to the floor of the United
States Senate. If I have been a part
of some good accomplishment for the
great western part of the United States
then I have been a part of making America stronger. When America is made
stronger my own native State and the
people therein are helped.
I have great difficulty delineating between what is good for America and what
is good for Tennessee. It seems to me
that what is good for the Northwest in
bringing about development, conservation, and progress, which makes America
stronger and more prosperous, is good
:(or Tennessee.
In that connection, the amendment
presented by the able junior Senator
from Montana and those who have cosponsored the amendment seeks to do for
the roads relating to forests the same
thing which the committee has recommended that the Congress do for the
primary, secondary, and urban highways.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator has expired.
Mr. THYE. Mr. President, I yield an
additional 2 minutes to the Senator from
Tennessee.
The PRESIDIN~ OFFICER. The
Senator from Tennessee is recognized
for an additional 2 minutes.
Mr. GORE. The committee may have
been remiss in not recommending a
step-up in fiscal year 1959 funds for the
forest roads, the same as we recomIpended for the p1'!mary, secondary, and
urban roads. The amendment proposes
to do no more and no Jess than that. I
think it has added appeal from the fact
that the States in the Northwest are in
-a.n area of the highest unemployment in
the Nation. Is that not true?
Mr. NEUBERGER. Unfortunately, it
is true.
Mr. GORE. In view of those facts,
Mr. President, there is no basic and logical reason on which I can oppose the
amendment. I am not authorized by
the committee to accept it. I suggest
the Senate vote on it, and vote for it.
Mr. NEUBERGER. I thank the Senator from Tennessee.
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. NEUBERGER. I yield to the Senator from ldaho.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator has 1 minute remaining.
Mr. CHURCH. I wish to associate
myself very, very briefly with the remarks made with reference to the distingUished Sen"ll.tor from Tennessee. I
would only add, since the Senator from
Tennessee has spoken, he has given
added evidence of the fact that he is not
only a very great Senator from the State
of Tennessee, but he is a great Senator
of the United States of whom all of us
can be proud.
Mr. GORE. I thank the Senator.
Mr. NEUBERGER. Of that fact there
has never been any doubt, and I am glad
to have the Senator from Idaho enunciate it.
Mr. President, I was going to make an
additional statement about the bearing
of the amendment on the forest roads
and the forest access roads in my own
State. In view of the fact that the distinguished chairman of the subcommittee has accepted the amendment sponsored by the Senator from Montana and
the Senator from Colorado, and cosponsored by others of us, it seems to me
further talk would be redundant, and I
therefore ask unanimous consent to have
the statement printed in the REcORD at
this point.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as fOllows:
STATEMENT BY SENATOR NEUBERGER, AS CoSPONSOR OF MANSFTELD·ALLOTT AMEND·
MENT

S. 3414 provides a $400 mllllon Increase for
ABC roads for 1959, about a 40 percent Increase, but no 1959 Increase for forest highways or forest development roads and
trails.
This amendment would provide
$10 m1lllon additional for forest highways
(25-percent Increase) and $13 million for
forest development roads and tra1ls (33percen t increase).
It would apply the 1958 formula to all the
forest highway funds for 1959. If adopted
Oregon would get $5,510,000 In 1959, compared to $4.306,115 at the $30 rnUUon level
with the new formula. If the new formula
was appUed to $40 mlllion, Oregon would get
$5,740,000.
Despite the fact that 35 percent of all the
timber cut from the national forests (2.8
bilUon feet) comes from the Northwest, only
42 miles of new timber access roads costing
$1.7 million were constructed In the Pacific
Northwest last year. One thousand one
hundred and forty miles were constructed by timber purchasers at a cost of
$20.3 million.
The supervisor of the Umpqua National
Forest reports th.n t the slump In the lumber
market has and w111 reduce road construction

I yield.
the Senator from Montana [Mr. MANSMr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I FIELD] for himself and other Senators.
ask unanimous consent to have printed
The amendment was agreed to.
in the RECORD some remarks I was going
Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, I call
to make relative to forest highways, as up an amendment at the desk, pertainwell as tables indicating the amounts for ing to section 11, identified as 3-24-58-C,
each State and Alaska under the pres- offered by the Senator from Oklahoma
ent funds, and the schedule under the [Mr. KERR] and by me.
amendment, if adopted.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
There being no objection, the state- clerk will state the amendment for the
ment and tables were ordered to be information of the Senate.
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 20
FOREST HIGHWAYS
it is proposed to strike out lines 3 through
In order to advise the Senate of the effect 14, inclusive, and insert in lieu thereof
this amendment would have on the appor- the following:
tionment already made I had a computation
prepared which covers '!.he 20 States and
Alaska which receive 95 percent of the
forest highway funds.
Each State llsted would receive an Increase over the funds they are now scheduled to receive. This amendment would enable the forest highway program to proceed
In accord with the speedup In the primary
and secondary advance scheduled InS. 3414.
Pr<.'~cnt
fund~ nt
$:!0,000,000

nuthorlza·

tion

Arizona__________ ________ _
Arkil!JStl-<____ ____ ____ -~-Callrornia...... . ......... .
Colorado______ __ ________ __
Florida .............. : ....

Scheel ole
under
nmcn<lment

at $10,000,000
nuthorll.a·

Uon

I<lahn_ __________________ __

$1, 540, ()()()
483,000
4, 102,000
1, &12, 000
1AA. 000
2, 883, 000

N~\·ad::L --- -- - -------- - ---

2, 248,000
C49, 000

204,000
3, 188,000
717.000

145,000
195,000
4,306,000
168,000
1, (127, 000
214,000

1,002,000
241l,OOO
5,510,000
313,000
1, 328,000
200,000

1, 121,000
2, 052,000

J, 706,000
3, 486,000

J\fiehi~an • •• ___ ________ ___
Minnesota.. __ ____________
Ml>sourL __ _____ _______ ___
r.rontana.•. ----- -- ---· -- - -

a;o.ooo

3"0. 000
1~.\ntlO

New 1\lc,lro __ ----------l'iorth CarolitHL ______ ..
Orc~on .-~ - -------- - ---- ~ --

Routh Dakota -----------rtnh____ __________________
Vlr~inia~ · - - - -·--- ·------ -

~r~~~~~~-·~_::::::_::~::::

2· ~i~:~

Wyoming __ _ -- ------ -·- A!:lllka__ ___ _______________

$2,251,000
543,000
6, 728,000
2, ~72,000
232,000
4, 072,000
42\l,OOO
5G3, 000

2.~:~

1--- -----1--------

TotaL___ __ ________ _

28,408,000

38,243,000

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, I am a cosponsor of the amendment and I have
always been in favor of forest highways.
They serve many useful purposes.
First, of comse, forest highways give
added protection against fire. They permit access to the area very readily by
vehicles.
Another good feature of the forest
highways is the access they provide to
persons who cut timber, since the Government lets contracts for the cutting
of timber. The access roads make it possible for small bidders to participate and
by timber purcha sers.
make bids. That is an advantage.
Oregon Is one of the highest States In tmReforestation and proper management
employment. Unless we counteract the cut
In economic activities with Government con- of the forests become more possible with
struction o! timber access roads, the aggra- proper access to the forest areas.
vated unemployment in the lumber Industry
For those reasons, among others, I
wlll be worsened.
join as a cosponsor of the amendment.
The construction or forest roads gets the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
co nstruction Int o areas hard hit by unemployment. In the Pacific Northwest alone, Senator yield back the remainder of his
8.205 mlles of timber access roads are needed time?
at an estimated cost of $133 milllon for just
Mr. THYE. Mr. President, I know of
the next 5 years.
no Senator on this side who wishes to
speak on the amendment. Therefore, I
Mr. THYE. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. The yield back the time remaining to me.
Senator from Minnesota is recognized.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
Mr. MANSFIELD, Mr. President, will has been yielded back. The question is
the Sena tor yield?
on agreeing to the amendment offered by
No. 49--19
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Mr. THYE.

(a) Availability of Federal funds for reimbursement to States: Subject to the conditions contained In this section, whenever
a State shall pay for the cost of relocation
of ut!Uty facilities necessitated by the construction of a. project on the Federal-aid
primary or secondary systems or on the
Interstate System, including extensions
thereof within urban areas, Federal funds
may be used to reimburse the State for such
cost In the same proportion as Federal funds
are expended on the project, but not to
exceed 80 percent of the cost of the relocation: Provided, That Federal funds shall not
be apportioned to the States under this section when the payment to the utility violates
the law of the State or violates a legal contract between the utlllty and the State.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Nebraska is recognized for
30 minutes. How much times does the
Senator yield to himself?
Mr. HRUSKA. I yield myself 10 minutes, Mr. President.
The . PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator is recognized for 10 minutes.
Let there be order in the Chamber.
Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, the
amendment proposes to strike section 11
of the bill, pertaining to the reimbursement for cost of relocating of utility
facilities in the construction of Federalaid highways.
I should like to invite the attention
of Senators to the fact that the section
which presently obtains is found on page
46 in column 1 of the committee report.
The substitute language in the bill,
which consists of section lla, is found
in the second column.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of both sections be
printed in the RECORD at this point.
There being no objection, the texts
of the sections were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:
PUBLIC LAW 627, 84TH CONGRESS

SEC. 111. Relocation of utlllty facllltles.
(a) Avallabillty of Federal funds for reimbursement to States: Subject to the con~itlons contained In this section, whenever a State shall pay for the cost of relocation of utlllty facllltles necessitated by the
construction of a project on the Federalaid primary or secondary systems or on the
Interstate System, including extensions
thereof within urban areas, Federal funds
may be used to reimburse the State for such
cost in the same proportion as Federal funds
are expended on the project: Provided, That
Federal funds shall not be apportioned to
the States under this section when the payment to the utlllty violates the law of the
State or violates a legal contract between
the utillty and the State.
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SUBSTITUTE LANGUAGE IN BULL AS REPORTED
SECTION llA

"(a) Availability of Federal funds !or reImbursement to States. Whenever a State
under State law Is required to pay for alt"
or any part of the cost of relocation or utilIty facilities necessitated by the construction of a project on any of the Federal-aid
highway systems, Federal funds may be used
to relmburse the State for such cost In the
same proportion as Federal funds are expended on the project not to exceed 70 percent of such cost which the State Is obligated to pay: Provided, That such reimbursement shall be made only after evidence
satisfactory to him shall have been presented to the Secretary substantiating the
fact that the State has paid such cost from
its own funds ."
(b) This section shall apply only with
respect to Federal-aid highway projects covered by formal project agreements executed by the Secretary subsequent to the
date of enactment of this act.

Mr. HRUSKA. Under the terms of the
statute as it now exists, whenever the
State shall pay for the cost of relocating
utility facilities there is reimbursement
in the same proportion as the reimbursement for the entire project. The principal change in section 11 of the bill is
that the State must be required under a
State law to pay for that relocation before such reimbursement is in order.
Mr. President, it is mv information
and understanding that in the present
situation, if section 11 or the bill is made
effective, the reimbursability of costs for
t·elocating utilities will be destroyed insofar as most of the States are concerned. For that reason it is considered
that a good deal of hardship will be
visited upon the various communities
where such reimbursement Is called for.
Section 111 of the present Federal
Highway Act was adopted after a great
deal of consideration. In the separate
views opposing section 11, beginning on
page 52 of the report, is detailed the
well-processed and well-seasoned legislative activity that was undertaken, and
which transpired before the present
section was adopted.
There were hearings as far back as
1952. They were additional hearings in
the 83d Congress. There was a study by
the Department of Commerce, which was
directed by the 83d Congress, and which
is the subject of a House report, House
Document No. 127 of the 1st session of
the 84th Congress.
There were furthet hearings In the
84th Congress before section 111 was
adopted. It \\'as the clear intent not
only of the drafters of the legislation,
but also of the conference rommittee,
that the reimbursement. should be made
in accordance by the same procedures
that were in effect pursuant to t.he practices and procedures of the Bureau of
Public Roads. section 111, as it is now
effective, simply put into statutory form
what the practice of the Bureau of Public
Roads was prior to that time.
The principal difference between the
two sections at issue is a substantial one.
The fact is that in many of the States
reimbursement for the cost of relocating
utilities had grown up as a matter of
practice. There were negotiations between the State highway departments
and the utilities which resulted in arriving at a figure whicll was considered

satisfactory to both sides. After such an
agreement had been reached, it was the
practice of the Bureau of Public Roads
to look into the situation, check it, and
allow reimbursemetlt for the costs
involved.
Mr. BARRETT. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield to me?
Mr. HRUSKA. I yield to the Senator
from Wyoming.
Mr. BARRETT. I should like to ask
the distinguished Senator from Nebraska
how the committee distinguished between States in which the highway commissions are required by Jaw to pay for
the relocation of utilities and States in
which the highway commission decides,
as a matter of fairness and equity, to
pay for the relocation.
Mr. HRUSKA. I do not know that
the majority of the committee distinguished on that basis.
The reason assigned by the majority
of the committee for proposing the
amendment whicq is found in section 11
is briefly this: Since 1956, when the present Highway Act was passed, approximately 17 or 18 States changed their Ia ws
so t.hat they could qualify for reimbursement for the cost of relocating utilities.
It was said by the majority of the committee that the costs involved in such
reimbursement reached a much higher
figure than the committee orh{inally contemplated; and because of the amount
of such costs, and not because of any
lack of equity, it was said that the arrangement should be changed so as to
limit the number of States which would
be eligible to receive reimbursement.
That is the tenor of the argument, but
there was no distinction in the committee on the basis of States which voluntarily reimbursed such costs and those
which did not.
Mr. BARRETT. The commit tee recommends an amendment to the bill
which would require so much to be paid
out of Federal funds in instances in
which the State law requires reimbursement for relocation.
Mr. HRUSKA. That is correct. Under the committee amendment there
must be a law affirmatively obligating the
State to pay. That is not true in anumber of States where, as I explained a little
while ago, a practice ha.s grown up under
which, if the construction of a highway
interferrs with utilities, cquita ble claims
of utilities occupying the right-of-way,
are recognized. The principal difference
lies in that basis.
Mr. BARRETT. I thank the Senator.
Mr. HRUSKA. By way of illustrating
how this provision would aftect particular
localities, I invite the attention of Senators to the situation in Omaha, Nebr.,
my home city. We have there a metropolitan utilities district. which is a municipal corporation. It owns, and has
owned since approximately 1913, the
water and gas systems. We also have the
Omaha Power District, a publicly owned
municipal corporation. It is estimatedand I have here the breakdown of the
estimates-that the relocation of the
water and gas mains there will cost approximately $1.5 million. The costs of
reolocating the public power facilities will
approximate $1,100,000.
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It is submitted that if section 11 is
enacted into law, under present legislation, those utilities will not qualify for
reimbursement, which would involve an
injustice and an inequity, because the
cost of relocation of the utilities is as
much a part of the cost of the project
as is the cost of cement, steel rods, and
the right-of-way.
Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. President,
will the Senator yield?
Mr. HRUSKA. I am glad to yield to
the Senator from Virginia.
Mr. ROBERTSON. Is it not a fact
that the agencies, both Federal and
State, which regulate utilities allow them
a fixed return on their invested capital
after their necessary expenditures?
Mr. HRUSKA. That is correct.
Mr. ROBERTSON. And, if we arbitrarily impose a new burden on them to
relocate their facilities, all they have to
do is to charge it to their operating expenses and pass it on to their customers,
because they can get their 6 percent, or
whatever the local regulatory body allows. We cannot force them to assume
a new burden which would put them
below their authorized return. So the
assumption that we can change 10 percent to 30 percent is quite fallacious, because we cannot make the utilities assume the cost. They may pay it originally, but they can add it to the cost of
doing business, and pass the cost on to
their customers.
Mr. HRUSKA. The Senator is correct,
because the cost is borne by the users
of the utilities.
The situation which will result if this
section is enacted is this: In those communities which are traversed by the
Interstate System, the users of the utilities will pay the bill for relocation. In
cities which do not have the Interstate
System passing through their communities, the users of the utilities escape
scot free; yet they are close enough to
the Interstate System to get the full
benefit of it. That is not fair.
Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield for a question?
Mr. HRUSKA. I yield.
Mr. ROBERTSON. Virginia originally
changed her law, so that now the proposed change in the 90-10 ratio will
throw a new burden on the State of
Virginia with respect to relocating utilities. The Senator from Virginia has an
amendment at the desk. which he will
offer as a substitute for the amendment
offered by the Senator from Nebraska.
The amendment of the Senator from
Virginia merely strikes out section 11.
If that were done, we would revert to the
law we have had for many years, providing the 90-10 percent ratio. The House
of Representatives has just passed a
highway bill. The bill passed by the
House does not contain such a provision
as is contained in the pending Senate
bill. There is no necessity for our jumping in at this time and changing a formula which has been in use for a long
time, and which, after much discussion,
was included in the Interstate Highway
Act of 1956.
Mr. WATKINS. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?1
Mr. HRUSKA. I shall yield in a moment. I can save the Senator from Vir-
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tax cut which v;ould increase the deficit
by at least $5 billion more. We must
increase defense spending over the levels
of the past year by at least $1 billion,
perhaps more. Other proposed increases
in Federal spending could amount to
an additional $4 or 5 billion. Before we
know it, we may face a deficit next year
of more than $15 billion. The inflationary potential of such an enormous Federal deficit is frightening. It is a direct
threat to the security of many millions
of Americans--the beneficiaries of pension funds, the holders of life-insvrance
policies, those \Vitb savings accounts and
United States savings bonds; and all
others whose accumulated thrift is repayable in dollars.
This bill contains certain emergency
provisions intended to accelerate highway construction in the current calendar
year and thus combat the recession and
unemployment.
I agree that in periods of recession accelerated spending on highways and
other public works can contribute to an
uptmn in the economy. However, I
doubt that the emergency provisions of
the bill will create as many jobs as its
sponsors claim for it, and that the jobs
will be created in time to have much
effect upon unemployment and business
conditions in the months immediately
ahead-the critical period in our antirecession efforts.
Nevertheless, I would support certain
emergency features of the bill, together
with provisions to encourage State regulation of billboards on the 41,000-mile
Interstate System, if they could be considered by themselves.
These provisions, however, are presented in a bill which goes far beyond
the present emergency. It proposes to
add about $1.3 billion to an already enormous highway program authorized by
the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956.
In my judgment, it assigns a wrong
priority to Federal spending in the years
ahead, years in which we face increasing
competition from the Soviet Union in
education as well as in military power
and science and technology.
I would prefer that a higher priority
be given at this time to education, and,
specifically, to school construction which
represents a far more urgent national
need than making bigger a highway program which already is the largest public
works undertaking begun by any nation
in history. In my judgment, funds spent
on accelerating school construction programs through the Nation would have
more effect in creating jobs and would
serve a greater national interest than
adding new Federal dollars to the highway program.
In these critical times, we should be
spending as a Nation-at all levels of
government--as much money for the
character building which education can
provide as we spend for road building.
Mr. President, we should not act hastily on a long-range highway program
at this time. The legislation we are considering now should be limited to that
necessary to assist in the creation of
jobs which can be made available in the
months immediately ahead. A comprehensive highway bill, which should in-
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elude provisions for equitable reimburse- First I should like to have him know that
. ment to States for toll and free highways all over the State of Oregon on many
contributed to the Interstate System, can platforms, since he held his hearings last
be considered at a later date. When we fall, when he brought his subcommittee
know whether a tax cut is necessary as to the State of Oregon and conducted his
an antirecession measure, and when we investigations into our highway proknow the volume of increased Federal grams, particularly our forest and timber
spending on other programs. we will be access roads, I have expressed to the Senable to act more intelligently in deter- ator from Tennessee the thanks of the
mining the future of the highway pro- people of Oregon for his statesmanship.
gram.
Here on the floor of the Senate tonight I
For these reasons, Mr. President, I wish to say that I do not know of anyshould like to go on record as opposing thing in recent years that has done more
the bill as reported from the committee. to clarify thinking in the State of OreMr. MORSE. Mr. President, I should gon and to impress upon the people of
like to have the attention for 3 or 4 the State the importance .to sound timminutes of the very able chairman of ber management of adequate forest and
the Subcommittee on Roads, the Sena- timber access roads than the hearings
tor from Tennessee lMr. GORE].
which the Senator from Tennessee conFirst I wish to compliment the chair- ducted last fall. Although I have
man of the Committee on Public Works, thanked him privately, I now wish pubthe Senator from New Mexico [Mr. licly, on the floor of the Senate, to thank
CHAVEZ], and the chairman of the Roads him not only in behalf of the people of
Subcommittee, the Senator from Ten- my State, and the people of the Pacific
nessee £Mr. GoRE], and each member Northwest, but, in essence, for the people
of the committee on both sides of the of the whole country, for the wo1·k he did
aisle for the fine, forward-looking ex- by the hearings he conducted last fall.
panded highway progrum they have reMr. GORE. I thank my able friend
ported to the Senate.
for his exceedingly generous remarks. It
The $400 million proposed to speed up was my privilege to conduct hearings in
the construction of ABC roads is a most the State of Oregon and in other Northcommendable and proper step to fight western States. The result of the hearthe recession with a real weapon.
ings was the building of a record and
Regardless of what the economic situ- the acquisition of knowledge upon which
ation may be at any given time, this is the committee was able to act with benea needed program. Thousands of peo- fit to the whole Nation.
Mr. MORSE. With the patience and
ple are killed by our outmot!ed highindulgence of the Senator from Tenways.
The foresight of the Senator from nessee, I should like to ask him a few
Tennessee, who sparked this drive for a questions.
Is it the understanding of the Senator
vastly improved highway system, deserves recoguition in the four corners from Tennessee that the Forest Service
of our Nation. His effort and the efforts will hold appropriate hearings on its
of all members of the committee to keep overall timber-sale program, including
the Interstate program on schedule and its access-road plans, and that, if anyto step it up by $200 million is a second one requests a hearing on a specific project, a hearing will be held?
example of real leadership.
Mr. GORE. Yes, indeed.
The committee has taken wise and
Mr. MORSE. I want the Senator to
considerate action with respect to roads know that I am asking these questions
on our public lands. Park roads, forest because I believe it is important that
highways, timber access roads, Indian we make this legislative history tonight.
roads, and pub-lic land highways have all There is always the possibility, and in
received well-deserved increases. I do a bill so broad as this one there is always
not want to make a speech on timber the probability that subsequently on some
access roads. I do not think this is nec- matter there may be litigation,. I believe
essary. The Senate has provided a sub- that the courts are deserving of the costantial increase for 1959 as well as for operation I am seeking to extend to them
1960 and 1961, and, in my judgment, it on the floor of the Senate tonight by
shows that the counsel of the Senators building this legislative record as to the
from the Pacific Northwest has been congressional intent.
heeded. I think that the presence of
Is it also the understanding of the
my colleagues, DICK NEUBERGER and Senator from Tennessee that substantial
FRANK CHURCH on the committee has sums will be saved by this revision?
been helpful in assuring that our great
Mr. GORE. Yes.
natural resources will be protected and
Mr. MORSE. Is It also correct that
developed.
manpower will be released from paper
TIMBER ACCESS ROADS
work so that more roads will be built for
As one Senator from the State of Ore- the taxpayer's dollar?
Mr. GORE. I believe that is correct.
gon, I wish to thank both my colleague
[Mr. NEUBERGER] and the Senator from
Mr. MORSE. I also note in the comIdaho [Mr. CHURCH] on behalf of the. mittee report, on page 21, that the compeople of the Pacific Northwest for the mittee will call on the Department of
great assistance they have rendered in Agriculture to submit a long-range timthe fight this year for appropriations for ber access road program and a resume
timber access roads. The committee has of legislative needs as soon as possible.
made public hearings on timber access
WiJl the Senator from Tennessee say
roads permissive rather than mandatory. that, in view of the recession, It would
I wish to ask a few questions of the be desirable to have that report within
S::nator from Tennessee at this point. 60 days in order that we might proceed
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miles, which compares favorably with
the highway system of any other state
in the Union, and we do not owe 1 cent
of bonded indebtedness on those roads.
Throughout my public career I have
taken a great interest in highway construction and good roads. A good highway program was a majol' plank in my
platform when I was elected to the State
senate in 1915.
I was a sponsor of a resolution to create a State highway system. The senior
Senator from Virginia and the junior
Senator from Virginia both served on the
commission to lay out a highway system in Virginia. We both sponsored a
resolution to adopt the report. We both
backed the bill to create a highway department. We both fought a proposal'
to burden the highway department with
bond issues. We finally secured, when
the senior Senator from Virginia was
governor, the enactment of legislation
to finance the highway program by a
gasoline tax.
Based upon that experience over the
years, the senior Senator from Virginia
in 1956-anticipating that some people
might be impatient with regard to the
41,000-mile, superduper, 6-lane highway
system. might consider that it was not
proceeding fast enough, and might feel
that the Treasury should be called upon
to issue bonds, and thus borrow a vast
sum of money-offered an amendment
providing that the program should be
adopted on a pay-as-you-go basis, and
that provision was written into the law.
We now have before us a bill which
says, "For 2 years let us borrow $2 billion and speed up the program. Let us
rush into it, although we are not prepared."
I will be frank about it. Virginia cannot meet the requirements of the program. Some 12 States have said they
can. How many of the 48 States cannot
meet the requirements of the program
I do not know, but Virginia is not the
poorest State. We have no bonded indebtedness. We have not gone overboard and committed our revenues for
interest on bonds. However, we cannot
meet the requirements of the program,
and I am sw·e some other States cannot
do so.
I feel, Mr. President, that it would be
prudent, it would be more efficient, and
it would be better for the highway system in the long run, to follow the course
I have suggested. Why should we rush
to appropriate an extra $2 billion for
the program now, and then make the
appropriation that much less 2 years
later? What are we going to accomplish by that? In 2 years all the States
will be more organized to push the program. The States are not yet equipped
for it.
Is this type of program going to afford
relief? Of course not. Not a State could
let a contract before next year.
Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President,
will the Senator yield for a question?
Mr. ROBERTSON. I yield.
Mr. SALTONSTALL. I have read the
amendments offered by the Senator. If
the amendments are adopted, will they
not really cut out the whole acceleration
program?
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Mr. ROBERTSON.

That is correct.
Mr. SALTONSTALL. In that event,
we might as well pass no bill at all.
Mr. ROBERTSON. Oh, the Senator
has not read the bill.
Mr. SALTONSTALL. I have read the
Senator's amendments.
Mr. ROBERTSON. The bill contains
all of the regular highway aid. The
forest roads are covered. The park
roads are in the bill. The bill now contains the "sugar plwn" that our western
friends put in it a while ago. My
amendments would not touch any of
those items.
Mr. REVERCO:M:B. Mr. President,
will the Senator yield?
Mr. ROBERTSON. We have for consideration all that was in the House bill.
Does the Senator think the House did
not pass a highway bill? The House
passed a bill, but the House did not put
any of this program in. The House did
not put in the super-duper $2 billion
program. The House bill is in the
Senate now.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. TALMADGE in the chair). Will the Senator
please suspend. Let the Senate be in
order.
Mr. REVERCO:M:B. Mr. President,
will the Senator yield?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does
the Senator from Virginia yield to the
Senator from West Virginia?
Mr. ROBERTSON. I yield.
Mr. REVERCOl'vffi. As I understand,
the Senator's two amendments are joined
and are considered as one. Do the
amendments delete not only the speedup money for the interstate highways,
but also the money for what we call the
ABC roads? Do the amendments affect
the $400 million for the ABC roads?
Mr. ROBERTSON The amendments
do not touch the $400 million. That sum
is for other highways. The amendments
do not touch the new 70-30 formula. The
amendments only seek to delete from
the bill the accelerated financing for the
interstate roads.
There is $800 million eliminated from
section 7, and the allocation in section 9
is also eliminated. The two together, I
believe the Senator from Tennessee will
agree, will total approximately $1.8 billion, or about $900 million a year. The
committee report in one place says $1.7
billion, but I believe the Senator from
Tennessee stated he thought it would be
about $1.8 billion for 2 years, or about
$900 million a year.
So I say that at least $1,800,000,000 is
what would be eliminated from the bill.
This is a simple matter. It involves
a great deal of money, but the proposal
is veFy simple. If we wish to continue
with a program at a level which the
States can meet. we should do so. This
is not a program to relieve automobile
workers and steelworkers in the next
few months, because it will be next year
before the program is under contract.
We can vote for these two amendments
and we shall be back on the pay-as-yougo plan, as contemplated in 1956.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing en bloc to the
amendments offered by the Senator from
Virginia [Mr. ROBERTSON].
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Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. President, I am prepared to yield back the
remainder of my time, provided the Senator from Virginia will do likewJse.
Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. President, I
yield back the remainder of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing en bloc to the
amendments offered by the Senator from
Virginia [Mr. ROBERTSON]. (Putting
the question.) The Chair is in doubt,
and requests a division.
On a division Mr. ROBERTSON's amendments were rejected.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. President, I am about to yield to the Senator
from Montana [Mr. MANSFIELD] for the
pw·pose of offering an amendment, and
then I shall ask the Senate to remain in
session for the purpose of hearing any
Senators who may desire to express their
views, and who cannot be present tomorrow. Then I shall move that the
Senate adjourn until 12 o'clock noon tomorrow. I express the hope that tomorrow we may consider the various amendments which have been proposed, and
have a yea-and-nay vote on final passage some time late tomorrow. I want
all S~nators to be on notice as to the
~.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, on
behalf of the senior Senator from Montana [Mr. MURRAY] and myself, I offer
the amendment which I send to the
desk and ask to have stated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 24,
between lines 9 and 10, it is proposed to
insert a new section, as follows:
SEC. 13. Temporary moratorium on matching
requirements.
(a) Notwithstanding any other provision
o! this act or any other Jaw, no State matching funds shall be required with respect to( 1) Not In excess of $20 million granted to
any State under the provisions of the Federal-Aid Road Act, approved July 11, 1916,
and acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto, for projects on the Interstate System, or
(2) Not In excess of $15 million granted to
any State under the provisions of such acts
!or projects on the primary and secondary
Federal-aid systems and extensions of such
systems wl thin urban areas.
for which formal agreements are entered
Into with the Secretary of Commerce within
1 year after the date or enactment or this
net.

¥r. BUSH. Mr. President, I have
grave reservations regarding S. 3414, the
proposed Federal-Aid Highway Act of
1958, which is now before the Senate.
Considered as a whole, the bill carries
the threat of contributing to a dangerous runaway inflation with the Nation
may face next year and in succeeding
years.
In our zeal to combat the current recession and the unemployment it has
caused, with which we are all so greatly
concerned, this Congres&', in my judgment, is moving too fast and too far.
We will regret it in the not-too-distant
futw·e.
Consider the outlook for the coming
fiscal year. We already face the prospect of a Federal cash deficit of $5 billion. Proposals have been made for a
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Mrs. Ernest R. Mose, 110 East Eighth Street,
Minneapolis.
[From the Minneapolis Star o! March 19,
1958]
L. M. WINTERS

When L. M. Winters died In Iraq this week
he was setting up a Jtvestock research program, the same work he carried on so successfully for 28 years at the University o!
Minnesota.
He Is known to the public for his development of new breeds of hogs-Minnesota No.
1, No. 2, and No. 3. But much of his
achievement came ahead or that. He first
learned how to measure the results o! experimentation. Then he determined that
the crossing or swine breeds brought Increased vigor. Then he established systems
or continuous crossing of bloodlines. His
methods are the basis or most swine breedIng In the Midwest. The experimentation
now going :!orward borrows heavily from his
pioneering.
Dr. Winters liked to share with his associates any credit for accomplishments. He
was responsible In l8J'ge measure for the cooperation In livestock research by the six
university experiment stations. One station
director has said, "Winters taught us how
to work together." That Is what he was
teaching a Middle East country when he
died.

MAINTENANCE OF DAffiY PRICE
SUPPORTS
Mr. THYE. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the
body of the RECORD the text of a telegram I have received from William J.
Quinn, vice president, Red Owl Stores,
Inc., Minneapolis, Minn., relating to the
proposed reduction in dairy price supports. I think it is an important message.
There being no objection, the telegram
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., March 26,1958.
Senator EDwARD THYE,
Washington, D. C.:

The following wire wl}s today sent to
President Eisenhower:
"A cut In dairy price supports will result
In no appreciable reduction In consumer
prices but will materially reduce dairy Incomes. We urge you to sign the bill pending
on dairy price supports to function at least
until a new comprehensive program can be
adopted."
WILLIAM J. QUINN,
Vice President, Red Owl ;>tores, Inc.

Mr. THYE. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent also to have printed in
the body of the RECORD, a letter dated
March 20, 1958, which I have received
from the Dodge County Farm Bureau,
Dodge Center, Minn., also favoring the
freezing of price supports of milk at
present levels.
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
DoDGE CoUNTY FARM BUREAU,
Dodge Center, Minn., March 20, 1958.

Senator

EDWARD THn:,

United States Senate,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. THYE: Our farm bureau dairy
committee met Wednesday, March 19, 1958,
and passed a motion that we favor the freezIng of price supports or mllk at present levels.
DODGE COUNTY DAIRY COMMITTEE.

DEATH OF JAMES A. FINNEGAN,
SECRETARY OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, it is with
a deep sense of personal loss that I call
to the attention of my colleagues the
untimely death of the Honorable James
A. Finnegan, secretary of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, formerly president of the Philadelphia City Council,
and an active leader in the ranks of my
party on the national scene. During
the campaigns of 1952 and 1956, he took
a very active part traveling throughout
the country in support of the presidential candidate of my party, and in the
latter campaign he served as campaign
manager.
While Jim Finnegan devoted his life
to advancing the cause of the Democratic Party, he had a host of friends
among my colleagues on the other side
of the aisle and throughout the ranks of
all Americans who are interested in public affairs.
Born and brought up in the city of
Philadelphia, he served as administrative assistant to my distinguished predecessor, the late Francis J. Myers, Senator from Pennsylvania. With a record
in World War II of active combat in
France with a troop-carrier group, Jim
Finnegan returned to Philadelphia after
the war to become a leader in the reform
movement which did, I think I may say,
have an impact on the life of our city
and of our community, beyond its borders.
Mr. Finnegan was the kind of man who
made of the art of practical politics an
honorable profession.
Just as every Member of this body
reached the Senate through the use of
his own talents in the field of politics, so
Jim Finnegan, using his talents in that
field, was able to advance the cause of
good government and liberal government, and to hold up to the young people
of America the politician as a figure of
integrity and decency,
I mourn his passing as a close and dear
friend. I am certain that his memory
will linger long with many a favorable
thought in the minds of all who follow
the affairs of my city, my State, and the
Nation for many years to come.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, wl11
the Senator yield?
Mr. CLARK. I yield.
Mr. KENNEDY. I associate myself
with the Senator from Pennsylvania in
his testimonial to the character of Jim
Finnegan. I knew Jim Finnegan during the last 6 or 7 years. While I was
in agreement with him on the political
course which he took, my affection for
him went far beyond that.
He was one of the men who make our
political system work for the best interests of all the people. I think he estab·
lished himself in the minds of all who
were associated with him as a man of
the strongest character. Even though
he was soft spoken, and even though his
relations with those with whom he disagreed always remained good, nevertheless he did what he thought was right
under favorable and, frequently, under
unfavorable conditions.

I think his passing is a real loss. I
extend my sympathy to his sister. I
think all of us have lost not only a good
friend, but also a valued public official.
Mr. CLARK. I thank my friend from
Massachusetts.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. CLARK. I yield.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mrs. Johnson and I join with the Senator from
Pennsylvania and my colleagues in extending to the family of Jim Finnegan
our deepest sympathy, He was a dedicated man and a strong party man. He
believed in the little people of the Nation.
He devoted a great part of his time and
his efforts to making the Nation a better
place for them in which to live. I deeply
regret his passing. I know he will be
missed, not only in Pennsylvania, but
throughout the Nation.
Mr. CLARK. I thank the Senator
from Texas.
Mr. MARTIN of Pennsylvania. Mr.
President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. CLARK. I am happy to yield to
my colleague.
Mr. MARTIN of Pennsylvania. Mr.
President, I join with my distinguished
colleague from Pennsylvania, although
with extreme regret, in what he has said
relative to'Jim Finnegan. Jim Finnegan and I belonged to different political
parties. He was a strong party man. I
think that in our country we need men
and women, both Democrats and Republicans, who believe sincerely in the
ideals of their parties and work at all
times to carry those ideals into effect.
Jim Finnegan was a man of that type.
I deeply regret his passing. His death
is a real loss to Philadelphia and the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
Mr. CLARK. I thank my colleague.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. CLARK. I yield.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I join with my colleagues in expressing sorrow over the
passing of Jim Finnegan. He was a
fighter-a clean fighter-but a man who
a lways went into the battle to win.
We will miss him. We will miss the
spirit and the inspiration which he furnished to Democrats all over the country.
It is indeed sorrowful that at a comparatively early age this man of great
promise has passed to his reward.
--Mr. CLARK. I thank my friend from
Montana. I shall be happy to carry to
his bereaved family the kind things
which have been said about him by so
many of my distinguished colleagues.
Mr. KEFAUVER subsequEntly said:
Mr. President, I want to join in paying
tribute to a really fine citizen, Jim Finnegan, of Pennsylvania, whose death
has saddened all who knew him. And
all who knew him, loved him.
Jim Finnegan was one of the finest
men in politics that I knew-one who
never lost his idealism. The Philadelphia story is one which has thrilled all
those who believe in good government.
Senator JosEPH CLARK, now a Member of
this body, was one of those good citizens
who banded together to bring a new day
to Philadelphia and Pennsylvania, but I
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doubt if they would have been successAnd I am sure there will be general
ful in the long run i,f it had not been agreem~tnt with the Independent's confor the support they got from Jim Fin- clusion: "If this is the way to do it, somenegan.
body is craey as a loon."
I knew Jim as a campaigner. In the
Before reaching this well-warranted
primary campaigns of 1956 he was the conclusion, the Independent's editorial
manager of Adlai Stevenson when Adlai tells us:
and I ran against each other in manY
A conference at the Massachusetts InstiStates. Never have I had a fairer or tute o! Technology last year advised the State
Department
to piny down the self-righteousmore honorable contest. In the general
election campaigns of that year both ness of this country and play up the evils
and sore spots. For what reason we would
Adlai and I went to the people under the not
know. Dr. Walt W. Rostow, an econsame guiding hand-that of Jim Finne- omist,
suggested the exhibition be In the
gan. Again I have never known a more nature of unfinished business.
scrupulously sincere or honorable or reWhat I shou!d like to know, and I am
sourceful manager. During that time I
got to know him as a friend, and I shall sure the other Members of this body
miss his friendship very much. We shall would appreciate learning, is what makes
any one man, especially an economist, a
all miss him.
propaganda expert? I thought we had
such experts already on the State Department's payroll.
THE BRUSSELS FAIR
It would be enlightening to know what
Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina.
Mr. President, in recent years within body of experts helped dream up this
nightmare.
the realm of propaganda our State DeDid the State Department special
partment seems to possess a genius for
stumbling along from one blunder to an- planners hatch out this one?
Did the Voice of America strategists
other. For some rea~on our State Department at times seems to put our worst have their hand in this pie?
How about the international office of
foot forward when we step out onto the
the Depatment of Commerce? Did they
international stage.
Once again we appear to have done concur?
Perhaps the CIA was solicited for its
just that in connection with the costly
United States exhibit for the upcoming opinion.
World's Fair in Brus.•els, Belgium. Not
And how about the White House
only is a major section of our United adviser on psychological strategy-or
States exhibit an exercise in bad judg- was he even consulted in this miscarriage
ment and poor taste, but it puts undue of how to win friends and tnfiuence
emphasis on problems and completely people?
ignores progress. It is especially objecAs the Independent's editorial peru~
tionable in that it constitutes a serious nently states:
refiection against the American South.
You cnn safely wager that Russia won't
And the devilish part of all this is that have pictures and displays o! Its crowded
the exhibit, so destructively critical of slums, Its long Unes watttng to buy foOd, Its
the American Southland, is being paid prison slave camps, Its executions, and Its
for by American taxpayers, who are al- women digging sewers.
ready overburdened. This exhibit could
It is worthy of special mention, as the
not have been more de•igned to reflect Independent
points up editorially, the
against the American Nation if it had Senate has approved
tentatively a total
been made in Mo•cow by the Kremlin.
of $14,300,000 for United States parA timely and effective editorial in the ticipation
at the fair, and then the
Anderson <S. C.} Independent, entitled Independent
drives home a haymaker
"Big United States Exhibit at Brussels editorial comment
as follows:
Plays Up 'Problems' " is an Informed
American taxpayers would be suckers
commentary on this latest bit of "screw- to The
throw away their money on such poisonous
ballism" by our alleeed propagandists.
propaganda. It Is not too Ia te to call a halt.
According to the editorial in the InIn enlightened self-interest, in the
dependent's issue of March 18, the New
York Times is quoted as authority for name of American achievements since
the story that 3 architecturally sym- the foundation of the Republic, in conbolic buildings at the fair will house a sideration of the harassed United States
report on 3 of the Nation's big prob- taxpayer, I feel we have the duty to inlems-segregation, the city, and nature. quire further into this propaganda fiasco
Then the Independent's editorial before we in the Senate become a final
further quotes, in part, the New York part of this sabotage of our information
program.
Times story as follows:
In the first pavilion, a jumbled crystal
Mr. President, I ask unanimous conshape, visitors wm see a maze of enlarged sent to have printed at this point in the
newspaper cltpptngs telUng about southern body of the RECORD the editorial which
school dtfflculttes, bus boycotts and d!scrtm- was published in the Anderson, S. C.,
tnatton tn housing, and about slums and
Independent.
urban sprawl, floods and erosions.
There being no objection, the editorial
The pavilion housing this phase of our was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
exhibit, we are told, is 20 feet long 12 as follows:
feet high, and 12 feet wide.
'
[From the Anderson (S. C.) Independent of
The Anderson Independent then inMarch 18, 1958)
quires editorially if this "Is the sort of WHo's CRAZY Now?-Bro UNTrEo STATES Exexhibit on which we are going to spend
HmiT AT BRUSSELS PLAYS UP PROBLEMS
millions to try to impress the world with
The costly exhibit of the United States at
the United States?"
the world's fair In Brussels, Belgium, this
Mr. President, the question Is well spring and summer w111 reflect against the
taken.
South as effectively as U Russia instead of
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the United States taxpayers were paying for
it. A so-called side attraction to the b ig
butldtng tn the United ,states area arouses
our Ire.
We hereby quote for n news story In the
New York Times which describes three
architecturally symbol!c buUdlngs at the
fair which w111 house a report on three of
this Nation's big problems-segregation, the
city, and nature.
Here ts the paragraph that describes the
first of the three pav!llons which Is 20 feet
long, 12 feet high, and 12 feet wide:
.,In the first pav!llon, a jumbled crystal
shape, visitors w111 see a maze of enlarged
newspaper cl!pplngs telling about southern
school dtmculttes, bus boycotts and dtrcrtmtnatton In housing, and about slums and
urban sprawl, floods and erosions."
The second and third fancy buUdtnoos,
presumably as curiously concocted as the
jumbled crystal shape o! the first, will have
less chaotic walls, according to the Times.
There wm be photos and charts documentIng moves toward the Improvement of the
Negro's status and so on. One picture In
the third buUdtng will show white, Negro,
and oriental children playing together.
Now Is this the sort of exhibit we are
going to spend millions on to try to Impress
the world with the United Sto.tes? I! this is
the way to do It, somebody Is crazy as a loon.
The Senate approved tentatively a total of
$14.300,000 for United States participation
at the fair, to which 51 countries have been
Invited.
The appropriation Is suoposed to match
that of Russia, which has been putting out
all kinds o! propaganda and rumors that It
would spend a vast fortune on Its exhibits.
It seems at the moment the United States
Is merely trying to beat Russia's spending
Instead of doing an Intelligent job o! tel!lng
the world about our country.
Is bragging nbcut the Little Rock school
mess and the 1llegal enforcement o! a Supreme Court decision by Federal troops,
displaying the worst side of the bus problem
and all the sore spots tn our growing country
the proper way to spend money to Show the
rest of the world the greatness and goOdness
of America?
What ts the purpose of the United States
exhibit anyhow?
Is tt to gtve the United States a black eye
or to show some o! the many good oualtties?
D oes the United States have any obUgatton
to the rest o! the world to dramatize slums,
social disputes, our unemployment, our
highway deaths, and our mental tnstttuttons? We have pleiftY o! evils, and every
other country has them.
You can safely wager that Russia won't
have pictures and displays of It crowded
slums, Its long ltnes watttng to buy food,
its prison slave camps, Its executions, and
its women digging sewers.
There'll be plenty of pictures of the
Bol•hlo Ballet, the Russian art museums,
plenty of other modern machines, Including
of course, old and new model sputniks with
perhaps a sltce of the moon.
A conference at the Massachusetts Institute o! Technology last year advised the
Sta te Department to play down the selfrighteousness o! this country and play up
the evtls and mre spots--for what reason
we would not know. Dr. Walt W. Rostow,
an M. I. T. economist, suggested that the
exhibition be In the natura o! unfinished
business.
The American taxpayers would be suckers
to throw away their money on such poisonous propaganda. It Is not too late to can
a hnlt.

BACK-DOOR APPROACH TO REDUCTION OF TffiRD-CLASS MAIL RATES
Mr. NEUBERGER. Mr. President, the
wonderful world of Washington lobby
activity is woven from illusions with
many subtleties." This realm of make-
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In November 1956 Dr. Cronin was appointed to the post he held at the time of his
death, whtch gave him responsibility for
Public Health Service hospitals. nursing and
den tal resources. the medical services of the

Coast Guard. Bureau of Prisons, and Bureau
of Employees' Compensation. and administrator of the Hill-Burton hospital and medical facilities conaj:ructlon program.
Dr. Cronin has published articles In 'widely
dl\·erslfled journals on subjects Including
psychiatry, medical penology, occupational
health, and hospital and health administration.
He was a member of the Industrtal Medical
Association, Southern Medical Association,
an associate ot the District Medical Society,
and the Association of Mllitary Surgeons of
the United States.
As chief of the Hill-Burton program, Dr.
Cronin consistently urged States to appropriate money for hospital, nursing home, and
clinic construction. He Is credited wl th rallying support for the program, and applying
Its provisions throughout the country.

FEDERAL-AID HIGHWAY ACT OF
1958
The Senate resumed the consideration of the bill (S. 3414) to amend and
supplement the Federal-Aid Highway
Act approved June 29, 1956. to authorize appropriations for continuing the
construction of highways, and for dther
purposes.
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that I may be
permitted to suggest the absence of a
quorum without the time consumed
being charged to either side.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? The Chair hears none, and it
is so ordered.
Mr. PROXMIRE. I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
'Mr. MWSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the order
for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
YARBOROUGH in the chair). Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President,
what is the pending question?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amendment offered by the Senator from Montana. How much time does the Senato.r yield himself?
Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield myself 10
minutes.
Mr. President, the amendment offered
by my distinguished senior colleague
!Mr. MuRRAY] and me has to do with a
matter which we believe to be of peculiar interest to the State of Montana.
TheiFederal-Aid Highway Act of 1958,
S. 3414, as reported to the Senate, is an
excellent piece of legislation prepared to
accelerate the construction of highways
throughout the Nation. This incentive
will apply to the interstate, primary,
and secondary highways, as well as the
forest and public land highways. This
program will stimulate a great increase
in construction activity throughout the
country, at a time when it is so badly
needed.
Most States will be able to take immediate advantage of these liberalized

amendments, but there are a few States,
including Montana, which will not be
able to take full advantage of the program with the exception of highways
and roads that are wholly financed by
Federal funds, such as forest highways.
The State of Montana is at present
having difficulties in meeting its matching requirements for Federal funds. I
am advised that if the State could get
$10 million for ABC roads without having to provide matching funds there are
enough projects ready to go ahead within 3 to 6 weeks to utilize this amount
of money. On these projects all the
planning and engineering work has been
completed, and they are awaiting the
posting of bids.
In the planning of the Interstate System in Montana a number of difficulties
have been encountered in purchasing
rights-of-way. If the State could get
approximately $15 million without
matching requirements, the officials feel
that within a year there would be enough
jobs, such as work on bridge structures,
ready to be started.
S. 3414 as reported by tqe committee
would make it possible for the State of
Montana to receive 93 percent Federal
funds in the construction of the Interstate System, but this would not even
help the State in providing immediate
sources of employment.
Montana is in need of an immediate
source of employment, and it is with
this thought in mmd that I have sent
to the desk an amendment to S. 3414
which would authorize the waiving of
all matching requirements for Federal
flJ11ds allocated under the Federal Highway Act for the period of 1 year, with a
$15 million maximum on ABC roads
and $20 million maximum on the Interstate System.
The recession has hit hard in Montana, and the State now has the dubious
distinction of having the highest insured
unemployment rate in the Nation, as of
March 8. An accelerated highway program is a natural for providing new employment for the unskilled, as well as the
skilled workers who are now seeking
employment.
Since Federal construction has been
decided upon by the Congress as one of
the chief means of combating the recession and granting employment to the
many unemployed, it does not seem to
me that I am requesting too much, especially in view of the fact that Montana
is the hardest hit State in the Nation,
and it is urgent that immediate assistance be given. to enable the State to
achieve some economic stability. Montana has, in addition to the recession
problem, the handicap of being the third
largest State in the Union with a very
small population, which in turn affects
the State's revenue. These two problems
make it virtually impossible for Montana
to take full advantage of the highway
program as it now stands.
Under my amendment the vast majority of States will be able to proceed under the accelerated program, contributing their matching share in order to
keep their road building program on
schedule. It will also help those few
States which have had difficulties simi-

,
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lar to Montana's, in financing their road
programs.
Mr. President, I urge that this amendment be agreed to. Its adoption will
provide the immediate stimulant which
is so badly needed to meet mounting employment problems.
Mr. MARTIN of Pennsylvania. Mr.
President, I yield 3 minutes to the Senator from Tennessee.
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, the able
junior Senator from Montana has made a
strong and an appealing speech and plea.
In essence, the Senator pleads the cause
of the States which will have difficulty
in matching supplementary funds for
fiscal1959.
The coh!mittee anticipated these difficulties by temporarily increasing the
matching formula from 50-50 to 70-30
for a 1-year apportionment of $400 million. The committee further anticipated
the difficulty several States will have in
matching funds by providing in the bill
that two-thirds of the 30 percent, which
is required of the State as a matching fund, can be borrowed from the United
States Treasury. Thus the cash to be
supplied by the States will be 10 percent
of the cost of the project, as a bedrock
requirement.
The distinguished Senator says that
even this will be difficult for the State of
Montana. I believe it will be difficult for
a few other States also. However, the
committee feels that the States can and
will find a way to provide 10 percent of
the cost of the primary, secondary, and
urban projects.
Even if the committee's view should
not be sustained, the amendment which
the able Senator has offered would go
much further than that. In the case of
the Interstate System, it would provide,
not in excess of $20 million, to every
State without matching, whether or not
the State was having difficulty in matching funds, and not in excess of $15 million to every State for projects on the
primary and secondary Federal-aid systems. This would mean a total grant of
$35 million to every State, without any
requirement that the State provide any
matching funds whatever.
Although I am usually in accord with
whatever the able junior Senator from
Montana suggests-and that record of
cooperation and conformity of views is
now in its 20th year-The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired.
Mr. MARTIN of Pennsylvania. I yield
2 additiopal minutes to the Senator from
Tennessee.
Mr. GORE. I find myself unable to
support the amendment, because it
would apportion to States, without any
recognition of territory, mileage, and financial ability, not to exceed $35 million.
and that apportionment would be made
to every State.
Mr. MARTIN of Pennsylvania. Mr.
President, Will the Senator yield?
Mr. GORE. I yield.
Mr. MARTIN of Pennsylvania. Has
anything of that kind ever been done,
since we started granting Federal aid for
the highway systems? Have we ever appropriated a certain sum to a State without taking into consideration population,
mileage, and other factors?.
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Mr. GORE. I do not believe so.
Yesterday the distinguished junior Senator from Montana made an eloquent
and effective plea for the allocation of
vast sums to the forest highways. He
and other Senators from the West were
successful in persuading the Senate in
that regard.
I believe, however, that the pending
amendment goes farther than the' Senate can, with prudence, afford to go. It
is offered with the !;lest of motives. So
far as it would apply to Montana and
other States simila.rly situated with respect to difficulties in matching funds,
it possesses a good deal of equity. But
when applied nationwide, I do not think
the Senate should adopt it. I ask the
Senate to reject the amendment.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
yield myself 1 minute. I appreciate
what the distinguished chairman of the
Subcommittee on Public Roads has said.
I know he is a friend of the West. I
know that if there were some way in
which he could help us, he would go more
than half way to do so.
I point out that what the senior Senator from Montana and I are requesting
in the amendment is a moratorium for
1 year. We do that on the basis of two
factors. First, the Montana Legislature
will not meet until January 1959. Second-and I dislike to make this statement, but I must do so in all honestymy State has the shameful distinction,
on a percentage basis, of having the
largest number of people drawing unemployment compensation at this time
of any State in the Union. As of March
8, 1958, the figure was 14.9 percent.
It was because of the peculiarly dimcult economic situation in which Montana found itself that I was constrained
to offer the amendment on the advice
of persons in whom I have great trust
and faith, who understand the State's
economic situation, and realize the importance of an accelerated highwayconstruction program, especially so far as
it will affect secondary roads.
I most sincerely hope that the Senate
will see fit to agree to the amendment
at this time.
Mr. MARTIN of Pennsylvania. Mr.
President, I yield 2 minutes to the distinguished Senator from Nebraska.
Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, yesterday during the discussion of the amendment which sought to stl'ike out section
11 of the bill, some comments were made
about the cost of the relocation of utilities. Inasmuch as the discussion was
somewhat indefinite, I thought It might
be well to have the RECORD contain, during the course of the debate on the entire bill, the testimony on this particular subject as it was adduced before the
Committee on Public Works in the form
of a supplemental statement by E. c.
Yokley, vice chairman of the Committee
on Municipally Owned Utilities, National
Institute of Municipal Law Offlcers. The
supplemental statement will be found
on page 626 of the hearings which were
held between January and March of thi.,s
year.
I ask unanimous consent that the
statement be printed at this point In the
RECORD,

There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
REcORD, as follows:
E. C. YOKLEY,
VICE CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON MUNICIPALLY OWNED UTILITIES, NATIONAL INSTITUTE oF MUNICIPAL LAw OFFICERS~ RE S.

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF
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Secretary Weeks and Mr. Tallamy, when
they appeared before the Senate Roads Subcommittee on January B and 9, 1958, referred
to an Increase of approximately $10 blll!on
since 1956 In the estimates !or bulldlng the
Interstate System. On January 9, 1958, Senator case asked Mr. Tallamy to what extent
the cost of reimbursing ut!llt!es entered Into
the Increase of estimates of the States for
completing the Interstate System. Mr. Tallamy repl!ed that the total Increase In cost
or ut111ties, which also Includes certain other
costs to which be referred, Involves a 3 percent Increase In costs.
In order to offer some clarification of the
amount or ut!llty relocation costs, I would
l!ke to call the committee's attention to the
statement of John A. Tenbrook for the Edison Electric Institute (hearings before the
Committee on Publlc Works, House of Representatives, on H . R. 4260, 1st sess., 84th
Cong., p. 943}. Mr. Ten brook analyzed the
study made by the Secretary or ~ommerce
(H. Doc. 127} and found that total ut!llty
relocation costs were 2.5 percent of total
blghway construction costs.
He further
round that under existing laws and practices in various States two-fifths or this
amount was presently reimbursed. Tbus
the amount of ut!llty relocation costs involved In further provision for reimbursement was about 1.6 percent of total road
construction costs. Since 1954, when the
study was made by the Secretary or Commerce, the costs lnvol ved In relocating ut111ty
facllltles, has not, according to any lnformatlon' I have been able to obtain, increased
substantially. Tbe $10 blll!on Increase In
the estlma tes of cost of constructing the
Interstate System caused by increased costs
or rights-of-way acquisition and other increased costs should not be considered as
reflecting a. slmllar increase In costs of ut!llty
relocation. In other words, I! 1 6 percent
of the total cost of conslructlng the Interstate System In 1956 represented additional
utll!ty relocation costs, the present amount
or these costs should be less than 1.6 percent-In fact not much over I percent.

Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, I point
out that instead of the cost of relocation
being 3 percent, it is nearer one percent. On that basis, instead of involving
a figure of approximately $1 billion, the
difference between 70 percent of the cost
and 90 percent of the cost is approximately $74 million. Even in the fiscal
matters of the United States Government there is a vast difference between
$74 million and $1 billion.
I should say that the Senator from
South Dakota [Mr. CASE) correctly approximated the situation in his discussion of the sunject, as will be seen by
comparing the explanation which he
gave on that point concerning the cost
of relocation and the statement which
Mr. Yokley gave, and which has now
been incorporated in the RECORD, The
Senator from South Dakota is to be
commended for his very keen, retentive memory, especially when there is
taken into consideration the vast volume
of testimony which was adduced.
Nevertheless he was able to retain its
essence in this particular.
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Mr. MARTIN of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Presidtjnt, I yield 5 minutes to the Senator from South Dakota.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr.
President, although I have risen to speak
about the pending amendment, I should
not care to let so nice and generous a
compliment as was paid to me by the
Senator from Nebraska go unacknowledged. I appreciate his very generous
remarks.
Concerning the pending amendment,
as the distinguished chairman of the
subcommittee has said, the committee
has given consideration to the economic
situation and, in my personal judgment,
has been overly generous in that regard.
I expect to offer later in the day an
amendment which would reestablish the
50-50 basic matching formula for the
$400 million of emergency funds allocated to the ABC roads. Consequently,
I shall, of necessity, be obliged to oppose
the pending amendment which would
waive all matching requirements for one
year to the extent of the $15 million or
$20 million figure which the Senators
from Montana have proposed.
South Dakota is very similar to Montana in many respects. Our economies
are much the same. Citizens of South
Dakota are engaged in cattle and stock
raising and grain farming in the prairie
areas of the State. There are lumbering and mining in the mountainous sections of the State. So I think our economy is much like that of Montana, and
I have great sympathy for the problems
which the senator from Montana has
stated.
At the same time, I recognize that if
we are to have any standards in relation to public roads, and are to maintain the Bureau of Public Roads as a construction agency, and not convert it into,
presumably, a relief agency, as such, it
will be necessary to maintain the same
requirements for matching for the several road funds.
The Western States which have public
lands within their boundaries get some
concession in matching under present
circumstances. On page 13 of the committee report, there appears a table entitled "Sliding Scale Rates of FederalAid Participation in Public Lands States
Effective February l. 1958." From the
table, I note that my owu State of South
Dakota does not match on a 50-50 basis.
The Federal Government contributes
55.83 percent of a dollar.
As to Montana', the Federal Government puts up 56.54 percent of a dollar,
instead of 50 cents, as is the case in the
States which do not have public domain
or land owned and controlled by the Federal Government and not subject to local
taxes.
The amount contributed by the Federal Government runs as high as 83.74
percent in Nevada, and 71.96 percent in
Ariwna.
So the Western States, where there are
depressed conditions in the mining communities, have the benefit of a better
matching ratio than do some other
States. That applies to the ABC roadsthe Federal primary, the Federal secondary, and the Federal· urban roads.
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dreds of thousands of families without
any income whatsoever.
The United States cannot a:trord to
have surplus foodstu:trs accumulating on
farms or in storehouses, and causing
great farm su:trering, while millions of
our citizens are poorly and inadequately
fed.
It is difficult to understand why the
Government would freeze available
funds in the face of such a serious situation, instead of using those funds to
transfer the food to needy people. The
measure Senator ScOTT and I introduce
is intended to instruct Secretary Benson
to use section 32 funds for the purposes
intended, to help the farmers and to feed
the needy; to keep available approximately $64 million which would otherwise revert to the Treasury next July 1 ;
and to demonstrate that the attitude of
the Secretary of Agriculture toward our
aged, our handicapped, and the innocent
victims of the current 1·ecession is not
the attitude of our Government.
Mr. President, the Senator from North
Carolina and I cordially invite the cosponsorship of other Senators of this
measure to help our farmers and our
needy citizens. I ask unanimous consent that the bill be printed in the REcORD, and that it lie on the table through
Wednesday, April 2, in order that other
Senators may add their names as cosponsors.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will
be received and appropriately referred;
and, without objection, the bill will be
printed in the RECORD, and lie on the
table, as requested by the Senator from
Alabama.
The bill (S. 3577) to authorize the
Secretary' of Agriculture to provide varied commodities to schools and institutions and for needy persons and families
out of funds appropriated for diversion
of surplus agricultural commodities, introduced by Mr. HILL <for himself and
Mr. ScoTT) , was received, read twice by
its title, and referred to the Committee
on Agriculture and Forestry, and ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
:follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of
Agriculture is hereby authorized upon the
request of the Governor of any State to expend funds appropriated under section 32
of the act approved August 24, 1935 (7
U. S. C. 612c), as are not required for the
performance of other purposes set forth in
such section. to purchase and, as necessary,
process agricultural commodities which are
in adequate supply to provide a varied and
balanced diet, for distribution by State
agencies to schools and Institutions, and directly to persons and families determined
by appropriate State or local public welfare
agencies to be in need.
SEc. 2. Any sum in excess of t:!OO mllllon
remaining on June 30, 1958, out of funds
appropriated under section 32 of the act
approved August 24, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 612c)
shall, notwithstanding any other provision
of law. remain available until expended for
purchase and distribution of co=odities
In accordance wl th section 1 of this act,
without regard to any division between
storable and perishable commodities, but
with regard to dietary needs of recipients.

PROHIBITION OF WITHHOLDING
OR IMPOUND:MENT OF APPROPRIATIONS
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, on
March 13 the distinguished majority
leader, the senior Senator from Texas
[Mr. JOHNSON], called the attention of
the Senate to the fact that the Bureau
of the Budget had frozen some $22 million of the $32 million appropriated by
Congress for the National Guard. At
that time he indicated the National
Guard installations in Texas which
would have benefited, and because of
his remarks on that occasion I looked
into conditions in my own State and
found that the same situation existed
there. It is my belief that the same situation exists in practically all the States
of the Union, if not all.
Mr. President, it is now a recognized
fact that this country is in an economic
slump and we are faced with a recession.
Things are getting worse and something
has to be done now to inject some new
life into our economy. The Congress is
at the present time prodding the administration into an "action now" program,
and there are a number of programs
now being considered in the House and
Senate which will create new activity and
employment--housing, public works, the
highway program, to mention only a few.
It will take time to get some of the
these anti-recession programs into operation. What we need is an immediate
stimulant. As we all know, many times
Congress authorizes and appropriates
money for programs, but the Bureau of
the Budget freezes part or all of the
funds. The Bureau is in a position of
regulating the ftow of Federal funds.
Now is the time when these frozen funds
should be released and channeled into
our economy.
The construction of National Guard
armories and facilities is an area where
we could increase activity, without congressional action, because there are sufficent funds available.
Thirty-two million, three hundred
thousand dollars in funds are available,
authorized and appropriated for the
building of National Guard armories, but
the Bureau of ~he Budget has released
only $10 million to participate in this
Federal-State program in the current
fiscal year. The remaining $22,300,000
has been frozen. If the entire amount
of available funds were released it would
provide a great stimulant in many small
cities and communities throughout the
Nation where National Guard units are
active. Unfortunately the administration has eliminated this program from
their budget requests for fiscal year 1959,
and expects to use the available funds in
future years. This money should be put
into use now, not later.
As my colleagues in the Senate know,
the construction of National Guard
armories is based on Federal-State
matching basis, 75 percent Federal
moneys and at least 25 percent must be
contributed by the State. The State
must also provide the site.
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The funds released for construction
of National Guard armories are distributed among the States on the basis o:r
overall need, and the project priority
within each State is determined by the
State adjutant general.
Under the current $10 million program, there is a $131,500 construction
program underway in Montana. Oneunit armories are being constructed in
Hamilton and Whitefish, and a shophangar is being constructed at the municipal airport in Helena.
In July of last year the State of Montana indicated that they were prepared
to go ahead with nine. other projects if
sufficient Federal matching funds had
been made available. This suggested
program for fiscal year 1958 would have
1·equired $481,500 in Federal funds. The
estimates called for armories in Plentywood, Dillon, Chinook, and Harlowton
and vehicle storage garages in Lewistown, Glasgow, Polson, Culbertson, and
Thompson Falls.
I am sure that there are many other
States that are willing to go ahead with
their National Guard construction program but sufficient Federal matching
funds have not been made available.
These small construction projects
would be welcomed in these communities. They need every bit of activity they
can get and as long as these funds are
available I see absolutely no reason why
they should be held up when they could
be channeled in our economy with such
ease and would do so much to give a
shot in the arm to the economy.
It is, in my opinion, indefensible not to
use money which is available in a time of
such great need. We, in the Senate,
shoufd do all we can to persuade the
Bureau of the Budget to release these
funds.
I should like to point out to my colleagues that the freeze of funds for the
National Guard by the administrationand I say "the administration" because
the Budget Bureau is a part of it--is
only the continuation of a pattern which
has tended to weaken the constitutional
power of the Congress "to raise and
support armies" and "to make rules for
the Government and regulations of the
land and naval forces"-see article I,
section 8.
I should like to recall to the Senate
that under President Truman, the Congress voted funds for a 70-group Air
Force, but the administration at that
time impounded all funds so appropriated above the 48-group Air Force
which the administration considered
sufficient; that under President Eisenhower, the Congress 3 years ago voted
an additional $40 million above the
budget request to maintain the Marine
Corps at its statutory legislative level of
3 combat-sized divisions and 3 air
wings; and that these actions under
both Democratic and Republican administrations, coupled with the preseilt
freeze on National Guard funds present
us with a constitutional problem which
'?'e will have to meet some day if we
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do not want to see our power steadily
eroded and our constitutional position
as a coequal branch of the Government
reduced still fw·ther. The pattern is.
clear; the need for action is evident
and the responsibility to correct th'
situation lies with the Congress of the
United States.
Mr. President, I am today introducin
a companion bill to the measure intro<!
duced by Representative HEBERT, ~
Louisiana, the father of this bill in the
House, to prohibit the withholding o
impounding of appropriations, and
....~,~.~;·_,w- tJ:l,e,.~ ~ ..__.,........__._,
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill
will be received and appropriately referred.
The bill <S. 3578) to prohibit the
withholding or impoundment of appropriations, introduced by Mr. MANSFIELD,
was receive~ read twice by its title, and
referred to the Coinmittee on Government Operations.
PREVENTION OF ALLOCATION OF
PROCUREMENT CONTRACTS TO
CERTAIN
DESIGNATED
GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS-AMENDMENT
Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President,
I submit an amendment, intended to be
proposed by me to the bill (S. 5) to
amend the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949, as
amended, to prevent the allocation of
procurement contracts to certain designated geographical areas, and for other
purposes, which is now on the Senate
Calendar. I request that this amendment be printed and lie on the table to
be considered as an amendment in the
nature of a. substitute for S. 5. I would
like also at this time to briefly explain
the provisions of the bill.
In the pas~ few months there has been
some increase in our Nation's unemployment figures.
Several communities
across the country, including a number
in my own State, have been affected and
have been declared labor surplus areas.
This has accentuated the desirability of
allocating defense procurement contracts
to labor surplus areas. The President
has announced that every effort will be
made to do this under existing Jaws and
regulations.
The amendment I am offering would
give the support of Congress to the President's pro2"ram. It provides that to the
maximum extent possible, without additional expense to the Government, procurement contracts for goods and services by the Defense Department shall be
awarded to either small business concerns or concerns engaged in businesses
located in labor surplus areas. This is
designed to increase the small business
and labor set-aside programs of the
Defense Department, which are now
within the discretionary responsibility of
the Defense Department. My amendment merely requires for the period of
1 year that every contract executed by
the Defense Department be examined to
determine whether in fact a portion of
it can be set aside for these purposes.
Naturally, there will be many exceptions, such as the procurement of goods
urgently needed for many of our ad-

vanced programs and research and development procurement. But the net
effect of the amendment should be to
help increase the share of defense purchases secured by small businesses and
firms in labor-surplus areas.
The procedure followed in the setaside program is a very simple one.
Where a procurement program can be
divided economically into two or more
quantities, it is offered for bid in two
sections: the basic quantity is awarded
to the lowest bidder; the set-aside quantity is offered to the lowest bidder who is
a small business, or who is in a labor
surplus area, as the case may be. The
lowest set-aside bidder may then take
the reserved portion if he is willing to
accept tharprice establish$d on the unreserved quantity.
This amendment should not impose
any additional administrative bw·den on
the Department of Defense. A determination and review is required at the
present time on every contract issued by
the military services and the question of
whether a portion of a contract can be
placed in a labor surplus area or with a
small-business firm is simply one additional factor to be considered; in many
cases this factor is considered at the
present time. This proposed legislation
can also be administered without significant additional cost to the Government inasmuch as small business or
labor surplus firms participating in setaside procurements accept the contract
at the lowest competitive price available
to the Government. Nor should this
proposed legislation in any way delaY
critical military programs. The bill
leaves to the Secretary of Defense the
responsibility for promulgating rules and
regulations to carry these requirements
into effect and he may, of course, exempt
urgent military programs or those of a.
category not susceptible to set-aside procurement.
We have heard much criticism in recent months of the state of the Nation's
econ01nic health. I think it is important
that those of us in the Federal Government concerned with the state of ow·
Nation's economic health face up to
these problems calmly and with confidence in our own Nation's abilities. Unemployment percentages are comparable
at the present time to the winter of 19491950; we should bear in mind that despite temporary setbacks in our economy, we still have the healthiest and
most prosperous nation in the world
today.
There are ways in which we can properly aid distressed communities and industries without undertaking any massive changes in the programs of services
of the Federal Government. I strongly
feel that Congress should consider steps
such as the:;e in the first instance. I believe that this amendment would be one
important way in which the Federal
Government could quickly and effectively
aid distressed areas in our Nation. It
would provide an extension by Congress
of the program already announced by
the President a few weeks ago to accelerate the allocation of defense contracts to
distressed areas. The President needs
this support in his effort to aid these
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communities by increasing their participation in our defense effort.
I am aware of the number of administrative steps the administration, particularly the Department of Defense, has
already taken to insure that our distressed areas receive their fair and proper share of defense contracts, and I am
very much encouraged by this action. I
offer this amendment, however, which,
in my opinion, is infinitely preferable to
the provisions of S. 5 as it now stands,
to be considered as a substitute for that
proposal in the event that it is called up
for active consideration.
Not only would this be an important
step in maintaining our Nation's economic health, but it would help to keep
productive facilities and trained manpower available for use in any nation'al
emergency.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The amendment will be received, printed, and will
lie on the table, as requested by the
Senator from Massachusetts.
ADDRESSES, EDITORIALS, ARTICLES, ETC., PRINTED IN THE APPENDIX

On request, and by unanimous consent,
addresses, editorials, articles, etc., were
ordered to be printed in the Appendix,
as follows:
By Mr. MARTIN of Pennsylvania.:
Address delivered by Senator Bn<Nl':l'T entitled "Men and Money," and address delivered by him at 32d annual dinner of the
Amen Corner, Pittsburgh, Pa.
By Mr. MURRAY:
E:<cerpt relating to the metals crisis, from
resolution adopted at the 53d convention of
the International Union of Mine, Mill, and
Smelter Workers, at Denver, Colo., March
10-14, 1958, and address on the same subject delivered by Orville Larson.
By Mr. KNOWLAND:
Text of telegram received by him from
various organizations on the subject of a
propo6ed summit conference.
By Mr. JAVITS:
Statement of the executive director of the
Port of New York Authority before the New
York State Joint Legislative Committee on
Commerce and Economic Development, on
the subject of freight rate differentials favoring other ports.
•
Letter received by him from the National
Council of Churches of Christ on International problems.
By Mr. MARTIN of Iowa:
Results of his ninth annual questionnaire;
which will appear hereafter In the AppendiX.
By Mr. ROBERTSON:
Editorial entitled "Paying Dearly for Unneeded Space," from the Winchester (Va.)
Evening Star of March 28, 1958. relating to
the proposed extension of the east front of
the Capitol Building.
Editorial entitled "Getting Away From
Handouts," from the Richmond' (Va.) News
Leader of March 12, 1958, relating to the
financing of foreign economic ald.
By Mr. KENNEDY:
Editorial entitled "IDA an Idea To Lift
Aid Out of Rut." published In the Rochester
Times-Union of March 11, 1958.
Editorial entitled "India In the Struggle
for Freedom," published In the Christian
Science Monitor of March 2.8, 1958; editorial
entitled "Test tor Democracy," published In
the Washington Evening Star of March 28,
1958.
By Mr. NEUBERGER:
Letter to the editor entitled "False Impression," written by A. L . Strand, president,
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charges shall, as nearly as practicable, equal
the cost Incurred for this special service.
"Section 2 authorizes the Postmaster General to prescribe appropriate fees for return
of undeliverable mall from the dead-letter
omce to the senders. This Is an add! tiona!
authorization along the lines of those fees
for special services which the Postmaster
General Is authorized to prescribe under section 12 of Public Law 233, 82d Congress.
"Section 3 eliminates reference In the
present law to charging of postage for shortpaid mall but retains the PostmMter General's authority to Issue postage-due stamps
for philatelic purposes.
"Section 4 lncrei\SeS from $1 to $10 the
value or content of nonregistered letters that
must be returned to the senders by registered
mall, charging a minimum registry fee.
"Section 5 Increases !rom 15 to 25 cents
the minimum commission !or selling undeliverable parcels containing perishables.
"Section 6 repeals laws or parts ot laws
Inconsistent with this new legislation.
"Section 7 provides that the bill will be
e!Iectl ve on the first o! the third month following enactment."

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is, Shall the bill pass?
The bill <H. R. 7910> was passed.

stations for a period of not In excess of
2 years. H. R. 7907 would permit such
contracts for a period of not in excess
of 3 years and would authorize the Post·
master General to renew any such contract at the same or a lower rate unless
(1) he finds that such renewal is not In
the interest of the United States, or (2)
not later than 90 days before the end of
the contract the Post omce Department
receives a written request that the con·
tract be opened for competitive bidding.
Mr. MORSE. Was the bill unanimously approved by the Committee on
Po omce and Civil Service?
'Mr. MANSFIELD. It was.
Mr. MORSE. I have no objection.
Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina
subsequently said: Mr. President, present
law authorizes the Postmaster General
to enter into contracts for the operation
of postal stations for a period of not in
excess of 2 years. Such contracts are
secured by the Department in the eastern
half of the United States in even years
and in the western half in odd years.
H. R. 7907 will permit the Postmaster
General to contract on a 3 year basis.
This will eliminate a. great amount of
paperwork, and it is estimated that
there will be an annual savings of approximately $60,000 as a result.
The bill passed the House, without
opposition, on July 1, 1957.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the RECORD at this point a letter ad·
dressed to the Vice President by Maurice
H. Stans, Acting Postmaster General.
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be prilned in the RECORD,
as follows:

CONTRACT POSTAL STATIONS
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
move that the Senate proceed to the
consideration of calendar No. 1422, H. R.
7907.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
will be stated by title for the information of the Senate.
The CHIEF CLERIC A bill (H. R. 7907)
relating to contracts for the conduct of
contract postal stations, and for other
purposes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the motion OFFICE or THE PoSTMASTER GENERAL,
Wash.ington. D. C., Januarvl1,1957.
of the Senator from Montana.
The motion was agreed to; and the Hon. RICHARD M. NIXON,
President of the United States Senate.
Senate proceeded to consider the bill
DEAR MR. PIU:SIDENT: There Is transmitted
<H. R. 7907) relating to contracts for the herewith
for consideration by the Congress
conduct of contract postal stations, and a legislative proposal relating to contracts
for other purposes.
!or the conduct of contract postal stations,
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, may we and !or other purposes.
have an explanation of the bfll?
Under the present law embodied In secMr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, the tion 161 o! title 39, United States Code, the
Senator who would be . more capable of Postmaster General Is authorized "to enter
explaining the bill than I am is not pres- Into contracts for the conduct ot contract
stations !or a term not exceeding 2 years."
ent.
contracts are now secured by this De·
The purpose of Calendar No. 1422, Such
partment !or a 2-year period, beginning July
House bill 7907, is as follows:
1 o! each year, alternately, with contracts
Under present law, contracts are se- In the eastern hal! o! the United States
cured by the Department in the eastern being secured In even years, and In the westhalf of the United States in even years ern half In odd years. Contract stations
established after July 1 are on the basis o!
and in the western hall in odd years.
Approval of this legislation will elim- the remaining portion ot the 2-year period.
At this time, there are approximately 5,074
Inate a great amount of administrative
stations In operation, with total
and paperwork and at the same time contract
annual contract rates amounting to approxiserve to stabilize contract prices at a mately ,6,192.000. The annual stamp sales
lower level. The cost of paperwork alone at these contract stations amount to many
js estimated at approximately $60,000 a millions of dollars.
year, much of which will be eliminated.
Under the program now !oUowed, each
The savings that will result from the year this Department, and postmasters In
one-half
o! the country, must go through
contracts themselves should be rather
the program o! readvertlslng aU contract stnsubstantial.
the awarding ot contracts, and InMr. MORSE. Mr. President, will the tlons,
augurating the service In aU Instances In
Senator yield?
which there Is a chance In the contractor.
:r.rr. MANSFIELD. I yield.
This system Involves a tremendous amount
Mr. MORSE. Can the Senator tell me o! time and expense on the part o! postma.swhat the contracts are? I do not have ters, and ihls Department. This Department believe~ that It Is advisable and de&lra copy of the bill before me.
able to make a change In the present prac•
1'. MANSFIELD. Present law au- tlces. Under the present system, the posthorizes the Postmaster General to enter master may terminate the contracts on 21·
to contracts for the operation of postal hour notice to the contractor, and the con•
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tractor may terminate the contract by glv•
lng the postmaster 30 days' notice.
The legislative proposal would authorize
the Postmaster General to enter Into contracts !or the conduct o! contract postal stations !or terms not In excess ot 3 years each
and at the expiration of any such term, to
renew any such contract at the same or ~
lower con tract price unless ( 1) he shan find
that such renewal Is not In the Interest ot
the United tSates or (2) not later than 90
days before the end o! such contract term
the Post Olllce Department receives a written
request that the contract be opened !or
competitive bidding at the end o! auch term.
If the Postmaster General makes such findIng, or receives such a written request, with
respect to any contract entered Into as provided by this legislation, he will advertise !or
bids !or the conduct or the contract postal
station Involved In accordance with existing
laws relating to the advertising and award
o! public contracts.
The enactment o! the proposed legislation
will, It Is believed, tend to result In decreasetd expend! tures by this Department,
but there Is not available sufllclent Information upon which to base an estimate as to
the amount ot such reduction In expenditures. This Department urges early enactment of the legislation.
The Bureau o! the Budget has advised
that there would be no objection to the
submission o! this legislative proposal to
Congress.
Sincerely yours.
MAURICE H. STANS,
Acting Postmaster GenerAl.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
is open to amendment.
If there be no amendments to be pro.
posed, the question is on the third read•
ing and passage of the bill.
The bill <H. R. 7907) was ordered to
a third reading, read the third time, and
passed.
ADVERTISEMENT OF MAIL ROUTES
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
move that the Senate proceed to the
consideration of Calendar 1425, House
bill 9240.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
will be stated by title for the in!orma·
tion of the Senate.
The CHIEF CLERK. A bill (H. R.
9240) to revise certain provisions of law
relating to the advertisements of mall
routes, and for other purposes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the motion of
the Senator from Montana [Mr. MANS•
FIELD].
The motion was agreed to; and the
Senate proceeded to consider the bill,
which had been reported from the Com·
mittee on Post omce and Civil Service
with amendments, on page 2, line 2,
after the word "than", to strike out "20"
and Insert "30'', and. in line 5, after the
word "period", to insert "The advertise·
ment shall be conspicuously posted In
each post office to be served under the
contract."
Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina.
subsequently said: Mr. President, It is
the purpose of H. R. 9240 to modernize
the laws relating to star-route contracts
for the carrying of mail. Presently, such
contracts have a life of 4 calendar years
running from July 1 to June 30. The
law requires that the routes be adver·
tlsed as a single group on a nationwide
basis for a period of 60 days.
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In order to comply with this requirement, preparations for the voluminous
advertisement begin as early as November and continue until April or May. In
many instances, changes occur during
the interval which necessitate amending
the group advertisement at considerable
expense to the Post Office Department.
H. R. 9240 would authorize the Post
Office Department to advertise for bids
on an individual basis in the area involved. This will be a great improvement over the present method and
should be less costly.
The committee amendments are:
First. Page 2, line 2, strike out the
figure "20" and insert in lieu thereof the
figure "30."
Second. At the end of section 2, add
the following sentence:
The advertisement shall be conspicuously
posted In each post ot!!ce to be served under
the con tract.
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"ided, That the totnl. area so designated shall
contain no more than 125 acres.
SEc. 3. Within the area designated pursuant to section 2, the Secretary of the Interior Is authorized to acquire land and Interests In land by purchase, donation, with
donated funds, or by such other means as
he deems to be In the public Interest.
SEC. 4. Establishment of Fort Clatsop National Memorial shall be effected when there
Is vested In the United States of America
title to not less than 100 acres of land associated with the historical events to be commemorated. Following Its establishment,
Fort Clatsop National Memorial shall be administered by the Secretsry of the Interior
pursuant to the act of August 25, 1916 (39
Stat. 535), as amended.

Our goal is to have the bill on the desk
of President Eisenhower for his signature, so that the National Memorial Park
at Fort Clatsop may be formally dedicated by 1959, which will mark 100 years
of statehood for the State of Oregon.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to include at this point in the REcORD excerpts from the favorable report
on S. 3087 which I presented last week in
behalf of my colleagues on the Senate
Interior and Insular Affairs Committee,
and which includes letters recommending passage of the bill from the Department of the Interior and from the
Bureau of the Budget.
There being no objection, the excerpts
Mr. NEUBERGER. Mr. President,
this bill will authorize establishment un- from the report (No. 1404>, were ordered
der our National Park Service of the first to be printed in the REcoRD, as follows:
The Committee on Interior and Insular
national historical shrine anywhere on
to whom was referred the bill
the long trail of Lewis and Clark, from Atralrs,
( S. 3087) to provide for the establishment of
St. Louis to the shores of the Pacific Fort Clatsop National Memorial In the State
Ocean.
of Oregon, and for other purposes, havlng
Such recognition has been long over- considered the same, report favorably
due. That is why I have originated this thereon without amendment and recomproposal and that is why I am grateful mend that the bill do pass.
This legislation accords national memorial
for the assistance I have received from
the distinguished chairman of the Senate status to Fort Clatsop In Oregon, situated
Committee on Interior [Mr. MuRRAY J In the vicinity where the Intrepid adventurMeriwether Lewis and William Clark,
and from the Interior Department, ers,
ended their westward trek which brought
through Under Secretary Hatfield Chil- the American flag overland across the conson. I also want to express my gratitude tinent for the first time In 1805.
to the able juniot· Senator from New
The site Is located In Clatsop County,
Mexico LMr. ANDERSON], himself an au- Oreg., near the mouth of the Columbia
thority on western history, who has River. More specifically, It Is situated on
taken a keen personal interest in this the west bank of the Lewis and Clark River,

The first amendment is to make sure
that ample time is provided for all interested parties to consider and prepare
bids. The second amendment is to make
sw·e that maximum notice be given the
public of opportunities to bid on starroute contracts. Both of the amendments are in the interest of the public
and will in no way handicap the Post
Office Department.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amendments reported by the committee.
bill.
The amendments were agreed to.
The bill will authorize the Federal
The amendments were ordered to be
engrossed and the bill to be read a third Government to erect a suitable museum
and other facilities at Fort Clatsop, near
time.
The bill was read the third time and the mouth of the Columbia River, where
the first of all westbound Americans
passed.
spent the bleak winter of 1805-6, after
their epochal pilgramage across the conFORT CLATSOP NATIONAL
tinent, can-ying our flag. Cost of the
MEMORIAL, OREGON
facilities will be about S276.000. The
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President. I custodianship of the fort and its mumove that the Senate proceed to the seum then will be carried on under the
consideration of Calendar 1429, Senate direction of the National Park Service,
bill 3087.
as a national memorial park. All of us
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill respect the keen and rellable efficiency
will be stated by title for the informa- of this splendid agency of Government.
tion of the Senate.
Mr. President, I also want to thank my
The CHIEF CLERK. A bill (S. 3087) to two cosponsors of the bill in 1955, s.
provide for the establishment of Fort 2498, that originally made possible the
Clatsop National Memorial in the State National Park Service study, which has
of Oregon. and for other pw1Joses.
resulted in the status recommended for
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Fort Clatsop by Director Conrad L. Wirth
question is on agreeing to the motion of and other officials of the Service. They
the Senator from Montana !Mr. MANs- were the able senior Senator from OreFIELD].
gon [Mr. MoRSEl and the distinguished
The motion was agreed to; and the senior Senator from Idaho [Mr. DwoRbill was considered, ordered to be en- SHAKJ. Their cooperation has been most
grossed for a third reading, read the valuable, unstinted, and effective.
third time, and passed, as follows:
I believe lovers of American history
Be it enacted, etc., That, for the purpo.~e from coast to coast will rejoice that the
or commemorating the culmination, and the Senate has given this recognition to the
winter encampment, of the Lewis and Clark marvelous cross-country hegira of MeriExpedition following Its successful crossing
of the North American Continent, there Is wether Lewis and W!lliam Clark. an exhereby authorized to be established, In the ploration which President Theodore
manner provided hereln, Fort Clatsop Na- Roosevelt once described as "all that
an exploration ought to be."
tional Memorial.
SEC. 2. The Secretary or the Interior shall
If the Senate passes S. 3087 today, I
designate for Inclusion In Fort Clatsop Na- pledge myself to cooperate in every postional Memorial land and Improvements
thereon located In Clatsop County, Oreg., sible way on a nonpartisan basis with
Which are associated with the winter en- the Congressman from the First Oregon
campment of the Lewis and Clark Expedl• District, in which Fort Clatsop is lotlon, known as Port Clatsop, and, a lso, ad· cated, the Honorable WALtta NoRBLAD, in
jacent portions of the old trail which Jed helping to secure further approval for
overland !rom the fort to the coast: Pro· S. 3087 in the House of Representatives.

1.8 miles south of Its mouth. The shore of
the Pacific Ocean lies 3.5 m1les directly west.
It Is close to Astoria, Oreg.
AUTHEN'IICITY OJ' TH.Z SrrE

Available documentary evidence does not
absolutely establish the Identity of the site
presently owned and clo.lmed by the Oregon
Historical Society as being the authentic
Fort Clo.tsop site, but by Inference and In
terms of general description and geographical data It does support the authenticity o!
the site. Tro.dltlon and oral testimony datIng from early white travelers to the proxImity or the site, and also that of early Indian Inhabitants of the region, present firm
support, unbroken by any question o! doubt,
for the authenticity o! the site as being In
this general vicinity. In all likelihOOd, the
area designated for esto.bllshment as a national memorial doea contain the site of
Fort Clatsop. Because the documentary evidence on this point Is not conclusive, this
legislation provides for national memorial
statua for Fort Clatsop rather than national
monument status.
J-IISTORY OJ' THE SITE

President Thomas Jefferson's Instructions
to Meriwether Lewis and William Clark required them to "explore the Missouri River,
and such principal stream o! It, as • • •
may offer the most direct • • • communication across this continent." The explorers
considered their mission completed when,
on a blenk November day In 1805, they saw
the broad tldnl estuary of the Columbia
River from a point on the north bank a
short distance above Grays Bay. After visIting the seashore, they crossed to the south
side of the Columbia to seek a wlnter campsite which would be more sheltered from
the ocean winds and more abundantly suppiled with game. A suitable location wns
found on the first high ground encountered
above the mouth of the present Lewis and
Clark River. Here, on December 7, 1805, a
camp wns made. This was to be winter
headquarters.
A small log !ort, 50 !eet square, was
erected and named "Fort Clatsop." The
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difficult it was to get any clear idea of
the operation of our Defense Department and the separate responsibilities of
the service. I sat as a member of a
special committee in 1953 which attempted to fix responsibility for the failure to supply sufficient ammunition of
various types to our troops in Korea during the Korean war. We were never able
to find out exactly the causes of the failure and to fix responsibility.
I do not criticize the military services and their leaders! or the division of
civilian authority in the Department of
Defense. Even the civilian Secretaries
of the departments find themselves required to become champions of their
services.
Their positions as Secretaries of the
Army, of the Navy, and of the Air Force
would deteriorate and be derogated if
they were not strong champions of their
services before the civilian personnel and
the military personnel of the Army, of
the NavY, and of the Air Force. They
cannot take the full steps which would
lead to true unification in the Department of Defense, or which would at
least lead to a better reorganization at
this time, when it is necessary as never
before.
It is up to the Congress to take the
effective steps which could provide a
real unification of the armed services.
This is the reason that I have been disturbed by statements, and by the introduction of bills, which, if adopted, would
seem to negate the possibility of any
actual and effective reorganization of the
Department of Defense.
The mere pouring of more money into
the Pentagon is not enough to save us
from the greatest security crisis our Nation has faced. We have to have a better application of brains, better management and clearer civilian responsibility.
This is the first step in a long-term program which we are going to have to
follow in order to survive.
It is my judgment that while it may
be difficult to make any advance in the
matter of the authority of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff or the duties of the Chiefs
of Staff, certainly we can make advances
in the civilian reorganization of the Department of Defense and give to the Secretary of Defense not. only the real authority actually to administer the level
above the three separate services or Departments, but also the authority and
control actually to administer and operate the entire Department of Defense.
We ought not to close our minds, or
fix our positions in advance a gainst the
President's recommendations. I am sure
that the President and the Secretary of
Defense, who has performed a remarkable service in his short tenure of office
will make recommendations, with th~
purpose of making the Department of
Defense a more effective agency for the
defense of this country. The fiscal stability of our economy, our security and
in a broad sense, the security and i>eac~
of the world, will be affected largely by
our actions on the recommendations of
the President.
Mr. DOUGLAS obtained the floor.
No. 52--ll
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Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. IX>UGLAS. I yield to the Senator
from Montana.
EXTENSION OF TIME FOR FILING OF
REPORTS BY COMMITTEE ON THE
'J UDICIARY
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the time for
the filing of reports by the Committee
on the Judiciary, required by Senate
resolutions, be extended to April28, 1958.
The resolutions refened to are Senate
Resolutions 49, 53, 54, and 58.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is SO Ordered.
RETIRED PAY WAIVER BY RESERV·
ISTS
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. Pres!dent, I
ask unanimous consent that the Senate
proceed to the consideration of Calendar
1417, House billll40.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
will be stated by title for the information
of the Senate.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A bill (H. R.
1140) to amend Public Law 85-56 to permit persons receiving retired pay for
nonregular service to waive receipt of a
portion of that pay to receive pensions or
compensation under laws administered
by the Veterans' Administration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request of the Senator
from Montana?
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the bill.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in the
RECORD at this point a statement from
the Finance Committee in relatiGn to
House billll40.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
SUMMARY oF H .

R.

1140,

85TH

CoNGRESS

The proposed leglsla tlon will grant to reservists, enlisted and officer alike, a prlvllege
that Is now applicable only to regulars. The
advantage, of course, Is that a person who can
draw compensation or pension from the Veterans' Administration Is allowed to exclude
that compensation or pension from his Income for tax purposes whereas all retirement pay, other than retirement pay for
dlsabUity, Is taxable.
In the event the proposed legislation becomes law, regulars and reserves alike, who
qualify for retired or retirement pay, and who
are eligible to receive pensions or compensation from the Veterans' Administration, will
be allowed to receive that compensation or
pension from the Veterans' Administration,
which Is not taxable, and waive a like amount
In retired pay. This benefit will not increase
the amount of pension or compensation they
will receive from the Government but w1ll
reduce their taxable Income.
The bUl adds to the existing list four new
groups, namely, reservists not retired for disability, Public Health Service, Coast Guard,
and Coast and Geodetic Survey Service. Hospital and burial benefits would be granted
to a limited number who would take veterans' Administration compensation.
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amendment to be proposed, the question
is on the third reading and passage of
the bill.
The bill was ordered to a. third reading, read the third time, and passed.
ESTABLISHMENT OF POSTAL STATIONS AT CAMPS, POSTS, OR STATIONS OF THE ARMED FORCES
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
as unanimous consent that the senate
proceed to the consideration of Calendar
1421, House bill 4815.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
will be stated by title for the information of the Senate.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A bill (H. R.
4815) to provide permanent authority
for the Postmaster General to establish
postal stations at camps, posts, or stations of the armed forces, and at defense or other strategic installations, and
for other purposes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request of the Senator
from Montana?
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the bill.
Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina.
Mr. President, under authority of section
1 of the act of March 10, 1952, the Post•
master General could establish postal
stations at military camps or at other
strategic installations. However, that
authority expired on March 10, 1957. In
the interest of more efficient and economical operation of postal facilities
necessary to serve installations of the
Armed Forces, both the Post Office Department and the Department of Defense asked that the authority be renewed and continued on a permanent
basis. The bill will accomplish this purpose.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The b!ll
is open to amendment. If there be no
amendment to be proposed, the question
is on the third reading and passage of
the bill.
The b!ll was ordered to a third reading, read the third time, and passed.

INCREASED MAINTENANCE ALLOW.
ANCE FOR RURAL CARRIERS
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent for the present
consideration of Calendar 1441, Senate ,
bill 3050.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
will be stated by title for the information
of the Senate.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A bill (S.
3050) to increase the equipment maintenance allowance for rural carriers, and
for other purposes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request of the Senator
from Montana?
There being no objection, the Senate
proceded to consider the bill, which had
been reported from the Committee on
Post Office and Civil Service with an
amendment, on page 1, line 10, after the
numeral "(2) ", to strike out "$4.50" and
insert "$3.50", so as to make the bill read:
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
Be it enacted, etc., That section 609 (a)
is open to amendment. If there be no of the Postal Field Service Compensation
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Act or 1955 (69 Stat. 128; 39 U.S. 0 . 1009) Is
amended to read as follows:
"SEc. 609.(a) In addition to the compen•
sation provided In the Rural Carrier Schedule, each rural carrier shall be paid for equip·
ment maintenance a sum equal to (1) 11
cents per mile for each mile or major fraction of a m!le scheduled or (2) $2.50 per day,
whichever is greater. In addition to the allowance provided by the preceding sentence,
the Postmaster General may pay such
amount as he determines to be fair and reasonable, not In excess or $2.50 per day, to
rural carriers entitled to additional compensation under section 302 (c) of this act for
serving heav!ly patronized routes. Payment
for such equipment maintenance shall be
made at the same periods and 1n the same
manner as payments o! regular compensation."
SEc. 2. There are hereby authorized to be
appropriated, out of any money In the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums as
may be necessary to carry out the provisions
of this act.
SEc. 3. The amendment made by the first
section of this act shall take ell'ect on the
first day of the first pay period which shall
begin more than 30 days after enactment o!
this act.

Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina.
Mr. President, the bill would increase

the basic equipment allowance for rural
carriers of the Post Office Department to
11 cents per mile from the present rate of
9 cents per mile, and as amended provides a minimum allowance of $3.50 per
day. In actual operation, this means
that a rural carrier with a route of 32
miles or less would receive the $3.50
minimum allowance, whereas carriers
with routes in excess of 32 miles would
receive 11 cents per mile.
Present law provides that in addition
to the basic allowance of 9 cents per mile
carriers serving heavily patronized routes
may be given an extra amount which, together with the mileage allowance, will
not exceed a total of $3 per day. In other
words, a rural carrier serving a route of
less than 33 miles deemed by the Post
Office Department to be heavily patronized, receives the basic 9 cents per mile
and may be given an additional allowance which will not increase his total
equipment allowance to more than $3 per
day. This limitation prevents a rural
carrier having a route of 33 miles or over
from receiving any additional allowance
even though he is serving a route deemed
to be heavily patronized because his basic
mileage allowance is in excess of the $3
ceiling.
The bill would change existing law in
this regard by providing that the Postmaster General may give rural carriers
an allowance of not to exceed $2.50 per
day for serving routes deemed to be
heavily patronized without regard to the
basic mileage allowance.
The equipment allowance for rural
carriers has not been inc~;eased since
1951. Since that time the cost of automobiles has increased over 30 percent;
repairs over 60 percent; license and other
taxes in excess of 40' percent; insurance
approximately 30 percent; gasoline and
oil some 20 percent; and, other operating
costs proportionately.
Rural carriers are required to provide
adequate vehicles to perform their daily
duties. Convincing testimony was presented during public hearings indicating

that the current allowance falls short of
l'eimbursing carriers for their actual expenses incurred in owning and operating
equipment necessary to the performance
of their assigned duties. The result is
that rural carriers are currently subsidizing the Government by furnishing
and operating their vehicles at annu<tl
losses running from $200 to $500 per
annum.
Public hearings were held on February
7, 1958. Several Senators and Representatives testified in support of the bill.
Also, favorable testimony was received
from representatives of all interested employees groups. The Post Office Department appeared in opposition to the bill
until such time as it might survey the
matter. However, the committee suggests that further surveys are not necessary.
The Post Office Department estimated
that the bill, as introduced, would increase expenditures by some $13 million
annually but that, as amended, the cost
would amount to $11,200,000 annually.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the committee
amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. JOHNSTON of SOuth Carolina.
Mr. President, I believe the Senator from
Texas has a statement he wishes to
make.
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the RECORD at this point as a part of
my remarks a statement showing increases in the cost of automobile tires,
gasoline, repairs, taxes, depreciation, and
insurance since the last increase, in 1951.
The statement shows an average increase of a considerable percentage
above the increase requested in the bill.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
STATEMENT BY SENATOR YARBOROUGH

An Increase in equipment maintenance allowance or rural carriers is long overdue.
There has been no Increase since 1951 In
spite of the !act that there has been an Increase In costs since 1951 as follows: automoblles, 30 percent; gas and oll, 18 percent;
tires, 30 percent; repairs, 75 percent; license
and taxes, 42 percent; and Insurance, 27
percent. This bill provides for an Increase
or only 2 cents per mlle, which amounts to
only about 22 percent.
A national survey among rural carriers
shows an average vehicle CO&t per mile of 11.3
cents. The Post Office Department's costs
for 1956, as shown 1n the 1956 report, were
12 cents per mile for mounted route vehicle
service. Comparable figures are not available
for 1957, but the Postmaster General stated
In his report that vehicle costs had risen due
to Increased taxes on gasoline and tires. His
report also showed an average 10-percent increase In the costs o! replacement parts.
The American Automoblle Association recently completed studies which indicated
that for an average annual mileage of 5,000
miles, the cost per mile Is 16.4 cents; for an
average annual mileage of 10,000 mlles, the
cost wlll average 10 cents per mlle; and !or
a 20,000 annual mlleage, It will average 7
cents per mlle. This study Is !or normal
driving. Rural carriers travel over all types
or roads, In all kinds of weather, and they
make an average of 300 stops per day. By
actual iest, the rural carrier uses twice the
normal amount of gasoline per mile and he
obtains only hal! the normal mileage from

his tires. His repairs are high, and the de·
preciation on his car is higher. Many automobile dealers are not interested in trading
for his automobile, because they know of the
hard operating conditions.
The rural carrier is faced with a double·
barreled dllemma In attempting to maintain
adequate equipment. I! he trades models·
frequently in order to avoid high repair
bills, he is hit by a sharp depreciation loss
which on a national average will be at least
$635 per annum on any of the three lowest
priced cars. I! he does not trade, he Is then
subjected to frequent expensive repairs. He
cannot avoid the costs and he cannot beat
them.

Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
I also ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the RECORD at this point as
a part of my remarks a statement entitled "Fact Sheet on Rurai Carriers'
Equipment Maintenance Allowance."
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
REcoRD, as follows:
Fact sheet on rural carriers' equi pment
maintenance allowance
Cents

National survey among rural carriers
shows average vehicle cost per mile

In 1957--------------------------- 1 11. 3
Post Office Department's own vehicle
costs !or moun ted deli very service
in 1957--------------------------- '12
1 Survey conducted by National Rura l Letter Carriers' Associatlon. Reports taken
from 1957 income-tax returns of Individual
rural carriers.
• Post Office Department motor vehicle
service cost accounting, 8th period, January 12-February 8, 1957-statement 4.
Yet rural carriers drive over 50 percent of
the unimproved roads In the country. On
the Improved roads, they constantly drive on
the shoulder, berm, or In the ditch In servIng rural patrons. Mounted routes are prln·
clpally on city streets.
Although the Government secures its vehicles on a tleet purchase plan, pays no
excise taxes, carries no Insurance, and has
no licensing fees, rural carriers can operate
their private vehicles at a Jesser cost than
the Government operates mounted delivery.
(Comparable Y.-ton units)
A rural carrier can actually operate his
vehicle more economically because he has a
personal interest In the maintenance o! his
vehicle and constantly works to keep costs
down. This is a benefit to both himself and
the Government.
Summary
ACTUAL COSTS

Post Office Department-owned vehicle
(mounted route) per mlle _______ '$0.12
Post Office Department-owned vehicle
(mounter route) per day_________ '5.36
RURAL CARRIERS' REQUEST AND NEED

Vehicle per mile------------------·
Vehicle per daY----------------·--·
(whichever is greater)

0 . 11
3. 50

'Post Office Department motor vehicle service cost accounting, 8th period, January 12February 8, 1957-statement 4.

Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the RECORD at this point an editorial
entitled "Auto Liability Rates Still
Climb," found on page 149 of the National Rural Letter Carrier for March 15,
1958.
There being no objection, the edit6rial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
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How IDea THE MooN?-AUTO LtABn.ITY RATES
STILL CLIMB

[From the National Rural Letter Carrier!
Various newspaper and Industry reports In·
dlcate that auto liability lwrurance rates,
which have been climbing steadily since
1956, are destined to go higher stlll In 1958.
In some areas, auto owners wlll be called
upon to pay up to 35 percent more for their
insurance coverage.
The Wall Street Journal, in a front page
article In their issue o! March 6, set forth
many facts on the outlook !or costlier auto
Insurance. This article stated: "The reason
for the relentless rate rise, the Insurance men
say, Is simple enough: Even with the sharp
Increases o! the past year or so, most companies are stlll losing money on au to
insurance.
"The America Fore Group, !or example,
reports it cost nearly '14 mUllan more to
settle auto Insurance claims ln 1957 than It
collected on premiums on such policies.
Continental Casualty Co. last year sutrered
Its first underwriting loss In 22 years, attributing It directly to Its auto Insurance
division.
The amount of Increase wlll vary widely
!rom area to area, although It is expected
that auto llablllty Insurance rates wlll go up
In every State.
Many rural carriers, In submitting cost
data In substantiation of an equipment
allowance Increase, give this office a !actual
report on the sharp rise already effected
during 1957. This Is but one area o! costs
Which has been jumping by leaps and
bounds, and which has made most necessary
action of the Congress to raise the allowance
paid carriers !or delivering the mall.
The rural carriers of the Nation have demonstrated that they are safe drivers, as evidenced by the thousands of safety drl vlng
awards being given them on the basis of
their record of safe driving. In addition,
competition among fieets of vehicles has repeatedly shown that rural carriers as a group
are among the safest group o! drivers In the
Nation. Regardless o! this safety record, as
a group, however, every rural carrier Is going
to pay the Increased Insurance rates made
necessary by the cllrnblng cost o! repairs, for
accident damage, !or the bigger jury awards
and settlements In damage suits, and for the
rising hospital and medical costs which have
also sharply affected the claim settlements.
This cllrllblng cost o! repairs Is definitely
putting up the Insurance rates. Likewise,
this same area of costs Is glvlng the rural
carrier a double-barreled kick In the pocketbook because he Is also suffering the sharp
repair costs Incident to normal maintenance
a.nd upkeep.
An equipment allowance Increase is a
must.

Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the RECORD at this point an editorial
entitled "Car Depreciation Costs Up,"
published in the National Rural Letter
Carrier for MaJich 22, 1958.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
CAR DEPRECIATION COSTS UP
The District o! Columbia division o!
the American Automoblle Association announced on March 14, 1958, that the typical
car owner's blJI !or driving 10,000 miles annually will run about $75 higher this year
than It did a year ago. It further pointed
out that the average yearly .!ncrease between
1953 and 1957 waa $29. The largest single
Increase In the cost of owning a car Is In
depreciation, and on the cheaper models
It amounts to $565. So says the A.AA. The
Nation's rural carriers will be among the
first to acknowledge the truth a.nd !act o!
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this report by the Nation's largest automobile association.
This is but a further !actual demonstration o! the Increased C06ts which make an
Increase In a rural carrier's equipment allowance absolutely necessary.

section of Texas and my allowance of et,324.5S
for 1956 lacked $259.16 o! covering my expenses. In 1957 this deficit Increased to
'326.12. This large and growing deficit
forces us to pay the d!Jference from our
alreadl, Inadequate salaries.
Know you
agree this unfair situation should be corMr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President, rected.
I ask unanimous consent to have printed
Sincerely yours,
in the RECORD at this point statements
DECK M. MOORE,

from various rural letter carriers, including a telegram from the president of the
Texas Rural Letter Carriers Association,
Oakwood, Tex.
There being no objection, the statements were ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
From a letter to Senator RALPH YAR•
BOROUGH, February 5, 1958, from Mr. B. T,
Martin, Rural Route No.1, Diana, Tex.:
"This Is my personal standing o! my
equipment allowance for 1957. I want to
state In the beginning that I am one of the
most fortunate carriers that I know of. I
have a 43-mlle route with all paved and olled
roads except 1 mile of gravel and It still cost
me $330 more to operate last year than my
equipment allowance o! 9 cents p!Ud me.
Take $330 from my salary, $3,931, which
leaves $3,601. After 6 percent Is paid !or
retirement, It leaves me $3,365.14 to feed a.nd
clothe a famlly of 5."
(Mr. Martin's weekly salary Is only $64.71,
because o! the above.)
VALLEY MILLS, TEX., March 30, 1957,
Senator RALPH YARBOROUGH,
Senate Office Building:

Since last Increase In equipment allowance
!or rural carriers ln 1"951 cost o! malnta,.n!ng
our cars have Increased !rom 30 to 40 percent. Thousands of rural carriers are suffering losses o! several hundred dollars
annually In maintaining their equipment.
An Increase In equipment allowance is
urgently needed.
BuN RALEY,

Past President National Rural
Letter Carriers Association.

STATEMENT OF EuGENE J. LYONS, POST OFFICE
DEPARTMENT IN A LETTER TO SUBCOMMITTEE
CHAIRMAN CHURCH ON S. 3050
The Department is persuaded that a minimum dally allowance o! some amount is
proper, In recognition o! the fact that certain
fixed vehicle costs are Incurred IrrespectivE>
o! the length of the route. Our studies point
to the conclusion that a minimum dally allowance of $3.50 would provide reimbursement to the rural carriers on the shorter
routes not only !or that portion o! the fixed
cost which Is attributable to official use of
the vehicle, but also !or expenses Incurred
In the operation o! the vehicle while on the
route.
STATEMENT OF THE BUREAU OF THE BUDGET ON
RURAL CARRIERS EQUTPMENT ALLoWANCE
The Bureau of the Budget supports the
position taken by the Post Office Department
In the attached letter recommending 10 cents
per mile or a minimum o! $3.50. Therefore
need Is accepted. Only difference Is In the
11 cents.
PALESTINE, TEx., March 30,1958.
Senator RALPH YARBOROUGH,
Senate Office Building,
WashingtO?t, D. 0.:

Sincerely appreciate your continued support o!. long past due and fully justifiable
Increased equipment allowance !or rural
carriers. The large and continuing rise In
costs and maintenance o! our vehicles since
our last raise In equipment allowance In
1951 is an accepted fact. Conditions on my
54-mile route are about average for this

President, Texas Rural Letter Carriers AssociatiO?t, Oakwood, Tex.

Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina.
Mr. President, the committee was unanimous in its approval of the bill. It found
that rural letter carriers incur an addi~
tiona! expense, as compared with other
Government employees, by reason of the
fact that they stop and start so much.
They stop at every mail box, as Senators
know.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on the engrossment and third
reading of the bill.
The bill._ was ordered to be engrossed
for a thircf'reading, read the third time,
and passed.
PUBLIC FACILITY LOAN PROGRAM
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the Senate
proceed to the consideration of the socalled Fulbright community facilities
bill, Senate bill 3497.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
will be stated by title for the information
of the Senate.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A bill (S. 3497) •
to expand the public facility loan program of the Commlmity Facilities Ad~
ministration of the Housing and Home
Finance Agency, and for other purposes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request of the Senator
from Montana?
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the bill, which had
been reported from the Committee on
Banking and Currency, with amend~
ments.
DISCONTINUANCE OF PURCHASE
OF DOMESTIC ZINC
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, the
Office of Defense Mobilization this morn~
ing, March 31, announced that it was.
as of today, discontinuing the purchase
of domestic zinc under the purchase program announced about a year ago.
Purchases by the ODM during the last
4 months have been as follows:
December 1957, 10,000 tons.
January 1958, 10,000 tons.
February 1958, 8,152 tons.
March 1958, 6,000 tons.
With the heavy stocks of zinc now on
hand it is reasonable to assume that
there is will be a further break in the
price of zinc in the near future.
Along the same line, a week ago there
was a meeting of the Western Conference of Senators, in which the metal
situation was discussed. I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the
RECORD at this point a release from the
office of the distinguished senior senator
from Montana [Mr. MURRAY] this morning, together with resolutions adopted
unanimously by the Conference of West~
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ern Senators on March 21, 1958, and letters to Hon. Edgar B. Brossard, Chairman of the Tariff Commission, from the
senior Senator from Montana, and
the Senator from Utah [Mr. BENNETT];
also a letter to the President of the
United States, signed by the chairman
of the Conference, the senior Senator
from Montana.
There being no objection, the statements and letters were ordered to be
printed in the REcoRD, as follows:
NEWS RELEASE BY SENATOR MURRAY

The United States Tariff Commission has
been urged to expedite its report and recommendations In the pending lead-zinc tariff
case by the conference of western Senators,
It was revealed today by Senator JAMES E.
MuRRAY, Democrat, of Montana, cochairman
of the bipartisan western group.
In a resolution adopted by the conference,
Senator MuRRAY said, the Tariff Commission
"Is urged to discharge expeditiously Its administrative duties by rendering Its report
and recommendations In the lead-zinc case
so that mockery Is not made of an administrative procedure designed to avoid, as far
as possible, and end distress being suffered
by American Industries."
The case has been pending before the
Commission since September 27 of last year
when the emergency lead-zinc committee
of the combined Industry tiled Its petition
praying tor tariff relief under the escape
clause provision of the Reciprocal Trade
Agreements Act.
The resolution adopted by the Conference
of Western Senators declares "It Is Inconsistent with the Intent of the Congress when
It enacted the escape-clause provisions of
existing laws and also against the best pubJ!c Interest !or the Tariff CommiSsion to
require so much time to make Its report and
recommendations In a matter of such grave
import."
The domestic lead and zinc mines have
been operated for many months at greatly
curtailed levels, some having entirely closed
down, with thousands of workers unemployed, as a result of drastic price reductions Involving both lead and zinc metals
brought about, Senator MURRAY stated, "by
fiood!ng of the American market with
cheaply produced foreign Imports."
The resolution addressed to the Tariff
Commision points out that on September
28, 1957, 2 days after the Industry petition
was tiled, President Eisenhower communicated with the Commission and urged that
the Commission take all proper steps to
expedite Its Investigations and to Issue Its
report as soon as consistent with a conscientious discharge of Its duties under the
law."
"As long ago as November 26," Senator
MURRAY said, "the Tariff Commission concluded Its hearings In this case. I and my
colleagues feel there has been more than ample time for the Commission to reach Its
decision. Each day of delay sees a worsenIng of conditions In the Industry, increasing
~memployment, and crystallization of opposition to extension of the Trade Agreements
Act In the absence of proper and prompt
exercise of administrative procedures provided tor In the act."

under the escape clause provisions of existing laws; and
Whereas on September 28, 1957, the President of the United States did address a letter
to the said Tariff Commission ln respect to
the Lead-Zinc case, urging that "the Commission take all proper steps to expedite its
Investigations and to Issue Its report as soon
as consistent with a conscientious discharge
of Its duties under the Jaw"; and
Whereas on November 19-26 hearings were
held by the Tariff Commission on the petition of the Industry for tariff rellef but so
far, 4 months later, no report has been rendered ln the matter; and
Whereas It ls inconsistent with the intent
of the Congress when lt enacted the escape
clause provisions of existing laws and also
against the publlc Interest for the ~arlff
Commission to require so much time to make
Its report and recommendations In a matter
of such grave Import: Now, therefore, It ls
Resolved, That the Tarur Commission is
urged to discharge expeditiously Its administrative duties by rendering its report and
recommendations In the Lead-Zinc case so
that mockery Is not made of an administrative procedure designed to avoid, as far as
possible, and end economic distress being
suffered by American industries.
MARCH 31, 1958.

Hon. EDGAR B. BRossARD,
Chairman, Tariff Commission,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. CHAmMAN: Attached herewith
please find a copy of a resolution addressed
to the Tariff Commission which has been
unanimously adopted by the Conference of
Western Senators.
I earnestly urge that the Commission give
the most serious consideration to the plea
contained therein in the realization that ours
is a bipartisan group gravely concerned with
the plight of this Important segment of the
domestic economy, with the effectiveness of
administrative procedure set up by the Congress, and the effect further delay wUI have
on consideration of the proposed extension
o! the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act.
Sincerely yours,

------.

Co-Chairman, Conference of Western
Senators.

MARcH 31, 1958.

The PRESIDENT,
The Wh.tte House,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: Attached please tlnd,
for your consideration, copies of a resolution addressed to the Tarl1f Commission In
respect to the Lead-Zinc case now pending
before It, unanimously adopted by the Conference of Western Senators, and of my leiter
transmitting the resolution to Chairman
Brossard, and of a news release by me today.
Sincerely yours,
JAMES E. MUR!tAT,

Chairman.

TAX REDUCTION AND UNEMPLOY·
MENT
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, In
February some of us proposed that there
be put into effect almost immediately a
tax cut to release purchasing power and
stimulate a revival from the recession.
RESOLUTION ADOPTED UNANIMOUSLY BY TKE We were told that we should wait until
CONFERENCE OF W1'.6TEaN SENATORS ON
March, to see what the unemployment
MARCH 21, 1958
figures would be for that month.
Whereas, the Nation's domestic lead and
In March it developed that unemployzinc producing Industries are, and have been,
In Increasing dire economic straits tor more ment had increased between the middle
of
January and the middle of February
than a year; and
Whereas on SepWrn.ber 27, 1957, the emer- by a very large figw·e, indeed.
gency lead-zinc committee did file wit!\
Once again some of us urged that we
the United State Tariff Commission a peti- should immediately put into effect a tax
tion prayin~ tor a hearing and tari.II relle! reduction. We were told then that we

March 31.

should wait until the middle of April,
when the census of unemployment for
March 15 would be made available, and
that therefore it was inopportune to put
a tax cut into effect at that time.
Senators may remember, further, that
the bill of the Senator from Illinois proposing a tax cut of $5.2 billion was quite
unmercifully "clobbered" and defeated
by a vote of 71 to 14, and that later in
the day the bill of the distinguished
junior Senator from Texas [Mr. YARBOROUGH] proposing a decrease in the
income tax of approximately $6 billion,
was defeated by almost the same margin.
It is now said that we should most
certainly wait until the middle of April;
and there are voices heard to the effect
that we should really wait until May.
I do not think it Is necessary for us to
wait until the middle of ~pril to know
what has happened during the month
of March so far as unemployment Is
concerned.
UNEMPLOYMENT WORSENS FROM FEBRUARY
MARCH

TO

We know now that conditions went
downhill between the middle of February and the middle of March. We know
this fact from the weekly figures of
insured unemployment, which are issued
by the United States Department of
Labor. The record will show that in the
past the Senator from Illinois has been
able to predict in advance what the
census figures would be for the middle
of the month from the statistics of insured unemployment for that week.
In brief, in the past the number listed
by the Department of Labor as amongst
the Insured unemployed has been approximately 63 percent of the total number of unemployed, as revealed later by
the United States Census Bureau. This
is because the statistics of insured unemployment do not include those in
covered occupations, do not include
those who are still in the waiting period,
and are therefore not eligible for the
payment of benefits and finally--and extremely important, Mr. President-those
who have exhausted their claimed benefits and are still unemployed but are
not entitled to compensation under the
unemployment compensation laws.
In the past this ratio of 63 percent
has been relatively steady, with some
variations. Therefore, it has been possible for the Senator from Illinois from
month to month to predict In advance
what the figures of total unemployment
would be when issued by the Census
Bureau.
The Senator from Illinois predicted
in February that the January figures for
unemployment would be almost precisely 4% million. Sure enough, that is what
they turned out to be. In March he predicted that the statistics of the Census
Bureau would show 5.2 million unemployed. Sure enough, that is what they
turned out to be precisely.
PREDICTION OF MARCH TOTAL UNEMPLOYED
FIGURE

I am now ready to make a prediction,
several weeks in advance of the time
that the Census Bureau is going to issue
its figures, as to what the unemployment
figure will be for the middle of March
when announced in the middle of April,
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fMr KUCHEL] be added as cosponsors
with me of Senate Joint Resolution 135,
which provides for the construction by
the Department of the Interior, of a fullscale demonstration plant for the production, from the sea or other saline
waters, of water suitable for agricultural,
industrial, municipal, or other beneficial
consumptive uses.
Hearings were held on the joint resolution on March 20 and 21 by the Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation of the Senate Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs.
The hearings developed the urgency of
the need for expediting demonstrations
of the most economical processes for desalting sea water for the benefit of coastal
cities where population and industry requi:rements for water are mushrooming.
This is particularly true of southern California coastal cities.
No less pressing are the needs for
demonstrating the most economical
means of treating brackish water in the
Nation's interior areas, for municipal,
agricultw·al, and industrial uses.
We were somewhat taken aback by the
unwillingness of the Department of the
Interior and the Bureau of the Budget to
recognize the need for early solution of
the problems involved in demonstrating
the most economical methods of turning
vast water resources to potable uses.
However, we believe that, when the facts
developed at the hearings are read and
digested, delaying tactics will be obliterated, and greater support will come from
all sources.
We expect early consideration of
Senate Joint Resolution 135 by the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,
with a view to laying the problem before
the Senate in the form of an amended
resolution.
In order that the Senate may have a
concise view of the Nation's water problem, I ask unanimous consent to insert
in the RECORD at the conclusion of my
remarks a tabulation prepared from official sources of past, present, and future
water consumption in the several categories of major uses. The tabulation was
prepared by the Corps of Engineers,
United States A:rmy, from a Department
of Commerce report in 1956.
There being no objection, the table was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:
l'oitl'd
~taWs
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The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection. the names of the Senator from
South Dakota [Mr. CASE] and the Senator from California [Mr. KucHELl will

be added as cosponsors of the joint resolution, as requested by the Senator from
New Mexico.
ADDRESSES, EDITORIALS, ARTICLES, ETC., PRINTED IN THE APPENDIX

On request, and by unanimous consent, addresses, editorials, articles, etc.,
were ordered to be printed in the Appendix, as follows:
By Mr. HUMPHREY:
Article entitled "Public Health: A Cause
In Common," written,. by him, and published
In Today magazine for April 1958.
By WILEY:
Statement by Francis 0. Wilcox, Assistant
Secretary of State for International Organization Affairs, concerning United Nations
Children's Fund, before Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations, April 1, 1958.
Articles from New York Times of March
30, 1958, dealing with hospitality extended
to traveling Americans by Individual foreigners In their own homes.
Article from Milwaukee Journal of March
30, 1958, regarding conference on urban and
suburban planning sponsored by Association
of Wisconsin Planners.
By Mr. BARRETT:
Remarks of the Honorable J. Sinclair Armstrong, Assistant Secretary of the Navy, on
the occasion of the detachment or Chief
Yeoman Charles L. Mlller, United States
Navy, for assignment to officer candidate
school.
By Mr. NEUBERGER:
Statement on the chrome mining Industry,
made by Mr. Hollis Dole, director, Oregon
State Department of Geology and Mineral
Industries, before the Subcommittee on Minerals, Materials. and Fuels, of the Senate
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,
on March 28, 1958. •
Editorial on protection of migratory salmon fisheries, published In the Astorlan
Budget, of Astoria, Oreg., on March 26, 1958.
By Mr. GORE:
Editorial entitled "The Monroney Loan
Plan," published In the Commercial Appea.l
of March 23, 1958; and editorial entitled
"Capital for the World," published In the
Des Moines Register of March 24, 1958.
By Mr. MARTIN of Iowa:
Editorial entitled "Better Farm Prices,"
from the Washington Evening Star of Monday, March 31, 1958.
By Mr. PROXMIRE:
Resolution by Chippewa County Farmers
Union of Wisconsin protesting reduction of
dairy support prices.
Editorial entitled "We Oppose April 1 Dairy
Cuts," published In the April 1958 Issue of
the Farm Journal, protesting reduction of
dairy price supports.
Letter from Mrs. Alvin G. Brooks, of West
Allis, Wis., pointing out what a recession
does to the purchasing power and consuming patterns of Americans.
Excerpts from letter addressed to Senator
PROXMIRE by Mr. R. H. Shreve, principal, Arrowhead High School, Hartland, Wis., regarding advice on school problems.
By Mr. GOLDWATER:
Article by Marvin Allsky, chairman of the
department of mass communications at Arizona State College, Tempe, Ariz., on the history or 100 years of journalism in Arizona.
By Mr. MORTON:
Article entitled "Pulling Together for
Progress," written by E. J. Neslus, associate
extension director for Kentucky, published
In the March 1958 Issue of Extension Service
Review.
Article entitled "Kentucky's Area Approach
In Rural Development," written by Mr. Mike
Duff, coordinator, special extension programs,
and Mr. Forrest Esham, coordinator, voca-
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tiona! services, Kentucky, published In the
March 1958 Issue of Extension Service Review.
By Mr. LANGER:
GTA Dally Radio Roundup, broadcast on
March 27, 1958, by the Farmers Union Grain
Terminal Association of St. Paul, Minn.
By Mr. HRUSKA:
Article entitled "Confiscated Property: Is
It Christian?" written by William Van•t Hof,
published In the Church Herald, Grand
Rapids, Mich., of February 28, 1958.
By Mr. CARLSON:
Editorial entitled "Balance the Economy," published In the Smith County
Pioneer, Smith Center, Kans., of March 27,
1958.

By Mr. SPARKMAN:
Article entitled "What 200.000 Homes Mean
to Business," written by Sylvia Porter, published In a recent article.
By Mr. SMATHERS:
Article entitled "Old Ties Weaken In Latin
America," written by Marquis Childs, published In a recent edition of the Washington
Post and Times Herald.

ROY H. GLOVER
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, last
night a friend of many years' standing,
Roy H. Glover, chairman of the board
of the Anaconda Co., passed to his reward.
Roy Glover was born in Washington
State, and was educated in Washington
and in Oregon; he came to Montana as
a young man, and made his mark in life
in our State. Not only was he a son of
Montana, but he was also closely identified with the entire Northwest, and, for
that matter, with the entire United
States.
He was a man who understood the
responsibilities of big business and, at
the same time, understood the other fellow's point of view. He thought of both
his stockholders and his employees, but
at the same time he thought little of
himself. He believed in the cause of
unionism, and during his career he endeavored to iron out differences, reach
equitable understandings, and bring
. about a better relationship between the
company he represented and the people
it employed.
His philosophy was well stated in a
paragraph of the speech he delivered before the 53d annual convention of the
International Union of Mine, Mill, and
Smelter Workers, in Denver, Colo., on
March 12. In that speech he said:
We, In Anaconda, believe In unionism.
As a matter of fact, Butte, which Is the
birthplace of Anaconda, has always been a
union town; and we would not have It
otherwise. This long experience goes back
even Into the last century, with the predecessors of your union, and to a time when
those who brought unionism Into the steel
Industry and the automobile Industry were
not yet even little boys In knee breeches.
Ot course, we have had our trials and our
tribulations and our problems which at
times seemed Insoluble. However, we have
learned that so long as difficulties remain
In the realm. of problems, men of good will
can find solutions. So long as we approach
our problems from this standpoint, we have
a good chance of preventing them from developing Into real troubles.

I The address which Roy Glover delivered at the annual convention of the
Mine, Mill, and Smelter Workers was
the address of an Industrial and business
statesman. He was aware of the facts
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cost o! the center will not exceed $25,000
and the center will serve a rural area having
a population not In excess of 15,000, the application may be approved without regard
to the foregoing limitations In this subsection If the center will provide services otherwise unavailable in such area."

The statem ent presented
P AYNE is as follows:

by

STATEMENT BY SENATOR PAYNE

Mr.

I t seems only fair and reasonable that
people In r ural areas-there are some 54
million of them who IIve In towns of less than
2,500---'-should b e entitled to the same consideration for day-to-day medical care as are
their con temporaries who live in urban areas.
Furthermore, It Is the established purpose of
the Hill-Burton Act to provide medical facilities where they are most needed. It Is the
rural communities which are often without
any such facilities whatsoever. It Is these
communities. th~refore, which most need
such services. As long as Hill-Burton funds
do not reach them, the program Is not accomplishing Its purpose.
It Is an estsbllshed fact that somewhere
between 85 and 90 percent of the medical
problems arising In rural areas can be
handled In a diagnostic treatment facility of
the type envisioned by the bill I have introduced.
At the present time a minor
catastrophy, such as a fractured wrist, In a
community of let us say 2.500 In Maine would
require the physician to drive probably 25
miles to the nearest hospital for the patient
to be X-rayed and have the necessary anesthetic before the doctor could reduce the
fracture. The physician would then return
to his hometown, and In all probability bring
his patient wlth him. In this little saga,
the physician has spent at least 2 hours actIng as a chauffeur and about 20 minutes
being an M. D. Young physicians who have
received today•s type of medical education
are not interested In being three-quarters
chauffeur and one-quarter doctor, and I think
that none of us here today want or expect
them to be.
The basic purpose of the bill I am Introducing today Is to provide day-to-day
medical care for people in rural areas. To
do this, we have to attract good, young,
well-trained physicians to the area. In order to attract them, we must have a facility
In which they can practice. By the time a
doctor finishes his medical training, he is
broke, his parents are broke, and his total
assets are probably a new bride and a very
old car. Is It any wonder that he Is not

I n 1946 Congress enacted a measure which
since then has contributed Immeasurably
to the welfare of the Nation. This was the
Hospital Survey and Construction Act,
commonly known as the Hill-Burton Act.
The purpose of this legislation was to meet
the nationwide need for new hospitals and
other health facilities by making It possible
for the Federal Government to share with
the States some of the financial burden for
hospital construction programs. Since 1947
almost $3 billion have been expended by
both Federal and State Governments under
the provisions of the Hill-Burton Act. Of
that amount, the Federal Government's
share has been $933 million. In Maine alone
$18,219,000 have been spent under the act
with the Federal Government sharing over
$7 ml!llon of that amount.
Hill-Burton projects have Included not
only the construction of new hospitals or additions to existing ones, but also the construction o! diagnostic centers, nursing
homes, rehabilitation facilities, and state
health laboratories. In Maine one or the
many projects which could be cited was the
$3,250,000 fund which was raised to finance
a new addition to the !4alne General Hospital (now the Maine Medical Center) In
P ortland. Hill-Burton money accounted for
fifty percent of that fund. There Is II ttle
doubt, therefore, that the Hl!l-Burton Act
has played a vital role In helping States
provide better health facilities for their expanding populations. Needless to say, however, the job Is far from done.
A rather serious weakness has been detected In the H!ll-Burton Act as It now interested in moving out into a community
stands. According to Its provisions, Federal of 800 or 900 people and borrowing anywhere
assistance to hospital construction can be from $20,000 to $50,000 to set up a facility
given only I! the facilities to be built are to In which he can practice when all of this
be administered by a public authority, such Is available to him In large cities without
as a State, city, or town, or If the facilities any Investment on his part? I am not sayto be built are to be owned and operated Ing here that the rural facilities we build
by a nonprofit private association or corpora-· be free to the practicing physicians In those
tlon, such as a hospital. These restrictions areas. Physicians will have to pay rental
have greatly hampered attempts to construct charges for their use. But at least, the
much need diagnostic and treatment clinics facilities must be built and only GovernIn rural areas. The reasons for this are ( 1) ment assistance can cope with this Initial
rural communities are often at the run limit Investment.
of their public debt ceilings and cannot adThe bill I have Introduced will amend the
vance the money necessary for such clinics, Hill-Burton Act and broaden Its application
and (2) private nonprofit associations and in order that Federal funds might be used
corporations are unw!lllng to accept complete to assist rural communl ties to construct
ownership and operation or rural clinics, be- diagnostic and treatment clinics. The bill
cause or the considerable financial and legal will do this by eliminating the present proresponsibilities this entails.
The result, vision that only public authorities or nontherefore, has been that rural Inhabitants In profit private associations or corporations
great need of local health facilities and will- which own and operate such clinics are to
Ing to share In the cost of construction have receive Hill-Burton funds. In other words,
been unable to obtain sponsors. This, In my bill would allow any private nonprofit asturn, has precluded any posolbillty that rural sociation or corporation to obtain Hill-Burton
communities might obtain Federal assistance funds on a matching basis without having
under the Hill-Burton Act.
to own outright or operate the facility to
In a very real sense, rural areas are being be constructed. The association might Indlscrlmlbated against under the existing pro- stead arrange only a contractual relationvisions of the act. Urban communities ship with an existing nonprofit hospital.
essentially have been the only areas to profit
Naturally, there must be safeguards to
from Hill-Burton money. Yet, studies have such a.n accommodation. My bill Includes
shown •hat a very great need exists !or rural these. It limits the amount of Federal
clinics. Not only would such facilities pro- assistance to $25,000, It specifies that only
·vide diagnostic and treatment facilities near areas with populations not exceeding 15,000
at hand to better serve the needs of rural people are eligible for the aid, and It also
Inhabitants and prevent delays which are specifies that such facilities are to be conoften costly, but they would also draw to structed with Hill-Burton funds only I! they
rural communities young physicians who are will provide services not otherwise available
now avoiding such areas because of the lack in the area.
of modern facilities so necessary for the
These restrictions in the bill will eliminate
proper protection of health.
the da.nger that corporate groups or emNo.53--2
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ployee plans wlll monopolize funds for treatment centers, by limiting the grants to $25,000 on a matching basis, and restricting the
facility to a strictly rural area, and the restrictions also eliminate the danger that the
centers will dupllcate and compete with
existing facilities by restricting such facilities only to areas not otherwise provided
with the type of services offered by such
facilities. This bill would be administered
under the regulations of the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare and In
close cooperation with State medical groups,
such as the Hill-Burton Advisory Committees. All the .afeguards, therefore, which
are now part or the Hill-Burton Act would
remain.
This bill, In enacted, would greatly benefit
the Nation by making It more possible for
rural communities everywhere to acquire the
health facilities which they badly need and
are entitled to have. The greatest asset of
any nation is ~ood health. We must make
certain that our health standards are constantly Improved and that our citizens
everywhere-In the cities and on the farmsare assured of modern facilities easily acces..
slble to protect their health In line with the
great advancements being made in medical
research.

Mr. PAYNE. Mr. President, I also
ask unanimous consent that the bill may
lie on the table until noon tomorrow, to
afford all interested Senators an opportunity to cosponsor it.
This is a matter I have discussed for
the last month or so with the senior Senator from Alabama [Mr. HILL] so he is
fully aware of it. It is possible that
much consideration will have to be given
to this particular proposal. Tqerefore,
I felt it desirable to introduce the bill at
this time, so that it might be given consideration in the proper committee.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, the bill will lie on the table, as
requested by the Senator from Maine.
AMENDMENT OF MUTUAL SECURITY
ACT OF 1954-AM.ENDMENT
Mr. MORSE submitted an amendment,
intended to be proposed by him, to the
bill <S. 3318) to amend further the Mutual Security Act of 1954, as amended,
and for other purposes, which was referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations, and ordered to be printed.
COMMUNITY FACILITIES ACT OF
1958-AMENDMENTS
Mr. CASE of New Jersey (for himself,
Mr. JAVITS, and Mr. KUCHEL) submitted
amendments, intended to be proposed by
them, jointly, to the bill <S. 3497) to expand the public facility loan program of
the Community Facilities Administration
of the Housing and Home Finance
Agency, and for other purposes, which
were ordered to lie on the table and to
be printed.
SALINE WATER DEMONSTRATION
PLANTS- ADDITIONAL COSPONSORS OF JOINT RESOLUTION
Mr. ANDERSON.
Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the names
of the distinguished junior Senator from
South Dakota [Mr. CASE] and the distinguished j unior Senator from California.
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of life as they are today, and his gaze
was ever forward and ever beyond the
present. He understood human nature
and human beings, and I think that
those who worked for him and with him
understood the man that Roy Glover
was. His friends will miss him because
of his warm personality, his depth of
human understanding, and his tolerance
and appreciation of the views of others.
Butte, Anaconda, Great Falls, Bonner,
Missoula-all Montana and all the other
States in which his company had mines,
mills, smelters, and fabricating plants
will miss him. His friends are legion;
his good works will remain a monument
to his life; and what he has done will
be long remembered and not soon forgotten. He was a good and a decent
man.
His counsel was sought by industry,
government, and organized labor. He
was honored by all men because of his
humanitarianism, his unfailing courtesy,
his kindness, his consideration, his understanding.
To his wife, Helen, in her hour of
great sorrow, Mrs. Mansfield and I extend our deepest sympathy. We know
that Mrs. Glover contributed greatly to
the success of her husband. We know
that his passing will place a great burden on her. Words, Mr. President, are
really useless to express one's feelings
at a time like this, but they are the only
means we have at our command to mark
the passing of a friend of many years, a
man whom we admired greatly, a man
whose memory we shall always cherish,
and a man whose passing will leave a
void hard to fill. May his soul rest in
peace.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of the address delivered by Mr. Roy H. Glover before the
53d Annual Convention of the International Union of Mine, Mill, and Smelter
Workers, in Denver, Colorado, on March
12, 1958, be incorporated at this point
in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
ANACONDA CHAmMAN, ROY H. GLOVER, SPEAKS
ON COPPER PROBLEMS AT MINE-MILL CON •
VENTION

Following Is the text of the address delivered by Roy H. Glover, chairman of the
board of the Anaconda Co., before the 53d
Convention of the International Union of
Mine, Mlll & Smelter Workers In Denver
Wednesda y morning:
"It is indeed a pleasure and a privilege
for me to appear before this convention with
the opportunity to discuss the problems that
we have in common and the future of the
Industry In which we are all so vitally interested. We ali know that the mining,
smPlt!ng, refining, and fabrication of nonferrous metals production Is fundamental
and basic In our present-day way of life and
civilization, and that no one is engaged in
more important pursuits than we who are
employed in this Industry. It Is for the
purpose of discussing this very Important
subject that I appear before you.
"AI though this Is the first time that I
have appeared on the platform at one of
your conventions, I still feel perfectly at
home. Years of association with members
of this union, and countless days of meetings across the negotiating table with your
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officers and negotiating committees, have
developed acquaintanceshlps and deep and
abiding friendships that I shall always cherIsh.
"The first of these friendships to develop
was with your esteemed president, John
Clark. The beginning of our friendship
must have been 35 years ago at Great Falls,
Mont., where I was a struggllng, young lawyer and John was employed at the Black
Eagle reduction plant of the Anaconda Co.
I recall that there was a special interest we
had in common and in regard to which we
never got tired of talking and exchanging
information, and that was trout fishing on
those magnificent Montana trout streams.
In this connection, I recall one time when
John was called as a juryman on a case I
was trying. The lawyer on the other side
was examining the members of the jury as
to their qua.liflcatlons, including any possible acquaintanceship with my cl!ent and
also with me. He finally came to John, who
stated he did not know the other lawyer's
client and knew nothing about the case
other than what he had heard in the courtroom. The lawyer then asked him whether
he was acquainted with me, to which John
repl!ed, 'Yes; I know him.' The lawyer then
asked how well he knew me and John said,
'Well, I see him occasionally fishing on a
stream.' The lawyer then said, 'Oh, so you
go fishing together, do you?' to which John
repl!ed 'No; we don't.. You see, he is a
bait fisherman and I am a fly fisherman, so
I wouldn't take him fishing with me.'
'Actually, to my own personal knowledge,
John was bragging a Uttle bit because I
hav<; seen him go for grasshoppers when
they wouldn't take a dry fiy. Also, I still
Insist that my fly fishing Is almost as good
as his.
Eventually John became secretary of the
Great Falls Local No. 16 and the Anaconda
Co. became one of my cl!ents. Thereafter
we met officially In many matters and I
gradually developed a feellng of respect and
admiration for his Integrity, his courage,
and his high degree of intelligence that persists with me to this day. It was In this
period of time, also, that I came to know
Larry Mower, who had his training under
John and who succeeded him as secretary
of the Great Falls local. Larry has been a
worthy successor.
And leaving my law practice In Great Falls
and going to Butte, in charge of the company's legal department there, was not an
easy choice. However, we were in the middle of the war and the change alforded an
opportunity for even closer contact and
work with your officers and committees.
Those of you who were in official positions
at that time will recall the protracted labor
negotiations, Invariably followed by hearings
before the Non-ferrous Metals Commission
In Denver, frequently followed by fact findIng committees and participation by the War
Labor Board In Washington. There were
also the labor-management committees
which were finally terminated at the request of the unions, based upon the wise
decision that In such matters there could
not successfully be a division of responsibility.
It was my privilege to actively participate
in all of these matters, as well as In all
subsequent labor negotiations, to the time
I left Montana, finally, In 1~62. When I say
that I am perfectly at home here, you can
well understand from this background that
my many friends here are those with whom
It has been my privilege to negotiate and
discuss mutual problems over a period of
many, many years.
We, in Anaconda, believe in unionism. As
a matter of fact, Butte, which is the birthplace of Anaconda, has always been a union
town and we would not have it otherwise.

This long experience goes back even Into the
last century, with the predecessors of your
union, and to a time when those who
brought unionism Into the steel industry
and the automobile industry were not yet
even little boys in knee breeches. Of
course, we have had our trials and our
tribulations and our problems which at
times seemed insoluble. However, we have
learned that so long as difficulties remain In
the realm of problems, men of good w111 can
find solutions. As long as we approach our
problems from this standpoint, we have a
good chance of preventing them from de veloping Into real troubles.
I believe I should now turn more specifically to the subject that your pres! dent
suggested I discuss, the outlook for copper.
Taking it from the standpoin,t of the long
term, there 1s no question whatsoever, and
on this basis I could say very quickly and
without equivocation that the outlook Is
excellent. With the growing populations
and industrlallzation of the entire world,
there Is no question that copper wm be In
the future, as It has been in the past, in ever
increasing demand. Unfortunately for us
who expend our labor and our capital In the
industry, the Intermediate situation requires
the considers t!on of many factors in order
to arrive at a conclusion. This shorter range
outlook is naturally tied with problems and
these problems are In many Instances in
common with those of lead and zinc.
There are, however, some fundamental
differences in the problems, such as, for instance, that lead and especially zinc are produced In substantial quantities from literally
hundreds of places In the world; whereas
there are relatively few areas In which copper is found.
Also on the basis of present condi tlons In
the Industry, a 4 percent cutolf grade In the
deep-vein copper mining makes It possible
to barely break even at present prices;
whereas in similar zinc mines in the United
States, It Isn't possible to break even with
an 8 percent cutolf point, with zinc at the
present level of around 10 cents per pound.
This means the by-passing and thereby losing forever the grades of ore below the 4 percent and 8 percent, r espectively, and frankly,
this growing world, with Its Increasing demands, can 111 afford such prodigallty.
I am sure you would be interested In
knowing the principal sources of copper that
are used In the United States, and for this
purpose I have chosen the year 1957, which
figures are now available. Those sources
and tonnage are as follows:
Principal copper sources for United States,
1957
[In short tons]
DODlC'~t l r:

~~~~~df;y~=========:::::::::::: l, li~; ~

- - - l, 228,4-10

JANUARY-SEPTEMBER

('h!lp __ ____________________________ _

n
o!i via._
---------------------------Other
wc~lern _____________________ _

180, 194
89, 25-1
35,023
31,1.10
13, 149
3, 278
202

R bodrsln ____________ ----- _________ _
1?nlon of South Africa _____________ _

33, 759
11, 7H5

Au stralia __________________________ _
J1hilippines ________________________ _

12, 555
10,611

____________________________ _
Mexico ____________________________ _
(\~on u da

P('rll
----------------------------·_
C'uba•.
______________________________

Belgian Congo _____________________ _

C"yprus____________________________ _

TurkeY----------------------------Other _____________________________ _

352, 2ao

8, 5il
67, OU5

6, 662
2, 127
705

32, r.r.o-

Total free world production_--------- ------ - - 3, 032, 531

Iron Curtain countries (estimated) __________ _

500,000

Next, I am sure that you would be Interested In knowing the disposition of this
copper in the year 1957, and how it compared
with the years 1956 and 1955.
The statistics In this regard are as follows:
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Free world copper statistics-Total, free world
[Short tons)

1956

1961

Percent change
1957
195.'i-57

Rcftncrl outpuL------------------------D<'livt:rcd to fabricators_-----------------Refined stocks, ending United States.....
Heft nod output.-------------------------])t_•livrred to f~brlcntors___________________
Itcflncd stock>, ending outside tho United

2. 987,100
2, 83~. 978
304,420
I, 5BO, 3B7

2, 728,309
2, 744, 391
221,331
1, 4fl7, 448
1, 446,354

1, 465, 900

3, 032,531
2, &10, 064
453,340
1. mr,. or"
1, 2i7, 946

1956-57

+11.5
+3.8
+100. 7
+10.0
-11.6

+1.5
+.6
+29.3
+2.3
-12.8

120,645
lSI, 024
+194.9
+50.0
1,4"1.~.1;24
I, 406,773
+12.6
1.
+.8
1, 570, 3(/l
Delivered to fabricators___________________
I, 298, fl37
I, 3fl6, 979
+21.4
+15.2
23:i. i75
277, 316
+18.6
+73.5
.Refined stock•----------------------------1===1=5=9,=7=77= 1,==== ~'1======1======1,=====
Hlfl7 fr("c world ~tocks_____________________
45R, 340 -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------1U5ti fn:c world slocks......................................... _ _ _a_54_,_4_20_ _-_-_- -_-_--_-_-_--_-_-- -- - - - - -------- -------------- --------------

·u~ri~~'d'outplii:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

2U: ~~1

1

Dt!Iorcnce..........................

1

+ 103, 920

--------------1-------------- -------------- --------------

[Short tons]

Europo

United States
J0.\6, dellvrroo to fnbrtcRtors ............... ___________________________________________

I, 4f>5, 999
I, 3rX>, 970
1US7, dehvercd to f<lbricntor::L----~----~------~--------------------------------------- _ _
I.__z_n_._94_6_ ___
1,_5_75_,_3_Hl

1

D ifTcrenC'e ____ . ---.------.-----------.--------.. -------------.--.. -.--... -- __ .....

-188, 053

+208,31!2

Some very significant facts emerge from the list In grade, yet It has the lowest cost
an analysis of the foregoing statistics. as well as the highest cost copper In the
Among them Is the tremendous Increase In world. It Is not so difficult to understand
the European use of copper during the why, with Its deep vein properties, the
1955-57 period of 21.4 percent. You w!ll note Unl ted States could have the highest cost
that 15.2 percent of this Increase occurred In copper, but It Is not so simple at first
the 1956-57 period. Between 1955 and 1957 thought to realize that with our wage scales
this Increase amounted to 277,324 tons. The and low grades we could also have the low·
1957 Increase alone was 208,382 tons. This est cost copper. The reasons are largely
increased European demand could not have threefold: The proximity to markets, the
been met from current production except avallabll!ty of necessary supplies, and a high
tor the fact of the decline In deliveries to recovery of byproducts that constitute a
United States fabricators between 1956 and credl t to the copper cost. This latter Is an
extremely important factor. ·We w!ll take
1957 of 188,053 tons.
In only two of the past 10 years have de· as an example our open-pit mine at Chu·
l!ver!es to fabricators In the United States qulcamata, Chile, In comparison with the
been as low as In 1957 and these were the lowest cost producer In the Unlted States.
years 1949 and 1954 which were followed Our Chile mines are similarly equipped and
each time by two abnormally high delivery have double the grade of ore of the United
years. This reduction In the United States States mine. Our stripping ratio of waste
has been accomplished, as It was In the to ore Is about one-third, and our labor
other two years, by resort to Inventories; cost Is largely the same. The natural conbut this time the available copper has gone clusion would be that we would produce
to Europe to help fulfill the ever-Increasing copper In Chile for about one-half the cost
standard of living that Is developing there. of the United States property; but the
As a matter of fact, this European demand fact Is that their costs are lower than ours.
is becoming so Insistent, that shortly after This Is because our property Is located In
the first of the year we had placed all of our an Isolated area thousands of m!les by ra!l
copper from our planned production for the and ocean freight from substantial mar·
year 1958, plus our 1957 carryover, for dellv· kets, and conversely every pound and ton
ery during 1958. Since then, the principal of suppl!es we use must be transported
function of our sales organization has been hundreds of m!les by rail If It Is ava!lable
locally, and thousands of miles by ocean
to explain to our European customers and
others who wish to become customers, why and by rail If It must be purchased abroad.
It Is not possible for us to deliver to them And yet our property Is located only 150
miles from the seaport. The disadvantages
additional 1958 copper.
The answer Is of course simple. The of !solation are multiplied many times In
present price does not justify the produc- the case of the African production and this
tion of available higher cost copper. Make isolation cannot even be overco111e by their
no mistake about It, however, a new middle higher grades o! the minable ore. Even
class Is arising In England and In Europe, with their higher grades, their costs are
which Is demanding and obtaining In ever· higher than those of the low-cost producers
Increasing quantities those things which we of the United States or the large producers
have In such abundance In the United of Chile. Additionally, they have a situaStates and which contribute so greatly to tion of inefficiency of labor such as is not
our American way of life. Copper Is an encountered In this hemisphere.
Integral and Indispensable part of many of
One or the extremely and probably most
these Items and that Is the cause for the Important things to me Is the feeling that
tremendous Increase In European demand.
I have that I can come to your leadership
I mentioned before that copper appears In with my problems as well as having you tell
a comparatively few places In the earth. me yours. In this period of falling prices
There are 3 principal sources, the United and declining business activity, It has been
States, standing first with an average of less a great comfort to know that we could sit
than a 1 percent grade; Chile is second, down and discuss our difficulties as mutual
• wl th an average of 1.5 percent grade, Africa problems. It Is this sort of cooperation that
Is third and their grade Is substantially makes It possible for us to confidently face
higher than either of the others. You will together the problems of the future, and of
note that the United States with Its less course one of the greatest of these problems
than 1 percent average grade stands third In 1s and will continue to be various types of
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competition, especially ln regard to manufactured goods.
There Is another matter of which I believe
I should speak, for the reason that In my
judgment It Imposes a threat to the wellbeing of our entire country, and this Is the
so-called cost of living Increases which have
been put Into effect In some_ Industries In
thls country. This formula Is one that had
been tried for 30 years and then repudiated,
In Australia, and one that feeds inflation
more than any other single element. In
recent years I have seen this same formula
come to Its pernicious height and final repudiation In Chile, where It was enacted
Into law by the Congress some 20 years ago
under the name of "sueldo vita!" or "vital
salary." Although the adjustment was
made In that country only once each year,
the Impact from It really destroyed the
economy of the country and It was finally
repealed by the Congress In 1956. This
seemingly Innocent and benevolent sound·
!ng formula feeds on Itself and Is bound to
have disastrous results in the economy of
any country where it has universal appllca·
t!on. It has the same progressive result as
the compound interest table. Thus In the
first 3 years of Its app!lcatLon In Chile, the
resultant Increase was only 5.95 percent, at
6 years 42.86 percent, at 10 years 250 percent,
at 15 years 1,011.90 percent, wh!le at tl;le end
of 20 years, the increase amounted to
8,253.81 percent.
The steel, automobile and a few other ln·
dustries are now trave!lng this highway.
The only reason the effect has not already
been more violent in this country Is that it
has not had more universal application.
The law was repealed by the Chilean Con·
gress and within a year and a half, the rate
at which the cost of living was Increasing was
reduced by 75 percent.
I cite the experience In Chile as the In·
evitable Inflationary results of such a policy
as has been adopted through the efforts of
the unions In certain Industries. The most
striking effect of Inflation In one country Is
the resultant Inability to compete success·
fully with countries of more stable currency. This was of course carried to Its
extreme In Germany following World War I
and World war II, where total destruction
of existing currencies was part of the ultl·
mate remedy. So pronounced was- the ef·
fect, that today the enl!ghtened labor lead·
ersh!p of West Germany Inquires as to the
Inflationary effect of any move It may con;emplate before translating It Into demands.
The results of this enlightened policy are
well known throughout the world In the
tremendous job of rehab!litat!on that has
been accomplished In the German economy.
In our own Industry, we are running Into
some serious problems In competition from
abmad. In connection with our brass mills
and their operations, we now have the experience of meeting the competition of brass
tubes from abroad, as an example, that are
offered at 45 percent under our price, and
yet our price carries with It a very minimum
of profit. The percentage of the business
of the brass mills taken over by foreign competition has Increased from one-half of 1
percent In 1952 to 6 percent In 1957, and the
6 percent represents the most desirable and
profitable part of the business. In other
words, they leave the unprofitable Items to us
and take over the Items where a decent
margin of profit may be obtained. It was
recently stated by the Copper & Brass Research Association that the existing situation had transformed 50 million pounds average annual export of brass-m!ll products to
net imports of about 90 mlll!on In 1957, or
an overall loss of 140 million pounds, representing a year's output of more than 2,000
workers in Unlted States !nd ustry.
In the electrical industry I know of one
instance where a bid of $2,400,000 was made
by an American fiJm on a high-pressure tur-
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blne. but the job was tak~n by a West German firm for 1800.000, which was 33 1 3 percent of the Amencan bid. This was a tailormade job to exBCtlng specifications, but
nHertheless the dtfl'erence 1n price was
shocking.
A short time ago. I noticed the testimony
ot l\1r. Colbert, the president of Chrysler
Motor Co , before one or the committee of the
Congress of the United States, to the effect
that the Chrysler Co. had Investigated the
possibility of manufacturing a low cost, small
car for competition with European cars of
similar size and price range, and had determined that they could not be manufactured
competitively In the United States. We all
know that Ford and General Motors have
bOth gone to Europe for such competltl,·e
production. At one time It was said freely
ln this country that the coal mining unions
were the best friends the natural gas Industry
ever had. They have belatedly recognized the
p11ght Into which the coal Industry has fallen,
with Its resultant unemployment and misery
for thousands. From the looks of things as
of now, It would seem that this saying might
shortly be aptly appl1ed to the United States
automobLJe industry in relation to foreign
automob1le manufacturers. If the same philosophy and policy Is then carried over Into
steel, ns was the cost or living formula, then
I suppose the thought would be that we, In
the United States, could return to our agricultural pursuits and the furnishing of raw
materiaLs from our mines. mills and smelters
to supply a completely Industrialized Europe.
This of course cannot and w111 not occur, but
It Is the Inevitable trend o! these wrong
policies. We would get along all rlgh t wltil
our mines and smelters, but It would .be
pretty tough on our fabricating operations.
Another difficult thing for us who are engaged In Industry to stomach, Is the sort of
governmental effort that was disclosed by an
article In the New York Times of February 16,
In which It was reported that a branch of our
Government had requested the Air Force to
specify British manufactured engines for
m1lltary aircraft. This request may have
been laudable as a fulfillment of promises
made by the State Department In connection
with the establishment of military bases In
England, In connection with the NATO program, but It Is pretty tough !or American aircraft workmen whose unemployment insurance Is running out, as well as American
manufacturers whose plants are Idle.
I am sure the question with which we are
all most frequently met Is, "When are things
going to change?" To the man out of work
this means, when w1II he again have a job?and to the man faced from day to day with
<tltlmate executive responslbilltles and problems It means that a wrong appraisal of the
situation may have ,·ery serious repercussions to thousands of people. If I could give
you a categorical answer to this question, l
would probably be the most valuable person
In the worl<l today. Yet the man out of work
and the executive, each has to make his best
possible decision based upon the Information
ava1Iable to him. It Is because of the complexity of the problem that I have outlined
for you a few or Its many facets. There are
some factors, however, which to me are very
apparent.
In the first place. Inventory liquidation In
this country, which the United States Department of Commerce reports as having
started with the last quarter of 1957, actually
began In our Industry a year earlier, In September 1956, and continued throughout the
entire year of 1957. This liquidation has
been carried to the place that Immediate
dellverv Is now demanded of our fabricators
on nearly all orders and, Wh1Ie numbers Of
orders have Increased manl!old over those
received In days when our business was gOOd,
the quantities on each order are very much
less. Actually, In some Instances we have
had to increase the number of order clerks

to handle a much lower volume of business.
Many o! our very Important customers now
freely say that their Inventories are on the
tailgates or our trucks.
In the second place. If you add the amount
of already announced reductions in 1958
world production of around 275,000 tons to
the beforementloned 188,053 tons of 1957 decrease In del1verles to United States fabricators, which was largely accomplished
through Inventory liquidation, you arrive at
a figure of 463.053 tons against yearend
world stocks of 458.340 tons.
Statistically, therefore, contrary to general
Impressions, our Industry Is not in a bad
situation. Inventories of users have been
liquidated to the place where any substantial reversal In the general trend of business
should cause such a demand for our products as to result In prices sufficient to again
support higher cost properties that have
been curtailed or closed, and the resumption
of normal operations In our fabricating
plants. When this reversal In general business trend w1II occur Is therefore the only
question. I notice that President Elsenhower and Mr. Meany agree In saying that
It w1II be during the current month of
March. I can only say that I most sincerely
hope the end of the month w111 have seen
their predictions fulfilled and that the precarious balance w1II not then be upset In
the following month by real troubles In the
automobiLe Industry. In my judgment, It Is
apprehension of this latter event that has
really put the brakes on general business
and caused Intensive Inventory liquidation
in recent months.
Again may I express my pleasure at being
with you and at the opportunity It has afforded of again seeing, and visiting with, so
many of my old friends. One of the very
real penalties of living In New York Is that
lt deprives me of the chance to sit down
and take five and chew the rag and 11ft a
few with the old gang, and I sure miss lt.
I hope you wm forgive me for burdening you
with my problems. My excuse Is that I reel
they are 11kewlse your problems, and It really
gives me a lift to be able to unburden myself t

Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, I wish

to associate myself with the remarks of
our distinguished acting majority leader
I Mr. MANSFIELD] on the passing Of a
great American industrial leader.
The sudden death of Roy H. Glover,
chairman of the board of a great American corporation, the Anaconda Co., comes
as a serious shock to the people of Montana and the Nation. Mr. Glover was
the directing force in one of the great
mining corporations of the world, with
wide-flung operations in the metalmining industry in the United States
and South America. He has been a
great force in bringing about the high
character of public relations now existing in the metal-mining industry of
Montana and other sections of the United
States and South America.
Because of the serious and depressing
conditions now existing in the metalmining industry, Mr. Glover had been under severe pressure and strain in endeavoring to find correct solutions of the
metal-mining problems of our country.
He was a man of outstanding ability,
and his grasp of the factors creating the
present depression in the field of metalmining was recognized by all who knew
him. He was giving constant attention
to the serious problems affecting the industry, which required him to be actively
and constantly engaged in conferences
and meetings, while seeking correct solu-
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tions of the problems of this great American industry which is so important, not
only to the economic welfare of the
country, but to the national defense, as
well.
Roy Glover was a man of high integrity. He had a deep and abiding concern for the welfare of the mining industry and for the welfare of the people
dependent upon that industry for t.heir
livelihood.
During his years of association with
the Anaconda Co., in Montana, Mr. Glover took an active part in civic affairs.
His leadership was sought in many
worthwhile community movements essential to the economic and social welfare of Montana.
Mr. President, Montana has lost a
great industrial leader. We who knew
him so well, and who recognized his sincere and honest motives in all his activities, will long mourn his passing. We
extend our heartfelt sympathies to his
grieving widow and family,
RECOVERY PROGRAM FOR DOMESTIC METAL MINING INDUSTRY
Mr. MANSFIELD subsequently said:
Mr. President, my good friend and colleague, the senior Senator from Montana lMr. MURRAY], on March 11, 1958,
addressed the convention of the International Union of Mine, Mill &
Smelter Workers at Denver, Colo. The
title of his speech was "Recovery Program for the Domestic Metal Mining
lndustry"-certainly an appropriate
theme at this period of depression in our
ining economy.
If there is any Member of the Senate
completely competent to discuss this
subject it is Montana's distinguished
senior Sena,tor JAMES E. MURRAY. In
1901 he was a card-carrying member of
the Butte Miners Union and subsequently, through his entire political life, he
has been mining's great champion. I
have associated myself with him as cosponsor of many measures which, from
time to time, he has devised to aid all
segments of the mining industry. As
chairman of the Senate Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, Senator MuRRAY has been in a peculiarly fine position to guide the Senate in its mining
legislation. He has just completed a
series of most comprehensive hearings
to obtain a complete cross section of
opinion from Government and industry
designed to furnish the data and opinions from which to formulate the muchsought-after and long-delayed longrange mineral program which this
country needs so much but which does
not seem to be forthcoming from the
present administration.
Mr. President, Senator MURRAY's expert analysis of the predicament in
which domestic mining finds itself
should be brought to the attention of
all Members of the Senate, the House,
and the public. As he remarks, "the
Congress cannot stand idly by and permit the domestic mlning industry to be
wrecked and destroyed without a fight
for survival." I ask unanimous consent
that Senator MURRAY's speech be printed
in the RECORD, following the remarks
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made by the distinguished senior Senator
from Montana earlier today.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
RECOVERY PaOGRAM FOR THE DOMESTIC METAL
MINING INDUSTRY-ADDRESS OF UNITED
STATES SENATOR JAMES E. MURRAY, DEMO•
CRAT OF MONTANA, CHAIRMAN OF THE SENATE
INTEaiOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS COMMITTEE,
BEFORE THE 53D ANNUAL CONVENTION OF
THE INTERNATIONAL UNION"OF MINE, MILL
& SMELTER WORKERS, DENVER, COLO., MARCH
11, 1958
Mr. Chairman, John Clark, my friend of
many years, president of the International
Union of Mine, Mill & Smelter Workers, other
officials and members or the union, dlstlngulshed guests, ladies and gentlemen, It Is
a real pleasure to be here in Denver as a
guest of this great union of mine, mill, and
smelter workers.
If this convention were being held away
back at the beginning of the century. I could
qualify as an active member of the Butte
Miners Union. In 1901 I was a card-carrying
member of that union, employed at the
Tlcon Mine, between the Bell and the Din·
mond. In those days I lived at a miners'
boarding house on Granite Street known as
"the Hazel," and dally carried my lunch
buckeJ> up Dublin Gulch to the Ticon Mine
on the top of Butte Hill, long known as the
greatest mining camp on earth.
I shall never forget those early days In
Butte and the good friends I made and have
kept among the miners of that area. I owe
much of my success in life to that early start
and the good friends I round when I was a
mucker at the Tlcon Mine.
I will not dwell at further length on the
early and exciting days In the famous Butte
mining camp. I wish to say, however, that
after leaving my job at the Tlcon and entering the practice of law I always maintained
friendly contact with the miners of Butte
and have always had their full support In
all of my political activities. I cooperated
always with the miners union In all or Its
efforts to bring about better working condltions, health regulations, and the various
other rights and benefits which the miners
of Butte were entitled to In the hazardous
work they were performing.
But, my friends, I have been invited here
today to discuss with you the serious problems and conditions In the mining Industry
which confront us at tills time. You, of
course, are quite familiar with these condltlons. I shall not, therefore, go over at
length the statis'tlcs on surplus world productlon of minerals, the pressure of lowpriced lmpo~ts, lowered consumption In our
country, and the resulting widespread shutdowns, curtailments of the workweek, and
consequent reduction In take-home pay. we
all know that critical unemployment and
genernl distress prevail today throughout the
mining areas of the Nation.
I am sure you are all fam111ar 'wl th the
figures In detail. You know the reasons for
our troubles. But you must be, as I am,
confused about the administration's callous 1
attitude toward these problems.
I should not fail to mention here the
spendld testimony your officers presented
before the Senate Finance Co=lttee, the
House Ways nnd Means Committee, and the
United States Tariff Commission In connection with our efforts to obtain relief for the
lead-zinc Industry. Their statements were
recognized by Members of the lj:ouse and
Senate, and by all other Interested parties,
as the outstanding testimony pre&ented at
these various hearings. I am sure that at
future hearings on copper legislation, your
officers will again present the same character
of able and convincing testlnlon:r thnt will
be helpful to us In our efforts to secure
.favorable action.

Ap~·il 1

The worst and most widespread source of
Last year Secretary of the Interior Seaton
trouble confronting us Is the drop In prices sent to the Congress his long-awaited and
of lead, zinc, and copper, resulting from greatly desired long-range minerals program.
world overproduction, low-priced Imports, It was presented in two bills, one of which
and Jack of adequate tariff protec tlon. I was Jthe lead-zinc import tax bill I just
have felt that the Reciprocal Trade Agree- mentioned. This bill, being a tax measure,
ments Act, properly amended SO that do- does not come within the jurisdiction of the
mestlc industry Is adequately protected, can Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, of
be of conSiderable advantage not alone to which I am chairman. The other bill, which
the mining Industry but also to OUr overall I also cosponsored, and which was assigned
industrial economy. I do not feel, hOWever, to my committee, was in two parts. Title I
that the act should be extended Unless pro- of the bill merely extends the work the DeVision Is first made to insure the prosperity fense Minerals Exploration Administration
Of our domestic mining Industry, SO that our now is doing, but by no stretch of the
miners can be put back to work on a full- imagination could it be of any i=ediate
help in the present economic crisis.
time basis.
Title II of the bill sets up incentive payLast year the lead and zinc industries got
together and established an emergency com- ments-just other language meaning subsidy
payments-for beryl, chromlte and
mittee to press for relief. Several bills were
introduced In the Congress, which I co- columbite-tantalite. The Senate Interior
sponsored, to increase the import tax on Committee held hearings on this blll, S.
these metals. The House Ways and Means 2375 (85th Cong., 1st sess.), ln July and
Committee and the Senate Finance Com- August of 1957. The testimony o:t_the indusmlttee held hearings on one of these bills, try witnesses was that title II does not Indrafted by the administration. The Ways clude many Important minerals, nor Is the
and Means Committee, which traditionally subsidy sufficient on those It does cover to
acts on such a measure before the Senate do any good. As one witness remarked, "the
does, felt that administrative relief should bill Is designed to allow the strategic mineral
first be sought from the Tariff Commission mining business to die peacefully."
I have called for new hearings beginning
through the so-called escape clause proMarch 24, at which time Secretary Seaton
cedure of the Trade Agreements Act.
As you know, this escape clause was built will have a chance to make new proposals
by the Congress Into the Reciprocal Trade for:" a genuine long-range program. The
Agreements Act as a. device whereby a do- Senate Interior Committee has not reported
mestlc Industry injured by foreign Imports S. 2375 because in the form proposed by the
could, if approved by the administration es- administration it is useless and, shoUld the
cape from Its troubles. Unfortunately, the co=tttee on its own volition write a. blll
present administration has used It as a which woUld really help the Industry, It
means of escaping from Its rerponslbilltles. stands a. very good chance of being disThe Emergency Lead-Zinc Committee pre- approved by the administration. However,
sented its case November 19-26, 1957, after I! the administration does not come up with
President Eisenhower urged the -commission · a satisfactory answer, It Is Incumbent upon
to take quick action, but the Commission the Congress to do so and take a chance
has not seen fit to be In a great hurry. After on a. veto.
the Tariff Commission makes Its recom- · The Congress cannot stand idly by and
mendatlons to the President under the pro- permit the domestic mining Industry to be
visions of the escape clause, he still must wrecked and destroyed without a fight for
approve or disapprove them. Even should survival.
I would also like to point out that there
the Commission make the maximum recommendatlons permissible under the escape is a crying need for further research in reclause and should the President approve, spect to the problem of silicosis. As an of
the relief still would not be enough to pull us know, In the Butte area the mining corthe lead-zinc industry out of Its depression. porations operating there have made a very
Depending upon what relief Is allowed, a splendid effort to overcome this scourge. Of
new bill will have to be Introduced and new course, we must not be content with th&
hearings scheduled.
As the Congress progress so far made; we must continue our
progresses toward adjournment, every mq- efforts until the problem Is completely
ment Is precious. If legislation supplement- solved. The Government has the duty to
lng the escape clause action, whatever It those who mine to do everything possible to
may be, Is not passed at this session, the eliminate this scourge that has affected so
lead-zinc Industry and your union may sur- many American miners.
fer for nearly another year. The matter is
And while I am speaking of the situation
largely In the hands of the !ldmlnlstration. In my home comiiJ.Unlty of Butte I wish to
The President could, and shqu:td, have acted call attention to the fact that I am very
on his own volition many months ago, but pleased to note the fine spirit of cooperahe passed the buck, and Is still escaping re- tion prevailing between the union and mansponslbllity.
agement of our Important mining Industry,
Copper Is In a somewhat different sltua- This Is the way it should be. Working totlon. As the cooper excise tax has been gether, both the Industry and the worksuspended by law for some years, and still ers will profit. I wish to commend Mr. Roy
Is, the escape clnuse route cannot be relied Glover, the able and public-spirited execuupon by the copper producing industry. The tive of the Anaconda Co., for his tine conpresent law provides that if copper drops tribution to good working conditions in the
below 24 cents a pound then a tariff of 2 mining Industry.
cehts per pound shall be applied. This 24
To sum up the main stream of this discussion, we face this situation:
c~nts per pound figure Is called the peril
1. A lead-zinc price improvement dependpoint for copper. Inasmuch as this 24cent figure was established In 1932, It Is ent upon· administration action plus legis,
absurdly low when judged by today's lative action.
2. A copper price upon which the miners
economic standard&-just as Is the 2 cents
per pound tariff rate which was cut from could depend for full employment, depend4 cents by presidential action in 1956.
ent upon legislative action to 1I1crease the
Today a peril point of 30 cents and re- perll point and the excise tax which may
storatlon of the excise tnx to 4 cents Is ab- not win Presidential approval even when
solutely lmperntive. Bills to effect this nee- passed by Congress.
essary change have been Introduced by my3. To date a weak administrative approach
selt and otllers both in the House and the to curing the Ills of certain of the strategic
Senate. No hearings yet have been scheduled and critical miners:! producers.
by the House Ways and Means committee
The direct subsidy approach has long been
and the Senate Finance Committee, .the considered by some people to be the cheapcommittees which must consider these bills. est and most satisfactory cure for the trou-
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bine, but the job was taken by a West German firm !or $800,000, which wo.s 33 >!, percent of the American bid. This wo.s a ta.llormade job to exacting specifications, but
nevertheless the dill'erence ln price wo.s
shocking.
A short time ago, I noticed the testimony
of Mr. Colbert, the president of Chrysler
Motor Co., before one of the committee of the
Congress of the United States, to the effect
that the Chrysler Co. had Investigated the
posslbillty of manufacturing a low cost, small
C!\1' for competition with European cars of
sltnllar size and price range, and had determined that they could not be manufactured
competitively in the United States. We all
know that Ford and General Motors have
both gone to Europe for such competitive
production. At one time lt was said freely
in this country that the coal mining unions
were the best friends the natural gas Industry
ever had. They have belatedly recognized the
p!lght into which the coal industry has fallen,
with its resultant unemployment and misery
!or thousands. From the looks of things as
of now, it would seem that this saying might
shortly be aptly applied to the Unl ted States
automobile industry In relAtion to foreign
automobile manufacturers. If the same philosophy and policy Is then carried over into
steel, as was the cost of Jiving formula, then
I suppose the thought would be that we, In
the United States, could return to our agricultural pursuits and the furnishing of raw
materials from our mines, mills and smelters
to supply a completely industrlaHzed Europe.
This of course cannot and will not occur, but
it is the Inevitable trend of these wrong
poHcles. We would get along all right with
our mines and smelters, but it would be
pretty tough -on our fabricating operations.
Another d!Jllcult thing for us who are engaged in industry to stomach, is the sort of
governmental effort that was disclosed by an
article In the New York Times of February 16,
in which it was reported that a branch of our
Government had requested the Air Force to
specify British manufactured engines for
military aircraft. This request may have
been laudable as a fulfillment of promises
made by the State Department In connection
with the estabHshment of mllltary bases in
England, in connection with the NATO program, but It is pretty tough for American aircraft workmen whose unemployment insurance is running out, as well as American
manufacturers whose plants are Idle.
I am sure the question with which we are
an most frequently met is, "When are things
going to change?" To the man out of work
this means, when will he again have a job?and to the man faced from day to day with
ultimate executive responsibilities and problems It means that a wrong appraisal of the
situation may have very serious repercussions to thousands of people. If I could gl ve
you a categorical answer to this question, I
would probably be the most valuable person
in the world today. Yet the man out of work
and the executive. each has to make his best
possible decision based upon the Information
available to him. It is because of the complexity of the problem that I have outlined
for you a few of Its many facets. There are
some factors, however, which to me are very
apparent.
In the first place, Inventory liquidation In
this country, which the United States Department of Commerce reports as having
started wlth the last quarter of 1957, actually
began in our industry a year earlier, in September 1956, and continued throughout the
entire year of 1957. This liquidation has
been carried to the place that Immediate
delivery Is now demanded of our fabricators
on nearly all orders and, while numbers of
orders have increased manl!old over those
received in days when our business was good,
the quantities on each order are very much
less. Actually, In some Instances we haxe
had to increase the number of order clerks
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to handle a much lower volume of business. tions of the problems of this great AmerMany of our very Important customers now ican industry which is so important, not
freely say that their lnverrtories are on the only to the economic welfare of the
tallga tes of our trucks.
In the second place, if you add the amount country, but to the national defense, as
of already announced reductions in 1958 well.
Roy Glover was a man o! high integworld production of around 275,000 tons to
the beforementioned 188.053 tons of 1Q57 de- rity. He had a. deep and abiding concrease In deliveries to United States fabri- cern for the welfare of the mining induscators, which was largely accomplished try and for the welfare of the people
through Inventory liquidation, you arrive at dependent upon that industry for their
a figure of 463,053 tons against yearend livelihood.
world stocks of 458,340 tons.
During his years of association with
Statistically, therefore, contrary to general
impressions, our industry Is not in a bad the Anaconda Co., in Montana, Mr. Glover
took an active part in civic affairs.
situation. Inventories of users have been
liquidated to the place where any substan- His leadership was sought in many
tial reversal in the genPral trend of business worthwhile community movements esshould cause such a demand for our prod- sential to the economic and social welucts as to result in prices sulllcient to again fare of Montana.
support higher cost properties that have
Mr. President, Montana has lost a
been curtailed or closed, and the resumption
of normal operations in our fabricating great industrial leader. We who knew
plants. When this reversal in general bust- him so well, and who recognized his sinness trend will occur Is therefore the only cere and honest motives in all his activiquestion. I notice that President Elsen- ties, will long momn his passing. We
hower and Mr. Meany agree in saying that extend our heartfelt sympathies to his
it wm be during the current month of
March. I can only say that I most sincerely grieving widow and family.
hope the end of the month will hav~ seen
their predictions fulfilled and that the precarious balance wlll not then be upset in " 'E COVERY PROGRAM FOR DOMESTIC METAL MINING INDUSTRY
the following month by real troubles in the
automobile industry. In my judgment, It Is
Mr. MANSFIELD subsequently said:
apprehension of this latter event that has
Mr. President, my good friend and colreally put the brakes on general business
and caused intensive inventory liquidation league, the senior Senator from Montana [Mr. MuRRAY], on March 11, 1958,
in recent months.
Again may I express my pleasure at being .addressed the convention of the Inwith you and at the opportunity it has af- ternational Union of Mine, M.ill &
forded of again seeing, and visiting with, so Smelter Workers at Denver, Colo. The
many of my old friends. One of the very title of his speech was "Recovery Proreal penalties of living in New York is that
it deprives me of the chance to sit down gram for the Domestic Metal Mining
an appropriate
and take five and chew the rag and lift a Industry"--certainly
few with the old gang, and I sure miss it. theme at this period of depression in our
I hope you wlll forgive me for burdening you mining economy.
with my problems. My excuse is that I feel
If there is any Member of the Senate
they are likewise your problems, and it really completely competent to discuss this
gives me a lift to be able to unburden mysubject it is Montana's distinguished
self to you.

Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, I wish
to associate myself with the remarks of
our distinguished acting majority leader
[Mr. MANSFIELD] on the passing Of a
great American industrial leader.
The sudden death of Roy H. Glover,
chairman of the board of a great American corpora~ion, the Anaconda Co., comes
as a serious shock to the people of Montana and t.p:e Nation. Mr. Glover was
the directing force in one of the great
mining corporations of the world, with
wide-flung operations in the metalmining industry in the United States
and South America. He has been a
great force in bringing about the high
character of public relations now existing in the metal-mining industry of
Monta-na and other sections of the United
States and South America.
Because of the serious and depressing
conditions now existing in the metalmining industry, Mr. Glover had been under severe pressure and strain in endeavorin-g to find correct solutions of the
metal-mining problems of our country.
He was a man of outstanding ability,
and his grasp of the factors creating the
present depression in the field of metalmining was recognized by all who knew
him. He was giving constant attention
to the serious problems affecting the industry, which required him to be actively
and constantly engaged in conferences
and meetings, while seeking correct solu-

senior Senator JAMES E. MURRAY. In
1901 he was a card-carrying member of
the Butte Miners Union and subsequently, through his entire political life, he
has been mining's great champion. I
have associated myself with him as cosponsor of many measures which, from
time to time, he has devised to aid all
segments of the mining industry. As
chairman of the Senate Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, Senator MuRRAY 'has been in a peculiarly fine position to guide the Senate in its mining
legislation. He has just completed a
series of most comprehensive hearings
to obtain a complete cross section of
opinion from Government and industry
designed to furnish the data and opinions from which to formulate the muchsought-after and long-delayed longrange mineral program which this
country needs so much but which does
not seem to be forthcoming from the
present administration.
Mr. President, Senator MuRRAY's expert analysis of the predicament in
which domestic mining ftnds itself
should be brought to the attention of
all Members of the Senate, the House,
and the public. As he remarks, "the
Congress cannot stand idly by and permit the domestic mining industry to be
wrecked and destroyed without a ftght
for survival.'' I ask unanimous consent
that Senator MURRAY's speech be printed
in the RECORD, following the remarks
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made by the distinguished senior Senator
from Montana earlier today.
There being no objection. the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
RECOVERY PaOGRAM FOR THE DoMESTIC METAL
MrNTNG INDUSTRY-AnDIU:ss OF UNITED
STATES SENATOa JAMES" E. MURRAY, DEMOCRAT OF MONTANA, CHAIRMAN OF THE SENATE
INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS COMMITTEE,

BEFORE '!'HE 53D ANNUAL CONVENTION OF
THE INTERNATIONAL UNION OF MINE, MILL

& SMELTER WoRKERS, DENVER, COLO., MARCH

11, 1958
Mr. Chairman, J ohn Clark, my friend of
many years, president of tho International
Union of Mine, Mill & Smelter Workers. other
officials and members of the union, distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen, It is
a real pleasure to be. here in Denver as a
guest of this great union of mine, mill, and
smelter workers.
If this convention were being held away
back at the beginning of the c$tury, I could
qualify as an active member of the Butte
Miners Union. In 1901 I was a card-carrylr}g
member of that union, employed at the
Tlcon Mine, between the Bell and the Dia-

mond. In those days I lived at a miners'
boarding house on Granite Street known as
"the Hazel," and daily carried my lunch
bucket up Dublin Gulch to the Tlcon Mine
on the top of Butte Hlll, long known as the
greatest mining camp on earth.
I shall never forget those early days In
Butte and the good friends I made and have
kept among the miners of that area.. I owe
much of my success in life to that early start
and the good friends I found when I was a.
mucker at the Ticon Mine.
I will not dwell at further length on the
early and" exciting days in the famous Butte
mining camp. I wish to say~:wwever, that
after leaving my job at the Tlcon and entering the PFactice of Jaw I always maintained
friendly contact with the miners of Butte
and have always had their full support in
all of my political activities. I cooperated
always with the miners union ln all of its
efforts to bring about better worki11g conditions, health regulations, and the various
other rights and benefits which the miners
of Butte were entitled to ln the hazardous
work they were performing.
But, my friends, I have been Invited here
today to discuss with you the serious problems and conditions In the mining Industry
which confront us at this time. You, of
course, are quite familiar with these conditions. I shall not, therefore, go over at
length the statistics on surplus world production of minerals, the pressure of lowpriced imports, lowered consumption ln our
countl"y, and the resulting widespread shutdowns, curtailments of the workweek, and
consequent reduction in take-home~ pay. We
all know that critical unemployment and
general distress prevail today throughout the
mining areas of the Nation.
I am sure you are all fam\llar with the
figures In detail. You know the reasons for
our troubles. But you must be, as I am,
confused about the administration •s callous
attitude toward these problems.
I should not fall to mention here the
spendld testimony your officers presented
bef<Jre the Senate Finance Committee, the
House Ways and Means Committee, and the
United States Tarl.fl' Commission In connection with our efforts to obtain relief for the
lead-zinc Industry. Their statements were
recognized by Members or the House and
Senate, and by all other interested parties,
as the outstanding testimony presented at
these various hearings. I am Rure that at
future hearings on copper legislation, your
officers wlll again present the same character
or able and convincing testlmon:r that w!ll
be helpful to us In our efforts to secure
:favorable action.

The worst and most widespread source of
trouble confronting us Is the drop in prices
of lead, zi~c. and copper, resulting from
world overproduction, low-priced Imports,
and lack of adequate tariff protection. I
have felt that the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act, properly amended so that domestic Industry Is adequately protected, can
be of considerable advantage not alone to
the mining industry but also to our overall
industrial economy. I do not feel, however;
that the act should be extended unless provision is first made to insure the prosperity
of our domestic mining industry, so that our
miners can be put back to work on a fulltime basis.
Last year the lead and zinc industries got
together and established an emergency committee to press for relief. Several bllls were
introduced in the Congress, which I cosponsored, to increase the Import tax on
these metals. The House Ways and Means
Committee and the Senate Finance Committee held hearings on one of these bills,
drafted by the administration. The Ways
and Meali'-s Committee, which traditionally
acts on such a measure before the Senate
does, felt that administrative relief should
first be sought from the Tariff Commission
through the so-called escape clause procedure of the Trade Agreements Act.
As YO'! know, this escape clause was built
by the Congress into the Reciprocal Trade
Agreements Act as a device whereby a domestic Industry injured by foreign imports
could, lf approved by the administration escape from Its troubles. Unfortunately, the
present administration has used It as a
means of escaping from Its reEponslblllties.
The Emergency Lead-Zinc Committee presented Its case November 19-26, 1957, after
President Eisenhower urged the Commission
to take quick action, but the Commission
has not seen fit to be in a great hurry. After
the Tarilf Commission makes Its recommendations to the President under the provisions of the escape clause, he still must
approve or disapprove them. Even should
the Commission make the maximum recommendations permissible under the escape
clause and should the President approve,
the relief still would not be enough to· pull
the lead-zinc Industry out of Its depression.
Depending upon what relief Is allowed, a
new bill will have to be Introduced and new
hearings scheduled..
As the Congress
progresses toward adjournment, every moment Is preclbus. If legislation supplementIng the escape clause action, whatever it
may be, Is not passed at this session, the
lead-zinc Industry and your union may suffer for nearly another year. The matter Is
largely In the hands of the administration.
The President could, and should, have acted
on his own volition many months ago, but
he passed the buck, and ls still escaping responsibility.
Copper Is In a somewhat different situation. As the cooper excise tax has been
suspended by Jaw for some years, and still
is, the escape clause route cannot be relied
upon by the copper producing industry. The
present law provides that !! copper drops
below 24 cents a pound then a tariff of 2
cents per pound shall be applied. This 24
cents per pound figure is called the peril
point for copper. Inasmuch as this 24cent figure was established ln 1932, It is
absurdly low when judged by today's
economic standards--just as Is the 2 cents
per pound tariff rate which was cut from
4 c~tnts by presidential action In 1956.
Today a peril point of 30 cents and restoration of the excise tax to 4 cents Is absolutely llnperatlve. Bllls to effect this necessary change have been Introduced by myself and others both in the Rouse and the
Senate. No h~arlngs yet )lave been scheduled
by the House Ways and Means Committee
and the Senate Finance Committee, the
committees which must consider these bills.

Last year Secretary of the Interior Seaton
sent to the Congress his long-awaited and
greatly desired long-range minerals program.
It was presented In two bllls, one of which
was the lead -zinc Import tax blll I just
mentioned. This bill, being a tax measure,
does not come within the jurisdiction of the
Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, of
which I am chairman. The other bill, which
I also cosponsored, and which was assigned
to my committee, was ln two parts. Title I
of the bill merely extends the work the Defense Minerals Exploration Administration
now is doing, but by no stretch of the
imagination could It be of any immediate
help in the present economic crisis.
Title II of the bill sets up incentive payments-just other language meaning subsidy payments--for beryl, chromite and
columbite-tantalite. The Senate Interior
Committee held hearings on this bill, S.
2375 (85th Cong., 1st sess.), in July and
August of 1957. The testimony of the industry witnesses was that title II does not include many Important minerals, nor is the
subsidy sufficient on those lt does cover to
do any good. As one witness remarked, "the
bill is designed to allow the strategic mineral
mining business to die peacefully."

I have called for new hearings beginning
March 24, at which time Secretary Seaton
wlll have a chance to make new proposals
for a. genuine long-range program. The
Senate Interior Committee has not reported
S. 2375 because In the form proposed by the
administration it is useless and, should the
committee on its own volition write a bill
which would really help the Industry, it
stands a very good chance of being disapproved by the administration. However,
if the administration does not come up with
a satisfactory answer, it 'ts incumbent upon
the Congress to do so and take a. chance
on a veto.
The Congress cannot stand idly by and
permit the domestic mining industry to be
wrecked and uestroyed without a fight for
survival.
I would also like to point out that there
is a crying need for further researdh in respect to the problem of silicosis. As all of
us know, ln the Butte area the mining corporations operating there have made a very
splendid effort to overcome this scourge. Of
course, we must not be content with the
progress so far made; we must continue our
efforts until the problem Is completely
solved. The Government has the duty to
those who mine to do everything possible to
eliminate this scourge that has affected so
many American miners.
And while I am speaking of the situation
in my home community of Butte I wish to
call attention to the fact that I am very
pleased to note the fine spirit of cooperation prevailing between the union and management Of our Important mining industry.
This Is the way it should be. Working together, both the- Industry and the workers will profit. I wish to commend Mr. Roy
Glover, the able and public-spirited executive of the Anaconda Co., for his fin~ contribution to good working conditions in the
mining industry.
To sum up the main stream of this discussion, we face this situation:
1. A lead-zinc price Improvement dependent upon administration action plus legis- .
lative action.
2. A copper price upon which the miners
could depend for full employment,> dependent upon legislative action to increase the
peril point and the excise tax whlc~ may
not win Presidential approval even when
passed by Congress.
\
3. To date a weak administrative approach
to curing the Ills of certain of the strategic
and critical mineral producers.
The direct subsidy approach has long been
oonsidered by some people to be the cheapest and most satisfactory cure for the trou-
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bles of domestic mining. but opposition by
the administration and certain Industry
groups to a general subsidy program based
upon the old premium price plan makes
It Improbable that such legislation could be
passed. A good deal of thought Is being
given to an Import quota formula which
would encompass the entire domestic mineral Industry. Very probably there would be
a great deal of resistance to such an approach, but It is not an Impossible thought.
Tariffs or excise taxes are feasible only for
some minerals. The Congress Is looking for
an overall plan which will be acceptable
, to Industry, the unions, and the administration. Until such a formula is worked out,
It appears that piecemeal legislation is the
order of the day.
The Immediate situation Is anything but
rosy-the recession shows no signs or comIng to a halt. I know the members of this
union will get behind the ll').easures which
stand a chance of giving protection to copper, lead, and zinc at this session of the
Congress, and that you also wlll consider
sympathetically whatever legislation the
Sennte Interior Committee devises to aid the

other segments of the domestic mining Industry.
You all know there are certain areas
where, either because of exhaustion of ore
bodies, reduction In grade, such as we find
In many areas, or other economic conditions,
unemployment In mining is chronic. I
be remiss !r I did not poln t out that your
union should consider studying the posslblllties of bringing in new industries In such
areas to dl versify job opportunities.
Abundant, low-cost electric power Is the
key to further expansion and diversification
of Industry In the West. We have made
great progress under the program of Federal multipurpose projects which began back
In the thirties and continued untll the
present administration came Into office 5
years ago. We must continue to work for
the full development of our great river systems. And we must see to It that the people recel ve their full share of the resul tlng
benefits, through low-cost electric power,
reclamation, effective flood control, Improved
navigation, and adequate recreation facUlties.
The Democratic leadership in Congress has
put forward a number of proposals to check
the recession and put the unemployed back
to work. We are calling for an extension o!
- the period of unemployment insurance, a
speed-up o! public works projects that have
already been approved and merely await
funds for construction, and new projects
that can be provided<-qulckly, so as to employ the greatest number of men possible,
without delay.
I am also for a program of exempting taxpayers who earn Jess than $5,000 a year
from the payment of income taxes. At least,
they should have an exemption of $1,000.
You can rest assured that I am going to
fight for every single measure to put workers back on the job.
It has been a great pleasure !or me to
renew here my many contacts with old-time
friends In the mining industry, and with
all my friends throughout this broad land
or ours who are connected with mining,
smelting, milling, and the other associated
facllltles in which your membership earns
Its daily bread.
You may be sure that I will continue In
the future, as in the past, to work for the
best Interests of the mining fraternity, and
the workers in every facet of this very lm·
portnnt American Industry.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON SCIENTIFIC
RESEARCH
Mr. THYE. Mr. President, in the
2d session oi the 84th Congress I in-

traduced a joint resolution to create a.
Joint Committee on Scientific Research.
At th1l.t time it was my conviction
that we in Congress needed such a joint
committee to keep us advised of all scientific developments and to keep us advised of the needs of our scientists and
educators in their determination to give
us world leadership in science and technology, It was my belief that we could
legislate wisely in these fields only if we
had all the facts.
Mr. President, 2 years have passed
since I first introduced this resolution.
The things which have come to pass during these 2 years have convinced me that
I acted wisely in sponsoring this joint
resolution. I firmly believe that if we
had created a Joint Committee on Scientific Research 2 years ago we would not
have been -taken by surprise bY the
Soviet's scientific advances. Furthermore, Mr. President, it may well be that
this country's present scientific crash
program to surpass the Russians would
not have been necessary.
Although my original joint resolution
had 16 cosponsors, it died with the end
of the 84th Congress. Therefore, I introduced it again last year during the
1st session of this 85th Congress.
We are now in the fourth month of
this second session, and there still has
been no action on my resolution.
Let us profit by experience.
A Joint Committee on Scientific Research is imperative if we in Congress
are going to be properly informed so
that we can effectively assist our scientists and educators in this struggle for
survival.
Just as the Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy has so effectively kept Congress
advised on all matters pertaining to
atomic energy, we need a joint committee to keep us well informed in all other
scientific and technological areas.
Just as President Eisenhower saw fit,
in April of 1956, to create a National
Committee for the Development of Scientists and Engineers to keep the administrative branch of our Government fully
advised of our manpower needs in those
areas, we in Congress need a joint committee to provide us with similar facts
and statistics.
As I stated when I first introduced my
resolution, a Joint Committee for Scientific Research would have the following
purposes:
First. To help the Congress obtain
current information on and have a continuous study of all aspects of this country's scientific development.
Second. To advise the Congress as to
what areas of science and technology
now have the most serious shortage of
scientists and engineers.
Third. To advise the Congress as to
:Possible legislative means of eliminating
uch shortages.
Fourth. To advise the Congress as to
)>ossible legislative means of assisting our
;.scientists and educators in their determination to give the United States
superiority in science and industry.
Mr. President, every new scientific development makes the proposed joint
committee more necessary. Only a wellinformed Congress can be an effective
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Congress. I respectfully urge the leadership on both sides of the aisle and all
my colleagues to effect early and favorable action on this resolution.
GENERAL ELECTION IN CANADA
Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President,
I was very much interested to read the
report in this morning's newspapers
about the outcome of the general election in Canada yesterday. I was pleased
to see that the voters gave a strong
working majority to their government.
I think it is important and desirable
nowadays that a governing party have a
working majority to carry out its programs. Today the problems which face
government are so large and have such
broad international implications in many
cases that it is ver-¥ difficult to try to
attack these problems without such a
clear working majority.
I congratulate Prime Minister Diefenbaker on his party's election victory
yesterday, and I wish him every success
in the months ahead with the heavy burdens which he will be carrying. I am
sure that the many Massachusetts citizens of Canadian descent will look to
even greater understanding and coperation between our countries on the problems which affect us both. I have especially in mind the fishing and paper industries in my own State.
ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-SEV-

ENTH ANNIVERSARY OF INDEPENDENCE OF MODERN GREECE
Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, last
week marked the 137th anniversary
of the establishment of the independence
of modern Greece. I should like to join
the many Americans of Greek descent
who mark this anniversary with the
folk of their homeland.
The debt of the free world to th~
Greeks is a large one. Every school boy,
in beginning his study of government,
reads of the first flourishings of democracy some 3,000 years ago in the
Greek city states. Standard textbooks
in the classrooms of all free nations are
those by Aristotle, Plato, and the other
Greek philosophers.
Though the democratic systems
which resulted from their teachings
floundered and fell under the yoke of
tyranny, the truths laid out by these
early thinkers are bulwarks of today's
democracies.
Though the long history of Greece
reminds us of the indomitable spirit
of independence of her people, Greeks
lived as slaves for centuries under the
iron rule of the Roman Empire and of
the Ottoman Empire.
Modern Greece was b01n 137 years
ago-on March 25, 1821, when the
Greeks declared their independence of
the Ottomans. Greek democracy was
won only after 8 years of bloody warfare,
and countless Greeks have died since
that date to protect their dearly won
liberty.
No free man can forget the dauntless
resistance of the Greek guerrilla forces
to the Nazi invaders dui·ing World War
II. And every free man today is in·
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VISIT TO SENATE OF MEMBERS OF
CHAMBER OF DEPUTIES OF THE
REPUBLIC OF CHILE
Mr. HAYDEN escorted into the Senate Chamber several members of the
Chamber of Deputies of Chile, who took
the seats on the fioor of the Senate assigned to them.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, the
Senate of the United States is singularly
honored this morning by a visit. of colleagues and fellow parliamentarians
from the sister Republic of Chile.
We know something about Chile because of its great history, because of the
eminent men it has produced through
the decades, and because it is a land of
variety. From the desert in the north
to the vale of Chile in the center, down
to the Antarctic regions, it furnishes
contrasts of which few other countries
in the world can boast.
We are delighted and happy these colleagues of ours are here to sit with us
today, and, on behalf of the Senate, I
welcome them all.
I should like to bring to the attention
of my colleagues the fact that among
the distinguished visitors in the delegagation from the Republic of Chile are
the following members of the Chilean
Chamber of Deputies:
The Honorable Hector Correa Letelier president of the Chamber of Deputies: member of the Conservative Party.
The Honorable Jorge Errazuriz Echenique, member of the Chamber of Deputies and chairman of its Committee on
For~ign Affairs, member of the Liberal
Party.
The Honorable Orlando Sandoval Vargas, member of the Chamber of Deputies. member of the Radical Party.
The Honorable Jose Musalem Saffia,
member of the Chamber of Deputies,
member of the Christian Democrat
Party.
The Honorable Luis Valdes Larrana,
member of the Chamber of Deputies and
of its Committee on Foreign Affairs,
member of the United Conservative
Party.
The Honorable Guillermo Donoso
Vergara, member of the Chamber of
Deputies, member of the Liberal Party.
We are delighted to have you with us,
gentlemen. We hope that as a result
of your visit and the trip you will take
throughout our country the relations between Chile and the United States will
become even closer and our mutual respect for each other will be even
greater. [Applause Senators rising.]
r. KNOW'LA:ND. Mr. :Pres dent, I
wish to join with the distinguished acting majority leader in extending to the
legislative delegation from the Republic
of Chile a welcome to this Chamber.
We are always delighted to !:rave members of parliamentary bodies come to
visit with us.
We feel we have a particularly close
relationship with the country represented by the delegation today. We
want them to know that our welcome
knows no partisan bounds, and we hope
over the years the friendship between
our two countries will steadily increase,
to our mutual advantage.

SENATE

Mr. CHAVEZ.

Mr. President, I feel I

can join with the Senator from Montana
and the Senator from California in welcoming the delegation of members of the
Chamber of Deputies of Chile. I have a
particular feeling for and a close affiliation with Chilean history.
I can tell my good friends from Chile
that I am a great follower of Andres
Bello and also a follower of San Martin.
I have also been interested in Sarmiento.
To me, San Martin and Sarmiento really
stand for the freedom of Chile and of
Latin America.
As a descendant of the same race, with
t:be same national origin as you good
folk, I welcome you on behalf of the
United States of America.
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
I desire to join the leaders of both
parties and the senior Senator from !': ew
Mexico in welcoming the distinguished
officials and visitors from our sister Republic of Chile.
As a boy in my home State of Texas,
I was intrigued by the Chilean fiag, with
its lone star, which reminded all of us
of our home.
We are happy to know that the first
State the distinguished visitors from
Chile will visit when they leave Washington will be the State of Texas.
During World War II a nephew of
mine was stationed on submarine patrol
in southern waters and received many
hospitalities and courtesies from the
citizens of the southernmost city of the
world, Punta Arenas, Chile. The people
were generous enough to take him on
mountain lion or puma hunting trips on
the pampas. My nephew wrote me that
many spots on the rolling pampas of
southern Chile reminded him of west
Texas.
I desire to thank the visitors from
Chile for the consideration shown the
United States, and for the acts of friez:td·
ship extended to my nephew dunng
World War II.
I assure you all that when you reach
the Lone Star State you will have a
greeting as warm as that you have received in Washington.
We are grateful for the long friendship that has existed between this country and our sister Republic to the south.
It is a great privilege for me to be here
as a Member of the United States Senate to help greet you as you come to our
country.
"M? MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ould like to say to our distinguished
Vlsitors that the Congress of the United
states and the people of the United States
are extremely happy to know that our
distinguished Vice President is to visit
South America, and among the countries
included on his itinerary will be the
beautiful Republic of Chile.
Mr. Vice President, as a mark of respect and honor to our distinguished
colleagues from the land of Bernardo
O'Higgins I ask unanimous consent that
the Senate stand in recess subject to the
call of the Ch~.
e VICE PRESIDENT. Is there ob·
jection to the request of the Senator from
Montana? The Chair hears none, and
the Senate will now stand in recess subject to the call of the Chair.
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Thereupon at 12 o'clock and 29 min·
utes post meridian, the Senate took a
recess subject to the call of the Chair.
The members of the visiting delegation were escorted to a position on the
fioor of the Senate in front of the Vice
President's desk. and were there greeted
by Members of the Senate, who were introduced to them by Mr. MANSFIELD, Mr.
CHAVEZ, and Mr. KNOWLAND.
Following the informal reception, the
distinguished visitors were escorted from
the Chamber.
At 12 o'clock and 35 minutes post
meridian, the Senate reassembled, and
was called to order by the Presiding Officer (Mr. McNAMARA in the chair).
THE NATIONAL GUARD AND
RESERVE PROGRAMS
Mr.
STENNIS.
Mr.
President,
through the years our Reserve forces
program has proven effective in every
real emergency which has arisen, and I
am alarmed that the administration is
apparently committed to a plan to destroy this program. Several weeks ago,
I pointed out to the Senate the many
reasons why our National Guard
strength should be kept at the maximum and tbe same principles apply to
the ;emainder of our reserve program.
Neither should become the unwilling victim of this ill-advised slash.
Yet this morning we are advised
throu~h the newspapers that the administration plans to proceed with the reorganization of its Reserve forces. This
can lead only to confusion, lack of trust
and confidence, and a greatly weakened
ability to meet aggression. We are told
that the Army will eliminate 6 National
Guard divisions, 4 Reserve divisions, and
some 1,100 company-size supporting
units.
Historically, the citizen-soldier concept is well established, proven. and beyond doubt one of the principal reasons
our country has remained strong. We
have followed the advice given us by
George Washington, calling for a small
but highly selected and trained group of
skilled professional military men, supported at all times by a force of citizensoldiers, always ready and available for
defense in event of attack.
Perhaps the greatest array of armed
might which the world has ever s_een
was the combined forces of the Umted
States during World War II. More than
99 percent of this force consisted of citien-soldiers. Can we afford to abandon
his program now? I say we cannot.
t should be expanded and strengthened,
ot weakened and destroyed.
Last year the Senate voted an addilonal $20 million for the Army Reserve
rogram over and above the amount reuested by the administration, yet the
epartment of Defense announced that
these funds would not be used. This
ear the administration has proposed
&.n ~dditional $22 million cut in the
budget for this program.
The administration has gradually reduced the incentives ofl'ered to patriotic
citizens who want to serve their country,
while also following a civilian occupa-
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tion. Formerly personnel in the Reserve
program were given pay for attending 12
drills a year. Formerly mobilization designees, outstanding officers already having specific assignments to which they
will report in the event of general mobilization for war, were on pay status. At
the present time mobilization designees
are not on pay status. They have little,
if any, incentive for further study and
training. The only thing we offer them
now is a 2-week training period dw·ing
the yea1-.
Unfortunately, the proposed reductions are not limited to the Army alone.
We are also told that the Navy plans to
make similar reductions in the strength
of its Reserve forces. Recently the Navy
announced plans to close 14 Naval Reserve training units and reduce 19 training centers to the status of training facilities. We are told that this move is a
part of the general reorganization and
belt tightening which came with the cutback ordered this f'lScal year.
If this belt tightening continues, our
Armed Forces will be starved to death.
Mr. President, how can we expect those
interested in our Reserve program, either
officers or enlisted men, to maintain their
training and keep up with the rapid developments in the military field if we do
not give them some incentive? Are the
many who are w!lling to serve to be denied the opportunity?
For many months our Military Pay
Subcommittee has been hearing testimony in its study about incentives offered to service personnel to encourage
them to remain in the service. This
problem is one of vital concern to all of
us. If our Nation is to maintain its military strength, our qualified men must be
1·etained in the service.
If as indicated, we are losing too
many of our best qualified men from
our Regular forces, we cannot afford to
weaken the Reserve program. The Reserve program should be made even
stronger to fill the gap.
I! we are to maintain an effective,
ever-ready Reserve system, we must utilize what we have and make it attractive
to those willing to give of their time in
the defense effort. We must not destroy
the fires of patriotism which still burn
among our citizens. Because of the indifference displayed by the Department
of Defense, many citizen-soldiers are
now losing interest in the program.
With the new reorganization which has
just been announced, many will feel the
death knell has sounded for the entire
Reserve program.
I urge the Senate Armed Services
Committee to develop fully the testimony
about this unprecedented action and to
insist that full disclosure of the facts be
made in explanation by the Department
of the Army.
Personally, I am convinced we will
have to maintain a strong military program for years to come-at whatever
cost. The appropriations therefor may
become more and more difficult to obtain during the years ahead. Our people must be convinced of the wisdom of
our expenditures, and strong, active National Guard and Reserve units of citizen-soldiers, a part of our civilian ccon-

omy, and civilian li!e, are a continuous
widely dispersed display of the effective
use of our military dollars. This is the
best possible way to insure support for
our tremendous military expenditures.
Happily a strong Reserve force is also
the most economical way to keep trained
men in condition, alerted, and ready for
possible military operations.
I shall oppose these proposed cuts in
the Guard and Reserve program, and
further I believe this will be the considered conclusion of the Congress when
all the facts are known. I have said heretofore, and now repeat, that the Regular
services do not put enough emphasis on
a Reserve program and do not try hard
enough to build such a program. This
entire subject must be given special attention by the Congress.
THE SOVIET ANNOUNCEMENT OF
SUSPENSION OF NUCLEAR TESTS
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, yesterday I addressed myself briefly to the
unbelievable defeat that has befallen
the American people and the people of
the free world from the tremendous
propaganda scoop and triumph, again,
by the Soviet Union in its announcement
of the cessation of hydrogen and atomic
bomb tests on a unilateral basis.
In this morning's press, the number
of editorials and commentaries from
other nations indicate that even those of
us who were deeply concerned about the
propaganda astuteness and the propaganda victory of the Soviets, had no appreciation of the dimensions and scope
of the victory by the Soviet in the field
of psychological warfare.
I have noted the morning press and
the press of late yesterday afternoon
and the press from throughout the
world. From Bonn, Germany; from
London, England; from New Delhi,
India; from Tokyo, Japan; from country after cotmtry; and city after city,
spokesmen of the free nations are saying quite candidly that the Soviet Union
has won a great propaganda victory in
the cold war. Some of them are saying
that the Soviet Union has contributed
to the cause of peace.
Our State Department and our Government rests its case upon the fact that
it is just propaganda. Yes, the administration rests its case-and this is even
more alarming and more unbelievableupon the statement that I have just read
on the news ticker. It is an Associated
Press dispatch, and reads: .
Dulles conceded nt n news conference that
the so,·let Government won a certain propaganda victory with yesterday·s announcement of suspension of Russian nuclear tests.
He labeled the gesture, however, as entirely
propagandistic.

Mr. President, a propaganda victory is
what the Soviet Union was seeking to
achieve. The Soviets understand that
there are people in the world. The Soviets understand that people represent
power. The Soviet Government is appealing to the people. The Soviets understand that people want peace. The Soviet
Government is usurping the mantle of
peace, while our legalistically minded alleged statesmen stand by immobile, argu-
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ing the case as if it were before a courtfiling briefs and engaging in rebuttal, instead of coming forth with an affirmative
case and a constructive program. How
ironical this all is--here we see the Soviet
dictatorship that defies popular will and
repudiates representative government
moving in the world scene with all the
adroitness and persuasiveness of a Madison Avenue public-relations expert and
an American political candidate seeking
public office. Yet, the United States Government, the living embodiment of representative democracy based on popular
will, moves in the international arena as
if it were indifferent to public opinion
and unconcerned as to the reactions of
the people.
It is nothing short of ridiculous, except
it is so unbelievably tragic. This is, indeed, a sad moment for our Nation. We
stand before the world without leadership. We stand before the world without a program. At the same time, the
Soviets again mark up another victoryyes, another victory in the cold war.
However, Mr. President, I ask Senators
to listen to something that is even more
incredible and more unbelievable. I read
another dispatch taken from the ticker:
WASHINGTON.-8ecretnry Dulles disclosed
today that President Eisenhower considered
stealing a march on the Russians by announcing a United States suspension or
atomic tests but rejected the whole Idea as
a propaganda gesture.

Apparently the President was considering taking the initiative. Apparently
the President was willing to do something. However, someone must have
advised him not to act. Apparently that
someone was the Secretary of State.
Mr. President, I ask that I may proceed
for an additional 5 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. HUMPHREY. It would be better
for our posture in the world, in light of
our failure to take any constructive action, in light of the hestiancy, and the
confusion within the administration, that
the statement attributed to Mr. Dulles
in this dispatch had never been made.
Now the world knows that ow· President, who always has believed in peace
and who is a man of peace-! am sure the
President wants peace with all his
heart-considered it, but, after consultation and advice, rejected it. What an
unfortunate decision.
I warn the Government right now that
the Soviet Union is disarming us, is denying us the use of our weapons, even if we
wanted to use them, by their psychological victories. The Soviet Union has
literally locked up the H-bombs and
A-bombs in our possession. Surely now
we know that these weapons are literally
useless. with this tremendous Soviet
triumph in the field of psychological
warfare or propaganda. Not only has
the Soviet propaganda locked up our Hand A-bombs by her propaganda victory,
but for all practical purposes she has
very efficiently disarmed our Armed
Forces.
I ask Mr. Dulles: "What of your massive deterrent now? What of your massive weapons?" We know that our country will not use them unless it is as a last
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Mr. KNOWLAND. So far as I know,
ington [Mr. JACKSON], the Senator from
Texas [Mr. JoHNsON], the Senator from few, if any, Members of the Senate have
Louisiana [Mr. LoNG], the Senator from had an opportunity, outside of perhaps
Washington [Mr. MAGNUSON], and the those who serve on the committee and
Senator from Rhode Island fMr. PAs- who were present in committee, to study
the committee report, the committee
TORE] are absent on official business.
The Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. hearings, or the amendments which the
MoNRONEY] is absent on official business committee proposes to the bill.
attending the Interparliamentary ConThe bill does deal with a substantial
ference in Europe as a representative sum of money, $1 billion. As originally
introduced, the amount involved was $2
of the Senate.
Mr. DffiKSEN. I announce that the billion. That amount is as much as the
Senator from Ohio [Mr. BRICKER! and total cost of running the Government
the Senator from Indiana [Mr. JENNER] was along about 1916 or 1917, before the
United States entered World War I. So
are necessarily absent.
The Senator from Indiana [Mr. CAPE- the bill involves a substantial sum of
money. The bill would establish some
HART] is absent because of illness.
The Senator from Nevada [Mr. new practices which might considerably
MALONE] is absent on official business. change methods of financing public
The PRESIDING OFFICER CMr. works projects on the part of localities.
CHURCH in the chair). A quorum is
Members of the Senate have not had
present.
an opportunity to consult with the citiMr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, is zens in their home localities and to conmorning business concluded?
sult with others in regard to the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. If there proposed legislation. The Seci:etary of
is no further morning business, morning the Treasury has some very grave misbusiness is concluded, and the Chair lays givings as to the impact the bill may
before the Senate the unfinished busi- have on the debt ceiling.
ness.
From the point of view of proper legi,slative procedure, it seems to me it would
be far better to afford Senators an opCOMMUNITY FACILITIES ACT OF
portunity to study the bill, which was
1958
just placed on the calendar this mornThe Senate resumed the consideration ing, and set it down for debate as soon
of the bill CS. 3497> to expand the public as the Easter recess has expired. If
facility loan program of the Commwlity Senators had an opportunity thoroughly
Facilities Administl:ation of the Housing to familiarize themselves with the bill,
and Home Finance Agency, and for read the report and hearings, and had an
other purposes.
opportwlity to consult with the people
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I in the localities in their respective States,
should like to engage in a colloquy, if I I think it would be better legislative promay, with the distinguished minority cedure. I so expressed myself to the
leader relative to the bill which is before distinguished acting majority leader.
tne Senate, s. 3497.
The Senate was iitformed on yesterday -:Mr. MANSFIELD. Yes, that is corthat it was the purpose of the majority rect; and I felt duty bound to make
side to meet at 10 o'clock today. Because some sort of statement on the fioor, bea Republican meeting was to be held at cause of the assurance I had given a
the White House, it was mutually agreed number of Senators that we would try
by the leadership to meet at noon today. to conclude action on the bill tonight
However, the Senate was warned on yes- and, if necessary, would be in session
terday that, although it would meet at until11 or 12 o'clock.
I realize there is a great deal of merit
noon, it would stay in session until 11 or
12 o'clock. The hope was that the Senate in what the minority leader has said.
could complete action on the pending bill Although the report was not available
and recess until Thursday, which would until this morning, it is available now,
enable some Members to get an extra day along with the hearings. The bill has
off during the Easter recess. It was the been considered and discussed in full
intention on this side of the aisle to detail by the members of the Banking
try to complete action on the bill, if at all and Currency Committee. With a view
possible, today. Because the amend- to getting something done in this time
ments were few, tt was felt they could be of recession and great need, and since
considered, and, by 11 or 12 o'clock 'to- this especially affects small communinight, the Senate could come to a vote ties and counties, I was wondering if it
and dispose of this particular measure, would be agreeable to the minority leader
which we think is important and in the to have the debate proceed today, thus
enabling Senators to familiarize theminterest of the country.
I should like to ask the minority leader, selves with the bill, and perhaps have a
if I may, if he would be willing to have final vote tomorrow.
the bill con:.idered today, on a late night
Mr. KNOWLAND. It seems to me
session basis, and perhaps have the the period suggested is pretty short. I
Senate meet at an earlier hour tomorrow, think the Congress of the United States
in an attempt to bring the bill to a vote has operated diligently,
We have
before the Easter recess.
_
passed highway legislation and we have
passed
housing
legislation,
with
bipartiMr. KNOWLAND. I will say to the
distinguished Senator from Montana san support. We have considered a
that, as he knows, the report on the bill number of appropriation bills. We have
was not made available until sometime considered a good deal of other legislathis morning.
tion as it has been proposed. EmerMr. MANSFIELD. That is correct.
gency legislation has been considered
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with support from both sides of the
aisle.
We are now asked to consider a bill
involving more than a billion dollars, a.
bill which certainly establishes far
broader public policies than have been
followed heretofore. It seems to me it
would be a better legislative practice if
the bill could be scheduled to be taken
up immediately following our return
from the Easter recess.
Of course, I recognize that the scheduling of legislation rests with the majority, on the other side of the aisle.
As one who has cooperated fully toward
expediting the other legislation, I feel
in this matter what is proposed is a
questionable legislative procedure, and
I think the people of the country expect
us to follow orderly legislative procedure
in regard to legislation of such magnitu~

'""Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, the
minority leader has stated there has
been responsible bipartisan cooperation
with.regard to antirecession measures
and resolutions the Senate has already
passed. I was hoping the same sense of
responsible cooperation on a bipartisan
basis would extend to our consideration
of the Community Facilities Act of 1958,
because it likewise is, in large part, an
antirecession measure.
'I believe we would be facing up to our
responsibilities, if it were at all possible,
by considering the bill now, instead of
waiting until the recess has ended. I
believe we should try to complete consideration of the bill on the basis of 2
days' debate.
The minority leader and I both recog•
nize this is a question which the Senate
will have to decide for itself. I only
express my opinion. I must admit if
the particular measure now pending
shall not be passed before the recess I
shall be a little disappointed, because I
believe it is a good step in the right direction toward combating the recession
which is now affecting the entire
country.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, I
certainly agree with what the acting
majority• leader has said. If the bill is
to be passed at all, it ought to be passed
promptly as an antirecession measure.
If action on the bill is delayed, then one
of its principal virtues will be lost. I
sincerely hope the bill will be considered
today.
·
The bill was introduced. It was explained on the fioor, and considerable
discussion took place with respect to it
some 2 weeks ago. I believe that was
March 17.
The bill has been changed only in the
direction, I may say, of making it more
conservative. There has been a cutting
in half of the amount to be provided, and
an increasing of interest rate, neither
of 1fhich items has my approval. I oppos'i! botlf. In any case, we have gone a
considerable distance in an effort to
1·ea.ch a. compromise on the bill, with
which those on the other side of the aisle
could agree. Both the amendments, the
one to increase the interest rate and the
one to decrease the amount, were offered by the Senator from Maine [Mr.
PAYNE]. The committee went along
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Debt management also has been made
more d111icult and expensive by the shortenIng of maturities. Now more than 80 bll·
lions, almost 30 percent of the debt outstanding, a r e on a short-term basis. I cannot understand why those In authority did
not move earlier to refund the debt when
the money market was easy. If private
corporations could refund and borrow at
rates as low as 2%, why couldn't tile Government?
We must face, however reluctantly, the
truth that Government action Is no nostrum
for economic health. Nor Is It a substitute
for Individual responsibility. The adjustment must be made by each of us, In our
business, our job, on our farm . We must
work harder--<:ut costs--save more.
Nothing would be more effective In turnIng the tide than to halt the never-ending
spiral of wages and prices. The best stimulant to our economy would come !rom price
r eductions. The consumer, who has no
lobby or bargaining agent, Is belatedly rebelling against having every wage and cost
Increase passed on to him. If Industry and
labor continue to push up wage, price, and
p rofit levels, they wiJI price themselves out
of the market. Consumer resistance will
grow, further depressing economic activity
and adding to unemployment. Foreign
goods will enter our markets In Increasing
quantities· with unsettling effects on our
domestic economy, our tariff policies, and
our allies and friends.
No one wishes to see a return to cut-throat
competition with Its price wars and wage
cuts. No one Is more concerned to see labor
preserve Its gains than I am. But we must
halt the wild, unmerry chase of prices, wages
and profits.
We prefer not to compel this by legislative fiat or executive order. We rely upon
Individual action, self-discipline, and enlightened selfishness of labor and Industrial
leaders. If they cannot recognize that selfInterest requires concern for the national
Interest, then they and the Nation as a whole
will be made to suffer. If they will not adjust
voluntarUy and In time to the Jaw of supply
and demand, the adjustment eventually
forced on them wiJI be much more painful.
It would be an Inspiring and salutary thing
If the leaders of our great labor unions and
businesses would jointly pledge to the President that for 1 year there wiJI be no Increase
In wages or prices and that profit margins
would at least be frozen.
Individual self-restraint should be exercised, too, In the area of private credit. Its
excessive growth has been one of the major
factors In our present dllllcultles and Is one
of the weak links In our economl.c chain.
When Individual Indebtedness alone ria..--:.
above $200 bUiion we have reason to be concerned.
I have often been shocked by the lengths
to which banks, merchants and advertisers
go to press credit upon the consumer with
which to buy things they can be persuaded
to want, but do not need. The susceptlbUity
of the American public to these blandishments troubles me. The opportunity to vacation In Florida, California, or Latin AmerIca; or tour the Caribbean; or even visit. the
Taj Mahal for little or nothing down and a
few dollars a week may not be easy to resist.
But Is It a proper use of credit?
In the last analysis, we face a test of character and commonsense. Have we so deluded
ourselves that we take seriously the Alice-InWonderland notion that the cure for Indebtedness lies In more debt; and that thrift Is
antisocial? Or do we have sulllclent economic sense-and courage-to !ace the facts
of our situation, recognize the mistakes we
have made and correct them In time, with·
out Incurring the heavier penalties whlcb
delay and evasion will exact?
In summation, gentlemen, let me say:

F irst, that this r ecession Is the Inevitable
aftermath of a period of lnfiatlon that could
at least have been mitigated, if not prevented;
Second, that t h ere Is no cause for alarm If
we will lear n from ou r mistakes and call a
halt to the practices which are responsible
for this situation;
Third, that we can restore confidence along
with economic health by sound measures
which Include:
(a) Determining the requirements of national securl ty and doing all that Is needed
to meet them.
(b) Barring new lnfiatlonary adventures.
For egoing tax reductions. Avoiding deficit
spending.
(c) Strengthening the credit of government by refunding the debt on a long-term
basis and planning definite amortization.
(d) Stopping the price-wage spiral and
the abuse of credit.
Gentlemen, ours Is a country of boundless
natural and human resources, of scientific
and technological skills that defy obstacles
and frontiers. The future holds promise If
only we have the wit and discipline to use
them properly. And let us not complain
about our surpluses of food, fiber, and meats.
If we do not add to them, but manage them
Intelligently, they will give us a reserve
against any emergency of war or nature more
precious than the gold of Ft. Knox.
In closing I offer for your meditation a
thought expressed by one of the wisest
Americans, Benjamin Franklin, who saidand I quote:
"The taxes are Indeed v~y heavy, and if
those laid by the Government were the only
ones we bad to pay, we might more easily
discharge them; but we have many others,
and more grievous to some of us. We are
taxed twice as much by our Idleness, three
times as much by our pride, and four times
as much by our foJJy; and from these taxes
the commissioners cannot ease or deJiver us
by allowing an abatement."

HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION
Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in the
body of the RECORD a statement I have
prepared concerning the supplemental
highway bill which was passed by the
Senate last Thursday, March 27.
On that night, before the bill was
passed, I expressed my hope that as the
highway program got underway, it would
not suddenly become faced by increased
prices of materials and demands for increased wages. The highway bill was
passed to stabilize the economy and to
provide work. My hopes were and a1·e
that that purpose will be achieved, and
that no part of the fund will be dissipated
by the suppliers of material and equipment asking for increased prices or by
labor leaders asking for increased wages
while the Nation is living in an economic
recession.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
Mr. LAUSCHE.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR LAUSCHE

I address myself to the subject of the
highway construction bill which the Senate
passed last Thursday, March 27.
Near the conclusion of the debate on that
bill, I brlefiy expressed my fears that unless
contractors, suppliers of materials that go
Into highway construction, and labor, which
Is a major cost in highway construction, all
cooperate fuJJy In resisting unwarranted price
and wage increases, that the true objectives
ot the bill would be defeated.

The lntent of the original Highway Act of
1956 was to set up, on a pay-as-you-go basis a Federal assistance program to enable,
through State cooperation, the building of
an Interstate Highway System adequate for
present and future needs.
In reference to the pasEage last week of the
Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1958, the primary purpose was not only to carry out the
major provisions of the original act, but to
accelerate those provisions in order to help
bolster a sagging economy, and primarily to
provide employment throughout the Nation.
Any move on the part of any segment of
the highway construction Industry, be It
labor or business, to use this accelerated program as a price and wage boost justification,
will be defeating the ultimate purpose of the
Congress.
The money for this program appropriated
by Congress was not in the Treasury, nor was
It In the anticipated revenues for the fiscal
year of 1959, but was voted In the knowledge
that It would have to be borrowed.
That act of deficit operation was only voted
by many in the Congress In the hopes that
the program would stem the recession.
Every Member of Congress, I hope, will be
watching the actions and attitudes of the
labor leaders, equipment and material suppliers, and highway contractors respecting
their willingness to hold the line on wages
and prices.
An unwarranted boost In any cost that
go into the price we pay for this program will
be a mockery and travesty on justice
because1. It will reduce the total number of miles
of highway Intended to be built;
2. It wiiJ of necessity reduce the number
of workers that may be employed.
3. It will be a harm rather than a good to
the economy.
The junior Senator from Ohio will ask !or
monthly reports !rom the Ohio Department
of Highways on construction and material
costs, and from the Industrial Relations
Department of Ohio for any evidence of
demands for Increases In existing local wage
rate agreements.

The PRESIDING OFFICER.
Is
there further morning business?
Mr. DIRKSEN. I suggest the absence
of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll,
and the following Senators answered to
their names:
Aiken
Allott

Goldwater
Gore

Anderson

Green

Mundt
MUrray
N eubefger

Barrett
Beall
Bennett
Bible
Bridges

Hayden
Hennings
Hlckenlooper
HIIJ
HobJitzeJI

O'Mahoney
Payne
Potter
Proxmlre
Purtell

Bush

Holland

Revercomb

Butler
Byrd
Carlson
Carroll

Case, N.J.
Case. S. Dak.
Chavez
Church
Cooper

Cotton
Curtis
Dirksen
Douglas
Dworshak
Ellender
Ervin
Flanders
Frear
Fulbright

Hruska
Humphrey
Ives
Javlts

Robertson
Russell
Saltonstall
Scboeppel

Johnston, S.C.
Kefauver
Kennedy
Kerr

Scott
Smathers
Smith, Maine
Smith, N. J.

Knowland

Sparkman

Kuchel
Langer
Lausche
Mansfield
Martin, Iowa
Martin, Pa.
McClellan
McNamara
Morse
Morton

Stennis
Symlngton
Talmadge
Thurmond
Thye
Watkins
Wiley
Williams
Yarborough
Young

Mr. MANSFIELD. I announce that
the Senator from Pennsylvania rMr.
CLARK], the Senator from Mississippi
[Mr. EASTLAND], the Senator from Wash·
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with them. I object to them, because I
think they weaken the effect of the bill
as an antirecession measure.
The minority leader says the proposed
legislation represents a vast extension
and undertakes new functions. I respectfully disagree with him. The program is the precise program which was
contemplated in the legislation passed
some years ago. I believe the original
legislation passed while the Republicans
were in control, in 1954. The distinguished Senator from Indiana (Mr.
CAPEHART) was .One of the cosponsors,
and I believe the other cosponsor was the
Senator from Alabama (Mr. SPARKMAN).
In any case, legislation was enacted
which called for the preparation of plans
for exactly such a contingency as the one
we now face; that is, for a time when
public worls§ are needed. We are now in
such a pefiod. Plans have been made,
and structures of all descriptions are
ready to be built by communities. The
Federal Government has advanced the
money for the plans. The money is to
be repaid, of course.
A modest amount is already available.
One hundred million dollars has been
made available, and about half of it is
committed.
The reason the money is not being used
to the full extent is that the interest rate
is too high.
I submit to the minority leader he is in
error in leading the Senate to believe we
are to consider a vast new kind of program. We are to consider precisely the
kind of program which was contem~
plated in the legislation passed in 1954,
which has been on the books since that
time, and which has been in operation.
All we seek to do by the pending bill is
to remove the limitation on the size.
For instance, under the bill towns above
10,000. in population may apply for financial assistance.
How can anyone say this proposal is
a radical departure? Actually, by administrative action the program has been
restricted to cover towns smaller than
those for which the coverage is authorized. There is only 1 applicant town
above 5,000 and under 10,000 population
which has been given a loan.
The reasons for such action may have
been good ones, in my opinion. We were
in an inflationary period. There was a
shortage of materials. There was considerable pressure against our public
funds. Interest rates were high. Other
factors along that line were involved.
There was justification for not desiring
to add to the infl.ationary pressure. I
believe the situation is reversed today.
We now face the very circumstances
to which the Senator's own party looked
forward.
Why should there be a desire to delay?
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I yield.
Mr. KNOWLAND. In the previous
legislation to which the Senator refers, what was the dollar amount involved? Was it not $100 million?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. It was $100 million.
Mr. KNOWLAND. The pending bill
Involves a billion dollars?
No.53-6
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Mr. FULBRIGHT. A billion dollars.
Mr. KNOWLAND. That is a slight
"typographical" change.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. No. Obviously, in
order to have an effect in combating a
recession, we must provide more than
$100 million. I believe that was contemplated. The $100 million was provided to take care of the very small
program of servicing primarily communities of 5,000 population or less and
in only two fields primarily, the fields of
water systems and sewer systems.
The planning part of the work was
not confined exactly in that way. The
planning part, which was the part pesigned to create the plans to be used
and to be brought off the shelf, in the
language of the trade, to be put into
effect when conditions warranted, was
authorized. In a recession period, when
there is unemployment, when there is
an excessive supply of goods, when
plants are shutting down instead of
making building materials and providing steel and shingles-all kinds of
building materials--the program is supposed to take effect.
Let us consider the hardwood flooring producers in my own State. Those
companies are closed down. They are
very anxious to have this type of program get underway. I am sure the
lumber interests in California and the
ceramics interests here and there, as
well as the glass and other industries
would benefit by the passage of the proposed legislation.
Mr. President,
Mr. KNOWLAND.
will the Senator yield?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I yield.
Mr. KNOWLAND. As to the $100 million provided in prior legislation, to
which reference was made, is it not a
fact that of such amount only $23 million has been used to date?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. That much has
been expended.
Mr. KNOWLAND. I refer to the expenditure.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Another $25 million or so has been committed. The total amount is really about $50 million.
The reason for such a low expenditure
is the charge of 4% percent interest.
The people cannot pay such interest
rates. They will not pay them. Therefore, the facilities are not constructed.
Actually the whole matter comes
down to one simple thing. The real
difficulty is in the interest rate, with all
deference to my friend from California.
If the program is to be effective, a billion dollars is needed. The interest rate
ought to be 3 percent. The bill provides for 3% percent. Such an interest
rate will do some good and will attract
some people into the market who otherwise would not enter it. It is certainly
a better interest rate than 4% percent.
That is the main consideration.
The Secretary of the Treasury is opposed to this bill. We all know that.
There is no secret about it. There is
no question that he is opposed to it, and
in my opinion, he will be opposed to it
next week, and 3 weeks hence, unless
the depression becomes so serious that
we must resort to a straight WPA pro-
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gram. The Secretary of the Treasury
will continue to oppose it.
With all deference to the Senator from
California, this is the most conservative
bill in this direction that he will have
the opportunity to vote for. If he does
not vote for this bill, and the recession
does not end very quickly, there will be
much more radical measures than this
coming before the Senate.
This is not a grant program. The
loans will be to communities and they
will all be good loans. They will rank
in the higher echelons of quality.
This is not a giveaway program in
any sense. It will not cost the Government anything. The interest rate will
return a profit to the Government. The
interest rate is one-half of 1 percent
higher than the cost of money to the
Federal Government today.
'
This program is not a "handout" at
all. I dare say the Senator will be confronted with b1lls which will be much
nearer to the Federal grant, make-work
type of program than this bill.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President,
will the Senator yield?
Mx. FULBRIGHT. I yield.
Mr. MANSFIELD. So far as the legislation passed to date is concerned,
there have been no make-work legislation, no leaf-raking measures passed by
this body or by the House. The legislation passed by the Congress, on a bipartisan basis, has been sound and responsible.
I should like to ask the distinguished
chairman of the committee a few questions.
Is it true that the amount originally
proposed by the chairman in introducing the bill has been halved?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. It has been cut in
two. I proposed an amount of $2 billion,
which I thinl!: would have been a desirable amount. Everyone in the administration who comments on the recession
accuses Democrats of preaching doom
and gloom. They say the psychological
impact has been bad. I should say that
a sum of $2 billion would have a good
psychological effect. It would guarantee the use of a substantial amount of
money.
One reason why I do not feel that the
reduction in the amount would ci'ipple
the program too much is that in the
ordinary administration of the program it would not be feasible to process
and use more than $1 billion for the first
year. If the program proves to be as
effective as I think it will be, next spring
we can review the situation, and if there
is need for still more money, we can
provide it. If not, we will not need to
provide more. I believe it would be better to provide $2 billion rather than $1
billion. There would be no waste of
money. It would not fl.ow out of the
Treasury except in an orderly process.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Is it true that
amendments proposed and sponsored by
Republicans have been accepted in an
effort to arrive at a reasonable compro
mise?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. The Senator is
con:ect. The committee adopted the
interest-rate amendment proposed by
the Senator from Maine. I opposed it,
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and that the bill will be considered de
novo.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. The Senator is
correct. We did not wish to have a
clean bill because most Senators have
become familiar with the present num7
bering. That is why we did not report
a clean bm. The granting of my request
will have the same effect.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request of the Senator
from Arkansas? Without objection, it is
so ordered.
The amendments of the Committee
on Banking and Currency, agreed to en
bloc, are as follows: On page 2, line 25,
after the word "loans", to insert (including construction loans>"; on page 3, at
the beginning of line 3, to strike out
"munisipalities," and insert "municipalities," and, in the same line, after the
word "and", to insert "political subdivisions of States, and public corporations, boards, and"; on page 4, at the
beginning of line 2, to strike out "fiftyfive" and insert "fifty-two"; in line 20,
after the word "first", to strike out "five"
and insert "two"; on page 5, at the beginning of line 2, to strike out "five" and
insert "two"; in line 17, after the word
"exceed", to strike out "five" and insert
"two"; in line 23, after the word "exceeding", to strike out "$2,000,000,000"
and insert "$1,000,000,000"; on page 6,
line 6, after the word "than", to strike
out "the average ann.ual interest rate on
all interest bearing obligations of the
United States then forming part of the
public debt as computed at the end of
the month next preceding the issuance
by the administrator of such notes or
other obligations and adjusted to the
nearest one-eighth of 1 per centum" and
insert "the current average yields on
outstanding marketable obligations of
the United States of comparable maturi·
ties as of the last day of the month preceding the issuance of such notes or
other obligations."; on page 7, after line
3, to strike out:

April 1

60 days after the date of enactment of this
act.

but the committee adopted it by a vote
of 9-t.o 6, as I recall.
Mr. MANSFIEI.D. Let me say to the
And, at the top of page 9, to insert
distinguished chairman of the commita new section, as follows:
tee that I am in accord with his point
SEC. 4. Section 702 (e) of the Housing
of view about the interest rate, which I
Act of 1954, as amended, Is amended by:
(a) striking "$14,000,000" and inserting in
think is too high.
lieu thereof "$64,000,000"; and
I am also in accord with those mem(b) striking "$48,000,000" and Inserting In
bers 'of the committee who feel that the
lieu thereof "$98,000,000."
Bacon-Davis provision should be retained.
So as to make the bill read:
I invite attention of the minority lead.,
it enacted, etc., That this act may be
cited ' as the "Community Facllitles Act of
er and other Senators to the fact that
1958."
assurances had been given to the memSEC. 2. Title II, Public Facility Loans, of
bership that this measure would be conthe
Housing Amendments of 1955, Is amended
sidered today, and that the Senate would
to read as follows:
remain in session late. I feel honor"TITLE II-PunLIC FACILITY LOANS
bound to state to the Senate that the
"DECLARATION OF POLICY
measure will be considered before the
"SEc. 201. It has been the policy of the
recess, that the Senate will remain in
Congress to assist, wherever possible, the
session late, and that we shall do our
States and their political subdivisions to
best to try to have the bill passed before
provide the services and facllities essential
the recess.
to the health and welfare of the people of
Mr'. PAYNE. Mr. President, will the
the United States. Tlie Congress tlnds that
in many instances muniC!pal!tles or other
Senator from Arkansas yield?
political subdlvlslons of States, which seek
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I am glad to yield
to provide essential publlc works or publlc
for a question; yes.
facillties,
are unable to raise the necessary
Mr. PAYNE. Is it not correct to say
funds.
that during the colloquy which occuned
"The Congress finds that the Immediate
earlier, sufficient emphasis was not placed
construction or these essential publlc works
on the fact that the reason why more
and publlc facilities would enhance the
communities have not taken advantage
health and welfare of the people of the
United States and woUld reduce unemployof the Community Facilities Act under
ment and stimulate business activity.
the $100 miJ!ion figure is that there is
"It Is the purpose of this title to authorize
a limitation in the act so that no comthe extension of credit to assist In the promunity in excess of 10,000 population
vision o! essential public works or facilltles
is eligible under the act? Furthermore,
by States, munlclpallties, or other polltical
is it not correct to say that there is a
subdivisions of States, where such credit is
restriction on the number of so-called
not otherwise available on equally favorable
terms or condl tlons.
community facilities which may be un''FEDERAL LOANS
dertaken under the provisions of the act?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. The Senator is
"SEC. 202. (a) The Housing and Home
quite right. I thought I made that clear.
Finance Administrator, acting through the
Community Facll!tles Administration, Is
At least I tried to do so. The Senator
authorized to purchase the securities and
has stated the situation as H has exobligations
o!, or to mlike loans (including
isted up to the present time. However,
construction loans) to States, municipalI believe it was contemplated in the origiities, and other political subd!v!slons of
nallegislation that whenever a condition
States, publlc agenlces, and !nstrumelital·
developed like the one now confronting
!ties or one or more States, munlclpalltles
us, with a recession and unemployment,
and poll tical subdivisions o! States, and
public corporations, boards, and commissions
those restrictions would be lifted.
"(b) Funds borrowed under this section established under the laws of any State,
Mr. PAYNE. Is it not true that there and any proceeds shall constitute a revolving
are -in being a tremendous number of fund which may be used by the Adminis- to finance specific publlc projects under
State or municipal law. No such purchase
plans, already developed by communities trator In the exercise of his functions under or
loan shall be made for payment of ordiall over the country, for so-called com- this title.
nary governmental or nonproject operating
munity facilities, on which the comexpenses.
And insert:
munities have not been able to proceed,
"(b) The powers granted In subsection (a)
"(b) Funds borrowed under this section
for several reasons, one of them being the may
be used by the Administrator in the of this section shall be suJ?ject to the following
restrictions and llrnltallons:
inability to secure money at reasonable exercise of his functions under this title. Of
" ( 1) No financial assistance shall be exrates of interest, and it has been neces- such funds not to exceed $400.000,000. totended under this section unless the financial
sary to hold the plans in abeyance, gether with the proceeds therefrom, shall assistance
applied for is not otherwise availawaiting some development?
constitute a revoiving fund for the purposes able on equally favorable terms and condiMr. FULBRIGHT. The Senator is of this ti tie.
tions, and all securities and obligations
quite right.
purchased and all loans made under this secOn page 8, after line 13, to strike out: tion
Mr. PAYNE. I thank the Senator.
shall be of such sound value or so se ..
SEC.
3.
No
loans
shall
be
made
under
seccured as reasoi'\4}.bly to assure retirement or
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I believe that is
tion 108 of the Reconstruction Finance Cor- repayment. and such loans may be made
the important reason, and the major poration Llquldatlon Act after the date of
either directly or in cooperation with banks
reason.
enactment o! this act.
or other lending Institutions through agreeMr. President, I ask unanimous conments to participate or by the purchase of
sent that the committee amendments be
And insert:
participations or otherwise.
deemed to be agreed to en bloc, and that
SEC. 3. The Housing and Home Finance
"(2) No securities or obligations shall be
the bill as amended be considered as Administrator Is directed to make a study to purchased, and no loans shall be made. inoriginal text for the purpose of amend· determine the extent to which additional cluding renewals or extensions thereof, which
funds are required by the Community Fao!ll· have maturity dates In excess of 50 years,
ment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there ties Administration to assist munlclpallties except that when the authority granted In
and other political subdlvlslons of States to paragraph (5) below Is exercised, the maturobjection?
tlnance the construction of essential public ity date shall not exceed 52 years.
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, I works and facilities. The Administrator
"(3) Interest shall be charged on loans
assume this is the customary request, shall report his tlndlngs and recommenda· made under this section at a rate determined
and that there will be no foreclosure of tlons to the Committees on Banking and by the Administrator which shall not be
amendments being offered to the bill, Currency of the House and Senate•w!th!n more than the total o! one-quarter of 1 per
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ployment relief for another 13 weeks or
perhaps 56 weeks? That will be a very
expensive bill, because it will involve
direct outgo with no return.
The b!ll before the Senate proposes a
conservative lending program. Every
nickel will be repaid. It will not all be
disbursed immediately. It will not be
spread out in the form of handouts. It
wlll not be like a tax reduction, which
would really create deficit spending.
The money which is involved in the
bill will be expended rather gradually.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield? I should like to answer the Senator from Ohio.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I yield to the Senator from Montana.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I certainly do not
agree with the statement of the Senator
from Ohio that 12 hours of panicky consideration will be given to the bill. If
necessary, the Senate w!ll meet 12 or 15
hours today and tomorrow, because we
shall be in session late tonight, and will
try to meet early In the morning. The
Senate will remain in session late tomorrow night, and, if need be, will meet early
on Thursday.
I call attention to the fact that an
Easter recess is in the offing. Plenty
of notice was given to the Senate that
the bill would be taken up. As a matter
of fact, any delay in its consideration is
not because of action on this side of the
aisle, but because of a desire to accommodate Senators on the other side of the
aisle. Ample notice has been given.
The Senate has passed no irresponsible
legislation so far this year. I certainly
am not one who would be panicked by 12
hours' consideration of the bill. I do not
think the Senate would be either.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield, since this discussion revolves about me?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I will yield, although I shall not yield indefinitely.
But I will yield for a question or a comment.
Mr. LAUSCHE. In Ohio, the all-inclusive budget for the current 2-year
period was $1,800,000,000, and usually 6
months were necessary in which to consider it.
I will have considerable difficulty in
telling the people of Ohio that I joined
in the approval of a program involving
the expenditure of $1 billion, when the
papers covering the hearings were delivered to me at 12 o'clock noon, and a.
request was made upon me to vote upon
the bill on this day or by tomorrow. I
will not be able to do so.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I call the attention of the Senator from Connecticut to
the matter of time. On page UJ. of the
hearings he will find the testimony of
M.r. Patrick Healy, who is the executive
director of the American Municipal Association, of which Mayor George
Christopher, of San Francisco, is the
president. On page 121, Mr. Healy said:
On the other hand, there are a large number or projects ready to go that could be put
into construction within 60 days after this
bill was passed l! they could get the financing.

Mr. Healy is as good an authority as
I know of on the question whether there

are plans ready for use and whether the
projects could be put under construction
in a short time.
Mr. BUSH. I may say in answer to
the Senator from Arkansas [Mr. FuLBRIGHT], and also observe in connection
with what the Senator from Montana ·
[Mr. MANSFIELD] has said, that although
I am a member of the committee, I have
not had a chance until today to see a
copy of the hearings, or to see a copy of
the report.
I do not believe a copy of the report
was available even on yesterday, although perhaps it might have been available yesterday evening. If that is not
trying to legislate on a crash basis, I do
not know what is. I have not seen any
such action as this since I have been a
Member of the Senate. That has not
been so very long, and not so long a time
as the service of the Senator from Arkansas. But so long as I have been a
member, with him, of the Committee on
Banking and Currency, I have never seen
a bill pushed through in the way in
which this bill was sought to be pushed
through.
I do not think it is fair to Senators
who have responsibilities to discharge to
ask them to vote, without adequate consideration, on very large appropriation
measures or authorization measures. As
the Senator from Utah pointed out recently, an additional $1 billion can be
created in the deficit of the United
States Government.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I do not understand how the Senator from Connecticut
can become so excited about this bill. A
bill was reported the other day which will
provide $1,500,000,000 for the military.
When it passed, there were not six Senators in the Chamber.
I read in the newspapers that another
bill involving a large sum of money will
be reported within 2 or 3 weeks, and I
doubt if there will be 10 minutes' debate
given to it. No one will think anything
of that at all.
The Senator from Connecticut knows
very well that this particular bill touches
a sensitive point. That is why he wants
to have a delay. That is why he wants
to defeat the bill, if he does. The Congress deals with the miJitary appropriations and makes appropriations of $1 billion or $2 billion or $4 billion without
t\ll'ning a hair, and practically without
debate.
I remember that when I was a Member of the House of Representatives, the
House passed a bill carrying appropriations of $30 billion when only a few
Members were on the floor, and debate
on the bill did not take even 30 minutes.
That is an old custom of the Congress.
So the amount involved is not the
point. The point is, of course, that the
administration and the Secretary of the
Treasury are opposed to the bill, as the
Secretary of the Treasury said in his
letter. He does not like the Interest rate
for which the bill provides. It is all
right for him not to like the interest
rate; that is his privilege. If a Senator
does not want the b!ll to be passed, it is
his privilege to oppose it.
But the Senator from Connecticut
himself joined, on last Wednesday in
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delaying the taking of action on the
bill; so I do not think he is in a good
position to complain about the time
when the report on the blll was available. The Senator from Connecticut
would have had the report on Thursday,
but for his vote. And the Senator from
Connecticut could have had the report
this morning, at 9 o'clock, if he had
cared to examine it then. If he had
done so, he could have read all of it by
now.
Mr. BUSH. But I do not like to work
under such pressure.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Furthermore, the
report is dull reading; no doubt that
is why the Senator from Connecticut
does not wish to read it.
Mr. BUSH. No, I do wish to read It.
That is why I suggest a postponement.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Arkansas yield to me?
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
SPARKMAN in the chair). Does the Senator from Arkansas yield to the Senator
from Montana?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I yield.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Is It not odd that
'Senators on the other side of the aisle
suddenly develop such concern about the
proposed legislation? Why did they not
show such concern earlier, in connection
with other measures, some of which have
called for authorizations much larger
than the one called for by the pending
bill. As a matter of fact, the program
proposed by the pending bill is not to
be a grant program, is it?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. No.
Mr. MANSFIELD. It is to be a. loan
program, is it not?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. That Is correct.
Mr. MANSFIELD. As a matter of
fact, regardless of whether Senators on
the other side of the aisle will adinit it,
the country is in a recession; and so far
as my State of Montana is concerned,
there is a. depression. I believe action
should be taken on the bill before the.
Easter recess begins.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Furthermore, Mr.
President, if the proposed action, which
is relatively mild, is not taken, I think
it is much more likely that a serious
depression will develop. Preventive action such as that now proposed will ward
off real deterioration in our economy.
Let me say, with all due deference to
the Senator from Connecticut, that I
know that a program of this kind is
more in accord with his kind of
economic philosophy than will be the
kind of program with which he will be
confronted later on, if the depression
becomes worse and worse. If this proposal should be defeated, the Senator
from Connecticut will be sorry, later on,
that he did not accept this program.
Mr. BUSH. Again let me say to the
Senator from Montana that it takes only
a certain amount to break the camel's
back. Many of us think this bill is not
as necessary as the Senator from Montana thinks it is.
As a matter of fact, those of us on
this side of the aisle do not consider
a $1 billion authorization an authorization for the appropriation of a modest
amount of money; and we wish to have
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enough time to study the implications of
the bill, before the vote on it is taken.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Arkansas yield again
to me?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I yield.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Let me ask the
Senator from Connecticut whether h~
voted to report the bill from the committee.
Mr. BUSH. No, I did not. The committee voted only yesterday to report
the bill. I was not present at that meeting of the committee. At that time I
was at Fort Bragg, to attend the ceremonies in honor of General Gavin, who
is retiring from the Army. I went there
as a member of the Senate Committee
on Armed Services.
Before I left for Fort Bragg, I gave
my proxy to one of my colleagues: and
he used my proxy to have me recorded
as voting in favor of having the bill reported. He did that on his own volition;
he had my unlimited proxy. He himself voted against reporting the bill; and
if I had been at the committee meeting,
I would have voted against reporting the
bill. That is the full story in regard to
that situation.
As a matter of fact, although the report shows that only two of the members
of the committee were opposed to reporting the bill, I wish to point out that
the Senator from Indiana [Mr. CAPEHART] was not present at that meeting.
He is in the hospital. But judging from
what he said before he went to the hospital, he would have voted against reporting the bill. If so, that would have
made four members of the committee
who would have voted against reporting
it.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, if
the Senator from Arkansas will yield
again to me, let me say that it appears
to me that the Senator from Connecticut is opposed to the blll, and thUb is
pursuing dilatory or delaying tactics, in
the hope that the bill can be defeated
before the Easter recess begins.
Mr. BUSH. But certainly a Senator
is justified in opposing a bill if he does
not know what it provides for.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, the
Senator from Connecticut should know
what the bill provides, for he is a member of the committee.
.~But the. hearfrtgs on the
bill were very brief. In all the years I
have been a Member of the Senate, no
other bill has been pushed through the
committee so quickly as this one has.
In fact, if it had not been for the absence of the Senator from Indiana LMr.
CAPEHART], the bill would have been reported 2 or 3 days ago.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. As a matter of
fact, I believe the housing bill carried
an appropriation authorization of $1,800,000,000, and that bill was passed
with little or no objection. I do not believe the Senator from Connecticut
voted against that bill. In fact, I think
scarcely any Members of the Senate
voted against it. So the size of the proposed authorization does not seem to be
the controlling point.
I do not know why there is such opposition to the bill.

Mr. BUSH. But at first glance there
appears to be much less reason for the
enactment of this bill than there was
for enactment of the housing bill.
'
Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, will
the Senator frqm Arkansas yield to me?
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
LAUSCHE in the chair). Does the Senator from Arkansas yield to the Senator
from Alabama?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I yield.
Mr. SPARKMAN. Is it not true that
the hearings on the bill began on March
19, almost 2 weeks ago?
•
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Yes. And debate
on the bill occurred on the floor of the
Senate 2 weeks ago.
Mr. SPARKMAN. The hearings lasted approximately 1 week; there was 1
week between the first day and the second day of the hearings, was there not?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. That is correct.
Mr. SPARKMAN. On the next day
the committee met in executive session,
to consider the bill; and the consideration of the bill was continued, at the request of a Senator on the other side of
the aisle.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. That is correct.
Mr. SPARKMAN. It was continued
until Monday-yesterday, was it not
Mr. FULBRIGHT. That is correct.
Mr. SPARKMAN. Is it not true that
every member of the committee has notice that the intention was to have the
committee vote on yesterday on the question of reporting the bill, and that every
effort would be made to have the bill
brought before the Senate, for consideration, prior to the commencement of the
Easter holidays?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. The Senator from
Alabama is absolutely correct.
Mr. SPARKMAN. In other words, no
Senator is caught without notice in this
regard. Is that not true?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. 'Ihe Senator from
Alabama is again quite correct.
Furthermore, the facts involved in the
proposed program are very simply, indeed; there is nothing new about it.
Mr. SPARKMAN. Is not the pending
bill an amendment of basic, existing law?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Yes; it is an
amendment of an existing program.
As I have pointed out, the principal
features of the bill are to increase the
program from $100 million to $1 billion,
and decrease the interest rate from 4%
percent to 3 112 percent. There is nothing
complicated about the bill.
Mr. SPARKMAN. The bill also removes the limitation, does it not?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Yes, it removes the
limitations as to the size of the cities
which may qualify under the program,
and the type of projects cliglble.
Mr. SPARKMAN. Yes; and that is
all there is to the bill; is not that correct?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Certainly. One
does not have to take days and days to
consider those changes.
Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President:l!
the Senator from Arkansas will yield
further to ,me, let me say that of course
I consider carefully the views of the
Senator from Connecticut [Mr. BuSH],
who is a valuable member of the Banking
and Cw-rency Committee. But is it not
true that he was present at the com-
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mittee meetings and participated freely
in the deliberations from time to time,
during the committee's consideration cf
the bill?
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, perhaps
the Senator from Arkansas will permit
me to answer as to that.
Mr. SPARKMAN. I was there, and I
recall some quite lively discussion by
the Senator from Connecticut.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I have no doubt
that the Eenator from Connecticut understands the bill thoroul:hlY.
I really believe that the only difference
between the Senator from Connecticut
and myself is that the Senator from
Connecticut does not think a serious recession is developing, and sees no reason
to interfere with the calm and profitable
course of the interest rates which now
prevail in New York, and he thinks the
pending bill might have an unsettling
inftuence in that connection.
Let me say that I want to unsettle
that high interest rate, and I think
the Eenator from Alabama also wants
to umettle it a bit. In fact, about the
onJy point discussed in connection with
the housing bill was the interest rate.
On that question there was a tie vote,
as the Senator will recall.
If I could read the minds of my friends
across the aisle, I am confident that it
would be found that the objection to the
bill centers around the provision for
an interest rate of 3% percent. Senators
on the other side of the aisle do not
favor an interest -rate of 3% percent
since at the present time the interest
rates on loans of this type are 4% to
4% percent.
Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Arkansas yield further
to me?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I yield.
Mr. SPARKMAN. Some reference
was made to the proxy which was used
for the ranking minority member of the
committee, the Senator from Indiana
LMr. CAPEHART], in connection with the
vote in the committee on the question
of reporting the bill.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Yes.
Mr. SPARKMAN. Is it not true that
the Senator from Indiana offered three
which were proposed in the committee?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I believe so. They
w~re submitted by his proxy holder, and
his proxy was voted .
Mr.· BUSH. Mr. President, I should
like to answer the question the Senator
from Alabama raised in regard to my
presence at the committee meetings.
The Senator from Alabama made a
correct statement about my absence at
the meeting on Monday. I missed that
meeting.
But at none of the meetings I attended
did the members of the committee come
to grips with the policy question which
is involved. Instead, all the discussion
was about the procedure. I participated
in that discussion, at the meetings which
I attended.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. The Senator from
Connecticut certainly did participate in
it.
Mr. BUSH. When such questions are
raised, I always defend the position of
the Senator from Arkansas takes, even
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munity Facilities Administration of the
Housing and Home Finance Agency, and
for other purposes.
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, as
I stated earlier today, in my colloquy
with the distinguished acting majority
leader, the Senator from Montana [Mr.
MANSFIELD], the pending bill was reported from the committee only last
night; no Member of the Senate had an
opportunity to read the report until this
morning. The bill involves $1 billion,
and it also involves some broad questions of public policy.
Mr. President, I believe that, from
the point of view of sound legislative
procedure, the Senate and its Members
should have more opportunity to study
the proposed legislation and to discuss
the matter with the residents of the municipalities in their State and with others.
Therefore, Mr. President, for the reasons I have stated, and under rule XXII,
I move that the further consideration of
Calendar 1457, Senate bill 3497, be postponed to a day certain, namely, Monday, April14.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
move to lay that motion on the table.
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, on
that question I ask for the yeas and
nays.
Th yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
shall suggest the absence of a quorum;
but first I seek recognition.
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, a
parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from California will state it.
Mr. KNOWLAND. Is the motion to
lay on the table debatable?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
motion to lay on the table is not debatable.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Then, Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
absence of a quorum has been suggested,
and the clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll,
and the following Senators answered to
their names:
Aiken
Allott
Ander~on

Barrett
Beall
Bennett
Bible
Bridges
Bush

Butler
Byrd
Carl~on

Carroll
Cnse, N.J.
Ca'e, S. Oak.
Chnvez
Church
Cooper
Cotton
Curtis
D1rksen
Douglas
Dwor~hak

Ellender
Ervin

Goldwater
Gore
Green
Hayden
Hennings
Hlckenlooper
HlU
Hoblltzell
Holland
Hru-.ka

Humphrey
Ives
Javlts
Johnston, S. c.
Kefauver
Kerr
Know land
Kucbel
Langer
Lausche
Mansfield
~:larttn. Iowa
Martin, Pa.
McClellan
McNamara

Flanders

Mor.;e

Fulbright

Morton

Mundt
Murray
Neuberger

Payne

Potter
Proxmire
Purtell
Revercomb
Robertson
Russell
Sal tonstall
Smathers
Smith, Maine
Smith, N.J.
Sparkman
Stennis
Symington
Talmadge
Thurmond
Thye
Watkins
Wiley
Wllllams
Yarborough
Young

The PRESIDING OFFICER. A quorum is present.
The question is on agreeing on the
motion of the Senator from Montana
!Mr. MANSFIELD] to lay on the table
the motion of the Senator from Califor-
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nia !Mr. KNOWLANDl to postpone until If present and voting, the Senator from
April 14 further consideration of S. 3497, Ohio !Mr. BRICKER] would vote "nay"
the Community Facilities bill.
and the Senator from Washington lMr.
The yeas and nays have been ordered, MAGNUSON [ WOUld vote "Yea".
and the clerk will call the roll.
The Senator from Kansas [Mr.
The Chief Clerk proceeded to call the ScHOEPPEL l is paired with the Senator
roll.
from Massachusetts [Mr. KENNEDY]. If
Mr. KNOWLAND (when his name present and voting, the Senator from
was called>. On this vote I have a pair Kansas would vote "nay," and the Senwith the majority leader, the Senator ator from Massachusetts would vote
from Texas !Mr. JOHNSONl. If he were "yea."
present and voting, he would vote "yea."
The result was announced-yeas 36,
If I were permitted to vote, I would vote nays 41, as follows:
"nay." I withhold my vote.
YEAS-36
The rollcall was concluded.
Anderson
H~yden
Murray
Mr. THURMOND (after having voted Bible
Hennings
Neuberger
HU!
Proxmtre
in the negative). On this vote I have Carroll
G'h"l.vez
Holland
Revercomb
a pair with the Senator from Mississippi Church
Humphrey
Robertson
!Mr. EASTLANDl. If he were present and Cooper
Johmton, S. C. Russell
Kefauver
Smathers
voting, he would vote "yea." If I were Douglas
Kerr
Sparkman
permitted to vote, I would vote "nay." Ellender
Ervin
Man~tle!d
Stennis
I withdraw my vote.
Fulbright
McClellan
Symington
McNamara
Talmadge
Mr. MANSFIELD. I announce that G re
Morse
Yarborough
the Senator from Pennsylvania !Mr. Green
NAYS--41
CLARK l, the Senator from Mississippi
l Mr. EASTLAND l, the Senator from Dela- Aiken
Dirk.~en
Morton
Dwor:;;hak
Allott
Mundt
ware !Mr. FREARl, the Senator from
Flanders
Payne
Washington !Mr. JACKSON], the Senator Barrett
Goldwater
Beall
Potter
from Texas !Mr. JoHNSON], the Senator Bennett
Htckenlooper Purtell
Boblltzeu
Saltonstall
from Masschusetts !Mr. KENNEDY], the Bridges
Bush
Brmka
Smith, Maine
Senator from Louisiana !Mr. LoNG], the Butler
Ives
Smith, N.J.
Senator from Washington [Mr. MAGNU- Byrd
Jav!ts
Thye
Kuchel
Watkins
SON], the Senator from Wyoming !Mr. Carlson
Caoe,N.J.
Langer
WHey
O'MARONEYl, the Senator from Rhode Case, s. Oak. Lausche
wuuams
Island [Mr. PASTORE], and the Senator Cotton
Martin, Iowa
Young
Martln,Pa.
from North Carolina !Mr. ScoTT] are Curtis
absent on official business.
NOT VOTIN0-19
I further announce that the Senator Bricker
Johnson, Tex. O'Mahoney
Kennedy
Pastore
from Oklahoma £Mr. MoNRONEYl is ab- Capehart
Clark
Knowla.nd
Schoeppel
sent on official business attending the Eastland
Long
Scott
interparliamentary conference as a dele- Frear
Magnuson
Thurmond
gate representing the Senate.
Jackson
M~lone
Monroney
I further announce that if present and Jenner
voting the Senator from Pennsylvania
So the motion to lay on the table was
[Mr. CLARK]. the Senator from Dela- rejected.
ware !Mr. FREAR], the Senator from
Mr. DffiKSEN. Mr. President, I
Washington [Mr. JACKSON], the Senator move to reconsider the vote by which the
from Louisiana (Mr. LoNG], the Senator mot.ion to lay on the table was rejected.
from Washington !Mr. MAGNUSON), the
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, I
Senator from Oklahoma !Mr. MoN- move to lay that motion on the table.
RONEYl, the Senator from Wyoming
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
!Mr. O'MAHONEYl, the Senator from question is on agreeing to the motion
Rhode Island [Mr. PASTO.RE), and the of the Senator from California lMr.
Senator from North Carolina (Mr. KNowLAND] to lay on the table the
ScoTT l. would each vote "yea."
motion of the Senator from Illinois
On this vote, the Senator from Wash- LMr. DIRKSEN] to reconsider.
ington £Mr. MAGNUSON), is paired with
The motion to lay on the table was
the Senator from Ohio, [Mr. BRICKER]. agreed to.
If present and voting, the Senator from
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, this
Washington would vote "yea" and the is an unusual procedure, and I must say
Senator from Ohio would vote "nay."
that the way of the strawboss is hard,
The Senator from Massachusetts, [Mr. indeed. I wish the distinguished minorKENNEDY] is paired with the Senator ity leader had seen fit to put this power
from Kansas [Mr. ScROEPPELJ. If pres- play into operation while the distinent and voting, the Senator from Mas- guished majority leader was on the floor
sachuetts would vote "yea" and the and in charge of proceedings. However,
Senator from Kansas would vote "nay." under the circumstances, all one can do
Mr. DIRKSEN. I announce that the is one's best.
Senator from Ohio [Mr. BRICKER] and
I should like to point to the fact that
the Senator from Indiana [Mr. JENNER] ample notice was given to the Senate by
are necessarily absent.
the leadership that the communityThe Senator from Indiana (Mr. CAPE- facilities bill would be brought up for
HART] Is absent because of illness.
consideration before the Easter recess.
The Senator from Nevada (Mr.
I should like to say also that yesterday
MALONE] and the Senator from Kansas I discussed with the distinguished minor[Mr. SCHOEPPEL] are absent on official ity leader the question of bringing up
business.
the bill. I wished to see If we could not
On this vote, the Senator from Ohio come to an agreement to call the Senate
!Mr. BRICKER] is paired with the Sena- into session at 10 o'clock this morning.
tor from Washington [Mr. MAGNUSON]. The distinguished minority leader, the
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Court decision. On the contrary, my
proposal is intended to meet the Supreme Court decision, and to provide the
certainty with respect to pertinency
which the Supreme Court has said is
necessary.
Remember, the only reason there Is
a crime of contempt of Congress is that
Congress has made it a crime by statute;
and pertinency is a factor in that crime
because the congressional statute has
made it so. Certainly Congress has
every right to amend its own statute so
as to provide the certainty with respect
to pertinency which the Supreme Court
has declared to be needed.
In the Nelson case, the Supreme Court
decided that it was the intention of the
Congress to preempt the field of antisubversive legislation and that this attempt was evidenced by the enactment
by the Congress of the Smith Act, the
Internal Security Act, and the Communist Control Act
Mr. President, it Is my personal belief
that the Supreme Court was wrong about
the intent of Congress. But I do not
propose in my amendment to say that
the Supreme Court was wrong. The
position the Supreme Court took in the
Nelson case was that if Congress wanted
to preempt a field of legislation, it could
do so, and that if Congress did not want
to preempt a field of legislation, but
rather wanted to leave the field open to
concurrent State legislation, Congress
could do that also. What I have proposed is simply that Congress by legislation make it clear-not for any past case,
but for the future--that no Federal law
shall exclude State legislation in the
same field unless Congress specifically
states its intention to preempt the field.
To enact such a statute would be to
eliminate a legal no man's land, to supply certainty In a field where there is
now uncertainty. This is a far cry from
"reversing" a Supreme Court decision.
In the Cole case, Mr. President, the
Supreme Court interpreted the Intent of
the Congress as being to limit the Federal security program to so-called "sensitive" positions. In that decision, the
Supreme Court said that if Congress had
the intent of authorizing security dismissals in all positions throughout the
Government, Congress could have specifically granted such authority. All
that my amendment proposes is that
Congress shall specifically grant such
authority. This is adopting a suggestion
made by the Court, not seeking to reverse
the Court's decision.
In the Yates case, the Supreme Court
interpreted the word "organize," as used
in the provision against organizing for
the overthrow of the Govel'Illtlent of the
United States by force and violence, in
such a way as to make this provision of
no force and effect at the time it was
passed, and of no force and effect at the
present time. My proposal is to define
the word "organize" in such a way as to
give effect to this provision in the future.
There will, of course, be no retroactive
effect, since this Is a criminal statute.
Also in the Yates case, the Court construed the existing provision of the
Smith Act with respect to the teaching
nnd advocacy of the overthrow of the
Government by force and violence as not

embracing any teaching and advocacy
which did not involve incitement to action. What I have proposed is that Congress declare by legislation its intent to
forbid the advocacy and teaching of the
overthrow of the Government of the
United States by force and violence without regard to the immediate probable
effect of such action. What I have proposed is wholly in line with the accepted
psychological fact that since there is no
way of telling when mental acceptance
of the desirability of dangerous action
may come into fruition in the action itself, the very implantation of the desirability of dangerous action is itself a
d!l!nger. I am confident that it is wholly
within the competence of the Congress
to enact such a statute. But it cannot
be said that I am seeking to reverse a
Supreme Court decision. The decision
of the Supreme Court in the Yates case
was based upon the statute which is now
on the books. What I am proposing is
an amendment of that statute; and, of
course, since we are dealing with a criminal statute, no such amendment could
possibly have any effect upon the Supreme Court's decision in a particular
case under the existing law.
It may well be, Mr. President, tnat no
Members of this body have been confused by the general misunderstanding,
In many newspapers, of exactly what my
proposals !lire intended to do. However,
I wished to clarify this subject for the
record; and I hope that newspapers
which have printed stories based on the
misunderstanding to which I have referred will be careful to portray the
situation accurately in any subsequent
stories which they may publish about
my proposed amendments to S. 2646.
Mr. President, I now tu-rn to another
subject.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Maryland has the floor.
TAX RELIEF FOR SMALL BUSINESS
Mr. BUTLER. Mr. President, on
March 4 I introduced a bill, S. 3394, to
amend the Internal Revenue Code of
1954. This measure is intended to aid
small business and to help restore prosperity in this country through the
encouragement of private enterprise.
During recent weeks many proposals
have come before the Senate which involve additional Government spending
and a further dependence upon the
Government rather than private initiative. President Eisenhower said:
The course of our huge, complex economy
mainly depends upon what in dividua l citizens do-upon their creativity, their productivity, their initiative and enterprise, and
the mllllons of economic decisions which
they freely make ea ch day. The proper
relation of Government to the growth and
vigor or such an economy must necessarlly
be to stimulate..private production and employment, not to substitute publlc spending
tor private spending, nor to extend publlc
domination over private activity.

Vice President NIXON has commented
that relying entirely on the public works
approach to stimulate the economy is
"too slow, too uncertain and potentially
ineffective," and that it "proved inadequate" to end unemployment during the
depression of the 1930's,

All of us are concerned with the problems of small business.
Most of the measures which have been
submitted provide for financial assistance in the form of loans from the
United States Treasury.
The most imperative need of smallbusiness enterprise is additional equity
investment rather than additional debts
which must ultimately be repaid. Most
small businesses would be in a position
to secure needed credit from nor mal
banking sources if they could secure additional equity capital.
The bill which I have introduced provides that anyone making an equity investment in small business during the
limited period of 1 year shall receive a
credit against his income tax of 20 percent of such investment. This should
make it possible for many ,small-business
enterprises to secure funds which would
otherwise not be available. The bill purposely limits the tax relief to a period of
1 year so that the investment will be
made now when it will be of maximum
benefit in stimulating the economy.
Many of the spending proposals which
are before the Congress, if approved,
would involve long delays before Government money would actually be spent.
This bill is designed to make it possible
for private individuals to make their own
decisions and to spend the money now
when it will do the most good. My faith
in private enterprise is so great ~hat I
believe we have very little to lose and
much to gain by providing a special incentive for such investment in this
critical period.
CALL OF THE ROLL
Mr. BARRETT. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Secretary will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll,
and the following Senators answered to
their names:
Aiken

Goldwater

Mu ndt

Allott
Anderson
Barrett
B eall

Gore
Green
Hayden
Hennings

Mu rray
Neuberger
O'Mahoney
Payn e

Bennett
Bible
Bridges
Bush
Butler
Byrd
Carlson
Carroll
Case, N. J .
Case, S. Oak.
C'bavez
Church
Cooper
Cotton
Curtis
Dlrksen
Dougla s
Dworshak
Ellender
Ervin
Flanders
Frear
Fulbright

Hickenlooper
Hill
H obll t zell
Holland
Hruska
Humphrey
Ives
Javits
Johnston, S . C.
K efau ver
Kennedy
Kerr
Knowland
Kuchel
Langer
Lausche
Man sfield
Martin, Iowa
Martin, Pa.

P otter
Proxmire
Purtell
Revercomb
R obertson
Russell
Sa lto nstall
Schoeppel
Scott
Smathers
Smith, Ma ine
Smith, N.J.
Sparkma n
Stennis
Symingt on
Talmadge
Thurmond
Thye
Wa tkins

McClellan
McNamara
Morse

Wiley
Williams
Yarborough

Morton

Young

The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
PROJcMIR& in the chair). A quorum is
present.
COMMUNITY FACILITIES ACT OF
1958
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill <S. 3497> to expand the public facility loan ' pro!l'ram of the Com-
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able Senator from California, stated
that there was to be a meeting of Republican leaders at the White House, and
he thought a 12 o'clock convening would
be most appropriate. I agreed.
The Senate convened at 12 o'clock
today. I saw the minority leader about
that time, and indicated that I would
like to bring up the community facilities
bill at the earliest possible opportunity.
We came to a tacit agreement that 2
o'clock would be a good time, because by
that time the Republican conference-!
believe that is the proper name-would
have concluded its business, luncheon
would be over, and Members could return
to normal.
About 10 minutes after 2, during the
cow·se of a quorum call, the minority
leader was good enough to come to me
and tell me the results of the meeting.
I discussed the subject with the distinguished chairman of the committee, the
Senator from Arkansas lMr. FuLBRIGHT)
and made some comments on the floor
at that time.
I had been hoping that during the
course of the afternoon we would be able
to consider some of the amendments
which had been bruited about as amendments to be offered; but to date, to the
best of my knowledge, no amendment is
before the Senate.
I point out that I have acted in good
faith. I have acted honestly, and I hope
honorably. I have tried to carry out the
responsibilities of the position which I
happen to occupy temporarily at present.
I invite the attention of Senators to
the fact that just before the motion of
the Senator from California was made! had no advance knowledge of it, and
there was no reason why I should haver went to the minority leader and asked
him if it would be agreeable to him to
consider a limitation on debate, to go
into effect tomorrow, with 1 hour on each
amendment and 1 hour on the bill itself.
He very courteously stated that he did
not think that wr.;:; the thing to do.
I do not like to be caught off guard
at the last minute, any more than does
any other Member of this body. I am
sure the distinguished minority leader
would not like to be caught in an embarrassing position, either. However, I
invite the attention of Senators to the
fact that, as long ago as March 12, the
distinguished majority leader gave
notice that the bill would be considered
before the Easter recess. I also bring
out the fact that since that time, on
March 20, the distinguished chairman
of the Committee [MJ;. FuLBRIGHT] had
the following to say:
One of the first statements made by the
administration witness In co=entlng upon
my bill--shortly after 2 p. m . -was that the
bill was unnecessary because the President
had directed him to Ignore eXisting policy
restrictions and to proceed at full steam to
approve projects already contemplated by
congressional authorization. To sum up the
situation, I introduced a blll to accelerate
economic recovery and the President Immediately reacted by maklng available funds
which he has had available since 195~3
years before the current emergency became
a political llablllty for the Eisenhower administration.
No.53-8

In all fairness, It seems to me that
this last-minute tactic on the part of
the minority leader and the minority
representation in this body is a trick
which I do not think will react upon
them in any way which will be of benefit
to them.
I wish that something had been said
several days ago, or several weeks ago,
so that I would not be placed in the
unenviable position I now occupy.
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
.Mr. MANSFIELD. I am delighted to
yield.
Mr. KNOWLAND. Let me say to the
distinguished Senator from Montana
that there has been no trick played on
either the Senator, who is acting as majority leader, or upon the Senate.
It is obvious that no one could have
gone to him 2 weeks ago, because we
bad no way of knowing what kind of
bill would come from the committee, or
in what form it would be.
Let me say to the distinguished Senator that, as I pointed out to him earlier
in the day, it was not until this morning
that a single Member of the Senate had
available a copy of the bill.
I have not charged any lack of good
faith on the part of the Senator from
Montana in scheduling the proposed legislation or asking that it be considered;
but I certainly do not believe that, by any
implication, the distinguished acting majority leader should charge bad faith on
the part of Senators on this side of the
aisle. We are a body of 96 Senators,
representing 48 sovereign States of the
American Union. Each of us has a responsibility. One of the respons!bilites
under our constitutional form of government is to legislate. If we are to legislate, we must at least' have the opportunity to be properly Informed.
I do not believe it is proper legislative practice to proceed with undue haste
to consider a bill dealing with more than
$1 billion of the funds of the American
people, a bill with respect to which not
a single Senator received a copy of the
report until this morning. I did not see
a copy of the report until I returned from
the White House at 12 o'clock noon
today.
I do not believe that my request was
unreasonable. Before any motions were
made, as the Senator has very courteously pointed out, I went to him and
suggested that, in view of the circumstances which I related, consideration of
the bill should be postponed for a short
while. I spoke to the acting majority
leader personally at first. He opened the
colloquy on the floor, to develop a situation which I was prepared to develop
myself.
Under the circumstances I had hoped
that the acting majority leader would
have permitted consideration of the bill
to be postponed. Under all the circumstances related I do not believe that
is an unreasonable request.
I must say that I resent the suggestion that there has been a trick, in
view of the fact that approximately half
the Members of this body have deep
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convictions with respect to this method
of legislating.
I did not feel that an unreasonable
request had been made. Under those
circumstances, this was one of the
courses of action which was open to us
under the rules of the Senate.
I believe that all Senators-particularly those on this side of the aisleshould be interested in protecting the
views of the minority. They may be a
minority, but they have the right to
present their views, -and to take adequate time to do so.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
should like to withdraw the use of the
word "trick." It was unintentional. I
did not mean it in the connotation in
which the distinguished minority leader
took it.
However, It was my understanding,
on the basis of a talk with the minority
leader :v.esterday, that the Senate would
take up the community facilities bill
today.
As of 12 o'clock noon today, it was
still my understanding that at 2 o'clock
the Community Facilities Act of 1958
would be laid before the Senate and
become the pending business.
At 10 minutes past 2 o'clock, as I have
previously indicated, the minority leader
came to me, in his usual courteous and
fairminded manner, and explained the
situation. Therefore, I thought it wasincumbent upon me to take the floor of
the Senate to explain my position.
There has been some talk about Members not being able to learn very much
about the bill. I admit that the report
was not available until some time this
morning. There has been some talk
about Senators not being conversant
with the bill. The printed hearings
have been available. The bill was reported from the committee by botll
Democrats and Republicans. It Is my
understanding-and I will stand corrected if I am mistaken-that one of the
reasons why the bill was not reported
sooner was that the ranking minority
member, the SenatoJ; from Indiana [Mr.
CAPEHART] was ill. 1s that correct?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. The Senator is
correct. The committee held a meeting
last Wednesday for the purpose of voting on the bill, and the Republican
members of the committee voted solidly
to delay action until yesterday. They
ovenode my motion to proceed.
Therefore it was impossible to continue that meeting, and the committee
voted to take up the bill yesterday. I
certainly had no idea that the minority
members would not be willing to go
ahead with it today. Yesterday we had
the meeting which had been postponed
from Wednesday. The bill was ordered
to be reported. With the use of proxies
the vote was 13 to 2 to report the bill
I had no idea that there would be a concerted action today to delay the bill
further.
I should like to ask whether the
minority leader would be w1l!ing to have
the bill go over until tomorrow. The
reason I propound this question is that I
see no reason for delaying it for 2 weeks.
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The bill deals with an existing pro•
gram. There is really nothing new
about it. The program has been in ef·
fect in the form of a statute ever since
1955. The changes proposed are not
very difficult to understand. One may
say that the difference between $100
million and a billion dollars is a sub·
stantial sum of money. That is true,
but it is not very difficult to understand
that difference, or very difficult for anyone to make up his mind about it. The
minority may decide to vote against it.
That is their privilege. I do not understand why it should be necessary, in order to read the report, to have the bill
go over beyoitd tomorrow. If the Senator from California would be willing to
have a vote on the bill tomonow, I certainly would see no harm in having it
go over until tomorrow.
To have it go over until after the
Easter recess would be too long a time,
and in that connection the minority
leader would have to take a very grave
responsibility, under the circumstances.
I say th~t because if the bill is to have
the desired effect it must be passed soon,
in order that the construction, which will
create jobs, can get underway, and so
that plans can be made at the earliest
opportunity.
If we wait much longer, the delay will
destroy the whole point of passing it in
the first place. To let the bill go over
until a week from today would be too
long, in my opinion. If the minority
feel they need more time to understand
the difference between $100 million and
a billion dollars, and the difference between 3 percent and 3 'f.z percent, it seems
to me that it would be sufficient to have
the bill go over until tomorrow.
I did not notice too strong an objection to some of the amendments which
the minority proposed. In fact, we accepted practically all the amendments,
and, as a result, they are incorporated in
the bill. We cut in half the amount
originally proposed from $2 billion to $1
billion. That amendment was accepted
when it was offered by the minority.
The interest rate was increased from 3
to 3 'f.z percent. The committee accepted
that amendment also. I voted against
it. I believe it injures the bill. Nevertheless, in an effort to go along and to get
the measure out of the committee, the
committee did accept those two major
amendments, which are now a part of the
bill. That is not difficult to understand,
it seems to me. If the minority wishes
to vote down the bill, that is its privilege, of course.
Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator from
Arkansas referred to a week's delay. As
I understand the motion of the distinguished minority leader, it calls for a
delay of 2 weeks.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Yes; I stand corrected in that regard. It would involve
a delay of 2 weeks. To go over until
tomorrow would give ample time to
everyone to look at the report. It Is a
very simple report,
Mr. MANSFIELD. I made the proposal, informally, to the minority leader
that we consider a limitation on debate
tomorrow, by allowing 1 hour on
amendments, and 1 hout· on the bill.

However, as I have already indicated,
the minority leader felt that was not
acceptable, and that it would not give
sufficient time.
So far as we, on this side of the aisle
are concerned, we are willing to go
ahead and consider the measure. It is
meritorious. There is nothing new
about it. The program has been in effect for a good many years. The personnel is intact. The facilities are
Intact. The procedures are all laid out.
We believe that something along the line
of this bill should be done to assist the
American people in this time of recession. We believe the bill represents one
of the best ways in which we can help
the American people in the smaller communities and in the counties, so that
we can, as in the case of all emergency
measures we have passed up to this date,
continue to exercise our functions aS
Senators in a responsible and, I hope,
bipartisan manner.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield further?
Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield to the
Senator from Arkansas.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I should like to
make one further observation. So far
as precedent is concerned, the bill is
actually comparable with the housing
bill. The Senate passed the housing bill
about 2 or 3 weeks ago, and the
President has signed that bill into law.
Everyone is pleased with it. In that
connection, too, the agency which would
administer this bill is In operation, and
no new agency is required. The emergency housing act merely accelerated
construction work, and in that sense it
is on almost all fours with this bill.
The bill we are discussing carries an
interest rate that will reimburse the
Treasury of the United States for every
nickel it lends, and also returns a profit.
The overall, average rate for all Federal borrowings at the present time is less
than 3 percent. The bill carries a provision for 3 'f.z percent, which will return all the borrowed money over a
period of years, with a profit. This is
not a handout; It is not a giveaway.
No one suggested any delay with respect to the housing bill. No one said
he did not understand it, although it was
much more complex than is the pending
bill. Frankly, I did not anticipate any
such request in connection with the bill
we are discussing. There is nothing
complicated or hard to understand
about it.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield.
Mr. HUMPHREY. I was just examining the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD for yesterday, at page 5173, when the acting
majority leader, the Senator from Montana (Mr. MANSFIELD], submitted to the
Senate a request, as follows:
Mr. MANSFI!:LD. Mr. President, I ask unani-

April 1

The Pa!:smrNo OJTICER. Is there ob•
jectlon to the request ot the Senator !rom
Montana?
There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider the bill, which had been
reported trom the Committee on Banking
and CUrrency, with amendments.

Yesterday the minority leader and his
assistants were present in the Senate.
The acting majority leader made the
request, as the RECORD shows, to bring
the bill before the Senate. It was a
typical unanimous-consent request, and
that request was granted. Today that
request has been voided by the motion
to lay the bill aside.
The White House meeting this morning must have been a very interesting
one. Two antirecession measures have
been before the White House in recent
days. One was passed by Congress, and
the other is to be considered by Congress. The first antirecession measure
was the farm bill, which was dealt the
deathblow, or at least a stunning blow,
yesterday by the President. That was
by the act of the veto, which is a. prerogative of the President provided by
the Constitution.
The second action by the White
House-there seems to be no other explanation for it, and I cannot imagine
that the minority leader would consent
to do something on Monday, and the
next day not consent to do !t-was to
put to sleep, by demands upon the minority leader, the second antirecession
measure, namely, the loan program for
States and municipalities and other local
jurisdictions.
There is a difference between the
housing measure and the pending bill.
The housing measure carries a higher
interest rate. That, of course, may have
had a little greater appeal to the White
House. The measure we are discussing
carries only 3'12 percent. That is onehalf percent more than it should be in
the first instance, but at least it is a
lower interest rate than the interest rate
provided in the housing measure. Let
the RECORD speak for itself.
There has been a great deal of talk
lately throughout the country about how
the administration is going to meet the
recession. At first it was denied that
there was any recession at all; that it
all was only a bad dream, induced by
someone eating something which had
upset him, and that all the problems
would fade away. The problems did not
fade away. They remained to plague
the economy.
Then others, including the Vice President, felt that what was needed was a
tax reduction bill. That got a big headline: "NrxoN Recommends Tax Cut."
Then the Vice President goes to the
White House, and his next comment is
that there is some doubt as to whether
a tax cut is needed. Then we have the
statement
that the way to check the
mous consent that the Senate proceed to
the consideration or the so-ca.lled Fulbright recession Is with a new unemployment
community facilities bill, Senate bUI 3497. compensation measure.
The PaEBmmc OFFICER. The bill will be
Yet the Kennedy bill, which is before
etated by title for the ln!ormatlon o! the the Senate, and the McCarthy bill, which
Senate.
is before the House, get little or no asThereupon the legislative clerk read sistance from the administration. The
the title of the bill,
kind of assistance they get :.S, in a ver-
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nacular with which we are somewhat
familiar, "Nyet." They get "No."
The Senate has before it an antirecession measure which is reasonable. It is
a loan program. It is not a new program. It Is a program which the Government has had for years. According
to its description, the bill is nothing more
nor less than a measure to expand the
public facility loan program of the Community Facilities Administration of the
Housing and Home Finance Agency.
The program will be administered by the
executive branch of the Govetnment. It
will be administered by an appointee of
the President. It is not a program which
is a giveaway. It is a program of lending to the municipalities--and they are
good for their debts. It is a program of
lending for needed facilities. It is a
program of lending for the construction
of facilities which are planned at the
local level.
But the administration says, "Look.
Unemployment is not serious enough.
Let us see if things cannot last 2 weeks
more, until after the Easter recess.
Maybe things will be better after the
Easter recess."
On the 12th of April, if I am not mistaken, a new set of statistics will be
forthcoming from the Government about
the economy. If those statistics show
any improvement, it will Indeed be an
abrupt about-face, because ~e statistics
published this morning show that the
economy is still in trouble.
Our friends on the minority side are
loyal to the administration on this measure. I know it hurts some of them, but
I think we ought to admire their qualities of sacrifice and loyalty, even when
they are to the point of denying the
American people an opportunity to overcome their economic troubles.
Our friends on the minority side will
regret this vote, because they will have
a tough time explaining to communities
where there is unemployment why they
dilly-dallied while Congress took a recess. Some Americans are having vacations without pay. Their unemployment
compensation has run out. Congress is
about to have a vacation with pay.
Some folk will begin to check to see
whether we are worthy of our pay. In
November, some of those folk will decide.
The majority of the American people
will make an evaluation and will take
a tabulation, and this will be one of the
places which will be looked at. Make
no mistake about that.
This is a reasonable, conservative,
sensible measure which is being given at
least a temporary sleep. But It will be
resuscitated after the executive department has convinced itself that it is a
good antirecession measure. The executive department is a little slow. We
must not push them too fast. Maybe
they are entitled, in a sense, to a little
time. In a couple of weeks they will
come around to thinking that perhaps
this Is a measure they ought to have.
Every bit of the leadership given in
the antirecession program has come
from Congress. Not one instance can
be cited of an administration program,
despite the last weekend's roundup of
news.

When we look to the genesis of the antirecession program, I think it will be
found that, instead of Its having the
characteristics of an elephant, it seems
to have more of the characteristics of
the emblem of the other party.
I am sorry the bill will not be considered now. Some of us think it is a
good bill. I am a cosponsor of it. I regret that the committee accepted
amendments to reduce the amount from
$2 billion to $1 billion. A $2 billion loan
program for a Nation of this size is not
extravagant.
I regret that our Republican friends
still insist on high interest rates. But,
after all, that is within the tradition.
One cannot expect too great a change
in a hurry.
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Montana yield?
Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield.
Mr. KNOWLAND. I think the people
of America expect Congress to legislate
in the fullest sense of the word. I remember when legislation to draft labor.
into the Army was being rushed through
the Senate. It was a distinguished
predecessor of mine, who sat in this seat
and stood at this place, who raised objection to acting, without ample consideration, on a bill which would have
drafted railway labor into the Army of
tr..e United States. While there may
have been some cliticism of him from
some quarters at the moment, I believe
the people of the United States respected
the Senate for taking ample time to
make certain that that kind of situation
did not develop.
I do not think the action which I have
proposed is unreasonable at all. I do
not believe the people of the United
States consider it unreasonable that
Senators who may have some deep convictions about the expenditure of $1 billion of the people's money should point
out that it is a little unusual that they
should be expected to vote on the bill
when the report had not been available
to any of them until today, when they
came to the Senate.
Of course, notice had been given. But
until they had had the opportunity to
read the report, very few Senators
would have known whether the amount
was to be $2 billion, as the bill was
originally introduced by the Senator
from Arkansas; whether it was to be $1
billion, the amount finally reported in
the bill; whether it was to be $500 million, as contained in an amendment
which I understood was to have been
offered by the junior Senator from Virginia [Mr. RoBERTSoN], but was rejected;
or whether it was to be $250 million, or,
indeed, $100 million, the amount in \,he
housing bill, to which reference has previously been made.
•
The Senate is a body of some accommodation. I say that most sincerely to
Senators on the other side of the aisle.
I have been the majority leader of the
Senate. I have never known of an instance when there was not accommodation.
I can recall when the minority leader
came to me and said that because reports were not available until the morning when a bill was to be considered,
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and because, upon checking, it was found
that a number of Senators on his side of
the alsle wanted more time to consider
the measure, accommodation was accorded in those circumstances.
I think the accommodation which Is
here proposed would be in the public
good. I discussed the matter privately
with the distinguished and able acting
majority leader. I discussed it with
him before going to the policy meeting,
and I discussed it again as soon as I returned to the Senate. Undoubtedly a
number of Senators on this side of the
aisle will support the bill, as some of
them supported it in the committee.
Some Senators may have amendments.
Some may want to give further consideration to amendments. I do not think
an unusual or an unfair request has been
made.
If a majority on the other side of the
aisle desire to run roughshod over a substantial minority who have some views
on this subject, perhaps they may have
the power to do so. But I think it is a
most unusual situation in the Senate,
when on numerous occasions there have
been accommodations, of which many
Members of the Senate have some personal recollection, that when a request is
made by the minority, under these cir·
cumstances, we should not be accommodated.
I think our action in at least making a
motion to postpone the consideration of
the bill until April 14 was entirely in
order, entirely proper, and entirely fair.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, the
motion of the Senator from California
was entirely in order, was entirely
proper, and in a sense was entirely fair.
The distinguished minority leader has
spoken of accommodation. I know that
he has been more than fair in his dealings with the leadership on this side on
all occasions. But what disturbs me Is
the promise made by the majority
leader-and I assume he spoke in behalf
of the joint leadership at that timethat this measure would be considered
before the Easter recess.
I feel personally disturbed that I have
not been able to keep what I thought
was the word given by the joint leadership. That explains my position.
So far as the Senator from California
is concerned, what he has done is
proper, because he is one of the most
honorable and fair-minded men I know.
So far as I am concerned, I have nothing
but the greatest admiration for him.
Mr. CASE of New Jersey. Mr. President, will the Senator from Montana
yield?
Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield to the
Senator from New Jersey.
Mr. CASE of New Jersey. I appreciate the Senator's yielding to me.
Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator has
waited a long time.
Mr. CASE of New Jersey. I thank the
Senator. He is most generous.
As a member of the committee, I have
had an opportunity, which most of the
Members of the Senate outside the committee have not had, to consider the bill
with some care.
It is my considered judgment, as a result of such consideration, that the 'bill
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has very slight value, if any, as an antirecession measure. I feel that the action taken tentatively-and I think it
will be confirmed-to postpone consideration until April 14 is justified. If I
did not feel this way, I could not have
voted as I did, despite my high regard
for the minority leader.
There is very little chance that much,
if any, of the work which will be done
by Federal loans under the bill will be
in areas which are depressed. It will
not be that kind of work that will be
done. There is little chance that people
who are out of work in the depressed
areas will get any work by reason of the
passage of the bill.
Mr. President, the pending bill is not
an antirecession bill of real consequence.
If there was an effort made to convince
the people of the country that by passing
the pending bill, the Congress would add
in any real way to an antirecession program, then that would be a fraud .
The pending bill has merit, not as an
antirecession measure, but as a measure
to enable communities which are unable,
on their own, to finance such community-facilities programs, to proceed with
them. But the Senate should consider
that proposal on its own merits.
Mr. President, there are certain matters of proposed legislation which the
Senate should consider without delay
and before taking a recess.
Several days ago a number of my colleagues and I proposed that the Senate
consider an unemployment-compensation bill as an antirecession measure.
However, it is evident that that bill will
not be considered before the recess is
taken. That is a shocking situation.
Neither has there been consideration
of a school bill, which on its own merits
should receive prompt and early consideration.
With regard to the pending bill, to
obligate funds for the purpose referred
to, my concern is that this bill, good as
1t may be, may very well lessen the
opportunities for the Congress to pass
measures such as those providing for
urban renewal, hospital construction,
adequate public housing, and, above all,
assistance to the States and communities in the case of school construction.
That is why the pending measure should
not be considered too hurriedly. The
pending bill has slight value as an antirecession measure.
Moreover, further consideration of the
pending bill might result in lessening the
chances to have the Senate consider and
pass important measures for public assistance, to which the Congress should
give priority.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Montana yield to me?
Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield.
Mr. KENNEDY. The Senator from
New Jersey referred to the consideration
of measures in regard to unemployment.
Let me refer to the fact that last week
the committee had under consideration
the unemployment-compensation bill,
and at that time the committee completed its consideration of the bill.
Mr. CASE of New Jersey. I understand that situation exactly, and there
is no chance for the Congress to consider it prior to the Easter recess.

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, the
pending bill is of far-reaching importance and magnitude. I opposed the effort to have the bill considered further
by the Senate today. I have not yet
seen the record of the hearings on the
bill. That record was placed on the
desks of Senators only today.
I would not oppose having the bill
considered further on tomorrow. Between now and then I shall have an opportunity to study the record of the
hearings on the bill; and, so far as I am
concerned, by that time I shall have
been able to consider the testimony
which was taken on the bill.
Therefore, Mr. President, I move that
the motion of the Senator from California [Mr. KNOWLAND] be amended by
striking out-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator from Montana yield for that
purpose?
Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I
move that the motion of the S~nator
from California [Mr. KNOWLANDl be
amended by striking out "April 14" and
by inserting "April 2, at 10 o'clock a . m.",
so the bill can be considered further on
tomorrow.
By means of my amendment, Senators
will have an opportunity tonight to study
the record of the hearings on the bill
and then, on tomorrow, they will have
an opportunity to debate the matter
further.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
question is on agreeing to the amendment of the Senator from South Carolina to the motion of the Senator from
California.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
am very much in favor of the amendment of the Senator from South Carolina to the motion of the Senator from
California, because the amendment fits
in with the proposal which already has
been made to the distinguished minority
leader. When I made that proposal, I
asked him to consider the possibility of
having the Senate enter into an agreement limiting to 1 hour the debate on
each amendment and limiting to 1 hour
the debate on the bill.
Therefore, in preference to the motion
which has been made by the distinguished minority leader, I hope the motion as proposed to be amended by the
amendment of the Senator from South
Carolina will be agreed to, with the result that the Senate will be able to act
further on the bill before the Easter recess is taken.
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, I should
like to ask the Senator from Montana
whether it would be a good idea to have
the bill considered further, with the understanding that no vote would be taken
on either the bill or any amendments to
it before a specified time tomorrow.
Would not such an arrangement save
some time?
Mr. MANSFIELD. If a proposal were
made to limit debate, beginning, let us
say, at 1 o'clock, and to allow 1 hour for
debate on each amendment and 1 hour
for debate on the bill, I would be agreeable to such an arrangement.
But I hope the Senate will complete Its
action on the bill before the Easter re-
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ceSs begins, in view of the commitments-whether proper or not--which
were made to many Members of this
body. I refer to commitments that action would be taken on the bill before
the Easter recess was taken.
Mr. AIKEN. So far as I know, no
town in my State has had to pay anywhere near the interest rate proposed to
be authorized by the bill. So I cannot
see that the bill would result in any benefit to Vermont.
On the other hand, I can see that
some benefit would come to Members
of Congress, if they were able to leave
Washington before Saturday night.
lLaughter.J
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
appreciate the statement the Senator
from Vermont has made.
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, I
desire to oppose the amendment which
has been proposed to my motion. Of
course, the question will be debated.
I have stated the reasons why I believe a bill of such magnitude should
receive further consideration. Now the
matter is in the hands of the Senate.
I hope that in the future it will be
recalled that a proposal to authorize the
appropriation of $1 billion met with a
request for the allowance of sufficient
time, and that it was proposed that the
further consideration of the bill be postponed until a day certain, namely, April
14. However, if the Senate wishes to
decide otherwise, that is the privilege of
the Senate.
Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President,
the Senator from Montana Is a very
courteous and fair-minded gentleman.
He is always fair in his statements regarding the leadership.
The minority leader, the Senator from
California [Mr. KNOWLAND], made the
pending motion after a luncheon at
which a large majority of the Republican Members of the Senate were present.
I was among them. We agreed almost
unanimously to request the acting majority leader to postpone the further consideration of the bill until after the
Easter recess, so there would be ample
time to study the bill and to deliberate
upon it.
The minority leader took the position
he did at the request of a great majority
of the Republican Members. Of course,
at this session the Republican Members
are in the minority in the Senate. At
the same time, the division is a very close
one.
I think the minority leader did the
only thing he could do under the circtmstances. He represented the opinion of the great majority of the Republican Members.
Let me say a word about my position.
I read the letter which came from the
Secretary of the Treasury. It is a very
impressive letter, because in it the Secretary of the Treasury points out two
things, namely, what would happen if
the interest rate were lowered, and also
the position ef the cities and towns.
The pending bill requires considerable
study and thought. It may be a wise
bill.
Personally, I do not approve of the
bill in its present form. But regardless
of whether the bill is wise or is not wise,
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certainly the opinion of the Secretary of
the Treasury should be given careful
consideration.
Furthermore, as has been pointed out,
the statutory debt limit of the United
States probably will have to be increased
again before this session of Congress
ends, particularly if bills of the character of the pending one are enacted
into law.
Then there is the question of how
large a deficit might be created. There
is also the question of whether to reduce
taxes. There is also the question of
whether to continue to prQvide for the
making of incentive payments from the
Federal Treasury. Those are big and
very substantial questions. They involve not only the situation of today, but
also the condition of the Government a
year from now, and possibly the condition of the Government 10 years from
now.
Such things are difficult to consider at
best; and it is even more difficult to
give proper consideration to a measure
when the report on it is received only
2 or 3 hours before the debate on it
begins. The minority leader has accurately stated that situation.
All those considerations bear on the
question of whether the motion to postpone should be agreed to.
In any event, let me say that when
the distinguished minority leader made
his motion, he faithfully represented the
decision of the great majority of the
Republican Members of the Senate. In
making the motion, the minority leader
did the only thing he could do in representing the Republican Members of the
Senate.
I believe the acting majority leader
understands that situation. He, in turn,
represents the Members on the other
side of the aisle; and he is trying to
keep a promise which was made.
However, the sitnation under which
the agreement was made with the minority leader has changed somewhat, in
view of the short time that all the Members of this great body have had to study
this very important bill.
In my opinion, the problems involved
by such bills are not easy to decide.
Mr. President, without prolonging the
debate, I make this statement ln•fairness
to both the acting majority leader and
the minority leader.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
appreciate the attitude of the distinguished Senator from Massachusetts,
and I appreciate the statement he has
made. Had I been in his shoes, I would
have acted in the same way.
I can also appreciate the position of
the distinguished minority leader. Had
I been in his shoes, I am sure I would
have acted in the same way he did,
especially in view of the overwhelming
vote which led the Republican Members
to arrive at the decision which has been
stated.
On the other hand, I am just as certain that if the minority leader had hap.
pened to be in my shoes, he would have
acted in exactly the same way that I
have acted this afternoon.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, will
the Senator yitJd?

Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield to the distinguished Senator from Dlinois.
Mr. DIRKSEN. I should like to ask
the acting majority leader if the House
has taken action on this matter.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Not that I know
of.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Is there any likelihoOd the House will act before the Easter
recess?
Mr. MANSFIELD. No.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Then, why the hurry?
Wr. MANSFIELD. Because commitments have been made, because the committee, by a vote of 13 to 2, reported the
bill, and because the Senate has time to
consider the bill, which should be a bipartisan measw·e.
Mr. DIRKSEN. The bill cannot become law before action is taken on it
by the House. The House will have to
have hearings on it. So why the hurcy?
"'Nit. MANSFIELD. Why put off uritil
tomorrow what can be done today?
Mr. ALLOTT. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield to the Se~
ator from Colorado.
Mr. ALLOTT. The acting majority
leader said a few moments ago he believed he had acted honestly, honorably,
and in good faith. I do not think there
is any question about that. I hope he
will know, from what I shall say, I have
believed that all along. What has not
been taken into consideration is the nature of the proposed legislation.
I, for one, knowing my constituents as
I do, am aware that they do not expect
me to see a report at noon, or, more
precisely, at 2 o'clock, and in the Senate
on the same day, or the next day, vote
for a bill providing $1 billion. If they
expected me to do that, they certainly
would ask me to dig up a part of the
money from my own jeans.
More than that--and I address myself
particularly to the amendment of the
junior Senator from South Carolina [Mr.
THURMOND)-! feel this matter is of such
importance that I personally think It
raises innumerable questions on which
I want to get answers from my state. I
want to find out how many communities
in my State, for example, are actually
suffering from lack of financing; whether
it is statutory trouble that is slowing
down the projects, or whether it is economic reasons or lack of money.
Certainly, I think the same thing is
true of every other Senator. If a Senator does not view the proposed legislation, first, in the light of how it affects
his own constituents and his own State,
and, secondly, how it affects the Nation
as a whole-not necessarily in the order
I have given them-then he is not representing his constituents. I think it is my
1 duty to represent my constituents.
There has been talk about a rollcall
this fall. I know there will be a rollcall.
I know when the roll is called, the people
of my State will look to those they have
sent to Washington and ask them how
they could, on one day, receive a report
on a bill providing $1 billion, and vote
on it the same day. I am just as strongly
opposed to voting on the blll tomorrow
as I am to voting on it today, because
I feel it is so important that I would
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have to get in touch with communities
in my State and learn how it would affect
them, and also consider the bill in the
light of the national interest.
Therefore, I shall have to oppose the
amendment of the Senator from South
Carolina.
Mr. WATKINS. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. ALLOTT. I yield to the Senator
from Utah.
Mr. WATKINS. Mr. President, my
position is similar to that expressed by
the distinguished Senator from Colorado. I tried to get a copy of the report,
and the bill itself, and had not been
able to do so. Ever since I was told the
bill would be coming before the Senate
today I have been trying to get in touch
with city and town officials at home to
get answers to similar questions the
Senator from Colorado has said he
wanted answers to before he acted on
the bill. I cannot get such answers in
2 or 3 days. I expect to go home during the so-called Easter vacation.
However, I am willing to have the Easter
recess postponed and have the Senate
remain in session and act on measures
that are so important if necessary. I
did not initiate the idea. of an Easter
vacation.
I have identically the same problems
as that of the Senator from Colorado.
I wish to find out what the people who
elected me, my employers, want done
in this matter. I think they are entitled to tell me some of their needs,
and what effect the bill would have on
them. I am not willing to vote on a
controversial $1 billion bill with the
speed that would be required of us if the
Senate were to act on it today. This
measure is so important that it deserves
and should have careful consideration.
There is a large sum of money involved
in the bill. There is now on the books
a law which provides for loans of this
kind, and apparently such loans have
not been very popular because there are
large unused balances in the funds
available for loans. Some of the cities
and towns may not be willing to put
construction of programs into effect
right now because construction prices
are too high.
It seems to me we face a very peculiar
situation. There is unemployment in
some areas, that is true, although in my
own State it is under the national average. But prices are going up all the
time when according to precedent they
should be going down. That is one reason why communities may not want to
enter into construction programs. I
want to get answers to numerous questions that are now being raised with respect to this bill before I am required
to vote on it.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr.
President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. ALLOTT. I yield to the Senator
from South Dakota.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. There
are two important conference reports
which should come before the Senate
before the Easter recess. I have not
heard any reference to those reports, in
the discussion, although they may have
been mentioned while we were working
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on one of the questions being debated.
However, there are two important measures on which the Senate can conclude
action. One is the conference report on
the rivers and harbors and flood" control
bill. The conference report was concluded over the weekend. The House
has taken action on it. This afternoon
we have been working on the highway
conference report. The conferees have
completed their work. The report will
be prepared sometime during the evening, I think. Sometime tomoiTow, or
the next day, I hope the Senate can take
action on the rivers and harbors, and the
highway conference reports, both of
Which involve large sums of money, and
projects which will mean work. Those
are bills on which the Senate can conclude action, and I hope it will act on
them before taking the recess.
Mr. MANSFIELD. The ac;ting majority leader yesterday did discuss the
matter of the conference report on the
rivers and harbors bill. It was not
brought up, although there was an intention to do so. The acting majority
leader intends to bring it up tomorrow.
and intends to get approval of the minority leader some time this evening to
have it considered.
So far as the conference report on the
highway bill is concerned, this is the first
indication I have had that the conferees
have completed their deliberations on
it and a conclusion has been arrived at.
I expect to have that conference report
brought up tomorrow or the next dayI hope tomorrow-after consultation
with the minority leader.
Mr. CASE of SouUl Dakota. l think
the highway bill conference report will
be taken up in the House tomorrow, allli<
I believe it will be acted on. The Senate
should certainly reserve ample time for
considering both conference reports.
The bills involve large sums of money,
and there should be some discussion
prior to the Senate action on them before the Easter recess.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. ALLO'IT. I yield to the Senator
from New York.
Mr. JAVITS. I voted as I did wisely,
and I say that advisedly. I think everyone knows me as a liberal Senator, and
I believe I deserve that designation. I
shall undoubtedly vote for the pending
bill, and shall support it.
When Senators refer to the Easter
recess, we must understand that there
is involved not an individual responsibility, but a collective responsibility. I
would have been perfectly willing to
devote a half day tomorrow, or to work
tonight on the bill, but a collective responsibility is involved. When a substantial number of Senators feel, as I'
substantial number evidentlY does feel,
that they need more time to consider the
bill, unless there is good reason to overrule them I do not think we have a right
to stand in their way. The resolution
for the recess was adopted previously,
before the pending bill came befm·e the
Senate.
Whatever juxtaposition of
dates there may be, the resolution concerning the Easter recess was adopted
several days ago,

No prejudice can really be shown. I
think the Senator from Illinois [Mr.
DmKSENl put his finger on the nub of
the situation. The House of Representatives is not going to consider the
public facility bill before the Easter recess. Whether the House receives the
bill on Wednesday the 16th of April or
whether the House gets the bill on
Thursday of this week everybody in the
country knows will make no difference
whatever.
If we are going to talk about a
comparison of recession measures, then
I think the Senator from New Jersey
[Mr. CASE) is absolutely correct. The
highest priority should be given to measures providing help for the unemployed.
No one can pretend anything else is entitled to a similarly high priority.
For that reason, Mr. President, with
the greatest of deference to the acting
majority leader, who is having his troubles today, for whom we all have the
deepest affection and respect, I feel no
real prejudice can be shown. I think
when a really substantial number of
Senators, in the exercise of their collective responsibility, feel that they want
to defer consideration of the pending
bill for a few days, or the number of
days involved in this instance, it cannot
be because of prejudice. I feel those
Senators should have that right to exercise their judgment, even though I
may hot need all the time myself.
Mr. CHAVEZ. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. ALLO'IT. I yield to the Senator
from New Mexico.
Mr. CHAVEZ. I thank the Senator
from Colorado.
Mr. President, I voted against the
motion of the Sena!:9r from California,
but I feel the Senator from South Dakota fMr. CASE] has placed his finger
upon the problem. The Committees on
Public Works, this body and the other
body, have reported a rivers and harbors
and public-works bill. The bill went to
conference. The conferees have agreed,
and the conference report, according to
the acting majority leader, will come up
lor consideration tomorrow.
A conference was held this afternoon
between the House and the Senate on
the highway bill. The highway bill,
according to Mr. FALLON. who handled
the matter on behalf of the House conferees, will be brought before the House
for consideration on Thursday. Therefore, it is possible for the Senate to
consider two working bills, which will
provide jobs all over the country. Passage of such bills will bring about construction of roads, construction of
dams, construction of forest roads, and
projects of that nature, if we only act
on those bills before we take an Easter
recess.
Mr. ALLOTT. I thank the Senator
from New Mexico.
Mr. President, in concluding my remarks, I should like to say I opposeand I shall continue to oppose on the
floor of the Senate so long as I am
here-such hasty consideration of any
proposed legislation as that we are
asked to follow on the pending bill.
I do not know what the reasons for
the procedure are, but it seems to me
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that a great dea1 of legislation this year
ha.s been hastily considered. There
have been bills considered to which
many amendments were offered on the
floor, and, what is worse, in some instances the amendments were designed
to correct what should have been corrected before the bill ever left the committee.
It is unfortunate that in this case
we are faced with a situation with respect to dates. Since I have been in the
Senate there have not been any regular recesses by resolution o: the two
Houses. So far as I am concerned, I
did not ask for the recess, and I want
to make it perfectly clear that I am
willing to remain in Washington to work
on the bill, provided it is understood my
own vote is going to be based upon
whether I have an opportunity to study
the provisions of the bill. I may vote
for the bill, but I want an opportunity
to investigate the matter, so that I can
a't least believe in my own mind and
heart I have represented my constituents and voted honestly.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. ALLO'IT. I yield to the Senator
from Ohio.
Mr. LAUSCHE.
Mr. President, I
should like very much to subscribe to
the idea ·of going forward tomorrow. I
think, however, that the proposition has
been oversimplified in the statement
that all the bill would do would be to
raise a lending authority of $100 million
to $1 billion, change the interest rate
and fix it at 31h percent, and lift the
maturity period from a permissible 40
years to a permissible 50 years.
What is involved is much graver than
that. I want to know how far we have
already gone in deficit spending, and
what other bills are to come before us
to provide for lending money. We cannot consider the bill out of context and
by itself. We have to decide what the
overall situation will be next September,
when and if Congress adjourns.
If we are going to have a $15 billion
deficit, we will have to take much more
from the taxpayer and the worker than
we are talking about giving him. For
every dollar we give him we will have to
take back $2.
To me there are involved more than
the bare provisions of the bill. I should
like to ask the Secretary of the Treasury, "Where do we now stand? How
much less money have we taken in than
was estimated by the President would
be received? How much more money
have we spent for military purposes
than was recommended in the budget?
How much have we expended by way
of gifts and loans?"
Then I will be able to ask myself,
"How far can I go?"
The bill involves more than a 3¥:!-percent interest rate and the raising of
the sum to a billion dollars. That is
why I cannot vote to have the measure
considered either today or tomorrow.
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, will the
Senato1· yield?
Mr. ALLO'IT. I yield to the Senator
from Connecticut.
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REPORT 0:1 MILITARY CossTaucnoN CoNTRACTs
AWARDtD WITHOUT FORMAL ADVERTISING

A letter !rom the Secretary of the Army,
transmitting pursuant to law, a report on
mili tary construction contracts awarded
without formal advertising, covering the
period July 1, 1957, through December 31,
1957 ( with an accompanying report); to the
Committee on Armed Service•.
REPORT ON RrCONSTRUCTION FINANCE
CORPORATION LIQUIDATION FUND

A letter from the Administrator, Small
Business Administration, Washington. D. C ..
transmitting, pursuant to law, a report on
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
liquidation fund, dated September 30, 1957
(with an accompanying report): to the Committee on Banking and Currency.
REPORT PRIOR TO RESTOR.oi\TION OF BALANCES.,
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

A letter from the Administrative Assistant
Attorney General. transmitting, pursuant to
Jaw, a report prior to restoration of balances,
Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of
Investigation, as of February 28. 1958 (with
an accompanying report); to the Committee
oa Government Operations.
SUSPENSION OF DEPORTATION OF CERTAIN
ALIENS

Two letters from the Commissioner. Immigration and Naturallzatlon Service, Department o! Justice. transmitting, pursuant to
law, copies o! orders suspending deportation of certain aliens, to;;ether with a statement or the facts and pertinent provisions
of law pertaining to each allen, and the reasons !or ordering such suspension (with accompanying papers); to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
GRANTING TEMPORARY ADMISSION INTO THE
UNITED STATES OF CERTAIN ALIENS

A letter from the Commissioner, Immigration and Naturalization Service, Department of Justice, transmitting, pursuant to
law, copies of orders entered, granting temporary admission Into the United States to
certain aliens (with accompanying papers);
to the Committee on the Judiciary.
GRANTING

OF STATUS OF PERMANENT RESIDt:NCE TO CERTAIN A.LD:;NS

A letter from the Commissioner, Immigration and Naturalization Se~vce, Department o! Justice, transmitting, ursuant to
law, copies of orders grantln the applications for permanent residence flied by certain allens. together with a statement of the
facts and pertinent provisions of law as to
each allen, and the reasons for granting
such applications (with accompanying papers); to the Committee on the Judiciary.
REPORT ON AUDIT OF NATIONAL FuND FOR
~1EDICAL EDUCATION

A letter from the Executive Vice President. National Fund for Medical Education.
New York, N. Y., transmitting, pursuant to
law, a report on an audit of the National
Fund !or Medical Education, for the year
ended December 31, 1957 (with an accompanying report); to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
RESEARCH INTO FLIGHT PROBLEMS WITHIN AND
OUTSIDE THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE

A letter from the Director, Bureau o! the
Budget, Executive OIDce of the President,
transmitting a drnft o! proposed legislation
to provide for research Into problems of
flight within and outside the earth's atmosphere. and for other purposes (with an
accompanying paper): to the Special Committee on Space and Astronautics.

PETITION
The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the
Senate a letter in the nature of a petition from Clarence Van Vredenburgh.

of St. Augustine, Fla., relating to the
printing, by the Government Printing
Office, of instructions for individual
purchasers, which, with an accompanying paper, was referred to the Committee on Appropriations.
BILLS INTRODUCED
Bills were introduced, read the first
time, and, by unanimous consent, the
second time, .and referred as follows:
By Mr. MANSFIELD (for himself, Mr.
MURRAY, and Mr. SYMINGTON):

S. 3600. A bill to provide for certain purchasing programs !or copper, lead, manganese, and zinc, and for other purposes; to
the Committee on Interior and InsUlar Atfairs.
(See the remarks of Mr. MANSFIELD when
he Introduced the above bill, which appear
under a separate heading.)
By Mr. DOUGLAS:
S . 3601. A bill for the relief of Ralph E.
Swift and his wl!e, Sally Swift; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. NEUBERGER:
S. 3602. A bill to authorize the exchange o!
land or timber within the Siskiyou National
Forest. Oregon. tor certain other land adjacent to such national forests; to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
(See the remarks of Mr. NEUBERGER when
he Introduced the above bill, which appear
under a separate heading.)
By Mr. FULBRIGHT (by request):
S. 3603. A blll to amend section 19 of the
Federal Reserve Act with respect to the reserves required to be maintained by member
banks of the Federal Reserve System against
deposits; to the Committee on Banking and
Currency.
(See the remarks of Mr. FuLBRIGHT when
he Introduced the above bill, which appear
under a separate heading.)
By Mr. 9ASE of SOuth Dakota:
S. 3604. A blll to amend the act of March
3. 1915, which established the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, and to
establish the National Astronautics Agency,
and for other purposes; to the Special Committee on Space and Astronautics.
(See the remarks of Mr. CASE o! SOuth
Dakota when he Introduced the above bill,
which appear under a separate heading.)
By Mr. O'MAHONEY (for himself and
Mr. KocHEL):

Apl'il 3

program, and we have completed action
on some very important legislative proposals. However, I feel that one of the
most important issues which must be
considered this session is the means of
restoring some stability to the mining
industry.
There are various proposals and suggested solutions to the problem, and
finding the proper solution to the problems of the minerals industry will not
be easy. I offer the following suggestions for the consideration of the Congress and the administration.
An economic price for minerals based
on production costs, competitive prices
and domestic needs should be established.
A direct subsidy should be paid to
producers whenever the selling price is
below the economic price.
An attempt should be made to establish an International Commodity Agreement between exporting and importing
countries.
A readjustment program should beestablished, along with an exploration
and development aid program.
And we should establish a buffer
stockpile of domestic minerals.
It is with these objectives in mind
that I, on behalf of myself, my colleague,
the senior Senator from Montana !Mr.
MuRRAY], and the Senator from Missouri
LMr. SYMINGTON I, introduce, for appropriate reference, a bill to provide for
certain purchasing programs for copper,
lead, manganese and zinc. The bill
would extend for 1 year Public Law 733,
the Government Stockpile Purchase
program, which is due to expire December 31, 1958. This proposed legislation
would add the four minerals I have just
mentioned to the list of those minerals
already covered under this program.
I am proposing that during 1959 the
Federal Government buy 400,000 tons of
copper at 30 cents a pound; 180,000 tons
of lead at 17 cents; 280,000 tons of zinc
at 14 1,':, cents, and 9 million long ton
units of low-grade manganese at about
$2.30.

There has been a very slight upturn
in the economy of the minerals industry, but the miners of copper, lead, zinc,
and manganese need help. We cannot
let this industry fall apart. not only
because of its importance to the defense
effort. but because of its effect on the
general economy of the Nation.
If stability is to be returned to the
mining industry we cannot depend on
piecemeal legislation. Congress must
enact a sound minerals program immediately, and I urge that the appropriate
committees of Congress take action soon
after the Easter recess.
I ask unanimous consent that the bill
may be printed in the RECORD.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will
be received and appropriately referred;
and, without objection, the bill will be
printed in the RECORD.
The bill rs. 3600) to provide for certain purchasing programs for copper,
lead, manganese, and zinc, and for other
MINERALS STOCKPTI...E PROGRAM
purposes, intl·oduced by Ml'. MANSFIELD
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, the <for himself, Mr. MURRAY, and Mr.
Congress is acting expeditiously in SYMINGTON), was received, read twice by
meeting the needs of an antirecession its title, referred to the Committee on

S 3605. A blll to authorize the t<Jrmlnatlon and modification of certain contracts
requiring premium payments for Government oil from the naval petroleum reserves;
to the Committee on Armed Services.
By Mr. PROXMIRE:
S. 3606. A blll to provide financial assistance to the States for educational purposes
by returning to the States a portion of the
Federal Income taxes collected therein; to
the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.
(See the remarks o! Mr. PRoxMIRE wh~n he
introduced the above blll, which appear
under a separate heading.)
By Mr. PURTELL:
S. 3607. A bill for the relief o! Harvey L.
Forden; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mrs. SMITH of Maine:
S. 3608. A blll to revive and reenact the
act authorizing the State Highway Commission of the State ot Maine to construct,
maintain, and operate a free highway bridge
between Lubec, Maine, and Campobello
Island, New Brunswick, Canada; to the Committee on Foreign Relations.
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Senate
The Chaplain, Rev. F rederick Brown
Harris, D. D ., offered the following
prayer:
0 Thou God of our salvation, in the
holy pilgrimage of this sacred week .we
fain would join devout multitudes, under all skies, treading the way of sorrow.
We lift our eyes to man's Best Man, as
with steadfast face, in lowly majesty, He
rides on to a waiting cross on a green
hill outside a city wall. May that cross
of the Redeemer, which in these days
of the passion is the mystic magnet for
millions, be for us, as never before, as
we watch Him there, the sublime symbol that truth will conquer error, that
light will d ispel darkness, and that life
at last is lord of death.
In our personal lives and in our national and global relationships, may wa
face whatever the future holds, calm and
confident that the third day comes. May
we hold that faith, and hold it fast. We
ask it in the ever-blessed name of the
Risen Redeem er. Amen.
THE JOURNAL
On request of Mr. MANSFIELD, and by
unanimous consen( the reading of the
Journal of the proceedings of Wednesday, April 2, 1958, was dispensed with.
MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
A message in writing from the President of the United States was communicated to the Senate by Mr. Miller, one
of his secretaries.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
A message from the House of Representatives, by Mr. Bartlett, one of its
reading ~Jerks, announced that the
House had passed the bill <S. 1386) to
authorize the Interstate Commerce
Commission to prescribe rules, standards, and instructions for the installation, inspection, maintenance, and repair of power or train brakes, with an
amendment, in which it requested the
concurrence of the Senate.
The message also announced that the
House had agreed to the amendment of
the Senate to the bill <H. R. 776) to permit temporary free importation of auto-

mobiles and parts of automobiles when
intended solely for show purposes.
The message further announced that
the House had severally agreed to the
amendments of the Senate to the following bills and joint resolution of the
House:
H. R. 5005. An act to suspend for 2 years
the duty on crude chicory and to amend the
Tariff Act of 1930 as it relates to chicory;
H. R. 8794. An act to provide an exemption from the tax imposed on admissions for
admissions to certain musical performances;
and
H. J. Res. 347. Joint resolution authorizing
and requesting the President to invite the
several States and foreign countries to take
part in the Fourth International Automation
Congress and Exposition to be held in the
New York Coliseum at New York, N, Y., from
June 9 to June 13, 1958.

the time when the debate was a little
spirited, the reporters failed to catch my
use of the word "not" in one instance,
which changed the sense of what I -was
saying. I ask that the correction be
m ade for the permanent RECORD.
On page 5466, first column, bottom of
page and second column, top of the page,
the RECORD reads:
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr. President,
that was done for Oahe and Gavins Point and
for Big Bend. But this is just the last small
dam.

The statement should read:
?.1r. CASE o! South Dakota. Mr. President,

that was not done for Oahe and for Gavins
Point and for Fort Randall. But Big Bend
is just the last small dam.

The VICE PRESIDENT.
tion will be made.

The correc-

The message also announced that the
House had agreed to the report of the
committee of conference on the disagreeCOMMITTEE MEETING DURING
ing votes of the two Houses on the
SENATE SESSION
amendments of the Senate to the bill
On request of Mr. MANSFIELD, and by
<H. R. 9821) to amend and supplement
the Federal-Aid Road Act approved July unanimous consent, the Preparedness
11, 1916, to authorize appropriations for Subcommittee of the Committee on
c'ontinuing the construction of highways. Armed Services was authorized to meet
today during the session of the Senate.
The message further announced that
the House had agreed to a concurrent
resolution (H. Con. Res. 305) providing LIMITATION OF DEBATE DURING
for printing additional copies of general
MORNING HOUR
revenue hearings, in which it requested
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, unthe concurrence of the Senate.
der the rule there will be the usual
morning hour for the introduction of
bills and the transaction of other routine
ENROLLED BILLS SIGNED
The message also announced that the business. I ask unanimous consent that
Speaker had affixed his signature to the statements made in connection therefollowing enrolled bills, and they were with be limited to 3 minutes.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without obsigned by the Vice President:
S. 497. An act authorizing the construc- jection, it is so ordered.
tion, repair, and preservation of certain public works on rivers and harbors for navigation, flood control, and for other purposes;
and
S. 2120. An act to authorize the Secretary
of the Interior to construct, rehabilitate. operate, and maintain the lower Rio Grande
rehabilitation project, Texas, Merc~des division.

CORRECTION OF THE RECORD
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr. President, I wish to make a correction in the
RECORD of yesterday. Last night during

EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS, ETC.
The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the
Senate the following letters, which were
referred as indicated:
PaovrsroNs oF CEaTAIN AnMINISTRATTVE AuTHORITIES FOa NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
A letter from the Secretary o! Defense,
transmitting a draft of proposed legislation
to provide certain administrative authorities for the National Security Agency, and
for other purposes (with accompanying
papers); to the Committee on Armed
Services.
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Interior and Insular Affairs, and ordered
to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:
Be tt enar.ted etc .• That section 2 of the
Domestic Tungsten, Asbestos, Fluorspar, and
Columbium-Tantalum Production and Purchase Act of 1956 Is amended by inserting
after clause 1d) the following·
.. t e) a program to purchase 400.000 tons of
refined electrolytic copper t ln standard sizes
o.nd shapes) produced from ores mined ln
the United States. Its Territories, and possessions at a market price of 30 cents a
pound.
"1 f) a program to purcha"e 180.000 tons of
common lead tln standard sizes and shapes)
produced from ores mined ln the United
States, Its Territories, and possessions at a
market price of 17 cents a pound
"lg) a program to purchase 280.000 tons of
slab zinc produced from ores mined In the
United States. Its Territories. and possessions
at a market price of 14 1 2 cents a pound.
"t h) a program to purchase, In accordance
with regulations and prices t except those
Inconsistent with this act) Issued pursuant
to the Defense Production Act of 1950, as
amended, with respect to purchases at Wenden, Ariz., 9 million long ton units of manganese ore mined In the United States. its
Territories, and possessions. Three million
long ton units of such ore shall be purchased
nt each of the existing purchasing depots
located at Wenden, Artz., Deming, N. Mex,
and Butte-Phillipsburg, Mont.
"Purchases made under programs authorIzed in clauses (e), (f), (g), and (h) of thlasection shall be distributed throughout th
entire period during which such programs
are authorized In this act In order that they'
are made In as nearly as possible equal
amounts In each calendar month during
such period."
Sxc. 2. Section 5 of the Domestic TUngsten, Asbestos, Fluorspar, and ColumbiumTantalum Production and Purchase Act of
1956 Is amended by striking out "1958" and
inserting In lieu thereof "1959".

EXCHANGE OF LAND OR TIMBER
WITHIN
SISKIYOU
NATIONAL
PARK, OREG.
Mr. NEUBERGER. Mr. President,
one of the outstanding first-term Members of the House of Representatives is
Representative CHARLES 0. PORTER, of the
Fourth Congressional District of Oregon.
Mr. PORTER is particularly alert to the
pertinent and immediate problems concerning his area, especially with respect
to timber in the national forests.
The Fow·th Congressional District of
Oregon produces more commercial lumber for sale than does any of the other
434 congressional districts in the United
States.
It is the belief of many of us who lfve
in Oregon that the Siskiyou National
Forest along the banks of the beautiful
and scenic Rogue River should be more
effectively protected. The Rogue River
is one of the major fishery streams in the
United States. Over the years, it has
attracted to its banks such famous fishermen as former President Herbert
Hoover. General of the Army George C.
Marshall, and the famous western novelist Zane Grey.
So that the Senate may have before it
a bill similar to that which Representative PORTER has introduced in the House.
for the improvement of the banks of the
magnificent Rogue River, which is one of
great ~cenic grandeur, I introduce the
bill and ask for its appropriate reference.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will
be received and appropriately referred.
The bill <S. 3602• to authorize the exchange of land or timber within the Siskiyou National Forest, Oreg., for certain
other land adjacent to such national
forest, introduced by Mr. NEuB:;:RCER, was
received, read twice by its title, and referred to the Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs.
AMENDMENT OF FEDERAL RESERVE
ACT RELATING TO MAINTENANCE
OF CERTAIN RESERVES
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, at
the request of the Federal Reserve Board,
I introduce, for appropriate reference, a
bill to amend section 19 of the Federal
Reserve Act with respect to the rQServes
required to be maintained by member
banks of the Federal Reserve System.
I ask unanimous consent that the text
of the bill and an explanation prepared
by the Federal Reserve Board be printed
at this point in the RECORD.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will
be received and appropriately referred;
and, without objection, the bill and explanation will be printed in the RECORD.
The bill <S. 3603> to amend section 19
of the Federal Reserve Act with respect
to the reserves required to be maintained
by member banks of the Federal Reserve
System against deposits, introduced by
Mr. FuLBRIGHT (by request!, was received, read twice by its title, referred to
the Committee on Banking and Currency, and ordered to be printed in the
REcoRD, as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That section 19 of the
Federal Reserve Act, as amended, is further
amended by striking out the provisos In the
fourth and fifth paragraphs of such section,
lettered (b) and (c), respectively (U.S. C.,
title 12, sec. 462), by changing the colon m
each such paragraph to a period, and by adding after such fifth paragraph the following:
"Notwithstanding the other provisions o!
this section" t 1) The Board of Governors, under such
regulations as It may prescribe, may permit
member banks to count all or part of their
currency and coin as reserves required under
this section; and
" ( 2) A member bank In a reserve city may
hold and maintain the reserve balances specified In paragraph (a) above and a member
bank in a central reserve city may hold and
maintain the reserve balances specified In
paragraphs (a) or (b) above, If permission
for the holding and maintaining of such
lower reserve balances is granted by the
Board of Governors cir the Federal Reserve
System, either in Individual cases or under
regulations o! the Board, on such basis as the
Board may deem reasonable and appropriate
in view of the character of business transacted by the member bank."
S.:c. 2. (a) The fifth paragraph of section
19 of the Federal Reserve Act, lettered (c)
t U. S. C., title 12, sec. 462), Is amended by
striking out the word "thirteen" In such
paragraph and substituting in lieu thereof
tbe word "ten.''

t b l The sixth paragraph of section 19 of
the Federal Reserve Act (U. S. C., title 12,
sec. 462b) is amended by striking out the
words "on the date of enactment of the
Banking Act of 1935."

The explanation presented by Mr.
FuLBRIGHT is as follows:
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ExPLANATION or PRoPosED LF.CISLATtos FOR
REVISION OF RESERVE REQUIREMENTS

The• Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System Is proposing to Congress
three changes In existing law concerning reserve requirements or member banks. The
proposed amend menta would:
1. Authorize the Board to permit member
banks to Include all or part of their vault
cash holdings tn their required reoerves;
2. Authorize the Board to fix the reserve
requirements for demand deposits of central
reserve city banks within a range of 10 to
20 percent, instead or the present authorized
range of 13 to 26 percent. t For other classes
of deposits at member banks, the rangPs
within whlch the Board Is authorized to ftx
the requirements would remain as at
present.)
3. Make more flexible the Board's authorIty to permit Individual member banks In
central reserve or reserve cities to cnrry lowf"r
reserves than those specified for banks in
such cities.
Purposes or these proposals may be briefly
summarized as follows:
1. The counting of vault cash as reserves
would correct a generally recognized inequity
that now exists because many banks find it
necessary for operating purposes to hold
larger amounts of vault cash than do other
banks. Since vault cash holdings and reserve balances at the Reserve banks are interchangeable and both serve the same purpose in Influencing the volume of bank
credit, they should both be counted as
reserves. Counting of vault cash as reserves
would also have collateral advantages, such
as reducing the costs of transporting and
handling currency and facllltatlng the holding by member banks of larger stocks of currency that would be available over widely
dispersed areas for use in a nat;onal emergency.
Such a provision would make possible the
release of over $2 bllllon of reserves for all
member banks. Country banks hold nearly
$1.4 blllion of vault cash, amounting to about
4 percent of thelr net demand deposits or
over a. fourth of their present required reserves, while Reserve city banks as a group
have vault cash holdings amounting to less
than 2 percent of net demand deposits or a
tenth of their total required reserves. The
vault cash holdings of many large city banks,
however, Including most central reserve city
banks, amount to 1 percent or less or their
net demand deposits and but a small fraction of required reserves. Thus this provision taken alone would not only add greatly
to the total supply of reserves but also would
have the effect of widening and distorting
existing differentials In reserve requirements
as between classes of banks. It would,
therefore, be necessary to put these changes
into effect gradually and to accompany them
by partly offsetting adjustments in the reserve requlremen t percentages.
2. Under the present law, by reclassifying
cities or by abolishing classifications and
also by changing requirements, the Board
has legal authority to alter differentials In
requirements as between the broad classifications of member banks. By using this
authority hny undue distinctions between
classes of banks may be gradually reduced.
H vault cash holdings are permitted to be
countad as reserves, it would have the effect
of lowering the required reserves of each
class of banks, but particularly of country
and reserve city banks, where vault cash
holdings are relatively large. The Board
consequently is proposing no change In the
percentage requirements as now stated In
the law for these classes of banks--7 to 14
percent and 10 to 20 percent, respectively,
against net demand deposits.
It is proposed, however, that permissible
requirements for central reserve city banks
be lowered to the 10 to 20 percent range

I
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authorized for reserve city banks. A maximum requirement of 20 percent against net
demand deposits for any bank or class of
banks is believed to be adequate tor any
purpose under present or prospective conditions. While this amendment would retain
authority for keeping three classes of banks
with dltrereritial requirements against demand deposits, It would tend to encourage
narrower dltrerentials as between classes of
banks.
3. Under existing law individual member
banks can be permitted to carry lower requirements If they are located In the outlying districts of central reserve or reserve
cities. This provision permits the Board to
alleviate Inequities which arise when banks
located In such outlying districts are predominantly engaged In business that is similar to that of banks with a lower reserve
classification. It does not, however, permit
the Board to bring equivalent relief to such
banks If they are located In the central
districts of reserve and central reserve cities.
The amendment proposed would permit
adoption of more rational criteria for exempting Individual banks than can be used
under existing law and thereby make possible elimination of some existing Inequities.
With the amendments proposed, along
with other provisions of existing law, the
Board would have adequate authority to
make any changes In the structure and level
of reserve__requlrements that are likely to be
appropriate under present or prospective
conditions. Legislative authority with respect to both the level and structure of reserve requirements !or member banks should
be sufficiently flexible to enable adjustments
to be made in a manner, in amounts, and
at times that are consistent with the alms
of monetary policy, with the International
position of the country, and with the maintenance of a sound and etrectlvely functionIng banking system. Existing law with the
amendments proposed would permit moving
gradually toward a more equitable and rational structure of reserve requirements and
toward making In the course of time any
changes In the level of reserve requirements,
consistent with appropriate monetary policy
and sound banking practices, that may be
needed to meet the monetary and credit
needs of a growing economy.

PROPOSED NATIONAL ASTRONAUTICS AGENCY
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr.
President, I introduce a bill to amend
the act of March 3, 1915, which established the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics, and to establish the
National Astronautics Agency, and for
other purposes.
I prepared the bill some days ago,
but deferred introducing it until the
r~commendations of the President were
submitted to the Senate. There are
some substantial differences between
the concept of the space agency and
space problems as dealt with in my bill
and the recommendations of the President.
It is a matter concerning which we
need to maintain open minds until hearing can be held. I believe there are
some pomts suggested by the bill which
are worthy of consideration in connec~ tion with the whole subject, and I
therefore introduce it, for appropriate
reference.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will
be received and appropriately referred.
The bill (S. 3604) to amend the act
of March 3, 1915, which established
the National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics, and to establish the National Astronautics Agency, and for
other purposes, introduced by Mr. CASE
of South Dakota, was received, read
twice by its title, and referred to the
Special Committee on Space and Astronautics.
COMMUNITY FACILITIES ACT OF
1958-AMENDMENT
Mr. THYE submitted an amendment,
intended to be proposed by him, to the
bill (S. 3497) to expand the public
facility loan program for the Community Facilities Administration of the
Housing and Home Finance Agency, and
for other purposes, which was ordered
to lie on the table, and to be printed.
PROPOSED COMMISSION ON COUNTRY LIFE-ADDITIONAL COSPONSORS OF BILL
Under authority of the order of the
Senate of April 2, 1958, the names of
Mr. THYE and Mr. STENNIS were added
as additional cosponsors of the bill
(S. 3596) to establish a Commission on
Country Life, and for other purposes,
introduced by Mr. FLANDERS (for himself, Mr. COOPER, and Mr. MORTON) on
April 2, 1958.
ADDRESSES, EDITORIALS, ARTICLES, EI'C., PRINTED IN THE APPENDIX
On request, and by unanimous consent, addresses, editorials, articles, etc.,
were ordered to be printed in the Appendix, as follows:
By Mr. CURTIS:
Address relating to recreational facilities
In Missouri River Basin, delivered by Melvin
o. Steen, director, Nebraska Game, Forestation, and Parks Commission.
By Mr. MANSFIELD:
The American's Creed, written by William
Tyler Page In 1917.
Article
entitled "Many
Peculiarities
Marked '67 Election," written by Herbert M.
Peet and published In the Montana Parade
section of the Great Falls Tribune of March
23, 1958.

By Mr. YARBOROUGH:
Letter addressed to him by President J. G.
Flowers, of the Southwest Texas State Teachers' College, commenting upon Senate bill
3187, providing for supplementary financial
aid to students Interested In science.
Editorial entitled "Open the Frontier."
published In the Houston Press of March 31,
1958.

Article entitled "Camera. Artistry," written by Nell Fenner, women's editor of the
Austin (Tex.) American-Statesman, and
published In the March 23, 1958, Issue of
that magazine, relating to Russell Lee, famous photographer.
By Mr. WILEY:
Letter from Norman P . Mason, Commissioner of the Federal Housing Administration, and two articles, relating to housing
ror elderly persons.
Article In tribute to Miss Rhoda. Zucker,
supervisor of the University of Wisconsin's
Milwaukee speech correction clinic, and excerpts from testimony before the House Appropriations Committee and a report of the
committee.
By Mr. MANSFIELD (for Mr. KENNEDY):

Editorial entitled "An Imaginative Proposal for Helping India," from the Providence
(R. I.) Journal o! March 31, 1958.
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NOTICE OF HEARINGS BY SUBCOMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS OF
THE COMMITTEE ON BANKING
AND CURRENCY
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, the
Small Business Subcommittee of the
Committee on Banking and Currency
plans to begin public hearings on or
about April 21, 1958, on bills dealing with
long-term credit and capital needs of
small businesses. Bills to be considered
are S. 2160, $. 2185, S. 2286, S. 3191, and
any other bills on this subject which may
be introduced.
The hearings will be held in room 301,
Senate Office Building. All persons who
wish to appear and testify are requested
to notify Mr. J. H. Yingling, chief clerk
of the Committee on Banking and Currency, room 303, Senate Office Building,
telephone Capitol 4-3121, extension 3921.
NOTICE
CONCERNING
CERTAIN
NOMINATIONS BEFORE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, the following nominations have been referred
to and are now pending before the Committee on the Judiciary:
Robert E. Hauberg, of Mississippi, to
be United States attorney for the southern district of Mississippi, for a term of
4 years--reappointment.
Rupert Hugo Newcomb, of Mississippi,
to be United States marshal for the
southern district of Mississippi, for the
term of 4 years--reappointment.
Sumner Canary, of Ohio, to be United
States attorney for the northern district
of Ohio for a term of 4 years--reappointment.
On behalf of the Committee on the
Judiciary, notice is hereby given to all
persons interested in these nominations
to file with the committee, in writing,
on or before Thursday, April 10, 1958,
any representations or objections they
may wish to present concerning the above
nominations, with a further statement
whether it is their intention to appear at
any hearings which may be scheduled.
FIFTEENTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
ROSENWALD RARE BOOK AND
MANUSCRIPT COLLECTION OF THE
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
Mr. GREEN. Mr. President, 15 years
ago a public-spirited collector of discriminating taste, Mr. Lessing J. Rosenwald, of Jenkintown, Pa., made his first
gift of rare books and manuscripts to
the Library of Congress, for the Nation.
Since then he has added greatly to the
Rosenwald collection in the Library,
thereby making it possible for the LIbrary to maintain its position of preeminence in this country as a repository
of rare books of the 15th and 16th
centuries. These books, instead of being
locked away in private hands, are thus
made available to the world of scholarship.
The Government and the Nation owe
Mr. Rosenwald hearty thanks for his
generosity. To commemorate the 15th
anniversary of his first gift to it, the
Library of Congress opened, yesterday

•
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and to all the other great State capitals
of the country.
Today, the Federal Government has
provided the machinery by which the
roadsides can be protected, so that those
who drive over the roads can have a
chance to look at the scenic grandeur
of America. Today, the members of the
American Automobile Association and its
affiliated groups and the members of the
garden clubs can go to the State capitals
and can say to their representatives
there, "Uncle Sam has made available
this bonus and these acquisition funds.
You must set up a cooperative agreement
with the Federal Government to protect
our roadside beauty."
Mr. President, I predict that the States
will act, that they will take advantage of
this arrangement, and that it will be
a reasonable and, I may even say, a highly effective means of commencing the
protection of what we call "America, the
Beautiful."
Mr. President, I desire to thank all my
colleagues for their wonderful cooperation. I particularly desire to thank my
seatmate, the distinguished junior Senator from Tennessee l Mr. GoRE I, who, on
the floor of the Senate, led the fight by
means of which we retained this provision, last week. If the victory belongs
to any one person in public life, certainly
it belongs to him.
Mr. KUCHEL. Mr. President, written
here today is the final, convincing, and
successful legislative chapter in a yearslong struggle to recognize and promote
the people's rights and the people's interests.
This measure is excellent not alone
because of its recognition of the needs
of highway construction in this Nation, not alone because of its recognition that those needs have been accelerated and, thus, that the program of
highway construction likewise must be
accelerated.
This measure is excellent, Mr. President, not alone because it constitutes an
excellent antirecession bill-probably the
outstanding one of this session.
But it is excellent also because it represents, so far as the Congress is concerned, an acceptance of the principle
of roadside protection and of preservation of scenic beauty in America through
which now, and in the immediate years
ahead, a modern, efficient. high-speed
41,000-mile interstate highway system is
about to be constructed.
I pay tribute to the junior Senator
from Oregon [Mr. NEUBERGER]. He sits
on the other side of the aisle. He began
to awaken the conscience of the Senate
to the necessity of protecting the beauties of nature alongside our great new
Interstate System, in a field in which
until now the Congress has failed or
neglected to legislate.
I pay tribute to all those on both sides
of the aisle who participated in the
drafting of the billboard incentive section of the bill, and thereafter stood
and were counted on a bipartisan basis. in favor of it; this was no partisan
political issue.
Congress has now laid down a national policy. Congress now has supplied an incentive to the States. It

•

only remains for the President speedily to approve the bill. as I most respectly hope that he will. Then it will
be up to the States of the American
Union to implement what Congress has
done, and, I very much hope, to present, in the years ahead a convincing
demonstration all across the country of
the needs of the people and of the
wishes of the people, and the response
of State governments, under our national policy, to those needs and those
wishes.
If that be the case. Mr. President, you
and I and every family in this land can
look forward to the enjoyment of driving from our States or from any other
State in this Union across the country
and back again on highways which will
be safe and which will afford travelers
comfort and happiness as they speed
along their way.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, before the vote on the conference report
is taken, I desire to join my colleagues
in paying tribute to the distinguished
chain:qan of the committee [Mr. CHAVEZ 1, who has worked long and arduously; to the distinguished junior Senator from Tennessee lMr. GORE], who, as
chairman of the subcommittee, did much
of the groundwork; to the junior Senator from Oregon LMr. NEUBERGER], who
was a fighter in a good cause; to the junior Senator from South Dakota rMr.
CASE], who devoted himself to the task
with his usual thoroughness; to the able
Senator from California lMr. KuCHEL],
for his drive and great ability; to the
distinguished Senator from Oklahoma
[Mr. KERR], who has worked long and
arduously; and to all the other members
of the committee; but I especially wis
to commend the present presiding officer, the junior Senator from Idaho [Mr.
CHURCH I, the youngest member of the
committee, who did such outstanding
work, along with his senior colleague
from the State of Idaho [Mr. DWORSHAK],
in securing authorization for the funds
necessary to bring about an earlier completion of the Lewis anq Clark HiRhway,
in obtaining authorization for funds to
accelerate the forest highway program,
and for additional money for the forest
access roads. I am delighted at this time
to pay tribute to this outstanding young
Senator, who is the newest member of
the Committee on Public Works, and
who has done so much to advance the
cause of those of us who live in the
northwestern section of the country.
Mr. CHAVEZ. M . Presidf'nt, I wish
to join the Senator from Montana in
paying tribute to the young and new
Senator from Idaho lMr. CHURCHI.
When we talk about the billboard section of the bill, it is well to refer to my
friends from Tennessee and Oregon.
They were dedicated Senators. It Is all
nght to speak about Senators who were
against the billboard section of the bill,
as I was, as the senator from Oklahoma
lMr. KERR] was, and as the Senator from
Pennsylvania [Mr. MARTIN] was. But the
one who cast the deciding vote to keep
the provision in the bill was the junior
Senator from Idaho. So I think he
deserves special praise.
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RECORD OF THE SENATE IN THE
PRESENT SESSION
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President,
when we adjourn today, we will leave
here !or welcome opportunity to spend
some time with the people whom we
represent.
This has been a very busy sessionone of the busiest in my memory. It has
also been a session of accomplishment-as much accomplishment as I can ever
recall by this season of the year.
We were confronted with a problema problem that involved people and
which required an immediate response.
The deepening economic recession had
put 5,200,000 men and women out of
work, and something had to be done.
Under the leadership of LYNDON
JOHNSON, a program was put together.
It was a program of action-not hasty,
not panicky, not ill-conceived-but a
program of effective action.
Within the space of a few weeks, the
Senate has taken these steps:
First. Approved-by a vote of 93 to 1the resolution to accelerate civil public
works.
Second. Approved-by a vote of 76 to
1-a resolution to accelerate military
public works.
Third. Approved-by a vote of 86 to
0---a bill to stimulate the housing industry and create a potential of an additional 600,000 to 800,000 jobs.
Fourth. Approved-by a vote of 84 to
4-a bill to accelerate the highway program and create a potential of some
520,000 jobs.
Fifth. Approved-by a vote of 52 to
11-a conference report on the omnibus
flood control bill, which should create
a potential of nearly 400,000 jobs.
Sixth. Approved-by a vote of 50 to
43-a farm bill designed to maintain
farm income and farm purchasing
power.
Mr. President, this is a solid and substantial record. I take special pride in
the fact that all of these measures were
passed by bipartisan votes. The record
represents the Senate responding to the
desires and to the needs of our people.
There are still three provisions in the
Johnson program to be considered by the
Senate. They are:
First, the community public works bill
which, unfortunately, was delayed by
some unexpected last-minute thoughts.
Second, an expanded airport program
which is now before the committee.
Third, a reclamation program whose
provisions rest on careful study made by
the distinguished Senator from :::;ew
Mexico fMr. ANDERSON].
The distinguished majority leader
fMr. JOHNSON of Texas] has conferred
with the Speaker of the House and the
chairman of the House Appropi;ations
Committee. He has asked that the civil
functions bill be expedited so that the
Army engineers will know at the earliest
possible moment what funds they will
have for their planning. There will, of
course, be cooperation because all of us
are determined to take effective steps to
help our fellow Americans in their hour
of need.
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certain that the highway measure now
before the Senate will be given consideration by the Kansas Legislature at the
special session. I am very happy that
the Senate by its action today will afford the Kansas Legislature, in special
session, an opportunity to vote such special funds as will be needed for matching
the Federal contribution, and therefore
to take prompt advantage of the new
law.
I ~rmly believe that this is one of the
most forward looking steps Congress has
taken for the benefit of the Nation in
many years.
I again commend the chairman of the
full committee, the chairman of the subcommittee, and the ranking minority
member of the subcommittee for their
sponsorship of this fine measure.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr.
President, those words coming from the
Senator from Kansas are particularly
appreciated. The Senator from Kansas
was for many years a Member of the
House of Representatives and knows the
history of highway legislation for a considerable period.
Moreover, he has served as governor
of Kansas for two terms and knows the
administrative problems of States in relation to the whole matter of Federal
aid to highways.
It is interesting that the legislature of
his State is about to meet and to put
itself in a position to take advantage of
the opportunities offered by the bill.
One of the features which I hope the
Kansas Legislature will notice is that the
$400 million emergency fund for ABC
roads is made available on a basis of
complete transferability as among primary, secondary, and urban roads
within the States. Once an apportionment has been made, the States may use
the money where they have the greatest
need for roadbuilding or where they
want to provide some good roadbuilding
jobs. Complete transferability, I think,
is one of the constructive features of the
bill.
Mr. DWORSHAK. Mr. President,
will the Senator yield?
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I yield.
Mr. DWORSHAK. I express the sincere appreciation of the State of Idaho
to the chairman of the committee, to the
chairman of the subcommittee, and to
the ranking Republican member of the
subcommittee for their vigorous defense
of the Senate provisions of the bill dealing with the public lands States, so far
as public lands funds and forest highways are concerned.
I think there is a misunderstanding
frequently concerning the approximately 360 million acres of public domain. federally owned land, in the West.
Obviously, the States within whose
borders the public domain lies assume a
disproportionate burden in trying to
keep abreast of the nonpublic lands
States in accelerating the highway
program.
Again I wish to point out that the
distinguished chairman of the subcommittee, the Senator from Tennessee lMr,
GoRE], who held hearings in the West
and in the State of Idaho last Decem~
ber, had a very thorough understanding

of the needs of the highways in the
public-land States.
Although the House conferees made
material reductions in the amounts of
the authorizations voted by the Senate
for these categories of highways, I believe we have made a beginning in that
direction, so that we in the West can
maintain a status comparable to that
of the other States in connection with
the building of essential highways, not
so much to take care of local needs as
to provide essei;J.tial highways for transcontinental use.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr. President, the distinguished Senator from
Idaho was most persuasive with the committee. He and his associates also were
very persuasive with the chairman of the
subcommittee when the hearings were
held in Idaho. The Senators from Idaho
and their associates must really have
given the distinguished Senator from
Tennessee an excellent view of the situation, because on several occasions he
took occasion to say to the committee,
"After going there and seeing the situation firsthand, I changed my m1nd. I
found that by building only a few miles
of road, hundreds of miles of travel
could be saved." I heard the Senator
from Tennessee say that, not once, but
many times.
Mr. DWORSHAK. The Senator from
Tennessee not only traveled by automobile over the area, but he also flew over
it and got a view from the air.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. In any
event, the Senator from Tennessee became convinced of the importance of
that aspect of the program; and he presented effectively, both in the conference committee and in the Senate committee, the point of view which was
expressed a moment ago by the Senator
from Idaho.
Mr. President, I desire to express my
appreciation to the distinguished Senator from Oregon lMr. NEUBERGER] for
permitting me to proceed at this time.
I now yield the floor.
Mr. NEUBERGER. Mr. President, I
should like to add to the very much
deserved encomiums which have' been
delivered here today in connection with
the highway bill.
I particularly wish to commend the
members of the Senate conference committee who, although they themselves
are opposed to the control of billboards
by legislation, nevertheless followed the
wishes of their colleagues in the Senate.
I believe that act by them is fully deserving of the plaudits which already today have been received by them.
I also wish to concur, in particular, in
what was said about the distinguished
junior Senator from California [Mr.
KucHELl. He and I worked together on
the various proposals in the field of signboard regulation. I believe that in the
absence of the very friendly bipartisan
cooperation which existed between us, it
might have been impossible to achieve
the results which now have been
achieved. I do not think anyone could
have been more cooperative than was
Senator KucHEL in compromising certain phases of his own bill. I trust that
I was equally amenable in my work with
him.
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The chairman of the Roads Subcommittee, the distinguished junior Senator from Tennessee [Mr. GoRE], led the
fight on the floor of the Senate and was
the field marshal in charge of the operations. Without him, we would not have
succeeded.
Mr. President, this has been a long
trail. I think the Senator from Tennessee remembers when we brought a very,
very mild signboard provision onto the
fl-oor of the Senate in 1955, and lost it
summarily. Butj, that was the remote
beginning of this undertaking.
The ladies of the United State~ who
belon~ to the garden clubs have not been
ment10ned in the Senate thus far today.
Not only do they share in this victory;
but I also believe that they, themselves,
won it. They let their Senators know
how they felt about signboards which
would deface the interstate highways.
In view of what happened in the other
body today, it is evident that the ladies
who belong to the garden clubs also let
their Representatives know how they
felt about this matter.
As a matter of fact. I understand that
today in the United States, women cast
more votes than men do. That situation
is in line with the facts set forth in an
article by an eminent writer, which recently was published in Harper's magazine. In the article he points out that
women live longer than men, and therefore women comprise the majority of the
population of the United States.
Mr. President, the overwhelming majority of the letters and other communication!' which I received in regard
to signboards came from women. I think
particularly the women of America-the
housewives, the girls, the grandmothers--care how our highways look.
The men may want to have four-lane
highways with easy grades and wide
curves, so they can drive on them with
safety and at high speeds; but I think
ihe ladies in the garden clubs and in the
League of Women Voters and in the General Federation of Women's Clubs care
what the highways look like, and do not
want them plastered with signboards.
They have let the Senate and the House
of Representatives know how they felt;
and I believe that the vote taken today
in the House of Representatives is not
only an indication of the wisdom of the
Members of the House, but also is an
indication of the wisdom of the citizens
of this country who got in touch with
them.
Mr. President, as has been stated
a gain and a gain, this measure provides
for the making of purely voluntary cooperative arrangements, insofar as billboards are concerned. Not one State
will have to take advantage of the onehalf of 1 percent donation or of the funds
made available through the acquisition
procedure. However, I am willing to
venture the prediction that many States
will do so, because, just as the ladies
who belong to the garden clubs are able
to write, and have written, to their representatives in Congr~ss in Washington,
D. C., they can also write to Sacramento,
Calif.; to Salem, Oreg.; to Boise, Idaho;
to Albany, N. Y.; to Santa Fe, N. Mex.;
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and to all the other great State capitals
of the country.
Today, the Federal Government has
provided the machinery by which the
roadsides can be protected, so that tho.se
who drive over the roads can have a
chance to look at the scenic grandeur
of America. Today. the members of the
American AutomobJle Association and its
affiliated groups and the members of the
garden clubs can go to the State capitals
and can say to their representatives
there, "Uncle Sam has made available
this bonus and these acquisition funds.
You must set up a cooperative agreement
with the Federal Government to protect
our roadside beauty."
Mr. President, I predict that the States
will act. that they will take advantage of
this arrangement, and that it will be
a reasonable and, I may even say, a highly effective means of commencing the
protection of what we call "America, the
Beautiful."
Mr. President, I desire to thank all my
colleagues for their wonderful cooperation. I particularly desire to thank my
seatmate, the distinguished junior Senator from Tennessee lMr. GoRE], who, on
the floor of the Senate, led the fight by
means of which we retained this provision. last week. If the victory belongs
to any one person in public life, certainly
it belongs to him.
Mr. KUCHEL. Mr. President. written
here today is the final, convincing, and
successful legislative chapter in a yearslong struggle to recognize and promote
the people's rights and the people's interests.
This measure Is excellent not alone
because of its recognition of the needs
of highway construction in this Nation. not alone because of its recognition that those needs have been accelerated and, thus, that the program of
highway construction likev.ise must be
accelerated.
This measure is excellent. Mr. President. not alone because it constitutes an
excellent antirecession bill-probably the
outstanding one of this session.
But it Js excellent also because it represents. so far as the Congress is concerned, an acceptance of the principle
of roadside protection and of preservation of scenic beauty in America through
which now. and in the immediate years
ahead. a modern, efficient, high-speed
41 ,000-mile interstate highway system is
about to be constructed.
I pay tribute to the junior Senator
from Oregon [Mr. NEUBERGER]. He sits
on the other side of the aisle. He began
to a waken the conscience of the Senate
to the necessity of protecting the beauties of nature alongside our great new
Interstate System, in a field in which
until now the Congress has failed or
neglected to legislate.
I pay tribute to all those on both sides
of the aisle who participated in the
drafting of the billboard incentive section of the bill, and thereafter stood
and were counted on a bipartisan basis. in favor of it; this was no partisan
political issue.
Congress has now laid down a national policy. Congress now has supplied an incentive to the States. It

only remains for the President speedily to approve the bill, as I most respectly hope that he will. Then It will
be up to the States of the American
Union to Implement what Congress has
done, and, I very much hope, to present, in the years ahead a convincing
demonstration all across the country of
the needs of the people and of the
wishes of the people, and the response
of State governments, under our national policy. to those needs and those
wishes.
If that be the case, Mr. President, you
and I and every family in this land can
look forward to the enjoyment of driving from our States or from any other
State in this Union across the country
and back again on highways which will
be safe and which will afford travelers
comfort and happiness as they speed
along their way.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, before the vote on the conference report
is taken, I desire to join my colleagues
in paying tribute to the distinguished
chairman of the committee lMr. CHAVEZ], who has worked long and arduously; to the distinguished jumor Senator from Tennessee LMr. GORE}, who, as
chairman of the subcommittee, did much
of the groundwork; to the junior Senator from Oregon lMr. NEUBERGER}, who
was a fighter in a good cause; to the junior Senator from South Dakota LMr.
CASE}, who devoted himself to the task
with his usual thoroughness; to the able
Senator from California LMr. KuCHEL],
for his drive and great ability; to the
distinguished Senator from Oklahoma
lMr. KERR], who has worked long and
arduously; and to all the other members
of the committee; but I especially wish
to commend the present presiding officer, the junior Senator from Idaho [Mr.
CHURCH J, the youngest member of the
committee, who did such outstanding
work, along with his senior colleague
from the State of Idaho l Mr. DWORSHAK l,
in securing authorization for the funds
necessary to bring about an earlier completion of the Lewis and Clark Highway,
in obtaining authorization for funds to
accelerate the forest highway program,
and for additional money for the forest
access roads. I am delighted at this time
to pay tribute to this outstanding young
Senator, who is the newest member of
the Committee on Public Works, and
who has done so much to advance the
cause of those of us who live in the
northwestern section of the country.
Mr. CHAVEZ. Mr. President, I wish
to join the Senator from Montana in
paying tribute to the young and new
Senator from Idaho lMr. CHURCHI.
When we talk about the billboard section of the bill, it is well to refer to my
friends from Tennessee and Oregon.
They were dedicated Senators. It is all
right to speak about Senators who were
against the billboard section of the bill.
as I was, as the Senator from Oklahoma
lMr. KERR] was, and as the Senator from
Pennsylvania LMr. MARTIN] was. But the
one who cast the deciding vote to keep
the provision in the bill was the junior
Senator from Idaho. So I think he
deserves special praise.

RECORD OF THE SENATE IN THE
PRESENT SESSION
Mr. MANSP'IELD. Mr. President,
when we adjourn today, we will leave
here for welcome opportunity to spend
some time with the people whom we
represent.
This has been a very busy sessionone of the busiest in my memory. It has
also been a session of accomplishment-as much accomplishment as I can ever
recall by this season of the year.
We were confronted with a problema problem that involved people and
which required an immediate response.
The deepening economic recession had
put 5,200,000 men and women out of
work, and something had to be done.
Under the leadership of LYNDON
JoHNSON, a program was put together.
It was a program of action-not hasty,
not panicky, not ill-conceived-but a
program of effective action.
Within the space of a few weeks, the
Senate h.as taken these steps:
First. Approved-by a vote of 93 to 1the resolution to accelerate civil public
works.
Second. Approved-by a vote of 76 to
1-a resolution to accelerate military
public works.
Third. Approved-by a vote of 86 to
0-a bill to stimulate the housing industry and create a potential of an additional 600,000 to 800,000 jobs.
Fourth. Approved-by a vote of 84 to
4-a bill to accelerate the highway program and create a potential of some
520,000 jobs.
Fifth. Approved-by a vote of 52 to
11-a conference report on the omnibus
flood control bill, which should create
a potential of nearly 400,000 jobs.
Sixth. Approved-by a vote of 50 to
43-a farm bill designed to maintain
farm income and farm purchasing
power.
Mr. President, this is a solid and substantial record. I take special pride in
the fact that all of these measures were
passed by bipartisan votes. The record
represents the Senate responding to the
desires and to the needs of our people.
There are still three provisions in the
Johnson program to be considered by the
Senate. They are:
First, the community public works bill
which, unfortunately, was delayed by
some unexpected last-minute thoughts.
Second, an expanded airport program
which is now before the committee.
Third, a reclamation program whose
provisions rest on careful study made by
the distinguished Senator from Sew
Mexico lMr. ANDERSON].
The distinguished majority leader
[Mr. JOHNSON of TexasJ has conferred
with the Speaker of the House and the
chairman of the House Appropriations
Committee. He has asked that the civil
functions bill be expedited so that the
Army engineers will know at the earliest
possible moment what funds they will
have for their planning. There will, of
course, be cooperation because all of us
are determined to take effective steps to
help our fellow Amerieans in their hour
of need.
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certain that the highway measure now
before the Senate will be given consideration by the Kansas Legislature at the
special session. I am very happy that
the Senate by its action today will afford the Kansas Legislature, in special
session, an opportunity to vote such special funds as will be needed for matching
the Federal contribution, and therefore
to take prompt advantage of the new
law.
I firmly believe that this is one of the
most forward looking steps Congress has
taken for the benefit of the Nation in
many years.
I again commend the chairman of the
full committee. the chairman of the subcommittee, and the ranking minority
member of the subcommittee for their
sponsorship of this fine measure.
Mr. CASE of South Dako,ta. Mr.
President, those words coming from the
Senator from Kansas are particularly
appreciated. The Senator from Kansas
was for many years a Member of the
House of Representatives and knows the
history of highway legislation for a consid~rable period.
Moreover, he has served as governor
of Kansas for two terms and knows the
administrative problems of States in relation to tlre whole matter of Federal
aid to highways.
It is interesting that the legislature of
his State is about to meet and to put
itself in a position to take advantage of
the opportunities offered by the bill.
One of the features which I hope the
Kansas Legislature will notice is that the
$400 million emergency fund for ABC
roads is made available on a basis of
complete transferability as among primary, secondary, and urban roads
within the States. Once an apportionment has been made, the States may use
the money where they have the greatest
need for roadbuilding or where they
want to provide some good roadbuilding
jobs. Complete transferability, I think,
is one of the constructive features of the
bill.
Mr. DWORSHAK. Mr. President,
will the Senator yield?
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I yield.
Mr. DWORSHAK. I express the sincere appreciation of the State of Idaho
to the chairman of the committee, to the
chairman of the subcommittee, and to
the ranking Republican member of the
subcommittee for their vigorous defense
of the Senate provisions of the bill dealing with the public lands States, so far
as public lands funds and forest highways are concerned.
I think there is a misunderstanding
frequently concerning the approximately 360 million acres of public domain, federally owned land, in the West.
Obviously, the States within whose
borders the public domain lies assume a
disproportionate burden in trying to
keep abreast of the nonpublic lands
States in accelerating the highway
program.
Again r wish to point out that the
distinguished chairman of the subcommittee, the Senator from Tennessee [Mr.
GORE_l, who held beatings in the West,
and m the State of Idaho last December, had a very thorough understanding

of the needs of the highways in the
public-land States.
Although the House conferees made
material reductions in the amounts of
the authorizations voted by the Senate
for these categories of highways, I believe we have made a beginning in that
direction, so that we in the West can
maintain a status comparable to that
of the other States in connection with
the building of essential highways, not
so much to take care of local needs as
to provide essential highways for transcontinental use.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr. President, the distinguished Senator from
Idaho was most persuasive with the committee. He and his associates also were
very persuasive with the chairman of the
subcommittee when the hearings were
held in Idaho. The Senators from Idaho
and their associates must really have
given the distinguished Senator from
Tennessee an excellent view of the situation, because on several occasions he
took occasion to say to the committee,
"After going there and seeing the situation firsthand, I changed my mind. I
found that by building only a few miles
of road, hundreds of miles of travel
could be saved." I heard the Senator
from Tennessee say that, not once, but
many times.
Mr. DWORSHAK. The Senator from
Tennessee not only traveled by automobile over the area, but he also flew over
it and got a view from the air.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. In any
event, the Senator from Tennessee became convinced of the importance of
that aspect of the program; and he presented effectively, both in the conference committee and in the Senate committee, the point of view which was
expressed a moment ago by the Senator
from Idaho.
Mr. President, I desire to express my
appreciation to the distinguished Senator from Oregon I Mr. NEUBERGER l for
permitting me to proceed at this time.
I now yield the floor.
Mr. NEUBERGER. Mr. President, I
should like to add to the very much
deserved encomiums which have been
delivered here today in connection with
the highway bill.
I particularly wish to commend the
members of the Senate conference committee who, although they themselves
are opposed to the control of billboards
by legislation, nevertheless followed the
wishes of their colleagues in the Senate.
I believe that a'ct by them is fully deserving of the plaudits which already today have been received by them.
I also wish to concur, in particular, in
what was said about the distinguished
junior Senator from California [Mr.
KucHELl. He and I worked together on
the various proposals in the field of signboard regulation. I believe that in the
absence of the very friendly bipartisan
cooperation which existed between us, it
might have been impossible to achieve
the results which now have been
achieved. I do not think anyone could
have been more cooperative than was
Senator KucHEL in compromising certain phases of his own bill. I trust that
I was equally amenable in my work with
him.
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The chairman of the Roads Subcommittee, the distinguished junior Senator from Tennessee (Mr. GoRE], led the
fight on the floor of the Senate and was
the field marShal in charge of the operations. Without him, we would not have
succeeded.
Mr. President, this has been a long
trail. I think the Senator from Tennessee remembers when we brought a very,
very mild signboard provision onto the
floor of the Senate in 1955, and lost it
summarily. But that was the remote
beginning of this undertaking.
The ladies of the United States who
belong to the garden clubs have not been
mentioned in the Senate thus far today.
Not only do they share in this victory;
but I also believe that they, themselves,
won it. They Jet their Senators know
how they felt about signboards which
would deface the interstate highways.
In view of what happened in the other
body today, it is evident that the ladies
who belong to the garden clubs also let
their Representatives know how they
felt about this matter.
As a matter of fact, I understand that
today in the United States, women cast
more votes than men do. That situation
is in line with the facts set forth in an
article by an eminent writer, which recently was published in Harper's magazine. In the article he points out that
women live longer than men, and therefore women comprise the majority of the
population of the United States.
Mr. President, the overwhelming majority of the letters and other communications which I received in regard
to signboards came from women. I think
particularly the women of America-the
housewives, the girls, the grandmothers-care how our highways look.
The men may want to have four-lane
highways with easy grades and wide
curves, so they can drive on them with
safety and at high sr;eeds; but I think
the ladies in the garden clubs and in the
League of Women Voters and in the General Federation of Women's Clubs care
what the highways look like, and do not
want them plastered with signboards.
They have let the Senate and the House
of Representatives know how they felt;
and I believe that the vote taken today
in the House of Representatives is not
only an indication of the wisdom of the
Members of the House, but also is an
indication of the wisdom of the citizens
of this country who got in touch with
them.
Mr. President, as has been stated
again and again, this measure provides
for the making of purely voluntary cooperative arrangements, insofar as billboards are concerned. Not one State
will have to take advantage of the onehalf of 1 percent donation or of the funds
made available through the acquisition
procedure. However, I am willing to
venture the prediction that many States
will do so, because, just as the ladies
who belong to the garden clubs are able
to write, and have written, to their representatives in Congress in Washington,
D. C., they can also write to Sacramento,
Calif.; to Salem, Oreg.; to Boise, Idaho;
to Albany, N. Y.; to Santa Fe, N.Mex.;
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Mr. President. it is unfortunate that statistics. I know every Member of the
one of the most important measures in sena e will take advantage' of that opthis program has been vetoed. I am re- portunity.
When we return, it is planned to make
ferrmg to the farm bill-which was
simply an effort to prevent the use of the the community facilities bill the first
powers of government to force farm in- order of business. This is in accord with
the motion offered by the distinguished
come below l!l57 levels.
It is a sad commentary that we seem minority leader on Monday evening,
able to secure cooperation in our efforts which was agreed to by the Senate. I
to help almost every part of the economy hope that the other measures will be
except agriculture. If farmers come to ready and that we can proceed to comthe conclusion that they have been plete action on the Johnson program.
singled out by the executive agencies to . There are other measures, which
bear the brunt of the impact of the re- properly are the prerogative of the
cession. their feelings will be under- House and which are receiving serious
consideration in that body. No one at
standable.
At the pre~ent moment, there is little this point can foresee exactly how they
we can do about it. Ours is a system will come to us or how they will be hanof checks and balances, and if one dled. but I know my colleagues are givbranch of the GJvernment is willing to ing those questions deep thought and
act and another branch is not willing will be ready to act with the same
to act, extreme difficulties can be cre- promptness with which we have acted
ated.
already.
We can only hope that the determinaHaste and urgency are two different
tion to block Congress will not be ex- words, even though there are some peotended to other fields of endeavor. A ple who seem incapable of recognizing
veto is not the only method which can the difference. What may oo haste to
be used to choke off initiative. Congress the man who is in a comfortable position
can propose, but the laws must be car- could seem a proper response to urgency
l·ied out by the men who have the re- to the man who needs a job.
sponsibility for administering those laws.
Mr. President, I wish to thank my colI hope the headlines of the last 2 leagues for the cooperation they have
days, which tell us that the executive accorded to me and to express my pleasbranch of the Government is deter- ure at the opportunity of working with
mined to prevent further antirecession them.
legislation, do not accurately reflect the
state of mind at the other end of Penn- CERTAIN PUBLIC WORKS ON RIVsylvania Avenue.
ERS AND HARBORS-CONFERENCE
Prosperity may be just around the
REPORT
corner. We may have reached the bottom of the recession, ready for an upThe Senate resumed the consideration
swing.
of the report of the committee of conBut people do not turn a corner un- ference on the disagreeing votes of the
less they are willing to move. And up- two Houses on the amendment of the
swings do not occur if there is a de- House to the bill <S. 497>, authorizing
termination tv remain on dead center. the construction, repair, and preservaWe are dealing with people-not with tion of certain );)Ublic works on rivers
abstract economic theories. I think we and harbors for navigation, fiood conwill all agree with the President that trol, and other purposes.
the best stimulus to an economy is when
The PRESIDING OFF!CER. The
people spend their own money.
question is on agreeing to the conferBut in order to spend their own ence repo,rt.
money they must first have it to spend.
The report was agreed to.
And they will not have money unless
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, I move
there are payrolls. and unless there is that the vote by which the conference
adequate leadership which recognizes report was agreed to be reconsidered.
the true urgencies of life.
Mr. NEUBERGER. Mr. President, I
This session, I believe, has acted in move to lay that motion on the table.
the finest traditions of Congress. It · The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
has faced the issues squarely. By that question is on agreeing to the motion to
I mean not only the issues of recession lay on the table.
but the issues of the defenses of this
The motion to lay on the table was
Nation.
agreed to.
The exhaustive hearings of the Senate
Preparedness Subcommittee-which began last November-are now bearing MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT
fruit.
Messages in writing from the PresiThe President has agreed with some of dent of the United States submitting
the findings of the committee and has nominations were communicated to the
indicated that he will strengthen the Senate by Mr. Ratchford, one of his
defenses of our country. The Secretary secretaries.
of Defense has already issued some or·
ders which accord with the recommendations of the Preparedness Subcommit- EXECUTIVE MESSAGES REFERRED
tee that our country be strengthened.
As !n executive session,
We have in front of us not a vacation
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
bot an opportunity to talk to our peo· CHURCH in the chair) laid before the
ple and learn at first hand of the prob- Senate messages from the President of
lems which now are reflected in cold the United States submitting sundry
Nci.55--4
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nominations, which were referred to the
appropriate committees.
i'Por nominations this 'iay received,
see the end of Senate proceedings.)
RULES FOR R:&F"AIR OF POWER OR
TRAIN BRAKES
The PRESIDING OFFICER laid before the Senate the amendment of the
House of Representatives to the bill (S.
1386) to authorize the Interstate Commerce Commission to prescribe rules,
s~andards, and instructions for the in~
stallation, inspection, maintenance, and
1·epair of power or train brakes, which
was to strike out all after the enacting
clause and insert:
That (a) this act may be cited as the
"Power or Train Brakes Sa!ety Appliance
Act of 1958."
(b) Section 2 of the So.fety Appliance Act
of March 2, 1903 (32 Stat. 943, chapter 976,
sec. 2; 45 U. S. C. 9), ls amended (1) by
changing the semicolon at "the end of the
third clause thereof to a period, (2) by
stnking WJ.e remaining langu~ge of the section, and (3) by adding at the end of that
section the following new language: "Onq
hundred and twenty days after the date o!
enactment of the Power or Train Brakes
Safety Appliance Act of 1958, the Interstate COmmerce CQmmlsslon sball adopt and
put 1t1to effect the rules, standards, and
instructions of the Association of American
Rallroads, adopted in 1925 and revised ln
1933, 1934, 1941, and 1953, with such revisions as may have been adopted prior to the
enactment of such act, !or the lnstallatlon,
inspection, maintenance, and repa§ of all
power or train brakes for common carriers
engaged in interstate commerce by railroad.
Such rules, standards. and instructions shall
thereafter remain the rules, s ta.ndards, a.nd
instructions for the lnsta.IIatlon, Inspection,
maintenance, and repair of all power or train
brakes unless changed, a!ter hearing, by
order of the Interstate Commerce Commission: Provided, however, That such rules or
standards or instructions or changes therein
shall be promUlgated solely for the purpore
of achieving safety. The provisions and requirements o! this section shall apply to all
trains, locomotlves, tenders, cars, and similar
vehicles used, hauled, or permitted to be
used or hauled, by any rallroad engaged
!n interstate commerce. In the execution of
this section, the Interstate Commerce Commission may utllize ..;.pe services of the Association of American Rallroads, and may a vall
itsel! of the advice and assistance of any
department, commls.sion, or board of the
United States Government, and of State governments, but no official or employee of the
United States shall receive any additional
compensation for such service except as now
permitted by law. Fallure to comply with
any rule, regulation, or requirement promulgated py the Interstate Commerce Commlsslon pursuant to the provisions of this section shall be subject to the llko penalty as
failure to comply with any requirement of
this section."

Mr. SMATHERS. Ml·. President, I
move that the Senate concur in the
amendment of the House.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the motion
of the Senator from Florida.
The motion was agreed to.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
A message from the House of Representatives, by Mr. Maurer, one of its
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reading clerks, announced that the 1, 4, 5, and 8, the northeast quarter, and the
half of the southeast quarter of secHouse had passed a bill (H. R. 9291) to east
tldn 26; lots 1, 4, 6, and 8 of section 35; and
define parts of certain types of footwear, all
of section 36, all In township 1 south,
in which it requested the concurrence of range 45 east ot the Botse meridian, in Bonthe Senate.
nevllle County, State or Idaho; and

------

HOUSE BILL REFERRED
The bill (IL R. 9291) to define parts
of certain types of footwear, was read
twice by its title, and referred to the
Committee on Finance.
ADDITION OF CERTAIN LANDS TO
THE CARIDOU AND TARGHEE NATIONAL FORESTS
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the unfinished
business be temporarily laid aside and
that the Senate proceed to the consideration of Calendar No. 1433, S. 1748.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
will be stated by title for the information of the Senate.
The CHIEF CLERK. A bill CS. 1748) to
add certain lands located in Idaho and
Wyoming to the Caribou and Targhee
National Forests.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request of the Senator
from Montana?
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the bill <S. 1748>
to add certain lands located in Idaho and
Wyoming to the Caribou and Targhee
National Forests, which had been reported from the Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs with amendments on
page 4, line 16, after the word "Forests",
to insert a colon and "Provided, That
any acquired lands hereby incorporated
into the pational forest shall be subject
to the laws and regulations applicable
to national forest lands acquired under
the act of March 1, 1911 <36 Stat. 961),
as amended."; on page 5, line 1, after
the word "Forest", to insert "and shall
be subject to the laws and regulations
applicablP. to national forest lands acquired under the act of March 1, 1911
<36 Stat. 961 >, as amended."; and in line
12, after the word "act", to Insert a
comma and "nor to grejudice the sale or
lease by the Secretary of the Interior of
lands for which application is now pendIng under the act of June 1, 1938 <52
Stat. 609), as amended, or any similar
authority."; so as to make the bill read:
Be it enacted etc., That the exterior
boundaries of the Targhee National Forest,
located In Idaho and Wyoming, are hereby
extended to Include the following described
lands:
Lot 1 or section 7; lots 1. 4, 5. 6, and 9, the
east halt of the northeast quarter, the
north\\est quarter of the northeast quarter,
the northeast quarter of the northwest quarter, and the east half of the southeast quarter of section 8; all of section 15; lots 1, 2,
and 3, the northeast quarter, the northwest
quarter, the north hal! of the southwest
quarter, the east half of the southeast quarter, and the northwest quarter of the southeast quarter, of section 16; Jots 1, 4, and 6,
of "ectlon 17; lots 1 and 2 of section 21; Jots
1, 2, 6, and 6, the east half of the northeast quarter, and the northwest quarter of
the northeast quarter or section 22; Jots 1
and 3, the north half, the northeast quarter of the southwest quarter, and the southeast quarter of section 23; the west halt or
section 24, the west half of section 25; lots
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the Act or March 1, 1911 (36 Stat. 961), as
amended.
SEC. 4. (a) It is hereby declared that the
sole purpose of this act Is to subject the
lands referred to In the foregoing sections of
this act to all laws and regulations applicable to national forests, and nothing In this
act shall be construed to authorize the United
States to acquire any additional lands or any
interest therein, nor to diminish or in anywise affect any valid rights In or to, or in
connection with, any such lands which may
be in existence on the date of enactment of
this act, nor to prejudice the sale or lease
by the Secretary of the Interior of lands for
which application is now pending under the
act of June 1,1938 (52 Stat. 609), as amended, or any slm!lar authority.
(b) ( 1) The Secretary of Agriculture shall
make ava!lable, from the lands referred to In
the foregoing sections of this act, to the
Bureau of Reclamation of the Department of
the Interior such lands as the Secretary ot
the In terlor finds are needed In connection
with the Palisades Reservoir reclamation
project.
(2) The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to enter into such agreements with
the Secretary of Agriculture with respect to
the relative responslb!l!tles of the aforesaid
Secretaries for the administration of, as well
as accounting for and use ot revenues arising
from, lands made ava!lable to the Bureau
of Reclamation of the Department of the
Interior pursuant to paragraph ( 1) as the
Secretary of the Interior finds to be proper
in carrying out the purpose of this act,

All of section 1; lots 1, 2, 7, 8, and 11, the
southeast quarter of the northeast quarter,
and the northeast quarter of the southeast
quarter of section 2; lot 1 of section 11; Jots
1, 3, 4, and 7, the northeast quarter, the
northeast quarter of the northwest quarter,
and the east half of the southeast quarter
of section 12; lots 1, 4, 5, and 9, the northeast quarter, and the northeast quarter of
the southeast quarter of section 13; and lot
1 of section 24, all In township 2 south,
range 45 east of the Boise meridian, in Bonnev!Ile County, State of Idaho, and
The west half of section 6; all of section
7; the west half of section 8; the west half of
section 17; all of section 18; lots 1, 2. 3, and
6, the northeast quarter, the east half of
the northwest quarter, the east half of the
southeast quarter, and the northwest quarter of the southeast quarter of section 19;
all of section 20; the southwest quarter ot
section 21; all of section 27; all of section
28; all of section 29; lots 1. 4, 5, and 8, and
the southeast quarter of the southeast quarter of section 30; lots 1 and 4, and the
northeast quarter of the northeast quarter of
section 31; lots 1 and 3, th~ northeast quarter, the northwest quarter, the northeast
quarter of the southwest quarter, and the
southeast quarter of section 32; all of section 33; all of section 34; all in township 2
south, range 46 east of the Boise meridian, in
The amendments were agreed to.
Bonnev!Ile County, State of Idaho; and
All of section 3; all of section 4; lots 1,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
2, 3, 6. 7, and 11, the south half of the question is on the engrossment and
northeast quarter, and the northeast quar- third reading of the bill.
ter of the southeast quarter of section 5;
The bill was ordered to be engrossed
lot 1 of section 8; all of section 9; all of
section 10; all of section 15; all of section for a third reading, was read the third
time,
and passed.
16; and all of section 22, all In township 3
south, range 46, east of the Boise meridian,
In Bonnev!Ile County, State of Idaho; and
FUNDS
FOR THE
The southwest quarter of the southwest ADDITIONAL
quarter of section 17; lots 2, 3 and 4, the
COMMITTEE ON POST OFFICE
west half or the southwest quarter of the
AND CIVIL SERVICE
northeast quarter, the southeast quarter of
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
the northwest quarter, the east hal! of the
souhwest quarter, the northwest quarter of ask unanimous consent that the Senate
the southeast quarter, and the south half proceed to the consideration of Calenof the southeast quarter of section 18; all of dar No. 1444, Senate Resolution 273.
section 19; the west half of the northwest
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
quarter, and the south half. of section 20;
all or sect!.on 29; all of section 30; au or sec- resolution will be stated by title for the
tion 31; and all or section 32, nil in town- information of the Senate.
The CHIEF CLERK. A resolution (S.
ship 37 north, range 118 west of the sixth
principal meridian, in Lincoln County, State Res. 273> to provide additional funds for
of Wyoming; and
the Committee on Post Office and Civil
All of section 2; all of section 3. and all of Service.
section 4, all In township 36 north, range
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
119 west,of the sixth prlnclpal meridian, in
objection to the request of the Senator
Lincoln County, State of Wyoming.
SEC. 2. All lands of the United States lo- from Montana?
aated within the exterior boundancs of the
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr.
Targhee National Forest and all lands which President, I desire to ask, for the purhave been, or are hereafter acquired by the pose of the RECORD, whether the resoluUnited States in connection with the Palisades Reservoir reclamation project (other tion was reported from the committee
than the lands referred to In section 3) are with the approval of the ranking minorhereby Incorporated Into and made parts ity member.
of the Targhee National Forest: Provided,
Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina.
That any acquired lands hereby Incorporated The resolution was reported by a unaniInto the national forest shall be subject to ous vote of the entire committee.
the laws and regulations appllcable to naMr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr. Prestional forest lands acquired under the Act
ot March 1, 1911 (36 Stat. 961), as amended. ident, I have no objection.
SEC. 3. All lands of the United States
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
within the exterior boundaries of the Cari- objection to the request of the Senator
bou National Forest, Idaho. which have from Montana that the Senate proceed
been, or are hereafter, acquired by the to the consideration of the resolution?
United States in connection with the Pal!,
There being no objection, the resolution
sades Reservoir reclamation project are
hereby incorporated into and made parts of <S. Res. 273) to provide additional funds
the Caribou National Forest and shall be for the Committee on Post Office and
subject to the laws and regulations applic- Civil Service was considered and agreed
able to national forest lands acquired under to, as follows;
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Re><olrec!, That tho Committee on Post Of-

flee and Clvll Service !s authorized to expend from the contingent fund of the Senate, during the 85th Congress, for the purposes specified ln section 134 (a) of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946, $10,000
In addition to the amount authorized in
~uch section.

MARGARET C. PRIDE
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the Senate
proceed to the consideration of Calendar
No. 1443, senate Resolution 282.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
resolution will be stated by title for the
information of the Senate.
The CHIEF CLERK.
A resolution
(S. Res. 282l to pay a gratuity to
Margaret C. Pride.
The PRESIDING OFFICER, Is there
objection to the request of the Senator
from Montana?
There being no objection, the resolution (S. Res. 282) was considered and
agreed to, as follows:
Resolved, That the Secretary of the Senate
hereby Is authorized and directed to pay,
from the contingent fund of the Senate, to
Margaret C. Pride. widow of Andrew J. Pride,
an employee of the Senate at the time of his
death, a sum equal to 1 year's compensation
at the rate he was receiving by law at the
time of his death, sa.ld sum to be considered
Inclusive of funeral expenses and all other
allowances.

ADDITIONAL EXPENDITURES BY
THE COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR
AND INSULAR AFFAIRS
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the Senate
proceed to the consideration of Calendar No. 1445, Senate Resolution 277.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The resolution will be stated by title for the
information of the Senate.
The CHIEF CLERK, A resolution (S.
Res. 277) auth01izing additional expenditures by the Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request of the Senator
from Montana?
There being no objection, the resolution <S. Res. 277) authorizing additional
expenditures by the Committee on InteriOl' and Insular Affairs was considei·ed and agreed to, as follows:
Resolved, That the Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs is hereby authorized to
expend from the contingent fund of the
Senate, during the 85th Congress, $10,000,
In addition to the amount, and !or the same
purposes specified in section 134 (a) of the
Legislative Reorganization Act, approved August 2, 1946.

------

RECORD OF THE SENATE IN THIS
SESSION
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I wish
to address myself for a few minutes to
the remarks previously made by the distinguished acting majority leader [Mr.
MANSFIELD].
Let me say I do not find any fault with
1
the spirit of his statement when it is
directed toward our responsibility respecting the economic downturn. But
I want to place in perspective, the un-

remitting efforts of the President. and his
administration, the actions which have
been taken by the Congress in respect
to the business downturn.
It happens that I have voted for and
supported the measures which have been
passed by the Senate. A few days ago,
when the Senate voted on the question
of immediate consideration of the commtmity facilities bill. I found myself 1'
of the 2 Members on this side of the
aisle who voted for immediate consideration of the bill.
I know the work which has been done
by the distinguished majority leader,
and, I may say, by many on this side of
the aisle. I have great respect for the
majority leader's patriotism and ability,
as well as the Senator from Montana
[Mr. MANSFIELD~, bUt l believe it is only
fair that the people of the country have
the full facts, and see the picture as a
whole. It is true that over 5 million
people-! do not know the exact number
at this time-are out of employment.
That is a matter which concerns every
one of us deeply. It is a human matter.
It is not a matter we can consider lightly.
I do not think any Member here considers it lightly.
There is a way in which those people
who are out of employment could be
helped immediately by congressional action. They could be helped by the passage of legislation, which would insure
funds for unemployment insurance.
A number of bills to provide additional
funds have been before the ,Congress-one presented by the President. No action has been taken on them by the Democratic majority, although they deal with
the most immediate human need of this
time.
There are facts about our economic
condition which the people should keep
in mind. Talk will not pull us out of a
business downturn, but unwise talk will
not help. All the facts should be kept
in perspective.
While, unfortunately, 5 million are out
of work, 60 million people are employed
in this country today.
It is true that the gross national produot is down only 1 percent from the
highest level on record, made in this administration.
,
It is true that personal income is down
only about 1 'h percent, compared with
the highest level on record, made in this
administration.
We should have confidence that there
are forces in the economy which can
lead us out of our present downturn instead of taking the position that this is
a depression, which will inevitably
worsen.
What has the administration done?
Before action was taken in the Congress,
the President had announced that the
rate of spending for defense contracts
would be increased by $5 Y2 billion for
the first 6 months of 1958, as compared
with the first 6 months of 1957. He did
not increase actual bud~t expenses, but
he accelerated the rate of spending.
Also, before we had acted, the President
sent to us a request for more than $1
billion of new expenditures for defense.
Before we had passed the acceleration
resolution the President had already an-
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nounced the acceleration of various
programs.
I do not derogate the patriotism, the
work, or the interest of any Member of
this body. I do not speak from a partis:m viewpoint. But, I do wish to say
that in the context of the statement
which has been made, we ought to keep
in mind the facts respecting unemployment and income. We ought to keep in
tl·ue perspective the steps which were
taken by the administra,tion, long before
the Congress acted.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I must disagree
with my good friend from Kentucky
about "the steps which were taken by
this administration long before the Congress acted."
If I correrlly recall, one of the last
acts of the former Secretary of Defense
:was to reduce below the congressional
2ppropriations the amounts to be expende~ in the Defense Department.
If I correctly recall, it was the Senate
Preparedness Subcommittee, under the
distinguished majority leader, LYNDON
JOHNSON of Texas, which, in effect, applied pressure on the administration to
accelerate tlie expenditure of some of the
funds which had been appropriated by
the Congress.
I give the Senator from Kentucky full
credit for his consistently good record,
and his consistently good understanding
of the difficulties which confront the
people of the country.
I was delighted when, on Monday, the
Sena,tor from Kentucky voted, among
the few Members of his side of the aisle,
for the immediate consideration of the
community facilities bill.
I invite the Senator's attention to the
fact that in his statement about the
slight decline in income and the slight
decline in gross national product, he
should refer to the condition in his own
State, as I refer to the condition in my
State. If I am not mistaken, conditions
in both Kentucky and Montana are critical; and the number of those receiving
unemployment compensation benefits in
both States is above 10 percent, if I am
correctly informed.
Also, so far as the country is concerned, it can be thankful that, by reason of the bipartisan action on the part
of both parties in this Congress, important steps have already been taken.
The responsibility lies at the other
end of Pennsylvania Avenue. Because
of his position, the President is supposed
to take the lead. But the President has
waited and waited and waited. He has
told us to keep our chins up and our eyes
to the front. We cannot talk the people
out of a recession, any more than we can
talk them into a depression.
·
I am very happy that the Congress
tpok the responsible attitude it did in
bringing forth leg~lation in the first 3
months of the year.
The Senator from Kentucky has mentioned the President's proposal as to unemployment compensation benefits. He
knows that the first indication of such
a proposal was the proposal made by
the Senator from Massachusetts [Mr.
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KENNEDY], joined by 16 other Senators,
about 2 months ago. The administration came forward about 2 weeks ago
with its proposal.
The Senator from Kentucky knows
that, so far as the Senate is concerned,
it is prepared to take action at any time.
However, under the Constitution, measures of that kind must originate in the
House. As soon as the House takes action, I assure the Senator that the leadership in the Senate will schedule action
as promptly as possible upon whatever
measure is passed by the House relating
to unemployment compensation benefits.
I am not here to castigate the administration for not doing the kind of job
it is supposed to do, but I am commending the Congress for what it has done
in assuming the leadership which has
been forced upon it to face up to the
conditions which exist at this time.
We may not be in a depression, but I
certainly believe that we are in a recession. At the beginning of last month
there were 5,200,000 persons out of work.
As of the present time, it is my understanding that something on the order of
5,600,000 or 5,700,000 persons are out of
work.
)
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I wish
to respond briefly to the Senator's statement.
First, I am perfectly aware of the situation in my own State and I am doing
my best to help_my State. I am aware
of the situaton in the Nation. ·The fact
that I am aware of the situation, and
concerned has led me to support--and I
know the Senator will agree with
me wholeheartedly-the antirecession
measures which have been acted on by
the Congress. Most of these measures
have been passed almost unanimously,
by both Democrats and Republicans. As
the Senator from Montana has stated,
and as I have previously stated, I was
one of the few Members on this side of
the aisle to vote for the immediate consideration of the community facilities
bill, which has not been acted upon by
the Senate.
Moreover, I joined with the dis tinguished Senator from New Jersey lMr.
CAsEJ in the introduction of a bill which
would deal with the emergency needs
of funds for exhausted unemployment
insurance. The majority has taken no
action on the bill.
But, I am not here to speak of my
own position. I simply ask that we keep
the facts clearly before the people.
The Senator from Montana outlinedand, I should say, on the whole correctly-the steps which have been taken
in the Congress. However, I could not
help know that his speech implied that
nothing had peen done by the administratlon.
I challenge the statement of the Sena tor from Montana that nothing was
done by the administration untii the
Congress acted. To the contrary It was
in January that the President made the
announcement with respect to the acceleration of defense contracts, to the
extent of $5.5 b1llion, and sent to Congress a request for additional appropriations of about $1 b!llton for defense
spending.
I
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In addition, he has announced a large
number of steps taken to accelerating
the expenditure of existing appropriations. These facts a).'e known to all
of us, and ought to be acknowledged.
The statement of facts and the action
taken. does not reach people who are
out of work immediately and put them
to work.
They do give assurance that the economy will resume its advance. I have
not tried to minimize in any way the
downturn. What I have not liked in our
consideration of antirecession measures,
is the attitude that it is inevitable that
the economy will go down-the depression talk. There has beeF! a tremendous
advance in the last 4 or 5 years in our
economy. I believe we ought to have
confidence that the measures taken by
the administration and by Congress will
have a good effect upon the economy,
and will initiate the beginning of a new
advance. It is my position that the administration has done its part.
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, I
wish to commend the distinguished acting majority leader, the Senator from
Montana [Mr. MANSFIELD) for his excellent statement about the positive, constructive, and responsible work of this
session.
I agree with him, and I do not see how
anyone can disagree that the actions of
this Congress have helped to combat the
economic slide. Those actions have already made it possible to put people to
work in the housing field. We have just
a· few minutes ago acted to put people
to work in the highway field. Our action last night will put men to work in
flood control projects.
I am particularly delighted that the
acting majority leader pointed out that
this is not the end of the road, but the
beginning, and that the Senate is determined to move ahead and to push the
country out of its present economic
plight.
Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina.
Mr. President, I, too, wish to commend
the acting majority leader for the statement he has given to the Senate. I agree
with him that most of it was accomplished in a bipartisan manner. However, I notice that he stated that the farm
joint resolution was passed by a. vote of
50 to 43. Therefore, the action on some
or the matters he referred to was not
exactly bipartisan, as I recall. That is
proper under our form of government.
At times we need not follow right down
the line and be bipartisan in everything;
instead, we must rely on our own way of
thinking. When we realize that the
farmers of the Nation are in destitute
circumstances, if we cannot get the other
party to IW along with us, we must go our
own way, if necessary, or Individually as
Senators, and do what we think is best
for the farmers.
Everyone will agree that they are in
a destitute condition, and that they
need help, to say the least. I am glad to
say that on this particular measure there
was not exactly bipartisan action. The
Democrats voted to do something in
order to alleviate the situation in which
the farmers of the country find themselves.
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Then, too, if my memory serves me
co1Tectly, the President, a member of
the Republican Party, vetoed the farm
joint resolution which Congress had
passed, and by which we tried to hold the
line, so to speak, until we could do a
better job. The President vetoed it.
I hope after the holidays the Congress
will take up the veto message and then
we will have a record made in the House
and in the Senate of the Democrats and
the Republicans, and see how they vote.
I want to see then whether the vote will
be of a bipartisan nature. I believe the
Democrats will vote to override the veto.
because the Democrats believe that we
should certainly hold the line when we
know that the farmers'Of the Nation are
in such destitute circumstances as they
are now.
Therefore, I believe the Senator from
Montana made a very good statement
to the Senate, and it is a statement
which is for the good of the Nation as a
whole.
DAIRY DEPRESSION IS SPREADING
TO MEAT ANIMALS
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, on
the subject on which the distinguished
Senator from South Carolina has just
spoken, I received an announcement today from the Wisconsin State Department of Agriculture which shows that
the depression in the dairy industry
created by Secretary Benson's sharp cut
in supports is already starting to spread
into the livestock industry.
This announcement, Mr. President, is
the fact that Wisconsin farmers are increasing their production of hogs 33 P~:r
cent faster than are the farmers in the
Corn Belt itself.'
The spring pig crop in the Corn Belt
States this spring is estimated to be 6
percent larger than last year's. But in
Wisconsin the increase is one-third
greater-totaling 8 percent.
Mr. President, this is just one more
illustration of one of the fundamental
facts of economic life in agriculturethat out· farm economy is indivisible.
Farmers, in the long run, must stand or
fall together. Their interests cannot
be compartmentalized. Any division of
farmers into conflicting groups can only
result in the ruin of all of them.
The dairy depression is spreading to
the meat animals-because it is fairly
easy for dairy farmers to raise a few
more hogs, or to get a few beef calves, or
to raise some crossbred steers and
heifers for slaughter.
The relatively good prices for beef
cattle and hogs at the present timealthough based on nothing more lasting
than the misfortune of freakish weather
disasters in the recent past--is inviting
dairy farmers to try to work a little
longer and produce some hogs and beef
to eke out their inadequate milk checks.
The same thing happened in reverse
just a few years ago, when the hog_
market crashed in the fall anlct winter of
1955-56. Hog prices dropped to only 50
percent of parity, and Iowa corn and hog
producers scoured Wisconsin in search
of dairy cows and heifers so they could
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plosives can be used In peaceful projects,
all mankind would benefit. This argument has merit. I also recognize that
the same technology which might make
nuclear explosives usable in peaceful
pursuits might also be applied to making
weapons with vastly diminished radioactive fallout. Therefore, I think that
whtle it may not be necessary for nations
to continue to develop so-called clean
weapons. it would be desirable to allow
an international agency or nations under international supervision to conduct
research and tests to develop nuclear
explosives for peaceful pursuits.
The so-called clean-weapon argument
merits further comment.
The concept of a clean bomb has been
ridiculed by the U. S. S. R., has been
declared a contradiction in terms by
some groups in this country, and has
been declared by many scientists to be
impossible of attainment.
All of these claims have some validity.
Mr. Khrushchev, the Soviet First Minister, makes a telling point in saying
that the word "clean" should never be
ascribed to a weapon which will always
have dirty or destructive results If used.
It also appears clear that even the
AEC scientists most dedicated to the
need for continued testing, do not claim
that all the radioactive byproducts of a
test can be eliminated.
But it is important to try to state the
case of those who advocate continued
testing in order to minimize fallout.
To state such a case Is difficult because
the administration in general, the Defense Department, and the AEC in particular, are mysteriously reluctant to
share info~mation on this matter with
the American people. I hope my comments do not mislead. But If I am in
error to any great extent, I Invite the
executive branch to clarify any misstatements of fact, for the benefit of
the American people as a whole, as well
as myself, in particular.
Under present circumstances, all of
the bombs and nuclear weapons in the
stockpiles of the United States and the
U. S. S. R. and, I suppose, the United
Kingdom consist of materials which
would emit dangerous radioactive substances if exploded. If an armed conflict were started and if these weapons
were used, there would be two unique
results in addition to the awful specter
of conventional warfare.
In the first place, if the United States
and the U. S. S. R. used these highly
radioactive weapons on targets in each
other's territory, the prevailing winds
would destroy areas far beyond the scene
of the conflict. It is said by some that
if the United States and the U. S. S. R.
wish to kill off each nation's population,
that is one thing; but the people of India,
Egypt, Norway and Brazil, to mention
but a few of the bystanders, should not
die in the process from the lethal radioactive dust that would slowly encompass
the earth. Therefore, it Is argued by
some, If the two giants must be destroyed, let the rest of the world be
saved; and the way to do this Is to have
weapons with a minimum of fallout.
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, at this
point will the Senator from Minnesota
yreld?

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
PROXMIRE in the chair>. Does the Senator from Minnesota yield to the Senator
from Oregon?
Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield.
Mr. MORSE. In December, when I
was in New Delhi, India, I heard representatives of Asian and African countries make the same argument the Senator from Minnesota has made just now.
They pointed out that their countries
simply cannot stand by, as innocent bystanders, because if Russia and other
nations were to engage in atomic warfare, even though Lhey did not drop a
single bomb on Asia or Africa, the people
of those areas would die by the
thousands.
That point raises again this question
and the disarmament issue, on which
the Senator from Minnesota is one of
the leading authorities in the Senate of
the United States.
I believe we are wasting time, whereas
we should be pursuing a course which
\\'OUld enable us to find a moral answer
to this question. We shall not find it
by continuing these tests.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I
thank the Senator from Oregon for his
contribution.
Mr. President, if anyone !:as any doubt
as to the validity of the observation the
Senator from Oregon has just made, it is
only necessary to study any of the publicopinion polls which have been taken anywhere in the world on this question.
The results of the polls are overwhelming. For instance, I have in my folder
a copy of a poll which appeared in January. It is most disturbing, The headline under which the poll was published
in the Minneapolis Morning Tribune on
January 8, 1958, is: "Most of World Sees
United States Losing Cold War." The
samplings for the poll were taken In
Washington,
Chicago,
Copenhagen,
Paris, Helsinki, London, Stockholm,
Athens, Toronto, Vienna, New Delhi,
Berlin. and Johannesburg. As a result,
a fairly good cross section of public
opinion was obtained. In fact, most o!
those cities are in territory which is
rather friendly to the United States.
The poll shows that 48 percent of those
whose opinion was sought thought
Russia was ahead in winning the cold
war; 22 percent thought the United
States and the rest of the Western World
were ahead; and the rest were undecided.
One of the points brought out vividly
in the various polls is the tenific publicopinion resistance to the United States
bt!cause of the question of radioactive
fallout from the testing of nuclear
weapons.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Minnesota yield to me'?
M1·. HUMPHREY. I yield.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Does the Senator
from Minnesota have in his file the testimony which Lt. Gen. James Gavin
gave a year or so ago? At that time he
stated, as I recall, that the direction in
which the wind happened to blow at the
time would determine what people would
be affected by any atomic holocaust..
Mr. HUMPHREY. The Senator from
Montana is correct; that testimony was

.
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brought to our attention. I remember
the immediate press reaction and the
noitces whieh properly were given to it.
General Gavin stated that the number
of persons who would be the casualties
in..:;uch an event would be enormous.
Mr. MANSFIELD. The number he
gave was in the tens of millions, as Irecall. depending on which way the wind
happened to blow at the time.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
think the Senator from Minnesota is
rendering a great ~ervice by the ~eries of
speeches he is making, and certainly this
is the time when they should be made.
I wonder whether he will obtain a
symposium of the testimony which has
been given by Lieutenant General Gavin
and othe ·s·-~·--Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes; and I think it
will be very helpful to have it printed in
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. I shall have
the staff obtain it, so it can be presented
here following the Easter recess.
The second argument made in behalf
of weapons of reduced radioactivity is
that such weapons are needed for selfdefense at home. If the Soviet Union
were to launch to a large-scale missile
and long-range bomber attack on this
country, I am told our only bope of defense against such an attack would be
defensive missiles with nuclear warheads. Although it seems highly unlikely that we can ever erect an adequate missile-defense system, nevertheless the nuclear warheads now produced
for defense missiles are full of radioactive substances. Thus, any defense
against missiles at the present time
would result in showers of radioactive
debris all over our cities and towns
where a missile and antimissile battle
would take place. This is an important
point. The one defense against Soviet
missiles would, if used, kill many of our
own civilians in the process. Therefore,
our missile defenses, so the argument
goes, must have warheads with as little
radioactivity involved as is possible.
This is a serious problem. It should
not be discounted. Mr. President, I do
not claim to have any expert, scientific
knowledge in this field, but I do not
think that in order to obtain weapons
w~th reduced radioactive fall-out, we
should refuse to seek an agreement to
suspend the tests of such weapons. This
is why I stress the point that research
should continue, in order to perfect nuclear explosives for peaceful purposes.
But, Mr. President that is a great deal
different from testu;g nuclear weapons
of the large megaton and kiloton size,
which are being tested and are filling
the atmosphere with radioactive debris.
There is a great deal of difference between underg1·ound tests and explosions
and those in the air or on the surface
of the land.
Of course it is true that the knowledge
gained in perfecting the use of such explosives for peaceful purposes could be
applied to weapons. Therefore, during
the period of test suspension, research
under international auspices should
proceed for clean explosives; and at the
same time the major powers should decide to what extent the stockpiles of
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dirty weapons can be eliminated or controlled, or used for peaceful purposes,
and, if necessary, whether there should,
and could, be a way to substitute weapons
with reduced fallout for the present
killers in the stockpile. These are some
of the possibilities.
Mr. President, let me review what I
believe a test suspension would amount
to. A test suspension would undertake
to postpone tests for weapons purposes,
but it would not stop research for peaceful purposes. A test suspension would
not preclude the development of nuclear
explosives with reduced or vastly eliminated radioactivity. A test suspension
would not change the present state of
Umted States deterrence, relative to that
of the Soviet Union, in the nuclear field.
Allegedly, we are out in front, anyway.
A test suspension would not be total disarmament. A test suspension would be,
at best, a trial experiment.
Mr. President, a test suspension on our
jnitiative, with our leadership, would
indicate to the rest of the world that the
people of the United States seek to turn
powerful atomic energy into use for
peaceful purposes, in peaceful pursuits;
to turn it from death and destruction to
hope and opportunity; to turn the powerful weapons we have created into
peaceful instruments, so we can literally
move mountains and irrigate the land
and reclaim the countryside by means of
the great energy of atomic power.
Mr. President, let us at least try to effectuate this proposal. Let us hope that
during this Easter season, the President
of the United States and those associated
with him in carrying forward our state
policy and our national security measures will call upon the rest of the world
to join with the United States of America in abandoning these weapons, in
terms of the testing of weapons, and in
using them for peaceful purposes, under
effective international inspection in
which we cooperate, and to which we
offer our wholehearted support.
Mr. President. following the Easter recess, I intend to discuss in more detail
5ome of the developments in the field of
detection and inspection which I believe
this country ought to know. I have been
encouraging, to the best of my ability,
the executive branch to release information to the American people as to the
1·eliability of our inspection and detection system. I know that there is a necessity for security in many of these
matters, and I shall always abide by it,
but I am afraid sometimes our addiction
to secrecy and security prejudices the
possibility of the American people to
make an honorable and justifiable decision. Yet, the people of the world today
are looking to America for a ray of hope.
They are looking for us to give them
some leadership, some sense of direction
out of the morass of despair into which
the world has fallen.
I hope the Easter season will remind
us again of the teachings of the Prince
of Peace and of the necessity for acting
"ltil_in the spirit of His teachings.

BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION BY
SENATOR HOLLAND OF RICHARD
A. MACK TO BE A MEMBER OF
THE FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, the
resignation of Mr. Richard A. Mack as a
member of the Federal Communications
Commission, which was publicly stated
as having been requested by representatives of the President, and which occurred during the pending hearings of a
subcommittee of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce of the
House of Representatives, chairmaned
by the Honorable OREN HARRIS, places
upon me the duty of incorporating in the
permanent record of the Senate a short
statement of the facts upon which I
recommended Mr. Mack to the-President
for appointment to this highly responsible office. I feel that I owe this duty
not only to the President, but also to
the Members of the Senate who voted
to confirm Mr. Mack and to the members
of the Senate Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce who voted to
recommend confirmation. Of course, I
feel that I owe this duty likewise to the
Florida people, to Mr. Mack himself,
to my colleague, Senator SMATHERS, and
myself, inasmuch as we joined in recommending Mr. Mack to the President and
to the members of the Senate Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
and through said committee to the full
membership of the Senate.
In 1947 Mr. Mack, then a complete
newcomer to public office whom I had
not previously known, was appointed to
the Florida Railroad and Public Utilities
Commission by the then Governor of
Florida, Hon. Millard Caldwell, to fill
out an unexpired term. He was nominated to the office for a full 4 year term
in the Florida primary elections of 1948
by an impressive·statewide vote.
Mr. Mack became Chairman of said
Commission in 1951. In 1952 he was
renominated in the first primary for a
second full term by a substantial majority over 3 opponents. I met Mr.
Mack both socially and at public meetings on infrequent occasions after his
appointment in 1947 and prior to the
date of his appointment to the FCC.
On every such occasion and in every
way Mr. Mack impressed me most
favorably.
In February of 1951 Mr. Mack approached my colleague, Senator SMATHERS, and me with regard to his desire
to receive an appointment to the Interstate Commerce Commission. Many
recommendations from outstanding citizens of Florida came to me in Mr. Mack's
behalf, and in addition his official performance of his duties on the Florida
commission was generally recognized as
of the highest caliber. As a member of
the National Association of Railroads
and Public Utilities Commissioners, Mr.
Mack represented said association as a.
cooperating member of ICC and FCC
panels. He was a member of the execu-
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tive committee of said national association. He was a member of the committee set up by ICC Commissioner
James K. Knudson to assist him in his
capacity as Administrator of the Defense Transportation Administration.
In view of his excellent performance in
his Florida office, Senator SMATHERS and
I jointly recommended him, under date
of April 24, 1951, to President Truman
for consideration for appointment to
ICC or to FCC if a Democratic vacancy
should develop in either body.
On October 17, 1951, I received a resolution from the Southeastern Association of Railroads and Public Utilities
Commissioners endorsing Mr. Mack for
appointment to an impending vacancy
on the Federal Power Commission.
Many highly responsible Florida people
joined in this endorsement. Realizing
that no vacancies existed or were in
immediate prospect on either ICC or
FCC, for which we had previously recommended Mr. Mack, Senator SMATHERS and I jointly on October 25, 1951
recommended to President Truman that
Mr. Mack be considered for appointment
to any appropriate vacancy that might
occur on the FPC. Nothing materialized from either of these two efforts,
although I continued to receive from
time to time additional strong endorsements from Florjda people of Mr. Mack's
availability for appointment to these
Commissions.
The matter lay dormant until April
of 1955, when the report reached me
that a Democratic vacancy on the FCC
was about to occur because the President did not intend to reappoint a
Democratic member whose term was expiring, and that the President would
like to consider making an appointment
from our State or from the southeastern
area. I called Gov. Sherman Adams at
the White House and, failing to reach
him, talked to Mr. Charles Willis, who
confirmed the report which I had heard
and referred me to Chairman McConnaughey of FCC, who advised me within
a few days that Mr. Mack was 1 of 2
persons from the southeastern at·ea, the
other being from another southern
State, who were being considered for
the FCC appointment.·
Mr. McConnaughey told me that he
"1\·ould ask Mr. Mack to come to Washington for an interview with him to
determine his qualifications and his
ability to fit into the Commission. Mr.
McConnaughey called me later to say
that he was favorably impressed by
Mr. Mack.
Within a few days I was told by the
White House that Mr. Mack·s candidacy
had the support of the Florida State Republican officials. He was also supported by va1ious segments of the communications industry and numerous
Florida officials and individual citizens.
We gladly recommended Mr. Mack for
appointment to the FCC because we
heard from every source available to us
that he was recognized as one of the
ablest young men in his field of service.
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cash. whichever Is best suited to their own
requirements, In the export of all grains, not
just "heat as at present. A cash subsidy Ill
the simplest to administer and has the ad·
mntage or funneling 100 percent of export
demand Into domestic markets. This has
the deslmble effect of maximizing producer
fillies in the market place and minimizing
producer dependence on Government loans.
Thus the cash subsidy might be used for
t lese reasons alone, or in those tnstances
where Government stocks might be unusable as a subsidy due to lnsumclent quantity,
unsultsble quality, or Inconvenient position.
I have described the good results achieved
by the subsidy-In-kind program tor wheat.
It 1s worth repeating that markets have
been broadened, CCC tskeovers have been
reduced and more normal participation by
the trade has been promoted. We are convinced that a similar program applied to
the other grains, though It would vary with
respect to each grain, will produce a similar and benetlclal result.
At present the export demand tor grains
other than wheat Is tilled almost entirely
from CCC stocks and the free market Is almost completely bypassed. This means
that farmers are being denied export markets !or their current crops of corn, oats,
barley, grain sorghums and rye; It means
that the ef'!ect of this demand on free market prices Is greatly delayed or blocked altogether; It means that CCC must Inevitably
take over and store a large portion o! each
year's crop that otherwise woUld move directly out of the country.
The result Is lower market prices !or these
grains, excessive storage and transportation
costs for CC and the taxp:~yer, an IncreasIngly dlmcult Inventory problem !or the
Government and restricted participation o!
the prl\·ate trade In grain marketing. Certainly It must be obvious that CCC Incurs
nothing but trouble and expense by exportIng a quantity or grain only to turn around
and buy up the same • quantity from the
tree market surplus.
we reel that a subsidy plan !or all grains
Is especially desirable today In view of the
poor keeping quality or the 1957 corn crop
and ·to some extent-or the 1957 sorghum
crop.
CORN AND WEATHER

As you know, unusual weather conditions
during the last crop year resulted In the
!allure of much or the corn crop to properly
dry or mature. Much o! this corn, to retain
any value whatsoever, was artltlclally dried.
Further. an unusually high percentage o!
moldy and damaged kernels and a high content of foreign material has been found In
many areas. To . store such corn tor any
considerable period will result In heavy
losses. The only reasonable course Is to
channel It as quickly ns possible toward
consumption, nnd full advantage should be
taken of export opportunities. This would
leave CCC stocks made up largely of corn
from earlier years, corn that Is of higher
quality and or better storeablllty than the
present supply.
CCC has tended, In the past few months,
to withhold Its stocks of corn from the export
market In order to encourage the flow or
tree stocks overseas at domestic price levels.
Indeed, a limited quantity of corn has moved
In this way. But It Is apparent that the
twin prospect or large amounts of United
States new-crop corn being tied up under
the loan program, and Increased competition from the coming Argentine crop, w!ll
stop the tlow of any large quantity of corn
!or export at domestic prices. A continuing
subsidy program, however, would bridge the
gnp between domestic and world prices and
v.·ould assure continuous availability of export corn on acompctltlve basis.

PRICE CONTROLS VOLUME

The grain trade does not suggest that these
present proposals, I! adopted, will bring
about major Increases In total grain exports.
We recognize that the volume or export Ill
determined mainly by the price at which
grain Is offered In the world market-a factor
that CCC would control through the subsidles-and by the amount of credit or other
financing offered by the United States to foreign governments.
we do hold, however, that a subsidy system
!or all grains would export every bit as much
grain as the present system, and w<YUid export It more emclen!Ay and In better keeping
with the workings o! a free economy.
It may be that I have erred In recounting
so many of the problems, past and present,
that exist between the grain trade and Government. In each case I have had to condense greatly both the problems themselves
and the trades' justltlcatlon of Its position.
To do otherwise-to explain fully the economic setting !or each case and Its full Implications-would keep us here all day or all
week.
I have tried to make clear that the free
trade and Its marketing methods are the
most emclent ever devised for the handling
of grain; that because o! the excellence of
this system It Is o! Inestimable value to the
entire national economy; that no Federal
agency can hope to do the job at less cost or
with better errect; that certslnly, In the national Interest, this Intricate mechanism
should be preserved and allowed to function.
In sketching some of our particular contllcts with CCC, I have hoped to make clear
that each example arises out or too much
Government regulation of an essentially sel!regulatlng Industry. Considered as a whole,
they represent a constsn t pressure and a
gradual trend toward the nationalization or
the gratn·marketing system. To be sure, we
or the trade attempt to deal with each problem as It appears, In conference and discussion with CCC, and we do so with some success. But the nationalizing trend continues,
and It gains ground day by day~
We must recognize that this trend arises
ultimately out or farm and crop legislation.
Despite congressional admonl tlons that the
trade be fully used, such legislation has given
so great a. power and so much discretion to
CCC that the trade can and has been bypassed. If more concern had been shown at
the outset, I! more attention had been given
to possible misuse of the law, neither today•s
particular problems nor the long-range trend
might ever have developed.
It Is our hope that y<YU, who are charged
with our present lawmaking will exert every
effort to halt and reverse this trend, and to
forestall Its development In the future. We
urge that you Incorporate the strongest possible strictures against nationalization In
current l•glslatlon. We urge that you use
your lntluence to prevent Its growth through
administrative agencies. We urge that you
join us In furthering freedom !or an Industry
America cannot afford to lose.

April 3

of The American's Creed, written by the
beloved William Tyler Page. On April
3, 1918, he was given a $1,000 award for
his winning entry in a countrywide contest for the writing of a national creed.
Certainly, we would do well to consider that tenets of the creed today.
Tyler Page said of his concept of such
a statement, "A creed it sezmed to me,
should contain those things to which
its subscribers had believed all along,
but which never had been brought together concretely." And this is what
the American creed does.
How many could recite this creed?
Do Americans have an understanding
generally of the ideals and principles underlying American democracy?
Americans should pause to reassess what
being an American means. Those Americans going as touril;ts to foreign shores
would do well to meditate on these
principles, for as unofficial ambassadors
they are expected to be knowledgeable,
even articulate, about their country.
I urge Americans to take stock of what
they believe in and to leam to explain it
to others. I can think of no better
starting point than the great statement,
The American's Creed, conceived by William Tyler Page.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that The American's Creed, written
by William Tyler Page, who died October 20, 1942, after ~erving 61 years in
the Capitol Building of the United
States, whose last post was as minority
clerk of the House of Representatives, be
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the creed was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:
THE AMERICAN'S CREED

I b•lleve In the United States o! America.
as a Government o! the people, by the people,
!or the people, who.e just powers are derived
!rom the consent of the governed, a democracy In a republic; a so,·erelgn nation o! many
sovereign States; a perfect union, one and
Inseparable; established upon those principles or freedom, equality, justice, and humanity, tor which American patriots sacrificed their lives and fortunes.
I therefore believe It Is my duty to my
country to love It; to support Its Constitution; to obey Its laws; to respect Its tlag, and
to defend It against all enemies.
WM. TYLER PAGE.

Scientific Education-Letter From President Flowers, of Southwest Texas State
Teachers' College
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through loans and purchase agreements fell
from about 35 percent before the plan was
used to about 14 percent in the subsequent
1956-57 season.
Since its introduction the wheat subsidyin-kind program has clearly had the effect
of broadening the total market, increasing
the price of producer-owned wheat, passing
directly to the farmer the benefits or export
demand, promoting overall efficiency o! the
export program, greatly reducing the amount
of wheat take-over by CCC and, consequently, easing CCC's inventory management problems with respect to wheat. All
In all the program has been a splendid example of the ability of CCC and the trade
to work together, and an example of CCC
administration that we heartily applaud.
COMPLICATION IN COASTAL PRACTICB

You may be familiar, however, with a
complication in tlus program that developed
11bout a year ago.
lt arose, we of the trade are convinced, out
of Commodity's policy of maintaining three
separate and variable subsidy levels for
wheat, one on the east coast. one on the
Paciflc coast and another on the gulf.
At the time to which I refer, and for a
period o! roughly 2 months, there took
place from the Pacific coast a tremendous
movement of wheat into export, a movement
far in excess of reasonable expectations from
that area. Foreign demand !or the particular wheat Involved was admittedly strong,
but as the demand was felt, and as domestic prices rose, the subsidy level also rO£e,
keeping the wheat constantly competitive in
the world market. A1; the volume of export
continued, markets on our east coast began
to !all, and there the subsidy followed them
down and made the possibility o! export increasingly less likely.
Obviously the private trade suffered In
this situation, for many of Its export stocks,
situated according to normal export demands, proved to be out o! position, and it
was forced to make long and uneconomic
movements of other stocks to fill the demand. Finally, however, CCC called a halt
to the flood by excluding west coast wheat
from foreign purchase agreements, and the
industry undertook the task of readjusting
the badly distort~d trade routes.
The trade, as I have mentioned, was convinced that CCC's unpredictable handling of
the multlsubsidy system was at fault , Many
trade members felt that the institution o! a
single subsidy, the same for all coasts and all
classes of wheat, would be the best solution,
ror it would allow the domestic price of
wheat plus the cost of transportation to
control Its flow into export, and would tend
to maintain radltlona! patterns o! movement.
We agreed, however, that CCC had special
Inventory problems with certain types of
wheat, so we ultimately proposed a modified
single subsidy tailored to meet the agency's
main objections.
This proposal was presented and thoroughly discussed in a series or meetings In
Washington. It was never rejected by Commodity, and yet it was never formally accepted. But since that time, we are pleased
to note, the various subsidies bave been
altered until as a whole they closely resemble the single subsidy we asked for.
CCC is apparently sa tlsfied wl th this arrangement and we are not displeased. So
here again our efforts have made themselves felt.
PROBLEM OF SOFT WHEAT

or more recent vintage, and still unresolved, Is the trade's agitation over CCC
policies on Public Law 480 purchase authorIzations. It began when Commodity, In a
recent authorization with Yugoslavia to provide financing for almost 20 million bushels
o! wheat, excluded entirely the soft red
wheat variety raised throughout the eastern hal! of the Nation.

This
exclusion-unannounced,
unpre ...
dieted, and completely out o! keeping with
previous purchase authorizatlons-eame at
a time when unsold supplies of soft red
wheat were still in the hands o! eastern
farmers; when the domestic price was low
and the domestic demand virtually nonexistent; when the grain trade had considerable stocks in export position awaiting
foreign buyers; wbPn, in short. every econonlic sign would Indicate that the wheat
was still very much in surplus.
I will not burden you with great detail
on this matter for, as I mentioned, the problem Is still being discussed with CCC. It
is our hope that some way w!Jl be found to
resume export of soft red wheat under the
Yugoslav agreement or future agreements,
at least until surpluses of the wheat are actually disposed o!. Study is also being given
to devising some yardstick-preferably a
yardstick o! price-that may be used to
indicate when a particular grain is or is
not in surplus. Given such a. price guide
the trade could make use of Its knowledge
of markets and marketing to estimate the
end of a particular surplus and therefore
the time when a grain mlght be no longer
exportable.
Certainly some means must be found to
correct the present situation, under which
CCC decisions--so often arrived at without
trade consultation or knowledge-can so
deeply disrupt and disturb the activities o!
private firms.
You will notice that in discu•sing the
Yugoslav case I said that too little attention
was paid to price as an indicator of the
existence or nonexistence of an actual surplus. Similarly, when referring to the excess
of wheat exports, from the west coast last
year, I said subsidy policies did not a llow
the price factor to operate as an economic
brake.
SHOULD NOT IGNORE PRICE FACTOR

I believe it Is !air to say that the price
factor is ignored in many of Commodity's
decisions, and that this Is one of the trade's
main objections to overall policy. We are
convinced that price, because It refiects the
tots! supply and demand situation at any
particular time, Is the best possible guide
to efficient and fair operation.
In the case o! wheat export, a rise In price
!or a particular kind of wheat should immediately signal an approaching shortage o!
that wheat, and under a properly conducted
subsidy program demand woUld automatically begin to shift to another kind , whose
cheaper prices Indicated an existing surplus. In the same way price could provide
regulation o! export purchase authorizations,
either by providing an agreed-upon yardstick
for CCC and the trade, or by encouraging
foreign buyers to contract for bargain va rieties.
In either case, and in cases past and yet
to come, a greater reliance on price can bring
about desired changes In the fiow of grain
in an orderly, foreseeable manner, just as
would happen in a norn1a1, uncontrolled
economy.
CHANGING USE HABITS

I would like to refer once more to the
Yugoslav purchase authorization problem,
for It points up another danger inherent In
CCC planning, namely that o! changing the
dietary preference of foreign buyers to such
an extent that particular grains are denied
forever their historic markets.
Yugoslavia, for example, has shown an historic preference for soft red wheat, yet CCC's
order excluded the variety, not only when
drawn from present "old" otocks but also
when offered from new crop supplies soon
to be harvested. It Is not at all unreasonable to Imagine that Yugoslavia, is becoming
accustomed to some other wheat type, may
refuse to make purchases of the so!t red
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variety In the future, and may thus work
real hardship on eastern producers.
Exactly that has already happened In the
case of India, where nlilo has long been a
dietary preference and was purchased in
great quantity from United States stocks.
When milo was unavailable to India for a
period of time that country turned to whea t,
and Its preference has now shifted to that
grain. Today, with a large surplus of milo
existing In the United States, the Indian
market is greatly needed. But the Indian
market, unfortunately, no longer exists.
In this connection I would point out that
the CCC charter specifically directs that "the
President shall take reasonable precautions
to safeguard usual marketings of the United
States." Certainly the altering of national
preferences, if traceable to agency administration, Is hardly consistent with this clear
order.
You may be Interested In hearing, t oday,
o! two further proposals by the trade to
commodity, both of them aimed at lessening
Government controls, returning trade ·responsibilities to the trade and increasing
overall efficiency of grain handling.
We have asked, first of all, that sales of
Government grain for domestic consumption
be made competitively and for unrestricted
use at the marketing point nearest CCC's
point o! acquisition, and that such sales be
made only through normal trade outlets and
marketing methods. Gra in that would be
affected by this policy would be stocks in
danger of going out of conditlon-<>f which
large quantities are sold every year-and
classes of grain that have climbed to the socalled formula price and so can be freely
purchased from Government stocks.
The need for this policy has arisen !rom
countless cases of CCC grain sales directly
to processors, millers, and others who would
ordinarily be trade customers. As you may
know, CCC maintains active merchandising
staffs In It s nine regio nal offices across the
country, and sales made by these staffs can
and have directly competed with private
merchandising. The trade feels that only
a definite policy commitment by Commodity
can adequately protect us against such merchandising in the fu t ure.
MOVEMENT BETWEEN STORAGE AREAS

Also Involved In our request Is the volume
of grain movement by CCC from one sto rage
area to another. Most of this movement is
accomplished by rail or by lake boat, and a
key to its size can be found in the fact that
Commodity has now become the largest
single shipper In the Great Lakes system
and the main competitor wit h the private
trade for grain-boat charters. We do not, of
course, object to such movement when it is
purely a matter o! CCC Inventory management. But we hope, through requiring Government sales at t he point of acquisit ion, to
halt m ovement of grain th a t is actually intended for sale rather than for storage. We
strongly !eel that If the grain is to be sold,
i! It is to enter the free market, It should
reach and move through that market entirely in the hands of t he grain trade.
By putting an end to so-called restricted
sales--that is, sales that are tied to export or
some other particular use-our proposal
would insure the broadest possible market
for Government grains and the highest possible return to the public pocketbook.
For It Is self-evident that any restriction
placed on marketing reduces the total possible market and at the same time reduces
the market price. Our proposal would also
assure that local merchants, who base their
livelihood on the expectation o! handling
local grain, would not be bypassed, but would
continue to perform their usual function.
SUGGESTS CASH SUBSIDY ALTERNATE

Our second recommendation to CCC 1s
perhaps the more far-reaching. It would Institute a subsidy-In-kind or a subsidy-In-
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Peculiarities of the Election of 1867
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. MIKE MANSFIELD
OF MONTANA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, April3, 1958

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that an article
from the Montana Parade section of the
Great Falls Tribune of March 23, 1958,
entitled "Many Peculiarities Marked
1867 Election," be printed in the Appendix of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
1867 ELECTION
(By Herbert M. Peet)
Montana has had many Interesting political campaigns In Its 94 years o! existence
but the one held In August 1867, Is best remembered for Its peculiarities as well as for
Its bitterness.
That campaign, which was Montana's
third, saw the territorial governor, Green
Clay Srnlth, a Republican appointee o! a Republican President, on the stump !or the
Democratic candidate !or Congress.
It also saw for the first time In Montana's
history the use o! a campaigner !rom the
outside In an effort to swing voters to the
Republican side. The outsider was Col. Alexander Kelly McClure, Philadelphia newspaper publisher.
It also was the first and probably the
only time that Col. Wilbur F. Sanders had
as an opponent In his several unsuccessful
races for Congress a man who was as adept
In the use of bUI!ngsgate and sarcasm as
Sanders himself.
Colonel Sanders' opponent In 1867 was
James M. Cavanaugh, an Irishman who had
lived In the territory scarcely a year. As
Cavanaugh had wrested the Democratic
nomination !rom the Missourians, the dominant element In the party, through a bitter
and long contest In the territorial convention. Colonel Sanders and other Republicans thought the Irishman would be easy to
de!eat.
But this was only wishful thinking. It
overlooked completely two realities In Montana politics of that day. The first was the
Implacable animosity a majority o! Montana
voters had for Colonel Sanders' persistent
reference to Democrats as "rebels and
traitors." They would vote !or the devil
himself rather than for Sanders. The other
reallty which the Republicans discounted too
heavily was Cavanaugh's ability on the platform.
Cavanaugh, just turned 44 when the campaign opened, was 11 years older than
Sanders and already had served a term In
Congress !rom Minnesota (1858-59), after
which he had migrated to Coldrado. There,
In a period of 6 years, he made his mark both
as a criminal lawyer and as a politician before moving on to Montana In 1866. He had
a keen sense of humor and a comprehensive
understanding o! the Issues o! his day.
On the platform he could be as funny as
a clown 1 minute and rise to the heights
o! oratorical eloquence the next. But he
MANY l'EcULIAIUTIES MARKED

also was a

m~ter

of ridicule, satire, and

derision and It was In these quail tles that
he met and matched Colonel Sanders In the
1867 campaign.
Sanders was seeking vindication !or havIng Induced Congress, In the spring o! 1867,
to nullify all the laws passed by the 2d and
3d Montana territorial legislatures, both o!
which had met In 1866. These two legis-
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latlve sessions had been feuding with Chief
Justice Hosmer and Associate Justice Munson of the terri torlal supreme court because
the latter had declared certain legislation Illegal. In retaliation, the legislators had
materially reduced the judges' salaries and
assigned them to newly created judicial dis·
trlcts In eastern Montana--the badlands-inhabited chiefly by Indians.
Never before and uever since has Congress
nullified the acts of a legislative assembly
duly elected by the people. If such acts have
needed correction It has been left to the
courts to straighten out. But the unprecedented action of nuiilfylng two Montana
legislative sessions was taken by a Congress
hellbent on punishing the Southern States
for secession and the Civil War. The action
against Montana was based on Colonel
Sanders' report to congressional leaders that
the men who made up the Montana Legislature were reeking wlth treason and were
irresponsible, disloyal, ex-Confederate Democrats.
The Montana legislators, o! course, were
not the Irresponsible traitors that Colonel
Sanders said they were, and a. majority of
Montana people of"that day knew lt.
Green Clay Smith, a Republlcan, came to
Montana to be Its Governor In the fall of
1866 when the feud between the legislature
and the supreme court of the Territory was
at Its height. Though It was a situation
which called for no action on his part, he
nevertheless had looked Into It and decided
that, while the Democratic legislators undoubtedly has acted Intemperately, they had
been driven to It by the bitter partisanship and arbitrary decisions or the judges.
By the time the campaign of 1867 opened,
Governor Smith had decided to support
Cavanaugh for Congress rather than Sanders.
Smith had been a general of the Union Army
in the Civil War and a friend and supporter
of President Lincoln. In fact, In 1864, he had
been considered !or nomination as Lincoln's
running mate Instead of Andrew Johnson.
But now, In 1867, Smith felt that President
Johnson, who had succeeded the martyred
President, was more nearly carrying out Lincoln's pollees for reconstruction of the South
than the radical Republlcan congressional
leaders.
Montana Democrats seized this opportunIty to Induce Governor Smith to take the
stump In their behalf and follow Colonel
McClure throughout the territory. McClure
had been drafted by the Republlcans to campaign In Sanders' behalf. Like Smith, McClure had been one of President Lincoln's
friends but he did not agree with Smith
that President Johnson's reconstruction
pollcies were those that Lincoln would have
pursued If he had Ilved.
I t was apparent from the start that Sanders and Cavanaugh would engage In a verbal
slugging match such as Montana never before had witnessed. While this would be
an enjoyable sport for many, managers on
both sides felt that Governor Smith and
Colonel McClure should and would give the
campaign a. tone of dignified and dispassionate discussion of Issues.
Unfortunately, when Governor Smith
reached Helena !rom VIrginia City, he was
entert1l.lned a little too generously by Cavanaugh's friends and was visibly drunk by
the time he started his speech. This naturally disgusted many Republicans. Whlle
It may have embarrassed some Democrats,
It had no Ill effects on the election's outcome. It was the only time the governor
slipped during the campaign. When he left
Montana a couple of years later he became
a Baptist minister and In 1876 was the Prohibition party's candidate tor president o!
the United States.
Through It Is doubtful whether Colonel
McClure won many votes for Sanders, he
made an excellent campaign. He delivered
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a speech a day !or 2 weeks (Sunday excepted) and had to travel 40 to 60 m!les between speaking engagements In a platform
wagon over roads that were seldom more
than a couple o! ruts.
He soon discovered that the majority o! his
audience at each point was made up of Democrats and that he had to speak with reasonable prudence. In 1 town, where a crowd
of 40 had assembled to hear him, only 1 o!
the number was a Republlcan. A Democrat
was asked to call the meeting to order so this
Republican could Introduce the colonel.
Writing about his experiences !or the New
York Tribune, McClure said: "If any ambitious eastern orator supposes that It Is an
easy task to declaim to the people of the
mountains, and that any sort of speechmak1ng wlll be accepted as a treat, he would do
well not to attempt to carry the theory Into
practice.
"I have never been before audiences In
the East where political questions were better
understood than by the people who compose
publlc meetings In Montana, and I can conceive of no worse place !or pretentious
stumpers than just here. They not only
detect the want of fitness !or the task o!
enlightening them, but they are merclless
In exposing It on the spot."
Colonel McClure found It was no breach
of propriety In Montana !or a Democrat to
get up at a Republican meeting, after the
regular speakers were through, and reply to
the speeches. This was done at one of McClure's meetings and he said he "never
listen to a more chaste, eloquent, and logical
speech than was this reply by the Democrat."
Their di1Ierence of opinion over President
Johnson's reconstruction policies did not
keep Colonel McClure and Governor Smith
!rom becoming good friends during the 6
months McClure was In the territory. He
found the Governor to be a typical Kentucky
gentleman, courteous, kind, and tolerant.
In one o! the towns where they campaigned, a terrier belonging to the colonel,
a pet of which he was particularly fond, was
stolen. When the governor heard about It
on his arrival the following day, after McClure had gone on, he made a search for It,
found It and delivered It later.
In the fall o! 1867, before Colonel McClure
returned to their home in Pennsylvania, he
and Mrs. McClure derived much pleasure In
attending the weekly receptions-or levees as
they were called-which the governor and his
lady gave In Virginia City, the t<\l"rltorlal
capital.
Montana voters left no doubt that year as
to how they stood on Congress' nullification
of their laws. Sanders was defeated by a
substantial margin. At the same time the
voters elected a new legislature, one of whose
flr<>t acts was the passage of a joint resolution
demanding the resignation of Chief Justice
Hosmer and Associate Justice Munson so
that competent and able judges could be
appolrtted In their places. Munson resigned, but Hosmer held on until his term
expired. He was not reappointed.

To Build Peace: Ask Khrushchev to Talks
in United States
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Mr. WALTER. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks in the REC•
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oao, I include the following editorial lakes and rivers and bays of Ireland. A day
on which we recall again the names of her
from the Philadelphia Inquirer:
salnts and her scholars, to reel te and list

To BUILD

PEAcE:

AsK

KHRUSHCHEV

TO TALKS

IN UNITED STATES

For direct, positive results on behalf or
world peace and security, this newspaper
respectfulty urges upon President Eisenhower a direct, positive step: an Invitation
to Premier Khrushchev to face-to-face talks
with the President In Washington on the
crucial problems facing mankind today.
Such a meeting between the heads of
state of .the world's most powerful nations
could conceivably accomplish what no
amount of Iong-dlstaLce notes could ever
hope to achieve.
Just the fact of an invitation to Khrushchev would have Immediate and muchneeded effect In reversing the propaganda
current set In motion by the latest Soviet
Union effort to label Itself as the champion
of peace and disarmament: the deceptive
offer to suspend nuclear weapon tests.
But countering Soviet propaganda would
be a minor factor In the promotion o! an
Eisenhower-Khrushchev meeting. What Is
Important Is the possible results In a concrete
approach to peace and understanding In
a world now fearful and divided.
In Identical notes handed the Soviet Government on Monday by the United States,
Britain and France, It was stated that the
present International situation requires that
a serious attempt be made to reach agreement on the main problems affecting attainment of peace and stablllty In the world.
What more serious attempt along these
tines could be made at this time than a bid by
the President of the United States for a
personal conference with the headman o!
the Soviet state?
What the three nations were proposing
yesterday, even as the Russians• nuclear
suspension announcement was making Its
dynamic Impression upon the world, was
a summit meeting so hedged In by redtape
preliminaries and conditions that no one
could tell when or whether It could be held.
A direct get-together with Khrushchev
as soon as feasible would get to the heart
of the summit proposition, without delays
and confusion. Khrushchev Is now the unquestioned and undisputed head of the
SOviet Government; now Is the logical time
for him to speak for Russia to the President
of the United States.
What Is most needed now Is initiative,
decisiveness, Imagination, In pushing for
world peace. An Invitation to Khrushchev
would possess all these elements.

-Speech of Hon. John E. Fogarty at the
ADDual Dinner of the Society of
Friendly Sons of St. Patrick
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
01'

HON. JOHN E. FOGARTY
OF RHODE IsLAND

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April3,1958

Mr. FOGARTY. Mr. Speaker, under
leave to extend my remarks I include
a speech which I delivered at the annual
dinner of the Society of Friendly Sons
of St. Patrick of Westerly, R. I., on
March 16, 1958:
St. Patrick's Day Ia a day for remembrances. It 18 a day on which we recall
again the great names of Ireland, the names
o! the countries and the towns and the
v!llages, o! the hllla and the valleys, or the

again the names of her great patriots and
leaders, of her singers and of her poets.
Even though many of us have never seen the
places, just as we have not seen or known
the saints of Ireland, both the persons and
the places come alive again In our minds
and In our hearts. We recall the names
of Donegal and Tyrone and Armagh In the
north, of Kildare and Meath, Wlcklow and
Dublin In the east, of Waterford and Cork
and Kerry In the south, of Limerick, Clare,
Galway and Sligo In the west. The names
of Niall, Cormack, Brian, Murray, O'Connor,
Parnell, O'Connell, Plunkett, Emmett and
Hyde; the names of Patrick, Bridget and
Co!umkllle, and Brendan and Malachy and
all the rest of the saints, and the great leaders and the scholars, and the bards and
genealogists and the poets of Ireland.
It Is difficult for those who are not Irish
to understand the character of the Irish.
There Is a strong undercurrent of sadness
tn any joyous Irish celebration. And, on the
other band, even In Irish mourning there Is
an element of the joyful. The Irish wake
Is not an accident. This seeming division
characterizes the history of the Irish people
as It does characterize the Irish personality.
The line between the consideration of Ireland as a gray-haired old lady mourning In
the shadows for the loss of her sons and
waiting In vain for help !rom across the
waves, and the consideration of Ireland as
vigorous and fertile, producing sons and
daughters and sending them forth triumphantly to the ends of the earth, the lines
between the things of tUne and those of
eternity, between the times of peace and
the tUne of trouble have been finely drawn.
It Is common In the characterization of nations to picture them In an hour of triumph,
and of strength and victory, rather than In
a time of defeat and suffering. This Is not
the case with Ireland and the Irish people.
The Irish character has not been formed
and proved In one short test, or In one shinIng hour. It has been slow tested and
proved In a long and bitter history, In defeat
and oppression and suffering. It has been
proved not only as to heroic virtues, but
also as to unheroic ones; not only as to
courage and fortitude and greatness of mind,
but as to patience and tolerance and long
suffering; the little and unheroic vlrtU'es,
without which neither a nation nor a man
can claim perfection.
It seems as a result of this long slow testIng, the Irish have developed a sensitivity
which permits them to hear the last note
of the harp, or the song of freedom, after
other ears have become deaf to lt. It permits them to see the last spark or freedom
In what was once a great fire after other
eyes no longer see that light, and to feel the
warmth of freedom, and of hope, In what
to others may appear to be a cold lump of
peat. The Irish character as a result of this
testing and trial has been marked by a great
longing and aspiration for freedom. That
longing and aspiration have been expressed
In the five great loves of the Irish people.
First Is their great love for country, for the
ooll of Ireland, for Its towns and Its people.
So great Is this love and longing, that the
greatest punishment set !or Columkllle, the
saint, was that he could no longer set foot
on Irish soil. And so we have, an of us, In a
sense remained exiles whenever we have
been away from Ireland. Like Columkllle
we can say: "There Is a gray eye which ever
turns to Erin. What joy to fly upon the
white-crested sea, and to sight the waves
breaking upon the Irish shore. To return
to Ireland where the song of the birds Is so
sweet and the clerks sing as w,ell, where the
young are so gentle and the old are so wise,
where great men are noble 'and the women so
fair."
The second great Jove of the Irish is their
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love of religion. for the things of the spirits.
At the time of the coming of christianity
the Irish spirit was willing and ready. St.
Patrick came and was received without
martyrdem. The same cannot be said of the
other lands, not of Rome, not of Gaul, nor
of the East, nor even of the new continents
found across the sea. Ireland gained the
tl tie of Isle of Saln ts and became the source
of missionaries to all corners of the world.
The third great love of the Irish I~ their
love of learning. It was this great Jove that
kept alive the flame of knowledge and the
pursuit of truth during the dark period of
the 5th, 6th and 7th centuries.
The fourth great love Is that of political
freedom-a. Jove which sustained the Irish
tn standing against the Danes and the
Normans, the TUdor armies, the hosts of
Cromwell, and all the soldiers of the King
of England.
It Is this love of freedom which Inspires the
Irish people and their friends all over the
world to create conditions In which the
Immoral and absurd partitioning of their
homeland can be brought to an end-not
only In order to right a wrong and to secure
another triumph for freedom and democracy
but so that the undesirable social and economic consequences of this national dismemberment may be ended also-and may I
add that those who help to speed the coming
of the day of the !nevi table and peaceful
reunion o! Ireland are securing the foundations for a splendid future for the Irish
homeland.
The fifth great love is that of poetry and
song. A love so strong and deep and so
consequential that as late as the 15th and
16th centuries Ent;llsh rulers were moved to
impose special penalties on bards, mlns~els,
rhymers, and genealogists who sustained the
lords and gentlemen In their love of rebellion and other crimes and which moved the
soldiers of Cromwell to break the harps still
found on the walls of the cottages of the
Irish at the time of the Invasion. The
ancient Gaelic law recognized this In forbidding the seizure by justice In any house of
any Gael whatsoever, one of his books, his
sword, or his harp. For his book was the
symbol of his Intellectual and of his spiritual
freedom. The sword was the symbol of his
political freedom, and the harp was the symbol of all the things that the human heart
aspires to.
The world needs the revival o! the five
great loves of the Irish today as It has always needed them. It needs love leading to
positive action. In a time when the traditions of the past are rejected 'and frowned
upon, when learning and truth must compete In the marketplace with falsehood and
error and the only test Is that of which Is
most usefUl, there Is a great need !or the
return o! the love of truth and the love of
learning. When Jove o! country and love of
poll tical freedom In many areas of the world
have been destroyed, there Is a great.need
for the revival of the Irish love of country.
When the faith has grown cold and has been
rejected by many, the love of the faith, too,
must be revivified. When love of poetry Is
looked upon by some as unmanly, when It
has little or no place In the deliberations of
man, there Is a great need for a revival of
this Irish love o! song and poetry. This,
then, Is the pattern and the way.
The responslblllty of the sons of St. Patrick Is clear. Let us hope that all may so
meet and fulfill the!( responsibility that each
and every one say that he has been the
good servant o! learning and of song and
poetry, but In all things God's good servant·
first. And then we can hope that the good
St. Patrick In his right may judge us all
with gentleness.
Please, God, let our soUls be forever free.
Let us be men of our time and have the
courage to stand fast by the cause of justice and righteousness and, by our steadfastness, win all mankind to an appreciation
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And that Is what Russ Lee does wt;h a

camera.

RE~~ APPENDIX

ment In photographic expre,<lon, The object Ia to teach photographers to start thinking In terms of gOOd pictures.
Two of Russell Lee'll pictures were Included In the highly acclaimed Family of
Man exhibit that opened In the New York
Museum of Modem Art, toured many parts
of the world and was pubUshed In book
!orm.
Russ Is no gadget loving photographer.
He'd rather talk about people, and the way
he sees them-and captures them on !lim.
He has found those fieetlng Images with his
inner eye.

"Photography." he says, Mmeans the reapon.slblllty to express accurately and hontly those things that are a part or llfe."
This sounds llke an artist's viewpoint. and
It Is. Russ Is an artist. Now he usee a
camera, but once be used a brush and
paints. Here's what he will tell you about
himself ln hls plcture-ftlled home at 3110
Weet Avenue.
"I took up palntlng a few years after college. alter having been a chemical engineer
4 year&. Palnttng was a creative challenge,
but soon I began to !eel that there was a
tleetlng lmage I couldn't capture. It would
be gone so qulckly I couldn't get lt down.
That's when I learned about the camera."
Aid to India
So Russ took up photography "just to help
my palntlng." But soon he learned that
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
photography was his medium.
or
That was In 1935, and In a year's time he
was launched on a photographic career that
has taken. him all over the world and placed
his name among those of the top photogOF MONTANA
raphers of the world.
IN THE SENATE OP THE UNITED STATES
In 1936 he went to work as a staff photographer with the United States Government's
Thursday, April 3, 1958
Resettlement Administration, which later
Mr.
MANSFIELD.
Mr. President, on
became the Farm Security Administration,
behalf of the Senator from Massachu~
and In 1942, the O!llce of War Information.
During those 7 years he photographed con- setts [Mr. KENNEDY], I ask unanimous
ditions on !arms and of migratory labor consent that there be printed in the Apthroughout States west of the Mlsslsslppl pendix of the RECORD an editorial en~
River. The some 35,000 pictures he took are titled "An Imaginative Proposal for
now In the Library of Congress. Many of Helping India," from the Providence
'them were used overseas during World War
II to show other countries what rural America Journal of March 31. 1958.
There being no objection, the editorial
was like. Many of them Illustrate the AmerIcan Guide Series of books published by the was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
WPA !or various States.
as follows:
During the war years o! 1943 to 1945, Russ AN lMAGIN'ATIVl!: PROPOSAL FOR lln.PING INDIA
served In the Air Transport Command of the
India a.ld program submitted jointly
United States Air Force. He photographed byThe
Senators KENNEDY (Democrat, of Massacheck points from the air !or ATC's air routes
chusetts)
and COOPER (Republican, o! Kenall over the world.
After the war he became staff photographer tucky) Is perhaps the most positive, Imaginative,
and
potentially stimulating proposal
for the Coal Mines Admln!stratlon, under
the Department of Interior, dolng a survey o! Its kind to have been presented to COnof housing, medical care and living condl· gress and the American people since Presl·
tiona In coal mining areas. This work was dent Eisenhower outlined his atoms-for~
later published In a book called A Medical peace plan 4 years ago.
And, I! the United States and Its Western
Survey of the Bituminous-Coal Industry."
It was after this, In 1957, that Russ and allies haven't !oat their capacity to crusadeto
find their own welfare In the greater gOOd
hla wife, Jean, moved to Austin. They had
been on fishing trips earlier at Buchanan ot all manldnd-the Kennedy-Cooper proLake and decided Austin was the place !or gram could provide just the Inspiration
them. (Although Russ Is a native of ll11· needed to restore to the West Its fiagglng connols, Jean was born and raised In Texas.) fidence and renew Its sense of direction.
First. the two Senators have focused atRuss' work now Is mostly Industrial photography, which still takes hlm all over tention on the crucial nature o! India's drive
to
create a healthy Industrial state within
the world. In addition, he handles special
assignments for many national magazines-- the framework of democracy. India Is the
Fortune, the New York Times magazine, point on which balances the fate o! a free
Look, Ladles Home Journal, to name a few. and representative society In teeming, emerHe covered the 1952 and 1954 Texas guber- gent Asia and Africa.
It India's experlment continues to offer
natorial campaigns for the New York Times
hope, Asian nations not caught up In the
Magazine.
CI06er to home, he has 111ustrated maga- Communist net will be encouraged to foll!:lne stories by such Austin writers as Hart low In a movement that could be democStlllwell and Joe Small. He has photo- racy's vindication and victory. If, on the
graphed the University of Texas relays for other hand, India ralls-and Its setond 5Sports Illustrated.
year plan Is sagging badly as a result of a
In his Industrial work, mostly for oil com- poor year !or crops and global lnllatlonpanies, one trip took him to Saudi Arabia, Red China and the Soviet Union wlll apEngland, Denmark, Holland, West Germany, pear to offer the only hope for peoples as
France, Italy, Turkey, Libya, Venezuela, Co- desperately depressed as they are In Asia.
lombln, Cuba and Canada.
This message has been said before, o!
Although Russ' work Is almost entirely course, but rarely as persuasively as Mr.
outside of Austin, he nevertheless contri- KENNEDY presented It to the Senate, or as
butes his talents to the community. Right abundantly supported both by facts and,
now he Is taklng pictures at his own ex- since Senator CooPER Is former Ambassador
pense at the Austin State School and the to India, by personal confirmation.
Pre-School for Mentally Retarded to 1llu•
But more Importantly, they have outlined
strnte a report being complied on their a specific plan of action commensurate In
work,
scope to the size of the challenge posed by
A project he Is particularly Interested In India, a pl'ln that could make the difference
Is a photographic workshop at the Unlver- between freedom and to taU tartanIsm for
elty or Missouri. Now In Its lOth year, he India, Asia, anct ultimately the Western
hns been chairman of It for 9 years, and World.
will attend the lOth session In May. A nonThe proposal would, In effect, make India
technical workshop, he calls it an expert- the target o! an economic campaign com-

HON. MIKE MANSFIELD
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p ..rable to the Marshall plan which In the
last decade bas changed the face of Europe.
But Instead of making It an all-Amerlcnn
operation, Senators KENNI!:DY and CooPI:a
propose to enlist the nations assisted to
economic health by the Marshall plan In
a vast coordinated effort to bring India the
capital, agricultural knowledge, and Industrial skills It needs to achieve Its second
5-year plan
Senators KENNEDY and COOPER recognize
that two stimulants are needed. The United
States, as the lender and the wealthiest
member of the Atlantic community, must
lead the way by coming forward with an
economic aid otTer that will enable Ind1n to
get off the treadmill.
But India, too, must reciprocate, as the
nations of Europe did through the OEEC, by
dropping Its shroud of pride and presenting
the lending nations with a candid appraisal
of Its economic condition and needs so that
a realistic development program can be
worked out among India. the United States
and any other contributing nations.
This requisite Is one India could and
should honor. It It Is a string or a condition, It Is one attached only In the Interests
of getting India on Its teet as !ast and e!llclently as possible.
It there Is one fault with the KennedyCooper plan, It Is that It limits ltaelf to India,
leaving for later consideration those nations
from PRklstan to Malaya which rim the Indian Ocean and which, with India, create an
economic unit.
The two Senators have endeavored to raise
America's sights high, but perhaps they
should try to raise the goal just a bit higher
by proposing an economic aid program that
would eQlbrace all those nations which would
join In a central Asian counterpart to the Organization of European Economic COoperation.
Although creation o! such a regional planning unit would require the cooperation o!
feuding states such as PRklstan and India,
that cooperation should not be too much to
ask In return for an aid program of the scope
envisioned by Senators KnlNI!:DT and
CooPER. But the first move Is up to the
United States In the Interest of regaining
the Initiative In world affairs In the service
of freedom.

Freedom l1 Stilf the An1wer
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
or

HON. THOMAS G. ABERNETHY
Or 1\IISSISSIPPI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 3,1958

Mr. ABERNETHY. Mr. Speaker, un~
der leave to extend my remarks in the
Appendix of the RECORD I should like to
include an article written and published
by a citizen of my home town, the Honorable Robert C. Stovall, of Okolona, Miss.
Mr. Stovall is a man of prominence
and tremendous ability. Educated at
the University of Mississippi and Harvard Law School, he established himself
early in llfe as an attorney of eminence.
Presently he is serving as president of
the Columbus & Greenville Railway Co.,
a short-line railroad which traverses the
State of Mississippi. In the midst of his
busy life he has also established himself
as a successful dirt farmer.
From a reading of the article one will
promptly conclude, and correctly so, thnt
Ml·. Stovall is a courageous man and a
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of the merit of the cause which we pleadso that, In some distant day, It may be said
of some of us that there was one sanctified
spot dearer than all others-where the dew
glistened on the softest green, the spirit of
Ireland hovered, and shook the stillness of
the Irish dawn on Its journey to the stars.

Hon. Frank Ikard
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. HOMER THORNBERRY
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April3, 1958

Mr. THORNBERRY. Mr. Speaker, in
the March 30, 1958, issue of the Dallas
Morning News. Dallas, Tex., appeared a
splendid article written by the able correspondent of that newspaper, Mr. Robert Baskin, about our friend and colleague, Hon. FRANK IKARD, of Texas.
Mr. Baskin's excellent story demonstrates why FRANK IKARD is held in such
high esteem not only by those of us who
work with him daily but also by his constituents of the 13th Congressional District of Texas. No one can come to know
FRANK IKARD without recognizing him as
a man of character and stature.
Here is the article by Mr. Baskin:
!KARD: POLITICAL COMES
(By Robart E. Baskin)
A strapping 6-foot 4-lnch Congressman
from Wichita Falls last week was well on his
way toward becomlng one o! the most Important men on Capitol Hill.
The tide o! events this winter has rapidly
brought Representative FRANK IKARD Into the
forefront o! major congressional developments. He has met this challenge with an
ever-Increasing amount of hard work and
perseverance.
A modest, soft-spoken man of 43, IKARD
would never lay claim to any particular accolades for the service he Is rendering.
But as Texas• representative on the House
Ways and Means Committee, he occupies a
position of power that Is both legislative and
political.
Since Congress reopened In January the
House cornmlttee has been laboriously preparing tax legislation for this session. From
every segment of the Nation's economy has
come advice on what tax policies should be
pursued. Soon a tax bill w!ll emerge.
On top of that, the commlttee has been
considering extension o! the Reciprocal Trade
Agreements Act. Here lKARD has been most
active, leading the fight for workable controls
on foreign o!l Imports, which have had a
devastating etl'ect on Texas' economy.
A reiatlve newcomer to Congress, Ikard enjoys the confidence of Speaker SAM RAYBURN,
whose blessings are necessary for any Democrat to ascend to the Ways and Means Committee. There Is political power !n this commlttee because its Democratic members are
also members o! the committee on committees, which determines other Democratic
commlttee assignments.
"The most Important thing that can happen to a fellow In Congress !n his committee
assignment," IKARD says, reca111ng that his
first-term assignment was to the Committee
on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, which
· had II ttle relation to his Inland district.
IKARD comes o! old Texas stock.· His grandfather, W. W. Ikard, settled in the north
Texas open range country In 1867, making
his headquarters !n Clay County. The famlly
has been promlnent In that area ever since.
FRANK

The future Congressman was born at Henrietta, attended the public schools there and
went on to the University of Texas, where
he received a law degree In 1937. He then
entered one ot Wichita Falls' leading law
firms.
In 1942 IKARD went Into the Army, and his
next 3 years were years of great hardship,
not only for himself but also for his wife,
the former Jean Hunter, of Wichita Falls,
whom he married In 1940.
IKARD became a frontl!ne rifleman In
Company K, llOth Infantry, 28th Division.
He fought In Normandy, northern France,
Aachen, the Siegfried Line, and the Hurtgen
Forest. He was wounded twice.
Then one day In November 1944, his company found itself surrounded at a road junction near a river In Luxembourg. It was out
of food, ammunition and medical suppl!es.
Casualties had been heavy. Company K was
captured by the Germans.
For nearly 6 months the War Departmeht
l!sted IKARD as missing In action.
During this time, he was a prisoner l!vh;1g
In a shack In the railroad yards at Halle,
Germany, on the Elbe River. Allied bombIngs were frequent, and food was scarce.
Liberation did not come unt!l S,Pring, and
by then !KARD's 225-pound frame had been
reduced to 135 pounds by malnutrition.
In captivity, IKARD had time to think of
the future.
"I had never had any Intention of getting
In pol!t!cs !n any way," he says, "but In
prison I just got sold on the Idea that more
people ought to take part In government. I
came out with the decision that that was
what I wanted to do, although I had no
particular goal In mlnd."
He returned to his Wichita Falls law firm,
and his first pol!tlcal office came In 1948
when Gov. Beauford Jester named him judge
of the 30th district court.
In 1951, Congressman Ed Gossett resigned
to accept a business position In Dallas, and
IKARD announced tor Congress. He beat
seven opponents !n a special election. In
three elections since then he has had no
opposition.
Recently's IKARD's name has appeared In
specUlation on possible candidates for the
Senate race this summer.
"The only Interest I have at the moment,''
he says, "!s doing as good a job In the House
tor the 13th District as I can." •
Legislatively, he Is Interested mainly !n
agriculture and oil and gas, the basis o! his
district's economy.
IKARD can be roughly classified as a middleof-the-road Democrat, with certain strong
conservatl ve leanings.
Of his tax philosophy, he says: "I !eel very
strongly that our tax laws should be for
revenue only Instead o! for social reforms,
which should be dealt with directly,"
Currently, ll4RD believes that small businesses need tax rel!e!, and he !s pressing !or
such action at this session.
When Congress Is In session, the Ikards
and their town sons, Frank, Jr., 16, and B!ll,
12, l!ve !n nearby Chevy Chase, Md. The
Copgressman Is at work early and stays late,
and he says he misses the dove hunting and
book collecting that he once had time to
enjoy In Texas.

Russell Lee--Camera Artist
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. RALPH W. YARBOROUGH
OF TEXAS

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, Aprtl3, 1958

Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
Russell Lee, of Austin, Tex., is an artist
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who paints with a camera in place of a
brush. As a matter of fact, he does very
good work with a brush, too, but his
finest artistry has been achieved in pictures he has taken of real life.
His wonderful works mirror life as :t
really was or is. The magic eye of his
camera has trained on happiness and
sorrow, love and hate, confidence and
fear, hunger and plenty, war and peace,
all the ingredients of this thing called
life. To me, Russ Lee's wonderful protraits not only depict life, but give a clear
insight of the artist himself. Obviously
the artist must understand his subject
before he can effectively reproduce it for
the people. Mr. Lee's work could only
be accomplished by a man whose heart
and conscience and character matched
his photographic genius.
Mr. President, the Austin American
Statesman of Sunday, March 23, published an excellent feature story written
by Nell Fenner, the woman's editor of the
newspaper, concerning Russell Lee's
work. I ask unanimous consent to have
the story, headed "Carnera Artistry,"
printed in the Appendix of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
CAMERA ARTISTRY
(By Nel~ Fenner)
[Pictures referred to In article not printed
In RECORD)
The pictures on thls page tell their own
stories-a smlle, a walt, a handclasp, a plot,
and a l!ttle girl's mystic concern with the
present and future.
And that o! the deep Inner eye of the artist
who photographed them-Austin's own Russell Lee.
That famll!ar and generous smlle at the
bottom of the page Is, of course, on the face
of the most authentic Texan of them all,
J. Frank Doble. Russ caught this shot of
Pancho's photogenic mug during a writer's

outdoor gathering at Joe Small's Lake Travis
cottage.
The youngsters waiting and watching al
upper left are truly children of darkness.
These are a coal miner's ch!ldren as Rus.
saw them back In the 1930's at a window
of their shack wondering when, or if. their
rather would come home from down !n the
mines. Darkness Is Inside this home and
smudged over on the faces of the children.
Holding hands (lower left) Is an expression o! love at any age but It's seldom done
any more by sophisticated folks In public.
This tender gesture here unites an elderly
east Texas couple who openly believe that
the old ways are the best--and dress thal
way to prove lt.
At upper right Is what looks !Ike a friendly
political plot between these two Democratic
women. Russ' lens caPtured this enthused
discussion at a recess during a July political
rally !n Belton In 1956. All the flavor !s
here, hot dog stand In background and cokes
in paper cups. You can almost hear the
woman at left saying: "Now, honey, you go
back to your precinct and get out the vote,
and let's get our boy elected." Answer:
uNow you know you can count on me."
The center photo Is a 1949 scene In Corpus
Christl where this child was sitting on the
front steps o! her home with a calm, resigned dignity that belles the living conditions around her. Russ took this !or a research project !or the University of Texas
sociology department on living conditions o!
Spanish-speaking people In Texas. This
photo really needs no words to explain lt.
These pictures tell the story o! life as It
Is experienced day by day by people anywhere and everywhere.
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regulations a.Jfecting railroad transportation:
Now, therefore, be It
Resolved, That the clerk o! the board be
directed to send a copy of this resolution
together with a covering letter requesting
Senator JACOB K. JAviTs, Senator IRVING M.
lVE3, nnd Congressman RALPH W. GwiNN to

support leglslatlon that alleviates the pllght
of the railroads.

RESOLUTION OF CITY COUNCIL OF
LA SALLE, ILL.
Mr. DOUGL.AS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the RECORD a resolution urging legislation to increase public works projects to
alleviate the unemployment situation,
which was recently adopted by the City
Council of the City of La Salle, Ill.
There. being no objection, the resolu tion was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
Resolution
Whereas unemployment has been on the
Increase throughout the entire Nation; and
Whereas the City Council of the City of
La Salle, Ill., belleves that certain action
must be taken to alleviate the unemployment situation: Now, therefore, be It
Resolved by the City Council of the City
of La Salle, Ill., That we hereby recommend
that the Federal Government continue its
program for public works projects for the
purpose of alleviating the unemployment
problem, and that we urge the Congress of
the United States to pass all necessary legislation to provide for the Increased public
works projects and that the city clerk of the
city of La Salle, Ill., forward copies of this
resolution to the Members of Congress from
this district, the President of the United
States, and the Governor of the State of
Illinois.
This resolution was passed and adopted at
a regular meeting of the City Council of the
City of La Salle, Ill., held on the 3d of
March 1958.
Approved this 3d day of March A. D. 1958.

B. D. BRUNO, Mayor.

Attest:
GENEVIEVE KUDLA,

------

City Clerk.

THE HARRIS NATURAL GAS BILLMEMORIAL
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the RECORD a memorial signed by a number of citizens of Chicago, Ill., opposing
the passage of the Harris natural gas bill.
There being no objection, the memorial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, without the signatures attached,
as follows:
We, the undersigned citizens and voters
of Illlnols, do hereby entreat you, most emphatically, to use your Influence In voting
against the Infamous Harris bill, the passing
of which would unjustly raise our gas bills
for the use of natural gas in our homes.
(Signed by Veronica Kalemba and sundry
other citizens of the city of Chicago, Ill.)

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
The following reports of committees
were submitted:
By Mr. PASTORE, from the Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce, with an
amendment:
S. Res. 287. Resolution authorizing a study
of the textile Industry of the United States;
referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration.

By Mr. BYRD, from the Committee on Finance, without amendment:
H. R. 11019. An act to permit articles imported from foreign countries for the purpose of exhibition nt the Kentucky State
Fair, to be held at Louisville, Ky., to be admitted without payment of tariff, and for
other purposes (Rept. No. 1436) .

REPORT OF JOINT COMMITTEE ON
CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDING FOR
A MUSEUM OF HISTORY AND
TECHNOLOGY FOR THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION (S. REPT.
N0.1437l
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, on
behalf of the Joint Congressional Committee ou Construction of a Building for
a Museum of History and Technology
for the Smithsonian Institution, I submit a report, pursuant to section 4 of
Public Law 106 <84th Cong., 69 Stat.
189). I ask that the report be printed.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The report
will be received and printed, as re-.
quested by the Senator from New Mexico.
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(See the remarks of Mr. HUMPHREY when
he introduced the above bUl, which appear
under a separate heading.)
ByMr.IVES:
S. 3629. A blll to authorize certain beach
erosion control of the short o! the State of
New York from Fire Island Inlet to Jones
Inlet; to the Committee on Public Works.

STATUE OF CHARLES M. RUSSELL
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, today I am pleased to announce to the
Senate that the State of Montana v:ill
place its first statue in Statuary Hall in
October of this year. Statuary Hall, in
the United States Capitol, is perhaps the
finest memorial to outstanding Americans. As all of us know, each State is
entitled to place two statues in Statuary
Hall. To date, Montana is one of the
few States that has not placed at least
one statue in the Capitol.
After a number of years of planning
and fund raising, Montana has decided
to honor a great Montanan-not a
statesman, politician, or philanthropist,
but an artist-Charles Marion Russellwho recorded in oils, charcoal, and
sculpture a vanishing era and a vanishEXECUTIVE REPORTS OF A
ing race. He was an artist, illustrator,
COMMITTEE
and writer who recorded the old West
during its transition to civilization.
As in executive session,
Russell was an adopted Montanan,
The following favorable reports of
who came to Helena in 1880, when the
nominations were submitted:
By Mr. PASTORE, from the Committee on total population of the Montana Territory was less than 40,000. He lived the
;I:nterstate and Foreign Commerce:
Vice Adm. Alfred C. Richnlond to be Com- West; he worked as a trapper and
mandant of the United States Coast Guard, wrangler. He lived with the Indians;
with the rank of vice admiral.
and it was during those years, as a young
Rear Adm. James A. Hirshfield to be Assis- man, that he was painting and modeling
tant Commandant of the United States Coast more and more of the experiences he
Guard, with the rank of rear admiral;
was living. In 1892, he moved to Great
Richard F. Eiden, and sundry other persons, for appointment in the United States Falls, and settled down as an artist.
Four
years later he married Nancy
Coast Guard; and
Russell A. Serenberg, and sundry other per- Cooper, who was to exercise a most helpsons, for appointment In the United States ful and beneficial influence during their
life together. Thereafter, he built a
Coast Guard.
studio in Great Falls; and his work as an
illustrator became in greater demand;
BILLS INTRODUCED
and his paintings, which were very popuBills were introduced, read the first lar locally, were beginning to draw attentime, and, by unanimous consent, the sec- tion from far away places.
ond time, and referred as follows:
No artist captured the West with such
By Mr. HILL:
devotion and fidelity as did Russell; and
S. 3624. A bill to amend the act "An act he continued to do so until his death in
to anthorize a permanent annual appropria- 1926.
tion for the maintenance and operation of
The sculptor of the statue of Charles
the Gorgas Memorial Laboratory," approved
May 7, 1928, as amended; to the Committee Russell is John B. Weaver, a native of
Butte, Mont., and curator of the Monon Labor and Public Welfare.
tana Historical Museum. The statue is
Bv Mr. CHAVEZ:
S. 3625. A bill for the relief of Belle now being cast into bronze. It is a 7Kligerman; to the Committee on the Judi- foot high representation, and shows
ciary.
Russell with a palette on his left arm
By Mr. SMITH of New Jersey (for him- and a brush in his right hand. It is 1
self. Mr. PURTELL, Mr. JAVITS, Mr.
CASE of New Jersey, and Mr. IVES): of 5 selected in a statewide contest.
The bronze statue of the cowboy artist
S. 3626. A bill to establish a teaching hospital for Howard University, to transfer will be placed in Statuary Hall in OctoFreedmen's Hospital to the university, and ber, the same month that the National
for other purposes; to the Committee on Museum of Fine Arts win feature an
Labor and Publlc Welfare.
exhibit of Charles Russell's original
(See the remarks of Mr. SMITH of New Jer- paintings and illustrations. October will
sey when he introduced the above bill, truly be Montana Month in the Nawhich appear under a separate heading.)
tion's Capital.
By Mr. BEALL:
On behalf of Montana's distinguished
S. 3627. A bill for the relief of Anna Marie
Van Rooy; to the Committee on the Judi- senior Senator [Mr. MURRAY] and myself, I submit three concurrent resoluciary.
tions which authorize the acceptance of
By Mr. HUMPHREY:
S. 3628. A bill to amend the Davis-Bacon the statue of Charles Marion Russell, to
Act, and for other purposes; to the Commit- be placed in Statuary Hall; the tempotee on Labor and Public Welfare.
rary placement of the statue in the ro-
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tunda of the Capitol; and the printing of
the installation proceedings.
In conclusion, Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that there be printed
in the RECORD, at the conclusion of my
remarks, three commendations of Russell: Charles Marion Russell, a Bnef
Commentary by Old Friends; Russell,
Artist or Illustrator? by K. Ross Toole;
and, c. M. R., He-Man Artist of a Raw
Boned Era, by Michael Kennedy.
There being no objection, the commendations were ordered to be printed
in the RECORD, as follows:
CHARLES MARION RUSSELL, A BRIEF COMMEN ..
TARY BY OLD FRIENDS

Will Rogers once said, "Charlie Russell
wasn't just another artist. He wasn't 'just
another' anything."
And J. Frank Doble, the sage Texan who
has chronicled the West so well, has written:
"One cannot Imagine Charles M. Russell
living In a world without horses. If the
wheel had never been devised, he could have
been content. The steamboat had carried
traders and trappers up the Missouri River
and become a feature in the pageant of the
West before he was born; he accepted the
steamboat, respected it. When, In 1880, at
the age of 16, he went to Montana, he traveled by the railway to Its end and then took
the stage. The Far Weot was at that time
st!ll an unfenced and comparatively unoccupied expanse ot grass and mountains; he
accepted and respected the steam engine as
one of its features. As it hauled In plows,
barbed wire, and people, he would, had he
had the power, have Joshuaed the sun to a
permanent standstill. The Russell genius
was adverse to change.
"Russell's devotion to old times, old ways,
the old West did not come from age. It was
congenital. Even In Infancy he pictured the
West of Indians, spaces, and outlanders, and
knew what he wanted. • • • He wanted
room; he wanted to be left alone; he believed
in other people being left alone. • • • In
one respect he was far ahead or his contemporaries, who generally said that the only
good Indian was a dead Indian. He had
profound sympathy for the Plains Indians.
• • • When sometimes he spoke of 'my people,' he meant the horseback Indians. He
called the white man nature's enemy. The
Indians harmonized with nature and had no
more desire to conquer It or alter any aspect
of It than a cottontail rabbit.
"Over and over, he pictured schooners,
freight wagons. packhorses, Indian bulfalo
hunters, cowboys, Northwest mounted police, horse thieves, stage robbers, and other
horseback men. Bull whackers, mulesk!nners, stage drivers, and their contemporaries
or the frontier were as congenial to him as
'Nature's cattle,' among which the coyote
and the tortoise were in as good standing as
the elk and the antelope. • • •
"Russell's opposition to change was but
the obverse or his concentration upon the
old. His art can be comprehended only
through an understanding of his conservatism. It was not the conservatism of the
privileged who resent change because
change w!ll take away their privileges. It
was the conservatism or love and loyalty,''
Doble says.
W!ll Rogers also said: "He loved natureeverything he painted God had made. In
people, he loved human nature. In stories,
he loved human interest. You never saw
one or his paintings that you couldn't tell
just what the Indians, the horse, and the
bulfalo were thinking about. • • • He was
a great story teller. • • • He not only left us
great living pictures of what our West was,
but he left u s an example of how to live In
friendship with all mankind. A real, downright, honest-to-God human being."

Montana Is proud of her adopted son,
Charlte Russell. No one has ever painted
her portrait so vigorously or so well. No one,
in word, picture, or by any other device, has
yet captured the pioneer flavor of the West's
formative years more vividly.
The Charles M. Russell Room at the new
Historical Society Museum In Helena, Mont.,
houses one of the world's finest collections
of C. M. R.'s imperishable art; more than
100 choice Items. Many of these are now
being reproduced exclusively by the U. 0.
Colson Co., of Paris, Ill.
RUSSELL, ARTIST OR ILLUSTRATOR?

(By K. Ross Toole)
There has long been an argument In certain
circles as to whether Charles M. Russell was
an artist or an !llustrator. He thought of
himself as an !llustrator, but It Is doubtful
that he would ever have entered In the argument himself, pro or con. He painted what
he saw and what he knew. And he painted
with a fidelity that has seldom been matched
by any Illustrator. Yet Russell's works are
notable not merely because he knew the
horse, the Indian, and the Montana landscape. Russell was painting and sculpting a
vanishing era and a vanishing race, and he
knew it. Unlike the vast majority of his contemporaries, he saw the Inherent dignity In
the Indian and he was acutely conscious of
the tragedy Involved In the Indian's pllght.
In the 1880's, when the sentiment that "the
only good Indian Is a dead Indian," was still
strong In the West, Russell II ved with the
Bloods and came to understand them. More,
he came to admire and respect their way of
life. This Is either explicit or implicit In all
his paintings of Indians.
While many a story about Russell has pictured him as a cowboy first and an artist
second. such is not the case. He was more a
philosopher than a cowhand, more a translator than a doer, and all these elements of
his nature came out In his brush and fingertips.
He was Immensely conservative; he detested the change that was putting an end to
the way of ltfe he loved and to the open
range that gave him a sense of freedom he
could find nowhere else. There Is a poignant
nostalgia In most of his work subsequent to
1900 which Is a reflection or a genuine sadness. It Is this feeltng In his work that sets
him apart from his Imitators.
Charles Russell was a strange mixture of
strength and weakness. He was no businessman and he left the matter of commercialIzing his work to his shrewd wife. He drank
too much whisky with old cronies. His
loyalty to the old things and the old times
was intense and he was always an easy touch.
His humor was much like that or his good
friend. W!ll Rogers-wry, often turned on
himself, sometimes a ltttle satirical. In short,
Charles M. Russell, as Will Rogers put It, was
"a real downright, honest to God human
being." And that Is another thing that separates Russell from his Imitators.
Russell has become part myth, part legend
In Montana, and he Is rapidly coming to
occupy a similar position throughout the
country. This Is the case not merely because
he was a good painter and sculptor of romantic subjects, but because behind his work was
a man In love with a vanishing age and Its
people.

c. M. R., HE-MAN OF A RAW-BONED ERA
(By Michael Kennedy)
Charles M. Russell was born with an !nheren t love or the western frontier. That
was In St. Louis, Mo., historic river town,
on March 19, 1864; the year that Montana
Territory was created. His heritage was deeply rooted. Russell's paternal grandparent,
Silas Bent, later a noted frontier judge, arr! ved In St. Louis In 1804, as the Lewis and
Clark Expedition was departing for the un-
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charted northwest wilderness to explore the
vast new lands acquired under the Louisiana
Purchase.
Four of the Bent offsprings-Charles,
George, Robert, and W!ll!am-quickly became identified with the hazardous frontier
fur trade. George was among the early white
Americans to trod what was to becon1e
Montana soli, trapping for the American Fur
Co .. as early as 1816. William and Charles
achieved the greatest fame. William was
identified with the famous adobe outpost
known as Bent's Fort. He built a trading
post In 1824 on the Arkansas River and was
considered one of the first permanent white
settlers In what later became Colorado. An
Intimate of such mountain men as Kit Carson and the Intrepid Jim Bridger, Will!am
Bent was a prototype of the rugged breed
who first peopled the Rocky Mountain region.
It was inevitable that he should be the boyhood hero of Charley Russell; even though
Charles Bent, who was active in the Santa Fe
trade, achieved a higher station in life. He
was Governor of New Mexico Territory when
k!lled by Pueblo Indians, at Taos, In 1847
Charley Russell started sketching and
modeling at an early age. He sketched from
11 ve models and preferred clandestine vis! ta
to the teeming r! ver front where the bearded
buckskin men were unloading furs from
mackinaws and bullboats; or loading vital
cargo aboard the r! ver craft headed back to
the frontier-to school. He preferred almost anything to school. Even a term In a
New Jersey m111tary academy failed to distract his fanciful mind from things western. So Charley's merchant father devised
a scheme; sent him to the raw hinterland
and cure him, once and for all, of those romantic notions. Traveling by way of the
Utah Nort\lern Railroad and stagecoach with
an adult family friend named Pike Miller, the
16-year-old boy rolled Into the gold mining
city of Helena, in the spring of 1880. As
related, many years later, by his wife Marne:
"When they arrl ved there, the streets were
lined with freight outfits. He saw bull
teams, with their dusty whackers, swinging
16-foot !ashe~ with r!flellke reports over 7
or 8 yoke teams; their string or talk profane
and hide blistering as their whips, but understood by every bull, mulesklller or jerkline man. • • • It was also ration time for
the Indians, so the red men were standing
or riding In that quiet· way of theirs, all
wearing skin leggings and robes. • • • The
picturesqueness of It all filled the heart and
soul of this youthful traveler."
The total population or Montana Territory
was less than 40,000 at that time.
Pike M!ller had a sheep ranch In the newly
O!U'ned Judith bas!nland just wrested from
the Indians and buffalo and made more
secure by the building of Fort Maginnis,
Charley soon left Miller and teamed up with
Jake Hoover, hunter, trapper, and compatible
companion. In 2 years, under able tutelage,
he learned much about wildlife, the raw
country, and Its inhabitants, both white and
red.
His father's plan had gone astray. Money
for Charley to ret urn home with was returned. When the boy had saved enough
of his own earnings from trapping. he did
return In 1882. But St. Louis was dull and
colorless now. Charley left after 4 months,
never to leave his adopted State of Montana
again, except for Infrequent visits here and
abroad.
"Kid" Russell hired out as a night wrangler
to the first cow outfit he struck after his arrival In Billings. They trailed a thousand
cattle Into the Judith Basin. Then came
jobs with other cow outfits. In the winter
of 1886-87 he painted his fabulous postcardsize Waiting for a Chinook, which Informed
Stadler and Kaufman. In Helena, that the
tragic hard winter which marked the decline
of open-range ranching, had wiped out their
herd of 5,000 Bar R cattle.
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In 1888, Russell, who was painting and
m odeling more and m ore of the experiences
be wa s living, rode Into Canada to live with
the Blood Indians. He returned to his beloved Judith Basin In 1889. But the range
was filling with homesteaders, towns, and
ctvlllza tlon. Trying to remain on open range,
Russell moved to the Milk River area just
south ot Canada. He came to Great Falls
In the fall of 1892, to live thereafter as an
artist; although It was mighty slim pickings
for several years. Four years later he found
the only thing needed to round out his
genius-his beloved wife Nancy Cooper or
Mamie Mann; a real business manager.
In 1903, Russell built a log studio In Great
Falls. He was In wide demand as an Illustrator of magazine articles and books. His
painting was popular, regionally, and beginning to create lntereBt In far places. Nancy
Insisted on what Charley called deadman's
prices and got them- several hundred dollars for a canvas worth $25,000 on today's
market. He started to travel and eventually
visited the large cities of this country and
Europe; but his heart was always In Montana. And as he grew older he became more
and more nostalgic for the distant past and
more caustic of the so-called march of civilization. A thorough knowledge of all things
early western, a deep emotional feeling for
them and the genius to Interpret, distill, and
bring fine essences !Jack to life on board, on
canvas, and In clay, resulted In C. M. R.'s
acceptance d urlng the first quarter of this
century as the Cowboy Artist of the West.
No one will ever again recapture the time and
the place as graphically, as devotedly, and
with such fidelity, as did Charloo Marlon
Russell, right up to his death in 1926.

SENATE

The concurrent resolution <S. C&n. Res.
82) is as follows:
Resolved by tlte Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), That the proceedings at the presentation, dedication, and acceptance of the statue of Charles Marlon
Russell, to be presented by the State of
Men tan a In the rotunda of tlle Capitol, together with appropriate Illustrations and
other pertinent matter. shall be printed as
a Senate document. The copy for such Senate document shall be prepared under the
supervision of the Joint Committee on Printing.
SEc. 2. There shall be printed 3,000 additional copies of such Senate document, which
shall be bound In such stylk as the Joint
Committee on Printing shall direct. and of
which 100 copies shall be for the use of the
Senate and 1,200 copies shall be for the use
of the Members of the Senate from the State
of Montana, and 500 copies shall be for the
use of the House of Representatives and
1,200 copies shall be for the use of the Members of the House of Representatives from
the State of Montana.

REQUEST · FOR RESIGNATION OF
EZRA TAFT BENSON, SECRETARY
OF AGRICULTuRE
Mr, YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
on behalf of myself, and the Senator
from Wisconsin [Mr. PROXMIRE], I submit for appropriate reference a resolution
stating that it is the sense of the Senate
that Ezra Taft Benson should resign as
Secretary of Agriculture.
This 16-point resolution is necessary
The VICE PRESIDENT. The concurrent resolutions will be received and ap- because other means of obtaining relief
for farmers from the oppressive policies
propriately referred.
The concurrent resolutions, submitted of Ezra Taft Benson have failed. This
by Mr. MANSFIELD (for himself and Mr. is a proper resolution, grounded on hisMURRAY) were received and referred to torical precedent. Such a resolution has
the Committee on Rules and Administra- been used several times in the history
of this Republic. One of the most recent
tion, as follows:
S. Con. Res. 80. Concurrent resolution ac- uses was by Senator Couzens, of Michicepting the statue of Charles Marlon Russell, gan, a Republican Senator, directed to
presented by the State of Montana, to be the tenure of the Secretary of the
placed In Statuary Hall.
Treasury, Andrew W. Mellon, also aReThe concurrent resolution <S. Con. Res. publican, and addressed to a Republican
President, recorded on page 5145 of the
80) is as follows:
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD for 1928, at the
Resolved by tlte Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), That the statue of 1st session of the 70th Congress.
So this resolution is not an innovation.
Charles Marlon Russell, presented by the
State of Montana, to be placed In the Statu- It is a nonpartisan appeal, addressed
ary Hall collection, is accepted In the name alike to Senators on both sides of the
of the United States, and that the thanks aisle who are desirous of saving Ameriof the Congress be tendered said State for can agriculture, the family-sized farm,
the contribution of the statue of one of Its
most gifted and colorful citizens, noted for and a way of life in rural America that
produced Washington, Jefferson, Jackhis artistic skill; and be It further
Resolved , That a copy of these resolutions, son, Lincoln, Lee, and Grant. It is time
suitably engrossed and duly authenticated, for action now. Mr. P-<esident, I ask apbe tra nsmitted to the Governor of Montana. propriate action on the resolution.
S. Con. Res. 81. Concurrent resolution to
The resolution reads:
place temporarily In the rotunda of the CapItol a statue of Charles Marlon Russell, and
to hold ceremonies on said occasion.

The concurrent resolution (S. Con. Res.
81) is as follows:
Resolv ed by tlte Sent!te (the House of Repr esentatives co,..curring) , 'Ihat the State of

Montana Is hereby authorized to place temporarily In the rotunda of the Capitol a
statue of the late Charles Marlon Russell, of
Montana, and to hold ceremonies In the rotunda on said occasion; and the Architect
of the Capitol Is hereby authorized to make
the necessary arrangements therefor.
S . Con. Res. 82. Concurrent resolution to
print the proceedings In connection with the
acceptance of the statue of Charles Marlon
Russell, late of Montana.

Whereas the present Secretary of Agriculture, Mr. Ezra.. Taft Benson, has depressed the
prices received by farmers for the products of
all farms of America until the gross amount
received for the products of the farms of
America represent only 4 percent of the gross
national product; anct
Whereas Mr. Benson has Incited dissention, created ill will, and stirred up economic
civil war between producer groups of different farm commodities, setting farm commodity producer group against farm commodity producer group; and
Whereas the Secretary of Agriculture has
diligently carried on a propaganda campaign
In an effort to turn the American consumers
against the American farmers; and
Whereas Ezra Taft Benson has tried to
make farmers believe that their low Income
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troubles have been caused by labor. and has
tried to set the farmers against labor, thus
creating more dissention In America; and
Whereas Secretary Benson has reduced the
locally elected farmers' committees to a mere
advisory role {they were formerly administrative), thereby centralizing control In the
hands of full time paid politically appointed
office managers, at a considerable expense
to the Government; and
Whereas the Secretary of Agriculture has
loaded administrative costs into crop insurance premiums, thereby raising the cost
ot crop insurance to farmers; and he has
canceled out all crop insurance and refused
to insure crops in a number of counties
because of losses caused by natural disasters, thereby denying farmers the benefit or
the laws passed by Congress for their protection; and
Whereas in 4 of the past 6 years Ezra
Taft Benson has attempted to tear down
the agricultural conservation practices program by attempting to reduce appropriations
to support it, and by actually rewriting the
manual of approved practices so that the
program would be valueless to most farmers;
and
Whereas Secretary of Agriculture Ezra Taft
Benson abolished the Soli Conservation ServIce regional offices on a publlclty claim that
he was decentrallzlng organization, but he
actually destroyed these effective local regional ag~ncles, transferring their !unctions
to Washington and further ~entrallzlng control of agriculture In Washington; and
Whereas the Secretary of Agriculture has
tried to force the rural electric cooperatives
to cut the private power companies In on
Government loans to build REA generation
and transmission facUlties; and
Whereas "Secretary Benson Is now holding
up use of $74 Y, m!lllon !n approved loans
to REA co-ops, by stop orders he has Issued,
many of these stop orders being Issued because the co-ops have not yet agreed to let
private power companies operate the REA
plants; and
Whereas Secretary of Agriculture Ezra Taft
Benson Is resorting to duress on rural electric co-ops, by withholding loans to rural
electric co-ops !n an effort to force them to
a_gree to let private power companies operate
their plants If built; and
Whereas Secretary Benson has virtually
wrecked the rural telep'hone cooperative program; and
Whereas Secretary of Agriculture Ezra Taft
Benson has sent to the Congress reco=endatlon after reco=endatlon designed to kill
the REA program by raising Interest rates
and by putting the REA In the hands of
investment bankers; and
Whereas Secretary Benson has recommended against credit to develop the REA
program; and
Whereas Secretary Benson has repeatedly
tried to reduce, discredit, and thereby destroy the Farmers' Home Administration,
with Its services and credit to small farmers;
and
Whereas Secretary Ezra Taft Benson has
tried to eliminate the small family-type farm
In America: Therefore be it
Resolved, That It Is the sense of the Senate that Ezra Taft Benson should resign as
Secretary of Agriculture.

The resolution (S. Res. 289), submitted
by Mr. YARBOROUGH, was received andreferred to the Committee on Agriculture
and Forestry.
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, I
should Jike to join the distinguished Senator from Texas [Mr. YARBOROUGH] with
respect to the resolution. I think it ls a
very well-drafted measure. The points
made by the Senator from Texas are
sound. I agree with him. I wish him
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well. I hope the Senate will adopt the
resolution by an overwhelming vote.
Mr. DIRKSEN subsequently said: Mr.
President, I listened with interest to the
description by the distinguished Senator
from Texas [Mr. YARBOROUGH] of the
resolution which he submitted, expressing the sense of the Senate that Secretary Benson resign. He indicted him on
16 counts and specifications.
I believe the distinguished Senator
from Texas forgot a few things. While
he was about it, he might just as well
have indicted the Secretary for responsibility for the Asian flu.
He might just as well have included
the police action in Korea.
Perhaps he should have indicted him
for the air disaster at Flint, Mich., last
week.
The Senator from Texas probably
should lay at the doorstep of Secretary
Benson responsibility for the Indone ian
imbroglio, and the civil war now raging
in Cuba.
I respectfully suggest to him that the
resolution be amended in many particulars. Let us throw in the kitchen
stove while we are about it, because it
would make just as much sense.
In my judgment the resolution will
rank as a high piece of senatorial humor
in our legislative annals.
TRANSFER OF FREEDMEN'S HOSPITAL TO HOWARD UNIVERSITY
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. President, on behalf of myself, the distinguished Senator from Connecticut [Mr.
PURTELL 1, the distinguished Senator from
New York [Mr. JAvxrsl, the distinguished
Senator from New Jersey [Mr. CAsE],
and the distinguished Senator from New
York I Mr. IvEsl, I introduced, for appropriate reference, a measure concerning
the transfer of Freedmen's Hospital, in
the District of Columbia, to Howard University, and the establishment of a teaching hospital at the university.
This bill would carry out the recommendations of a study commission of distinguished citizens appointed by the
Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare in 1955, pursuant to an authorization by the 83d Congress, and the recommendations made by the President
for both fiscal year 1957 and fiscal year
1958.
The proposed legislation would transfer the Freedmen's Hospital to Howard
University and remove the Federal Government from the position of operating
a community hospital. It would also
authorize appropriations for the construction of new facilities to replace the
txisting hospital, and it would provide
some support, for a time, for Howard
University's medical teaching program, a
program of outstanding merit which is
attempting to alleviate the disproportionate shortage of Negro medical and
allied personnel in the Nation.
Federal funds would be provided for
partial support of the new 500-bed hospital, but, so far as consistent with good
medical teaching practice, the hospital
would be expected to become progressively ·Jelf-supporting.

I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the RECORD as a part of my
remarks a letter from the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare to the
Vice President in relation to the bill ..
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the REcORD,
as follows:
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION . AND WELFARE,

Washington, D. C.
Hon. RICHARD NIXON,
Vtce President of the United States,
Washington, D. C.
DEAR MR. VICE PRESIDENT:

Enclosed for your

consideration is a draft of a bill to carry out
the President's recomn1endation, made in his
budget messages for both fiscal year 1957 and
fiscal year 1958, to transfer Freedmen's Hospital to Howard University, with provision
for construction of a new teaching hospital.
Bills !or this purpose were introduced in
June 1956 (H. R. 11788 and S. 4132) but died
without he~rlng on adjournment of the 84th
Congress.
The transfer of Freedmen's Hospital from
the Federal Government to How'llrd University, with provision for a new hospital to
replace the obsolete and uneconomical plant
now in use at Freedmen's, was recommended
in 1955 by a study commission of distinguished citizens appointed by the Secretary
of this Department on authorization by the
83d Congress.
Construction of new facilities for Howard
University's medical teaching program and
for proper care of the patients of Freedman's
Hospital Is urgently needed, and has been
delayed for determination of the future role
of Freedmen's Hospital. The disproportionate shortage of Negro medical and allied personnel makes Howard University's medical
teaching program of national importance.
The proposed leglsla tlon would, at the same
time, give essential support to Howard University's program of medical education and
end the anomaly of the Federal Government's
operating a community hospital. It would
make the hospital an Integral part; of the
University without the divided responsibility
and control now existing. Under private control and with new facilities It could become
progressively more self-supporting.
Opposition to the bills Introduced In the
84th Congress was expressed by representatives of employees at Freedmen's Hospital
because or the loss of civil-service employment. After extensive discussion with officials or Howard University and with employees of the hospital. new provisions have
been Included In the present draft which are
Intended to preserve, for the employees
affected by the transfer, as much of the advantages of civil-service employment as is
practicable without Infringement upon Howard University's status as a private, selfgoverning Institution.
It would be Incompatible with Howard
University's status for the transferred employees to be In civil-service employment at
the university, but the new proposals will
minimize disadvantage to them.
The bill as now drafted would, In substance:
1. Direct the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to transfer the present
Freedmen's Hospital to Howard University
pursuant to agreement with the Board of
Trustees, the transfer to be effective within
the calendar month after the month In
which construction of the new hospital Is
started.
I
2. State as the Intent or the Congress (A)
to complete the transfer as soon as practicable, (B) to assure the well-being of
patients at Freedmen's Hospital during the
transition, and (C) to eiTect the transfer
with minimum dislocation of the present
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staff and maximu1n consideration of their
Interests as employees.
3. Specify that the agreement between
Howard University and the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare Include provisions to assure that career and career-conditional employees at Freedmen's Hospital
will be offered an opportunity to transfer to
Howard University (except for personnel
notified at least 6 months in advance that
their positions are to be abolished) and that
Howard University will continue the salary
levels of transferred employees and provide
other benefits for them as nearly equivalent
as may be practicable to those prevailing in
the Federal civil service at the time of
transfer.
4. Require the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to make every reasonable effort to place In other comparable Federal positions those employees who do not
transfer to Howard University.
5. Provide for continued coverage under
the Cl vii Service Retirement Act and the
Federal Employee's Group Life Insurance
Act of 1954 for transferred employees who are
covered under these acts on the date of enactment of the trensfer legislation.
6. Authorize appropriation of fundi; necessary to carry out the foregoing provisions,
and for new construction and remodeling of
existing buildings to provide teaching hospital facilities for Howard University, with a
capac! ty not to exceed 500 beds.
7. Authorize annual appropriations, In a
separate appropriation account In the
Howard University budget, for the partial
support of the operation of the new teaching
hosplt~>ol, but declare It to be the policy of the
Congress that, to the extent consistent with
good medical teaching practice, the new
facilities shall become progressively more
self-supporting; and provide further '"for
submission by the President to the Congress
of a report, within 2 years after the year in
which the new hospital is 'tompleted, containing his recommendations for carrying
out this policy.
Supplementing the legislation as proposed,
the Civil Service Commission will extend Its
separated career employees program to give
career and career-conditional employees who
transfer to Howard University 3 years from
the transfer date (Instead of the 90 days
generally allowed) in which to claim reemployment priority In the Federal civil
service If separated in good standing from
the university; upon filing such a claim an
eligible employee would remain on the Separated Career Employee Roster for a further
period of either 2 years (for career employees) or 1 year (for career-conditional
employees).
The legislation as now drafted will, we believe, achieve the b&neficlal purpqses of the
transfer with a minimum of temporary disturbance for those most directly affected.
We shall appreciate It If you will .refer the
enclosed draft proposal to the appropriate
committee for consideration.
In compliance with Public Law 801, 84th
Congress, 2d session, there Is enclosed a
stn.tement of cost estimates and personnel requirements which would be entailed by enactment of the proposed legislation, You
will note that no nddltlonal personnel costs
are Involved.
The Bureau of the Budget advises that enactment of this proposed legislation would
be In accord with the program of the President.
Sincerely yours,
Secretm·y.

Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
bill lie on the table for the remainder of
the day in order to afford other Senators
an opportunity to join in its sponsorship.

·.~~JWQ_
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By Mr. JAVITS:
Letter dated March 13, 1958, addressed to
him by Stephen S. Jackson, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense, relating to foreign
language training In the armed services.
Advertisements by McCann-Erickson Co.,
relating to the vigorous practice of freedom
as nn ultimate weapon; which w!ll appear
hereafter In the Appendix.
By Mr. LANGER:
Report by Farmers Union Grain Termlt1al
Association, St. Paul. Minn., April 10, 1958.
By Mr. BRIDGES:
Article entitled "Down In Our Corner."
written by James P. Lynch, and published In
the Exeter (N.H.) Newsletter.
By Mr. DIRKSEN:
Article entitled "New Post Omces To Fight
Slump,'' written by Gould Lincoln and publlshed In the , washington Evening Stsr of
April 15, 1958.
By Mr. WILEY:
Article entitled "Astronomers at UW pre•
paring New Assault on Sky Mysteries." written by Harry S. Pease, and published In the
Mllwaukee Journal of March 9, 1958.
By Mr. GORE:
Article entitled "Editors of Many Lands
Pass on TPA's Slogan to Readers," published
In the Tennessee Press of April 1958.
By Mr. PROXMIRE:
Letter addressed to him by George W.
Herbst, secretary-treasurer, Herbst Shoe
Manufacturing Co., of Milwaukee, April 4,
1958, relating to the current recession.
By Mr. DOUGLAS:
Statement prepared by him regarding Byelorusslan Independence Day, March 25, 1958.
comment by Edward P . Morgan, regardIng current conditions, broadcast over the
faclllties of the American Broadcasting Net·
work on March 10, 1958.
Article entitled "Integration Must Move."
written by Roy Wllklns, and published In the
Atlantic Monthly for March 1958.

IMPROVEMENT OF HEALTH STANDARDSFORNORTHERNCHEYENNES
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the body of the RECORD an article
entitled "Federal Agency Seeks To Improve Health Standards for Northern
Cheyennes," which was published in the
Billings Gazette on March 23.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
FEDERAL AGENCY SEEKS To IMPROVl: HEALTH
STANDARDS OF NORTHERN CHEYENNES

(By Roger Davis)
Without an adequate standard of health,
Individuals generally find It dtmcult to progress to a point where they can become solid
links In society even though sociological barriers may drop and economic opportunities
become abundant.
To assist In preparing the Indian citizen
for the future when he will become fully
Integrated Is the job with which Indian
Health Division o! the United States Public
Health S ervice is faced.
A comparison of health statistics o! the
Indian p opulation and the general population today, Indicates that this job probably
will not be accomplished on a short-term
basis.
Today when the average life span of the
non-Indian Is between 65 and 70 years, that
of the Indian Is less than 40 years. 0! every
1.000 Indian babies born, 65 or more die before their first birthday. The overall na·
tlonal death rate for infants under 1 year or
nge Is 27 !or each 1.000 live births.
Communicable diseases such as pneumonia,
lnfiuenza, dysentery, enteritis and tuberculosis are the major causes or Illness and

death among Indians. t neumonla Is the
only one of these diseases that Is listed
among the 10 leading ca¥ses or death In the
general population, according to the Indian
Health Division Bllllngs area omce.
An example of what this Federal health
agency is attempting to do to assist Indians
In preparation for the future can be studied
on the Northern Cheyenne Reservation In
southeastern Montana.
FIGHT DISEASE

A two-pronged attack on disease has been
launched. Efforts nre being made to provide
medical care of the highest professional
standards. Field health stations are being
established. Public health or preventive
medicine service has been provided on the
reservation. A sanitarian Is working with
the people to eliminate environment conditions that contribute to disease. Nurses
counsel famllies In Infant care, control of
communicable diseases and help conduct
well-child and prenatal clinics.
All of these services are coupled with a
growing program of health education which
the area omce considers vi tal to the development of a greater understanding of problems.
Meeting the needs of the Northern Cheyenne people Is a large undertaking and like
all federally operated projects, It can move
only as fast as congressional appropriations
are made.
The needs nre great. The reservation consists of about 444,000 acres and has a population of about 1,800 people. Most of the famIlies live !n 1-, 2-, or 3-room cabins near Lame
Deer, Busby, Ashland, and Birney. The average family Income Is less than $1,500 annually.
Sanitary facll!tles are substandard. Most
families carry water to their homes from
community wells, many of which still lack
adequate protection from contamination.
Outdoor tollet facll!tles contribute to a fly
problem which the health service ls battling
on a wide scale. Few famllles can boast of
electricity. These factors all contribute to
a heavy medical care load on the reservation.
FACE TRANSITION

It must also be remembered that the

Northern Cheyennes are proud people who
have clung to a heritage that dates back
long before the opening of the West. They
resisted and battled efforts to keep them OJ:l
this teservatlon for a long time. Their culture means much to them. Cultural trans!·
tlon, which they are now being forced to face,
!s not and never has been an easy task. Gain·
lng their confidence Is a job that Is far from
being complete.
To gain this confidence, which !s essential,
the Billings area omce of the IHD Is continuIng to make efforts to meet their needs.
It created the Crow-Northern Cheyenne
health unit In July 1956. The administrative center ot this unit Is at the Crow
Agency Hospital which also serves members
of both tribes.
Creation of this health unit has made It
possible to provide medical staff and equip·
ment necessary to expand medical services
on the Northern Cheyenne Reservation.
This includes a 24-hour ambulance service
from the reservation to the hospital for people who cannot be cared for at the Lame
Deer health station.
At the present time, there are four medical care clinics held on the reservation each
week. Three are held at Lame Deer and one
In Birney. The health station at Lame Deer
is housed In temporary buildings. One Is
used for medical facll!tles and the other for
dental facllltles.
The clinic staff Includes a physician, 'l';ho
Is assigned 3 days each week from Crow
Agency, a full-time cllnlc nurse, a dentist
and dental assistant.
So far the area omce must speak o! work
being done on the Northern Cheyenne Res-
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ervation In terms of efforts. It Is a little
early yet to speak o! accompllshments, Dr.
Charles S. McCammon, area medical omcer,
said.
"However,'' he continued, "when the clinic
Is completed at Lame Deer late this spring,
we then can begin to speak In terms o!
accompllshments."
The cllnic wUI occupy half o! the old reservatlon hospital building which Is being
remodeled at a cost of approximately
$75,000. The bulldlng has been vacant for
10 years. The other hal! of the buUdlng
wlll be used to house Indian Bureau Agency
offices.

The clinic wlll have the latest available
equipment. There wlll be two examining
suites, one of which wlll contain an operating table for minor surgery. One'wlll have
an examining table with built-In scales designed especially for infants. New steriliZIng equipment Is being Installed.
•
A new X-ray unit will be In operation
with complete darkroom facUlties. A laboratory, with equipment equal to what can be
found in a well-run small hospital, wlll also
be a major addition.
A large waiting room with new furnishIngs wlll be provided. A conference room,
which will be large enough to accommodate
small classes for health education. wlll also
be a feature of the new cllnic. The dental
clinic will be increased to two chairs and
wlll have Its own laboratory and darkroom
faclllties.
When these new fac!lltles become opera•
tive, Dr. McCammon is confident more can
be done to aid the people whom It w111 serve.
Dedication to a job and an ability to lm·
provlse when facilities are limited are among
quallties that people engaged In public
health work In the field must either possess
or soon develop. They are as essential as
medications and Instruments if the job of
providing medical care Is to be done.
Dr. Martin A. Gruber, who came West last
March, has devoted much time to extending
medical care on the northern Cheyenne Reservation.
Unllke many ybung doctors In today's era
of medicine where even small communities
can boast of modern hospital fac!lltles, Dr.
Gruber has been faced with limited faclll·
ties and staff: Such limitations, however
have not prevented him from extending med~
leal care to a people whom he sincerely
believes are In great need of it.
An example of Improvisation which has
permitted him to branch out on the reservation Is the cloakroom clinic.
When he was first assigned to the reservation as medical omcer. be recognized the
need of reaching out. The clinic facUlties
at Lame Deer were not enough. Something
nad to be done to assist Birney area residents.
·
The school was the only place available
to set up a temporary Installation. A 12 by
4 Y. foot cloakroom In the building was the
space in which he could work.
No equipment could be found In medical
supply catalogs that would meet the demands of the situation so Dr. Gruber turned
to a mall order catalog. For an examining
table, he purchased a folding aluminum picnic table. A metal tool chest was pressed
into servtce for a drug repository. A portable
aluminum Icebox was Included in the clinic
kit.
Drawing upon his Internship experiences
!n New York's Bellevue Hospital. where the
corridors run for miles, Dr. Gruber duplicated a laboratory kit which he had used
at Bellevue. This coupled with a file for
medical records comp1eted the equipment.
All of It can be stored In the rear seat o!
an automobile.
The challenge was met and the cloakroom
cllnlc has been In operation one day each
week since. During their Birney visits, Dr.
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The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will
be received and appropriately referred;
and, without objection, the bill will lie
on the table for the remainder of the
day, as requested.
The bill <S. 3626) to establish a teaching hospital for Howard University, to
transfer Freedmen's Hospital to the
university, and for other purposes, introduced by Mr. SMITH of New Jersey
(for .h1mself and other Senators), was
received, read twice by its title, and referred to the Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare.
AMENDMENT OF DAVIS-BACON ACT
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, we
are all familiar with the Davis-Bacon
Act. Yesterday the Senate added provisions of the Davis-Bacon Act to the
community-facilities bill, and I actively
supported those provisions.
Briefly, the Davis-Bacon Act requires
any contractor and any subcontractor on
all Federal Government construction
contracts, amounting to more than
$2,000, to pay their laborers and mechanics the wages prevailing on similar
projects in the area of construction, as
determined by the United States Secretary of Labor.
The way the Davis-Bacon Act Is administered today is like a model A Ford
blocking a superhighway. We have a
1935-style administration in 1958. My
purpose is to bring this act up to date
by legislation in terms of present-day
realities.
Much of this Davis-Bacon modernization could be carried out by the Secretary of Labor right now without any
legislation at all, and I respectfully urge
the Secretary to do so. However, the
act itself has fallen behind the times;
therefore, Congress must give to our industry a modern statute for effective
future use.
On January 3, 1957, Congressman
FOGARTY introduced House bill 657. In
order to expedite action here in the Senate, I introduce a companion bill and
ask that it be appropriately referred.
Mr. President, this proposed legislation
would do three things: First, broaden
coverage; second, modernize prevailing
wage and overtime; and, third, centralize enforcement. Let me spell out precisely what I mean.
First. Broaden coverage: Today the
Davis-Bacon Act can only be applied to
direct Federal construction contracts and
certain federally assisted construction,
as required by special laws passed by
Congress, such as Federal-aided hospital, airport, or highway construction, or
certain FHA-insured construction.
The purpose of this bill is to have the
Davis-Bacon Act apply to all federally
aided or assisted construction.
Second. Modernize prevailing wage
and overtime: Today, the Secretary of
Labor says that the word "wages" in the
Davis-Bacon Act only means the basic
hourly wage rate. He says this word
should not Include overtime payments or
"fringe'' benefit payments such as those
to health and welfare or vacation funds.
I believe that virtually all of these payments could be considered by the Secretary of Labor as a part of "wages" under

the law as it stands today. Maybe it was
unnecessary to consider all these payments in 1935, but they are so large a
part of wages in 1958 that prevailing
rates are in danger of being undermine.d
unless these payments are also taken
into account.
My aim is to have all overtime, premium, and fringe benefit payments considered by the Secretary of Labor wherever they prevail.
Third. Centralize enforcement: Today, enforcement of the Davis-Bacon
Act is spread throughout the Government.
The law states that the Secretary of
Labor determines the prevailing rate.
Then the contracting officer has the
duty in the first instance of seeing that
the proper wages are paid. He is directed to withhold contract payments in
amounts necessary to cover unpaid
wages. He may terminate the contract
in the event he ftnds a violation of
Davis-Bacon provisions.
The Comptroller General is directed
to pay, from contract payments withheld, the wages found due because of a
violation of the Davis-Bacon Act. He
is also directed to blacklist the violating contractor from receiving Federal
Government construction contracts for
a 3-year period. Aside from provisions
authorizing contracting officers to find
violations, however, no provision of the
act expressly places the duty to ftnd
violations on any Government official.
Reorganization Plan No. 14 of 1950 attempts to make enforcement duties
more clear but still places prime responsibility on the contracting officer to find
violations. Under this plan the Secretary has acted from time to time to find
violations; but he can, and, in cases of
politically powerful contractors, actually
has "passed the buck" back to the contracting officer and the contracting
agency.
My aim, provided in the proposed
amendments, is to place primary and
central responsibility for Davis-Bacon
enforcement directly in the Secretary of
Labor in the same way he is charged
with this type of responsibility under
the Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act,
requiring prevailing minimum wages
under Government supply contracts.
The Secretary is clearly directed to find
violations. The Secretary is directed to
enter premises and to inspect and investigate for this purpose. The Secretary
Is directed to blacklist violating contractors.
At the same time, the amendments
would leave unchanged the functions of
the contracting officer to see that contracts are carried out, and to terminate
in case of violation, and the duties of
both the contracting officer and the
Comptroller General to withhold from
contract payments the amounts due as
wages under the Davis-Bacon Act.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill
will be received and appropriately referred.
The bill (S. 3628) to amend the DavisBacon Act, and for other purposes, introduced by Mr. HUMPHREY, Was l;eceived, read twice by its title, and referred to the Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare.
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ADVANCE PROCUREMENT APPRO•
PRIATIONS FOR FISCAL YEAR
1958-AMENDMENT
Mr. MARTIN of Pennsylvania submitted an amendment intended to be
proposed by him, to the joint resolution
<H. J. Res. 588) making advance procurement appropriations for the fiscal
year 1958, and for other purposes, which
was ordered to lie on the table, and to
be printed.

-----

STUDY OF UNITED STATES TEX·
TILE INDUSTRY - ADDITIONAL
COSPONSOR OF RESOLUTION
Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the name of the
Senator from Vermont [Mr. FLANDERS]
inay be added as an additional cosponsor of the resolution <S. Res. 287) to
authorize the Committee on Interstate
and Foteign Commerce to undertake an
investigation of the textile industry of
the United States, submitted by me on
Monday, April 14.
ADDRESSES, EDITORIALS. ARTICLES, ETC., PRINTED IN THE
APPENDIX
On request, and by unanimous consent, addresses, editorials, articles, etc.,
were ordered to be printed in the Appendix, as follows:
By Mr. JOHNSON o! Texas:
Editorial entitled "Government Should
Postpone Liquidating Surplus War Equipment.'' published In the Waste Trade Journal
of April 12, 1958.
Telegrams received from citizens of Texas
regarding the veto by the Preslden t of the
rivers, harbors, and ftood-control bill.
By Mr. SCHOEPPEL:
Address delivered by Senator MUNDT before
the Kansas Young Republicans convention,
at Topeka, Kans., on December 7, 1957.
Address entitled "Divided We Fall," delivered by Clifford R. Hope before the ServIcemen's Republican Club, at Topeka, Kans.,
on January 29, 1958.
By Mr. MANSFIELD:
Letter regarding the recession, wrl tten on
April 14, 1958, to the Members of the United
States Senate by George Meany, president o!
the American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations; which will
appear hereafter In the Appendix.
Editorial In tribute to Miss Agatha Kelly.
published In the Montana Standard, of
Butte. Mont., on March 24. 1958.
By Mr. ROBERTSON:
Editorial entitled "Self-Restraint and the
Court," published In the Richmond News
Leader.
By Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina:
Ed! torlals dealing wl th proposed Increases
In postal rates.
By Mr. NEUBERGER:
Invitation by Gov. Robert D. Holmes to
Oregon centennial celebration; and list of
advertiser-sponsors of Oregon rotogravure
section. published In the New York Times of
April 6, 1958.
Article entitled "Rancher Turns Dried Bee!
to Sweets as High Protein Snack for Children," written by Joe Blanco, and published
In the Portland Oregonian o! April 1, 1958.
By Mr. JENNER:
'
Editorial entitled "Law Making Isn't the
Supreme Court's Job," published In the Saturday Evening Post o! April 19, 1958.
Article entlled "Senators Hit Criticism or
High Court," published In the Chicago Daily
Tribune of April 10, 1958.
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less abroad than what we are at home. ConGruber, and the clinic nurse, Mrs. Stella THE DoMESTIC SITUATION AND FOREIGN POLICY versely, I suppose, highly able administraPeters, the other member of this dedicated (Speech of Senator MIKE MANSFII:LD, of Mon• tion, !or a time, might make us more. In the
tana, to the Northwestern Region Confer- long run, however, this Nation's capacity
health team, treat between 15 and 25 patients
ence ot Soroptlmlst Clubs, Great Falls, to deal courageously, constructively and
1
Mont., April 11, 1958)
w~~. ~ruber, who will leave In June to take
capably with the rest of the world depends
a residency In orthopedic surgery, said that
In the Senate of the United States, there on our capacity to deal In the same !ashton
his experiences with northern Cheyennes Is a distinguished Member from the State of with our problems at home.
have given him an awareness of the im- Maine. You know her name-Mrs. MARIf we sink at home, sooner or later, we shall
portance of mutual understanding between GARET CHAsE SMITH. Senator SMITH'S dis- sink abroad. I! the Union Is strong, cohesive,
the Indians and those who serve them.
tinction arises in the first instance !romJler and dynamic, there Is at least a chance that
He meets regularly with the tribal coun- able contribution to the work ot the Federal foreign policy will be able to safeguard the
cil. He supports their demands !or a bet- Government. She has an additional claim Nation's security, advance the welfare of our
to fame as the only woman in the Senate. people, and further the hope o! peace. It
ter medical service program.
"We cannot meet the medical care needs Mrs. SMITH has managed to establish and to the Union Is weak, divided, and !earful, forof the northern Cheyenne people with our hold a feminine beach-head In what Is other- eign policy can do little to uphold our posipresent stall and facilities. When the new wise
masculine-occupied
territory. The tion as a nation among many nations. In
clinic Is completed In Lame Deer, we will be achievement Is all the more remarkable short, to the extent that we face the difficulable to provide more complete laboratory since she is outnumbered 95 to 1.
ties within our borders and deal effectively
services, take our own X-rays and perform
I feel that I am in a somewhat reverse
with them, we shall be able to act on the
surgery that now must be done at Crow position tonight. Together with the few much more complex difficulties that beset
other men present I hope to retarn a mascu- us abroad.
Agency," he said.
He pointed out that facilities at Crow line foothold In what Is otherwise a feminme
Let me try to Illustrate what I have In
Agency Hospital are good. Equipment Is domain, at least for the duration of my mind by reference to some of the problems
available there that will take care of such remarks.
which confront us at home at the present
procedures as exchange transfusions for Rh
I hasten to add that the subject which I time. Let us start with the obvious. None
shall discuss with you tonight does not f:lll of these problems Is more pressing than the
factor Infants.
Gaining the confidence or the people Is within the province of men alone or women economic recession. Now there are some
essential. The young medical officer has alone. It concerns all Americans who seek, people who believe that It Is a bad thing to
proven Its Importance. He pointed out that In the language of the theme of your con- talk about the recession, that to talk about
more women on the reservation are now ference, to "achieve through work, wisdorn It may make It worse.
coming In !or prenatal care. Some of them and fellowship."
I respect that opinion but I do not share
have had as many as 5 children before ever
When your able governor, Miss Burks, tt. I do not believe that It Is possible to talk
seeing a doctor d urlng a pregnancy. The wrote me about the conference, she Indicated this Nation Into a depression or out of a
number of cases treated monthly at the res- that a discussion of foreign relations would depression. The recession is neither a laugherva tlon clinics has increased from about be in order for this evening. Fbreign rela- Ing matter nor a crying matter and It Is
250 to almost 500 d urlng the last year.
tions is a subject to which I have given. a certainly not a silent matter. It cannot be
He said that tuberculosis Is a pressing great deal of thought during many years m
swept away by sweeping it under the rug.
problem on the reservation and that conCongress. It is a subject with which, I The recession ts a problem of human and
siderable education will be necessary to help know, your organization has been deeply Institutional shortcomings and, llke other
Indians overcome hostility toward confine- concerned and to which you bave devoted a such problems, It must be faced If It is to be
ment in a sanitarlum.
highly constructive effort.
dealt with constructively.
"It will not be an easy job because It Is
I hope that Miss Burks and all of you
The first step Is to take an honest look at
difficult tor the people to accept lt because present will forgive me, then, if what I say the Impact of this recession on our people,
of cultural ties," he said.
does not sound like a talk on foreign rela- the Nation and the world. Some of the conDemands are great for preventive medicine tions. My remarks are closely related to that sequences of the recession are readily visible.
and health education which Is being pro- question even though at first they may not Indeed, here In the northwest corner of the
vided under contract with the Montana seem to be.
country t)ley are all too evident. What we
Health District 1 with headquarters in
When we think of foreign relations, we see in our home States, largely as a result
think of well-known International questions, of the decline In the lumber and mining InHardin.
Dr. Gruber said he had recommended that questions which have been before us for dustry, Is duplicated elsewhere. The grim
a physician be assigned full time at Lame many years. We think of the problems of specter of the shutdown Industries, declining
Deer and an additional clinical nurse be em- dealing with the Russians, with the nations wages and profits and heavy unemployment
ployed and that emergency hospital beds be of the Far East, with the situation In the is found In many parts of the land. It is
made available at the new clinic.
Middle East, Europe, Asia, and Africa. We not a pleasant picture.
Dr. Charles S. McCammon, director of the think of foreign aid and international trade.
While we ought not to despair in this sitUnited States Public Health Service India~ we think of the penetration of outer space uation, we cannot ov~rlook or ignore its
Health Division area office In Billings, sale!' and the ever-present danger of nuclear con- seriousness. For one thing, I am sure that
he agrees with Dr. Gruber's recommendation
flict right here on earth, in Inner space, so to you share with me a full appreciation of its
and hopes to see them fulfilled when the ne
human costs. the cost to countless American
speak.
clinic building Is ready.
It is to the benefit of the Nation that families. As a Senator of this State, I have
Dr. Gruber considers his tour of duty witb thoughtful citizens reflect and reflect deeply received communications from thousands of
the United States Public Health Service a
on these great International problems and citizens who have been adversely affected by
a valuable experience. He Indicated tha
that officials of the Government seek solu- the recession. In many cases. these citizens
he had considered remaining with th
tions to them. If I do not go Into these are In acute and Immediate distress. In all
agency. He was frank In a criticism. H
problems in detail tonight, it is not because cases, they are deeply anxious about the
pointed out that promotion often remove
I have forgotten them or overlooked them or future. For these people It matters little to
a doctor !rom clinical medicine to adminls• wish to avoid them. It Is because I think It be told by economists that this recession Is
tratlon and clinical medicine Is the field In may be helpful !or your conference to con- not as grave as others which the country has
which he wishes to remain.
sider still another aspect of foreign policy, experienced. For them, personally,lt Is painThis factor has been cited as one of th
one that Is not generally thought of as being ful, as painful as any, in terms of their mareasons for the difficulty In recruiting phy- a part of that subject. It may be helpful for terial well-being and their hopes for the
sicians and nurses. In the case of the you to consider what might be termed a future. As responsible American citizens we
northern Cheyenne Reservation, the servlctt neglected dimension of foreign policy.
cannot shut our eyes to the plight of other
is also raced with a problem of housing for
I refer to conditions within the United citizens who may be Injured by circumits personnel_._ _ _ _ _ _ __
States, to the domestic situation. This inner stances beyond their control, regardless or
state of the Nation has a great deal to do how little we, ourselves, may be al!ected at
this time.
'THE DOMESTIC SITUATION AND with how we approach the well-known Issues
I should also like to point out to you that
of International relations and with our
FOREIGN POLICY
effectiveness In dealing with them. The In addition to human consequences, the
economic
setback gives rise to serious na ...
domestic situation acts to contract or to
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
tiona! problems. With over 5 million unemask unanimous consent that a speech enlarge the horizons o! the Nation's foreign ployed, the Nation has already lost hundreds
which I delivered before the Northwest- policy. It Is out of these roots, out of the of millions of hours ot labor that can never
well being, the unity and creativity of our
ern region conference of Soroptimist people, out of the vitality of our beliefs and be recovered. Because of the decline of
Clubs, at Great Falls, Mont .. on April 11, our Institutions-in short, out of the do- production In many parts of the country, the
1958, be printed in the body of the mestic condition of the Nation-that the Nation has not added mllllons of tons ot
validity of our position in the world is steel, thousands upon thousands of pounds
RECORD.
of lead, zinc, copper, and countless other
There being no objection, the speech ultimately established.
Poor administration of the Government's products to the Nation's supplies. These
was ord~red to be printed in the RECORD,
foreign policy can make of us, !or a time, products could have been produced over the
as follows:
No.58-2
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past few months but were not produced.
The factories and mines which could have
produced them have stood idle or semi-idle.
In the steel industry, for example, production
has been at about 50 percent of capacity for
weeks.

We might well ask ourselves what this lost
production has meant to the Nation. How
many schools and hospitals does it equal?
How many dams? How many thousands of
miles of roads? What would it have meant
to all of us in terms of Increased supplies
of consumer goods and consequent lower
prices?

I believe you will see what this recession
has cost the Nation. I t has acted, as all recessions act, to arrest our national economic

growth. We can ill-afford what has already
been lost at home in the light of the unfilled
needs of many Americans, in the light of a
mutual need of all Americans for a dynamic,
progressive nation, in the light of future
needs of an expanding population.
If the recession continues for very much

longer, moreover, the time Is not too distant
when Its international repercussions will begin to be felt. This Nation is at the center
of the economic complex of the non-Communist world. How important and extensive
these relationships are Is indicated by the
fact that our exports to other countries
amounted to $20 billion last year. Our Imports came to $13 billion. About 5 million
jobs for Americans are at stake In this trade.
It represents the difference between profitable operation and loss to many businesses
in this country.
That is even more the case elsewhere. Indeed for some of the free nations of Latin
America, Europe, and Asia this trade provides
the margin of choice between tolerable survival in freedom or economic collapse and
dictatorship.
It is not difficult to estimate what a prolonged slump in this country will do to international trade. It will sharply curtail its
flow, deepening the recession at home and
spreading its repercussions in ever-widen-

ing waves to other free nations.

Ap1"il 16
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Indeed,

there are indications that it may have already

begun to act in this fashion.
If the economic consequences of a continuing recession here will be serious to us
and to ali free nations, the effect of a continumg slump on political freedom and on
peace may well border on the disastrous.
You are aware, I am sure, of the relation-

ship between economic stability and political stability In any country. This relationship is close in the United States; It Is even
closer in Europe. In the newer countries of
Asia and Africa economics and politics are
virtually inseparable.
We may well ask ourselves what will happen to the political complexion of the free
nations and to their close relations with one
another and with us-relations on which
peace heavily depends-If the strongest free
economy in the world continues to stagger.
Some of the Implications are not very far
over the horizon. We may expect a breakdown In the common effort of free nations
to preserve p~ace. we may expect the
spread of an attitude of "devil take the
hindmost" in International political matters
as well as International economic matters.
We may expect a further surge of totalitarianism In the world.
What would lie at the end of this tragic
chain of events? Does not past experience
tell us that world war III may well be at
the end of It? If we ask these questions
now, we shall at least have an opportunity
to act to break the chain that leads to war.
If we do not look ahead In this fashion we
may awake one day to find war suddenly
upon us. Given the nature of modern weapons. we may not even have the time or opportunity then to reflect on how the war
began.

What I have been trying to show In my remarks to this point is, in effect, the relationship between the plight of a miner In Butte
or a t!mberjack !n Kalispell and the plight
of the United States and, ultimately, the
peace and the freedom of the world. At
first glance, this relationship may seem remote. Most people may not even be aware
of !t. Nevertheless, the relationship is there.
Those who are concerned with the safety
and well-being of the Nation, with the peace
of the Nation, not only at this moment but
!n the years ahead, cannot afford to overlook this relationship. I know that your
organization will not overlook it.
U the economic recession should concern
us, because or its damage to millions of

Americans and to the Nation and our International position, there are social problems
within the United States which should concern us for the same reasons. In the last
few years we have moved forward a long way
in realizing the American Ideal of equal opportunity for all regardless of race, creed or
religion.

I need hardly remind you, however,

that there is unfinished business In this
field.
I need hardly remind you of the appalling
national crime rate, 315 major crimes per
hour during 1957. I need hardly remind you
that millions of older people are still without adequate income to live aut their years in
decency and without adequate opportunities
to use their skills and wUlingness in a constructive fashion. I need hardly remind you
that too many households in this country
stUl live In legitimate fear of the catastrophic
Illness with Its ruinous medical and hospital
costs. I need hardly remind you of the disturbing situation In physical and mental
fitness, in this country; there are now some
16 million Americans-! of every 11-suffering from some form of mental Ulness and
many of these are not receiving adequate
care and treatment. I need hardly remind
you that our educational system in many
parts of the country has suffered from serious neglect in recent years, that millions
of boys and girls are not getting the kind of
education which will best fit them to live in

the Nation and world of the second half of
the 20th century. I need hardly remind you
because your organlzatlon has been In the
forefront in directing public attention and
action to many of these problems and others
of a similar nature.
I realize, as you do, that these problems
are not going to be solved In a day. Like

You may also recognize the International
significance of these social Uls of the Nation.
Their persistence in their present dimensions
saps the strength of the Nation. They stand
as a vivid reminder to us and to all of the
gap between our Ideals and practice. In
short, they weaken us at home and hence
undercut our position in the world.
The domestic situation, as I have tried to
illustrate for you tonight. is important in
1tself and 1t is, as I have noted, in a very
real sense the neglected dimension of our
foreign policy. For years we have looked
without and above for danger signals to the
Nation and well we should. At the same
time we have overlooked the warning signs

within. These Inner difficulties do not disappear simply because there may be more
complex difficulties confronting us from outside. Internal difficulties cannot be swept
out of sight by sweeping the skies with a
radar screen.

This country shall not survive In recognizable form in the world of today and tomorrow, much less lead it, if we build

Maginot lines out of alliances and bases
around the world and stud the skies with

artificial stars, only to permit disunity, inertia, and fear to produce decay at the core.
We will survive and we may lead If we face
honestly our shortcomings at home and act
with determination to meet them.
That is the first requisite for the survival
and growth of the United States in the complex world of the 20th century. It is not
the only requisite. We shall not remain a
Nation with hope for future generations of
Americans and with a message for the world
unless. at the same time we face the responsibilities of living on this earth of many
nations, unless we face these responsibilities

with quiet courage, with wisdom, and with
deep human understanding. We will survive
and grow, in short, only if we keep alive the
meaning, the creative and the compassionate
meaning of a free America both at horne
and In the world.
Let me say. finally, that I believe this
meaning of a free America is not going to
die.

As free men and women, we are not

going to sweep our domestic difficulties under
the rug. We are not going to put aside our
responsibilities for the peace of this generation and future generations. We are going
to face these difficulties. We are going to
accept these responsibilities. Properly led,
this Nation is going to act to meet them.

yourselves there are any number of con-

scientious people In private life and in Federal, State, and municipal governments, giving of themselves with great dedication to
combat these Uls.
Nevertheless, the continued existence of
these problems, In their present magnitude,
approaches the dimensions of a national
disgrace that cries out for corrective action.
Ft is an indictment, not against free Institutions, but against their neglect and misuse
by those who profess to support them. It
is a reflection of a social lrresponsl b111 ty
which freedom never licensed.
I mention these social problems tonight,
not because you are unaware of the human

toll which they exact among Americans. You
fully appreciate, I am sure, what inadequacies In health. educational, and welfare
services mean to those who suffer directly
from them.
You know the direct cost of these inadequacies to the Nation as Is brought home by
such Indicators as the crime rate and a high
rate of mental and other controllable 111nesses. You will appreciate, too, the Indirect
cost to the Nation In the wasted talents and
paten tiali ties of poorly educated youth, of
older people, and of others who, for whatever
social disability, are not participating as fully
as they are able In the fellowship and In the
constructive work of the Nation.

TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE ORGANIZATION FOR EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COOPERATION
Mr. WILEY. Mr. President, today,
April 16, marks a most important milestone in the history of Europe, for it was
on this day, in 1948, that 16 far-sighted
European countries, and allied representatives on behalf of Western Germany, signed the convention for European Economic Cooperation.
This was the successful climax of the
intense diplomatic and economic negotiations which had followed the historic
offer of the Marshall plan, as made at
Harvard University in the world-famous
address on June 5, 1947.
I should like to convey my warmest
congratulations to all the members and
friends of the OEEC on this occasion.
Today should serve as a fitting rejoinder
to the gloomy pessimists who had, in
their own minds, condemned Western
Europe to "endlessly repeating the mistake of the past."
The fact of the matter is that Western
Europe has, by and large, learned its
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Gruber, and the clinic nurse. Mrs. Stella
Peters. the other member of this dedicated
health team, treat between 15 and 25 patients

w~~.~~ruber, who will

leave In June to take
a residency In orthopedic surgery, said that
his experiences with northern Cheyennes
have given him an awareness or tbe im-

portance of mutual understanding between
the Indians and those who serve them.
He meets regularly with the tribal council. He supports their demands for a better medical service program.
"We cannot meet the medical care needs
o! the northern Cheyenne people with our
present staff and facilities. When the new
clinic Is completed In Lame Deer, we will be
able to provide more complete laboratory
services, take our own X-rays and perform
surgery that now must be done at Crow
Agency," he said.
He poln ted out that faclll ties at Crow
Agency Hospital are good. Equipment 1s
available there that will take care of such
procedures as exchange transfusions for Rh
.!'actor infants.
Gaining 1ohe confidence of the people Is
essentml. The young medical officer has
proven its importance. He pointed out that
more women on tl1e reservation are now
coming In for prenatal care. Some of them
have had as many as 5 children before ever
seeing a doctor during a pregnancy. The
number of cases treated monthly at the reservation clinics has Increased from about
250 to almost 500 during the last year.
He said that tuberculosis Is a pressing
problem on the reservation and that considerable education will be necessary to help
Indians overcome hostility toward confine-

T HE DoMESTIC SITUATION AND FOREIGN P OLICY

(Speech o! Senator MIKE MANSFIELD, o! Montana, to the Northwester n Region Conference o! Soroptlmist Clubs, Great Falls,
Mont., April 11, 1958)
I n the Senate of the United States, there
Is a distinguished Member from the State of
Maine.

You know her name-Mrs. MARSenator SMITH'S dis-

GARET CHASE SMITH.

tinction arises in the first Instance !rom her
able contribution to the work of the Federal
Government. She has an additional claim
to fame as the only woman In the Senate.
Mrs. SMITH has managed to establish and to
hold a feminine beach-head In what Is otherwise
masculine-occupied
territory. The
achievement is all the more remarkaole

since she \s outnumbered 95 to 1.
I feel that I am In a somewhat reverse
position tonight.

Together

with

the few

other men present I hope to retain a mascu-

line foothold In what is otherwise a feminme
domain, at least !or the duration of my
remarks.
I hasten to add that the subject which I
shall discuss with you tonight does not fall
wi"hin the province of men alone or women
alone. I t concerns all Americans who seek,
in the language of the theme of your conference, to "achieve through work, wisdom
and fellowship."
When your able governor, Miss Burks,
wrote me about the conference, she Indicated
that a discussion of foreign relations would

ment in a sanitarium.

"It will not be an easy job because It is
difficult for the people to accept It because
of cultural ties," he said.
Demands are great for preventive medicine
and health education which Is being provided under contract with the Montana
Health District I with headquarters In

H~~h~ruber said he had recommended that

be in order for this evening.

Foreign rela-

tions is a subject to which I have given a
great deal of thought during many years In
Congress. It Is a subject with which, I
know, your organization has been deeply
concerned and to which you have devoted a
highly constructive effort.
I hope that Miss Burks and all of you
present wlll forgive me, then, If what I say
does not sound like a talk on foreign relations. My remarks are closely related to that
question even though at first they may not
seem to be.
When we think of foreign relations, we
think of well-known International questions,
questions which 11ave been before us for

less abroad than what we are at home. Conversely, I suppose, highly able administr a tion, !or a time, might make us mor e. I n the
long run, however, this Nation's capacity
to deal courageously, constru ctively and
capably with the rest o! the world depends
on our capacity to deal In the same fashion
with our problems at home.
I! we sink at home, sooner or later , we shall
sink abroad. I! the Union Is strong, cohesive,
and dynamic, there Is at least a chance that
foreign policy will be able to safeguard the
Nation's security, advance the wel!are of our
people, and further the hope of peace. I!
the Union Is weak, divided, and fearful. focelgn policy can do little to uphold our position as a nation among many nations.

us abroad.

Let me try to Illustrate what I have In
mind by reference to some of the problems
which confront us at home at the present
time. Let us start with the obvious. None
of these problems Is more pressing than the
economic recession.

many years.

dealing with the Russians, with the nations
of the Far East, with the situation in the
Middle E:tst, Europe, Asia, and Africa. We
think of foreign aid and International trade.
We think of the penetration of outer space
and the ever-present danger of nuclear conil.ict rigl>t here on earth, In inner space, so to
speak.
It Is to the benefit of the Nation that
thoughtful citizens reflect and reflect deeply
on these great International problems and
that officials of the Government seek solutions to them. If I do not go in to these
problems In detail tonight, It Is not because
I have forgotten them or overlooked them or
wtsh to avoid them. It Is because I think It
may be helpful for your conference to consider still another aspect of foreign policy,
one that Is not generally thought of as being
a part of that subject. It may be helpful for
you to consider what might be termed a
neglected dimension of foreign policy.
I refer to conditions within the United
States, to the domestic situation. This Inner
state of the Nation has a great deal to do
with how we approach the well-known Issues
or International relations and with our
effectiveness In dealing with them. The
domestic situation acts to contract or to
enlarge the horizons of the Nation's foreign
policy. It Is out o! these roots, out of the
well being, the unity and creativity of our
people, out of the vi tall ty of our beliefs and
our Institutions-In short, out of the domestic condition o! the Nation-that the
valid! ty of our position in the world Is
ultimately established.
Poor administration of the Government's
foreign policy can make of us, for a time,

he

had

considered

remaining

with

the

agency. He was 1rank in a criticism. He
pointed out that promotion often removes
a doctor from clinical medicine to administration and clinical medlcme is the field in
which he wishes to remain.
This factor has been cited as one of the
reasons for the difficulty in recruiting physicians and nurses. In the case of the
northern Cheyenne Reservation, the service

Is also !need with a problem of housing for
Its personnel_·-=- - - - - - -·

THE DOMESTIC SITUATION AND
FOREIGN POLICY

Mr. MANSFIELD . Mr. President. I
ask unanimous consent that a speech.
which I delivered before the Northwestern region conference of Soroptimist
Clubs, at Great Falls, Mont .. on April 11,
1958, be printed in the body of the
RECORD .

There being no objection. the speech
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
No. 58---2

N ow there are some

people who believe that It Is a bad thing to
talk about the recession, that to talk about
It may make It worse.
I respect that opinion but I do not shar e
it. I do not believe that It Is possible to talk
this Nation Into a depression or out of a
depression. The recession is neither a laughing matter nor a crying matter and it Is
certainly not a silent matter. It cannot be
swept away by sweeping It under the rug.
The recession is a problem of human and
Institutional shortcomings and, !Ike other
such problems, It must be faced If It is to be
dealt with constructively.
The first step Is to take an honest look at
the Impact of this recession on gur people,
the Nation and the world . Some of the consequences of the recession are readily visible.
Indeed, here In the northwest corner of the
country they are all too evident. What we
see in our home States, largely as a result
of the decline In the lumber and mining Industry, Is duplicated elsewhere. The grim
specter of the shutdown Industries. declining
wages and profits and heavy unemployment
Is found In many parts of the land . It is
not a pleasant picture.
While we ought not to despair In this sit-

Deer and an additional cllnical nurse be em-

We think of the problems of

In

short, to the extent that we face the difficulties within our borders and deal effectively
with them. we shall be able to act on the
much more complex d ifficulties that beset

a physician be assigned full time at Lame
ployed and that emergency hospital beds be
made available at the new clinic.
Dr. Charles S. McCammon, director of the
United States Public Health Service Indian
Health Division area office in Billings, said
he agrees with Dr. Gruber's recommendations
and hopes to see them fulfilled when the new
clinic building Is ready.
Dr. Gruber considers his tour of duty with
the United States Public Health Service as
a valuable experience. He Indicated that
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uation, we cannot overlook or ignore its
seriousness. For one thing, I am sure that

you share with me a full appreciation of Its
human costs, the cost to countless American
families. As a Senator of this State, I have
received communications from thousands of
citizens who have been adversely affected by
the recession. In mnny cases, these citizens
are In acute and Immediate distress. In all
cases, they are deeply anxious about the
future. For these people It matters httle to
be told by economists that this recession is
not as grave as others which the country has
experienced. For them, personally,lt Is painful, as painful as any, In terms of their material well-being and their hopes for the
future. As responsible American citizens we
cannot shut our eyes to the plight of other
citizens who may be Injured by circumstances beyond their control, regardless of
how little we, ourselves, may be affected at
this time.
I should also !Ike to point out to you that
In addition to human consequences, the
economic setback gives rise to serious na-

tional problems. With over 5 million unemployed, the Nation has already lost hundreds
o! millions of hours of labor that can never
be recovered. Because o! the decline of
productlon In many parts of the cou ntry, the
Nation has not added mllllonB of t ons of
steel, thou sands u pon thou sands of pounds
o! lead, zinc, copper, and countless other
products to the Nation's supplies. These
products could have been produced over the
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past few months but were not produced.
The factories and mines which could have
produced them have stood Idle or semi-idle.
In the steel Industry. for example, production
has been at about 50 percent of capacity for
weeks.
We might well ask ourselves what this lost
production has meant to the Nation. How
many schools and hospitals does It equal?
How many dams? How many thousands of
miles of roads? What would it have meant
to all of us in terms of increased supplies
of consumer goods and consequent lower
prices?
I belleve you will see what this recession
has cost the Nation. It has acted, as all recessions act, to arrest our national econon1ic
growth. we can ill-afford what has already
been lost at home In the light of the unfilled
needs of many Americans, In the llght of a
mutual need of all Americans for a dynamic,
progressive nation, In the llght of future
needs of a a expanding popu:a tlon.
If the recession continues for very much
longer, moreover, the time Is not too distant
when Its International repercussions wlll begin to be felt. This Nation Is at the center
of the economic complex of the non-Communist world. How Important and extensive
these relationships are Is indicated by the
fact that our exports to other countries
amounted to $20 bllllon last year. Our imports came to $13 billion. About 5 million
jobs for Americans are at stake In this trade.
It represents the difference between profitable operation and loss to many businesses
In this country.
That Is even more the case elsewhere. Indeed for some of the free nations of Latin
America, Europe, and Asia this trade provides
the margin of choice between tolerable survival In freedom or economic collapse and
dictatorship.
It Is not difficult to estimate what a prolo nged slump In this country will do to International trade. It will sharply curtail Its
flow, deepening the recession at horne and
spreading Its repercussions In ever-widenIng waves to other free nations. Indeed.
there are Indications that It may have already
begun to net In this fashion.
If the economic consequences of a contln~llng recession here wlll be serious to us
and to all free nations, the effect of a continuing slump on polltlcal freedom and on
peace may well border on the disastrous.
You are aware, I am sure, of the relationship between economic stability and political stability In any country. This relationship Is close In the United States; It Is even
closer In Europe. In· the newer countries of
Asia and Africa economics and polltlcs are
virtually Inseparable.
We may well ask ourselves what will happen to the polltlcal complexion of the free
nations and to their close relations with one
another and with us-relations on which
peace heavily depends-If the strongest free
economy In the world continues to stagger.
Some of the lrnpl!catlons are not very far
over the horizon. We may expect a breakdown In the common ell'ort of free nations
to preserve peace. We may expect the
spread of an attitude of "devil take the
hindmost" In International political matters
as well as International economic matters.
We may expect a further surge of totalitarianism In the world.
What would lie at the end of this tragic
chain of events? Does not past experience
tell u s that world war III may well be at
the end or It? If we ask these questions
now, we shall at least have an opportunity
to act to break the chain that leads to war.
If we do not look ahead In this fashion we
may awake one day to find war suddenly
upon us. Given the nature of modern weapons, we may not even have the time or opportunl ty then to refiect on how the war
began.
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What I have been trying to show In my reYou may also recognize the international
marks to this point is, In effect, the relation- significance of these social Ills of the Nation.
ship between the plight of a miner In Butte Their persistence In their present dimensions
or a tlmberjack In Kalispell and the plight saps the strength of the Nation. They stand
of the United States and, ultimately, the as a vivid reminder to us and to all of the
peace and the freedom of the world. At gap between our !deals and practice. In
first glance, this relationship may seem re- short, they weaken us at home and hence
mote. Most people may not even be aware undercut our position In the world.
of lt. Nevertheless, the relationship is there.
The domestic situation, as I have tried to
Those who are concerned with the safety Illustrate !or you tonight, is important In
and well-being of the Nation, with the peace Itself and It Is, as I have noted, In a very
of the Nation, not only at this moment but real sense the neglected dimension o! our
In the years ahead, cannot a!Iord to over- foreign policy. For years we have looked
look this relationship. I know that your without and above for danger signals to the
organization will not overlook it.
Nation and well we should. At the same
If the economic recession should concern time we have overlooked the warning signs
us, because or Its damage to millions of within. These Inner difficulties do not disAmericans and to the Nation and our Inter- appear simply because there may be more
national position, there are social problems complex dlflicultles confronting us from outwithin the United States which should con- side. Internal dlflicultles cannot be swept
cern us for the same reasons. In the last out of sight by sweeping the skies with a
few years we have moved forward a long way radar screen.
lu realizing the American Ideal of equal opThis country shall not survive In recogportunity for all regardless of race, creed or nizable form In the world of today and toreligion. I need hardly remind you, however, morrow, much less lead It, If we build
that there Is unfinished business In this Maginot lines out of alliances .and bases
field.
around the world and stud t he skies with
I need hardly remind you of the appalling artificial stars, only to permit disunity, innational crime rate, 315 major crimes per ertia, and fear to produce decay at the core.
hour during 1957. I need hardly remind you We will survive and we may lead if we face
that millions of older people are still with- honestly our shortcomings at home and act
out adequate income to live out their years In with determination to meet them.
decency and without adequate opportunities
That Is the first requisite for the survival
to use their skills and willingness In a con- and growth of the United States In the comstructive fashion. I need hardly remind you plex world of the 20th century. I t Is not
that too many households In this country the only requisl te. We shall not remain a
still live In legitimate fear of the catastrophic Nation with hope for future generations of
lllness with Its ruinous medical and hospital Americans and with a message for the world
costs. I need hardly remind you of the dis- unless, at the same time we face the responturbing situation In physical and mental sibilities of living on this earth of many
fitness, In this country; there are now some nations, unless we face these responsibilities
16 milllon Americans-! of every 11-sull'er- with quiet courage, with wisdom, and with
lng from some form of mental Illness and deep human understanding. We will survive
many of these are not receiving adequate and grow, In short, only if we k eep alive the
care and treatment. I need hardly remind meaning, the creative and the compassionate
you that our educational system In many meaning of a free America both at home
parts of the country has sull'ered from seri- and In the world.
ous neglect In recent years, that millions
Let me say, finally, that I belleve this
of boys and girls are not getting the kind of meaning of a free America is not going to
education which will best fit them to l!ve In die. As free men and women, we are not
the Nation and world of the second hal! o! going to sweep our domestic dlfficul ties under
the 20th century. I need hardly remind you the rug. We are not going to put aside our
because your organization has been In the responsibilities for the peace of this generaforefront In directing publlc attention and tion and future generations. We are going
action to many of these problems and others to face these difficulties. We are going to
of a similar nature.
accept these responslblll ties. Properly led,
I realize, as you do, that these problems this Nation is going to act to meet them.
are not going to be solved In a day. Like
yourselves there are any number of conscientious people In private life and In Fed- TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE OReral, State, and municipal governments, givGANIZATION FOR EUROPEAN ECOIng of themselves with great dedication to
NOMIC COOPERATION
combat these Ills.
Nevertheless, the continued existence of
Mr. WILEY. Mr . President, today,
these problems, in their present magnitude, April 16, marks a most important mileapproaches the dimensions of a national stone in the history of Europe, for it was
disgrace that cries out for corrective action.
l't Is nn Indictment, not against free Institu- on this day, in 1948, that 16 far-sighted
tions, but against their neglect and misuse European countries. and allied repreby those who profess to support them. It sentatives on behalf of Western GerIs a reflection of a social Irresponsibility many, signed the convention for Eurowhich freedom never licensed.
pean Economic Cooperation.
I mention these social problems tonight,
This was the successful climax of the
not because you are unaware ot the hutnan intense diplomatic and economic negotoll which they exact among Americans. You
fully appreciate, I am sure, what Inadequa- tiations which had followed the historic
cies In health. educational, and welfare offer of the Marshall plan, as made at
services mean to those who suffer directly Harvard University in the world-famous
!rom them.
address on June 5, 1947.
I should like to convey my warmest
You know the direct cost of these Inadequacies to the Nation as Is brought home by congratulations to all the m embers and
such Indicators as the crime rate and a high friends of the OEEC on this occasion.
rate of mental and other controllable Ill- Today should serve as a fitting rejoinder
nesses. You will appreciate, too, the Indirect
to the gloomy pessimists who had, in
cost to the Nation in the wasted talents and
potentialities of poorly educated youth, of their own minds, condemned Western
older people, and o! others who, for whatever Europe to "endlessly repeating the missocial disability, are not participating as f ully take of the past."
ns they are able In the fellowship and In the
The fact of the matter is that Western
constructive work of the Nation.
Europe has, by and large, learned its
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available on "equally favorable terms
and conditions." It is reasonable to assume that if this amendment is accepted, the agency would adopt some
standard of reasonableness which
would cause them to reject applications
i! private money Is available at some
mte higher than the Fedecal rate.
Under existing Jaw, an application can
be rejected if private funds are available on reasonable terms and the agency
has determined that 4~ 8 percent interest on 30-year general obligation bonds
is reasonable. and has determined that
4% percent interest on 30-year revenue
bonds is reasonable. I see no reason
why it should not make the same determination again. Therefore, there would
be no point at all to passing the bill.
In addition to the reasonable expectation that the amendments would be administered to minimize the use of the
prc·gram. it would also cause inequities
among applicants. For example, if the
Federal rate happened to be 3 1•2 percent, ·
and if "reasonable terms and conditions"
were termed to be 4 percent, applicant A
would be rejected because he could obtain 4 percent money, while applicant B
would get a 3 1:,-percent Joan because
4-percent private money was not available to him. I believe the amendments,
if adopted, would destroy the effectiveness of the bill.
Yesterday the Senate voted to make
the interest rate 3 1 2 percent. I was not
in favor of the provision, but the Senate
voted to make that the interest rate.
The amendment now pending before the
Senate would make the rate still higher
for applicants rejected under the discretionary power given to the agency.
Mr. MONRONEY. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I yield.
Mr. MONRONEY. I have read in the
press that the city of San Francisco
through J.P. Morgan & Co. is advertising
bonds carrying 2 1 4 or 2 1 2 percent. It
is the small communities which need help
for the construction of essential facilities. If the amendment were adopted
such communities would not be able to
borrow money at anywhere near a reasonable rate, even at the rate of 3 1/ 2 percent, because all Republican administrators seem to feel that a reasonable rate
is any rate the traffic will bear, plus a 2percent surcharge. If we expect to meet
the need of small towns, we must not give
the R epublican administrator the power
to negate or nullify the provisions of the
proposed act.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. The Senator is
quite right. Yesterday, the rate provided in the bill as reported was rel.'lined. The amendments of the Senator from South Carolina constitutes an
attempt to raise the rate even higher.
If it is proposed to whittle the bill away
in this fashion, there is no point in having the bill. At present about $50 million. which has not been used, is available, because the interest rate, 4 ~ 8 percent. is too high.
Mr. MALONE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I yield.
Mr. MALONE. Why was the 3 1 2 -percent rate set in the first instance?

Mr. FULBRIGHT. The Senate voted
yesterday to make the rate 3 1.2 percent.
I think it should be 3 percent.
Mr. MALONE. Did that action have
some relation to the interest rate which
the Government pays for the money?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. It is considerably
more than the interest rate which the
Government pays on its obligations as a
whole.
Mr. MALONE. But there was some
connection, was the1·e not?
Mr.
FULBRIGHT. The
formula
which I advocated and offered was based
upon what the Government pays plus
one-fourth of 1 percent. The present
rate in the bill is what the Government
pays plus three-fourths of 1 percent.
Mr. MALONE. The rate of 3 1 2 percent was thought to be a reasonable
amount above what the Government
pays.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I do not think so;
but the Senate thought so and overrode
me.
Mr. MALONE. That is the policy
which the Senate adopted.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. That is the rate
in the bill at present.
Mr. MALONE. What, in the Senator's opinion, would happen if the
amendment of the Senator from South
Carolina were adopted?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. If the amendment
were adopted, I presume that the present administration would say that a reasonable rate was 4% percent for revenue bonds and 4 1 8 percent for general
obligation bonds.
Mr. MALONE. Then a reasonable
rate would be what the money could be
obtained for elsewhere.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. It would be whatever the Administrator considered reasonable. This cannot be disassociated
from the officials who administer the
program. That is the trouble with the
amendment. It would result in treating 1 borrower in 1 way, and another
borrower in another way. The Administrator could say, "This community can
get money at 4 percent, which I think
is reasonable." The other community
might say, "I cannot get any loan at all."
Then the Administrato1· would have to
give him the 3 1':! percent rate.
Mr. MALONE. Then there is a definite connection. The b!ll provides for
the lending of money to areas which are
distressed or are unable to get money
elsewhere at a reasonable rate. The
charge for the money would be a charge
to the bonower.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Under the term
"reasonable," I could not guarantee what
it would be. I could only guess that it
would be what the Administrator presently says is reasonable.
Mr. MALONE. At least, the Government would be repaid whatever the cost
of the money was, plus at least an
amount which would be adequate.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Oh, absolutely; I
think the Qovernment would receive
much more than the cost.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I yield.
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Mr. MANSFIELD. What does \he
Government charge those Who borrow
money for the REA?
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Two percent. I
might ask, What does the Government
charge for loans to foreign countries?
I have just made a calculation of
loans negotiated between January 1953
and January 1958. During those 5
years we have loaned more than $1.2
billion to countries outside the Western
Hemisphere at interest rates of 3 percent
or lower.
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, I shall detain th!j Senate but a moment or two.
I shall endeavor to make a short rebuttal to what has been said in opposition to the amendment.
Under the bill as it is at present, the
Interest rate would be, according to the
information I get from the Senator from
Arkansas-and I do not dispute it-approximately 3% percent. Under the
terms of the bill, if a borrower says he
cannot borrow money at 3Y2 percent, the
administrator must lend it to him, because the terms of the bill speak of
equally favorable terms and conditions.
The amendment assumes that the administrator has some intelligence and
discretion. He does not have to lend if
the credit is available elsewhere on reasonable terms. For instance, if the
going rate is 3% percent, but a community can borrow at 3% percent, the
administrator might determine that that
was a reasonable rate for such credit;
therefore, he would not be obliged to
lend money of the United States Government at 3Y2 percent. He could say,
"No; you must go into the open market
and borrow at 3% percent, because that
is a reasonable rate for the type of credit
available to you."
It seems to me that In this period,
when every dollar which is advanced or
loaned by the administrator must be
taken from the Federal Treasury, or go
into the deficit, the bill without the
amendment will add to the deficit, unquestionably, and therefore be highly
inflationary.
It seems to me that the administrator
should be gi~en some authority to use
his discretion as to whether loans may
be obtained elsewhere on reasonable
terms. That is the whole issue as it affects the amendment offered by the
Senator from South Carolina.
A vote for the amendment Is a vote
against inflation. Those who vote
against the amendment will simply say,
"We want the Federal Government to
lend money." If the amendment is not
adopted, the bill will add to the deficit
which we have in prospect for ftsca11959.
For that reason, I hope the Senate will
support the amendment.
SEVERAL SENATORS. Vote! Vote!
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I
shall take but a moment or 2. The
PUrPOSe of the amendment is to keep the
Federal Government out of the lending
business, if the political subdivisions of
the States can obtain loans on reasonable terms elsewhere. I! they find it
impossible to obtain loarui on reasonable terms elsewhere, then they can borrow under the bill. The amendment
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S. 497
T~LE

A.-Pt'ojecls involz•ing change in local cooperalion
[Iu $1,000]
Local contribution

Project

Total cost

F'cdC'ral

cost'in
bill

Recommended
by

(1)

en~!·

Recommended
•by

nccrs

Budget

(3)

(4)

(2)

Differ·

Amount
in bill

(•nee
(4)-(5)

(5)

(6)

-------------------Mississippi River at Alton, Iil..c........... ~--)'ort 'WltShington Harbor, ·wis·----------·-·---Jrondrquoit Bay, N. Y ------------------------"'atC'r hyacinths________________________________

$167.0

$101.0

3,1lti. a

$f.O. 0

$105.0

$GG. 0

1.84. 6

fl, 062.5

1, 910. G

1, 687.5

1, 35H. 3
J, 9&3. 4
a. an;. 0

l, 910.4

19,711.0

7, 427.8

7, 427.8
767.0

2, 181.0

936. a

a, ~8. 4

-1,938.0

'romhigh('e River, Ala.------------------------".hilc' Hinr backwater area, Arkansas.________
Ho(•Uf and 'l'C'nsas Rivers, Ark__________________
:.\lilhYOOd Resen·oir, Okla. ! ____________________
]'(•cos H.h·cr at Carlsbad, N. l\Ic:t_______________

21,873. 2
2, 3HO. 0
2, O·iO. 0
10~. oan. 0
2, 520.9

Hjo OrnmlC', Socorro. N. ~ex__________________
De~ \loin<.•s River, Iowa________________________

a, 375.7
4·1, 500.0

:!, 152. 0
44,500.0

Kaskaskia !liver, llL'..·---------------------- - ~aline l{!V('r, IlL __ ..... ·----------------------Jlc•ndry County, Fla .. _________________________

75, 109.0
6, filK 0
3, 172.0

ZJ, 000.0 H, 887.0
IH, 387.0 11,887.0
b, 970. 0
I. 346. 0
I, 3·16. 0
!\48. 0
3, 172.0 .......... ----------- ..........

6, 750.0

2, 380.0
I, 212.0

sa, 2:\5.0
2, 066.0

'l'Oh1L ............................... .,.... 27U, 425. 5

828.0

58,062.0
729.7

1, ·109. 0

$a9. 0
421.0

73.0

1,687. 5

1, 687.5

2, 162. 2

5, 265. 6
767.0

828.0

581.0

58,002.0
720.7

43, na5. 0
4ll-1. 9

15,027.0
274.8

273.0
roo. 0

223. 7

49.3
4, 500.0

273.0
4,

167,680. 5187,402. 21100, i2l. 216(;, 838.0

4, 500.0
698.0
920. 0
33,883. 2

1 RC'c also tnblc C.
Cost allocated to water supply nnd powC'r on basis of incremC'ntal cost ratlwr than st'pnrablc
rost-n•malning beJtefit method as rccommendC'd by Eng-im•(•rs and BurC'an of the Budget. JJolltu· fif!UI'<'~ shown
for locul C'ontripution arc for water supply and enhtmC<'me.ut contributions. DifTcwnce la cost of power not
c..•valuated.
2 rrhis totftl cost consists of $4l,S85,000 for U10 nutllorizNl ('nrlylC' Res<'rvoir and leve(I-S downstream thC'rcfrom
nnd ~.52-:1,000 for the additional 'work rC'comnH'ndcd in the bill, wl1ich includt•s tho Sht'lh,yvilll' Hrs('rvolr. The
J3urcan or th<' Dudg:C't considers Umt locnl contrihut ions towurd thC' costs of previously uuthoriz<'d project:; proposed
for modification or rcauthorizo.tion in current reports :;hould ht- huS<'d on current policies. Application of this
{'ritc..•ria would increase the local cost for. the authoriz<'d projC'cts by $4,500,000.

Xon:.-C"ol. (l) includC's costs of $11,765,000 additional for
would not be n•flcclcd in totaling cots. {2) und (fi).

~lillwood

nnd $37,222,000 for Kaskaskia Rln.•r which
•

B.-Projects not fully reported on
Total Federal
~oject:
.
co~t
Buchanan Reservoir. CallL ___ $10, 900, 000
Hidden Reservoir, Calif______ 12,500,000
Greenv!lle Harbor, Miss______
2, 530, 000
Gila River Basin, Ariz_______
1, 570, 000
TABLE

TotaL________________
TABLE

Project
\\"hilr RivC'r Ba.c:;in, Arlc-. and 1t.fo _____ _

1'\hl•rwood tuld Drokcn Bow Hescrvolr~L
).£ohawk HinT ut Rome, :X. y __ ______ _
Total.

--- .. - .. -·------·----------

I~fl Quinta Channel, Tex ______________ _
llull Crel'k, Ya .. _____________________ _

~fillwood

]l(·ndry

Hcservolr, Okla _____________ _

Co~mty,

FhL------------------

:\llssourl River domngcs _______________ _

Amount
~ 57 000

ron

"5r'zr'ooo
1
'
o~,
2, Qfi{IJ 000

I

{Oppo:-:f'd to authori1ation of poW'(>J' ft•:llun•s in Lone Roek
Ht•st·rvoir and nddilion of Oilht-rt Ht•st•n·oir. Projc>ct..s
found not rc:onomi<·ally just lfiNi hy ChiC'f of Enginl•t•r:;.
Is oppost•d lO projt•Ct 011 basis that projt•t·t b not l'<.'OilOin·
it'fllly justifkd.

115, :il1, (X}()
~54, {J(MI

53,235,000

3, 172,000
41~.

000

D.-Hurricane projects
Total
Project:
Federalcost
New Bedford-Fairhaven and
Acushnet, Mass ___________ $15,490,000
Narragansett Bay, R. I. and
Mass______________________ 16, 180, 000
Texas City, Tex_____________
6,166,000

37,836,000

COMMUNITY FACILITIES ACT OF
1958
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill (S. 3497) to expand the pubJ:"o.58--7

Katurc of objection

·

TABLE

TotaL----------r-------

27, 500, 000

C.-OlftN objections

Ohjt'C'f:.i to r<'imhw·s<'ml'nt for work accomplished. Jlrior to
authoriz:Hion or projt•ct.
ll't>t·onunc..·nds ag:ninc:;t authorizntion nnk~ local iutrr<'sl.s
~i\·C' !L'-'sunmces of local coopt•riltion.
In addition to ohj('r1ion gin•n in talllC' A, oppos('S projrct
on hasi~ tll.flt udditionul ft'atun•s nor n'<.'Ommt·ndr<.l IJy
Chid of Engineers \H.T t' includt•d In aurhorl7.atlon.
Ohjrrt:ti to Item In hill n•du<.'hl~ uwount of Ioeal <·ooperaliou
hy au Wld(•h•rmhwd tunount.

Not n•commcnded by

C'OI'JlS

of EnginP('rS.

lie facility loan program of the Com-

munity Facilities Administration of the
Housing and Home Finance Agency, and
for other purposes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
PROXMIRE in the chair). The question
is on agreeing to the amendments, en
bloc, offered by the Senator from South
Carolina [Mr. THURMOND].
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. President, if no other Senators desire to address the Senate at this time, I wish to
suggest the absence of a quorum, following which I believe the Senate will
be prepared to vote shortly on the
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amendments offered by the Senator from
South Carolina.
I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll,
and the following Senators answered to
their names :
Aiken
Allott
Anderson
Beall
Bennett
Bible
Bridges
Bush
Butler
Byrd
Carlson
CarDoll
Case, N.J.
Case, S. Dak.
Chavez
Church
Clark
Cooper
Cotton
Curtis
Dirksen
Douglas
Dworshak
Eastland
Ellender
Ervin
Flanders
Frear
Fulbright

Gore
Green
Hayden
Hennings
Hickenlooper
Hill
Hobl!tzell
Holland
Hruska
Humphrey
Ives
Jackson
Javlts
Jenner
Johnson, Tex.
Johnston, S. C.
Kefauver
Kennedy
Kerr
Knowland
Kuchel
Langer
·Malone
Mansfield
Martin, Iowa.
Martin, Pa..
McClellan
McNamara
Monroney

Morse
Morton
Mundt
Murray
Neuberger
O'Mahoney
Pastore
Payne
Potter
Proxmire
Revercomb
Robertson

~~~~~tall

/
Schoeppel
Sn1athers
Sn1ith, Maine
Smith, N.J.
Sparkman
Stennis
Symington
Talmadge
Thurmond
Thye
Watkins
W!ley
Williams

Yarborough
Young

The PRESIDING OFFICER. A quorum is present. The question is on
agreeing en bloc to the amendments
offered by the Senator from South Carolina [Mr. THURMOND], On this question the yeas and nays have been ordered.
Mr. FUEBRIGHT. Mr. President, I
have a 2-minute statement which I
should like to make in order to describe
what I believe would be the effect of the
amendment. We are discussing two
amendments which have been printed.
The Senator from California had an
amendment identical with the one offered by the Senatm· from South Carolina. These amendments would remove
language which permits the agency to
deny a loan if the applicant can obtain
funds on "equally favorable terms or
conditions." The language proposed by
the amendment would permit the
agency to deny a loan if the applicant
can obtain funds elsewhere on reasonable terms. This amendment would permit the agency to arbitrarily determine
what is reasonable and would undoubtedly result in a rejection of applications
if private funds could be obtained at
some rate higher than the Federal rate,
whatever the Federal rate might be.
Recent experience with language of
this kind caused the Congress to use the
phrase "equally favorable terms and
conditions" in the college housing loan
program. The 83d Congress amended
the college housing law to permit the
agency to reject applications if private
money was available upon comparable
terms and conditions. The agency administered this language to reject applications if private money was available
at one-quarter of 1 percel!•t higher than
the Federal rate. In 1955, the 84th Congress changed this law to permit rejection only where private funds were

~) .~.. ,{J)~(J ~~ ~~\
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population, however, this restriction Is removed In this bill and communities o! any
slze may participate, All these revisions will
be of considerable assistance In Increasing
local construction of public works.
A substantial number ot publ!c facilities
are ready for construction, Including an
estimated $300 mlll\on worth of such projects planned with Federal planning advances.
Flve Maine communities have plans completed or near completion for nearly $3
million worth or publlc works. These are:
Eliot (water system), Mars H111, Falmouth,
Cape Ellzabeth, and Freeport (all with sewer
systems).
This bill, as amended by the committee,
embodies a program of valuable Federal
financial assistance to communities least
able to obtain financing in the private
market. It will allow these localities to
move ahead with construction of planned
and needed public facilities and will be of
great benefit to the citizens of these com•
munlties throughout the Nation.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, it
Is a distinct pleasure to have joined
In the introduction of S. 3497. This
is one of the finest pieces of antirecession legislation being considered
by the Congress. The enactment of
this legislation will expand the publie facility Joan program of the community Facilities Administration.
The bill provides for low-interest loans
to communities for local projects which
fi t th
. kl t h I
can b e s t ar t e d qmc Y o e P o se
e
current economic recession. The authorization of $1 billion for this Joan
program will make it possible for towns
and cities throughout the country to
construct local public works projects.

I would asswne that every. community
has more than one project, a hospital,
a water system, a school or sanitation
program to name only. a few, that they
would like to construct, but cannot because of inflationary prices and tight
money.
There are many of these projects in
Montana where the recession has hit
h d
I
f t M
t
. u1 I
par t IC ar Y
ar .
n
ac ,
on ana
held, until recently, the dubious distinction of having the highest rate of insured unemployed in the Nation. In
the instance of Butte, Mont., they have
been planning a water pollution project
for a number of years but have not been
able to get the project underway because
at the present time they do not feel that
they can place an additional tax load
on their residents to finance the proJ·ect
during the present severe recession in
the mining industry.
This program will permit the construction of these projects and will provide badly needed local employment.
Early this year I corresponded with
the Silver Bow County Surveyor, George
D. McCarthy of Butte, Mont., and he
presented to me a proposal which is in
many ways very similar to the program
the Senate is considering today.
Mr. President, I ask that Mr. McCarthy's reswne of a federally authorized
Jocal improvement district program be
printed at this point in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
AUTHORIZED LoCAL IMPROVEMENT
DISTRICT l'ROGaAM
(a) Plan: Create special local Improve•
ment districts and general obligation disFEDERALLY

trict for purpose of constructing items listed
under (b) work. All districts formed for
the purpose of constructing the various lmprovements will be formed according to the
respective Jaws of the States. The local governments shall establish the districts, sell the
bonds, collect the taxes as provided by their
respective laws. The taxes paid by the taxpayers tor said Improvement districts that
have been authorized by the Federal Government, in areas of distressed employment,
shall receive equal credit on the!• Federal
Income tax. In other words, for each
amount or money paid In tax on federally
authorized Improvement districts the t.axpayer ts allowed equal amount credit on his
Federal income tax payment.
When the local taxpayer makes his payment
for taxes on the federally authorized 1mprovement district, his receipt from the local
government will be used as money in paying
his Federal Income tax.
(b) work, authorized under the plan:
Local improvement programs administered
by city, county or State as required, may set
up districts for the purpose of constructing
any one or group of the following: admlnlsttratlon buildings, libraries, city halls, court
houses, state capitols, sanitary sewers, storm
sewers, sewage disposal plants, sewerage lift
stations, sidewalks, curbs and gutters, streets,
roads, bridges, fiood control structures, parks,
playgrounds, airports, airport administration
bullctings, slum clearance and lighting.
Th
th
(c) Theory of plan:
e year 1958 1n
e
United States has started as the year of
frightful indecision, confusion, pessimism
and false optimism. our national economy
is su1Ierlng from overproduction, inflation
caused by foreign aid and defense expend!tures, and serious unemployment. There is
no individual who can presently state what
the future economic conditions will be for
the balance of 1958 or future years. From
all corners of the country various stopgap
and temporary solutions have been offered,
!n various shades of special aid for particular
sections of the economy. It Is certain that
the program as simply outlined here wlll
help sustain our large economy. The large
expenditures that we are presently making
and which w111 undoubtedly continue in the
field of defense--mainly missiles and foreign
aid, are inflationary In our normal economy;
but !n our present depressed economic condltlon, not sufficient to maintain the naTh
f thi
tiona! economy.
e use 0
s program w 111
not only sustain the national economy but
wm increase the value of our Nation. In "'
practical sense money spent on improvements such as outlined here are assets on
our financial statement, not Inflationary expcndltures, and will tend to staba11ze our
economy.
The Federal Government will authorize
certaln communities that are distressed areas,
to proceed with the plan of constructing
improvements In specified amounts as calculated by the formula in paragraph (d)·
The Income tax credit extended by the Federa! Government for such construction will
In no way Impair the present Federal Income
tax collections. For example, an average
wage earner out of work In a community,
taking as an average--a married man with
two children, will not pay any Federal Income tax. However, 1t he Is hired in the
construction of the project or in the supplylng of the material for the project, his Income
tax on $3,600 per year would be approxlmately $168, and say his !-year tax on the
improvement district is $50, he would still
pay Uncle Sam $118. Many will say this is
infiatlonary, and It Is, only in the sense of
maintaining a sound economy, and will need
to be administered only In areas of distress.
Our whole economic system with its various
bullt-ln stabilizers needs additions, as does
any system devised by man, !n times of great
distress.
'
It will be easy for many to criticize the
program, but regardless of the individual or

'
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group criticism of the plan as simply outlined, with m u ch of the detail of admlnistration, selection, etc., omitted, Is workable,
sound and badly needed in our present
fiounderlng economy. The Federal Government has requested the local governments
to take up the burden of aid to education,
aid to employment, aid to school and aid
to construction, which this would accompUsh, and the result of the aid by tax dollars
from this plan would be a full dollar and
not a Federal aid dollar of halt value.
(d) Examples and formulas: Using Butte,
Mont., as an example the present estimated
dema.nd for needed public works of the type
listed !s approximately $38,500,000, using a
population of 50,000 for the Butte area, and
by direct proportion the demand for the
entire United States would be approximately
$125 billion.
The Federal administering
agency of the program could authorize work
in communities, that are ctistressed areas of
unemployment, that Is 6 percent or greater
of working population u nemployed by
allowing the following federally authorized
improvement district expenditures: 6 percent unemployed, $1.5 million per 10,000
population; 7 percent unemployed, $1.7 million per 10,000 population; 8 percent unemployed, $1.9 million per 10,000 population;
9 percent unemployed, $2.1 million per
10,000 population; 10 percent u nemployed,
$2.3 million per 10,000 population.
In other words 1! 10 percent of the work ers !n the country were unemployed the
maximum amount that could be authorized
in any one year would be $2.3 m1lllon per
10,000 population, or on the basis of 160
million population, would be $36.8 bllllon.
This type program would allow each city,
county, and State In the country to lm mediately provide for their unemployed. Or
say that the ciiyt of New Yortkl had 6 percent
unemployed w h a popula on of approxlmately 3 mllllon-the plan would allow
federally authorized Improvement district
in the amount of $450 million. The Federal
Government would not be faced with the
huge and expensive Job of setting up an
organization to administer a public works
program. There would be no actual expendltures of Federal money In the program.
The Federal Government would act as the
doctor administering to the sick areas of his
patient, quick effective relief. Under the
program the communities would be obtalnlng the necessary improvements to their
physical plants, Increasing their value and
helping to stablllze the economy of the
Nation. The local governments along with
the tax watchdogs of the communities would
I
til I t
d I i t tl
r the pronsure' c c en a m n s ra on o
grams.
(e) Comments: A plan such as this far
outweighs the effect of an income tax reductlon. At the present time as unemployment Is rising the source of revenue to the
Government from Income tax Is slowing tapIdly, a cut In the income tax will cause a
much larger deficit Government operation.
The tendency for certain portions of the
economy to maintain Its vigor, such as retail
sales, Is due to unemployment compensation,
jobless pay, pensions and social security;
however, many of these are for a specific
length of time, failure of the economy to
turn up prior to their lapse, means an even
greater sinking of our economic activity,
with a posslbiUty o! an even larger depression
than 1929. The old adage of "an ounce of
prevention Is worth a pound of cure," could
very well be used at the present time. Immediate action such as outlined here ls
needed, failure to do so could have disastrous
results on our economy. An income tax cut
of 5 billion dollars means nothing when
divided among the hundreds of mllllon tax payers, and wll! add nothing to the vlrlllty
or our economic activity. The most lmportant factor of our economic status of today
is our national debt, consumers installment
debt, and housing debts as all are measured
on todays value of the dollar, to increase

I
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Mr. KUCHEL. Mr. President, I regret
So the motion of Mr. JOHNSON of Texas
to lay on the table the amendment of that I must suggest that, if we adopt the
amendment, we will put one more stum~
Mr. BusH was agreed to.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I -move that the bling block in the path of speedy and
Senate reconsider the vote by Which the efficient construction by any municipalmotion to lay on the table was agreed to. ity or local political subdivision which
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi~ would otherwise qualify under the bill as
dent, I move to lay that motion on the it is now written. I suggest that such a
hazard is involved in the amendment.
table.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The I know it is not a hazard which the able
Senator
who offers the amendment en~
question is on agreeing tp the motion
visions, but in my judgment it is present.
of the Senator from Texas.
The motion to lay on the table was I do not believe the Senate should accept
the amendment willy-nilly. That is all
agreed to.
.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi~ I have to say, Mr. President.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr.
dent, I ask for the yeas and nays on the
passage of the bill, so that all Senators President, in response to the Senator's
statement,
I merely wish to say that it
may be on notice.
has not proved to be a hazard in con~
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr. nection with the Highway Act. From
President, I offer the amendment which both sides I have heard· that it is work~
ing well in the cas"- of tl).e Highway Act.
I send to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The I suggest that, if contractors know what
the wages are, action upon contracts will
amend!j!lent will be stated.
The CHIEF CLERK. On page 8, after be facilitated, rather than the contrarY'.
~EVERAL SENATORS. Vote! Vote! Vote!
the amendment by Mr. CASE of New Jer~
The PRESIDING OFF~CER. Do both
sey, it is proposed to insert:
(b) In carrying out the duties of the fore~ sides yield back the remainder of the
going subsection, the Secretary of Labor shall time? Does the Senator from South
make a predetermination of the minimum Dakota yield back the remainder of his
wages to be paid laborers and mechanics In time?
accordance with the provisions of the fore~
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I do.
going subsection which shall be set out In
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
each project advertisement for bids and in for debate has expired. The question is
each bid proposal form and shall be made on agreeing to the amendment offered
a part of the contract covering the project.
by the Senator from South Dakota [Mr.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under CASE].
The amendment was agreed to.
the unanimous-consent agreement en~
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi~
tered into, the time for the debate is limIted to 10 minutes, 5 minutes to each dent, I should like to ask all Members
to remain in their seats after the vote
side.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr. on the bill. I have an important anPresident, yesterday the Senate adopted nouncement to make and a very impor~
an amendment, offered by the Senator tant resolution to offer.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. PreSident, I
from New Jersey [Mr. CASE] and other
Senators, which provided a modified send an amendment to the desk and ask
application, so to speak, of the Davis- that it be stated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
Bacon Act. In offering it, the Senator
from New Jersey stated it was com- amendment will be stated.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 4,
parable to the paragraph which was in~
corporated in the Federal-Aid Highway line 17, after the word "this", it is pro~
posed
to strike out the word "act" and
Act of 1956. That is correct.
However, in the Federal-Aid Highway insert in lieu thereof the word "title";
Act there is a subsection (b) which pro- on page 8, line 3, after the word "this","
vides two things. First, it provides that to strike out the word "act" and insert
there shall be consultation by the Sec~ in lieu thereof the word "title."
retary of Labor with State highway de~
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, this
partments, and, secondly, that there is purely a technical amendment to cor~
shall be a predetermination by the Sec~ rect a mistake in the drafting of the bill.
retary of Labor of applicable rates to be The word "act" was used instead of the
word "title." Obviously no one intends
paid mechanics and laborers.
I have submitted my amendment to it to apply to the whole Housing Act,
the Senator from Arkansas fMr. FuL~ but only to the- title.
BRIGHT] and to the Senator from New
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
Jersey lMr. CASE]. So far as I know, ill question is on agreeing to the amend~
ment offered by the Senator from Aris agreeable to both of them.
The amendment merely takes the sec~ kansas [Mr. FuLBRIGHT].
The amendment was agreed to.
ond half of subsection <b> which is
now contained in the Highway Act, and
Mr. PAYNE. Mr. President, I ask
requires that the Secretary of Labor, in unanimous consent that a statement
making the determination of wages, which I have prepared on the bill be
shall make a predetermination which printed in the RECORD at this point.
shall be announced, so that the contrac~
There being no objection, the statetors bidding on a contract will know ment was ordered to be printed in the
what they are bidding.
RECORD, as follows:
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, I
STATEMENT BY SENATOR PAYNE
am willing to accept the amendment.
The Community Facilities Act of 1958 as
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr. reported from the Banking and Currency
President, I reserve the remander of my Committee contains a sound, balanced pro•
time.
gram of Federal assistance to localities for
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construction of needed public works. This
b!ll would enlarge the present program of
public fac!Jity loans- belng administered by
the Community Facllities Administration by
providing additional Federal financing on
lib'eralized terms for construction of new

public fac!Jitles.
Whlle the prospect of increased construe·
tion work may help in restoring confidence
in the economic outlook, this bill cannot
properly be considered as primarily antirecession legislation. Testimony on this bill

before the Bankinij and Currency Committee
supported this point conclusively. In a majority of the communities affected by this
bill, delays of 6 to 18 months would be involved before construction could begin. In
no case could a contractor begin work in less

than 60 days after enactment. To claim that
this $1 billion authorization is to be used
to combat the current recession is therefore
inaccurate.

With this knowledge of the legislation and
its effect on the economy, I offered four
amendments to the bill in the Banking and
Cu,rrency Committee. These amendments
are aimed at placing the measure in proper

relationship with the overall housi~ program as well as other majOr spending bllls"""'
now moving through the Congress. All four
were adopted and are now included in the
bilJ.

My first amendment set the total Joan authorization at $1 billion rather than the $2
billion figure which was originalJy suggested.
It 'must be remembered that several other
large spending measures are either before the
Congress or have already been enacted.
Many of these are of far greater value in
aiding the economy. Under these circum·
stances this $1 billion in new authorization
is more than adequate for this program.
Second, the interest-rate formula now in

the bill is a more realistic approach than
the one previously suggested. Since passage
of this biJJ will undoubtedly bring applications for loans from a number of com ...

munitles, both large and small, the interest
rate offers an excellent means of eliminating

the least deserving. Only those unable to
obtain credit ~t a lower rate elsewhere will
apply to the Federal Government for loans.
While the interest rate is somewhat higher
(about 3\-'2 percent),it does provide the best
method of channeJing funds to those com·'
munities which need them. •
In order to limit the ultimate size of this
program, the bill contains my amendment
setting the revolving fund maximum at
$400 mllllon.

Any ~unds in excess of that
figure which are loaned w!IJ be. returned to
the Treasury upon repayment. Such a limitation wlll restrict the future inflationary
effects of this program.
A grace period of 2 years Is allowed the
communities prior to commencing repay-

ment of the Joan. My amendment reduced
this time . from the originally suggested 5year period. Siace these loans may have
maturities up to 50 years, 2 years should
be sufflcient time for locallties to set the
financial affairs in order and commence

payments.
With these amendments the bill aims at
a removal of the limitations which restrict
the present publlc facility loan program and
the subsequent expansion of that program.
The Joan fund is increased by $900 million.
The Jist of eligible projects is extended to
inclnde almost every type of pubJic construction project rather than the threewater, gas, and sewer.,allowed in the present Jaw. The prohibttively high interest
rate of 4% percent now being charged on

loans is reduced in order to make these
loans more attractive to communities. The
present maximum term of 40 years is increased to 50 years, also to encourage the
use of these funds.

The law now limits

this program to communities of under 10,000
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the value o! the dollar, by making It worth
more, means to plunge the Nation and Its
people Into a greater debt. The problem Is
how to maintain our present value and prevent further deflation or Inflation.
Assuming for example, although very improbable that the maximum 36.8 billion dollars worth of Improvement were taking place
In 1 year in the Nation, the net cost to the
Federal Government assuming only 30 percent o! the total money expended was used
In direct wages, would be approximately 1.8
billion dollars, and this would be as money
credited to payments on improvement districts with no actual expenditures. Also the
Government would be collecting the Federal
Income tax from the workers, plus the taxes
from all those benefitlng thereby.
When the unemployment In the distressed
area dropped below 6 percent, the community
would no longer be eligible for federally
authorized Improvement districts. The economic effect of the program would be another tool In helping to maintain a steady
economy-whereas the only effective tool
presently used Is by the Federal Reserve
Board to control the money supply, a tightening effect, a program such as this could
be used for expansion of economic activity
to balance out too tight a restrictive policy.

Mr. MORSE . Mr. P resident, Mr . J . A.
Beirne, president of the Communications W orkers of America, AFL-CI O,
made a very fine statement in support
of the K ennedy proposals for the a m endm ent of the Fair Labor Standards Act.
He said:
On behalf of the 370,000 employees working
In the communications Industry
throughout the United States, who are represented by CWA, I urgently reconunend that
your committee take immediate action with
respect to the Kennedy compromise proposals (S. 1853) which provide for extended
coverage and the elimination of certain exemp tlons under the Fair Labor Standards Act
of 1938, as amended.

I ask unanimous consent that the entire statement of Mr. Beirne be printed
in the RECORD at this point.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT AMENDMENTSSTATEMENT OF J. A. BEIRNE, PRESIDENT,

COMMUNICATIONS WORKERS OF AMERICA,
AFL-CIO, TO COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND
PUBLIC

WELFARE,

UNITED

STATES SENATE,

APRIL 14, 1958
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, on behalf of the 370,000 employees
working In the communications Industry
throughout the United States, who are represented by CWA, I urgently recommend
that your committee take Immediate action
with respect to the Kennedy compromise
proposals ( S. 1853) which provide for extended coverage and the elimination of certain exemptions under the Fair Labor
Standards Act of 1938, as amended.
CWA Is on record as favoring and urging
enactment of provisions much broader In
scope than those contained in S. 1853. This
position has gone unchanged. However, in
our considered judgment, the differences between the Kennedy blll and tile Morse blll
(S. 1267) are outweighed by the Imperative
need for prompt •ction. I should make It
quite clear. though, that we are not In favor
of the enactment of proposals, such as have
been placed before you by the administration, which merely lend llpservice to pledges
made to America's workingmen and worklngwomen.
The Kennedy bill would reduce by 6 mllllon the number of second-class economic
citizens in this Nation. When compared
with the total o! 20 milllon workers who are

now suffering denial of a decent standard o!
!lvlng through substandard wages, this figure would appear to be the bare minimum
requiring lnunedlate rellef. There Is apparently no reason or justification for further
delay on the part of your committee In
reporting out a bill of at least the scope of
s. 1853 in order that action may be taken
thereon by the whole Senate and the
Congress.
This legislative proposal has been In the
hands of your conunittee for nearly 1 year
now. In the meantime, the cost of living
has continued to rise to the point where It
is now reported to be at an all-time high of
122.5 percent of the 1947-49 average. This
Is 3.2 percent higher than It was 1 year ago.
The current economic Indicators reflect no
hope for any drop In the cost of llvlng In
the foreseeable future.
The very purpose of the Fair Labor Standards Act IS to correct and eliminate labor
conditions detrimental to the maintenance
of the minimum standard of living necessary for the health, efficiency and general
well-being of workers.
The 20 mllllon
workers now deprived of this protection lack
the barest essentials of llfe, such an adequate and decent food, housing, clothing and
medical and dental care. This Is an Intolerable situation and must not be permitted to continue.
With respect to the existing unjustified and
discriminatory exemption relating to telephone switchboard operators In exchanges
with less than 750 stations, the Kennedy
bill would provide r elief to some 20,000 of
the 22,000 operators now deprived protection. Any operator who Is providing telephone
service
through
a
telephone
switchboard located In such operator's home,
however, would be exempt from the 1<ct's
minimum wage and maximum hours p r o visions under S. 1853.
As I pointed out in my testimony before
the Senate subcommittee on March 8, 1957,
any exemption based on the number of stations In an ex~hange Is completely contrary
to the stated purpose of the exemption. The
act as originally adopted did not exempt
any telephone operators. However, In 1939,
because it was believed that small telephone
companies were financially unable to comply with the act's wage provisions, the exemption was enacted.
The original Intent of the Congress In
enacting this exemption was to exempt only
those very small telephone companies employing possibly one or two operators. I n
effect, however, even the multi-blllion dollar
Bell System, tile billlon dollar General Telephone Corp., and other large prosperous Independent telephone companies have
been permitted to pay substandard wages to
their operators working In exchanges with
Jess than 750 stations.
There is no justifiable reason to require
these persons to continue to subsidize their
employers. It must be remembered that
only the switchboard operators In such exchanges are denied the protection of the
act-all other employees in such exchanges
are covered by the act.
I trust that these brief comments are sufficient to cause your committee to tal<e the
necessary Immediate steps leading toward
consideration of the ·Kennedy bill by the
whole Senate and ultimately by the entire
Congress.

Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that I may
have printed in the RECORD at this point
a statement I have prepared in support
of the pending bill.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
STATEMENT BY SENATOR YARBOROUGH

I would be considerably remiss of my duty
to the people of my State as well as all of
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our citizens If I did not call t o your attention some of the fallacies of tile arguments
presented in opposition to S. 3497, the Community Facilities Act of 1958.
This proposed bill has a two-fold purpose-to stimulate the economy and to assist
States and local units to accompUsh tile provision o! faclli ties which are suillclent to
accommodate their rapidly expanding populations and spreading urban areas.
There are those who have sought to convince us that neither of these goals will be
achieved through 1.he passage of S. 3497.
Some would have you beUeve that the pas"sage of the bill would create more problems
than It would solve. In the words of an
opponent It Is claimed that: •·rt could retard
economic recovery. and would saddle the
country with an Inflationary bulge of spendIng a year to 18 months hence." F or some
time now there has been an attempt to avoid
"an Inflationary bulge." The result Is that
today there are some 5.2 million u nemployed; there are more than 1 mllllon workers who are employed on a part- time basis:
food costs are h igh and stU! rising; new plant
and equipment p rograms h ave been decreasing and some business executives anticipate
up to 30 percent d ecrease in outlay. I nfiatlon Is still with us and u nemployment Is
not diminishing as prom ised by this time of
the year. Last Friday the Department of
Labor announced that Initial claims for unemployment compensation have r isen, not
d ecreased as p redicted. Why then this concern for an Inflationary bulge-1 year or 18
months hence? Surely, the r esidu e of Uquld
resources r esulting from a tax r edu ction·
could exert an equally dangerous Inflationary pressure on p rices should shortages
d evelop.
The mor e regular salaries and wages we
h ave, the more consumers will have to spend.
If you have no salary, you have no Income
tax worries. PubUc works would provide
jobs and Income to those of our citizens who
are now u nemployed, together with m u chneeded roads, park s, sewer Jines, etc., whlle
tax reductions would provide additional Income for hoarding b y Individuals who are
al ready employed. The current level of unemployment strongly suggests that tax r eduction alone would not accompUsh the
needed stimulant to the economy.
It Is claimed that since construction of
public facllltles reached a new high during the months of January and February,
1958, the States and munlcipaUtles are already obtaining adequate financing for the
construction of neded public facl!lties.
There Is no Indication that J anuary and
February are barometers of State and municipal construction activity. To the contrary, there does not seem to be any monthly or seasonal pattern to the issuance of new
securities by State and local government
units, despite the fact that construction
activities usually begin Increasing In March.
In 1954, Aprll, May, June, and December
had the highest level of security activity, In
terms of dollars: In 1955, June, October, and
November had the highest activity; In 1956,
February, June and October; In 1957, April
was the highest, followed by January, October, November and December. It can thus
be readily seen that the January-February
1958 sales of long-term bonds by States and
municipalities cannot be an accurate gage
of the ability of these governmental units
to secure sufficient financing to meet the de mands of growing populations for expanded
and improved fac111ties.
The ability of State and local units to
provide the finances necessary for new streets
and roads, schools, water supply, hospitals
and other fac1!1tles depends upon the feasibility of Increasing current tax structures and.
the creation of additional debt. According to the data avallable to the Federal Reserve Board State and local government expenditures have been rising at an unprecedented rate since 1945. The outstanding
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debts of State and local governments are
very high and rates paid on municipal securities are now higher than they have been
for several years although they are lower
than some other Interest rates. This does
not take Into consideration the Increase In
cost which is Included In the 1957 dollar
volume. According to the Department o!
Commerce cost Index, the $6,958 million In
securities Issues In 1957 would be equal to
only $6,151 m!lllon In 1954 dollars, compared to $6,969 m!lllon In 1954. This actually reflects a $800 million decrease in
expenditures for needed facilities, In the face
of an Increased population of about 7.2 percent between January 1, 1954 and January
1, 1958.
In most communities the need for more
public facilities is a generally accepted fact.
The problem Is how to supply these facilities
without bankrupting the taxpayers In the
community. The huge backlogs of projects
already on the drawing boards, and the needs
of the Increased populations predicted for
the future will continue to push State and
local spending upward. It has been estimated that the current backlog of needed
public works runs well over $100 billion.
If this be true, then how can It be contended
that the $1 b!lllon authorized by this b!ll
would merely substitute Federal funds for
private financing?
One hal! o! all of the major labor markets
In the United States have "substantial unemployment"-70 areas out of 149 major Industrial areas have substantial labor surpluses.
With respect to the secondary or smaller labor
markets, there are an additional 121 areas
with substantial unemployment. Two counties In my State of Texas-Laredo and Texarkana have substantial labor surpluses. In
Laredo, 9 11:, percent of the labor force Is not
engaged in productive labor; !n Texarkana
there are 10.7 percent unemployed.
Local units can put public works projects
In force almost Immediately !n many Instances because the projects are of such comparatively small scope. These projects are
not of the tremendous size or Federal public
works projects. Most projects would come
under only one jurisdiction, eliminating
much redtape and diminishing the time lag
which so often occurs betw""n the planning
and the actual beginning of construction.
Therefore, the argument advanced by the
Investment Bankers Association that S. 3497
would generally not create employment or
purchase of construction materials for over
a year Ia not accurately taken. This bill
would create an appreciable volume o! additional construction which would create employment !or an Increasing portion or tho
labor force currently existing on unemployment compensation stipends. There Is no
question but that the creation or more
employment will lead to more spending.
Most or our citizens are Interested in maintaining a reasonably high standard or living
and given the income with which to do so,
they will Increase their purchases of durable
goods. The volume of construction materials which will be needed to accomplish the
construction, repair, and Improvement or
public streets, sidewalks. highways. parkways, bridges, airports, parking lots, transportation !ac1llties, water, sewage and sanitary fac1lltics, public schools, libraries,
offices and other public buildings, and to
continue our all-Important progress In providing land, water and timber conservation
facilities, Is apparent.
A step-up in spending, through the construction of public works and public racllltles, will have Its Influence on all areas or our
economy, Including those hardest h!t by the
recession. At the same time States and local
units can begin furnishing urgently needed
fac!l!tles. Even the most optimistic have
ceased to Ignore the fact that the recession
Is an actual! ty, there are no arguments
against the necessity for taking some type

of Immediate action-action which will
achieve beneficial results In both the longand the short-run. One or the answers Ia
embodied In S. 3497-the Community FacilIties Act o! 1958--it should become law
without any further delay.

Mr. WATKINS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that a statement I
have prepared on the bill be printed at
this point in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
STATEMENT BY SENATOR WATKINS

It appears from the votes on the amend-

ments that this bill will be approved by the
Senate tonight. I appreciate the fact that
my amendment for the Inclusion of nonprofit hospitals within the provisions of the
bill was accepted. I think this greatly Improves the bill. This amendment recognizes
the great contribution our private non-profit
hospitals have made and are now making to
public health and since the bill may possibly
become law, I am glad, Indeed, that thls
amendment was adopted.
This amendment should permit nonprofit
hospitals which are planning expansions to
take care of a greatly increased hospital load,
to borrow money at lower Interest rates than
they would be required to pay without such
a provlaion. These institutions have rendered great service In the past, and In my
State of Utah, I believe, they have carried a
greater portion of hospital load than have
tax-supported hospitals.
Notwithstanding this improvement of the
bill by the adoption of my amendment, I
believe, the bill as a whole, if finally enacted,
w!lJ ·be unsound legislation. If the sum authorized for lending had been cut to reasonable portions and been ava!lable only to
States and legal sub-divisions thereof, which
cannot secure credit to bulld essential public
facll!t!es on reasonable terms, then I think I
could vote for the bill.
It also Is bad policy, in my Judgment, for
the Federal Government, which is heavlly
Indebted, to borrow money and Increase a
deficit this year, and probably in the years
to come, for the purpose of loaning It, to
States and subdivisions thereof, which !n
many Instances are completely out of debt,
and have credit ava!labie to them at rates
or Interest no greater than provided for In
the b!ll. Because under all the clrcum•t.'\nces I believe It Is unsound legislation
"'r these reasons and others, I shall vote
against this proposed legislation.

SEVERAL SENATORS. Vote! Vote! Vote!
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
is before the Senate and open to further
amendment. If there be no further
amendment to be proposed, the question
is on the engrossment and third reading
of the bill.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed
for a third reading and was read the
third time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on the passage of the bill.
On this question the yeas and nays have
been ordered, and the clerk will call the
roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I announce that
the senator from Ohio IMr. LAUSCHEl,
the Senator from Louisiana [Mr. LoNG],
the Senator from Washington [Mr. MAGNUSON], and the Senator from Georgia
[Mr. RussELL] are absent on official
business.
On this vote the.Senator from Louisi·
ana [Mr. LoNG] is paired witn the sena·
tor from Connecticut lMr. PuRTELL].
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If present and voting the Senator from

Louisiana [Mr. LoNG] would vote "yea"
and the Senator from Connecticut 1Mr.
PuRTELL] would vote "nay."
On this vote the Senator from Washington [Mr. M~GNUSON] is paired with
the Senator from Ohio [Mr. BRICKERl.
If present and voting the Senator from
Washington [Mr. MA-GNUSON] would vote
''yea" and the Senator from Ohio IMr.
BRICKER] would vote "nay."
Mr. KNOWLAND. I announce that
the Senator from Indiana [Mr. CAPEHART] is absent because of illness.
The Senator from Connecticut [Mr.
PuRTELL] is absent on official business.
The Senator from
Ohio
[Mr.
BRICKER l and the Senator from Arizona
lMr. GoLDWATER] are necessarily absent.
The Senator from Illinois [Mr. DIRKSEN] is detained on official business.
If present and voting, the Senator
from Indiana [Mr. CAPEHART], the Senator from Arizona [Mr. GOLDWATER], and
the Senator from illinois [Mr. DIRKSEN]
would each vote "nay."
The Senator from Ohio [Mr. BRICKER]
is paired with the Senator from Washington [Mr. MAGNUSON]. If present and
voting, the Senator from Ohio would
vote "nay" and the Senator from
Washington would vote "yea."
On this vote, the Senator from Con·
necticut [Mr. PURTELL] is paired with
the Senator from Louisiana [Mr. LoNG].
If present and voting, the Senator from
Connecticut would vote "nay" and the
Senaror from Louisiana would vote
"yea."

The result was announced-yeas 60,
nays 26, as follows:
YEAS-60
Aiken
Allott
Anderson
Barrett

Beall
Bible
Carroll
Case, N J.
Chavez
Church
Clark
Cooper
Douglas
Eastland
Ellender
Ervin

Frear

Fulbright
Gore

Green

Bennett
Bridges
Bush
Butler
Byrd
Carlson
Cn•e. S. Dak.

Cotton

Curtis
Bricker
Capehart
Dirksen
Goldwater

Hl\yden

Henulngs
Hill
Hobl!tzell
Humphrey
Ives

Monroney

Morse

Murray

Neuberger

O'Mahoney
Pastore
Payne
Potter

Jackson
Jav!ts
Johnson. Tex. Proxmjre
Johnston, S. C. Revercomb
Kefauver
Smathers
Kennedy
Smith, Maine
Kerr
Sparkman
KnowJand
Stennis
Kuchel
Symington
Lnnger
Talmadge
Malone
Thye
M~nsfieJd

McClellan
McNamara
NAYS-26
Dworshnk
Flanders

H•ckenlooper
Holland
Hruska
Jenner

Mnrtln Iowa

Martin, Pa.

Wiley

Yarborough
Young

Mundt
Robertson

Saltonstall
Schoeppel
Smith. N J.
Thurmond

Watkins
Williams

Morton
NOT VOTING-10
Lausche
Russell
Long
Scot.t
Magnuson
Purtell

So the bill <S. 3497) was passed.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
move that the vote by which the bill was
passed be reconsidered.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presi·
dent, I move to lay that motion on the
table.
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
CHVRCH in the chair). The question is
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viet Union values trade least !or economic
reasons .
The Soviet state trading monopoly. controlled propaganda and internal dtcta torship compnse etl'ectlve machinery !or puroulng these ends. Increasing production
permits the Increasing employment of thts
machinery. The Soviet leaders are no doubt
pleased with what they regard as their success with this policy. They will almost certainly lntenslf~ their efforts, relentlessly
waging the economic cold war. At the same
time, they seek to create an Image of the
Soviet Union as a morally respectable and
economically advanced member of the world
community.
On the ba•ls of their own development,
the Soviets preach the doctrine of cmn-

muntsm as the only true way Of economic
progress. It is in this connection that their
propagandists constantly emphasize the recent rise in unemployment in the United
States. Khrushchev, In a recent lnten•iew
with a French journalist, was quoted as
saying about the unemployed ln our present
recession that they can die from need and
privation and lead a dismal existence. Needless to •ay, temporary unemployment Is of
great concern to all Americans and to their
Government. This concern has led to vigorous efforts to minimize its Impact and to
foster a resurgence of the economy. However If Khntshchev Is concerned about the
well~belng of the Individual American. he
should know that the average Industrial
worker In this country. temporarily out of
work, can buy more with his unemployment
compensation benefits than the average employed Sovlet work can buy with his wages.
In human terms, moreover, the substantial
underemployment of many Soviet workers
means low productivity, low incomes, and
thus a low living standard. It would be no
trick for us to abolish unemployment In the
Soviet fashion by abolishing free enterprise
and chaining every worker to a state-controlled job. You don't have to ask free
American labor why they reject that solution with the virtual szrfdom and accompanying low wages It would ental!.
Business ups and downs around n growth
curve create proble1ns in a free economy.
some or which we are now experiencing. But
they do not compare with the political struggles and abrupt party-line changes or a
totalitarian economy. Nothing In our experience compares with the economic and
social disruptions and human tragedies resulting from the forced collectivization or
the Russian peasants. Even the relatively
minor sblftmg of gears of the controlled society doubtless impairs economic efficiency,
when, !or example, Malenkov assutned power
and shifted emphasis to consumer goods,
when he was deposed and emphasis shifted
once more, and again when Khrushchev's
policies took hold. Obviously. dictatorships
with their regimented economies have serious problems o! their own In trying to
achieve stable progress.
The appeal of communism to the underdeveloped countries Is heavily grounded in anticolonialism, which sometimes become anticapitalism . Moreover, the most modern
scientific achievements are 11nked to the
image of the undeveloped Russian economy
o! 1917. The Communist Party line was
fully spelled out at the Afro-As ian Peoples•
Solidarity Conference held in Cairo last
December. The familiar distortions were
all paraded : that Soviet Russia had become
a great industrial power in 40 yenrs without

any outside help, that history shows the
fastes t way to industrialize is to nationalize
the means of production, and that this
course Is best for the masses of the people
In raising Uving standards. Let's consider
these claims. ,
First, did Russian development take place
wlthou t external aid? The Soviet propagandists conveniently forget that they
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started with the czarist economy which was
then the sixth largest in the world with production per capita substantially greater than
any of today's underdeveloped countrtes.
The Communists also forget that their sub•equent development was helped by vast lnfustons of foreign technical assistance ln
the 1930's, by the wealth of machinery and
equipment that the West poured In under
wartime lend-lease, and by the capital windfalls resulting from the Soviet looting o!
countries occupted during and after World
War II.
As far as economic growth is concerned, it
must be remembered that an advanced economy such as our own takes much of its
progress In the form of an impmved qunllty

of communism have given the average Russian citizen one more shirt in return tor his
sacrifices. The loss or II berty. the llqulda tlon
of friends and r elatives, the long hours of
labor, the terrible famines, all have been pa1d
tor w1th a few yards o! cloth and a handful
of social services. This Is the true lesson
of the histor y or Sovie~ economic develop ment. It Is a lesson that the developing
nations should carefully read.
v
This review of some aspects of the Soviet
economy will be useful If It helps us see a
few things more clearly.
First, the Soviet rulers. at great cost to the
Russian. people, have created an Industrial
machine of considerable strength. They
and variety of output, more services, and have done so, however, not by slavishly fol more leisure. Such growth in breadth and lowing Communist theory but by steadily
depth Inevitably shows a lower statistical modifying Its original doctrinaire concepts.
growth rate than the developing economy's They have abandoned egalitarianism and
expansion In basic and standardized com - have built a society or great and growing
modities. During the 40 years. 1880-1920. Inequalities and discrimination. But the
which some experts consider to be the period Sqylet economy Is a !act today. We should
most comparable to the 40 years of com- nurture no Illusions about It_ We should
munism in Russia, the American economy know Its strengths and Its weaknesses and Its
grew as rapidly as has the Soviet economy capacity to change regardless or doctrine.
over Its history. But there seems to be a
Second, fostering rapid and healthy ecodisposition among some in the underdevel- nomic growth 1n our own country must conoped areas to discount our experience as a tinue to be a major goal or private and public
special case, now distant In time.
policy. We prize economic growth, not for Its
During the 20th century, however , there own sake, but for the well-being it is capable
hns been a parallel development In Canada. of bringing to the individual. To allow a
The comparison of very different economies competition with the Soviets motive to overcannot, o! course, be precise, but over the shadow the sound reasons !or what we have
same 40 years which encompass the Soviet long been doing would demean the will and
experience, Canada grew at lenst as rapidly as intelligence o! this Nation. It might do more.
the Russian economy. I ndeed, her gross na- It might produce efforts toward an un tional product !rom 1920 through 1952 In- healthy, Inflationary puffing up o! our econcreased at an annual rate of over 7 percent, omy In the name of growth. It might lead
measured in constant dollars. This growth, to aping the forced-draft methods of the
moreover, was far better balanced between Soviets with all tire d amage that could proagriculture and industry than Russia's. One duce In our kind of society. It might jeopshould hesitate, therefore, to find In the ardize the f u ture of America's plenty In
Russian experience any clear solution to the freedom.
economic development problem.
Third, we must recognize the fact that SoBut the cruelest hoax of all Is the claim viet economic expansion provides the Comthat communism is best for the peonle and munist bloc with new resources for ecotheir living standards. Presumably this re- nomic penetration among new and develop lates to those basic elements-clothing, food, ing nations of the world. Our resolute reand shelter. With regard to clothing, there sponse should be a vigorous support of reclp has been a noticeable impr6vement under >Ocal trade, adequate and l.maglnative
communism. The Soviet's own published economic and technical cooperation among
figures, however, show that the average So- friendly nations, practical reemphasis on
viet diet ln 1955 and 1956 could not have spurring an increased flow o! private Investbeen much better, than under the czar In ment. It means, too, telling the true story
1913. In both periods, it was the same un- of the economy o! the American peopleInspiring grain and potatoes diet. with very what It Is and what It has produced for us
little meat and other quality foods. In the and for . others. In the unforgettable lanmatter of housing, a recent United Nations guage of the Declaration of Independence,
study showed urban housing standards In "Let facts be submitted to a candid world."
the Soviet Union to be the lowest In Europe.
The economy of the American people has
Russian Glty dwellers. after 40 years of sac- served this Nation and others well. It has
rifice under comnntnism. have no more liv- brought a material complement to the digIng space than they did under the czar. nity inherent In freemen. It has provided
Housing remains the most depressing aspect the essential strength for the defense of our
of pictorial reports from present day Russia. way of life and for those wllo share it. It
The canadian experience. parallel In time, lies within the power of this generation and
reflects In striking contrast sharply Increased those that will follow after to renew conliving standards for her people with no sac- stantly this !lfeglving strength. That we
rifice Or personal liberties. The Canadians can do by the Imaginative and vigorous prachave done this by pt'ovidlng an economic tice of freedom. , And In so doing, we can
climate in which individual enterprise could hasten the day when the whole world beflourlsh. They were thus able to supplement comes a neighborhood of nations.
their own development capacity through a
massive Inflow of private capital from abroad.
Our own progress and growth at a comparable stage of development was aided In
Agatha Kelly
a similar way from Europe. That was a key
to economic development In the United
States as well as in Canada.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
At the Cairo Afro-Asia n

Conference, the

Russians characterized Soviet history as a
lesson in economic development. It Is a le~
ron worth studying. a lesson In wringing
capital out of a. regimented people. Rapid
Industrial growth can be achieved under
communism, but only by sacrificing the economic interests of the people. At the risk of
some oversimplification which does no violence to the facts, we can say that 40 years
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Mr. MANSFIELD.
Mr. President,
Butte and Montana have lost one of
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their most capable teachers, in the person of Miss Agatha Kelly, who passed
away a few weeks ago.
I ask unanimous consent that a fine
tribute to Miss Kelly, which indicates
the esteem in which she is held by her
colleagues, be printed in the Appendix
of the REcORD. The editorial was published in the Montana Standard on
March 24.
There being no objection. the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
·

AGATHA KELLY
This community lost a first-class citizen
In the death last week of Agatha Kelly who
had been a teacher ln its publlc schools for
more than, 40 years. Miss Kelly was a teacher
of the old school. She left a lasting impression on the minds of thousands of students who had passed through her classrooms.
In ller devotion to her profession she had
attended summer school during 27 seasons,

and at the time of her death was near the

l

achievement of a doctorate ln education at
tile University of Wisconsin. She knew 8
6£ 9 languages intimately and had traveled
In Europe during 2 summers ln the Interest
of extending her knowledge.
Miss Kelly's memo~y ls enshrined in the
hearts and minds of her countless students
not only as an excellent teacher but as a
kind and generous person and a sympathetic
and understanding friend.
She was also held in the highest esteem
by the members of her profession, 68 of whom
signed a glowing tribute to her after she was
stricken by what proved to be her fatal
illness. Because it reveaJs the noblllty of
character of Miss Kelly we are herewith reproducing the document which was signed
by "Your Loving Friends and Colleagues":
"There are certain lessons that we have
' learned from our long and treasured association with you, not the least being that ln the
midst of the excessively active llfe of a highschool teacher it is possible for one to be a

saintly scholar. It ls natural that we sllould
think of you as a true and fA.lthful friend.
How can we help but be grateful for your
kindness through the years spent ln your
stimulating company when we were so often
aware of your quick and keen mind and of
the astonishing combination of your learnIng and of your lightness! How well we
know the hallmarks of ~our character, your
honesty, your dlllgence, your integrity.
Blessed with a clear Insight you were perfectly straightforward and transparently
truthful In your lines of thought and action.
"Your versatility amazed us. So graciously you shared your musical accompllshments In-plano, organ, and voice. The same
was true with dancing, skating, swimming.
"Your charity has been an lnsplratlon to
us. God's unfortunate chlldren know well
J;he generosity ln your heart. You never
turned from the needy. You sought occasions to give your service and to share your
worldly goods.
"Noble ls the name for you, Agatha. Every
action of your life mirrors your own beautiful appellations of 'Love of God.'
"A teacher ln the Butte schools for years,
you are best known, of course, for your expert and cultural knowledge of classical,
oriental, and romance languages. In your
teaching particularly we have observed your
loving interest in encouraging your students.
How fortunate were those who benefited from
your shining example of total dedication.
"Many of us also recall other phases of
your teaching career when your early experience ln the elementary schools was recognized by appointments as music supervisor
and as principal of the junior high school.
You achieved excellence ln every endeavor.

"Teaching, of course, was your life. For it
was a full-time occupation. If you paid the
penalty of excluding other attractions and
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America who work in politics. I'm just glad
to see sO many of you here.

You know, if I didn't already know what

pursuits in order to mature as a scholar and

wonderful folks Kansans are and what won-

conscientiously to discharge your duties as a
teacher, you acted wisely. The fulfillment
of your gifts could have been realized only in
the career you chose; for your work of Imbuing Immortal minds with the just fear of God
and love of fellowman has engraved something which w!!l brighten to all eternity."
We can add nothing to this except to say
that it was most fortunate that Miss Kelly
knew during her lifetime the kindly sentiments of her associates and friends.

derful Republicans you are, I could sort of
express myself, I suppose, by perverting a
toast which I one time heard that goes something like this: "Its easy enough to smile,
with a girl and a glass and a song. But the
man worthwhile Is the guy who can smile,
when he's brought the old woman along."
As far as I'm concerned, there isn't an old
woman in the crowd, you're all young. The
poet said there Is no such thing as an old
or ugly woman. I think he's exactly right.
And I agree with another thing the poet
said. The poet said that women are the
masterpiece of the Creator, the edition is
unlimited, and no man should be without
his copy. That adds lt up pretty well. Like
a lot of you. I agree that the Roosevelt boys
tried to carry that to excess, however, in
trying to accumulate a whole library.
Kansas and South Dakota, you know, are
a great deal alike in a great many ways and
one of them is poli tlcally. I know your fine

Address by Hon. Karr-- E. Mundt, of
South Dakota, Before Kansas Convention of Young Republicans
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. ANDREW F. SCHOEPPEL
OF KANSAS
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Mr. SCHOEPPEL. Mr. Pre;ident, on
December 7 of last year, my distinguished colleague, the Senator from
South Dakota rMr. MuNDT], delivered a
speech before the young Republicans of
my State, at Topeka, Kans. I ask unanimous consent that the speech be printed
in the Appendix of the RECORD.
There being no objection, the speech
was ordered to be printed in the REcORD, as follows:
ADDRESS

BY SENATOR KARL E. MUNDT OF SOUTH
DAKOTA, BEFORE STATE YOUNG REPUBLICAN
CONVENTION, TOPEKA, KANS., DECEMBER 7,

1957
Thank you very much indeed, BlLL AvERY,
for that very generous introduction. I'm
mighty glad that you stopped when you did
or I wouldn't have recognized myself sufficiently to have gotten up at all. At least
part of what you said Is correct. I am a
Member of the United States Senate. Beyond that, you were on your own.
But. former Governol' Hall, COngressman
Ed Rees, Congressman B!ll Avery, and distinguished guests at the head table, leaders
of young Republicanism here in Congress
and nationally, and ladles and gentlemen of
the Republican persuasion, it's goOd to be
back ln Kansas and good to be back here on
another occasion of Kansas Republ!canism.
I remember very vividly my experiences a
few years ago talking there on Kansas Day,
the fine turnout of very hard working Republlcans wllo attended that meeting, and
it's thrllllng to stand here and see tills great
aggrega tlon gathered together bn a football
Saturday, looking around for something to
do to help save America. I'm just as much
of a football fan as you are, and I'm glad
that there aren't many games left, although
I am going to have some fun driving back
north this afternoon llstenlng to the Notre
Dame-SMU game, I'm sure, and I suspect
I llke football for the same reasons you like
lt.
I am delighted to see In this Republican
company such a fine gathering of young
women, such a fine gathering of Republlcan
women of every age and of every era, oecause
I have a prevailing conviction that the safety
of this country Is going to be protected ultimately by the sound judgment and the good
sense and the hard work of the women of

\

Republican Congressmen, I have worked w1th

most of them in the House and in the Senate.
I have worked long an,d hard and in teamwork with your 2 fine and lllustrim.ts Senators, FRANK CARLSON and ANDY SCHOEPPEL, 2
of the best Senators of the United States to
work as a team and strike together, who are
a credit to any State, and both of whom
are doing a terrific job, and I know that
Kansas and South Dakota are part of this
great Repu9lican Cherokee strip that starts
at the Canadian line and runs down as far
as Oklahoma and then stops. But here Is a
totem pole of freedom; here is a Republican
Cherokee strip, and come goOd times or bad,
we refuse to be bought or bribed or bullied.
We're just too independent to sell out to the
other side.
I can remember in 1952 when I was serving
as chairman of the speakers bureau for the
Eisenhower-Nixon campaign, and a great
Kansan was doing a terrific job managing
the campaign, Wes Roberts. Wes and I made
a minor wager as to whether Kansas or South
Dakota would carry the greatest percentage
of Republican victory for Ike. We both knew
Ike was going to win, we knew our States
were going to come in right, but we made
a minor wager, and I bet, of course, on South
Dakota; he bet on Kansas, and we had to
carry it out to the fifth decimal point In
order to determine who won. It was that
close. I'm glad to tell you South Dakota
won. But it was pretty close. And we'ye
both slipped a llttle bit since then, I'm sorry
to say. You've elected a Democratic Congressman, we've elected a Democratlc Congressman; we've done a little bet ter than you,
we've kept a Republican governor, but we've
both sUpped a little. And believe me, we're
going to both work hard together to pick up
that sllp come 1958.
I thought I would ask and answer four
questions in the course of my discussion
about republlcanism with you fine coworkers
here this noou, and I've got enough notes

here so I'm going to try to remember to say
something that I told the press I would say.
But I want to talk to you pretty much from
the heart and off the cuff.
I want to ask and answer these four questions: No. 1, what does lt mean to be a
Republican in 1957? No. 2 , what are our
current responsibilities as Republicans in
1957? No.3, what Is our record? What's the
story that we 11ave to tell? And No. 4, why
should we win in 1958 and 1960?
We're here as people interested in the business of good government. You're here because you expect to do something to help
bring about the kind of decisions that you
want to have happen in 1958 and 1960. And
I think its good on occasion for us to reflect
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ply to the President as having a policy
of sitting thmgs out, I do not believe
they are applicable.
The President of the United States is a
great American. He carries heavy responsibilities, perhaps heavier responsibilities than are carried by any person on
the face of the earth today. He has been
mindful of the problems facing our country in the field of national defense, in the
grave threats which confront the future
of a free world of free men, and in the
economic dislocations which have taken
place in the United States.
The Pre ident has proposed to the
Congress a program for the acceleration
of our national defense, for the protection of the United States and to meet the
responsibilities we have in the world.
He has approved legislation. passed by
substantial bipartisan majorities, for the
acceleration of ow- housing program.
He has signed into Jaw the bill dealing
with highway construction, though, with
his usual frankness and candor the President of the United States, has pointed
out, and properly so, a phase of that
program which he would have preferred
not to see in it. He felt despite that factor he was justified in signing of the
bill which will accelerate the highway
program.
He has made recommendations in his
budget message, and in supplemental
bills which have come before the Congress, for the acceleration of certain of
our public works projects which can be
undertaken and be beneficial to the
economy of the country and of assistance
in providing employment.
He bas
recommended to the Congress of the
United States that it promptly consider
the question of unemployment reserves-Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. President, will the Senator yield at that
point?
Mr. KNOWLAND. I shall yield in a
moment.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I should
like to make an announcement on the
point the Senator has just mentioned, if
he will yield to me.
Mr. KNOWLAND. I yield.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Shortly before we left for our Easte1' recess--I believe the date was March 19-the President made a recommendation, which I
presume had been underway since Congress assembled in January, in connection with unemployment compensation
legislation. As all Members of Congress
know, such legislation must originate in
the other body. Legislation had been
Introduced in the other body, some 2
weeks before the President's recommendation, by the majority leader of that
body. Representative McCoRMACK. I
am informed the committee has held
hearings on that question following the
Easter recess, and that they expect to
net promptly.
As I stated earlier in the day to the
minority leader, and I think all Senators
should be on notice of the fact, I am
hopeful as soon as the Senate receives
proposed legislation from the House on
that subject, the appropriate Senate
committee, the Finance Committee, will
immediately set hearings and take such
action as in their judgment is warranted.

The majority leader of the other body of
Congress had introduced proposed legislation. and the committee was considering it, before the President's recommendation was received the latter part of
March. I think it is reasonable to conclude that they have acted with dispatch
if they are ready to proceed to the consideration of the proposed legislation on
the floor. I noti.fy the country, and I
am sure I will be joined in this by the
minority leader, that we are going to ask
the committee to act as expeditiously as
possible.
Mr. KNOWLAND. I certainly join in
the hope that the committee wlll hold
hearings, and will give to those who want
to be heard an opportunity to be heard,
and will report to the Senate proposed
legislation after appropriate hearings.
I wish to conclude by saying that
many problems confront our country,
both at home and abroad. I believe the
solution of those problems will need,
not only the consideration of the President of the United States, but, of course,
of the coequal branch of the Government, represented by the Congress, of
which this body is one part. These
probleins should not be met on any narrow, partisan basis. Both the President
and the Congress have a responsibility
to 170 million Americans.
Despite the econ01nic dislocations
which have taken place, more than 61
million Americans are gainfully employed. Some remarks were made on
the floor of the Senate yesterday, by a
Member on the other side of the aisle,
which indicated that this great Nation
had economically come to its knees. In
view of the fact that more than 61 million persons are gainfully employed,
that the United States still has the
greatest productive capacity of any nation on the face of the earth, and considering the developments which are now
taking place, the legislation which has
been passed ant! approved, with the cooperation of the executive branch, and
the Congress, it is clear that the economy of America has not come to its
knees. This Is no time to sell America
short.
Mr. THYE. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. KNOWLAND. Yes, I yield.
Mr. THYE. Mr. President, I want
fully to concur in the remarks made by
the distinguished minority leader.
I was in my State all Easter week. I
visited in the western and southern parts
of the State, as well as in the Twin
Cities areas. There is optimism.
In some areas of my State the agricultural income has greatly improved.
That is true in areas where farmers are
feeding cattle and hogs. There the
farmers and community centers have a
feeling of confidence and security.
In the areas where agriculture is predominantly dairying and poultry, the
people were not quite so optilnistic as
were the people in areas where the cattle
were being fed. In the main. however,
though we know we have a little recession-there can be no question about
that-it Is not a depression. We can
bring ourselves out of the trouble in a
matter of months, if we set our minds
and our intentions to improving the Na-
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tion's economy. Those who are unemployed should be put back to work.
I simply want to express my concurrence in the remarks of the distinguished minority leader about the state
of our economy.
Mr. KNOWLAND. I wi•h to thank
the distinguished Senator from Minnesota.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
have listened to the statements of the
distinguished minority leader, the distinguished majority leader, and the distinguished senior Senator from Minnesota.
All I have to say Is that when we have
approximately 5.3 million people out of
work. with very little prospect for relief
in sight, we are in a pretty serious situation. As I recall, the distinguished
minority leader voted for every antirecession measure which has passed the
Senate, with the exception of the farm
program, and that includes the omnibus
rivers and harbors bill which was vetoed
by the President of the United States.
I do not think we can set up straw
men and knock them down. I think we
ought to face up to the facts of life and
get away from the Issuance of statements. We should continue the policY
which the Senate has entered Into since
the beginning of the present session,
which Is an attempt to get something
done in a constructive, bipartisan manner, which will be of benefit to the
people as a whole.
I express the hope that when the farm
veto message and the rivers and harbors
veto message are referred to the appropriate committees, those committees
will submit reports recommending that
the Senate override the Presidential
vetoes, because, as one Senator, I am
ready, able, and willing at any time to
vote to override a veto of the President
of the United States on farm freeze legislation and on the omnibus rivers and harbors bill as well. Those were constructive
pieces of le"'islation.
Mr. THYE. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield to me?
Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield to the Senator from Minnesota.
Mr. THYE. Mr. President, as the
third-ranking Republican of the Senate
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry,
I assure my distinguished friend from
Montana that if the Presidential veto
message on the agricultural joint resolution is placed before the Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry-Mr. MANSFIELD. It will be.
Mr. THYE. Then I shall be one who
will support a recommendation to refer
the bill back to the Senate with a recommendation that an effort be made to
override the veto. I feel strongly that is
a step which would be desirable in order
to bolster the farmers' buying power.
The farmer is one of the largest buyers
of industrial output. Today tractors are
the means of power on the farms of our
land, and tractors are part of the industria) output. The farmers do not use
horses, mules, or oxen to till the land
any more; they use tractors. The farmers use power fuel from the petroleum
wells. They use combines. They use
much heavy machinery to till the land.
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The farmer today is using the industrial output of the plants of America. I
know of no immediate step which would
improve the economy of our industrial
centers more than a strong purchasing
power on the part of the average farmin!LJ:_ommunity.
"1\1r. MANSFIELD. The Senator is absolutely correct.
1V!l". THYE. As to the rivers and harbors bill, I shall again inform my distinguished friend from Montana that I shall
endeavor to have that measw·e brought
before the Senate. I think the veto
message should be overridden. The proposed rivers and harbors legislation has
an effect in my State, since some of the
most important flood-control projects
for which it provides are in my State.
Those projects have been approved by
the Army engineers. Their economic
worthiness is beyond question, and so is
their value in eliminating hazards
caused by floods, which have occurred so
often.
As one Senator who has just finished
praising the minority leader, because I
think it is necessary we speak encouragingly and not act as if we had lost all
hope for the future, insofar as the economic affairs of this great Nation are
concerned, I make these statements. I
have not lost faith. I have seen recessions before. I have seen them under
the Truman administration, as well as
under this administration. None of us
ran for cover then. I shall not run for
cover now.
I say that on the question of overridIng the vetoes, I may depart from some
of my friends on this side of the aisle,
because I feel strongly about both of
those legislative measures which have
been vetoed.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
compliment and commend the distin. guished senior Senator from Mlnnesota
for speaking his,mind so forthrightly as
he has. I think he is on the right track.
I recall that the Senator from Minnesota voted for both the measures we are
discussing.
Mr. THYE. The Senator is correct.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Those measures
were in the interest of the people as a
whole.
Mr. THYE. The Senator is correct.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I recall to the
Senator and to the Senate a fact which
is well known: Recessions and depressions in this country are usually farm
bred and farm led. Unless we do something to stop the 21-percent decline in
prices which the farmers are receiving,
to which the majority leader referred
this morning, I am afraid we shall have
a long way to go before we work ourselves out of this recession.
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield.
Mr. KNOWLAND. To my distinguished friends on the other side of
the aisle and on this side of the aisle,
who serve on both the very able committees to which the veto messages have
already been referred, I should like to
say that I hope they will withhold judgment until they have heard all the testimony pro and con. I hope they will
not act in the manner told in a story of

the early West. Someone asked, "What
are we going to do with this fellow?"
The answer, "Well, we are going to give
him a fair trial before we hang him."
I hope that Senators will at least
listen to the arguments and will examine the record as to agricultural prices
and note some of the very definite improvements which have taken place
since the abandonment of the old fixed
high support prices. Certainly there
are elements in our agricultural economy which are not all of a pessimistic
nature.
I hope that at least Senators will get
a balanced diet. not a one-sided one.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. President, will the Senator yield to me?
Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. First, I
want to concur wholeheartedly in what
the able minority leader said about the
nonpartisan action taken in the antirecession field.
Second, I want to point out clearly
that the majority leader has not reached
any conclusion as to whether the committees must take action one way or
the other. I have not even made a decision as to when a motion would be
made, if it were to be made, to override
the veto, after receiving the recommendations of the committee.
In fairness, I wonder if the minority
leader has an open mind and if he still
has under consideration the possibility
that he might vote to override either
veto.
Mr. KNOWLAND. I will say to the
Senator that I would certainly always
keep an open mind on any additional
facts which might be presented.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I think that
will be encouraging to the farmers of the
country and to the people who are concerned with these very important projects, because there is no member of this
body who can have more influence on
the outcome with regard to the veto
messages than the able minority leader.
I know when the people of America
learn he has an open mind on these two
subjects It will be heartening to them.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
note that the distinguished chairman of
the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry [Mr. ELLENDER] is present in the
Chamber. I should like to say to him
what I have said before, which is this:
Now that the President's veto message
on the farm freeze resolution has been
referred to the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, it is my hope that a
recommendation will come from the
committee to the Senate that the Senate
override the veto of the President of the
United States.
Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, let
me say to my good friend from Montana that It will be my pw·pose to call
before the committee certain members
of the Department of Agriculture to
testify. I want some of the farm
organizations to be represented before

us.

During the recent Easter recess, I
spent quite a few days traveling
through Louisiana, talking to farmers,
businessmen and others. I found that
among rank-and-file members of the
American Farm Bureau Federation, or,
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rather, the Louisiana Farm Bureau Federation, which is associated with the
American Farm Bureau Federation,
there is much dissatisfaction with
the national organization's view on
the stop-gap farm bill. The Louisiana
farmers with whom I spoke were 100
percent in favor of the bill. They could
not understand why the national organization should oppose it, and after talking with these farmers, I wondered the
same thing. Certainly, sentiment in my
State is overwhelmingly in favor of
overrtding the President's veto.
I am of the opinion that the same
situation prevails in many other States.
In addition, I shall do my utmost to present a full and clear picture of the need
for the bill, the desirability of the bill,
when the appropriate time comes. I
am going to give Senators only the facts.
I am certain that once the facts are
available, once we can wipe away the
confusion and sloganeering which is the
only real basis for the President's veto,
then sufficient votes will be cast in favor
of the bill to permit it to become law
over the President's veto.
I do not know of any measure enacted
in recent months which has been so misrepresented to the public as the joint
resolution enacted by the Congress.
It has been called a freeze. As a
matter of fact, it is not. It is merely an
effort to hold the line, so as to avoid
further beating down the prices which
the farmers are now receiving. Unless
the joint resolution is enacted, the result
will be far less income to cotton farmers,
rice farmers, and other farmers, as well.
It is my belief that the Secretary of
Agriculture has made up his mind to
further reduce acreage with respect to
many of the commodities now eligible
for price support. The result of such
action would be less and less income to
the farmer.
As I have pointed out on many occasions, today the farmers of the Nation
are receiving, percentagewise, the lowest
share of the national income in history.
I believe that this is no time for us to
adopt a farm program which would
further depress farm income, as would
the program submitted to the Congress
earlier this year by the President.
I regard the stop-gap legislation
which the President vetoed as a minimum. Of course, even this measure is
not an e.nd in itself. On the contrary,
it would only provide a short-term floor
beneath farm prices and acreage--a step
which is urgently necessary. I am convinced that the Congress is not going
to roll over and play dead at the administration's urging and provide the specific program the President has demanded. However, until we can reach
agreement on a long-range farm bill, I
believe our farmers need assurance that
their prices are not going to be further
'cut, and their acreage further reduced.
All the stop-gap farm bill vetoed by the
President did was to give them that assurance.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, it is
also my hope that the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry will look into the
reasons why, during the past 6 years,
600,000 families operating small-sized
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farms have left the soil; and why,
at the present time, 1,400,000 farm families are earning less than $1,000 a year.
I, too, VIsited my home State during the
Easter recess. The feeling in my State
is one of deep uncertainty. There is at
least a recession. The railroads are in
bad shape. The mines are in bad shape.
The woods operations are in bad shape.
All the statements issued from Washington and Madison Avenue will not cure the
ills which affect the country economically at the present time.
Congress has tried to take definitive
action on a nonpartisan basis. With respect to most of the remedial measures,
there have been a.s many votes for them
on the other side of the aisle as there
have been on this side.
There is no question of anyone's patriotism, but there is a question of how
to go about meeting the recession, stopping it, or alleviating it in some way, so
as to prevent a depression.
I know what conditions were like in the
1930's. I know what happened in my
section of the country. I know what
Stalin said at the close of the Second
World War, and what Khrushchev has
said since. They both confidently expected a depression in the capitalistic
United States. They calculated that
when such a depression arrived they
would be able to make headway.
We must always remember that undell'
no circumstances can this country afford
a depression.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Inasmuch as there is
so much finality about the discussion, I
see no reason why we should not consider
the veto message today. I am prepared
to~ so.
Mr. MANSFIELD. So am L
Mr. DIRKSEN. I am prepared to vote
to sustain the President of the United
States.
It has been said that a politician thinks
of the next election, and a statesman
thinks of the next generation. I think
the President of the United States qualifies as a statesman. Not only is he
thinking of present conditions, but he is
looking down the road a little in the
interest of the well-being of his country.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
was interested and impressed by what
the distinguished Senatot· from Illinois
[Mr. DIRKSEN], the minority whip, had
to say. I express the hope that he will
get together with his leader, so that we
may bring up the omnibus rivers and
harbors bill and the farm freeze bill,
place them before the Senate, and seek
a vote on the question of overriding the
President's veto. I hope the minority
whip will discuss this subject with the
minority leader.
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield.
Mr. KNOWLAND. I indicated to the
distinguished majority leader that, of
course, as we should all do, I would hold
my mind open !or additional testimony,
However, I do not wish to have any misunderstanding on that point. Based

upon the facts at present available, I
should expect to vote to sustain the veto
of the President, both with respect to
the agricultural measure and the rivers
and harbors bill. Nevertheless. I shall
await the hearings before the committees, as I think we all will.
Mr. MANSFIELD. The distinguished
minority leader would be consistent in
voting to u phold the P resident's veto
of the farm-freeze measure. However,
I am sw·e that he studied the omnibus
rivers and harbors bill before voting in
favor of it. Therefore, it seems to me
that he would be inconsistent in voting
to sustain the President's veto of that
measure. I would naturally assume
that, on the basis of his own JUdgment
and his own responsibility to the people
of California and of the Nation, he would
vote to override the President's veto of
that particular measure. However, we
shall reach that quetsion at the proper
time.
"'Mr. PR OXMIRE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield.
Mr. PROXMIRE. This is day of hope
and gratitude for the people of Wisconsin. I am sure that if they could be
present today they would say to the
majority leader, "God bless you."
The fact that the President's veto of
the farm price support measure is coming before the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry; the fact that the
chairman of the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry has stated that
hearings will be held; and the fact that
a distinguished member of the committee on the R epublican side has stated
that he would be inclined to favor overriding the veto constitute very good news
for the people of Wisconsin.
I make that statement to the distinguished Senator from Montana because of the fact that I have just visited
my State. Not only the farmers, but-the working people, the business people,
the professional people, and all the other
people of Wisconsin with whom I have
talked recognize the tremendous importance to our State of overriding this
veto if the farm economy of Wisconsin
is to be saved.
EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS, ETC.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore laid before the Senate the following letters,
which were referred as indicated:
REPORT ON COOPERATION WITH MEXICO ON
CONTROL AND ERADICATION OF FOOT-AND•
MOUTH DISEASE

A letter from the Assistant Secretary of
Agriculture, reporting, pursuant to law, that
there have been no significant developments
to report for the month of March relating
to the cooperative program o! the United
States with Mexico for the control and the
eradication of foot-and-mouth disease: to
the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry.
STATISTICAL SUPPLEMENT TO STOCKPILE
REPoRT

A letter from the Director, Office of De·
tense Mobilization, Executive Office of the
President, transmitting, pursuant to law, a
secret statistical supplement to the stock·
pile report, covering the period from J Uly
to December 1957 (with an accompanying report); to the Committee on Armed Services.

REPORT ON NUMBER OF 0>TICERS AsSIGNl':D TO
PERMANENT DUTY AT THE SEAT OF GOVERN MENT

A letter from the Director, Legislative Liaison, Department of the Air Force, Washing.
ton, D. C., reporting. pursuant to law, that,
as of March 31, 1958, there was an aggregate
of 2,601 officers assigned or detalled to permanent duty In the executive element o! the
Air Force at the seat of government; to the
Committee on Armed Services.
REPORT PRlOR TO RESTORATION OF BALANCES,
.DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

A letter from the Acting Secretary of Agriculture transmi ttlng, pursuant to law, a report prior to restoration or balances, to the
appropriation
"Salaries
and
Expenses.
Farmer Cooperative Service, 1957," as of
March 31, 1958 (with an accompanying report); to the Committee on Government
Operations.
STUDY ENTITLED "FINANCIAL AND EcoNOMlC
ANALYSIS, COLORADO RIVER STORAGE PROJ •
EC'Tn

A letter from the Secretary o! the Interior,
transmitting, pursuant to law, a study entitled "Financial and Economic Analysis,
Colorado River Storage Project and Par·
ticipatlng Projects, February 1958" (with an
accompanying document): to the Committee
on Interior and Insular Affairs.

PETITIONS AND MEMORIALS
Petitions, etc., were laid before the
Senate, or presented, and referred as indicated :
By the PRESIDENT pro tempore:
Resolutions of the General Court of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts; to the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce:
"Resolutions memorializing the Congress o!
the United States to change the distri bution formula for Federal aid for fisher·
ies and game so as not to discriminate
against large populations and !lmlted land
areas
"Whereas His Excellency, the Governor, In
his annual message to the general court on
January 1, 1958, stated: 'The present Federal formula for the distribution of Federal
aid for fisheries and game discriminates
against States with large populations and
limited land areas. Massachusetts Is one
State so a.tfected.
This discrimination
should be corrected'; and
"Whereas the operation of the present for·
mula Is unfair to the 300,000 citizens in
Massachusetts holding fish and game 11·
censes: Therefore be It
"Resolved, That the General Court of
Massachusetts respectfully urges the Congress of the United States to enact legislation amending Federal aid In the Wildlife
Restoration Act, Publlc Law 415 of the 75th
Congress, and Federal aid In the Fish Restoration and Management Projects Act, Public
Law 681 of the 81st Congress, by revising the
distribution formula to 60 percent on the
basis of population and 40 percent on the
basis of area; and be it further
"Resolved, That copies o! these resolutions
be sent forthwith by the secretary of the
Commonwealth to the presiding officer of
each branch of Congress and to the Members thereof from this Commonwealth.
"House of representatives, adopted March
31, 1958.
ULAWRENCE

R.

GROVE~

"Clerk.

"Senate, adopted in concurrence April 2,
1958.
' (IRVING

N. HAYDEN,
"Clerk.

"Attest:
"EDWARD

J.

CRONIN,

"Secretary ()j the Commonwealth."
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Resolutions of the General Court of the floods the mail Is not only a national dis- record. as being ready to stop this flow of
Commonwealth of Massachusetts; to the grace but also Is a definite moral menace to pollution from going Into the homes of
suggestible teen-agers and ·those adults America through the United States mail.
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare:
"ResOI1Jtlons memorializing the Congress of whose emotional stability is easily threatthe United States to extend and amend the ened and whose sexual perversion is capable
BILLS INTRODUCED
Hill-Burton Act providing Federal aid for of being triggered.
The above paragraph abounds In sweeping
hospital construction
Bills were introduced, read the first
general!
ties
and
grave
charges.
AI
though
I
"Whereas His Excellency the Governor, in do have a teen-age son, I do not write as time and, by unanimous consent, the sechis annual message to the general court on a hysterical parent. As a clergyman and edu- ond time, and referred as follows:
Ja,puary 1, 1958, stated, 'The Federal law pro- cator I have had wide experience in the field
By Mr. McNAMARA:
vldlng for Federal assistance for hospital of counseling and am quite aware of the
S. 3630. A b!ll to encourage the operation
construction expires In 1958. I urge that you definite danger this type of literature prerecommend that the operation of this law be sents to people. I am also a member of the of marginal copper mines necessary to the
national defe"1se; to the Committee on
extended'; and
West Virginia Crime and Delinquency Coun"Whereas the basic distribution formula of cll of the National Probation and Parole Armed Services.
(See the remarks of Mr. McNAMARA when
the Hill-Burton Act, Public Law 725, should Association. In this work I again have had
be reexamined In order to provide more fully firsthand knowledge of the harm that Is he Introduced the above b!ll, which appear
under
a separate heading.)
for the hospital needs ln States with anum- being caused. by the mall distribution of
By Mr. PURTELL:
ber of large cities and metropolitan areas: obscene and wanton literature.
S. 3631. A b!ll to authorize the construcTherefore be It
May I earnestly request you to do all in
"Resolved, That the General Court of Mas- your power to seek the passage of appropri- tion of certain works for flood control on the
Hall
Meadow Brook, and East Branch of the
sachusetts respectfully urges the Congress of ate legislation which can effectively keep
the United States to extend the provisions of such literature out of our postal system and Naugatuck River, and Mad River Dam In the
State of Connecticut; to the Committee on
Public Law 725, 79th Congress, and to amend
-possibly curb and punish those who seek to Public Works.
its provisions so as to provide more fully for pervert Innocent victims.
the hospital needs in States with a number
(See the remarks of Mr. PuRTELL when he
Faithfully,
of large cities and metropolitan areas; and be
Introduced the above blll, which appear unWILBURN C. CAMPBELL,
der
a separate heading.)
It further
Bishop.
"Resolved, That copies of these resolutions
By Mr. ANDERSON:
be sent forthwith by the State secretary to
Mr. HOBLITZELL. Mr. President, I
S. 3632. A bill to amend Publlc Law 85-162
the presiding officer of each branch of Con- also present a copy of my statement to to Increase the_ authorization for appropriagress and to the .Members thereof from this the Senate Judiciary Committee on this tions to the Atomic Energy Commission in
Commonwealth.
accordance with section 261 of the Atomic
"House o! representatives, adopted March matter, which I ask unanimous consent Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and !or other
to have printed in the RECORD.
31, 1958.
purposes; to the Joint Committee on Atomic
There being no objection, the state- Energy.
LAWRENCB R. GROVE,
"Clerk.
ment was ordered to be printed in the
By Mr. CHAVEZ:
"Senate, adopted In concurrence, Aprll 2, RECORD, as follows:
S. 3633. A bill for the relief of Hong Ah
1958.
STATEMENT BY SENATOR HOBLl'TZELL
Tak; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
"laVING N. HAYDEN,
As a member of the Post Office and Civil
"Clerk.
Service Committee I feel that it is one of my /
"Attest:
rcsponslbil!tles to call to the attention of this
RESOLUTIONS
"EDWARD J. CRONIN,
committee
the letter of Bishop Campbell, FUNERAL EXPENSES OF THE LATE
""Secretary of the Commonwealth."
Episcopal diocese of West VIrginia, who Is
SENATOR W
KERR SCOTT OF
·
•
A resolution adopted by the Ventura regarded as one of the most outstanding
church
leaders
in
the
sovereign
State
of
NORTH
CAROLINA
County Taxpayers' Association, Ventura,
Call!., favoring the enactment of legislation West Virginia.
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I submit
to repeal excise taxes; to the Committee on
When the filth described by the bishop a resolution and ask unanimous concan be routed through the United States
Finance.
The petition of Eva Warschlcka, of Heron mall, then we have come to the point where sent for its immediate consideration.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
Lake, Minn., praying !or the enactment of it is mandatory that this body act In the
legislation to abolish daylight saving time; name or common decency to protect our resolution will be read for the informato the Committee on Interstate and Foreign clt!zens from these merchants or depravity. tion of the Senate.
Several days ago one of my office assistCommerce.
The resolution (S. Res. 291) was read,
The petition of Eva Warschlka, of Heron ants showed me a piece of literature that
Lake. Minn., relating to persons of old age, had been mailed to his home In West Vir- as follows:
Resolved, That the Secretary of the Senand so forth; to the Committee on Labor and ginia.
The envelope containing this shocking ate is hereby authorized and directed to
Public Welfare.
llterature, which Is too base for me to de- pay !rom the contingent fund of the Senscrlpe before this august body, was opened ate the actual and necessary expenses InMAILING OF OBSCENE LITERA- by my aide's wife. It could Just as easily curred by the committee appointed to arhave been opened by one or his young range for and attend the funeral o! the
TURE-LETTER AND STATEMENT
Honorable W. KERR ScoTT, late a Senator
children.
I am a mature man and feel that I have !rom the State of North Carollna, on
Mr. HOBLIJ'ZELL. Mr. President, I
vouchers
to be approved by the chairman
come
Into
contact
with
many
of
the
unask unanimous consent that a letter
of the Committee on Rules and Adminiswhich I have received from the Right pleasnntr!es that go with llfe. But I can tration.
honestly say that I was soundly shocked at
Reverend Wilburn C. Campbell, D. D., the thought that such lewd literature can be
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is
bishop of the Episcopal diocese of west passed through the United States mall.
Virginia, concerning the mailing of porMothers of the Nation are entitled to there objection to the present considnographic, la,scivious, and lewd litera- know that the Congress of the United States eration of the resolution?
ture, be printed in tlle RECORD and wlll take firm action to see that their chilThere being no objection, the resoludren are not subjected to such trash, which tion was considered and agreed to.
appropriately referred.
could
easily
lend
to
corruption
of
youthful
There being no objection, the letter
morals.
was referred to the Committee on the
I want to thank Bishop Campbell !or renJudiciary, and ordered to be printed in dering his most sincere letter In this rna t- PRINTING AS A SENATE DOCUMENT
A STUDY ENTITLED "SCIENCE AND
the RECORD, as follows:
ter, and I hope It wlll serve to shock MemTHE DIOCESE OF WEST VIRGINIA, e
TECHNOLOGY ACT OF 1958"
bers of this body in to adopting legislation
Charleston, W.Va., April15, 1958.
to protect the chlldren of this Nation.
¥r. McCLELLAN submitted a resoluHon. JOHN D. HOBLITZELL,
Further, I want to announce my wholeSenate Office Building,
hearted endorsement of Senate bill 3555, tion (S. Res. 292), which was referred to
Washington, D. C.
sponsored by Mr. THYE, which is now before the Committee on Rules and Administration, as follows:
MY DEAR SENATOR HoBLlTZELL: I am writ- the Committee on the Judiciary.
Ing to you as my Senator from West Vlrglnla
It Is my slncere hope that this legislation
Resolved, That the staff study entitled
but more particularly because you are a will be brought before the Members of this usclence and Technology Act of 1958" (S.
member of the Postal Committee of th.e Sen- body so they can take positive action -durlng 3126), prepared !or the Committee on Govate.
this session of the Congress.
ernment Operations, be printed as a Senate
The ever-Increasing volume of pornoI am secure In the knowledge that my document, and that 5,000 additional copies
graphic, lascivious, and lewd Uterature that esteemed colleagues w!ll desire to go on be printed for the use of that committee.
11
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Furthermore, it would have the very
ENCOURAGEMENT OP OPERATION
important effect of providing a liveliOF MARGINAL COPPER MINES
hood to thousands of copper miners who
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, I are deprived of work when the mine
introduce, for appropriate reference, a owners close down a marginal mine.
bill to encourage the operation of marTheir wages, in turn, will provide the
ginal copper mines necessary to the na- economic lifeblood required for survival
tional defense.
by many communities in the copperI felt this measure is very important mining areas.
i! we are to maintain an America that
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
is to be as self-sufficient as possible in bill will be received and appropriatelY
the face of any crisis.
referred.
For many years, the domestic mining
The bill (S. 3630) to encourage the
industry has been unable to supply all operation of marginal copper mines necour copper needs.
essary to the national defense, introAccording to figures comp!led by the duced by Mr. McNAMARA, was received,
Bureau of Mines, domestic production read twice by its title, and referred to
of copper in 1957 was 1,077,000 short the Committee on Armed Services.
tons, while our actual consumption wa.s
1,239,000 short tons.
An estimated 594,000 short tons which CONSTRUCTION
OF
CERTAIN
we needed to satisfy domestic consumpWORKS FOR FLOOD CONTROL IN
tion was obtained through imports.
CONNECTICUT
I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the REcoRD at this point a
Mr. PURTELL. Mr. President, I in.,
table showing our production and con- traduce for appropriate reference a bill
to authorize the construction of certain
sumption of copper since 1940.
There being no objection, the table works for flood control on the Hall
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, Meadow Brook, East Branch of the
Naugatuck River, and Mad River Dam,
as follows:
in the State of Connecticut.
Copper
Mr. President, all of these projects
(Thousands of short tons]
have been recommended by the Chief
Mlno
Apporent
Total
Year
of Engineers and were included in the
produdion consumption imports rivers harbors bill vetoed by the President. They are not subject to the ob491
1,009
~·8
lll40. --------------jections the President stated in his veto
9.~
l,lH2
736
lll41. -- - -----------764. message on S. 497 regarding some of the
l,OM
I,G08
1H42------·-----·--1,502
717
IU·I3 ............... .
1,091
projects included in that measure. Mine
1, .')()4
78.>
973
lll44. -·------ ------I , (16
8.53 is a companion bill to one being intro7i3
11146.
-- ------ -------_
194fi _______________
roo
I , 391
396 duced in the House of Representatives
414
84S
1,2h6
lll47 ---------------by Representative JAMES PATTERSON.
K;4!j
1,214
607
1948.. -------------7t-i3
1,072
553
The flood control projects provided for
1949.--------------()90
uon
1,447
1950.. ---------- ---.
in my bill are urgently needed to pro4H9
U28
1 304
105
111521..__-----______--------_______ _
1: 3r,o
619
U25
tect the cities of Torrington and Win02ti
1,435
676
!Uii3................
sted and surrounding areas from a repe1,2:~5
595
835
1954.------------•• tition of the misery, devastation, and hu!J'J'J
1,3.'1.>
51l4
1955 •• -------------1 ,1()1)
1,
3H7
5%
19-Sfi. --------------man suffering visited upon them by the
1,239
594
1, 077
HI.5i '------------··floods of 1955. As I have said, these
projects have the approval of the Bureau
J Preliminary.
of the Budget and the Army engineers
Source: U.S. Bureau oll\finC!I.
and meet all the requirements estabMr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, on lished as criteria for eligibility. I urge
the average, we are required to import that the appropriate committee take
approximately 40 percent of the copper speedy action on this bill during the preswe need. Imports have gone as high as ent session of Congress.
61 percent in wartime.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
But while we were able to obtain bill will be received and appropriately
enough copper through imports to satis- referred.
fy our expanding needs during World
The bill (S. 3631) to authorize the
War II, there is no assurance that such construction of certain works for flood
supplies will be available in some new control on the Hall Meadow Brook, East
emergency.
Branch of the Naugatuck River, and Mad
I believe it is for our own protection
River Dam, in the State of Connecticut,
that we must guarantee a steady source introduced by Mr. PURTELL, was received,
of copper.
read twice by its title, and referred to
My bill would direct the Office of DeCommittee on Public Works.
fense Mobilization to purchase copper the
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Presore from the operators of marginal cop- ident, will the Senator yield at that
per mines, at a reasonable profit to them, point?
on the conditions that, first, the operaMr. PURTELL. I yield.
tion of the mine is necessary to the naMr. JOHNSON of Texas. Do I untional defense; and, second, the mine is
unable to operate at then current mar- derstand that the senator Is introducket prices and return a reasonable profit ing a bill covering individual projects?
Mr. PURTELL. The Senator is cor·
to the owners.
The effect of this proposed legislation rect.
would be to keep many marginal copper
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Were these
mines in operation to assure adequate projects included in the omnibus rivers
domestic supplies of copper in times of and harbors bill which the President
national emergency.
vetoed?
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Mr. PURTELL. They were included in
the part of the bill which was approved
by the Army engineers, not in the por•
tion to which the President, I think
justifiably, objected.
AMENDMENT OF MUTUAL SECURITY
ACT OF 1954-AMENDMENT
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, last
year the administration, in its proposed
mutual-security program bill, asked for
continuing authorizations for appropriations for both military assistance and
defense support. It was intended by the
administration that thenceforth military
assistance and defense support would be
appropriated as separate items within
the Department of Defense budget. The
President of the United States, in his
message to Congress on his mutual security bill, explained and justified this proposal as follows:
I recommend also that appropriations for
both military assistance and defense support
be pursuant to a continuing authorization
enacted by the Congress. This would fittingly recognize that our own security requires continuance o! these parts o! our own
military ef!ort as long as Communist Imperialism remains a menace to free peoples.
This would also enable the Congress to consider simultaneously appropriations both for
our own Armed Forces and for assistance to
friendly forces. In this way, these two Interrelated elements of our military budget C9Jl
be better Integrated and balanced, and the
ef!ectlveness of both Increased.

Although the Senate adopted a modified version of this proposal, the bill
which finally was enacted did not change
the handling of military assistance and
defense support in the way the President requested. This year the administration bill reverts to the old procedure
of annual authorizations and appropriations for these two items.
On March 19, I asked the Secretary of
Defense, Mr. McElroy, why the administration had not adhered to its proposal
of last year. Secretary of Defense McElroy stated that the executive branch
still favors the idea, but feels that since
its request was not adopted last year
there is no point in pushing the proposal
again.
Mr. President, it seems to me that if
military assistance is designed primarily
to contribute to a strengthening of the
defenses of the United States as our military men insist, then the militarY··assistance part of the mutual-security program should be a part of the military
budget of the United States. "Military
assistance," in the words of the executive branch of the Government, "consists of military equipment, training in
its proper use, and supplies and services,
furnished directly to selected foreign
military forces which are important to
the fulfillment of United States national
security objectives."
One of the objectives of military assistance is to promote the foreign policy
of the United States. The program is
undertaken in order to reduce the military demands on our own forces. Indeed, it has been stated on numerous
occasions by witnesses before the Committee on Foreign Relations that if funds
are not provided fo1· military assistance
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it would be essential to increase the size
of our own military budget.
It seems to me that the proposal last
year of the executive branch that the
military-assistance and defense-support
programs be included as a part of the
Defense Department budget has the
merit of compelling those charged with
the military defense of the Nation to
measure every domestic defense dollar
against every mutual-security program
dollar to be sure that every taxpayer's
dollar used to promote the defense of the
Nation is spent in the best way possible.
In order to give effect to this line of
reasoning, Mr. President, I submit an
amendment which the able Senator from
Minnesota [Mr. HUMPHREY] and I intend to propose to S. 3311!', the current
mutual-security bill. This amendment
would do in this year's mutual-security
program what the administration unsuccessfully sought last year. It seems to
me that the reasons advanced last year
for this change are equally persuasive
now.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
amendment will be received, printed, and
referred to the Committee on Foreign
Relations.
AMENDMENT OF CIVIL SERVICE
RETIREMENT ACT, RELATING TO
PAYMENTS FROM VOLUNTARY
CONTRIBUTIONS ACCOUNTS
'
Mr. JOHNSTON
of South Carolina
submitted amendments, intended to be
proposed by him, to the bill (H. R. 4640)
to amend the Civil Service Retirement
Act with respect to payments from
voluntary contributions accounts, which
were ordered to lie on the table, and to
be printed.

-----

COMMISSION ON COUNTRY LIFEADDITIONAL COSPONSOR OF BILL
Mr. FLANDERS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the name of my
colleague, the senior senator from Vermont lMr. AIKEN] may be added as an
additional cosponsor of the bill (S. 3596)
to establish a Commission on Country
Life, and for other purposes, introduced
by me, for myself and other Senators, on
April 2, 1958.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
ADDRESSES, EDITORIALS, ARTICLES, ETC., PRINTED IN THE
APPENDIX
On request, and by unanimous consent, addresses, editorials, articles, etc.,
were ordered to be printed in the Ap·
pendix, as follows:
By Mr. THYE:
Minutes of 938th meeting of the Six
O'Clock Club of Minneapolis, Minn., summarizing an address entitled "Swift and Constant Change," delivered by him before the
club on April 8, 1958.
By Mr. MURRAY:
Statement prepared by him regarding the
Mission 66 program.
Address entitled "Stand Your Ground," de·
livered by Gus Norwood, executive secretary
of the Northwest Public Power Association.

Address entitled "The Need for Revision of
Federal Policy In Indian Affairs," delivered by
Hon. LEE METCALF.
By Mr. BIBLE:
Address delivered by Hon. James R.
Durfee, Chairman, Civil Aeronautics Board,
at quarterly regional meeting, Association of
Local and Territorial Airlines, Las Vegas,
Nev., April 11, 1958.
By Mr. KENNEDY:
Editorials commenting .on assistance for
India, and two articles commenting on the
importance of ties with the Republics of
Latin America.
'By Mr. NEUBERGER :
Editorial entitled "Power Can Pay Its Way,''
published in the Portland Oregonian, of
April 13, 1958; and editorial entitled "This Is
the Way To Do It," published in the Pendleton East Oregonian of April 3, 1958; relating
to Columbia River Regional Power Corp.
Editorial e:ptltled "A Big Step for a Big
Project," published in the Evening Astorian
Budget of April 8, 1958.
By Mr. YARBOROUGH:
Article entitled "W. KERa ScoTT, 61, Senator, Is Dead," published In the New York
Times of April 17, 1958; and article entitled
"Senator ScOTT Dies of Heart Attack," published in the Washington Post and Times
Herald of April 17, 1958.
Article entitled "Old Southwest Sparkles
in Modern Texas Setting," written by Fern
Pots, and published in the Christian Science
Monitor of April 17, 1958.
By Mr. WILEY:
Articles from Milwaukee Journal dealing
with proclamation of Gov. Vernon Thomson, of Wisconsin, relating to Youth Participation Week.
By Mr. PROXMIRE:
Letters addressed to him by officials of
Watertown and Schofield, Wis., on projects
under the Community , Facilities Act.

the axioms, and into the corrective tech·
niques which offer slight hope that capital·
ism can be made to function in accordance
with the axioms."
Dr. Blair concludes with this fantasy:
"The result as a whole cannot be interpreted
as anything but a none-too-happy picture
of capitalism."

In making this address, I was aware
of the fact that Dr. Blair defended his
book Seeds of Destruction as recently as
May, 1957. Mr. Donald I Rogers, the
distinguished financial editor of the New
York Herald Tribune, devoted his columns of May 12 and May 15, 1957 to a
discussion of Dr. Blair's economic views.
Mr. Rogers' column of May 22 gave Dr.
Blair an opportunity to reply to his previous criticisms. So that the record may
be entirely clear, I ask unanimous consent to have Mr. Rogers' columns of May
12 and May 15, 1957, printed in the
RECORD at this point.
There being no objection, the articles
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[From the New York Herald Tribune of
May 12, 1957 J
WALL STREET, U.S. A.
(By Donald I. Rogers)
INTRODUCING JOHN M. BLAIR

A couple thousand years before the advent
of Christ a Greek philosophical observerSolon, I think it was-opined that democracy
embodied the seeds of its own destruction.
He meant that, given the free franchise,
voters would vote their freedoms away (witness Germany, Italy, France, and England.)
Nearly a couple thousand years after
Christ, another observer, Karl Marx, held that
capitalism carried within itself the seeds of
its own destruction.
In 1938 a writer by the name of John M.
ANTI-BUSINESS BIAS OF THE STAFF
Blair rediscovered both these philosophies
OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON AN- and wrote a book called Seeds of DestrucTITRUST AND MONOPOLY
tion, purported to be a study in the funcMr. BUTLER. Mr. President, for tional weaknesses of cap"ltalism. It was published by Covici-Friede at $4. It received
some time I have been concerned with complimentary
reviews in The New Republic
the antibusiness bias of the staff of the and by Harold J. Laski in The Nation.
Subcommittee on Antitrust and MonopThis is the same John M. Blair who is
oly of the Committee on the Judiciary. chief economist under Senator EsTEs KEFAUVER,
Democrat, of Tennessee, the much
It was my privilege to address a group
headlined leader of the Senate's Antitrust
of business and professional men at the and
Monopoly Subcommittee.
Merchants Club of Baltimore on
Senat or KEFAUVER, with an eye on the
Wednesday, December 11, 1957. I in- White House, ·e ntertains the idea that he
serted my remarks to this group in the can reach 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue by ridCONGRESSIONAL RECORD of January 9, ing over the crushed skulls of America's big
businessmen. IDs c;hairmanship of this vital
1958. On this occasion I said:
For many months I have endeavored to commlt t ee is regarded as a perfect vehicle.
understand the apparent antibusiness bias

Expert on oi!

of this subcommittee. I believe I have
found the answer. Its chief economist is
Dr. John M. Blair. In 1938 he was the author of a book entitled "Seeds of Destruction." The theme suggested by this title
was that capitalism contained within itself
the seeds for its own ultimate destruction.
Dr. Blair outlined four axioms which you
and I regard as essential to the survival of
capitalism.
He devoted 358 pages to showing that
capitalism had not and could not meet
them. He suggested three possible corrective techniques. They were: First, to raise
our labor costs; second, to lower our prices;
and thirci, to redistribute the national in·
come. Mr. Reuther is now recommending
precisely these same corrective techniques.
On the last page of this book Dr. Blair
said:
"We have gone at length Into the axioms
which capitalism has violated, into the aggravating trends which seemingly have
made it inevitable for capitalism to violate

He expects this fellow, John M. Blair, to be
the chief skull crusher. So let's take a look
at John M. Blair. He's been with Government for 20 years. He's an economist-to
use the academic title of this inexact and
unscientific science-and he's an expert on
oil, one of the areas where Mr. KEFAUVER
hopes to strike hard.
It could be understood that in the unsettled, harsh days of 1938 a student of economics might hold unsettled, harsh views,
which, in the ensuing years, with maturity
and a restoration of capitalilltic principle,
might be tempered. But as far as can be
learned, Mr. Blair has never recanted. Unless he has made private utterances to the
contrary, we must assume that he believes
the same today as he did ln 1938.
He is a dialectic writer. His views are
strong because he writes from the premise
that we all hold socialistic beliefs, that we all
believe business is too big, that we all feel
the worker has been abused in our industrialized, capitalistic society,
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and the advancement of human well-being
Third, they would authorize the Secat home and throughout the world. Freer retary of Defense to provide for a unified
trade and cooperative assistance among the Department of Research and Developfree nat10ns are Indispensable aids 1n bringent h" h in th"15 time of great scienJng this about.
~
• w IC
.
.
.
This I believe very deeply: If we will but t1fic advancements Ieachmg mto space,
hold fast in our struggle for lasting peace, we and new weapons, is absolutely required
shall. In coming years, find full justification for the security of the Nation.
for confidence that war will not occur and
The President has demolished the
that this wearisome and dangerous •rma- claim that he or the Secretary of Dements burden will be ll!ted from the shoul- fense is seeking to take away the authorders or a grateful humanity.
ity of the Congress to appropriate funds.
I belleve further that In this struggle the
.
.
.
strength that endures rests with those who He makes It cleal that only a s~all petlive In freedom. Tyranny Is too brittle-too centage of the funds appropnated by
insecurely based-too dependent upon force the Congress shall be available to the
and brutality-too contrary to the hopes and Secretary of Defense for his use in the
ideals or humanity-to last over the long operations of our Defense Department,
pull. The day will surely come when this to permit flexibility and, in fact, to inundeniable truth Will drawn upon even the sure the security of the country.
rulers of the Soviet Union, as already It Is
.
.
dawning upon their peoples. Then, we shall
The Pres1dent has sa1d truly that the
see at last the true worth of all our effort, secur1ty of the Nat10n depends on reorall our sacrifice, all our prayers.
ganization of the Department of Defense. We talk much about recession
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, today, and the economic stability of our counwhen addressing the American Society try. The huge expenditures in the Deof Newspaper Editors, the President partment of Defense present the greatmade a fighting speech, unanswerable in est possibility of obtaining an effective
its logic, in support of his recommenda- use and an economical use of over $40
tions for reorganization of the Depart- billion which the people of this country
ment of Defense.
supply from taxes.
The views of the President on reThe President was right last year
organization of the Department of De- when he asked for a defense budget adefense are consistent with his statements quate for the security of this country.
and recommendations over a long period The Congress was wrong in cutting his
of years. Those who take the trouble to requests and in reducing funds needed
read his testimony before the Committee for research and development. This acof Congress when the National Security tion played its part in stimulating the
Act of 1947 was under consideration,, his present recession.
message on reorganization of the DeMr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
fense Department delivered to the Con- the Senator yield at that point?
gress on April 30, 1953, his 1958 state of
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
the Union speech, and, finally, his
Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator said
recommendations this year to the Con- the President was right and the Congress
gress, will know that the President's was wrong.
views are the result of years of considMr. COOPER. I believe that.
eration of this problem.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I point out the
I do not need to say that, as com- House reduced the figure by about $2.5
mander of our Armed Forces and, in- billion. The Senate restored $900 mildeed, of the allied armed forces during lion. The Secretary of Defense and the
World War II, the President had an administration sent word to the conopportunity to know the requirements ferees they did not need the $900 million,
fm· successful military operations. His and they could get along with the figure
experience in this field has been broad- allocated by the House.
ened by his constitutional position as
Mr. COOPER. It was pointed out
commander in chief of the Armed that the economies which had been efForces of the United States. Unques- fected were in large part bookkeeping
tionably his knowledge and experience economies, and that the reduction would
are unmatched in the United States, and affect future operations of the Defense
even in the world.
Department.
Furthermore, with all due deference,
Mr. MANSFIELD. What they did, in
I would say that certainly in this field effect, was to pull the rug from under the
no Member of the Senate and no Mem- Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. SALber of the House of Representatives can TONSTALL] and the Senator from Misstand on the same ground with the Presi- souri [Mr. SYMINGTON], who were fightdent of the United States.
ing to get the restoration accepted by the
His recommendations are not difficult
House.
to understand.
Mr. COOPER. That may be so. I
First, they provide for a clear chain of
military command, from the President joined, in the very beginning, those who
to the Secretary of Defense, then through were supporting the full request which
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, to the unified had been made.
Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator is
commands which must fight, if required,
right. Mr. President, I ask unanimous
under modern conditions.
Second, they provide for the unques- consent to insert at this point in the
tioned authority of the Secretary of De- RECORD a letter from former Secretary of
fense to administer the Departments of Defense Charles E. Wilson to the Senator
the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force, from New Mexico [Mr. CHAVEZ), and
by removing the present provision of law Representative GEORGE MAHO!i1, dated
that these departments must be sep- July 17, 1957.
arately administered.
This provision
There being no objection, the letter
was in the bill which I introduced Feb- was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
ruary 3.
as follows;

THE SECR>:TARY

April 17
OF

DEFENsE,

Washmgtort, July 17, 1957.

Hon. DENNlS CHAVEZ,

Cha>rman, Department of Defense
Subcomm•ttee on Appropnations,
United States Senate.

DEAR MR. CHAmMAN: There Is enclosed, for
your Information, a copy of a letter I have
just sent to the chairman or the Department
of Defense Subcommittee of the House Commlttee on Appropriations, In response to his
request for the Department of Defense requlrements for new obllgatlonal authority
for fiscal year 1958, In llght of the House and
Senate action on the appropriations bill and
expenditure celllng limitations for fiscal year
1958.
Sincerely,
C. E. WILSON.
THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE,
Washington, July 17, 1957.

Han. GEORGE MAHON,
Chairman, Department of Defense
Subcommittee, Committee on Ap'JYTOpriations, House of Representatives.

DEAR MR. CHAmMAN: Reference Is made to
the recent request of your committee to
provide an analysis of the Department of
Defense requirements for new obligational
authority for fiscal year 1958 In light of the
House and Senate action on the appropriation bill and the reported expenditure celllng limitation of $38 billion for that year.
The budget request presented to your
committee and the subsequent request for
restoration made to the Senate were based
upon approved programs related to the m111tary strength figure of 2,800,000.
During my appearance before your committee on July 1 , I Indicated that some adjustment In m111tary plans would probably
be necessary to keep expend!tures In the
neighborhood of $38 billion. To maintain a
balanced military program, the President
yesterday approved a reduction, substantially to be achieved by January 1, 1958, in
the number of mllltary personnel, including
a proportionate number of officers, from
previously authorized levels as follows:
Reductions

R~visNl

1---..,.----,.---1 n~!~gr'.rota! Enlistcd Officer strength

-----1---------50,000
15,000
10,000
25,000

44,470
13, 365
9,100
21,200

TotaL ..... 100,000

88, 135

ArmY·--··-···---·
Navy
____________ _
1v1nrine Corps____ _
Air Force ________ _

5, 530
1,635
000

3, 800

Ol\0,000
660,000
100,1100
000,000

11, 865 2, 700, 000

Because of the administrative problems
Involved in separation of officers, some of
this officer reduction is expected to take
place in the latter half of the fiscal year.
In addition, it Is planned to effect a further reduction of 8,135 officers during the
latter part of the fiscal year, with the total
officer reduction amounting to 20,000. This
second increment In the officer-reduction
program, however, will be undertaken in
connection with a final review of headquarters and supporting activities and a review of the entire personnel program made
in the fall In relation to the determination
of the fiscal year 1959 budget.
The House action on the portion of the
Department of Defense appropriation request included in-H. R. 7665 provided for
appropriation of $33,562,725,000. The Department of Defense Initially requested restoration totaling $1,220, 171,000. Subsequently, this request for restoration was
modified by requesting the addition of $13.8
million for the "Army National Guard"
appropriation to permit an end strength of
400,000, provided this amount was within
the total requested for restoration by the
Department of the Army in Its several ap-
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Is It rational for the services to wage bitter
struggles and multiply expensive research
facilities In a race to control such a development.
The ballistic m!sslle Is another example.
This weapon can be fired at targets hundreds of miles a way. Its principal function
rises above one-service considerations. It
matters not at all to the American people
whether such a missile Is fired from land or
from a submarine. Nor Is the public overly
concerned whether a piloted bomber takes
off from land or from an aircraft carrier to
hit the very same target. The point Is to
be able to get the job done, at the least
cost.
In short, 1t Is high time for all or us to
pay more attention to America's strategic
requirements and less to Individual service
claims.
The fact Is, modern weapons have scrambled traditional service functions. Interservice controversy and confusion are the
result. This simply means that our military weapons and techniques and certain provisions or law just do not mesh.
I am quite sure that the American people
feel It Is far more Important to be able to
hit the target than It Is to haggle over who
makes a weapon or who pulls a trigger.
I have asked the Congress to accept and
apply these facts of modern military life.
The Congress willing, we shall bring to bear,
In each unified command, all the power each
military service can usefully provide to support the mission of the command.
The next change affects the authority or
the Secretary of Defense.
That authority must be clearly defined.
The law envelops It in a legal fog . Mainly
this Is the result of clinging to traditions and
concepts of a military era that Is no more.
As I have said, modern war demands the
vesting of strategic planning and the control of milltray operations clearly in the Secretary of Defense-Joint Chiefs of Staff mechanism, under the overall direction of the
Commander In Chief. It is Impossible
longer to diffuse this function among three
competing services.
For this central directing mechanism to
perform its function properly, it must assure
the fighting forces or adequate supply and
support. This requires central coordination
of a multitude of military activities. Examples are transportation, maintenance, procurement, and material design. The authorIty or the Secretary of Defense must be sufficient to direct this support by all.
For this purpose there is no need to consolidate the traditional services. Nor do we
need to create entirely new administrative
unite In the Defense Department. But there
must be no doubt that central authority can
direct the needed coordination and take steps
to eliminate any wasteful duplication.
The appropriation process must facilitate,
not hinder, this essential coordination. Today the Secretary of Defense Is too severely
restrained by this appropriation process to
permit maximum efficiency. Moreover, strategic requirements change constantlyoftentimes, swiftly and critically. This constant change, as well as continually discovered new opportunities to Improve efficiency,
are compelling reasons for giving the Secretary a reasonable flexibility In the use or
funds.
Thirty-seven billion two hundred and fifty
million dollars have been appropriated for
military functions this fiscal year. Less than
2 percent or It was appropriated to the Secretary of Defense--this to run his office and
meet certain !nterservlce costs. or the remaining 98 percent, only $150 million wns
specifically subject to transfer between appropriations by the Secretary. And that authority was limited to research and development.
I have proposed that the Secretary be
granted additional flexibility beyond that
now available by reprogramming within ap-

p roprlatlon totals. The Congress should
adopt one of the several applicable methods
of d oing this. O f course there should be
appropriate reports to the affected committees of Congress on the use made of t h is
authority.
Felxlblllty does not mean license. Nor
d oes It mean handing $40 billion to the Secr etary of Defense to use according to his
personal d ecision. It does not mean deprivIng Congress of the power of the purse.
What flexibility does mean Is congressional
action that w111 make annual appropriations
efficiently adaptable to changing conditions,
In the Department and throughout the world,
every day of every year.
In another area-defense research and development programs--the need for central
direction Is especially acute.
This area, more than any other, Invites
costly rivalries. The programs are critically
Important. They Involve the weapons or tomorrow. In these programs we cannot afford
the slightest waste motion. Nor can we
afford to devote three sets of scientists and
laboratories and costly facUlties to overlapping weapons systems and research
projects.
Recently we have been spending something more than $5 billion a year for research and development programs dispersed
among the several services. This ·great sum
is used to maintain our new weapons potential but does not procure one single weapon
or piece of equipment for the operating
forces. Eminent scientists report that cen·
tralizatlon of direction over this program
will surely cut costs markedly and Improve
efficiency.
I have recommended that the supervision
of this entire activity-and, to the extent
deemed necessary, its directlon.-be centralized In the Defense Department under a
top civilian who will be a national leader In
science and technology-the actual work beIng done largely by the military departments
as is the case today. The Congress willing, we
will substantially increase the efficiency of
this multibillion dollar research and development effort, reduce ita cost, and strike
at one or the roota of service rivalries.
Finally, I have called attention to the need
for review by the Secretary of Defense and
the Joint Chiefs of Staff or our top service
promotions and assignments. Top admirals
and generals for unified commands must be
fitted temperamentally and by conviction for
responsibilities that transcend their Individual services. To reward parochialism
with promotion ls to Invite disunity. In the
same vein, I have directed the Secretary of
Defense to take a firmer grasp over service
publicity campaigns and congressional activIties. This also should reduce Invitation to
disunity.
In the bill just sent to Congress. I requested correction or all of those weaknesses
of a statutory nature which relate to the
authority or the Secretary or Defense.
Now, looking back over all the years since
1911 when I entered military service, I find It
hardly surprising that a defense revision agitates partisans and traditionalists. Never
has it been otherwise, whether we have gone
from battleships to carriers In the Navy,
from piston engines to jets In the Air Force,
or from cavalry to armor In the Army-and,
In all services, from TNT to nuclear weapons.
We can expect the same kind or res istance
to the new modernization proposals. But In
the present situation It Is more than gratUy!ng to have the assurance that the convictions or senior clvii and mill tary leaders In
the Defense Department closely parallel my
own. They have cooperated loyally In deslgnh>g the details of the proposed reorganization. Much of the criticism we w111 likely
hear, therefore, will probably be loudest and
most bitter not from responsible service
leaders but rather from outside sources.
These sources often resist military change
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far more vigorously than the services themselves.
But from some quarters It will be said,
for example, that the changes I have discussed Will merge our traditional forces Into
a single armed ser vice.
That is not so.
The Identity ot each service will remain
Intact. I ts training, Its pride, Its traditions
and its morale, all Important to itself and to
the country, will still be the responsibility
of its own service and civil leaders.
It will also be said that a monstrous gen eral staff-usually called "Pruss!an"-will be
set up to dominate our Armed Forces and In
due course will threaten our liberty.
That Is nonsense.
The group of planners and advisers and
analysts that will serve under the Joint
Chiefs of Staff cannot logically be compared
to the great general stati of Germany In 1914.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff will remain the top
military advisers under the clear-cut civilian
control of the Secretary o! Defense, the Commander In Chief, and the Congress, all functioning within bounds set by the Constitution.
It will likely be said, In the same breath,
despite the obvious contradiction, that not
a professional military staff but the Secretary of Defense will be made a czar who will
overwhelm our liberty.
This, too, Is not so.
We shall have neither military nor civilian
czars. The Secretary will stay directly under the President and the Congress. He will
remain subject to a tremendous body or detailed <law. In military atiairs he Will be
ad vised and assisted by the Joint Chiefs of
Staff. By no stretch of the Imagination can
he become an arbitrary administrator workIng his will Independently of the President,
the Congress, and our fundamental charter
of government.
It will likely be said, In addition, that
these proposals will violate the responsibilities or Congress, especially Its power over
the purse.
As I have said, that Is equally farfetched.
The Congress will keep, In every respect,
Its full constitutional authority over the appropriation of funds. But greater flexibility
In defense spending will result in greater
efficiency, more responsiveness to changing
military requirements, and more economical
management or major defense programs.
Apprehensions such as these are at the
least misconceptions. At the most they 11.re
mlsrepresentatio~s.
I repeat: there Will be
no single Chief of Staff, no Prussian staff, no
czar, no $40 billion blank check, no swallowIng up of the traditional services, no undermining or the constitutional powers of Congress.
But this there will be, If the program
which I so earnestly support and believe In
Is adopted by the Congress:
There will be a stop to unworthy and
sometimes costly bickering.
There will be clear-cut civilian responsibility, unified strategic planning and direction, and completely unified combat commands.
There will be a stop to Inefficiencies and
needless duplications encouraged by present
law.
Thus we will meet our dual needs-£afety
and solvency. The Congress willing, we shall
have maximum strength, with minimum
cost, In our national defense.
Now, one final thought :
Today I have been speaking mainly about
military problems. Overseas we can count
on the Soviets to twist these statements Into
accusations that we are making threats and
are obsessed with wnrmaking techniques.
But all the world knows, as we do, that
neither war nor the technique of war has
ever been America's primary concern.
The powerful Armed Forces of the United
States are no more than supports for a
much larger purpose. That purpose Is peace
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proprlatlons. Senate action Increased specific appropriation accounts by $1.058,504,000 over the House amotmt. and at the same
time made reductions In other appropriation accounts o! $87 million, making a net
total Increase o! '971,504,000 over the House
amount.
In the Ugh t or the mill tary personnel
plans approved yesterday by the President,
no amounts need be provided for military
personnel In excess of the amounts provided by the House. In addition, certain
reductions may now be made In the "Operation and maintenance" accounts as restored
by the Senate. After taking Into account
the adjustment In fund requirements resulting from the reduction In the number of
military personnel, the balance of the funds
In the maintenance and operation accounts
are needed and can be utilized properly,
without the earmarking of any specific sum
In the appropriation "Operation and maintenance, Army," tor the support of the
Army National Guard and the Army
Reserves.
Restorations totaling $30 million were
made by the Senate In the "Research and
development'' appropriations. We believe
that these funds are needed and can be used
effectively during fiscal year 1958 tor research and development.
The amounts restored by the Senate to
the Navy and Air Force procurement appropriations are needed and can be utilized
to good effect by the Department of Defense
to assure that the procurement programs
are fully funded on the basis or realistic
production lead times and realistic reorder
times. A similar justification exists for the
restoration of the $87 mllllon reductions
made by the Senate In the Army "Procurement and production" and the Marine
Corps "Procurement" appropriations.
The Senate made an Increase of $20 million In the appropriation "Reserve personnel, Army"; an Increase of $40 million In the
appropriation, "Army National Guard"; and
earmarked $40 million of the restora tlon In
the "Operation and maintenance" appropriation for support or Increased strength
for the Army National Guard and Or·
ganlzed Reserves. As outlined In a letter of
June 24, 1957, to to the chairman of the
Senate Subcommittee on Appropriations,
present plans contemplate utilization or
only $13.8 million In excess or the amount
approved by the House for the appropriation "Army National Guard," It such an
amount were provided by the Congress.
The adjustments outlined above are Indicated In detail on the attached statement.
Sincerely,
C . E . WILSON.

Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. President, will the Senator yield at that point?
Mr. COOPER. In a moment. If
the defense demands were cut, one of the
reasons for it was that it became evident
from the very beginning of the Congress
that many leaders in the Congress-and
I may say leaders on the majority side-made It clear they were going to cut the
defense budget. In doing so, they cut
funds for research and development
which affected the security of the
country.
Mr. MANSFIELD. If the Senator will
yield, every single dime requested for research and development was granted, in
the amount of $1,651,000,000.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I am
amazed that my distinguished friend
should have been led down such an un-

known path. The majority leader not
only did not demand any reduction in
the Defense Department bill; the majority leader has worked to increase
every Defense Department bill that has
come before the Senate since he has
been leader. If the Defense Department
had pursued the consistent policy of the
distinguished Senator from Kentucky
and stood by its own recommendation,
the Senate would have been in a far
stronger position. But the Senator's
own distinguished chairman of the
Armed Services Committee, the senior
Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. SALTONSTALL], went into a conference, and
just before the conference was held
there was delivered to him a letter from
the then Secretary of Defense, Mr. Wilson, which received wide publicity, in
effect stating the Defense Department
could get by with the House bill. What
could the Senator from Massachusetts
and the Senator from Missouri do when
the Department would not stand by its
own recommendation?
I am surprised, shocked, and amazed
that the Senator should stand up and
try to defend that kind of action and
try to put partisan blame on the majority, because the Senator knows that
in every session of Congress under
Democratic control we have increased
defense bills which have come before the
Congress. We usually did so over the
protests of the ex-Secretary of Defense, Mr. Wilson.
Mr. COOPER. I am surprised at this
outc1·y. I said the President was right
last year when he asked for a defense
budget that was adequate for the security of the country. My next sentence
was that the Congress was wrong in
cutting his requests and reducing funds
needed for research and development.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. COOPER. In a moment. I had not
said the distinguished majority leader,
or the whip, or the leader on the Democratic side in the House had done it. I
said Congress had. I was interested In
seeing that Immediately a great uproar
came from the majority side. The pig
was stuck.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President,
will ,the Senator yield?
,Mr. COOPER. I yield.
Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator from
Kentucky, whom I love and admire,
seems to entertain some views which
are not correct. Every single dime the
administration and the Executive said
was necessary in the field of research
and development was granted. That
amounted to $1,651,000,000. They asked
for that amount; that is what Congress
gave them. I think If the Senator will
check the 1·ecord he will find that Is a
true statement.
Mr. COOPER. I may say also that I
cast no aspersions on the distinguished
majority leader.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, will
the Senator allow me to permit a cooling off subject to be put into the RECORD
at this point, which I think is on the
point of international disputes, and I
think also on the point of internal dis-
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putes? Will the Senator yield for that
purpose?
Mr. COOPER. I shall be through in
a few moments, if the Senator will permit me to continue.
I was discussing the speech of the
President today In support of his defense reorganization recommendation.
I made the point that I thought the
President right last year in his recommendations for the defense budget. I
think he is right now. I hope the Congress will see the error of its ways, as
reflected in its attitude on the defense
budget, and will now support the President in reorganization of the Defense
Department. I shall proceed with my
statement.
The President is right in his recommendations for reorganization of the
Defense Department. The Congress
should, and I believe will, support him.
The people will support him because
they are not interested in the claims
and rivalries of the separate Departments of the Army, Navy, and Air Force.
They, like the President, demand the
security of this country and an economical use of the funds they provide.
Finally, the President made the ultimate argument that the question of
peace Is inherent in his proposals. A
strong and effective defense is one of the
means of deterring war, and thus maintaining peace.
I hope the Congress will support the
President. I believe the President has
been right, and consistently right,
throughout the years. He knows much
more about the subject than most of us
in the Congress do. I think even the majority whip and the majority leader will
give the President every support on this
issue, which could be the most important
issue, for the security of the country and
for our economic stability, that Congress
could consider at this time.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Pres·
ident, will the Senator yield?
Mr. COOPER. Yes; I yield.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. I know the
Senator is aware of the hearings of the
Preparedness Subcommittee of the
Armed Services Committee, which we
conducted over a 3-month period, and
the defense recommendations that the
committee made to the President and to
the Defense Department, in which the
committee urged the President to take
some action in the field of reorganizing
that Department and bringing about a
unification of it and improving its efficiency and effecting certain economies
which we thought should be effected.
The committee asked the Secretary of
Defense to assist in proposing a plan.
The Secretary committed himself to the
committee that he would submit such a
plan sometime during March. The Secretary is sincere and diligent, and is a
very able public servant.
He has submitted his recommendations to the President. The President,
in turn, has transmitted them to the
Congress.
I can assure the Senator that I not
only favor a complete reorganization and
unification of the Defense Department,
but I favor early consideration by the
Co~gress of the recommendations which
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the President has made. I deplore thE:
fact that the recommendation has been
some 5 years in coming.
I think one of the greatest savings
which can be made in the expenditure of
public funds is in the unification of that
Department. I agree with the Senator
that the President of the United States
has a wealth of experience to draw upon
in connection with that Department.
If I am not mistaken, the present organization of the Department was a plan
of the President of the United States. I
am of the opinion that mistakes were
made in that organization. I am of the
opinion that the President has suggested
some improvements. I am not in a position to close my eyes and embrace every
suggestion of the President's plan without a scintilla of evidence and without a
word of testimony, merely because he
happens to be a distinguished and very
'able military officer of great experience.
But I am going to urge that every possible sympathetic consideration be given to
the program and that prompt action be
taken, because I think it is a considerable
improvement on the plan which was put
into effect in earlier years upon the recommendation of the President.
Mr. COOPER. I do not want to prolong the discussion, but I raise a question
about the present system being the result
of a recommendation by the President.
I went back and read the testimony. At
that time the President was on the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. If the Senator will read
that testimony he will find it follows
pretty much along the line of the President's present recommendation.
As I understood the first plan. it was
presented as a plan by the then President
of the United States. It was presented
to the services. It was accepted by them
and, in the same form, was sent to the
Congress of the United States. That was
the beginning. There has been a period
of experience over the years. No one can
say it was not a reasonable plan at the
time.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. The Senator does not question my statement, does
he?
Mr. COOPER. We have new and
modern conditions. The recommendation of the President, as I see it from my
limited military experience, which is simply the kind most of us had, is addressed
to the needs of the present. I am not
surprised to hear from the majority.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. The Senator
is familiar with our recommendation at
the time, is he not?
OOPER. What was that?
Mr.
MANSFIELD. Reorganization
Plan No.6.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. That the
Department be reorganized. It was 1 of
the 17 points, I will say to the Senator.
Mr. COOPER. I recognize that.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Even though the
distinguished President of the United
States is a former general of the armies,
there is nothing to stop a couple of privates from Kentucky and Montana from
discussing the proposal.
Mr. COOPER. That is true.
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Mr. MANSFIELD. We may not be so
Mr. COOPER. The President proskilled in military matters, but we may poses that in his message. I am aware
have a little more of the common touch. that the distinguished Senator from
Mr. COOPER. I may say to the Sen- . Montana has made that clear in the bill
ator, I was also a private.
he has introduced.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Both of us were.
Let me say, while we are talking about
We thought we hit it pretty high when the elimination of personnel in the Dewe became Pfc's.
partment of Defense, that does riot go to
In yesterday's REcoRD, at page 5903, the issue, really. The real issue is
there is a long speech by the distin- whether we are to have unity of comguished chairman of the House Commit- mand and a unified civilian administratee on Armed Services, Mr. VINSoN, from tion. I think the President's proposal
which I wish to read. Mr. VINSoN meets those issues.
says, speaking of the President's message:
In his message proposing Reorganization THE RECESSION AND l;TS ANSWER
Plan No. 6 of 1953, which established the
Mr. WILEY. Mr. President, I have
command channel which the President listened with profound interest to the
would now change, the President at that discussion, and I am reminded of the
time stated:
.
"The channel of responsibility and au- fact that all of us have a tendency to exthority to a unified command wm unmistak- cuse ourselves from our responsibility.
ably be from the President to the Secretary The time for "buck-passing'~ or for
of Defense to the designated civilian secre- blaming the other fellow is past. We
tary of a mllltary departm~nt. This ar- have not time for that.
rangement''This morning I attended an executive
The President then told Congresssession of a subcommittee of the Com"will fix responsibility along a definite chan- mittee on Foreign Relations, and at that
nel of accountable clvlllari officials as in- particular meeting we heard the testitended by the National Security Act."
mony of Dr. Hans Bethe, a nuclear
If that arrangement of 1953 fixed civilian
physicist from Cornell, the head of one
responsibility along a definite channel of
clvlllan command, then the removal of of the great committees considering
civilians' from that channel must obviously vital questions relating to the peace and
lead to the aggrandizement of mllltary con- security of the United States. - We fortrol at the expense of civilian control.
gt_t that before sputnik this country had
Mr. COOPER. I do not agree with grown pretty complacent because of
that. All the new procedure would do statements on the floor of the Senate and
floor of the House to the effect
would be to remove from the direct chain on the
we had everything, we were sitting
of command one civilian Secretary of that
and were secure. I remember the
the Army, Navy, or Air Force. The ptettykind
of talk before Pearl Harbor.
channel still would be from the Presi- same
Here on the floor we talk about the redent to the Secretary of Defense. But cession
blame the other fellow for
the point is that the President is not it. We and
of the Congress, of course admit
closing his mind or his eyes to new no responsibility,
We did nothing; we
developments. The President is making just let it come. Now
we are blaming
recommendations which he believes, and others.
I myself believe, meet the new developI should like at some time in the near
ments in science and technology which
to discuss the recession, who is to
demand the kind of action he proposes. future
blame for it, and what caused it-but,
Mr. MANSFIELD. I may say to the more than that, to give a diagnosis of
Senator that the President has no the situation. For instance, I received
stauncher supp01ter, than the distin- a letter 3 or 4 days ago from a businessguished Senator from Kentucky. I hope, man who said, "I have had to close my
on the basis of what he recently said, factory. I produce Product X. I have
the President's mind is not rigid on the let out so many men. Why does not
proposal he has made, and that there Congress do something about it?"
is a chance to bring about a reasonable
I shall not mention the product; I
compromise which will reduce the num- wrote to this man and asked him, "What
ber of Assistant Secretaries and assist- would you have us do?" He replied that
ants to the Assistant S~cretaries, which he had no answer. Then I wrote to
will reduce the number of committees him and asked, "Why can you not sell
and commissions, and which will also get your product?"
rid of some of the overwhelming civilHe replied, "I am in the same posiian bureaucracy in the office of the Sec- tion as the automobile manufacturers.
retary of Defense itself. I understand I oversold. Orders are not coming in.
that in the office of the Secretary there I have filled my customers' stores."
are some 2,400 persons, although the
Who is to blame for that? If we were
former Secretary of Defense, Mr. For- to hold a consultation and make a diagrestal, at the beginning, when the uni- nosis as to who is out of employment we
fication act was considered 10 years ago, would find that the automobile situasaid that a total of 100 would be a suf- tion is responsible for a large percentage
ficient number.
of unemployment. The automobile inI hope the President will do something dustry takes 35 percent of the steel proto eliminate the 16 or 17 civilians through duction. When the automobile induswhom the Chief of Staff of the' Army, try is shut down, it does not buy steel.
Gen. Maxwell Taylor, has to go befor
That closes down a portion of the steel
he can get to the Secretary of Defense. industry. I am giving this as an illusThere is much work to be done in th
tration, because I am interested now in
Pentagon, and I hope that is not los getting at the remedy-not passing the
sight of.
buck.
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home service for persona eligible for oldage and survivors insurance benefits. and for
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B y :t.tr. EASTLAND (for himself and
Mr. D illKSEN) :

S. 3656. A bill to amend section 456 of
Bills were introduced, read the first other purposes; to tbe Committee on
tl tie 28, United States Code, WI tb respect
time, and, by unanimous consent, the Ptnance.
to
tra ve!lng ~xpenses of justices and judges;
(See the remarks of Mr. HUKPHREY when
second time, and referred as follows:
he introduced tbe above bill, wblcb appear to the Commlttee on tbe Judiciary.
By Mr. MANSFIELD:
A bill to amend tbe Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 so as to increase !rom
$600 to e800 tbe amount of each personal
exemption and to repeal certain excise
taxes; to the Committee on Finance.
(See tbe remarks ot Mr. MANSFIELD when
he Introduced the above bill, which appear
under a separate heading.)
By Mr. AIKEN:
s. 3635. A bill to authorize the creation
of record of admission for permanent residence In the case of certain Hungarian
refugees; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. CARLSON:
s. 3636. A blll to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to permit a taxpayer
to deduct expenses paid during the taxable
year for repair, maintenance, alterations and
additions to his residence; and
s. 3637. A blll to permit Income derived
as an admlnistrator or executor of an estate
to be considered as "self-employment Income" tor the purposes of the Insurance
8ystem established by title II or the Social
Security Act; to the Committee on Finance.
(See the remarks o! Mr. CARLSON when he
Introduced the first above-mentioned bill,
which appear under a separate heading.)
By Mr. BUSH:
s . 3638. A bill to authorize certain flood
control projects in the State of Connecticut;
and
s. 3639. A blll to authorize certain river
and barbor projects In the State of Connecticut; to the Committee on Public Works.
(See the remarks of Mr. BusH when he
Introduced the above bllls, which appear
under a separate heading.)
By Mr.IVES:
s. 3640. A blll for the relief of Daniel
(Nathaniel) Rosenzweig; and
s. 3641. A bill !or the relief of Gertrude
Yang Koo; to the Committee on tbe Judiciary.
By Mr. YARBOROUGH:
s . 3642. A bill to provide for the accelerated development ot secondary school education 1n the natural sciences in the several
St&tes and Territories; to the Committee on
Labor and Public Weliare.
By Mr. THYE (!or hirnseli, Mr. PAYNE,

s. 3634.

Mr. ALLoTr, Mr. BEALL, Mr. MUNDT,
Mr. CARLSON, Mr. JAVJTS, and Mr.

YOUNG):
S. 3643. A bill to provide financial assistance to small-business concerns through
private (local) or State development credit
corporations; to establish small business investment associations; to make equity-type
capital available through funds provided by
tbe Small Business Administration, and for
other purposes; to tbe Committee on BankIng and Currency.
(See tbe remarks of Mr. TRTE when be introduced the above blll, which appear under
a separate heading.)
By Mr. CHAVEZ:
s. 3644. A blll to provide for the conveyance of certain lands in tbe State of New
Mexico; to the Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs.
By Mr. BEALL:
S. 3645. A blll granting the consent of Congress to tbe Poto'llllc Electric Power Co. for
tbe construction or a dam on tbe Potomac
River; to the Committee on Public Works.
By Mr. HUMPHREY:
S. 3646. A bill to amend tbe Social Security Act and the Internal Revenue Code so
as to Increase tbe benefits payable under the
Federal old-age, survivors, and disab!Uty Insurance program, to provide Insurance
against the costs of hospital and nursing
No.6()--2

under a separate beading.)
By Mr. MORSE (by request) :
s. 3647. A bill to amend tbe District or
Columbia Unemployment Compensation Act,
as amended; to the Committee on the District of Columbia.
By Mr. ANDERSON (!or blrnself and
Mr. CHAVEZ) :
s. 3648. A bill to authorize the Secretary
o! tbe Interior to construct, operate, and
maintain the Navaho Indian Irrigation project and tbe Initial stage of tbe San JuanChama project as participating projects of
the Colorado River storage project, and !or
other purposes; to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
By Mr. SALTONSTALL (!or bimseli,
Mr. THYE, Mr. CooPER, Mr. BARRE'IT,
Mr. Co'I"l'ON, and Mr. BusH):
S. 3649. A bill to promote tbe national defense by providing for reorganization of tbe
Department o! Defense, .and for other purposes; to the Committee on Armed Services.
(See tbe remarks of Mr. s.,LTONSTALL when
he introduced the above bill, which appear
under a separate heading.)
By Mr. BEALL:
s. 3650. A bill for the relief of Lieutenant
Commander WilHam E. Farrell, United
States Naval Reserve, retired; to tbe Committee on Armed Services.
By Mr. JOHNSON of Texas (!or himsell, Mr. FuLBRJGHT, Mr. SPARKMAN,
Mr. CLARK, Mr. PRoxMJRE, Mr. HJLL,
Mr. O'MAHONET, Mr. HUMPHREY, Mr.
BEALL, and Mr. CAsE of New Jersey) :
S. 3651. A bill to make equity capital
and long-term credit more readily available
for small-business concerns, and for other
purposes; to the Committee on Banking and
Currency.
(See the remarks of Mr. JoHNSON of Texas
when be Introduced the above bill, which
appear under a separate heading.)
By. Mr. MARTIN of Iowa:
S. 3652. A bill to modify the project for
tbe Coral ville Reservoir on Iowa Rl ver In
Iowa In order to provide for a highway
bridge across Coralville Reservoir; to tbe
Committee on Public Works.
By Mr. HRUSKA:
S. 3653. A blll to provide for tbe acquisition of sites and tbe construction of buJ!dlngs for a tralnlng school and other facilities
for tbe Immigration and Naturalization
Service, and for other purposes; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
(See tbe remarks of Mr. HRUSKA when he
Introduced tbe above bill, which appear under a separate beading.)
By Mr. O'MAHONEY (for himself and
Mr. KENNEDY) :
S . 3654. A bill to reaffirm the national pubHe policy and the purposes of Congress in enacting the Roblnson-Patman Antlprice Discrimination Act entitled "An act to amend
section 2 of tbe act entitled 'An act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and. for other purposes,' approved October 15, 1914, as amended
(U. S. C., title 15, sec. 13), and for other
purposes," and to clarify the intent and
meaning of the aforesaid law by providing
for the Jnandatory nature of functional discounts under certain circumstances; to the
Committee on tbe Judiciary.
By Mr. LANGER:
S. 3655. A bill to permit persons teaching
school upon induction h:1.to tbe armed forces
pursuant to tbe Universal Military Training
and Service Act to serve tbeir active duty
and training periods when school is not In
session; to the Committee on Armed ServIces.

By Mr. MAGNUSON:
S. 3667. A blll to authorize tbe construction of a nuclear-powered lcebreaklng vessel for operation by the United States Coast
Guard, and !or otber purposes; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. MAGNUSON (by request):
S. 3658. A bill to promote boating safety
on tbe navigable waters of the United States,
ita Territories and possessions; to provide
coordination and cooperation With the
States in tbe Interest of uniformity o! boatIng laws; and for other purposes; an.d
S. 3659. A bill to amend tbe Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, as amended, so as to
authorize elimination of a bearing In certain cases under section 408; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
(See the remarks of Mr. MAGNUSON when
he introduced the last above-mentioned bill,
which appear under a separate beading.)
By Mr. ALLOTT:
S. 3660. A bill to provide f or a less rigid
formula governing tbe amount of annual
income wblcb certain veterans may receive
without being deprived of the payment o!
their pensions; to the Committee on Finance.
(See the remarks of Mr. ALLOTT when he
Introduced tbe above bill, wblcb appear under a separate beading.)

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
Mr. EASTLAND, from the Committee

on the Judiciary, reported the following
two concurrent resolutions, which were
placed on the calendar:
S. Con. Res. 83. Concurrent resolution for
the relief of certain aliens; and
S. Con. Res. 84. Concurrent
resolution
withdrawing suspension of deportation in
tbe case of Tan Tat Geen.
(See tbe above concurrent resolutions,
printed in full, where they occur under the
heading "Reports of Committees."

PROPOSED REDUCTION OF INCOME
AND EXCISE TAXES
Mr. MANSPIELD. Mr. Pnsident. this

morning, I received from Detroit a letter
which includes the following in a postscript:

TAX BOUND
There's a tax when I phone, and a tax
when I wire, there's a tax on my beat, and
my fireplace fire. There's a tax on my Ughts,
and a tax on my books, and If I would flsb,
there's a tax on my hooks.
There's a tax on my bat, and a tax on
each shoe, there's a tax on my shirt, and on
other things too. There's a tax on the oli
I rub on my hair, and a tax on the toothpaste I use with such care. I am taxed If
I gargle, and If I get !11, I'm taxed I! I swallow a capsule or pill. I'm taxed when I plan,
and taxed when I talk, and a tax on my sex
makes me taxed wben I walk. They tax all
the money I earn, beg or Win, then tax me
aplenty for blowing it ln.

Mr. MANSFiELD. Mr. President, I introduce for appropriate reference, a bill
to raise- the exemptions on income tax
payments from $600 to $800 per individual and to abolish certain excise taxes.
I am doing this not so much as an antire- i
cession measure--although it will un- 1
doubtedly have an effect in that re-
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spect-but I am doing it because it is
high time to correct an inequity in our
tax structure which has existed for too
long.
Undoubtedly, when the $600 exemption was first made applicable, there was
a relationship between it and the cost of
living at that time. However, since then
the cost of living has increased tremendously, and, as a matter of fact, has gone
up steadily in 17 of the past 18 months;
whereas, the tax exemption figure has
remained the same. It was my understanding, as long as 3 years ago, that in
order for a family of 4 to just live it
would take an income of $3,500 a year.
I am sure that figure has increased tremendously since that time.
In the matter of excise taxes, they are
in effect nothing but sales taxes that are
paid by the ultlfnate consumer, or purchaser, as the case may be. They were
put into effect during the war period;
they were considered as emergency
measures; and they have been carried
forward on acyear to year basis since that
time. In my opinion-and as one who
has never believed in sales taxes because
they affect the people who can afford it
the least-it is high time to do away with
excise taxes wherever possible and at the
same time to make certain that these
taxes once abolished are not kept on
in the price of the product. In other
words, what I am seeking to do in the
abolishing of certain excise taxes is to
lower the cost of the products accordingly and to make certain that the benefits thus derived will not accrue to
the maker of or the dealer in the product, but that the savings will be passed
on to the ultimate consumer and th~re
by give relief from the present unwieldy,
inequitable tax situation which confronts
them in the field of the excise or sales
taxes.
May I repeat, Mr. President, that this
is a long overdue measure, that it is not
based primarily on the status of our
economy at the present time, but is based
first and foremost on the question of
equity and fair dealing with the great
majority of our people who need help the
most but who are being forced to carry
a tremendous and unfair tax load at this
time.
I ask unanimous consent that the biii
be printed at this point in the RECORD.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will
be received and appropriately referred;
and, without objection, the bill will be
printed in the RECORD.
The bill (S. 3634) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 so as to increase from $600 to $800 the amount of
each personal exez:..ption and to repeal
certain excise taxes, introduced by Mr.
MANSFIELD, was received, read twice by
its title, referred to the Committee on
Finance, and ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
Be it enacted, etc.-

SECTION 1. Short ti tie, etc.
(a) Short title: This act may be cited as
the "Individual Income Tax and Excise Tax
Reducton Act of 1958 ."
(b) Amendment of 1954 code: Except as
otherwise expressly provided, wherever In this
act an amendment or repeal Is expressed In
terms of an amendment to or a repeal of a
section or other provision, the reference shall

be considered to be made a provision of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
TITLE I-INCREASE IN PERSONAL EXEMPTIONS

SEC. 101. Increase from $600 to $800.
Section 151 (relating to allowance of deductions for personal exemptions) Is amended by striking out "$600" each place It appears therein and Inserting In !leu thereof
"$800."

SEC. 102. Optional tax.
(a) Table prescribed by the Secretary:
Section 3 (relating to optional tax if adjusted
gross Income Is less than $5,000) Is amended
by striking out "who has elected for such
year to pay the tax Imposed by this section,
the tax shown In the following table:" and
Inserting In lieu thereof "who has elected
for such year to pay the tax Imposed by this
section" ( 1) In the case of a taxable year beg~
nlng after December 31, 1957, the tax shown
In a table which shall be prescribed by the
Secretary or his delegate. The table prescribed under this paragraph shall correspond In form to the table In paragraph (2)
and shall provide for amounts of tax In the
various adjusted gross Income brackets approximately equal to the amounts which
would be determined under section 1 if the
taxable Income were computed by taking
the standard deduction.
"(2) In the case of a taxable year beginning before January 1, 1958, the tax shown
In the following table."
(b) Technical amendment: Section 4 (a)
(relating to rules for optional tax) Is
amended by Inserting after "the table In
section 3" the following: "and the table
prescribed under section 3."
SEC. 103. Withholding of tax at source.
(a) Percentage Method of Wlthholdlng.Sect!on 3402 (b) (1) (relating to percentage
method of withholding Income tax at
source) Is amended by striking out the
table and Inserting In lieu thereof the following:
"Percentage method withholding table
Amount of
1 wi'thholding
"Payroll period:
exemption

Weekly-----=------·------------- $17 33
BiweeklY------------------------ 34.66
Semlmonthly____________________ 37.33
MonthlY-----------·------------- 74.66
QuarterlY----------·------------- 224.00
SeinlannuaL-------------------- 448.00
AnnuaL ___________ ,____ _________ 896. 00
Dally or miscellaneous (per day
of such period)-------------~
2. 40"
(b) Wage Bracket Wlthholdlng.-So much
of paragraph ( 1) of section 3402 (c) ( relating to wage bracket withholding) as precedes the first table In such paragraph Is
amended to read as follows:
" ( 1) (A) At the election of the employer
with respect to any employee, the employer·
shall deduct and withhold upon the wages
paid to such employee on or after the first
day of the first month which begins more
than 10 days after the date of the enactment of the Individual Income Tax and Excise Tax Reduction Act of 1958 a tax determined In accordance with the tables prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate,
which shall be In lieu of the tax required
to be deducted and withheld under subsection (a). The tables prescribed under this
subparagraph shall correspond In form to
the wage bracket withholding tables In subparagraph (B) and shall provide for amounts
of tax In the various wage brackets approxImately equal to the amounts which would
be determined It the deductions were made
under subsection (a).
"(B) At the election of the employer with
respect to any employee, the employer shall
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deduct and withhold upon the wages paid
to such employee before the first day of the

first month which begins more than 10 d ays
after the date of the enactment of the Individual Income Tax and Excise Tax Reduction Act of 1958 a tax determlned in accordance with the following tables, which shall
be in lieu of the tax required to be deducted
and withheld under subsection (a)."
SEc. 104. Technical amendments.
(a) The following provisions are amended
by striking out "$600" each place It appears
therein and Inserting In lieu thereof "$800":
(1) Section 6012 (a) (1) (relating to persons required to make returns of tax);
(2) Section 6013 (b) (3) (A) (relating to
the ~ssessment and collection In the case
of certain returns of husband and wife);
and
(3) Section 6015 (a) (2) (A) (relating to
declaration of estimated Income tax by Individuals).
(b) The following provisions are amended
by striking out "$1,200" each place it appears therein and Inserting In lieu thereof
"$1.600":
(1) Section 6012 (a) (1) (relating to persons required to make returns of tax); and
(2) Section 6013 (b) (3) (A) (relating to
assessment and collection. In the case of
certain returns of husband and wife).
SEC. 105. El!ectlve dates.
The amendments made sections 101, 102,
and 104 shall apply to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1957. The amendments made by section 103 shall apply to
wages paid on or after the first day of the
first month which begins more than 10
days after the date of the enactment of this
act.
TITLE U-REPEAL OF CERTAIN EXCISE TAXES

SEC. 201. Retallers excise taxes.
(a) Tax on tollet preparations and luggage, handbags, etc.: The following provisions are repealed:
(1) subchapter C of chapter 31 (tax on
toilet pre paratlons) ; and
(2) subchapter D of chapter 31 (tax on
luggage, handbags, etc.).
(b) Jewelery and related Items:
(1) Section 4001 (tax on jewelry and related Items) Is amended by Inserting after
"articles sold at retail" the following: "for
$100 or more."
(2) Section 4003 (b) (exemption of certain auction sales) Is repealed.
(c) Technical amendment: The table of
subchapters for chapter 31 Is amended by
striking out:
"Subchapter C. Tollet preparations.
"Subchapter D. Luggage, handbags, etc.
SEC. 202. Manufacturing excise taxes.
(a) Repeal: The following provisions are
repealed:
(1) section 4061 (a) (2) (tax on passenger
automoblle chassis and bodies, etc.);
(2) section 4061 (b) (tax on parts and
accessories for automoblles);
(3) subchapter B of chapter 32 (tax on
refrigeration equipment, electric, gas, and oil
appliances, and electric-light bulbs);
(4) subchapter C or chapter 32 (tax on
radio and television sets, phonographs, records, and musical Instruments):
( 5) part II of subchapter D of chapter 32
(tax on photographic equipment); and
(6) subchapter E of chapter 32 (ta.c on
business machines, pens, mechanical pencils,
mechanical lighters, and matches).
(b) Sporting goods: Section 4161 (relatIng to tax on sporting goods) Is amended to
read as follows:
"SEC. 4161. Imposition Of tax.
"There Is hereby Imposed upon the sale by
the manufacturer, producer, or Importer of
fishing rods, creels, reels, and artificial I ures,
baits, and files (Including In each case parts
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or accessories of such articles sold on or
In connection therewith, or with the sale
thereof) a tax equivalent to 10 percent o! the
price !or which so sold."
(c) Firearms: Section 4181 (relating to
tax on firearms) is amended to read as follows:
"SEc. 4181. Imposition of tax.
"There Is hereby Imposed upon the sale by
the manufacturer, producer, or Importer of
the following articles a tax equivalent to 11
precent of the price for which so sold:
"Firearms (other than pistols and revolvers).
"Shells and cartridges."
(d) Technical amendments:
( 1) The table of subchapters for chapter
32 is amended by striking out:
"Subchapter B. Household-type equipment, etc.
"Subchapter C. Entertainment equipment."
and by striking out:
"Subchapter E. Other Items."
(2) The table of parts for subchapter D
of chapter 32 Is amended by striking out:
"Part II. Photographic equipment."
SEC. 203. Facilities and services.
(a) Repeal: The following provisions are
repealed:
( 1) part I of subchapter A of chapter 33
(tax on admissions);
(2) subchapter B a! chapter 33 (tax on
communications);
(3) part I of subchapter C of chapter 33
(tax on transportation of persons) ;
( 4) part II of subchapter C of chapter 33
(tax on transportation of property); and
(5) Subchapter D of chapter 33 (tax on
safe-deposit boxes).
(b) Technical amendments:
(1) The table of subchapters for chapter
33 Is amended by striking out "Subchapter
B. Communications."
and by striking out "Subchapter D. Safe
deposl t boxes."
(2) The table of parts for subchapter A
of chapter 33 Is amended by striking out
"Part I. Admissions."
( 3) The table of parts for subchapter C of
chapter 33 Is amended by striking out:
"Part I. Persons.
"Part II. Property...
(4) Section 4291 (relating to cases where
persons receiving payment must collect tax)
Is amended by striking out "Except as provided In section 4264 (a) , every" and insertIng In lieu thereof "Every."
(5) Section 4292 (relating to State and
local governmental exemption) Is repealed.
(6) Section 4293 (relating to exemption
for United States and possessions) is amended by striking out "subchapters B and C"
and Inserting in lieu thereof "subchapter C."
(7) Section 6415 (relating to credits or refunds to persons who collected certain taxes)
is amended by striking out "4251, 4261, 4271,"
each place It appears therein.
(8) Section 6416 (b) (2) (L) (relating to
credits or refunds In the case of certain taxes
on sales and services) Is amended( A) by striking out "tax-exempt passenger
fare revenue" and Inserting In lieu thereof
••commutation fare revenue"; and
(B) by striking out "(not Including the
tax Imposed by section 4261, relating to the
tax on transportation of persons)."
(9) Section 6421 (b) (relating to gasoline
used for certain nonh!ghway purposes or by
local transit systems) is amended(A) by striking out "not Including the tax
Imposed by section 4261 , relating to the tax
on transportation of persons)" each place It
appears therein, and
(B) by striking out "tax-exempt passenger
fare revenue" a.nd Inserting In lieu thereof
"commutation fare revenue" each place It
appears therein.

(10) Section 6421 (d) (2) (defining tax exempt passenger !axe revenue) is amended
to read as follows:
"(2) Commutation fare revenue.-The
term 'commutation fare revenue' means revenue attributable to the transportation of persons and attributable to-.. (A) amounts paid for transportation
which do not exceed 60 cents,
"(B) amounts paid for commutation or
season tickets for single trips of less than
30 miles, or
"(C) amounts paid for commutation tickets for 1 month or less."
(11) Section 7012 (relating to cross references) Is amended by striking out subsection
(I) and by redesignating subsection (j) as
subsection (I) .
(12) Section 7272 (b) (relating to penalty
for failure to register) is amended by strikIng out "4273,".
SEC. 204. Other excise taxes.
(a) Repeal: The following provisions are
repealed:
( 1) subchapter A of chapter 36 (tax on
playing cards); and
(2) subchapter C of chapter 36 (occupational tax on bowling alleys, billiard and pool
tables).
(b) Technical amendments: The table of
subchapters for chapter 36 is amended by
striking out "Subchapter A. Playing cards",
and by striking out "Subchapter C. Occupational tax on bowling alleys, billiard and pool
tables."
SEC. 205. Floor stocks refunds. ,
(a) Passenger automobiles: Section 6412
(a) (1) (relating to fioor stocks refunds on
passenger automobiles) is amended(1) by striking out "July 1, 1958" each
place It appears and Inserting In lieu thereof
"the tax reduction date";
(2) by striking out "November 10, 1958"
each place It appears and inserting in !leu
thereof "the lOth day of the 4th month
which begins after the tax reduction date";
and
(3) by striking out "October 1, 1958" and
Inserting 1n lieu thereof "the first day of the
third month which begins after the tax reduction date."
(b) Allowance of refunds on other tax
paid articles: Section 6412 (a) (relating to
fioor stocks refunds) Is amended by renumbering paragraph (3) as (4), and by inserting
after paragraph (2) the following new paragraph:
"(3) Miscellaneous articles subject to
manufacturers excise tax: Where before the
tax reduction date any article subject to the
tax Imposed by section 4061 (b), 4111, 4121,
4131, 4141, 4151, 4161 (other than fishing
rods, creels, reels, and artificial lures, baits,
and files), 4171 4181 (other .)Jlan firearms
(other than pis tois and revolvers), shells, and
cartridges), 4191, 4201, 4211, or 4451 has been
sold by the manufacturer, producer, or Importer and on the tax reduction date Is held
by a dealer and has not been used and Is intended for sale, there shall be credited or refunded (without Interest) to the manufacturer, producer, or Importer an amount equal
to the tax paid by him on his sale of the
article, lf"(A) claim for such credit or refund Is
filed wl th the Secretary or his delegate on
or before the tenth day of the fourth month
which begins after the tax reduction date,
based upon a request submitted to the manufacturer, producer, or importer before the
1irst day of the third month which begins
after the tax reduction date by the dealer
who held the article in respect of w,blch
the credit or refund Is claimed, and
"(B) on or before the tenth day of the
fourth month which beings after the tax
reduction date, reimbursement has been
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made to such dealer by such manufacturer,
producer, or Importer for the tax reduction
on such article or written consent has been
obtained from such dealer to the allowance
of such credit or refund.''
(c) Definition: Paragraph (4) of section
6412 (a) (relating to definitions), as renumbered by subsection (a), Is amended by adding at the end thereof the !allowing new
subparagraph:
"(C) the term 'tax reduction date• means
the first day of the first month which begins more than 10 days after the date of
the enactment of the Individual I ncome Tax
and Excise Tax Reduction Act of 1958."
(d) Technical Amendment: Section 6412
(c) (relating to appl!cablilty of other laws)
is amended by strlk!ng out "and 4081" and
inserting In lieu thereof "4081, 4111, 4121,
4131, 4141, 4151, 4161, 4171, 4181, 4191, 4201 ,
4211, and 4451."
SEc. 206. Elfective dates.
The repeals and amendments made by sections 201, 202, and 204 (a) (1) shall apply
to articles sold on or after the first day of the
first month which begins more than 10 days
after the date of the enactment of this act.
The repeal made by section 203 (a) ( 1) shall
apply to amounts paid on or after such first
day for admissions on or after such first day,
except that wl th respect to the tax 1mposed by section 4231 (6) (relating to tax
on cabarets), such repeal shall apply only
with respect to periods after 10 antemerld!an on such first day. The r epeal made by
section 203 (a) (2) shall apply to ama~Jnts
paid on or after such first day fol' communication services or facilities rendered on or
after such first day. The r epeal made by
sections 203 (a) (3) and (4) shall apply
to amounts paid on or after such first day
for, or In connection with, transportation
which begins on ot after such :first day.
The repeals made by sections 203 (a) (5)
and 204 (a) (2) shall apply t o amounts
paid on or after such first day.

AMENDMENT OF INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1954, RELATING TO
DEDUCTION OF CERTAIN HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. P resid ent, the
Congress at this session has approved
several measures in the interest of increasing employment and halting the
present recession.
The measures we have approved
should provide, through the expenditure
of Federal funds, increased employment
in many areas of the Nation.
Today I wish to offer for consideration by the Congress a bill which will
reach into every community of the Nation, and I believe will be a great stimulation to business, and I know will prove
to be of great value toward the improvement of our standard of living.
I introduce for appropriate reference
a bill to grant a limited income tax deduction for expenditures for repair,
maintenance, alterations, and additions
to the residences of taxpayers.
Shortly before adjournment of the
Congress for the Easter recess, the Senate, without a dissenting vote, approved
a measure designed to stimulate the
construction of new houses.
I supported that measure because of
the importance of construction to our
overall economy, and because I firmly
believe we should do what we can·to en-
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courage home ownership. That bill has
now become law.
However, new home construction is
only a part of the picture.
Over half of the families in the United
States own their own homes. Many of
these homes were built and purchased
during or immediately following World
War II, when there were a great many
new family formations.
Many of these families have outgrown
their homes or have permitted their
homes to deteriorate for lack of funds
for adequate repair and maintenance.
There are millions of substandard
dwellings in existence throughout the
United States.
Satisfying the market demand for new
housing leaves untouched the need for
upgrading of our older homes.
In 1950 the Bureau of Census figures
disclosed some 6.7 million families living in substandard housing.
With increasing land values and the
growing scarcity of building sites, many
families, particularly those with modest
incomes, are forced to buy existing housing instead of new housing.
We should do what we can to encourage those families in older homes to keep
them in good repair to prevent future
slums.
In most instances, the money expended
to repair and maintain a home or to
add a room is an investment, not only
in terms of dollars, but in adding to the
, comfort and living standard of the homeowner and his family.
The bill which I have introduced would
provide an incentive to homeowners to
maintain their homes in good repair and
to add necessary living space to many of
our homes which their occupants have
outgrown.
This bill, if enacted, would permit a
homeowner to deduct, within defined
limits, the expense of repair and maintenance, additions, and alterations to his
residence.
My proposal would not permit such a
deduction for nominal and everyday expense for maintenance, but by using a
formula similar to that provided in the
present tax law for extraordinary medical expense, it would permit deduction
of that expense which exceeds 3 percent
of the adjusted gross income of the
homeowner, but not to exceed $2,000
annually.
There is no particular magic in these
figures other than to say they are designed to permit and encourage such
home improvements as the addition of a
bedroom, modernizing a kitchen, reroofing, finishing an attic or recreation room,
and the like.
Much attention has been given to new
home construction as an anti-recession
measure, but little attention has been
given to the upgrading of our older
homes.
It may surprise many Senators to learn
that the home improvement business is
a $12 to $14 billion business each year.
I venture to say that most of th'e businessmen who furnish lumber and building materials and labor for home improvements, repair and maintenance,
additions and alterations, are smallbusiness men. They are to be found in

every area of the country, and in larger
cities and smaller towns alike.
We are searching for ways of aiding
small-business men. The bill I have introduced would do just that. It would
however, go further and aid homeowners.
It would also provide a stimulus to our
economy at a time when it is needed.
The effect of this bill would be more
immediate than many other antirecession measures under consideration by
this body.
It would, by providing extra living
space, increase the need and demand for
new furniture, appliances, and other
products thereby increasing employment
in those industries.
At first glance some might think this
bill would result in a loss of revenue to
the Government. If I believed this, I
would not be sponsoring the proposed
legislation in the Senate today. To the
contrary, I firmly believe it will increase
the revenue.
The increase in business resulting from
this proposal would, I am convinced,
more than offset the loss of revenue from
those homeowners who t.ake advantage
of the deductions permitted under this
bill.
It is not my intention to limit the adantages of this bill to urban homes. The
provisions of this proposal are intended
to be available to farm residences as well
as homes in cities and towns.
Many of us represent States in which
farming is an important part of our
economy. The plight of the farmers has
been known to all of us. Many Senators
have seen farm homes badly in need of
repair.
Under this legislation, the
farmer would have some incentive to do
the necessary repairs to upgrade his farm
residence.
Last, but not least, this proposal would
accomplish the desired results completely within the framework of our free
enterprise system. As I mentioned
earlier, there would, I am convinced, be
an increase in revenue for the Government from the additional business generated by my proposal.
I realize revenue measures must originate in the other body.
At a later date a tax bill which is now
before the House Ways and Means Committee will undoubtedly be sent to the
Senate.
I respectfully urge the other members
of the Finance Committee to study my
bill and to give it careful consideration.
I introduce the bill for appropriate
reference, and ask unanimous consent
that the bill may be printed in the
RECORD.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will
be received and appropriately referred;
and, without objection, the bill wiU be
printed in the RECORD.
The bill <S. 3636) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to permit
a taxpayer to deduct expenses paid durmg the taxable year for repair, maintenance, alterations, and additions to his
residence, introduced by Mr. CARLSON,
was received, read twice by its title, referred to the Committee on Finance, and
ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That · (a) part VII of
subchaper B of chapter 1 of the Internal
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Revenue Code of 1954 is amended by renumbering section 217 as 218, a-nd by adding
after section 216 the following new section:
SEc. 217. Expense of home repair, main·
tenance, alterations, and additions.
(a) Allowance of deduction: In the case
of an individual, there shall be allowed as a
deduction the expenses paid by the taxpayer
during the taxable year for the repair and
maintenance of, or
Alterations and additions to the personal
residence of the taxpayer or his spouse.
(b) Limitation: ·
( 1) The deduction provided by subsection
(a) shall only be allowable to the extent
that the aggregate spent exceeds 3 percent of
the adjusted gross Income of the taxpayer
but in no event shall it exceed $2,000.
(2) The deduction provided for in subsection (a) shall only be applicable to expenses
which are(A) not otherwise allowable as deductions
In computing taxable income under section
63 (a) (defining taxable income);
(B) not properly chargeable as capital additions to the property; and
(C) not allowable as a reduction of adjusted sales price under section 1034.
(c) P.ersonal residence of the taxpayer:
The term "personal residence of the taxpayer" shall mean the real property owned
by the taxpayer or by his spouse or both
(at the time of the repair, maintenance,
alteration and additions) which is occupied
by them or either of them as their principal
residence.
(d) The table of '\ections for such part
VII Is amended by striking out the last line
and inserting In lieu thereof the following:
"SEc. 217. Expense of home repair, maintenance, alterations and additions.
uSEe. 218. Cross references."
(e) The amendments made by this section
shall apply only with respect to expenses paid
during the taxable years beginning after
----1958.

CONSTRUCTION OP CERTAIN PLOOD
CONTROL PROJECTS IN STATE OF
CONNECTICUT
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that there may be
printed at this point in my remarks an
editorial from the Hartford (Conn.)
Courant of April 17, 1958, entitled "The
President Blocks Waste in Rivers, Harbors."
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered t,o be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE PRESIDENT BLOCKS WASTE IN RIVERS,
HARBORS

Connecticut has lost another few years in
the fight against fioods and erosion. The
rivers and harbors measure that the President vetoed on Tuesday was the authorization bill, that would have needed a followup
with money. But It would have meant setting in motion, at any rate, action on the
Mad River, Hall Meadow Brook, East Branch
Dam, and erosion control projects in Long
Island Sound.
Who's at fault in this delay? The obvious
target for criticism would be President Eisenhower for having had the courage to ,veto
the bill. Yet a sound and thorough examination proves otherwise. It was, Instead,
the politicians who loaded the measure with
unacceptable projects, unapproved projects,
what used to be called more frequently, pork
barrel projects. They built a measure that
contained worthwhile projects into one that
would have cost the taxpayer a pretty penny
without a proper measure of return.
There are about 150 projects covered In
the bill. The orderly way to have these proj·
ects come bef?re the Congress is for proposals
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:o :e:bers ot the medical and other
professions serving wtth the mtlttary; and
Whereas Jt Js the sense ot this association
that lawyers should receive such commensurate compensation and rank, for their professtonal training and skill are certainly as
valuable to the Armed Forces as those of the
other learned professions; that the armed
services are having great difficulty tn procuring and retaining even a minimum of
military lawyers, and that tf they are unable
to do so, tt will be Impossible to administer
properly the present Uniform Code of Milttary Justice; that said code was made the
basts of mtlltary justice largely through the
efforts of clvtllan lawjers, and that we therefore having a responsibility to ensure its
successful operation; and that, finally, this
bar has a peculiar Interest In and knowledge
of the needs and problems or the armed
services: Therefore, be It
Resolved, That the Lockport Bar Associatton endorses Senate bill 1165, and urges
upon the Congress of the United States Its
passage, and the secretary be and he Is
directed to send copies of this resolution to
the Honorable WILLIAM E. MILLER, IRVING M.
IvES, and JACOB K. JAVIT~. and to the American Bar Association.
requesttng the legislators representing the county of Orange in the Congress of the United States to Intercede with
the Department ot the Army tn an effort
to prevent a proposed reduction In the
National Guard I
Whereas it ha• been brought to the att_entton of this board that the Department of
the Army will direct that a revised troop
basis for the Army National Guard be instituted, calling for the elimination of 30 percent or approximately 1,700 federally recognized units of the National Guard and the
possible elimination of the National Guard
units at Newburg and Middletown in the
county of Orange; and
Whereas such action will leave the county
without National Guard protection to supplement local authorities in cases of riots or
other emergencies; and
Whereas the elimination of said National
Guard unt ts will have a detrtmen tal economic ell'ect on the entire region and will
make It difficult, if not impossible, for present members of the National Guard to complete their training programs:
Resolved, That the legislators representing
the county of Orange in the Congress of the
United States be requested to intercede with
the Department of the Army 1n an effort to
prevent such proposed reduction of the National Guard and to do everything else in
their power to maintain the National Guard
at its present strength In the county of
Orange; and be It further
Resolved, That the clerk of this board be
authorized to forward certified copies of this
resolution to ~he legislators representing the
county or Orange in the United States Congress forthwith, and that the chairman of
this board be authorized to send to said legislators such communications as he may
deem desirable in furtherance of the alms
set forth tn this resolution.
LESTER J. ROOSA,
~esolutton

Clerk oj the Board of Supervi.~or.•,
County of Orange, State of New York.

RESOLUTION
Whereas the Niagara Falls Commission on
Unemployment h'\S made a thorough study
of the employment situation in Niagara
Falls and have reported to this city council
that there is a very large number of people
unemployed tn the area and that this number ts increasing: Now, therefore, be It
Resolved, That this city counctl hereby requests the Federal and State Governments
declare the Niagara Falls area to be an extremely distressed and critical labor surplus
area; and be It further

hereby request Secretary of Defense Neil MeElroy to place as many as possible military
defense orders with our local Industrial
plants; and be tt further
Resolved, That the Governor of the State
of New York and Federal and State legtslators be and they hereby are requested to
make available tn the Niagara Falls area
whatever programs are possible in order to
assist In reducing unemployment. and the
City Clerk is hereby directed to forward a
copy of this resolution to Honorable Averell
Harriman, Governor of the State of New
York, State Capitol, Albany, N. Y.; Honorable Secretary or Defense, Net! McElroy,
Washington, D. C.; Senator Jacob Javtts,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.;
Senator Irving Ives, Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.; Representative William
E. Miller, House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.; Senator Earl w. Brydges, 426
Third Street, Niagara Falls, N. Y .. Assemblyman Ernest Curto, Gluck Building,
Niagara Falls, N. Y.; Assemblyman Harold Altro, 242 South Transit Street, Lockport, N. Y.; Mr. Robert Goodwin, Dtrector of
the Bureau of Employment Security, Washington, D. C.; Mr. Louis Lev me, Dtrector of
Program Analyses, U. S. Department of
Labor, Washington, D. C. and Mr. Carl
Wedeking, Director of the Division of Employment Service, United States Department
of Labor, New York City, N.Y.
Witness my band and seal this 9th day of
April 1958.
JAJ..!ES

E. COLLINS.

City Clerk.

- - -- -- - REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
The following reports of committees
were submitted:
By Mr. BYRD, from the Committee on
Finance, without amendment:
H. R. 9655. An act to permit articles im·
ported from foreign countries for the purpose of exhibition at the Oregon State Centennial Exposition and International Trade
Fair to be held at Portland, Oreg., to be admitted without payment of tariff, and for
other purposes (Rept. No. 1463).
By Mr. HOLLAND, from the Committees on
the Judiciary and Agriculture and Forestry,
jointly, with amendments:
S. 1356. A bill to amend the antitrust laws
by vesting in the Federal Trade Commission
jurlsdlct!on to prevent monopolistic acts or
practices and other unlawful restraints tn
commerce by certain persons engaged in commerce in meat and meat products, and for
other purposes ( Rept. No. 1464) .
By Mr. ANDERSON, from the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, without amendment:
S. 3632. A bill to amend Public Law 85-162
to Increase the authorization for appropriations to the Atomic Energy Commission In
accordance with section 261 of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and for other
purposes (Rept. No. 1465).
BILLS INTRODUCED
Bills were introduced, read the first
time, and, by unanimous consent, the
second time, and referred as follows:
By Mr. SALTONSTALL (by request):
S. 3661. A bill for the rellef of Han Soon
Lee (also known as Ow Kau); to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. MURRAY (for himself and Mr.
KUCHEL):

S. 3662. A b111 to authorize and direct the
Secretary of the Navy to acquire tn fee or
otherwise lands and rights tn land on the
Island of Guam, and for other purposes; to
the Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs.
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By Mr. WILLIAMS:
S. 3663. A btu to strengthen the law with
respect to bribery and gratt; to the Commit·
tee on the Judiciary.
(See the remarks of Mr. WILLIAMS when he
Introduced the above bUI, which appear under a separate heading.)
By M'r. JAVITS (for himself, Mr. Iv>:s,
Mr. P<>=ER, and Mr. SALTONSTALL):
S. 3664. A bill to provide assistance to
small-business concerns to factlltate adjustment made necessary by the foreign trade
policy of the United States, and for other
purposes; to the Committee on Banking and
Currency.
(See the remarks of Mr. JAVITS when he
introduced the above bill, which appear under a separate hea.dtng.)
By Mr. HUMPHREY:
S. 3665. A bill for the relief of Choe Kum
Bok; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. CHAVEZ:
S. 3666. A bill !or the relief of Feng Yeah
Chow; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. KEFAUVER (for himself and
Mr. LANGER) :
S. 3667. A bill to amend section 1461 of
title 18 o! the United States Code with respect to the malltng or causing the delivery
by mall of obscene matter to minors, and !or
other purposes; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
(See the remarks of Mr. KEFAUVER when he
Introduced the above bill, which appear
under a separate heading.)
By Mr. ALLOTT (for himself and Mr.
C
ARROLL) :
S. 3668. A bl!l for the reltef of McCune c.
Ott; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mrs. SMITH of Maine:
S. 3669. A bill to amend the Commodity
Exchange Act to prohibit trading in potato
futures tn commodity exchanges; to the
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry.
By Mr. MURRAY (by request):
S. 3670. A bill to provide for the transfer
of title to certain land at Sand Island, T. H.,
to the Territory of Hawatt, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
GLACIER NATIONAL PARK LOOP
ROAD
Mr. MANSFiELD. Mr. President,
Montana can boast of having one of the
finest national parks and scenic landmarks in the Nation, Glacier National
Park, and to the north, on the Canadian
side of the boundary is Waterton Lakes
National Park, a similarly fine national
park.
The unfortunate thing about
these two adjoining pa1'ks is that travel
between the two has been limited because of the inability to construct a highway connection on the western side of
the parks.
For a number of years civic groups in
Montana and Canada have promoted the
idea of a figure-s loop road system which
would connect these two national parks
and would facilitate travel in this area.
The American portion of the highway
is partially constructed and surveys have
been made ·of the portion north and west
of the Going-to-the-Sun Highway. The
completion of the American section of
this road is included in the Mission 66
program and completion of the construction is scheduled for 1963. I understand
that this work could go ahead of schedule
if sufficient funds were allocated.
The only outlet north of the border at
the present is a. truck road for 60 milesand passable only during late summer
and early fall months-from the Cana-
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dian line past the old mmmg town of
Corbin in British Columbia to Canada's
surfaced, East-West Highway No. 3 between Crowsnest Pass and Michel.
Development of the Canadian section
of the loop road hinges on British Columbia. If the province will permit enlargement of Waterton Lakes National
Park or a park-access road on the west,
the proposed loop road on the west for
Glacier and Waterton will become a reality.
Mr. President, in order to promote the
construction of this highway I have submitted a resolution requesting the Secretary of State to negotiate with the
canadian Government on the completion
of the loop road linking the Glacier National Park in the United States and the
Waterton Lakes National Park in Canada.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that a memorandum prepared by
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
on this matter be printed in the RECORD
at the conclusion of my remarks.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The resolution will be received and appropriately
referred; and, without objection, the
memorandum will be printed in the
RECORD.
The resolution <S. Res. 293) was referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations, as follows:
Whereas Glacier National Park In the
United States Is adjacent to Waterton Lakes
National Park in Canada; and
Whereas the construction of 3 missing
links (2 in the United States and 1 in Canada) in existing highways would provide a
loop road linking these 2 parks; and
Whereas such a loop road would increase
the accessibility of both national parks and
thereby promote tl1e public convenience;
Now, therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Secretary of State Is
requested to bring to the attention of the
appropriate officials of the Government of
Canada the deep interest of the Senate In
the completion of the loop road !Inking the
Glacier National Park in the United States
and the Waterton Lakes National Park In
canada.

The memorandum presented by Mr.
is as follOWS:

MANSFIELD

MEMORAN!l'UM

APRIL 22, )958.
To: Senator MANSFIELD.
From: Sena.te Foreign Relations Cornm.lttl!e.
Subject: Glacier National Park Loop Road.
Three segments of construction are Involved:
1. The Camas Creek cut-off, a distance of
13.3 miles, which would run from an existing park road at the southwest end of Lake
McDonald to the forest highway In Flathead National Forest. The estimated cost
is $2.9 million, and It is in the National
Par~ Service's Mission 66 plan as scheduled
to start in 1963. This road involves a bridge
across the Flathead River, the middle of
which forms the western boundary of Glacier National Park. From the river to the
forest highway is a distance or approximately 1 mlle. For the Park Service to build
this portion of the road plus the half of
the bridge not In the park, it will be necessary for the Secretary of the Interior to
make a determination that this is necessary for access to the park. Officials of the
Park Service to whom we talked have no
doubt that such a determination wlll be
made at the appropriate time.
2. The Klshlnena Creek cut-of!', a dis•
tance of 3 miles. This is north of the Camas

Creek cut-off and runs from the forest highway back across the Flathead River through
a corner of Glacier National Park to the
canadian border. The estim;tted _cost is
$450,000, and in the Mission 66 plans, construction is scheduled to start in 1964. The
same determination would have to be made
by the Secretary of the Interior as in the
case of the Camas Creek cut-off regarding
a segment of approximately 1 mile plus
half .o f another bridge across the Flathead
River.
3. The Canadian section running from the
United States-Canadian border through the
province of British Columbia and into Waterton Lakes National Park, connecting at
Akamina Pass with an existing Canadian
park road. The distance of the Canadian
section is approximately 15 miles in British Columbia plus about 3 miles In Waterton Lakes National Park. There is no estimate of cost available in the National Park
Service.
Completion of these S sections would
provide a loop of approximately 130 miles In
length.
The principal difficulty involves a problem
of canadian Federal-Provincial relations in
regard to the 15 miles of the Canadian section which is in British Columbia and outside the boundaries of the Waterton Lakes
National Park. The Canadian Government
is described by officials of the State Department as In favor of the project and willing
to go ahead. It cannot do so, however, as
long as the area belongs to British Columbia. The provincial government is said to
be considering Whether to make the area a
provincial park, in which case it would build
the road as a provincial matter, or to cede
the area to the Federal Government. The
area Is remote from population centers of
British Columbia, and some provincial officials doubt that park development there
could be justified from the point of view
of British Columbia. The matter is further
complicated by the question of mineral
rights and the prospect that there may be
mineral development on lands through
which the proposed right-of-way would run.
Things have been rather at a standstill in
Canada while the Federal and Provincial
Governments separately considered which
should approach the other in regard to proceeding with the project. The until recently unsettled pol!tical situation has been
another factor making !or delay and Inertia.
The Department of State last summer sent
a standby Instruction to the American Embassy in Ottawa to take the matter up again
with t\le Canadian Government when, in the
Embassy's judgment, the time was opportune. At our request, the Department is
asking the Embassy for Its present assessment of the situation.
The officials of the National Park Service
with whom we discussed this matter say
that, although the two American segments
are not now scheduled to start until 1963
and 1964, they could be started sooner if the
problem of the Canadian section were set•
tied. The Camas Creek cut-off joins two
existing roads within the United States and
could conceivably be built regardless of what
Is done about the Canadian section. It Is
our Impression, however, that the Park Serv·
Ice prefers to approach the project as a
whole.

STRENGTHENING OF LAW WITH
RESPECT TO BRIBERY AND
GRAFT
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, I introduce, for approp1iate reference, a bill
to strengthen the law with respect to
bribery and graft.
The purpose of thls bill is to strengthen
the law with respect to bribery and
graft. In the light of some of the evi-
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dence obtained through congressional
hearings the need for this type of legislation has been clearly demonstrated.
The bill introduced here today is a reproduction of Senate bill 2014, introduced in the 84th Congress. In brief,
it will discourage the questionable practice which, on numerous occasions, h'b.s
been called to our attention by congressional committees wherein employees
who had held high positions either in
procurement or in decisionmaking agencies of the Government subsequently
obtained rather lucrative positions with
the same corporations which they had
favored.
This proposed legislation would not
prevent the bona fide employment of a Government official by any company with
whom he wished to become associated.
It simply provides that when such employee accepts a position with a company with whom his agency did business
during his period of Government service,
the agency with whom he worked would
be officially put on notice of his intentions to enter the employment of the
company. With the Government properly on notice, the agency involved would
have ample opportunity to discover those
few cases wherein such employment
could be questioned.
This proposed legislation was drawn
up with the cooperation of the Honorable Lindsay C. Warren, the former
Comptroller General of the United
States, and a letter of endorsement by
the present Comptroller General, Mr.
Joseph Campbell, is being incorporated
here today,
Mr. Warren, while serving as Comptroller Gen.e ral, in a letter dated August
18, 1950, and addressed to me, said, and
I quote:
The broad subject of Government officers
and employees going to work for Government
contractors long has been of deep concern
to the General Accounting Office. Certainly,
there can be no objection to any legitimate
efforts of such people to obtain employment
in pri'Vate lnctustry, or to efforts of private
industry to secure the services of qualified
employees. But it is equally certain that
arrangements of this kind must be consistent with the public interest. I think you
will agree that there Is inherent in the public service and In dealings with the Government, the requirements for exceptionally
high standards of conduct.
The real danger lies In the illicit inducement of Federal personnel by Government
contractors, and solicitation by those personnel of an advantage from the contractors.
As shown in my reports to th& Congress and
testimony before its committees, this may
take the form of highly remunerative positions, or expensive entertainment, or other
things of value, in return for special favors
or privileges for the contractors. Often It
originates or Is implemented by veiled or
outright connivance on the part of the Government people involved. Whether consummated or not, such dealings are inimical
to the interests of the United States. They
are nothing less than plain bribery.

The former Comptroller General then
suggested certain amendments to
strengthen those sections of the criminal statutes dealing with the bribery or
Government officers and employees, and
those suggestions are contained in the
first part of this bill.
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These plle up at home because they cannot
be sold at lower world prices and are therefore bought by Washington. When they are
dell vered abroad against smaller local currency payments we llst them at artificially
high values on our books.
We must be careful not to exaggerate the
relative proportion or contributions or loans
for defense purposes or to help unload stocks.
But even In the field of altruistic assistance
!or underdeveloped lands we find we must
spend much more than Moscow. There are
several reasons why thts ts necessary !or free
enterprise as opposed to state capitalism.
WARY OF SOCIALISM

We are openly wary of helping regimes we
regard as socialistic. Our Government
doesn't !tk'e to undercut our own businessmen. Congress stipulated that the new development fund shall not compete overseas
with private Investment capital.
Our banking system pays more to borrow
money at home than does Russia's. Therefore. the Treasury Insists on higher Interest
rates for loans abroad, In order not to lose.
Likewise, when we need experts to adminIster foreign programs we must await termination of their private contracts. There Is
no method of conscription for clvlllan work.
Tile luxury of freedom requires an expensive approach to foreign ald. The Russians
can oiier tentative loans they do not necessarily Intend to fulfill. I! they wish to
propagandize a country and suggest help,
they walt to see if we will propose a rival
program. If we don't, they move in . If we
do, they abstain. Thus they can operate
with a smaller revolving fund.
They probe our Interests economically as
they used to do militarily. They have suggested a e25 million credit to our ally Iceland. They are shopping around in Africa
in hopes of developing a sympathetic bloc.
As an autocracy, the Soviet Union has a
huge pool o! trained technicians. A Job in
Kiev or a Job In New Delhi Is equally a state
job. No draft Is needed. Foreign loans do
not have to be treated In terms of financial
profit. As a matter o! fact. even at low interest charges such loans lose no money.
INTEREST ON LOANS

We exact !rom 3 to 4 percent In dollar repayments and !rom 4 to 6 percent In local
currency repayments. Moscow charges !rom
2 to 2\~ percent because Its own Internal
borrowing pays on this scale. This makes
things easy for Pervukhln, Russia's foreignaid boss.
As we try to make loan conditions more
favorable, the U. S. S. R. does the same. Its
Indian loans no longer start repayment !rom
date of equipment delivery. The borrower
now Is not charged until an enterprise built
!rom such equipment actually starts to produce.
State capitalism permits high-handed fiexlblllty. All this discourages Americans who
feel we spend too much for too little political
return, George Kennan says: ''Moscow Is not
exactly the bottomless horn of plenty. • • •
It Is a pity It has never been required to
respond all at once to the many expectations
directed to lt. We ourselves should be the
lnst, one would think . to wish to spare It this
test."
The trouble Is we can neither abandon the
field nor give up our workable but costly free
enterprise society. We cannot allow Russia
a free hand In economic penetration. we
have seen what It means In Egypt and Syria.
We have moral obligations to succor poorer
peoples. We have mercantile and strategic
Interests. We cannot permit Soviet efficiency
to oust us !rom a field in which we long predominated.
Congress must ponder this problem. Naturally no democratic, !ree-enterprl.se system
can compete In every way on equal terms
with autocratic state capitalism. Therefore,
In the national Interest, we should agree,

when needed, to relax Federal banking standards and lend money at a loss. And we
should make aval!able to the administration
a fiexlble contingency lund to use tor emergency purposes not now foreseeable. We
cannot plan ahead against a 6-year-plan
autocracy merely with annual appropriations.

ACTION OF AMBASSADOR HENRY

CABOT LODGE BEFORE UNITED
NATIONS SECURITY COUNCIL
Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President
I wish to comment briefly on a notabl~
victory achieved by one of our former
colleagues, Ambassador Henry Cabot
Lodge, before the United Nations Security Council. It might better be termed
a rather striking defeat for yet another
of the Russian propaganda attempts.
The Soviet Government obviously felt
that it could embarrass the United states
by accusing the United States Government before the U. N. of what the Russians termed "provocative flights" by
SAC bombers into the Arctic Circle allegedly aimed at the Soviet Union.
After these many years of cold war
struggle with the Soviets, we are used to
their trumped up charges and their
spectacular propaganda sorties. But it
is indeed gratifying when one of these
attempts backfire and when it is due in
no small measure to the able handling
of the American Ambassador to the
United Nations, Henry Cabot Lodge,
formerly my colleague from Massachusetts.
So soundly did Ambassador Lodge refute the charges of the Soviets that they
withdrew their resolution calling for the
censure of the Strategic Air Command.
They did so after several unsuccessful
attempts to postpone a vote on the issue
which would have :•ad the effect of pro~
longing possible propaganda advantages.
Ambassador Lodge in turn challenged
the Russians to accept the open skies inspection proposed by President Eisenhower. So soundly were the Russians
beaten that they unleashed a vindictive
verbal attack against Ambassador Lodge
personally.
Ambassador Lodge has over the years
very ably represented the United States
before both the Security Council and
the General Assembly of the U. N. He
has worked diligently in the interests of
the United States and in the interests of
world peace. It is indeed gratifying that
his able handling of United states interests before the U. N. has thwarted
another obvious Russian propaganda
move. It is characteristic of the manner
in which Mr. Lodge has conducted our'
affairs before the U. N. over the last 5
years.
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Presi.
dent, will the Senator yield for a comment?
Mr. SALTONSTALL. I yield to the
Senator from New Jersey.
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. I am very
glad to add a word to what the Senator
from Massachusetts has said about the
wonderful accomplishment of Ambassador Lodge in this particular matter. I
noticed the comments in the newspapers
about it. As usual, Ambassador Lodge
has done fine work in meeting the Russian challenge head on.
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Mr. SALTONSTALL. I am glad to
have the Senator from New Jersey say
that, because I believe it sincerely.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. SALTONSTALL. I am glad to
yield to the Senator from Montana.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I join the Senator
in his commendation of the action of
Ambassador Lodge at the United Nations. I think he did an excellent job,
~n a dignified, precise, and well-thoughtout manner. I would express the hope
that what the Strategic Air Command
has been doing for many years in the
past will be continued into the future
for as long as it is necessary. In my;
opinion, the Strategic Air Command is
in fact and in effect, the keeper of the
peace at the present time, and what It
is doing is in the interest of the security
of this Nation and of the free world. I
agree with what the Ambassador had to
say and am in full accord with his great
performance at the United Nations. ·
Mr. SALTONSTALL. I thank the
Senator from Montana. I agree entirely
with what he has said about the SAC
bombers.
POSSIBLE SUSPENSION OF NUCLEAR
TESTING
Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President, at
this time no question of policy would
seem more misunderstood by the American people than the question of nuclear
testing.
As a member of the Senate Subcommittee on Disarmament, I believe it Is
in the interest ef the security of the
United States that the schedule of nuclear tests planned by this country for
this spring be carried out.
In my opinion, the world-wide fallout which will result from these planned
tests will not affect either the present,
or the future health of the world population.
This is an area in which the scientists
do not yet have all the scientific data.
But based on the data available, I do
not believe that the results of all nuclear
tests carried out to date will have any
appreciable effect on the present or futw·e health of mankind.
But an all-out nuclear war would certainly be damaging to the health of people all over the world.
Therefore I believe it essential that,
at earliest opportunity, the free world
reach agreement with the Soviet Union,
with Red China, and with all other countries, provided this agreement carries
with it a foolproof system of inspection.
The first step to this end might well
be such a world agreement for nuclear
test suspension as of a certain date.
In the past, the United States has refused to proceed with the Soviet proposal
that a test suspension be negotiated, and
has stipulated that any test suspension
agreement must also include an agreement to cease producing fissionable material for weapons pw·pose.
In my opinion, this position, as taken
by our Government, was a grave mistake.
Cessation of production would really
mean little, unless stockpiles could also
be checked; and because it is recognized
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that the latter would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, I believe that our
demand to have a suspension of testing
· depend upon a cessation of production
could be construed by the SGviet Union
as a, decision on our part not to enter
into any preliminary disarmament
agreement.
I recommend, therefore, that as soon
as the scheduled United States tests are
completed this year, every effort be made
to reach a nuclear test suspension agreement, always provided the terms of the
agreement safeguard our national security.
Ultimately this whole matter might
well be handled by the United Nations.
In summary, I do not believe that nuclear testing to date has damaged the
human race, through such materials as
strontium 90 and cesium 137.
But unless the great powers proceed
immediately to do eve1·ything possible
to achieve a first step toward world peace
through disarmament, history demonstrates that a continuation of an armaments race can only lead to war-and
if such a war becomes a nuclear war,
mankind might be destroyed.
As a member of this Disarmament
Subcommittee, I pay tribute to the subcommittee's able and hard-working
chairman, the junior Senator from Minnesota.
The people of this Nation, and the
people of the world, owe Senator HuMPHREY a deep debt of gcatitud.e for the
work he has done in this disarmament
field.
. ._,_

-----

THE UNITED STATES AND WORLD

TRADE
Mr. HOBLITZEIL. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that an address
by Francis E. Simmons, manager of the
Washington office of the American Viscose Corp., to the Front Royal Rotary
Club, on our foreign trade policy, be
printed in the RECORD.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. MoRTON in the chair). Is there objection to
the request of the Senator from West
Virginia?
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows: ,
UNrrED

STATES

AND WORLD TRADE: AMERICAN
POLICY AT THE CROSSROADS

(Address by Francis E. Simmons, manager, Washington office, American Viscose
Corp., to Front Royal Rotary Club, April
!.8, 1958)
In addressing this particular subject at
this time, I am reminded of an appropriate
Scripture: "In the day of prosperity be joyful, but In the day of adversit,y consider"
(Eccl. 7: 14). The circumstances of our
economy today make this timely counsel.
These are adverse days, as we are all too
well aware. We owe It to ourselves to take
time to consider seriously just where we as
a Nation stand on the matter ot foreign trade
policy, to review the road over which we
have traveled, and to contemplate what Is the
best path to follow as we move ahead. I am
grateful to the Front Royal Rotary Club for
this opportunity to consider this matter with
you.
Few major Issues have broader scope than
our foreign trade policy, and yet manage to
lnnuence every level of our economy. Public
aLtention focuses naturally on developments

in Washington, but the impact carries right
through to Front Royal.
Unfortunately, the clear dimensions of the
issue itself have been blurred by some who
Imply that fallure to give the administration
additional tariff-cutting powers for 5 more
years might throw countless Americans out
of work and drive our allies into the arms
of communisin. I hope, in these few mtn ..
utes with you today, to help restore this
national issue to sensible, realistic proportions.
I want to establish with you beyond question that a refusal by Congress to grant
the President further tariff-cutting powers
would In no way change the present tariff
Tate structure and, therefore, would not
affect the volume of foreign trade that has
been bullt up or jeopardize any of the jobs
that depend on lt. I will be obliged to tell
you more later as to the jeopardy to other
American jobs from imports that have been
dumped into the American market at unfair prices.
Since the passage of the Trade Agreements Act In 1934, American tariffs have
been pared to the point where the United
States stant;ls as one of the lowest tarilf
coUJltries In the world. Under existing rates,
foreign exporters have found no difficulty in
constantly Increasing their volume of trade
with this country, frequently to the distress
of certain less adequately protected Industries such as textlles, on which American
Viscose Corp. is dependent for a substantial
part of its market.
TRADE PROGRAM OUTMODED

I hope today to enlist your interest for I
am convinced that in the long run, only the
active support of Informed citizens-in Front
Royal and every other American communIty-will pave the way to a sound, equitable
solution to the foreign trade problem.
The adminstr~ttion's program for a 5-year
extension of the Trade Agreements ,.Act,
with further tariff-cutting authro!ty, seems
w!llfully dedicated to the Interest of the
lnternationallsts without due regard for the
effect on American industry. How can AmerIcan VIscose Corp. or any other American
Industry that Is vulnerable to low-wage import competition afford to consider the future -with any assurance while the Federal
Government clings stubbornly to a program
of the past?
No matter what new window dressing Is
installed or how many new coats of paint
are applied, or the gadgets like peril point
and escape clause that have been tacked
on for vote appeal, the fact remains that the
foreign trade vehicle we are asked to ride is
st!ll the model or 1n4.
There is no need to remind you of the
tremendous changes that have occurred In
our national economy and international outlook In the past quarter century. Many
completely new Industries have come into
being since the basic Tarilf Act of 1930.
At that time the production of rayon
staple, which now has become a major part
of our Industry and of AVC's Front Royal
output, was nothing more than a fond hope.
As a result, tbe tariff protection which was
accorded the Infant rayon yarn Industry was
not extended proportionately to staple, which
has suffered progressively under the antiquated 1934 Trade Agreements Act and further tariff cuts.
IMPACT OF IMPORT COMPETITION

As a

result, 85 million to 170 mlllion
pounds of rayon staple ( 1955- 57 range) are
delivered annually to American textlle m!lls
at prices American manufacturers cannot
match and remain In business. Imports last
year exceeded the combined output of the
American Viscose plants here at Front Royal
and at Parkersburg, W. Va. Most of this
foreign-made staple was sold here at lower
prices than It brought In Its own home market, a clear case of the unfair trade practico
of "dumping:"
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This, of course, Is only one example of Import market invasion. I could cite numerous other instances, such as the loss of 52
percent of the domestic market for hardwoor
plywood, 60 percent oNhe domestic mark
for watches and clocks, and nearly 70 pel
cent of the domestic market for velveteen
fabrics.
The plight of the velveteen Industry
strikes close to home. As recently as 1952,
the Crompton-Shenandoah Co. in Waynesboro employed 150 operators in its velveteen-cutting division. By the summer of
1957, after Imports had overrun the market,
this division was down to 17 workers. Any
slight subsequent Improvement Is completely
dependent on the forbearance o~ Japan.
FAIR COMPETITION UNDER F:'REE ENTERPRISE

Let me make It clear that we have no
quarrel with competition. _ Healthy, giveand-take competition is part and parcel of
the American economy. It has furnished
the spark for economic growth and vitality.
But there are two kinds of competition.
One Involves a match under mutually advantageous ground rules. This Is the kind
of competition under which America· has
fiour!shed. The other kind is the predatory
variety of competition which we decided
long since to prohibit In the United States.
Domestic market practices are regulated
by the Robinson-Patman Act to prevent
price discrimination; the Fair Labor Standards Act to control hours of work and hourly
earnings; antimonopoly laws; and numerous
other equalizers In the interest of healthy
competition.
Similarly, the tariff structure was intended
originally by Congress to equalize conditions
of competition, particularly labor costs, between American producers and their foreign
competitors. We ask no quarter on technology and manufacturing efficiency, but sweatshop labor outlawed In this country Is no
more palatable when it originates abroad.
American business Is compelled to be ruggedly ind!viduallst!c under the antimonopoly laws, whereas the combinations, agreements, and restrictive practices of foreign
cartels or other groups are well known. We
know from experience how difficult It Is to
enter their markets and how free they are
to invade ours.
ANTIDUMPING ACT INEFFECTIVE-t

I want to emphasize especially the com-

parison between the Robinson-Patman Act,
which abhors price discrimination by domestic sellers, and the Antidumping Act, which
seeks to prevent foreign producers from selling to our market at less than they sell in
their own market or elsewhere. This type of
predatory pricing, known as dumping, is
frowned upon generally among the free nations and by the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Congress at•
tempted to outlaw it In the Ant!dhmplng
Act of 1921, but unrealistic definitions and
resultant court decisions have defeated the
purposes of the act.
Let's look at the record. Since January 1,
1934, the Government has handled 198 cases
of alleged antidumping violation, with findIng for domestic Industry in only 8 cases.
Speaking of longshots, American manufacturers, seeking to Invoke the Antidumping
Act, confront odds of 25 to 1.
The American rayon staple Industry finds
itself among the 190 applicants who tried,
and lost. It took Its complaint to the Treasury Department In 1954. The Customs Bureau found prima facie evidence of dumping.
The Department of Commerce determined·
that the domestic industry was being Injured.
Under the terms of the Antidumping Act
of 1921, we expected relief In the form of an
antidumping duty, which would simply have
brought the price charged by foreign producers to the American market up to the
price charged at home. We were denied that

